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Abstract

The dissertation identifies the origins of the present disparity of health
conditions between Indian communities and mainstream society in western Canada. lt
examines the relationship between economics and health of lndian populations in the
Canadian northwest from the early eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth

century- lt documents the development of the fur trade in relation to changes

in the

geographical distribution of aboriginal societies resulting from the differential
impact of
introduced European diseases. For a period of one hundred and fifty years, infections
that came as a consequence of trade were the primary source of mortality due to illness
among First Nations. In addition, social pathologies resulting from European trade
strategies affected the well being of communities in the northwest. ClÍmate and
environment contributed to the differential success of many groups integrated into the
global economy through the fur trade.
Canada's acquisition of the northwest changed this pattern. lts commitment to
the terms of Treaties opened the west for agricultural development and setgement.
The Dominion's development strategy, the National Policy, coincided with the extinction
of the bison, undermining the ability of plains Indians to compel the government to
deliver on their Treaty commitments. To facifitate the implementation of its economic
and political order, the Dominion used its famine relief strategy as a means to
subjugate them. By the early 1880s, tuberculosis emerged as a full blown epidemic
among the Indians of the plains. The spread of tuberculosis through the lndian
population of the plains was the result of the protracted period of malnutrition. punitive
measures imposed after the brief armed resistance to Dominion hegemony further
weakened the population already largely infected with the disease. Severe mortality

¡¡

weakened the population already largely infected with the disease. Severe mortality
resulted from the spread of acute infectious disease among the compromised

population- Within fifteen years of signing Treaties many plains populations
declined to
their demographic nadir.
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Terminology

The use of terminology to designate the identity of First Nations people
remains
a contentious issue. Where possible, the study has identified individuals
by their
names or more commonly by their band or ethnic affiliation. The term "lndian"
is used
as an umbrella designation to encompass members of various groups
of individual First

Nations. Because the term "aboriginal" comprises groups such as the Métis
and the
Inuit, it is not used as a synonym for First Nations in the text. Ethnic
designations

appear in the document as they were used in the sources. Many of the
terms used in
the study are not what the groups would use to identify themselves.
Although the
terminology used in the text may frustrate some readers, ethnic designation
within First
Nations communities themselves is not static.
Quotations have been transcribed from the sources as exacfly as possible.
Because of this, many spelling and punctuation errors appear uncorected
in the text.
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Chapter 1 : lntroduction
Canadians can be justly proud of the yearly pronouncements by the United
Nations world human development index that they consistenfly rank among the
top

three countries in the world with regard to their quality of life. A starfling exception
to
this record are the dismal health and economic conditions within Canada's First
Nations

population. As mainstream Canadians have come to expect some of the
highest
standards of health care in the world as a right of citizenship, the experience of
First
Nations communities is closer to that of third world populations than to those of
the rest
of Canada. Matthew Coon Come, the National Chief of the Assembly of First
Nations,
stated that if the criteria used by in the United Nations index were applied to First
Nations communities, they would rank as low as sixty-fourth in the world.l The gap
between the health of mainstream Canadians and members of First Nations
communities is such that members of the latter have a life expectancy of between
eight
and ten years shorter than the general Canadian population. The present study
argues
that the root of the imbalance in health conditions between the two populations
can be
found in the alienation of First Nations from their land and resource base.
The displacement of indigenous people's from their traditional and adopted
economic niches occurred at different times among the various First Nations of
the
Canadian Northwest. By the end of the nineteenth century, populations of the plains
and of the western subarctic were, either as a consequence of forced or chosen
economic specialization in the fur trade economy, in a precarious environmental
and
social situation. In the marginal lands of the far northwest, the tepitorial displacement
of Athapaskan populations into ecological regions that could not provide a retiable

lSpeech by
Chief Matthew Coon Come in Fort McMurray, October 26,2000.
(Ottawa: Assembly of First Nations, 2000), press release.
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subs¡stence base, was the product of the protracted period of unrestrained extraction
known as the fur trade competition era. There, game depletion and cyclical patterns
of
starvation stressed the aboriginal inhabítants to the breaking point by the beginning
of
the nineteenth century. On the plains, economic focus on the bison hunt, which
served
to feed the northern fur trade, provided First Nations with almost a century of affluence
before their precipitous decline in the last quarter of the century.
Though the extinction of the bison was a major factor in the hardship of the
plains inhabitants, their suffering was exacerbated by efforts of the Dominion
government to control and manipulate them to suít the nation's development
programme based on agriculture and European settlement. For the aboriginal
populations of the prairies, state-sponsored exclusion from the new economic paradigm
contributed not only to a regional famine but to the emergence of tuberculosis
as the
primary cause of morbidity and mortality by the 1880s. By the 1890s, infection
rates
were so high among reserve populations of the plains that government officials and
medical practitioners came to the false conclusion that Indian people were racially
susceptible to tuberculosis and that the disease was hereditary in nature. From that
time, First Nations communities continued to suffer higher rates of disease, a
consequence of the poverty resulting from theír exclusion from the mainstream

economy. For the vast majority of both urban and reserve populations, conditions of
poverty and economic marginalisation remain to the present.
Recent studies in the medical history of First Nations people have focussed on
racism as the primary factor in the decline of Indian populations in western Canada
after the acquisition of the territory by the Dominion. Maureen Lux, in her investigation
of health trends among the indigenous people of the plains from 1gg0 to 1g40.

3

stressed that racism, and the development of policies by the Canadian government
that

developed from that position were the primary causes of the precipitous decline
of
health among reserve populations.2 Mary-Ellen Kelm used race as the basis of
declining health conditions among First Nations people in British Columbia in the
early
twentieth century.3 Racism on the part of Canadian authorities during the early
decades of their stewardship of the populations that entered into treaties with the
Dominion government undoubtedly contributed to the decline of health conditions

among reserye populations. However, the alienation of Fírst Nations communities
from
a viable economic base had a more direct link to their decline of health. This
study

focusses on the interaction of health conditions among the Indian population of
the
Canadian Northwest and their participation in the increasingly global trade from
the
eighteenth century to the end of the nineteenth century, when First Nations on
the
plains were essentially barred from participating in the development of
agrarian
capitalism though state-sanctioned interventíon.4
Prior to their economic marginalisation, which occurred at various times

throughout the nineteenth century, the epidemiology of First Nations communities
in the
Canadian northwest roughly corresponded to the model established by Alfred Crosby.
The Crosby model claims that introduced Old World pathogens were the primary

2Maureen

Lux, Medicine that Walks:Disease, Medicine, and Canadian plains
Native People, 1 880-1940 (Toronto: university of roronto press, 2oo1), 4.
3Mary-Ellen

Kelm,Colonizing Bodies: Aboriginal Health and Healing in Brítish
columbia, 1900-50 (vancouver, university of Britiih columbia press, 1os-e¡, xix.
4The

most succinct discussion of the role of the Canadian state in subverting
First Nations' adoption of commercial agriculture was provided by Sarah Carter
in Losf
Haruests: Pnirie lndian Reserve Farmers and Govemment potiõy(Montreal:
McGillQueen's University Press, 1gg0).
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determinants of the demographic history of the indigenous populations of
the Americas
for as long as one hundred and fifty years after their full exposure to them.s
The scale
of the demographic impact of introduced diseases, particularly of ,,Virgin
Soil
Epidemics," when diseases spread among prevíously unexposed populations

contributed to the collapse of large scale societies in the New World, remains
a
contentious, if not the primary, debate in the early history of the encounter
between
people of the Old World and the New.
Although some studies have attempted to reconstruct the demographic collapse

of First Nations in the territory that became western Canada,6 the paucity of
accurate
records and the comparatively light population densities of the band societies
in the
northwest in comparison to the large-scale societies to the south have conspired
to
undermine any serious attempts to reconstruct the size of indigenous populations
at the
time of their first exposure to the most lethal of Old World pathogens, smallpox.
In
western Canada, even the occurence of the "Virgin Soil" outbreak of smallpox
in the
northwest is not well understood. Although the early 1780s is widely accepted
as the
the time of the first outbreak of the disease on the northern plains, this study
identifies
an epidemic of the disease across the prairies in the 1730s, more than a generation
earlier.

sAlfred

Crosby, "Virgin Soil Epidemics as a Factor in the Aboriginal Depopulation
of America."inGerms, Seeds &Animals: Sfudres inEcological Histoiy.(London:M.8.
Sharpe, 1994), 99.
6Jody Decker, "We
Shall Never Again Be the Same People,'The Diffusion and
Cumulative lmpact of Acute lnfectious Drseases Affecting the Natives on the
No¡them
Plains of the westem lnterior of canada (ph. D. diss. york university, 19g9).

Scope of the Study
The Political Economy of tndian Health and Drsease in the Canadian
Nofthwest

considers the interaction of disease and the spread of the fur trade economy
through
the interior of western Canada from the Red River area west to the Rocky
Mountains
and north to the edge of the tundra. The region roughly corresponds to the
area
encompassed by the Northern Department of the Hudson's Bay Company
and the
Mackenzie watershed known as the Athabasca country. The southern extremity
of the

study is the Missouri River, the territory once controlled by the sedentary
horticultural
societies of the Mandan, Hidatsa and the Arikara, from which the vast
majority of
epidemic disease, particularly smallpox, spread northward into what became
Canadian
tenitory.
Due to the size of the geographical area under consideration and the

longitudinal nature of the study, it is based to a significant extent on published
and
unpublished secondary literature. lt is intended to be a large-scale general
history of
health and disease in relation to economic conditions among the First Nations
of the

northwest. lt answers the call by Theodore Binnema in, Common and Contested
Ground: A Human and Environmental History of the No¡thwestern plains
for studies

that have a wider focus than the history of a particutar ethnicity and what he
called the
"culturalist preoccupations" of most twentieth century scholarshíp on
the tribal peoples
of North America.z
Because the present study focusses on the inextricable link between economics
and health over a vast geographical area and is not intended to oufline the specific
TTheodore

Binnema, common and contested Ground: A Human and
Environmental History of the North American Ptains (Norman: University
of Oklahoma
Press,2001), xiii.
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histories of each of the numerous First Nations who inhabit, or once inhabited,
the

northwest. One goal of the study is to illustrate that the linkage between economic
factors and biology was often the primary force in the shaping of the ethnic
map of the
Canadian west- The two related historical forces serve to explain why some groups
expanded, as was the case with the Plains Cree, and why others declined
to the point
of near oblivion, as was the case with the Assiniboine-Nakota and the
Gros VentreAtsina.

The expansion of some First Nations at the expense of others was largely
the
outcome of disease during the fur trade era, often the result of differential
integration of
societies into the global economy. Although they were not the sole source
of infection,
trade networks served to a very large extent as vectors of disease during
the period of
introduced infectious pathogens. The demographic result of the interaction
of
biological and economic variables was that many of the First Nations that entered
into
treaties with the Dominion on the prairies were the inheritors of the area, rather
than the
indigenous and longstanding owners of the territory.
Another aim of the study is to demonstrate the motivation on the part of the

Plains Cree who forced the inclusion of medical and food relief into the terms
of Treaty
6, signed at Forts Carlton and Pitt ín 1876. The terrible suffering of the group,
and of
other First Nations on the western plains during the smallpox epidemic of
1g69-70 that
killed as many as 3,500 people, prompted demands on the part of the cree
for the

delivery of medical care from the Dominion which assumed responsibility for
them. The
inclusion of the clause that guaranteed food assistance in times of crisis was
also a
conscious strategy on the part of Cree negotiators to mitigate the effect of the
inevitable disappearance of the bison. Though canada accepted the legal

respons¡bility of these terms with the signing of the Treaty, the study
will show that the
Dominion ignored its commitments, partícularly with regard to famine relief.
The
government provided limited assistance to First Nations in the
aftermath of the
extinction of the bison, but the motivation of the state was control of
the lndian
population rather than the alleviation of a humanitarian crisis
and the fulfilment of their
treaty responsibility. Resistance on the part of the reserve population
to what they
considered to be the failure of the government to deliver on its treaty
commitments met
with harsh punishment, especially after the return of the Conservative government
under John A. Macdonatd in 1879. The failure of the government to adequately
deal
with the regional food crisis, and draconian measures imposed after
the brief and
limited armed resistance in the spring of 1885, resulted not only in a
decade long
famine for many First Nations on the prairies but also in the emergence
of tuberculosis
among the malnourished and ímmune compromised population.

Methodology
The medical history of First Nations people in the northwest is inextricably
linked
to the economic and political development of the region. The political
economy
approach offers the most explanatory power in uncovering the long-term
changes in
health conditions among the First Nations in the west. lt explains the
differential
success of specific ethnic groups through the fur trade period and the general
declíne
of plains populatíons following canada'9 acquisition of the northwest.
The political economy approach to the history of health and disease
in the
Canadian northwest presented here is a response to writers James Waldram,
Ann
Hening, and Kue Young's call for such a study in their lgg5 publication,
Aboriginal

I
Health in Canada: Historical, Cultunl, and Epidemiotogical perspectives.B
ln the¡r
conclusion, the authors stressed that, "the political economy of health seems
most
appropriate, given the status of the Aboriginal peoples as indigenous, colonized
minorities in their homeland."e
The investigation of social and economic forces in relation to health has been
applied effectively in the context of other colonial societies. The Nobel laureate,
Amartya Sen, in his pioneering work on the economics of famine in south Asia,
stressed that regional hunger had more to do with the politics of food distribution
than
the simple scarcity of food.10 In the mid-1980s, Meredith Thursen challenged
the notion
that chronic malnutrition among the populations of Africa and the myriad of
health
problems resulting from it was simply the result of environmental crises
such as the
Sahel drought.ll Rather, she stressed that poverty in Africa was not,,an innate
or
inherent problem but a product of colonial history, present dependence, and changed
social relations of production."l2 She critiqued colonial medicine that espoused
a
"natural history of disease" in which African people declined in
health because of poor
hygiene and their lack of immunity to introduced diseases and poor diet. In
doing so,
uJames Waldram,
Ann Herring, and Kue Young, Aboriginat Heatth in Canada:
Historical, Cultunl, and Epidemiotogícal Perspective.s
lÏoronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1995),270.
slbid.

loAmartya

Sen, Pove rty and Famines: An Essay on Entiflement and Deprivation
(oxford: oxford unÍversity press, 1gg1),1 ; and.Food, Economics, and
Entilements.,,
in The Political Economy of Hunger: Se/ecfed Essays, eds. Jean Dreze, Amartya
Sen,
and Athar Hussain (oxford: oxford university presé, lggs), so-6g.
11The

Potitical Ecotogy of Disease in Tanzania (New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers
University Press, 1984), xii.
t2lbid., s.

9

she developed the concept of the "unnatural history of disease" through
the
investigation of the economic, social, and political roots of disease.l3
ln a study of
tuberculosis among African miners in South Africa, Randall packard
came to essentially
the same conclusion, noting that the emergence of the disease was
the product of the
particularly pathological intersection of political, economic and
biological forces.la
ln the late 1980s, Gregory campbeil appried the same technique to
the
deterioration of health conditions among the Cheyenne of Montana.is
Campbell used
the concept of the "unnatural history of disease" to show that social, political
and
economic forces were inseparable from health conditions, and that
the emergence of
new diseases such as Acquired lmmune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS),
substance
abuse, and Type ll Diabetes Mellitus were often the result of enforced
social change in
the years following the Second World War.16 ln an article entifled, ,,Health patterns
and
Underdevelopment on the Northern Cheyenne Reservation," Campbell
again stressed

that physical decline was the "direct result of the political and economic control
held

by

the Indian office," which deprived the group of its primary means of subsistence
and
access to the resources required for good health.lz
13lbid.,

10.

l4White PIague-Black
Labor: Tuberculosís and the political Economy of Health
and Ðrsease in South Africa (Berkeley: University of California press,
1gggi, 1g.
1'The Political
Economy of ttt-Health: Changing No¡thern Cheyenne Health
Patterns and Economic IJnderdevelopment (Ph. D. diss, University
of Oklahoma,

1gg7).

16"The

changing Dimension of Native American Health: A critical understanding
of Contemporary Native American Health lssues," in Native Amerícan
Resurgence and
Renewal: A Reader and Bibliogrcphy, ed. Robert N. wells (Metuchen,
N.J.: é"ur""ro*
Press, 1994),97-100.
17"Health patterns
and Economic underdevelopment on the cheyenne
Reservation," in The Political Economy of North American Indians, eO.
.läfrn H. Moore
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Although the utility of the political economy model to the understanding of social
and economic conditions among aboriginal peoples in Canada is widely acknowledged
by the medical community and social scientists,lt the approach has been under
utilized

within the historical community. Early archival studies such as Charles Bishop,s
lhe
Northern Oiibwa and the FurT¡ade: An Historical and Ecological Studymade specific
reference to the development of economic dependency on the globaltrade in furs.ls
Since the 1980s, investigations grounded in economic relationshíps, such as the
study
presented here, have become increasingly rare as the field known
as ethnohistory has
become the predominant methodology in the history of First Nations in western

Canada. Rather than focussing on the economic and social relationshÍps between
aboriginal people and the expanding sphere of Europeans, practitioners of
ethnohistoric method have tended to concentrate their efforts on the motivations
and
actions of small groups, either at the band level or at the level of specífic ethnicities.
While this approach has been successful in casting aboriginalgroups as active
agents
in their dealings and the survival of their cultural identities, the method
has largely

avoided the issue of the general decline of First Nations communities that resulted
from
the imposition of Canadian hegemony. Whíle the persistence of culturaltraits
despite
the long assault on them by the state is a testament to the resilience of First Nations
(Norman: University of Oklahoma press, 1g9g), 63.
18ln

their sociological study of First Nations conditions, Vic Satzewich and Terry
Wotherspoon noted that "a political economy analysis of Canada's aboriginal people
must be grounded in the consideration of native peoples' struggles for sùbs¡stence
and
survival under changing material circumstances.,;Fftsf ruarønJ: nace, class,
and
Gender Relations (Scarborough: Nelson Canada, 1gg3), 13.
'nThe Noñhern Ojibwa and the FurTrcde: An Historical and Ecological Study,
Culture and Communities: A Series of Monographs (Toronto: Holt, Rinehãrt
and
Winston Canada, 1gT4), 196.
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people, it is not the focus of the study presented here.
Rather, it considers
epidemiological changes in relation to the development of the
fur trade and the decline
of health conditions for those who entered treaties with Canada
in the 1g70s. ln
considering the changes in epidemiology from the fur trade through
the Canadian
period, the study identifies the regional trends in the health
of First Nations populations
through the Canadian northwest.
In the aboriginal historiography of Western Canada, the rift
between scholars

with an economic focus and those who concentrate on culturaltraits
has been most
evident on the crucial question of whether Algonkian-speaking peoples
expanded ínto
western Canada, a consequence of their integration into the global
economy. Those
who have stressed the importance of economic relations have generally
accepted the
view that eastern people moved west during the fur trade era.
Studies that centre on

ethnicity and the persistence of cultural traits have largely opposed
this view, arguing
that AlgonkÍans were well-ensconced in the west prior to the expansion
of the capitalist

economy into the region.
The controversy over the westward expansion of Atgonkian-speakers
into the
northwest is voluminous, but can be summarized as follows. The
expansionist
approach, pioneered by anthropologist David Mandelbaum in the
1940s20 and
developed by scholars such as Arthur Ray and Charles Bishop,21
argues that groups
that acquired European trade goods, particularly fire arms, expanded
into areas

'oThe Plains cree: An Ethnognphic, Historical, and comparctive study(Regina:
Canadian Plains Research Centre, l gzg).
21lnd¡ans

in the Fur Trcde: Their Role as Tnpperc, Hunte¡s, and
Middlemen in
the Lands Southwest of Hudson's Bay, 1660-1870ltoronto, University
of Toronto
Press, 1974); Charles Bishop The No¡them Ojibwa'and the FurTnde:
An Historical
and Ecological study (Toronto: Holt, Rinehart and winston
of canada , ßT¿).
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inhabited by other groups, causing territorial and cultural dislocation of many aboriginal

societies. Those who favour the idea of the "in-situ" development of Algonkians in the
west, including Dale Russell22 and the late James G.E. Smith,23 oppose the view that
the Cree expanded as a result of their association with Europeans, claiming that they
lived as far west as north centralAlberta prior to their ínvolvement in the global

exchange of furs. The key issues in the debate are the nature of the trade relations
between Indians and Europeans, and the extent to which aboriginal groups were
dependent on trade items, especially firearms and imported food.

The notion of dependency was first popularized by the Maxist histo¡an André
Gunder Frank in his book, Capitalism and lJnderdevelopment

in

Latin America,

published in 1967.24 Frank traced third world poverty in the twentieth century to
the
development of capitalism and the unequal economic relations between .core,,colonial
powers and "peripheral" colonized countries. According to Frank, trade relations
had to
be considered in relation to the growth of capitalism on a world scale.2s One of his
conclusions was that no part of Latin America had been left untouched by market
relations-26 Underdevelopment ín satellite or peripheral states was the result of surptus

2zDale Russell,
Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and Their Neighbours,

Archaeological survey of Canada, Mercury Series (Hull: Canadian Musãum of
Civilization, 1991).
23James G.E.
smith, "The western

woods cree: Anthropological Myth and
Historical Reality," American Ethnotogist 14 (1gg7): 484-44g.
24André

Gunder Frank, Capitatism and lJnderdevelopment
(New York: Monthly Review Press, 1967).

ín Latin America

2sAnthony Brewer,
Marxist Theories of Imperialism: A Crítical Suruey(London:
Routlege, 1980), 159.
261bid.,161.
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accumulation in the metropolis or core state. ln the periphery, economic
speciatization
through manipulation by the core eventually led to the dependence
of the periphery on
the core. In the context of the aboriginal history of western
Canada, the economic
specialization of groups such as the Cree and the Ojibwa in
fur trade relations, has led
scholars to interpret their economic history as one of growing
dependence on
European trade goods and, by extension, on the global capitalist
system in order to

suryive' The debate in Canada over the dependency of Indians on
the fur trade has
polarized scholars who consider economic relations
and those who focus on the
cultural integrity of indigenous populations. Scholars with
an economic orientation,
such as Ray and Bishop, have stressed that eastern groups
were first to be integrated
into the world system through their direct contact with Europeans
and their acquisition

of goods such as firearms. As agents in the field for the accumulation
of capital in the
metropolis, the middlemen's access to European technology
served to give them an
economic and military advantage over more isolated groups.
Because groups such as
the Cree and ojibwa were active participants in the growing
capitalist world system
through their procurement of furs for foreign consumption,
they became increasingly
reliant on the maintenance of core-periphery economic relations
for their success and
eventually for their very survival.
The other side of the debate tends to consider the cuttural component
of the
groups under consideration. Predominantly anthropological
in orientation, scholars
disputing both dependency and the westward expansion of
middlemen in the early fur
trade have focussed on the ways specific groups have worked
to maintain their
independence from European traders. Because of their focus
on the persistence of
traditions, beliefs and practices, anthropologists have often
tended to describe
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aboriginal societies until as late as the mid 1g40s as "traditional, unchanging
and
stable."27 Their economic analysis has tended to focus on behaviour
at the band or
tribal level rather than on the exchange relationships of groups on a
larger scale.
Because advocates of this approach have dominated recent scholarship,
critical inquiry
into the origin of social problems among contemporary aboriginal people
has suffered.
In their descriptions

of the specific choices made by particular First Nations

populations

and their manipulation of European institutions for their own ends,
ethnohistorians have

tended to stress the autonomy of particular populations while failing
to consider larger
trends in relations between natives and newcomers. In a sense,
the focus on the
persistence of cultural traits among aboriginal populations
sheds light on the
anthropological tree at the expense of the historical forest
One problem with the ethnohistoric critique of "dependency', pointed
out by
Tough is that the term has been used incorrecfly by those who
would seek to
undermine the approach. Laura Peers' study of the Saulteaux at
Fort pelly in the early
nineteenth-century stressed the ability of the Indians to make decisions
regarding their
subsistence and resource use and that "[a]bsolute dependency and
loss of autonomy
occur when a group runs out of choices."28 Tough's rebuttal is
that there is no such
thing as a society that is absolutely dependent, "and thus a nonsensical
category has
been created in place of assessing historical trends."2s
2TFrank

Tough 'As Their NatunlResources Fail:' Native peoples and the
Economic History of Notthern Manitoba, 1780-1g30 (Vancouver:
University of British
Columbia Press, 1996), 299.
28lb¡d.,

301.

2slb¡d' Charles
Roland has shown that even the Jews of the Warsaw ghetto
were able to develop resistance strategies to cope with their apparenly
nofeLss
situation. Counge |Jnder Siege; Staruation, Drsease and Death
in the Warsaw Ghetto
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Another issue to be considered in differing approaches are the temporal
limits of
studies in ethnohistory. Many of the studies undertaken by those who oppose
dependency as an interpretive framework, end prior to the establishment
of large scale
European settlement. In the canadian context, the bulk of the literature
in ethnohistory
deals with events only up to the sale of Rupert's Land to the DomÍnion of
Canada in
1869-70.30 Because the studies end before the period of state intervention,
they do not

address the substance of many of the current political and legal conflicts
between First
Nations and the Canadian government.

In 1992, David Smyth argued that ethnohistoric studies challenging the
westward migration of the Cree "have virtually destroyed the credibility of
this position,,
rendering the debate over migration and economic dependency "historiographically
outof date."31 One of the key studies that led to Smyth's conclusion was Dale
Russell,s
Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighbours.s2 Although Russell,s
study is
considered the essential source for the location of various First Nations
during the
eighteenth-century, he noted that "little is known" about Cree groups that
occupied the
northern margins of the plains along the saskatchewan River prior to their
(New York: Oxford University press, 1gg2), 196-197.

tosee Paul
rhisfle, Indian-European Tnde Retations in the Lower
Saskaúchewan River Region to 1840, Manitoba Studies in Native Hístory (Winnipeg:
University of Manitoba Press, 1986); John Milloy The plains Cree: Trcde,'Diplomacy
and War, 1790-1870. Manitoba Studies in Native History (Winnipeg: Univeråity
of
Manitoba Press, 1988); and Laura Peers The Ojibwa o7 Westeìn óanada,
1780-1g70,
Manitoba Studies in Native History (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba preés,
19g4).
3lDavid
smyth, "Missed opportunity: John Milloy's The ptains cree.,, pnirie
Forum 17(1992):338. For an opposing view, one thatitresses the
validity of the
dependency model, see Frank rough, "The Northem Fur Trade: A Review
of
conceptual and Methologicar tssues," Musk ox 36 (1ggg): o6-79.
32Dale

Russell, Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighþouts.
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disappearance after the smallpox epidemic of 1781-17g2.33
what Russell failed to
recognized was the possibility, or as the present study argues,
the probability of a virgin
soil outbreak of smallpox in the late 1730s. Because much
of his argument is based on

the reconnaissance journeys of employees of the Hudson's Bay
company in the 1750s
and 1760s, the demography of the region would have already
been fundamentally
changed by the initial outbreak of smallpox, usually considered
the most serious single
demographic event in the history of a populatíon.
In addition to arguing for the re-interpretation of the virgin
soil epidemic of

smallpox in the Canadian west, the study shows that the westward
movement of
groups was primarily westward. The economically driven
migratíons of the plains Cree,
the Saulteaux, and the lroquois, are examples of this general
trend. Arthur Ray noted
that economic motivations were but a part of the impetus for
the westward expansion of
eastern groups- He identified disease as another. The thesis
contends that disease
was probably the primary force in the spatial dynamism in western
Canada. lt shows
that expansion was often into the territory of groups that had
undergone severe tosses
to disease' The decline of the Assiniboine-Nakota and the
Gros Ventres-Atsina are two
examples of this process.
As differential survival of infections allowed certain groups to
claim the country
inherited by their dead or dying neighbours, the expanding groups
adapted their
economies and technologies to feed the European demand for
fur and food. The
growing economic specialization was a conscious strategy
on the part of those who
took on the new challenges of the fur trade. The most successful
of these groups, the
Plains Cree, experienced almost a century of fluorescence as provisioners
of the
33Russefl,

Eighteenth-century westem cree and their Neighbouts,
s.
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European trade before the extinction of the bison and the coercion
of the Dominion
brought their communities to the brink of disaster by the 1ggOs.
Although many in the ethnohistorical community consider the
issue to be dead,
Arthur Ray has stated that the conflict between the opposing sides
of the dependency
debate will probably never be fully resolved.3a The study contends
that economic
specialization within the fur trade economy on the part of First
Nations populations
created conditions for dependency as described by Gunder
Frank in the Latin American

context' The most prolific of current writers on the economic history
of aboriginal
peoples in the northwest, Frank Tough recently decried
the state of historical research
in the north by declaring that, "[d]iscussion of political economy
of the subarctic has

essentially been shut down by ethnohistory.',3s Another goal
of the thesis is the
reintegration of the political economy method into mainstream
history of First Nations in
western Canada.

Structure of the Ïhesis
The study contends that changes in the epidemiological history
of First Nations
in the Canadian northwest are inextricably linked to the
development of the global

economy' To illustrate the essentially symbiotic relationship of
disease and economics,
the text considered the relationship of the two forces from the early
eighteenth-century

toRay, "Some
Thoughts About the Reasons for Spatíal Dynamism in the
Early
Fur Trade," in Three Hundred prcirie yeans, ed. Henry È'pp (negina:
canadian prains
Research Centre, lgg3), 122.
3sTough, 'As
Their NatuntResources Fail,' 3oo. For an ethnohistoric critique
of
dependency, see Eleanor Blain, "Dependency: charles Bishop
and the Northern
Ojibwa," in Aboriginal Resource tJse in Canada: Hístoricat and
LegalAspecfs, eds. K.
Abel and J. Friesen (winnipeg: university of Manitoba press,
1991): g3_106.
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to the end of the nineteenth. Chapter 2 considers the role of disease in the early
fur
trade and its impact on the territorial dislocation of people from New France to the
western plains. lt considers the effect of the virgin soil outbreak of smallpox on the
populations of the west during the late 1730s. Because the Ojibwa had been
exposed
to the disease as early as the 1670s, they were able to survive in greater numbers
than
did their western partners and antagonists. As a result, they íncreased the size
of their

teritory at the expense of the Assiniboine, Monsoni, and the Dakota. The outbreak
also precipitated the long decline of the sedentary societies along the Missouri
and the
severity of the infection among the Shoshoni forced their retreat from Southern
Alberta,
opening the country to members of the Blackfoot confederacy.
The third chapter considers the impact of the invigoration of the Montreal trade
in the aftermath of the Seven Years War on the introduction of acute infectious

diseases among the First Nations of the west. The invasion of traders increased
the
incidence of outbreaks by the early 1770s. The penetration of the Athabasca country,
beyond the territory set aside for the Hudson's Bay Company, not only opened
a vast
area for economic exploitation, but removed what had probably been a barrier
to

disease. The spread of the smallpox epidemic that originated in Mexico in lZZg spread
to the northern forest occupied by the Dene. The level of death brought by the

epidemic and the arrival of large numbers of Europeans into the western interior
brought unprecedented changes to the people and economy of the region. The
development of the society known as the Plains Cree and the westward movement
of
the Saulteaux in relation to both the economic opportunities afforded by the increased
trade and the demographic collapse of groups that occupied the plains and parklands
were but two of the resufts.
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Chapter four focuses on the period known as the "fur trade wars.,, During
this
time, the influx of Europeans into the northwest brought unprecedented
changes to the
people and environment of the region. Four decades of unrestrained
harvesting
denuded much of the area of large game and fur bearers. The intensification
of the
trade, often canied out by aboriginal economic migrants in the employ
of the various
Canadian-based ventures, resulted in the territorial dislocation of many groups
from
their territory. In the Mackenzie watershed, the displacement of many
small
Athapaskan groups to land that could not sustain them was nothing less
than a

disaster. Cyclical staryation, disease, and even infanticide were the resuft.
Throughout
the northwest, the primarily Canadian trade in alcohol introduced the
first serious social
pathologies to First Nations. The chapter also illustrates the
different trading strategies
of the canadian and English companies in their pursuit of furs.

chapter Five considers the effect of the Hudson,s Bay company (HBC)
monopoly on the northern fur trade from the early 1820s to the end of
the century. The
Company's control of the trade and its strict enforcement of policies aimed
at making
the trade as economically efficient as possible resulted in the continuation
of the
hardship experienced by fur procurers. As the regular cycles of famine
continued in the
north, the increasing reliance of the HBC on native-born labour spread
infection
through the region along its supply routes.
Chapter Six discusses the social, economic, and epidemiological changes
in the
plains during the monopoly period. There, the monopoly and
the relative isolation of
First Nations were increasingly threatened by the expansion of the
setflement frontier.
As transportation to Rupert's Land improved and as the flow of setflers
increased,

infectious diseases came with ever greater frequency. The most
severe of these was
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the smallpox outbreak of 1837 which, though managed by
HBC officials, severely
undermined the Assiniboine-Nakota Nation and led to the collapse
of the horticultural
societies of the Missouri. The increased demand for food among
the population at Red
River led to heightened competition for the bison. By the
time of the sale of the country

to the Dominion of Canada, Fírst Nations in the west faced an
uncertain economic and
political future.
Chapter Seven deals with the period from the acquisition of the
territory to the
signing of Treaty 6 in 1876. Although events on the western plains
have been
overshadowed by the Métis insurrection at Red River, the smallpox
epidemic that
occurred during the troubled early days of Canadian involvement
in the northwest killed
thousands of people. The outbreak was the last of the large-scale
manisfestation of
the disease in the west. The terrible mortality that resulted
from its, and the precipitous
decline of the bison herds led the Plains Cree who negotiated
the Carlton Treaty to
demand both medical care and famine relief as part of their
land surrender.
Chapter Eight considers the immediate impact of the extinction
of the bison on

the First Nations of the west and the response of the Dominion government
to the

crisis' lt argues that the state response was shaped by the emphasis
on economy
rather than the relief of the hungry. As their economy collapsed,
First Nations leaders
hoped that the Dominion would accept its responsibitity regarding
food relief to the

destitute' The Domínion relief effort, which kept many from perishing
from starvation,
resulted in a protracted period of malnutrition for the majority
of the people who had
relied on the bison for their well-being. Within a very few years
of the disappearance of
the herds, otficials reported that tuberculosis was becoming
an epidemic among the
population of the reserves.
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Chapter Nine deals with the increasingly coercive measures undertaken
by the
government in its management of the famine in relation to
the development strategy
based on the constructíon of the Canadian Pacific Railway. ln the years
leading up to
1885, food was used as a weapon to control the movement and actions
of First

Nations. lmplementation of the relief programme was guided by increasingly
strict rules
resulting in numerous instances where food rotted in government storehouses
while the
population starved. The level of control over First Nations during
this time was such
that even the lowest government officials essentially had the power
of life or death over
the people they were charged to oversee. Numerous abuses of
departmental authority
occurred during this time. The study argues that the killing of employees
of the lndian
Affairs Department in the spring of 1885 was largely the result of their
unsanctioned
abuse of departmental power.
The final chapter deals with the aftermath of the violence of 1gg5
and its
relationship to the declíne of First Nations to their population nadir,
which occurred in
southern Saskatchewan in the early 1890s. Retribution from the state
was harsh and

widespread- Bands that were deemed disloyal were summarily cut otf
the rations lists.
For First Nations, every aspect of their social and economic tives
on reserves was

strictly controlled by Canadian officials. Many sought refuge in the
Uníted States.
Those who could, relinquished their status as Indians and accepted
Métis scrip. In
many areas, the official population of people classified as Indians
declined by more
than one half though abandonment and mortality.
In response to complaints of newly-arrived settlers, the nascent
agricultural

economy on reserves was bureaucratically undermined to the poínt
of ruin. As Fírst
Nations were marginalised by the establishment of the new agricultural
economy, and
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famine continued, infectious diseases took an ever greater toll
on the largely
tubercularised population. The influenza pandemic that spread
from Europe in 1gg0
hit the weakened population of the reserves particularly hard.
ln many communities

across the west, mortality resulting from the outbreak contributed
to their demographic

nadir' By this time, rates of tuberculosis infection were so high among the general
First
Nations population that medical practitioners and Canadian officials
considered the
disease to be a hereditary affliction.

chapter 2:The Early Fur Trade: Territorial Distocation and Disease
A strange idea prevails among these Natives, and also of all
the lndians to the
Rocky Mountajns, though unknown to each other: that when
they were
numerous, before they were destroyed by the small pox,
all of thL animals of
every species.were also very numerous and more so in
comparison of the
number of natives than at present; and this was confirmed
to me by old
Scotchmen in the service of the Hudson's Bay Company, and
by the Canadians
from Canada. The knowledge of the latter extLnded'ovér
all the-interior
countries' Yet no disorder was. known among the animals; the
fact was certain,
and nothing they knew of could account for iq it might jusfly
be supposed the
destruction of mankind would allow the animals to ¡ncrêasé,
even io o""or"
formidable to the few natives who survived, but neither the
bison, the deer, nor
the carnivorous animals increased, and as i hau" already
rema*eã, are no
more than sufficient for the subsistence of the natives and
the traders.,, David
ïhompson 1TBT1
The relationship between human health and the condition of
their prey that so mystified
the young David Thompson during his first year on the westem
plains presents the
historian with an interesting chailenge. To saukamappe,
Thompson,s teacher, and to
apparently just about everyone else with knowledge of
the northwest, both human and

animal populations had been in decline in the decades preceding
the anivat of the
young Hudson's Bay company employee among
the peigan in the late 17g0s. To
Thompson, a weil-educated Engrishman who wourd become
a hero of European
exploration in Northwestern North America, the absence
of a pathogen to explain the
decline of game could not be reconciled with the commonly
held belief among the
inhabitants of the west that game had Índeed become less plentiful
by the end of the
eighteenth

century. There is another way to consider Thompson,s conundrum.

Although the young trader could not identify any "disordei'to
account for the drop in
game, there was a connection between the decrine
of both animar and human
populations in the territory. The decline in animal populations
was probably the result
lDavid rhompson
, Tnvels in No¡th America, 17g4-l g1z,ed. Victor G. Hopwood
(Toronto: MacMillan of Canada, 1gT1), 122_128.
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of the fur trade which had been in operation in the northwest a century
before the
arrival of Thompson to Blackfoot country. A generation before Thompson,s
arrival in
the west, William Pink, a Hudson's Bay Company trader on the north Saskatchewan
River reported on diminished fur supplies.2

Ïhat there was a relationship between the introduction of sma¡pox and the
decline of indigenous human populations in the Americas is a truism. Even
before the
physícal arrival of Europeans in the interíor of North America, their
economic and

biological presence was

felt.

Aboriginat societies expanded upon pre-existing trade

networks for the procurement of resources for export to another continent,
in the case
of western North America, furs for Europe. In addition to the trade goods
brought

inland as part of the "fut'' trade, items such as metal pots, spear points
and later guns,
germs came as unintended participants in the exchange between
the Old World and

the New. Scholars who do not consider the role of microorganisms in the
interaction of
diverse populations, particularly in the case of such ditferent peoples
as aboriginat
people and Europeans, fail to recognize what might be its most
significant
characteristic.
While historians have been slow to balance the microscopic with the
geopolitical, a growing number of writers have attempted to do just
that in the past few

decades. Writers of "world history," as the area has come to be known, have
blazed
new trails for historians through the integration of scientÍfic knowledge
and the historical

theatre- Modern reconstructions of the eighteenth century French climate,
for example,
has shown that the weather was an, "ineluctable element of chance
[which] must be
2Paul Thistle,
lndian-European Trcde Retations in

River Region

the Lower Saskatchewan
to 1840, Manitoba Studies in Native History (Winnipeg: University of

Manitoba Press, 1986), 69-64.
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taken into account in any attempt to analyse the causes of the French Revolution,,.3
Advocates of "world history" have been ambitious in their pursuits. One of
the pioneers
of the fíeld, Alfred Crosby, considered both the biological and cultural impact
of the
integration of the Old World and the New in The Columbian Exchange.a lnaddition
to
diseases such as smallpox, the New World received the staple crops that
were the
foundation of western civilization, rice, wheat, barley and oats. Domesticated
animals
previously unknown in the Americas, chickens, catfle, horses, sheep
and goats,
contributed to a monumental change in the balance of nature in the century
after the
arrival of Columbus, which according to Crosby, could not be repeated
unless there

was an exchange of life forms between planets (p.119). The global population
explosion of the past few centuries was largely the result of the dissemination
of New

worfd crops such as maize and the potato, to new fields of cultivatio n (p.202).
crosby
developed this global paradigm in his study of the ascendency of Europe
in the last
milfennium tn Ecological lmperialism.s ln it, he traced developments
leading to the

creation of "Neo-Europes" around the globe (p.2gs). Anyone who has pulled
a
dandelion from their lawn or who has seen the "patchwork quilt" effect of
the prairies
from the air has experienced this phenomenon.
As Crosby was considering the implications of the integration of the planet's
þiota, William McNeillwas unifying the history of the world from the perspective
of

3Emmanuel

Le Roy Ladurie, The Tenitory of the Historian (Chicago: Universíty
of Chicago Press, 1g7g), 2Og.
4Alfred

crosby, The cotumbian Exchange: Biologicaland cultunl
consequences of 1492 (westport: Greenwood publishiñg company, 1972).
sAlfred

Crosby, Ecological tmperialism:The Biotogical Expansion of Europe, g001900 (Cambridge: Cambridge University press, l9g6).
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disease in Plagues and Peoptes.6 In looking at the sweep of human history
from the
neolithic to the present, McNeill stressed that infectious disease, '\ryill
surely remain, as
it has been hitherto, one of the fundamental parameters and determinants
of human
histo4y''

þ.257). The author considered the evolution of "disease pools,,, areas of

endemic diseases, as a biological consequence of the rise of Asian
civilizations. Simply
put, a number of infectious diseases evolved along with the
societies on which they
fed, creating a balance between the humans and microbes. Diseases
such as plague
were a constant in the civilizations

o.f

Asia, but their effect was mitigated by immunity

gained over centuries of human coexistence with the pathogen.
when more
"traditional" historical forces such as the expansion of the
Mongol Empire from inner
Eurasia to China, the Indian sub-continent and the eastern frontier
of Europe from 1200

to 1500, the ecological balance between humans and pathogens was disrupted.
The
introduction of plague, the Black Death, to Europe in the 14th century
changed the
trajectory of western history.
The recent publication of Jared Diamond's Guns, Germs and Steel:
The Fates
of Human Sociefiesz expanded upon the work of McNeill and
Crosby. His task, an

attempt "to provide a short history of everybody for the last 13,ooo years,,
(p.9) was
nothing less than monumental. In his search for what he called "ultimate
explanations,,
for the differential development of human societies around the world,
Diamond
considered the environmental, biological and social factors that led
to the
disproportionately great influence of Eurasian societies in recent centuries.
Smallpox

6w¡lliam McNeill,
Plagues and Peoples (Garden City, N.y. Anchor press, 19T6).
TJared

Diamond, Guns, Germs and Steel: The Fates of Human Socrefies
(New
York. W.W. Norton and Company,1g97).
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among humans, for example, developed as a consequence of the domestication
of
cattle and subsequent interaction of humans and their herds. Diamond
discussed not
only the animal origins of human diseases that "lie behind the broadest pattem
of
human history" (p.197) but also the biological preconditions necessary
for the
domestication of animals in the first place.
While the process of "the Unification of the Globe by Disease"s described
by
Crosby, MacNeill and Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie was taking place, the
world was also
being unified on the economic level." lmmanuel Wallerstein stressed
the need for the
consideration of any social system as a "totality" leading to the creation
of what he
termed "the Modern-World System."e His work is at once enlightening
and frustrating.
His voluminous study of the rise of the modern or capitalist world system
was nearly as

ambitious as the works of Crosby, McNeill, or Diamond, being in a sense
the economic
history of everything for the past five hundred years. Because of
his fixation on
relations of labour and capital, the traditional focus of Marxist investigation,
he
overlooked the role of biologicalfactors in his analysis.
The gap between traditionat Maxist economic analysis and the proponents
of
biologicaf history has recently been bridged. Sheldon Watts' Epidemics
and History:
Drsease, Power, and Imperialismlo dealt specifically with the creation
of disease

sEmmanuel

Le Roy Ladurie, "A Concept: The Unification of the Globe by
Disease (Fourteenth to Seventeenth Centuries)," in The Mind and Method
of the
Historian (Brighton: Harvester press, 1gg1), 2g_g4.
slmmanuel

Wallerstein , The Modern Wold Sysfem ltt: TheSecond Erc of
Great
Expansion of the Capitatist Wotld Economy, 1730-l-B4o.s (San Diego:
Academic press,
1e8e).

losheldon

Watts, Epidemics and History:Disease, power, and lmperialism (New
Haven: Yale University press, lggZ).
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networks "among the unintended consequences of Development" (p.xiv).
He analysed
the creation of disease "constructs", the creation of stereotypic
images of sufferers
such as lepers in the context of social relations (p.xv). Watts
considered the role of a
number of diseases including plague, smatlpox, syphilis, cholera
and malaria in the
expansion and maintenance of various empires from the
middle ages to the twentieth

century. As with other studies in world history, his temporaland geographical
parameters were considerable. This allowed the reader
to consider a variety of case
studies in the hístory of disease as a contributing factor in the
retationship between the
dominator and the dominated. Unfortunately, this broad consideration
of important
historical forces precluded complex explanations of the effects
of disease in affecting

the power relationships wíthin and between specific communities.
In his survey of
smallpox on both sides of the Atlantic, Watts was forced to
simplify his discussion
almost to the poínt of creating more of the cultural "constructs"
that he had set out to

critique' An example of his rather facile approach can be seen in his
brief treatment of
the role of disease in the relations between the Ojibwa of the
Great Lakes and the
Europeans who traded among them in the wake of the smallpox
epidemic

of 17g1-g2:

After smallpox slashed ojibway population numbers and population
recovery
faltered, tribal organizatÍon fell apart. Now for the first time,'oepànä"nt
on the
white man's bounty (rather than the olher way around), the
Ojibw"y *"r" eager
customers for alcohol, iron wares and trinkets. Craft skills were
toriotten and
they came to.resemble the despondent, lazy lndians the white
stereotype
held them to be.r1

r"ri,

There have been successful attempts to consider the role of pathogens
within
the context of power relations of immigrant and indigenous populations,
particularly in

ttwatts, Epidemics
and History, 101.
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the Third World. Meredith Thursen's The Political Ecotogy of Disease in Tanzanial2
and Randall Parkard's White Plague, Black Labor: Tuberculosis and the potiticat
Economy of Health and Disease in South Africal3 have demonstrated the interaction
of
economics, politics and dísease in the shaping of African societies. In America,
Gregory Campbell used the same approach in his study of changing health patterns
among the Cheyenne of Montana.la
ln the field of Anthropology, and its historic stepchild Ethnohistory, a burgeoning

literature has emerged in the wake

of the assertion by Henry Dobyns in the mid 1g60s

that the pre-contact population of the Americas was as much as one hundred
million

people.ls The trend of recent scholarship has been to see Dobyn's demographic
reconstructions as exaggerated.l6 The extent of the biological calamity brought
on by

the introduction of new diseases to previously unexposed populations has come
under

l2Meredith

Thursen, The Potitical Ecologyof Drsease in Tanzania(New
Brunswick: Rutgers Uníversity press, 1gg4).
l3Randall Parkard,
White Plague, Black Labor:Tuberculosis and the potiticat
Economy of Health and Drsease in South Africa (Berkeley. University of
California
Press, 1989).
loGregory

Campbell, The Potitical Economy of lll-Heatth: Changing Northern
Cheyenne Health Pattems and Economic lJnde¡development (ph.D. diss.,
University of
Oklahoma, 1987).
15Henry

Dobyns, "Estimating AboriginalAmerican Population: An Appraisal of
Techniques with a New Hemisphere Estimate," cunent Anthropologvl (196ø)
: 3gs416. See also, Alfred W. Crosby, "Virgin Soil Epidemics as a Factor in the Aboriginal
Depopulation of America," wittiam and Mary euarterly 33 (1976) : 29g-2g9.
16wh¡le

critiq_ues of Dobyn's high estimates are numerous, see David
Henige,
Numbers from Nowhere: The Amerícan lndian Contact Population Debate(Norman:
Uníversity of Oklahoma press, 1g9g).
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close scrutiny in the past decade.17 While the debate over the quantitative
impact of
disease on aboriginal populations is likely to continue, the concept of
the ,,virgin soil,,
epidemic is essential to understanding the early history of Europeans
and indigenous

peoples. As the name implies, a "virgin soil population" is a community
that has yet to
experience an outbreak of a particular pathogen. Because the population
has not
acquired an immunity to the disease, through having been exposed and
survived a
previous episode, all members of the society are faced with
an equal risk of infection.
Added to the indiscriminate nature of the infection, famine often ensues
as those who
survive are usually too ill to provide food or care for their kin.18
Another characteristic of

virgin soil epidemics is that they often predate the physical aníval of
Europeans in a
given area, discussed in Ramenovsky's study of the destruction
of the mound building
societies of the Mississippi Valley prior to the arrival of Spanish explorers
in the
sixteenth century.1s The remnant population then serves as the demographic
and
cultural benchmark in the relations between natives and newcomers.
While much of the literature concerning virgin soils epidemics has focussed
on
the effects of Spanish incursions into the New World, a number of factors
contributed
to the heightened interest of Northern Europeans in the territory that
would eventually

"See for example Ann F. Ramenovsky, Vecfo rs of Death: The Archaeology of
European Contact (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico press, 1gg7)
and Daniel T.
R9ff, Dlsease, Depopulation and Culture Change in Northwestem New
Spain, I51g1764 (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, rsot¡. For a comprehensive
review of
the literature dealing with the Dobyn's debate, see pãul Hackett, 'A
Vety Remarkable
Sr'ckness'; The Diffusion of Dircctly Transmitted, Acute Infectious Drseases
in the petit
No¡d, 1670-1846 (Ph. D. diss., university of Manítoba,19g9), 2g-46.
lsSusan
Johnston, "Epidemics, The Forgotten Factor in Seventeenth Century
Native Warfare in the St. Lawrence Region," in-Natíve people Native
Lands :Canadian
lndians, lnuit and Métis, ed. Bruce Cox (Ottawa: Carlton Universíty press,
1gg7),14-31.
reRamenovsky,
Vecfo ¡s of Death.
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become Canada. Early in the fourteenth century, the global climate began
to cool. In
the three centuries between 1550 and 1850, the world experienced protracted
a

extremely cold period known as the Little lce Age.'o During this period,
the demand for
furs in Europe increased as the climate worsened and other materials
for clothing such
as textiles and wool became increasingly difficult to produce. Fur
bearers in the forests

of Europe were hunted to the point of extinction and rural populations
kept sheep,
goats, cats and dogs specifically for their furs and skins.
By the mid 1500s, Russia,
Europe's main supplier of furs, had depleted the fur resources of
its western forest and
began to expand east of the Ural Mountains, into territory controlled
by the Mongol

Empire. For two centuries Russian fur traders pushed their way labouriously
to
Siberia's eastern plateaus reaching the Pacific before the mid-eighteenth
century.
By the beginning of the seventeenth century, European

demand for furs led

French and Dutch entrepreneurs to seek furs in eastern North
American. European

fish stocks had dwindled in the two centuries of gradual cooling prior
to the Litge lce
Age and by 1500, the Basques, French and others were travelling
as far as the Grand
Banks off Newfoundland in their search for fish. tt was in this quest
for fish, as well as

a passage to the orient, that brought Jacques Cartier to the St. Lawrence
between
1534 and 1541-21 Although a number of attempts were made
to trade furs prior to
1600, the fur trade in Canada began in earnest with the establishment

of the cotony of

New France in 1608.

20For

a discussion of the period, see Jean M. Grove, The Little lce Age (London:
Methuen, 1988).
2lMarcel

rrudel, The Beginnings of New Ftance, 1524-166s(Toronto:
Mccfelland and stewart, 1gz3), 1g; Ramsay cook, ed., The voyageà
of Jacques
Cañier{Toronto: University of Toronto presl, lgg3).
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In eastern North America, the timing of the first large scale
epidemics coincided

with the establishment of European settlement along the Aflantic
coast as early as
1611'22 Prior to this, the limited nature of contact among
the almost exclusively adult

populations of ships whose transatlantic joumeys lasted
an average of six weeks,
restricted the introduction of Acute Crowd lnfections (ACls)
into the northeastern part of

the continent.23 Although serious and often lethal, the ecology
of ACls made it difficult
for any single pathogen to become entrenched in aboriginalAmerican
populations. In
his recent study of ACls in the central boreal forest, paul
Hackett noted that the

temporary nature of the infections coupled with low population
densities made a
constant supply of susceptible humans necessary for the survival
of the disease.2a
Without a large urban population to act as an endemic pool
for infections to sustain
themselves, pathogens would themselves die out. According
to Hackett, the population
density of European settlements was not sufficient to maintain
American ACls
endemically until the late eighteenth century, almost one
hundred and fifty years after
theír introduction to the continent.2s
In Canada, the slow pace of settlement in the St. Lawrence
stalled the delivery

of epidemic diseases for almost a generation after the initial
outbreaks in the English

22Conrad

Heidenreich, "The Great Lakes Basin, 1600-16s3
,,,in HistoricalAttas
of canada, volume 1: From the Beginning to l goo, eo. n.
cole Hãrrislråronio:
University of Toronto press, 1gg7), plate 35 .
2sHackett, 'A
Very Remarkable Srrckness,'60. The author defines
acute crowd
infections as infectious communicable diseases of short duration,
spread through
human to human contact caused by specific agents, targàly
but not exclusively, viruses,

10.

)

24lbid.,1o.
2slbid.,61.
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and Dutch colonies to the southeast.26 With the exception of a small number
of
missionaries, few people left the relative safety of the French colony to engage
in trade.
lnstead, the Huron Nation and its alties controlled the shipment of furs to
the St.
Lawrence and trade goods inland. The Huron were farmers and produced
corn,
squash, beans and tobacco for trade with both the settlers on the coast
and fur
producing groups in the interior. The fluorescence of Huron society
was brief. By the
1630s imported strains of meastes, inftuenza and smallpox had swept
through the First
Nations adjacent to the French colony.27 Bruce Trigger estimated that
Huron and other

aboriginal societies in the eastern subarctic declined by as much as S0%
in the years
between 1634 and 1640.28 In his investigation of the disease on the early
fur trade,
Arthur Ray noted that while populations involved in the trade suffered
many casualties,
the trade itself did not decline by the same proportion. In fact, the effect
of mortality
served to expand the nature of the trade, according to Ray, "[s]ubstantial
increases in
returns were not possible without the territorial expansion of trading
networks. This

brought new parties into the system. This also means that epidemics likely
acted as

26Although

the effect of large-scale epÍdemics in the French colony probably
came after outbreaks in the English colonies to the south, the effects of
Éu'ropean
diseases were felt among the inhabitants of Stadacona as early as
1S3S when ,,more
than fifty deaths" were reported by Cartier. Cook, ed., The Voyages of
Jac;ques
xxxvi->o<xvii.

Cartier,

27He¡denreÍch,

"The Great Lakes Basin, 1600-1653 ," in Historical Attas of
Canada, Volume 1: From the Beginning to 1800, Plate 35. In 1634-35
measfes spread
through both the Indian and settler communities, as did the influenza-like
outbreak the
folfowing year. From 1639-4l smallpox spread overland from New England
causing
"an extraordinary number of deaths" by aifecting only a few
French.

.

Ray,
_Some Thoughts About the Reasons for Spatial Dynamism in the
-28Arthur
Earfy Fur
Trade, 1s00-1800 i' Three Hundred pnirie years; Henry Ketiey's *ln6nd
Country of Good Repoft," ed. Henry Epp (Regina: Canadian plains Reséarch
Centre,

1993),118.

s4
catalysts for expansion."2e By the earry 16s0s, the combination of warfare
and
smallpox led to the defeat and dispersal of a number of First Nations
allied with the
French including the Hurons, the Neutrals, the Petuns, and the Nipissings.
Hackett
noted the significance of lroquois supremacy in the control of trade and
the delivery of
infectious diseases as far as James Bay after the fall of Huronia.3'
The defeat of the Huron at the hands of the lroquois led to new economic
strategies for the procurement of furs for the European market. Faced
with the loss of
their economic hinterland through the decline of the Indian middleman
trade, the first
French brigade of voyageurs went inland in the spring of 1653.31 A year
later, traders

and missionaries from the colony travelled as far west as the western shore
of Lake
Michígan in an attempt to re-establish trade.32 As Olive Dickason observed, ,,Montreal

picked up where Huronia left off."33 The first voyageurs were
not professional
woodsmen but rather farmers, craftsmen and soldiers who undertook journeys
inland to
supplement their incomes and to escape the tedium of life in the authoritarian
cotony of
the St. Lawrence- The direct participation of Europeans in the procurement
of furs in
the interior soon led to the expansion of the "coureur de boÍs" tradition
among the
young men of New France. lt was this movement that brought
Radisson, Groseillier
2slb¡d..

11g.

3oHackett,'

A

Ve

ry Re ma rka b/e Sickness,, 69_70.

slTrudel, The
Beginnings of New France, l SOO_1g00, 225.
32Heidenreich, "Re-Establishment
of Trade, 16s4-1666 ," in Historical Attas of
canada. volume l, ed. R. core Harris. plate 32. The French move west was ín
response to a request from their Ottawa and Wyandot allies who had been
forced west
by the conflict with the lroquois.

ttOl¡ve Dickason,
Canada's Fi¡st Nations: A History of Founding peoples from
the Earliest rimes (Toronto: Mcclelland and stewart, 1992), 13s.
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and their Indian guides to the area north of Lake Superior in the 1650s. The
lroquois,
though, continued to harass French traders until a force of 1,2oo soldiers burned
the

four principal villages of the Mohawk, and forced a peace on the lroquois confederacy
in 1666.3a With the pacification of the lroquois, French penetration of the interior
intensified. ln 1672, the number of illegal traders in the hinterland was 400 according
to the deputy to lntendant Jean Talon.3s This number may seem insignificant
but the
total immigrant population of New France in the mid 1660s was only three thousand.

The French trade network was sufficient to act as a conduit for a sma[pox outbreak
at
Sault Ste. Marie in 1670.36
Before considering the ímpact of the 1670 outbreak at the Sault, a brief
description of the disease itself is in order. During the first two hundred years
of IndianEuropean interaction, the most important pathogen in the northwest by far, was

smallpox. Until its effects were mitigated through large scale vaccination programmes,
beginning with the 1830s, the disease spread like wild fire through Indian communities,
occasionally killing so many that entire societies would collapse. lts effects coutd
be so
oven¡vhelming that territorÍal boundaries between First Nations were redrawn
in the

3aHeidenreich, "lroquois
Disruptions, 1660-1666," in Historical Aflas of Canada,
Volume l. ed- R-C. Harris, Plate 37. For the terms of the treaty, see Cornelius
Jaenen,
ed.,The French Regime in the Upper Country of Canada during the Seventeenth
century (Toronto: champlain society, 1996), sg-6s. The power of the lroquois was
undermined by their loss of a thousand people during a smallpox epidemii in
1662.
Bruce Trigger, The Children of Aataentsic: A Historyâf the Huron people, vàlume
z
(Montreal: McGill-Queen's University press, 1976), g26.
3sHelen

Hornbeck Tanner, "The Career of Joseph La France, Coureur de Bois in
the Great Lakes," in The Fur Trcde Revisited: Se/ecfeá papers of the Sixth North
American Fur Trade conference. eds. J.s.H. Brown, w.J. Eccles, and Donald p.
Feldman (East Lansing: Míchigan state university press, 1gg4),1g2.
36Hackett, 'A
Very Remarkable Sickness,, g3.
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wake of epidemics. Survivors would rebuitd only to be hit a generation or
so later,
when the number of potential new hosts for the virus had risen and ecological
conditions for the spread of the disease were reestablished. A number of
factors
contributed to the importance of the virus in shaping the history of the Canadian
northwest.
In addition to its particularly lethal nature, smallpox is extremely variable.
ln

1996' the Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta had 450 strains of the pathogen
in its

collection. Although only a small number of those strains were varieties of ,,variola
major," the most deadly variant of the pathogen, "most forms in this wide
spectrum

were genetically equipped to transmute into something else, depending on
the
availability of appropriate ecological niches."37 Part of the variability of the pathogen
may be attributed to íts long period of interactions with humans and their livestock.
Jared Diamond has written that the evolution of the disease among humans
is the
result of our 9,000 years of coexistence with catfle.38

Ïhe means by which the virus was spread influenced the demographic

history of

aboriginalAmerica. The disease can only be transmitted through contact
between
humans; there is no reservoir of the infection among animals as is the case
of diseases
such as malaria or plague. This means that for the disease to spread efficienily
in an
area where the pathogen is not endemic, someone susceptible to the disease
must

37watts, Epidemics
and History, g6.
3sDiamond

, Guns, Germs, and steel,206-20r. In addition to smallpox, the
evolution of measles and tuberculosis can be traced to the domestication of
catfle.
lnfluenza and pertussis are linked to our coexistence with pigs, dogs and birds.
Diamond's thesis is that the simultaneous development of animaldomestication
and
the interaction of humans with the pathogens of their livestock in the
Old World were
key factors in the expansions of the societies that derived from them.
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contract it in a region where the disease is found and then
travel to the smallpox free
region.se Prior to the eradication of the disease in the late
1g70s, James Frauenthal
has noted that individuals who are infected and contagious
usually remain
asymptomatic for a period of about five days, "so with jet
travel, an infected individual
can reach any point in the world before becoming aware
of the disease.,,ao Other
scholars have noted that the incubation period of the
disease can be as fong as twelve
days or even longer.al The airborne droplet spread of saliva
and respiratory secretions
between individuals, the means of transmission of the virus,
is a characteristic shared
by other highly infectious diseases.a2 while the airborne
nature of the transmission is

highly efficient, another quality of the pathogen increases
its threat to susceptible

populations- The virus is stable in a dried form. Researchers
have found that the
disease can remain viable on clothing in a wooden box for
as long as 66 days and up

to 18 months in bottles, making inanimate objects a potential
source of the contagion.
43 This characteristic
of the virus heÍghtened its menace to the residents of
the interior
of North America' victims did not have to have face to face
contact with someone who
was contagious; the dead or their possessions could serye
to transmit the disease.
Hackett attributed the origin of the smallpox outbreak at
Sault Ste. Marie in 1620
3sJames

C. Fraue_nthal, Smaltpox: When Shoutd Routine Vaccination
Be
Discontinued? (Boston. Birkhauser, iggl¡, 4.
oolbid..4.
otJody

Decker, "Depopulation of Northern Plains Natives," Socia/
Science and
Medicine 33 (1991), 382.
a2Abram

S. Benenson "Smallpox," in Vint tnfections of Humans: Epidemiotogy
and control,2"d ed., ed. Alfred s. Evans (New york: plenum
Medical Book company,
1982),552.
43lb¡d.
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to infected French ships that anived in New France in
the fall of 1669.44 By the end of

the 1660s, the introduction of diseases through transaflantic
crossings was so common
that the absence of disease associated with the arrival
of the ships was considered an
event worth noting'as one aspect of the 1670 outbreak
that differed from previous ones
in New France was the presence of the English on
James Bay. The Hudson,s Bay

company's trading posts on the coast drew northern Indians
to the Bay and away from
the epidemic.46 The HBC presence at the Bay was
minimal and the trade small.
lnteraction between the traders and the lndians was so
limited that Hackett concluded
that the company had almost no role ín the introduction
of diseases ínto the interior for
at least sixty years after they estabrished the Bay trade.az
The rong ocean voyage
served as a barrier to the introduction of diseases to
the trading hinterland of the HBC.
In the early eighteenth century, the average travel
time from the Orkney lslands, the

home of the majority of HBC personnel, to Hudson's
Bay was over seven weeks.a' ln

the first century of trade, those who actually travelled
to the Bay were almost
exclusively adult males. By the mid seventeenth century,
many of the diseases that
posed the greatest threat to New World poputations
were endemic in England. This
means that smailpox, rubeila, measres, and whooping
cough þerfussrs) were arready

childhood diseases. Traders would have been exposed
to them at an early age and,

aHackett, 'A
Very Remarkable Sicknesq'93.
asFor

an analysis of the spread of the epidemic see lbid., g3-106.

46lbid., gg.
A7lbid.,
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because they survived, acquired immunity to the disorders.ae
Rather than being a biological threat to the inhabitants of
the interior, the health

of the traders themselves was at risk in the early years of
the trade. Scurvy was a
particular problem. Early explorations of the Bay were
undermined by the lack of
vitamin c.so rn 161 1, Henry Hudson's ship, the Discovery,
had been the stage for a
mutiny; probably the result of scurvy and a myriad of other
hardships brought on by a
winter in the subarctic.sl rhe disease probably forced the
abandonment of Thomas
Button's "Great Ship" at Nelson River in 1612.52 Scurvy continued
to be a problem

among Europeans in the north. In the eighteenth century, the disease
was responsible
for nine deaths at York Factory, making it the most common
killer at the establishment
after drowning.s3 The disease was worse at york Factory
than at other HBC

establishments. Michael Payne attributed the persistence of
the malady at york until
the 1820s to a failure to adequately exploit the available fish stocks.sa
In addition to
4slbid., g3.
soMichael

Payne, The Most Respectable Place in the Tenitory:
Every Day Life in
the Hudson's Bay Company Seruice York Factory, lTBg to
1870 (otiawa: Ñational
Historic Parks and sites, Parks Canada service,'Environment
caìada, tseé¡, 1oo-101.
Although vitamin C was not isolated until 1932, Êrancis B""on
had recognized the
positive effect of oranges on scurvy as early as
1627. scurvy threateneã the well-being
of Europeans from their first joumeys inland. For a discussion
of the disease
cartie/s peopre at stadacona in the mid 1530s, see coo4 ed., The voyages among
of
Jacques Ca rtier, po<vi.
stPeter

C. Newman, The Company of Adventurers (Markham: penguin
Books
Canada, 1986),48.
s2Dale
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Archaeologícar survey of canada, Mercury series paper
143 (ottawa: óanadian
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scurvy, HBC men suffered from a variety of chronic ailments, including
tuberculosis and
sexually transmitted diseases (STDs), but the limited nature of their
interaction with
First Nations served to control the spread of those diseases for decades.
By the
middle of the eighteenth century, however, venereal disease was
common among the
lndians who traded at the Bay.u.
While the physical presence of Europeans was limíted to a small number
of
enclaves along Hudson and James Bays for almost a century,
their impact was felt far
into the interior soon after the trade was initiated. Aboriginal
middlemen undertook

trading expeditions of between 1200 and 3600 kilometres in length,
taking as long as
five months to complete.so The first Chipewyans to come to trade
took two years to get
to York Factory.s7 According to Arthur Ray, the control of the trade
led to the
ascendency of the groups such as the Cree and later the Chipewyan
whose expanding
and competing spheres of influence triggered the first waves of population
dislocations
in the western interior.s8 The initial territorial expansion during
the middleman period

was not the result of resource depletion, and was likely to have been
accompanied by
little violence by expansion into areas inhabited by peopte of
similar cultural traditions,

such as the Cree in Northern Saskatchewan.sn That view is not
without its critics, in
fact, the issue of the expansion of Algonkian speaking eastern
Indians into the west
""The presence of venereal disease at the Bay was noted by Governor John
Nixon as early as 1682. Hackett, 'A very Remarkable srbkness,,zg.
tuRay, "Some
Thoughts About the Reasons for Spatial Dynamism in the Early
Fur Trade, 1500-1800 ." 119.
s7lbid.,
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resulting from the fur trade is one of the most contentious issues
in Canadian aboriginal
history.
Ray identified additional factors that contributed to teritorial changes
of

aboriginal groups in the west as early as the turn of the eighteenth
century, ,,lt is likety
that the driving forces (for spatial dynamism in the early fur trade)
were the coat beaver
orientation of the early industry, the socioeconomic organizatíon
of subarctic native
people, the economic behaviour, and the impacts that diseases
and warfare had on
their population-"60 Ray's statement is a concise description of
the primary factors that
shaped the early fur trade in the west. Prior to 1700, the bulk of
the pelts traded were
those that had been handled by fur producers for long periods before
they were
suitable for export to Europe. Coat, or greasy, beaver, as the early product
was known,
were furs that had been sewn into clothíng and worn for an average
of three years after
which time the stiff guard hairs had been worn off, leaving only
the soft under wool of
the beaver pelt. Each coat was made up of five to eight skins.
Coat beaver pelts were
most desired by the Europeans because, until the turn of the eighteenth
century,

European processors lacked the technology to remove the unwanted guard
hairs. Coat
beaver did not, however, have much value to the people who
had worn them for
several years. To their owners, they were old clothes, and largely
useless to the
people who had worn them. The European preference
for used skins was,

as Ray

pointed out, "a godsend to the aboriginal people, by affording
them the use and
exchange value for their beaver pelt."61 Trade for the product
had two effects. First,
the lndians were well compensated for the sale of their cast-off
clothing and, second,
60lbid.

6rlb¡d.,
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native middlemen had to reach well beyond their home territories

to

collect a supply of

the worn pelts "that Europeans sought so avariciously." Because of
the peculiar nature
of the coat beaver economy, lndian middlemen, such as the Cree
and Ojlbwa, had to
expand their trade and influence further into the interior even before
their home
tenitories were depleted of fur bearers. Victor Lytvyyn has shown that
even in the
producing areas close to the Bay, game depletion was not
a serious issue until the

1780s. After that time, the scarcity of resources led to another wave of
interregional
migrations.62

The organization of aboriginal societies also served to shape the
nature of the
early fur trade. The English trade was, for at least a century, entirely
dependent on the

actions of lndian trappers and middlemen. One summation of the early
trade was that
it was "almost entirely an Indian creation."63 Aboriginal people
controlled the

procurement, processíng and transportation of pelts to the
outposts at the Bay. ln the
early days, the scarcity of people in the interior was a limiting factor
to the trade.
According to Ray, "[n]ative population density in the subarctic probably played
a greater
role ín determining fur output than did local beaver stocks."6a
ln the boreal forest, the physical environment ptaced stern limitations
on the

behaviour of its inhabitants, even before times of serious game depletÍon.

ln 1267,

Alexander Henry, described the environmental constraints of the
Canadian Shield:

62lbid.

63Rupert's

Land Research Centre (hereafter RLRC), An Historical Overuiew
of
Aboriginal Lifestyles: The churchilt-Nelson River Drainage aasin (winnipe!:
unpublished report, Rupert's Land Research centre, 1gé2¡, gs.
uoR"y, "Some
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Such is the inhospitality of the country over which they wander, that only
a
single family can live together in the winter season; and this sometimes
seeks
sustenance in vain, on an area of five hundred square miles. They
can stay in
one place tillthey have destroyed all the hares; and when these fát,
tney nãve
no resource but in the leaves and shoots of trees, or in defect of these,
in

cannibalism.6s

With regard to the disease ecology of the inhabitants of the interior, low
population density determined by the limited food supply dampened
the impact of

infections. Pathogens found few potentialvictims as face to face contact
between
small widely dispersed groups was limited by the requirements of
subsistence

production. This was especially the case in winter when family
sized groups often
travelled into the forest in search of solitary game animals such as
moose. In summer,
many groups were able to gather together to intensively exploit food
resources. Large
scale fisheries, particularly for whitefish and sturgeon, and the bison
hunt provided

opportunities for gatherings in the thousands.66 Those gatherings
also served to
spread contagion. The smallpox outbreak at Sault Ste. Marie in the
summer of 1670
occurred during a gathering for the annual fishery.6z
Another factor contributing to the spatial dynamism of First Nations
in the early
years of the fur trade was the economic behaviour of different populations
involved in
the trade. Groups that served as middlemen between fur producers
and Europeans
GsAlexander

Henry, Tnvels and Adventutes ln Canada and the lndians Tenítory
Between the Years 1760 and 1776, ed. James Bain (Rufland:
c.E. Tutfle, 1969), 2og209.
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,,,
Forum (n.a.): 31s-92s, and F. Melvin Atton, ,,The Life: Fish and
water," in Three
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ed. Henry Epp,
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quickly developed specialized economíc strategies to maximize their profit
from the

trade. The profit was not achieved without risk. Trade expeditions canied out
by
middlemen groups were rong and arduous. onry the strongest men and
women
undertook the journey to and from the coast, the young, old and infirm often
being left
in the group's home territory to exploit summer resources such as the
fishery. ln his

study of the early history of the Cree, Dale Russell pointed to one of
the primary
dangers posed by long distance water travel, "the journals of the jnland
winterers show
that almost all groups underwent near starvation during the trip."68
In addition to the known dangers, the tenuous connection of the posts
at the
Bay to their European headquarters occasionally led to great hardship
among trading

groups. During the period of French control of the Bay trade between
16g0 and 1213,
no supplies arrived for four years in succession, causing severe hardship
among the
Cree who had travelled long distances to participate in the trade.6s
The British trade
network was scarcely more reliable. When the supply ship failed to
reach york Factory

in 1716, the middleman traders were put into mortal danger.To In June of that year,
James Knight noted that 50 canoes of Mountain and Askee Cree Indians
were on their

osRusselt,

Eighteenth-Century Western Crce and Their Neighbours, 1¡1;Arthur
Ray and Donald Freeman, 'Give IJs Good Measute': An Economic
Analysis of
Relations Between The tndians and the Hudson's Bay Company Before
lZ63 (Toronto:
University of Toronto press, 1g7g), 45-49.
osMarshall

Hurlich, "Historical and Recent Demography of the Algonkians
in
Northem ontario," in Borcal Forest Adaptations: rhe Nõrtnem Atgonkia-ns
ed.
Theodore Steegman (Newyork: plenum press, 1gg3), 14g.
ToPeter

Newman dates the faiture of the Company ship to anive as 1715,
at
which time "more than a thousand angry, starving Indians camped
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way to the Bay from their home in the parklands.Tl The middlemen were not
only
unable to get supplies for the trade but were infected with an illness that became

epidemic- The combination of starvation and disease led to much loss of life
among
the trading Indians.T2 The following summer, their privation was recognized
when the
Hudson's Bay Company gave a gift to "ye Capt of ye Askee or Plain lndians yt
suffered
so much last fall in getting to his own country."73 Clearly, middleman groups
would not

have undergone such privation prior to the game depletion if it was not to their
economic advantage.
Another cause of territorial dislocation listed by Ray was intergroup warfare.
Military conflict over the control of the fur trade led to the collapse of the
Huron nation in

the mid seventeenth century. With the establishment of English posts along
the Bay, a
half century of continuous warfare between the Algonkian speaking Cree
and the
Athapascan Chipewyan was ignited. Only when the HBC established Fort prince
of
Wales at the mouth of the ChurchÍll River in 1717, were the northern Chipewyans
able
to acquire guns in sufficient numbers to break the Cree monopoly of the Bay
trade.za
Even before the construction of the fort at Churchill, Governor James Knight

71lb¡d.,

133.

72lbid.,

13s-136, lrma Ekert, "The Early Fur Trade at york and churchill:
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society,
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attempted to negotiate an end to the hostilities between "the gun bearing
Cree and the
Chipewyan and inland Athabasca groups as far west as Lake Athabasca,, who
had
been at war since at least the 1690s.75 In June 1715, a large contingent of
homeguard
Cree, guided by the famous Chipewyan woman Thanadelthur and accompanied
by the
HBC's William Stuart, headed inland from York in search of the Chipewyan.zo
Almost a

year later, Stuart brought back news that peace between the two groups
had been

struck. Their success was not without its cost. On their way north in the summer
of
1715, sickness broke out among the Cree as they reached Churchill.
When they
reached the barrens in the late fall, the bulk of the group had to retreat
because of

starvation. One of the two small groups of men who continued the journey actually
killed many of the Chipewyan men when the Cree finally encountered their
rivals for

negotiations. Stuart returned with peace but was himself a broken man. He
died in
1719, a "lunatic."t7 The tenacity with which the Cree maintained their
hold on access to

the Bay is further evidence of the value of the European connection to
Aboriginal
groups.

The final factor associated with spatial dynamism in the early fur trade is

disease- Unseen microbes acted symbiotically with the trade. Middleman groups
were
exposed to European pathogens earlier than more isolated communitíes in
the interior.
The initial harm brought on by direct contact eventually became a biological
advantage
to the middlemen as those who survived infections largely immune to further
outbreaks

ttJ.c. Yerbury, The subarctic
lndians and the Fur Tnde, 16g0-1g60

(Vancouver: University of British Columbia press, 19g6), 21.
76The
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of the same disease. The experience of the Huron in the
French trade was different
from that of the middlemen of the west. Because of their proximíty
to New France,
contagion spread among them more often and more efficienfly,
the result being the
staccato like attacks for two decades beginning in the 1630s.
under pressure from
disease, coupled with the military onslaught from their lroquois
rivals, Huron society

buckled' In the west, similar ecological conditions were not present
until Europeans
successfully penetrated the plains themselves well into the
eighteenth century.
Another hundred years would pass before Europeans arrived
in sufficient numbers to
maintain pathogens endemically.
As stated earlier, the first century of English activity at the Bay
was
characterized by, if anything, inaction. ln the words of Joseph
Robson, a critic of the
HBC, the Company for a century "slept at the edge of
the frozen sea.,,za The only true

reconnaissance of the HBC's hinterrand was made by Henry
Kersey in the earry
1690s'7s In his popular history of the HBC, Peter C. Newman
called Kelsey the first
travelling salesman in the west; his journey was undertaken
to stimulate interest in the
fur trade among widely dispersed inland groupsEo. After their
initial forays inland in the
wake of the fall of Huronia and the diversion of the middleman
trade to the Bay after
1670' French traders continued to move westward slowly until
the last decade of the
seventeenth century. 8y1673, French explorers Marquette
and Joliette had struck as

TsDavid
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far west as the Missouri River.81 While the trade remained small, the overland
trade
network leading to New France was much more labour intensive than that
of the

English. In '1680, about 500 unlicenced coureurs de bois were engaged in the
Lake
Superior fur trade, competing directly and successfully with the middlemen
affiliated
with the French trade.82 Although the trade was small, the colonial society
that
supported it was itself minuscule. The population of New France in 1700
was
only15,000.83 Dale Miquelon estimated that about

18o/o

of Canadian males born in the

colony between the years 1680 and 1719 who survived beyond 15 years
of age made
fur journeys west.sa

Although access to the interior was directly managed by French authorities,
the
reality in the interior was anything but one of central control. In 1692, Jean
Bochart de
Champigny noted with disapproval, "the inclination of Canadian youth to
live in the
forest like Indians for two or three years at a time," usually operating in groups
of about
twenty, and seasonally dispersed singly or in partners."ss A typical example
were the
eighteen Frenchmen reported wintering at Keweenaw Bay on the south
shore of Lake

u'4.P. Nasatir, "lntroductíon,"
in Before Lewis and Clark: Documents lltustnting
the History of the Missouri, 1785-1804, ed. A.P. Nasatir (Lincoln: University
of
Nebraska Press, 1gg0), 3.
82Tom
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Superior in 1683.86 As the unsanctioned French traders moved inland,
the official
French hold on them became even more tenuous.
The legitimate French fuitrade was closed by Royal decree on April
of 1697
because of a glut in the beaver market in Europe. Four months later,
a French mititary

force under the direction of La Potherie overran York Factory.s7 The
French would
control the Bay trade until 1713. The illegal trade conducted at western
Great Lakes
settlements such as Detroit, Michilimakinac and Frontenac continued
to expand.Ba lt
was under these conditions that an identifiable Métis identity emerged.ss
During the
two decades when the west was officially closed, unlicensed French
fur traders
consolidated their presence, settling down and beginning families
with the daughters of
their lndian allies. The official trade remained closed until 1Zl5 and
there was litfle
incentive for French expansion further west.so
The Treaty of Utrecht in 1713 ended the hostilities in Europe and
renewed
interest in the interior. ln the negotiations, control of the Hudson Bay
coast and access

to Rupert's Land which had been usurped by the French was returned
to the HBC. ïhe
area surrounding the Great Lakes and Ohio Valley were declared open
to free trade

s1

uulbid.
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The French response to the opening of the interior was to focus
on the renewal of their
own inland trade. This action quickly cut into the HBC trade
at the Bay.s2 ln this
climate of upheaval, Governor James Knight took over york
Factory from its French
occupiers in 1714.e3 Under hís watchful eye, the HBC focussed
its attention on
stabilízing aboriginal relations in the interior and acquiring for
the company the lucrative
and untapped supply of furs from the Athapaskan speakers of
the far northwest.
Governor Knight also tried to secure the inhabitants of the plains
for the British trade.
ln the summer of 1716, a peace party was sent to the Crow,
located as far west as

southern Alberta, but the plan failed when the emissaries died
of starvation on their
way inland.ea
In the first years of the Chipewyan trade, success was qualified
at

best.

In

1719, two Chipewyan boys and a girl were sent inland to stir
up interest in the trade

and to establish the size of the potential for fur production.
Returning with poor results,
they were publically reprimanded, but the new Governor Staunton, privatety
noted the
poverty of "those miserably and lazy wretches, not also gett
provisions for their family,s
nor goods to propogate a trade for their own security and benefitt.,'es
Furs were not the
only goods that the HBC sought in this period. A party of yellowknife
Indians was
persuaded by Staunton to explore the copper deposits
of the interior. On their return
the following year, starvation forced the group to the coast north
of churchill where the

e2lb¡d.

s3Russeil,
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s4lbid.,

211. The group may have also succumbed to the disease that was
epidemic among the Indians trading at york Factory that summer,
133.
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nuit killed several of the Yellowknives .s6 ln 1720, a limited outbreak
of smallpox

occurred at York. Though the contagion did not spread, it may have
been the first
outbreak of the disease among the homeguard Cree at the post.sz
By the middte of the
1720s, the fledgling trade with the Chipewyans was impeded
by their resumption of war

with the Cree.e8 while the Churchill hinterland was rich in furs,
the HBC continued to
pursue the potentially lucrative northem trade only with
difficulty.
While the English trade stumbled at the Bay, the French made
slow inroads
west of the Great Lakes after the reopening of the trade in 171s.
Before the closing of
the interior, prior to the turn of the century, French operatives
had travelled almost to
the edge of the prairies. As early as 1680, French trader Jacques
de Noyon was at
Lake of the Woods and was invited by the Assiniboine to join
a war party to the

Spanish settlements, possibly on the Mississippi River.se When pierre
Gaultier, the
Sieur de la Vérendrye, was appointed the commandant of the
northern posts in 1727,
the three main trading locations in the northwest were Michipicoten
on the eastern
shore of Lake Superior, Kamanistikwia near the present site of
Thunder Bay, and Lake
Nipigon to the North of Superior.1'. The arrival of La Vérendrye
signalled a new period

s6lbid.
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of expansion of the French hinterland. He opened the route that became
known as the
Grand Portage, a fourteen kilometre trail around the rapids of the pigeon River.101
The
portage had long been used by the natives, but the opening for commercial
traffic by

the French laid the foundation for the Canadian based fur trade for decades
to come.
With the establishment of Grand Portage, a significant barrier to disease
in the
northwest was also removed.rot The portage, however, was a difficult one.
ln August
1731, La Vérendrye's crew mutinied, "tout le monde, épouvanté par la
longeur du

portage, qui est de trois lieues, se mutina, et tous me demanderent
avec de grande
instance a relacher..."103 The explorer retreated to Kaministikwia on Lake
superior
where he spent the winter.
La Vérendrye's luck changed the spring

of 1732when he crossed the portage

and was able to travel upstream to meet an advance party under the command
of his
son Jean-Baptiste and his nephew La Jemmeraye.loa Late the previous
summer, they

had built a post, Fort St. Pierre, where the Rainy River drains into Rainy Lake,
at the
present site of Fort Frances. In 1732, the French pushed further
inland, establishing
Fort St. Charles on the west shore of Lake of the Woods. From there,
the French could
reach the Winnipeg River and beyond. Even before the completion of
the Fort, the
lo1James
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English trade at the Bay was being siphoned

off.

In August 1792, Governor Macklish

reported from York that only sixteen of the sixty canoes that he
expected in from the
vicinity of Lake Winnipeg had come to the Bay, "the rest went to
the French at the first
of this summer, not for their being more kindly Used by the French
but intirely (sic) out

of Fear."los A.S. Morton wrote that wood-runners, "doubfless from
Fort St. pierre,,, had
travelled as far as the territory of the Sturgeon Indians near the
site of what became
Cumberland House on the Saskatchewan River and had almost
completely diverted the
trade away from York Factory.106 Although the Britísh complained
about the coercive
trade practices of the French with regard to the decline in the Bay
trade, Dale Russell
noted that the presence of French traders in their midst "meant
that there was litfle
need for them to go to the Bay on a regular basis or in sizeable
numbers.,,1o7
Although the French incursions had a deep impact on the English
trade, the
number of traders at the newly established French posts remained
small. In 1233-34,
Fort' St. Charles on Lake of the Woods, was occupied by 20
Europeans and about 23
Cree families.108 The inftuence of the French outposts was
felt far beyond their

numbers as staging areas for Crees, the Monsonis (Crees) and
Assíniboine allies in
their war against the Sioux and the Saulteaux. tn 1733, almost
a thousand wariors
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gathered at the Fort to prepare for battle.l'n The
next year, three hundred Cree from
Fort St' Piere on Rainy Lake were convinced by La Vérendrye
to postpone their attack
on the Dakota' La Vérendrye's overtures for peace were
not entirely altruistic. As early

as 1700, French traders in the Mississippi traded guns and other goods
with the Dakota
who in tum traded with theirwestern brethren the Lakota.110
The Dakota in the vicinity

of Lake of the Woods were anything but passive atties of the
French. ln 1736,
nineteen French voyageurs were killed on what came to be
known as Massacre lsland
in Lake of the woods. ln a macabre protest against the state
of French fur trade
alliances, the Dakota and southern ojibwa placed the severed
heads of the French on
beaver skins.111
As the French were attempting to broker peace between
their duetting allies,
they were petitioned by the Chiefs of Lake Winnipeg for
a formal alliance. The

Assiniboine and Cree leaders represented substantial populations,
their,,nation,,was
said to be made up of seven villages some as big as g00
cabins, the smallest not fewer

that 100 dwellings.l'2 The French built Fort Rouge along the
Red and Fort Maurepas
roelb¡d.,

154-156. That expedítion failed when the war party was
ambushed by
the Dakota and forced their retreat.
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near the south shore of Lake Winnipeg in response to the
request. Soon, Fort La
Reine on the Assiniboine River was established to intercept
the trade from the plains

directed to the Bay.ttt Dale Miquelon noted that the war
over the control of the
boundary waters region reached íts peak in 1736 with the
attack on the French at
Massacre lsland.lla
It was into this atmosphere of expanding competition
in the fur trade and

aboriginal dþlomacy and warfare on the forest-plains frontier,
that the first documented
smallpox outbreak in the Canadian west occurred. Because
of the paucity of primary
records of the epidemic, even the year of the outbreak
is unclear.lls The most lucid
description of the epidemic has been presented by Paul
Hackett. He attributed the
initial delivery of the infection to Boston in 172g from a ship
originating in lretand.116
From there, the disease spread to New York and Philadelphi
a

in 173L The virus then

spread from the English realm to the French to the Indian-operated
clandestine trade
between Montreal and Albany.117 The death toll in New
France was high: g00 in the
city of Montreal and a total of 2000 dead in the colony.118
The disease travelled along
the inland trade network to the Great Lakes. By the winter
113Ïhe

of

1733-34, the epidemic

site was near the present Portage La Prairie. The location
was chosen

be-cause of the proximity of the River with Laké Manitoba
which in turn provided an
efficient

route to the Bay trade through Grand Rapidi at the
Mouth of the
Saskatchewan River.
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had reached the south Shore of Lake Michigan. Although
he could not locate the
means of transmission, Hackett stated that the impact of
the disease was soon felt
beyond the Mississippi.ttn The presence of smallpox has
been recorded on the Lower
Mississippi, near the confluence of the Missouri River, in
1734.120
From this point of entry, the virus probably moved
up the Missouri River and

infected the Dakota the same year. This event was noted
in the .winter Count,for

1734-35, recorded by Battiste Good, a resident of the Rosebud
Agency, Dakota, prior
to 1880'121 Good's pictograph for that year is entitted "used-then-up-with-belly-achewinted'which depicted the deaths of about fifty people "of
an eruptive disease which
was accompanied by pains in the bowels.,'122

11slb¡d''
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about the spread of
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The outbreak among the Siouan people, may have been a factor
in their being driven
from the forest and rice lakes in the late 1730s.123 Dale Miquelon
noted the relationship
between the advance of the French and the decades of intertribal
warfare and politícal
realignments that resulted in the territoriat disptacement of the
Dakota.l2a
The Dakota were not the only people along the Missouri to be
affected by the

epidemic. The virus continued upriver to the village dwelling
horticulturalists, the

Arikara. The Arikara were part of the burgeoning plains trade in horses
with the
Spanish colonies to the south and west. J.B. Truteau, who lived
among them and was

12sln

her history of the western ojibwa, Laura peers noted that Dakota
custodians of oral tradition emphatically deny that their retreat
from the forests of
Minnesota was theresult of milítary deieat, t-hough she does not
mention the possibility
of disease or the 1730s outbreak at all. Laura Péers, The
ojibwa of Western canada,
1780-1870' Manitoba Studies in Native History (Winnipeg: University
of Manitoba
Press,1994),7.
l2aMiquelon,

/Vew France 1701-1740, 183. The author makes no
mention of the
outbreak or its possible effect on the '\uhole warlike efferyescence,,
of the late 1730s.
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their most important earry chronicrer,l2s wrote in the 17g0s:
In ancient times the Ricara nation was very large;
it counted thirty-two populous
viflages, now depopulated and almost entiiely ãestroyed
by the smallpox, whích
broke out among them at three different times. A few
fam¡i¡es oniv-üo*
of the villages, escaped; these united and formed the
"""n
two villages'now here...126
Using Truteau's narrative and archaeological evidence,
James Deetz concluded that
"the period 1720 to 1750 was the period of maximum
stress for the Arikara.,,l2z The
social organízation of the Arikana and other plains
horticultural groups, such as the

Mandan, may have contributed to their decline. As important players
in the horse
trade, they were subjected to increasing levels of direct
contact with a number of
aboriginal and European groups early on in the trade.
In addition, the Arikara and their
relatives were sedentary village dwellers, lÍving in
relatively high densities behind

defensive palisades.l2u The spread of disease to such
densely populated communities
would have ensured high infection rates. The plains village
dwellers were also under
increasing military pressure from groups such as the Dakota,
who had been ousted
from their environment to the northeast.l2s M¡chael
Trimble stated that the movement

t"J.B. Truteau, "Remarks
on the Manners of the lndians Living High Up the
Missouri," Before Lewis and Clark: Doc.u.ments tltustrating
the History of the Missouri,

1785-1804' ed. A.P. Nasatir, (Lincoln: University of Nebräska press,
1990), 2s7-g11.
,261b¡d.,299.
l27James

Deetz, The Dynamics
University of lllinois press, 1965), l01.

of

Stytistic Change in

Arikarc Cercmics(urbana:

128lbid.

on the relationship between settlement pattems and epidemiology
among the Arikara, Mandan and Hidatsa, see Michaelirimble, ,,chronology
of
FpÍdemics among Plains Village Horticulturalists 1738-1g3g,"
Soufh westem Lore s4
(1988), 25-26.
l2sFor

an analysis of Dakota-Mandan rivalry see, Angelica Mikulen
cak, MandanHidatsa and Sioux Cu[turcl Dynamics: rne Competitive'Eiclusion principle
on the
No¡them Plains (M.A. thesis, university of Arrinjton,tsos¡.
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of the Arikana to the Missouri in the seventeenth century
and the decline of all the
plains horticulturalists after 1700 was largely the result
of epidemic disease.130 Using
archaeological data to reconstruct plains village demographic patterns,
Ann
Ramenovsky asserted that the abandonment of what is now
south Dakota was due to
the spread of infection as early as 1612, almost a century prior
to the arrival of
Europeans.131

The contagion did not stop with the attack of the Arikana.
lts effects were felt
beyond the headwaters of the Missouri River, in what is now
the province of Alberta.
The epidemic may have been a significant if not determining
factor in the outcome of
the hostilities between the Blackfoot and the Shoshone or,,Snake,,
Nation, their
equestrian rivals to the south. The Blackfoot turned to the
Cree middlemen in the fur
trade for assistance in their war against the shoshone. According
to John Milloy,
"[t]heir relationship was an alliance founded on the coincidence
of Cree economic and

Blackfoot military interests."l32 The Blackfoot needed guns
and military support from
their allies, the Cree sought the fur bearers in the land occupied
by the Shoshone. The
conflict over control of southern Alberta took place prior to the
arrival of Europeans in
the area; over two decades would pass before the first European,
Anthony Henday

l30Trimble,

1738-1838," 26.

"Chronology of Epidemics among Plains Village Horticulturalists,

l3lRamenovsky,
tt2Milloy,

Vecfo ¡s of

Death, 12g_124.

The Plains Cree,6. Milloy's assertÍon the Cree and Blackfoot
were
participants in an alliance prior to the 1790s is not without
its critics. David Smyth
remarked, "[flrom their sharing of a foe, a sometime trading retatíonship,
and very litge
else, Milloy affirms the existence of a Blackfoot-Cree military
alfiance ... the Snake
Indians were apparently the enemies of both the Blackfoot
alliance and the CreeAssiniboine alliance through most of the eighteenth century." David
Smyth, ,M¡ssed
opportunity: John Milloy's The plains cree,,, pnirie Forum 1T (1gg2),
á+s.
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(also spelled Hendry), would make his way to
Blackfoot country.13. Wh¡le Europeans

did not witness the events on the western plains, David
rhompson documented an
extensive oral account of the conflict provided by his
teacher among the peigan,

saukamappee. Thompson's teacher, though long a resident
among the peigan, was
originally a "Nahathaway (cree) of the pasquiaw
River,,,which joined the
saskatchewan about fifty mires below cumberland
House.134 According to
Saukamappee, he travelled with his father and a group
of 20 other wa'iors to assist
the frontier group of the Blackfoot confederacy, the peigan
in their struggle with the

shoshone'ttt The fact that the shoshone were mounted on horseback
accounts for
their initial success. The arrival of the eastern allies
who were armed with English guns
and metal points gave the Blackfoot new hope in their
struggle against the Snakes.136
Armed with their new technology, the Peigan advanced
toward the Red Deer River to
confront the enemy when, according to Saukamappee:

'.. death came over us.ail, and swept more than harf of us by the
smallpox, of which we knew nothing untir it brought
death among
us. we caught it from the snake Indians. ... we attacked the
tents... but our war whoop instanfly stopped; our eyes
were
appalled with terror; there was no one to fight withbut
the dead
and the dying, each a mass of corruption.
We did not touch them but left the tents, and held
133Morton,
134v.G.

A History of the canadian west to 1gr0-182L 1 1g.

Hopwood, "New Light on David rhompson The Beaver2gg(1gs7),
,,,
30.

13sThompson,

rravels in western North America, 17s4-1g12. g2. The
two joint
military battles between the Cree and Blackfoot against
the Snakes during the 1730s
are, according to David smyth, the "only concrete-examples"
of combined-military
encounters against the Shoshone. "Missed opportunity:
John Milloy,s The piains Ctee,,,
344.
lsosaukamappee's
account of his enemy noted that the mís-stu-tim (big
dogs),
"alarmed us, for we had no idea of horses and
could not make out what they were."
Thompson, Tnvers in western North America, I7g4-1g12.
193.
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a council on what was to be done. we all thought the bad
spirit had made himself master of the camp anã destroyed
them. rt was agreed to take some of the best of the teñts.
and any other prunder that was crean and good and we
did, and also took away the few horses they had and
retumed to our camp.
ïhe second day after this, this dreadfur disease broke out
in our camp, and spread from one tent to the other as if the bad
spirit caried it. We had no belief that one man could give it to
another, any more than a wounded man could give hiJwound to
another. We did not suffer so much as those that were near the
river, into which they rushed out and died. we had onty a litfle
brook, and about one third of us died, but in some of the other
camps there were tents in which everyone died. ... our hearts
were low and dejected, and we shall never be again the same
people. To hunt for our families was the sole ocóupation and
[to]
kill beavers, wolves and foxes to trade
ffor] our necessaries; and
we thought of war no more, and perhaþs wourd have made
peace with them [the enemy], for they had sutfered dreadfully
as
well as us, and had left all this fine country of the Bow River io
us.137

The spread of the virus through the northwestern plains had a profound
impact
on the societies that resided there. The plains village horticulturalists
continued to
decline until another outbreak of the disease a century later, led to their
destruction.
The disease caused major territorial shifts in the region bordering the eastern
Rocky

Mountains. The Kutenai disappeared from the plains; the Shoshone were,
for a time,
forced to retreat to the south, opening southern Alberta to the Blackfoot
Confederacy
137lbid.,

199. This passage has been the source of much confusion among
contemporary scholars. According to Hopwood, the narrative that included
the
description of the smallpox outbreak was presented ,,as nearly as possible
as
Thompson wrote it, mainly to give the reader a sample of Thompsòn's unedited prose,
but also because there are errors in the transcription of the chapter in the second
Champlain Society edition [Glove/s].. .:' 82... Part of the problem stems from
an inept
editorial comment on the part of J.B. Tynell in 1916. Tyirell unknowingly
mergeO
descriptions of two disease episodes that were actually forty-five y""rð
åpart ìnto a
single event. see David rhompson , David rhompsonls Nan-ativá trc+iatz,
ea.
Rrchard Glover, fforonto: champlain society, 1962), 252,tn.L A discussion
of the
thirty pages of the Thompson narrative which was missing from the Tygell
version can
be found in Hopwood, "New Light on David Thompson ã6,31.
,"
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and to the European fur trade. The impact of the epidemic
was not timited to the
western plains' The occupants of the territory along
the plains-forest frontier a
thousand miles east also felt the wrath of the virus.
Although the epidemic had a single origin on the
eastem seaboard, it probably
travelled along more than one route into the distant
interior. Because of his focus on
the effects of disease on the "petit nord," the area
to the northeast of Lake winnipeg,
Hackett did not consider the epidemic on the western
plains. He did, however, provide
a superb analysis of its eastern manifestation
which may have occuned as much as

three years after the outbreak in the west.138 Hackett proposed
that the disease was
introduced to the area around Red River in the early
spring

of

173T from the Teton

Sioux' According to Hackett, the disease may have precipitated
the slaughter of Father
Aulneau and the French voyageurs at Massacre lsland
in Lake of the woods.13s
Basing his argument on the oraltestimony of an
ojibwa chief, Jim Eliud, Hackett
stressed that the murder of the French Priest and
his companions at Massacre lsland
were not committed by the sioux arone.1a0 rf, as
Hackett craimed, the attack was
retribution for the smatlpox suffered by the southwestern
ojibwa sometime between

october 1735 and June 1736, it follows that ojibwa warriors
may well have been in the
attacking party.tot
The first documentary evidence for the outbreak in
the French sphere of

138For

an explanation of the delay between the two outbreaks,
see Hackett,
Very Remarkable
Srbknesg' 139, fn. 22.
l3slb¡d.,

l40.

toolbid.

141lb¡d.,141_142.

,A
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influence is a reference by La Vérendrye while at Ft. St. Charles
on Lake of the Woods
dated May 26th, 1732. He stated:
[S]ixty Barrier Cree arrived and told me that the Winnipeg Cree whom I had left
at Fort Maurepas had all died of the small-pox, which haã been brought
to them
by those who had gone to trade with the English. I did not telttheÃìn"t
tn"
had punished them for not coming to Fort St. Chartes as they
had
11i:j_"-f
life
promtseo.'-.

Hackett refuted the notion presented by earlier writers that the Indians
had contracted
the disease from the English at the Bay. Two days after his initial
comment on the
outbreak, the explorer recounted the experÍence of his son, Louis_Joseph:
Those who escaped made a stop and threw into the river, according
to their
custom, all the beaver, pichoux [lynx], marten, etc., belonging to
thãdead as
well as their own, so that the shore was lined with them uño in" p6rt"g",
full, all
of which was a loss, as no one among the savages ventured to
touch them. In
the ten lodges that were with my son there was not one death;
this was due to
the remedies he gave them and took care of them, whích augmenteJ
their
friendship for him and the French as well as their confidence
in them; but they
stopped like the others to succour the rest of the afflicted families.
Only
eighteen men came with him to join the warriors.la3
Louis-Joseph was probably at the northern end of lake Winnipeg
at the time, according

to Hackett, searching for a location to establish a post that would further
outflank the
English trade. According to Dale Miquelon, while the smalfpox thwarted
Louis-Joseph,s
initial efforts, Fort Bourbon near Grand Rapids was in operation by
174L Two years
later the French hold on the Saskatchewan was tightened with the
establishment of
Fort Paskoya, at the juncture of the river and cedar Lake.14
The epidemic continued through the summer of 1238. A large military
force
1421bid.,126.
143lbid.,

1øDale

12g.

Miquelon, New Fnnce, 1701-1740,1g4.
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consisting of 300 Monsoni Cree, 250 other Cree and 800 Assiniboines
had amassed
for an attack on the Sioux when they were hit by an unseen enemy.
smaltpox tumed
the expeditíon into a fiasco; "[t]hrough deaths, weakness and fear,
the embatfled
þowmen were demoralized and their fury wasted away into a tame
willingness to creep
back to their homes."14s while the military campaign ended
in chaos, large scale

military incursions into enemy territory had become almost yearly
occurrences in the
Boundary waters. ln 1733, at least 500 Cree and possibly another
300 Assiniboines
were ambushed by the Sioux. The following May, La Vérendrye
tried unsuccessfully to
stop a campaign comprised of "1100 or 1200 men in their war party.,,tou
The effect of an outbreak of smattpox on such large gatherings,
or among the
villages of Lake Winnipeg described above would have been catastrophic.
The sheer
number of people involved, coupled with their high population
density, would have
assured hundreds if not thousands of fatalities. The demographic
collapse along the
borders of the eastern plains may have had important territorial
repercussions. The
villages along the shores of Lake Winnipeg, whose leaders met
with La vérendrye to
establish trade in 1734, may have been severely reduced. The
epidemic struck during
the summer when large gatherings of Cree and Assiniboine were
taking place. Had the
outbreak occured during the winter when the majority of the population
that converged
on Lake winnipeg in summer were in the bush, the effects would
have been

1asMoore,

Valia( La Vérendrye,251'252.lt is probably from this source that the
biographer of the mìssionary George McDougall noteà the firit
outbreak of smallpox on
theplains'\ruorking havoc among 800 Assiniboines and 5S0 Crees..,,John
Maclean,
McDougall of Alberta: A Life of Rev. John McDougall D.D., pathfinder
of Emp,ire and
prophet of the plains (Toronto: F.c. stephenson,lszl¡,3'g;
Nellis M. crouså, La
vércndrye: FurTrcde and Exprorer(roronto: Ryerson Þr"r.
1gs6), 131.
la6Moore,

Valiant La Vérendrye, 154_156, 1ZT.
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mitigated.147 Though groups dispersed for the winter to hunt
in the forest, the bush

from Lake winnipeg to Lake of the woods was still densely populated.
on his trip from
Fort St' Charles to Fort Maurepas at the bottom of Lake
Winnipeg in the winter

of 1787,

La Vérendrye remarked that he encountered Indians nearry
every day..ou Because of

their preference for community living, the Assiniboine were particularly
at risk. prior to
his arrival in the area, La Vérendrye had been told by the
Cree that the Assiniboine

were very numerous, "never staying in any fixed place, but carrying
their dwellings
[cabannes] with them continualfy, and always camping together to form a village.,,1ae
The intersection of their residence patterns and the epidemiology
of smallpox may have
been a primary factor in the constriction of the territory controiled
by the Assiniboine.
particularly in the eastern part of their domain.
Details surrounding the early history of the AssiniboÍne are
sketchy. What is
known is that sometíme around 1640, the group which came
to be known as the
Assíniboine split from their relatives, the Yanktonai Sioux.
The split may have occurred

just before the former became known to the
French.lso oral histories of the Assíniboine
are not precise on the origin of the split that led to the departure
for the north of as
many as a thousand lodges to seek an alliance with the
Cree.151 An alternative
la7For

a discussion of the seasonal economic cycle of the Assiniboine
of this
period, see Ray, The lndians in the Fur Trcde, jT.
r48lb¡d.,

36.

t4nsm¡th,

43,19.

The Exptontions of the La vércndryes

in the Notthern plains, 173g-

150lb¡d.,9.
151Dan

Kennedy, Recortections of an Assiniþoine chief, Dan Kennedy
(Ochankugahe), ed..James Stevens (loronto: McClelland
and Stewa ft, lg1i),g-9. The
impact of an early disease episode contributing to the fissioning
of Dakota society, such
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explanation for the emergence of the Assiniboine is that they
have been a distinct
population since as early as 900

A.D.

They were seen as the manufacturers of the

distinctive Blackduck style of ceramics found from southem Manitoba
to as far east as
the Pic River on the northeast shore of Lake Superior.ls2
The Assiniboine were present at Rainy Lake in 1688 and served
as guídes to
Jacques de Noyon in his reconnaissance of Lake of the woods.153
Lake of the woods
ítself was known as "Lac des Assiniboiles" until well into the eighteenth
century, though

the designation has been disputed by recent writers.lsa Charles
Bíshop stated that as
fate as 1736, 150 Assiniboine tived near Lake Nipigon.lss lt
was group of Assiniboine

or stone people who guided Henry Kelsey through the prairie
to the edge of the
Rockies before1700.tt6 They summered at the fishery at Dering's point,
probably the

as the one described by Ramenovsky in the Middle Missouri
Region in the seventeenth
century, cannot be discounted. Vecfors of Death,133_134.

ts'C.A- Bishop
and M.E. Smíth, "Early Historic Populations ín Northwestern
Ontario: Archaeological and Ethnohistoricalinterpretations," Amerícan
Antiquity 4O
(1975),58-61.
1s3Russell,

Eíg hteenth-Centu ry Western Cree and thei r
Neigh bou ts,4g-50;
Moore, Valiant La Vérendrye, 127-129.

154A.S.

Morton accepted "Lac des Assiniboins" as synonymous with
Lake of the
Woods in the period prior to the arrival_of La Vérendrye in the 17sos.
A History of the
Canadian West to 1870-71,164-165. Dale Russel disputed tn¡s
notion tnãLîn n"
accepted the idea t$t
des Assenipole was Lake Winnipeg, Eighteenth-õentury
Westem Crce and Their Neighboøts, SO, 54.

fc

lssBishop

and Smith, "Early Historic Populations in Northwestem Ontario:
Archaeofogical and Ethnohistorical lnterpretations," 57. A caveat
to this interpretation
was presented by Adolph Greenberg and James Monison who states
that thé presence
of the group in the area for the trade did not imply that this was
in fact, their tenitory.
'Group ldentities in the Boreat Forest: The Origìiof the Northern
Ojibwa,,, Ethnohistory
29 (1982), 95, fn. 4.

'uuR"y, The tndians in the Fur Tnde,3g.
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present site of The Pas that, according to Arthur
Ray was "one of the best fishing
locations on the lower Saskatchewan River.,'1s7
Soon after the turn of the eighteenth century, pressure on
the Assiniboine
increased, particularly from the east. By the 1720s, intergroup
conflict turned the Rainy
River into essentially a no man's land.158 ln the mid
1730s, Father Aulneau, one of the

victims at Massacre lsland, stated the Tenitory of the Assiniboine
as ,,all of the land to
the south" of Lake Winnipeg.lst Military conflict coupled
with smallpox led to the
departure of the Assiniboin from the country east of the
Red River. Dale Russell
provided this account of the territory of the group,
written by La Vérendrye at Fort La
Reine in 1741:

The south side of the [Assiniboin] River belongs to the
Assiniboin, who
also claim the Red River. They are saíd to number 14
or lsvillages, of
which the smallest have 20 to 30 lodges, while several
have 100, 2OO
and 30^0.
at
speak
the
same
Aésiniboin
rangugge.
they occupy
_They
about 300 to 400 reagues of country, ail of it prairie.roõ-'

'"-'

The Monsoni allies of the Assiniboine also appear to
have been hard hit by the
outbreak of 1737

-

At the time of the epidemic, they controlted the te¡¡tory
þetween

Rainy Lake and Lake of the woods. Their origin is unclear,
leading one writer to assert
that they were "related, in some now obscure mannei,to
the cree.161 In theír

1s7lb¡d.

tttR"y and Freem
an, Give lJs Good Measure, 44.
"nR"y, The lndians in the Fur Tnde, BT.
160Russell,

Eighteenth-century westem c¡ee and their Neighbouts, s7.

tulsmith, The
Exptontions of La vércndrye in the Notthem plains,6_7.
The
obscurity of the group has tead to their-being designated
as ojibwa. Hornbeck Tanner,
"ïhe Career of Joseph La France," 1g6, fn. ZA.
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discussion of the early territorial groupings of northern Ontario,
Bishop and Smith
located the Monsoni on the Moose and Albany River systems,
on the Hudson Bay
Lowlands in the early seventeenth century.162 when the HBC
established its first posts
in James Bay, it was the Monsonithey traded with. At the
same time, representatives

of the Monsoni were forging an alliance with the French in
the south. They were
present at the French ceremony annexing the Western
Great Lakes held at Sault Ste.
Marie in June 1671.163 Although A.S. Morton called the Monsoni
and their Cree allies

the "par excellence trappers of those days,"164 it was no doubt
that their role as
middlemen led to their presence as far west as the Red River.165
The¡r position in the
fur trade would also explain the tenacity of Monsoni hostilities
toward their enemies, the

sioux and the ojibwa. Their animosity was such that La vérendrye,s
attempt to
establish a post on Lake of the Woods in the early 1730s was
frustrated because he
was unable to secure a guide at Fort St. Pierre because all
the men had gone to

war.166

When La Vérendrye did reach the Lake of the Woods, he was
accompanied by

l62Charles

Bishop and Estelle Smith, "Early Historic Populations in
Northwestern
ontario: Archaeological and Ethnohistorical lnterpretations,,' ss,
Figure 1.
losMorton,

A History of the canadian west to 1g7o-71,74. Greenberg and
Morrison state that
this they had traded at Montreal. "Group ldentitiesìn the
Boreal Forest: The Origin of the Northern Ojibwa,,, 77.

!"1*

r'aMorton,

A

History of the canadian west

to 1g70-71, 174.

tutThe

Cree probably Ínhabited the boreal forest north and west of
the Manitoba
Lakes prior to the advent of the trade, but the extent of their
occupation has yet to oe
determined beyond dispute.
166champagne,

Les La vércndrye et lesposfes de l,ouest,1zs. ltis possible
that the Monsonis were sfow to find grio"s for the French
in order to protect their
position in the trade.
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fifty canoes of Monsonis.r6T In June 1239,300 Monsonis as weil as s00
crees
gathered at Ft. St- Charles in preparation for battle. In
December of that year, a council
held at the new post, which included two Monsoni Chiefs from
Rainy Lake, were

informed that 300 Monsoni waniors were on their way west to attack
the Sioux. Six
months later 400 Monsonis from Ft. St. Pierre were reported to
again be on their way to
fight.168

The killing of the French party in June of 1736 further inflamed
tensions in the
Boundary Waters region- The Monsoni, Cree and Assiniboine allies
struck at the Sioux
that summer and prepared for war the following spring. Because
of a cold winter and
late spring, the warriors could not muster at Ft. St. charles until
the end of May. By the
28th of May, the Monsoni Chief, La Colle, had 300 men
at the Fort, thirty of whom were

from as far east as Lake Nipigon.los lt was into this large gathering
of combatants that
word came from Ft' Maurepas that smallpox had broken out there
and that the sixty
Barrier cree who were reft at the post were ail dead.170 when
La Vérendrye,s son
arrived from Lake winnipeg, he was accompanied by only eighteen
fighters. The
horrors of the outbreak were not fully reported as the elder
La Vérendrye departed for
New France on June 6th, before the incubation period of the
disease was comptete if

the infection had been brought from Maurepas by the younger
La vérendrye and his

roilbid., 129.
168lbid.,

149-148.

16slbid.,

204-205. Greenberg and Monison opposed this notion statíng
that
there was confusion between antiquated orthography of
Lakes Nipigon 1Nàfigon¡ ano
winnipeg{ounipigon). "Group rdentities in the eoieá Forest: The'origin
orinä
Northem Ojibwa," 95, fn. 4.
17'champagne,

Les La vérendrye ef /es posfes de fouest 204.
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companions. The elder La Vérendrye did not return to the post
at Lake of the Woods
until August of 1738.171 That spring, another expedition
against the síoux was

organized' In May, 800 Assiniboine were assembled as weil
as a force of Monsoni and
Cree, when their attack was foiled by a second appearance
of the disease. According
to Antoine Champagne, "la petite verole s'était déclerée parmi
eux et qu, ils s,étaient
vus obligés de revenir après avoir perdu une partie considérable
de leurs gens."172

Paul Hackett noted that the epidemic had "a significant
impact,,on the fate of
the Monsoni, resulting in their disappearance as a distÍnct population
later in the
eighteenth century.173 comparing populatíon estimates
from 17s4 (4oowarriors) and
the early 174os (140 warriors at Rainy Lake), he concluded
that the Monsoniwere
reduced from about 1600 to s60 in ress than a decade.lz4
The Monsoni chief, La

colle, continued his war wÍth the sioux into the earry

1740.s, commanding an army

comprised mainly of Cree and Assiniboin warriors.175 The
spoils of war had also
changed for La Colle. Rather than killing the Sioux as
he had done for years, the
Monsoni chief brought back many of his enemies as slaves.
so large was the number
of prisoners that, according to champagne, "le nombre
des esclaves étaient si grand
que, suivant le rapport des sauvages, its occupaient
dans leur marche un te'ain de
quatre arpent."176 Hackett postulated that because
the gathering of slave had not been
17rfb¡d.,

2os-2o6.

172l'bid.,242.

lTsHackett,'A
r74lbid.,

Very Rema rka ble Srbknesg, I 30_1 34.

131. The estimate is based on a ratio of 4 people perwarrior.

ltsMifloy, The ptains
C¡ee,43.
l7uLes

La Vérendrye ef /es posfes de I'ouest, 277.
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a feature of previous Monsonis warfare that the new strategy of
the Monsoni was to

recoup population losses in the wake of the epidemic.l77 La Colte's plan
was not
altogether successful. They would never again control the Rainy River
corridor as they
had þefore 1738- Many of the survivors were integrated into other groups,
and postepidemic descriptions of the Monsoni usually mention them in association
with other

groups. When Joseph La France travelled through the area
in the spring of 1740, he
spent ten days fishing with a group of Monsoni and later spent a month
with a mixed
group of Monsonis and their Ojibwa allies, the Sturgeon,
on Lake of the Woods

.1zB La

Vérendrye's memorandum of 1741 mentions the Monsoni only in association
with the

Bariere Cree on the lower Winnipeg

River.17s

The Monsonis were eventually absorbed into other ethnic groups
and
disappeared from the historic record. The extent of the inter-ethnic
homogenization
was reported by the North west company trader, Duncan cameron,
at Nipigon in
1805:

Every old man with whom I conversed, and from who I made some
enquiry on
this subject, told me that his father or his grand father was from
either of these
two places [Lafe superior-ojÍbwa and Huãson Bay-cree]... began
to meet one
another in the interior and to íntermarry by which they, at lengtñ,
became one
people.lso

177Hackett,

A Very Remarkable Sicknes s,' 132. The author notes that this
technique was also used by such wídely separated groups as the
lroquois and the
Peigan.
lTsHornbeck
1TsRusseil,
18oMoffison

ranner, "The career of Joseph La France, " 17g.

Eig

hteenth-centu ry western cree and rhei r Neighbours,s6.

and Greenberg, "Group ldentities in the Boreal Forest: The
origin of
the Northem Ojibwa," 97-98, fn.24. The authors also provide a list
or aooriginal groups
written by La Vérendrye which states that the Monsonii in the Rainy
Lake aiea were
"Sauteut'' speakers. Appendix A, gg.
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The epidemic probably contributed to the withdrawal
of the Sioux from the
Boundary waters region, the country for which they
had fought since at least 1670.
The Dakota had been the earty allies of the French
who soon backed away from the
partnership to a position of neutrality as the
Europeans tried to gain favour with the
Assiniboine and cree.181 During the many decades
of hostilities, the sioux had pushed
as far east as Kaministikwia on Lake superior. Prior

to l1zo,the sioux controlled the

prized Raíny Lake-Lake of the woods corridor.182
In the late i720s, joint French-sioux
raiding parties drove the Assiniboins as far west as
the head of the churchill River.
seriously impeding the trade at York.1s3 Raids on the
Cree continued long after the

sioux were ousted from the eastern edge of the prairie. peter
Douglas Elias traced
several Sioux incursions into the bush of Northern
Saskatchewan prior to the
construction of cumberland House in 1774.18a Just prior
to the outbreak

in 1737,it was

estimated that the sioux could raise an army of 2000
warriors, so they may have had a
numerical advantage over the Cree, Assiniboine, Monsoni
and ojibwa alliance.lBs
Harold Hickerson wrote that the shift in altegiance of
the ojíbwa in 1736 made the
Dakota occupation of the rice lakes and fur ground
of northern Minnesota untenable.ls6
Even thirty years after the dislocation of the sioux
from their land, Hickerson noted that
18l

Russell, Eig hteenth-Centu ry Westem Cree a nd Thei r
Neigh bou rs, 232.

'u'R"y, The lndians in the Fur Tnde. 14.
183lbid.,

14-1s.

184The

Dakota of the Canadian Noñhwest: Lessons for suruiva{
Manitoba
studies in Native History (winnipeg: university of Manitoba press,
19gg),
6.

1'sMorton,

A

History of the canadian west to r gro-71

, 11.

'l6The chippewa and their Neighbours: A study in Ethnohistory, Studies in
Anthroplogical Method (prospect Heig-hts: Holt, Rinehárt
ano winston, lgBB),71.
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"most of northwestern Minnesota is shown
to be devoid of tribal occupancy.,,187

while military conflict was certainty an underlying factor
in the reshaping of the
ethnic map south and east of Lake of the woods, the
smallpox virus may well have
played a role that has been largely overlooked.
The winners of this round of diplomatic
and biological roulette were the ojibwa. After serving
as the middlemen to the western
French trade in the years between 1650 and 1670,
they were ousted from their position
by the arrival of French traders at the sault and further
west in the latter part of the

seventeenth century.188 Finding an economic niche
as middlemen to the sioux, they
were able to control the trade in the area to the south
of the canoe route to Lake of the

woods from their base at chequamegon Bay on the southwest
shore of Lake superior.
North of Lake Superior, the northern ojibwa made
slow progress
in their struggle

against the cree trading at the Bay. By the 1720s,
Charles Bishop reported they were
"threatening to kill the inland cree should they
carry their fúrs to the Hudson,s Bay

company posts on James Bay."tas These ojibwa intrusions
into the cree trade at the
Bay were probably no more than raids before the
1730s, as few of the southern lndians
remained north of Superior year round, preferring
to return to their homeland at the
Sault in summer for the fishery and for trade.leo
Within years of switching allegiance, and in the wake
of the epidemic, ojíbwa
territory increased dramatically. Hackett noted that
the Northern ojibwa, or Bungee,

187H¡ckerson,

The Chippewa and their Neighbours,T2.

,ttR"y and Freem
an, Give

IJs Good Measure, 42.

lsncharles Bishop,
"The Emergence of the Northem ojibwa:
social and
Economic Consequen ces,,' Americai Ethnotogist s qloZij,
++.
lsolb¡d.,

44.
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appear in the HBC record only after 1741, and after that date,
they were frequent
visitors to the Bay.'nt The high levels of mortality among
the cree in northwestern

ontario and in the hinterland of York Factory as far west as the
Saskatchewan River,
essentially opened up the country for ojibwa expansion.lsz
¡n the disputed country to
the south, the demise of the Monsoni and the retreat of the
Assiniboine to the area
west of Lake winnipeg created a demographic vacuum that
the Ojibwa were quick to

fill'

Emöke Szathmary and Franklin Auger found genetic evidence
for

the expansion of

the Ojibwa. Their analysis noted:
The apparent restriction of the gene to Ojibwa suggests
recent mutatíon; its
geographic distribution suggest population moveñrent
by the descendants of a
group in which the mutation first occurred. This
scenario fits the ethnohistoric
model, which states that Ojibwa resided in the northern
Lake Huron-eastern
Lake Superior region prior to their westward expansion 300 years
ugo.",n.
Even before the middle of the eighteenth century, the political
and cultural
character of what became the Canadian west had been significanfly
altered by the
inextricably combined forces of biology and economics. prior
to the physical arríval of
Europeans, aboriginal societies were shaken by the arrivat
of trade items of European

origin' The differential introduction of horses and guns led to large
scale changes

in

indigenous balances of power as alliances were forged at
the margins of European
economic periphery. As new groups were brought into the
expanding spheres of
European economic interest through the middleman trade,
they came under increasing

lslHackett, 'A
Very Remarkable Sickness,,,12g, fn.

S.

1s2lb¡d.

1s3Emöke

Szathmary and Frankfin Auger, "Biological Distances
and Genetic
Relatíonships within Algonkíans," Boreal Forcst'Adapta"tions:The
No¡them Algonkians,
"ì
ed. Theodore steegmann (Newyork: plenum press, 1983),

arì_g1;.''-""
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threat from old world pathogens. As European interest in
the economic potential of
the northwest increased, so would the effect of introduced diseases
on an ever
expanding disease frontier- The period of fur trade competition
ending in 1g21would
extend both the economic and biological reach of Europeans
to the ends of the
continent.

chapter 3: "As my Debtors are all Dead"1: The Early
competition Era and rhe
Extension of Trade and Diseas e, 1740_1Tgà.
The shock of the smallpox epidemic of the 1730s
was felt from the European
colonies on the Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains. The
dísease played a significant if not
decisive role in inter-ethnic conflicts among First Nations
from Lake superior to the
edge of the western plains and beyond. The expansion
of the fur trade in the second
half of the eighteenth century resulted in even greater
tenitorial and demographic

change' The rivalry for control of the western interior between
the coastal and the
overland trades would, in the words of a leading fur
trade scholar, escalate into a fultblown "fur trade war."2 During the half-century of
conftict between the HBC and a
variety of Anglo-Montreal enterprises, competition
intensified to the point where litfle if
any consideration was given to the future of game
supplies or to the well-being of the
aboriginal groups charged with securing furs. In addition,
the extension and
intensification of the trade served as a conduit
for pathogens for groups far into the

interior' This chapter will consider the interelationship
between the expansion of the
duelling trade networks and the extension of the
frontier of European disease pools
across the western and northern portions of the continent.
The establishment of trade
networks, even in the earty years of the fur trade rivalry,
served to deliver diseases to
previously sheltered groups, often with catastrophic
results. In addition to the biological
threat of imported pathogens, competition for furs
became ,,severe and even

tw¡ll¡am

Tomison, cumberland House, Feb.17g2, cumbedand
House Journals
and lnland Joumars, second series, ed. E.E.
Rich (Londån: Hudson,s Bay Record
Society, 1952),299.

'J.M. Bumsted, FurTnde warc:The Founding of western canada(winnipeg:
Great Plains publications, lggg).
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homicidal,"3 leading to the víolent displacement of many
interior bands into areas that

could not be depended upon for survival. The combination
of a worsening climate and
the forced disruption of seasonal food procurement cycles
made starvation and death
not uncommon occurrences in the far northwest.
The overland trade from Montrealwas invigorated by the
replacement of the
French civil servants with Anglo-Celtic privateers in the wake
of the British victory of the
Seven Years

war.

The seeds of the conflict, though, were sown in the decades
before

the Conquest. The westward movement of the French trade
served not only to agitate
English traders but also had an important role in the political
alignment of the various

aboriginal societies in the west. In the aftermath of the turmoil
delivered by the
smallpox virus on the inhabitants of the forest-plains margíns,
the French continued to
expand westward onto the plains. By the end of the 1730s,
La Vérendrye,
accompanied by several hundred Assiniboíne, reached the
large horticuttural villages
occupied by the Mandan. Contact with the Mandan had
been an obsession with the
French explorer since his arrival in the western Great Lakes
a decade before. His
middleman allies told him that the Mandan were not onty light
skinned and lived in
towns, but that they controlled a passage to the westem seaa.
The Mandan villages
were impressive. John Milloy noted the trading centre they
shared with the Hidatsa,
"must represent a high point in plains social organization."5
The plains village dwellers

3Yerbury,

aWood,

43,19.

The Subarctic lndians and the FurTrcde,71.

The Explontions of the La Vércndryes in

the

Northem plains, l1sg-

sMilloy,

The Plains Cree, 41. The Mandan had earlier established
trade
refations with the Spanish to the southwest. See also, Wood,
The Explorations
La Vérendryes in the Nofthem plains, lTSg_43,99-10b.

of the
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may have been the remnant population of an even greater agrarian
society which had
flourished across the west prior to the dessication of what is
now the prairies, the result
of the long decline of the climate from 1200 4.D.6 The setflements
served as a staging
area for the exploration of La Vérendye's sons, who reached
the Big Horn Mountain
Range in 1743-7 French officials had less lofty goals than did
the La vérendryes. The
patriarch was removed from his position as commandant
of the French interior by his

superior, Jean-Frederic Maurepas, for his pursuit of exploration
at the expense of the

trade' Dale Miquelon lamented the removat of the elder La Vérendrye
from his

post,

"after him there was no one at all. The Canadian presence
in the west after 1244 was
a fur-trade presence only.',8

The French fur trade presence was not inconsequential. By
mid-century, the
French had consolidated their occupation of the interior, establishing
Fort pasquia, at
the present site of The Pas, and Fort à la Corne at the forks
of the Saskatchewan

River's The outbreak of mititary conflict in the east in lls4,which
culminated in the
loss of New France, made the St. Lawrence-based trade
moribund during its final

years'1o The last gasp of French expansion on the plains
had reverberations beyond
the immediate vicinity of their own posts. In response to
the threat posed by the French
6For

a description of a wider aboriginal agrarian social and economic
order prior
to the arrival of Europeans and its demisJresultr:ng from protracted
a
period of climatic
decline, see Reid Bryson and rhomas Murray, ctinates of
Hunger(Madison: university
of Wisconsin Press, lgTT).
TMoore,

Vatiant La Vérendrye, ggg.

ENew

Ftance, lTOl-1744:

sRuss

ell, Eighteenth-century

roFor

A

Supptement to

Empire,lgl.

western cree and rheir Neighbou¡s, 61.

a discussion of the withering of the French fur trade in its
final years, see
A.P. Nasatir, ed., Before Lewis and Ctark. SS.
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along the Saskatchewan and faced with politicaltrouble in England,
the HBC was
forced to change its decades long policy of not sending its employees
inland.11
Between 1754 and the earry 177os, fifty-six separate joumeys
were made by HBC
employees into the interior.l2
Ethnohistorians have used the surviving records of those HBC
sponsored
journeys to establish something of an "ethnographic
baseline" for the prairies. Dale
Russell, for example, used those journals as key evidence
for his critique of

dependency and the westward expansion thesis of aboriginal
middlemen in the
eighteenth century. The report of Joseph Smith on the Touchwood
Hills, according to
Russell, showed that the Assiniboines there were fully adapted
to the plains bison hunt

and did not participate in the yearly trade cycle to Hudson
Bay, as proof of their long
residence in the parklands.lt The journal of Anthony Henday (
Hendry) showed that the
Cree and Assiniboine were present "in sizeable numbers"
as far west as Edmonton by

the mid 1750s-14 Russetl's "in situ" view of the Cree and Assiniboine
on the plains is
problematic however. He did not, for example, consider
the possibility of te¡itorial
change over several decades as a result of the middleman
trade to the bay and to the

lrThe HBC
was faced with a challenge to its charter in mÍd century,
led by a
disgruntled former employee, Joseph Rotsõn. The critique
of the
inaction
f:d to a formal inquiry in the late 1740s. Russell, Eighteànth-Century
"orpánvt
w"itá^
crce and
Their Neighbours, 91.
r2tbid.,
13lbid.,

r4lbid.,

91-92.
112-11g.

94. The first of the interior missions, conducted by Anthony Henday
mentioned the presence of the Cree and Assiniboine at Edmonton.
A.S. Morton used
the journal of Mathew Cocking, written twenty years later
to show that the Atsina, a
nation allied with the Blackfoot, had occupieã ihe northeastern prairie
as far as Nipawin
but had been driven west to the Atberta border, "by the ten¡ole
weapons
oitn" crees.,,
A History of the Canadian West to l gTO_71, 2g,5. '
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French in the east. He did not consider the demographic
and social impact of the
1730s smallpox outbreak. ln his zeal to affirm cree occupancy
of the plains

independent of the fur trade, Russell may have overlooked
important evidence
regarding aboriginal control of tand and resources in the
mid-eighteenth century. The
Cree and Assiniboine controlled the flow of goods to and
from the plains and were

spread across the region. They may not have actually controlted portions
of the
tenitory over which they travelfed. while bison hunting with
his cree and Assiniboine
guides, Henday was told that taking game for food
was acceptable but that the
commercial killing of beaver woutd not only have undermined
their own middleman
status, but to their being killed by the Archinithuesls in
order to protect the latter,s
ownership of the fur resource.lo The Cree and Assiniboine,
who were allowed to take
animals for food and clothing, deferred to the Btackfoot on
the issue of commercial
extraction of the fur resource. This supports the notion
that the area to the south of
Edmonton was acknowledged as Blackfoot territory.17
Th¡s was the situation described

lsAt

the time of Henday's journey the designation 'Achinithue,,
was apptied to all
groups of western Indians who were not Cree or
Ãssiniboine. on tne plainsihe term
could ap4y to any or ail of the Brackfoot, peigan, BrooJ,
sarcee or Gros ventre.
Russeff , Eighteenth-century western cree ana
in"i, ru"ignbouts, g4. For a similar
discussion of the ambiguity of the term, see Thomas rstrr¡Þ, ,,The Gros Ventres and
the Canadian Fur Trade, 1754-1931,,, American lndiatn
euanerty 12 (1ggg),44.
Hendry's editor noted the difficulty sunound.íng the designation ,Aichiniíhue,,
of
in early
accounts identified both the Blackfoot and the enemies
ät tn"t nation. Anthony Hendry,
"York Factory to the Brackfeet country: The Journar
of Anthony Hendry, 1zs4-17ss,,
ed. Lawrence J. Burpe_e_, proceedings and rnnsactions
of tie aoyaíéocieiy or
Canada (1907), 316, 339.
r6lb¡d.,

344-s4s.

tTln

his joumal, Hendry noted that the area from near
.
the present location of
Saskatoon to the Elbow

of the north Saskatchewan River was "Aichinuthue,,
territory,
either Blackfoot or Gros Ventre, depending on the ¡ntàrpLtation
of the term. lbid., 32g330.
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by saukamappee in his discussion of Blackfoot-shoshone
warfare at the time of the

1734 smallpox outbreak- lt also demonstrates that
cree and Assiniboine middlemen
managed the fur trade beyond the frontiers of their own
territory.

while the HBC pursued their reconnaissance of the plains,
they were frustrated
in their attempts to augment the boreal forest trade
from the Bay. After a decade of

relatively good health,l' the period from 1748 to 17s6
the Bay trade was plagued with
almost yearly outbreaks of serious diseases. Starvation
compounded the situation.
The íncreased incidence of starvation in the bush
may have been an early indication of
the deepening of the climatic period known as the
Litfle lce Age. According to one
history of Northern Manitoba:
As temperatures dropped, food suppry decrined. Men
had to spend more time
hunting for subsistence and ress timeirapping..- Fewer
animars, ress food,
fewer furs for the trade, and severe and unprédictable
climatic conditions led to
significant changes. Even though trapping was reduced,
the number of animals
being taken was detrimentalto population balances
because deteriorating
climate had reduced the threshold;.1s
The global climate worsened through the second half
of the eighteenth century. The
weather became an increasingly significant and
malevolent historical force, particularly
on the northern frontier of the fur trade where
margins of survival were thin at the best

of times.
The combination of sickness and hunger was so severe
at Churchill during
1748-49 that the chief Factor, Joseph lsbister, reported
the loss of several Chipewyan

Indian hunters and their famifies. Their southem
adversaries, the cree, were,
according to lsbister "all verry badly gooded & complain
that they were starv,d that a
rsHackett, 'A
Vety Remarkable Sickness ,, 147.
t9RLRC,
An Historical overuiew of Aboriginal Lifestyles: The churchilt-Netson
River Dninage Basin, 102-105.
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great Mortality has been amongst them."2.
Afraid that the sick and hungry lndians
would linger at the post, lsbister issued gratuities
to the travellers to facilitate their
journey inland. The foilowing year,
some type of ,,frux,,,probabry dysentery, was
reported at churchiil, york and among "many
of the western Indians, causing many
deaths."21

conditions at churchill continued to deteriorate.
tn 17s1 measles or rubella
broke out along the coast.22 The trade returns
for 17s1-52 were particularly low. At

churchill, lsbister accounted for the ross of the
cree trade:
There are three things, which t co_ntribute ye
Smallness of our Trade to, first, ye
sickness amongest the Natives, secondry y"iãu"n"e
made by ye French,
Since June & lastly ye Indians going to wáre
t" Strange Indians that Never
Trades with ye English, out of revenge for
those tñey have lost-by ye sickness.23

ú*

Yerbury noted that the trade with the Northern
Indians was not affected by these events
and that the chipewyan provided a modicum
of stability at the Fort during the period

when the Cree were at war.2a

Ïhe climatic decline continued to put pressure on the
HBC Forts. The winter of
1753-54 was especially harsh. Along the coast,
the Cree Homeguard Indians, the
provisioners for the company, were starying.
Because game was more abundant

inland, seventy chipewyans were hired as hunters
whose ,,seryices were indispensable

2Yerbury,

The Subarctic Indians and

the

Fur T¡ade, 3g.

2rEckert,

"The Early Fur Trade at York and churchill:
lmplications for the Native
People of the North Centràl Subarctic,,, 232.

22lbid',233.

In his discussion of the outbreak at york Factory, paul
Hackett
identified the pathogen as rubella. 'A very
Remarkabt" sotn""", , 1s2-1sg. Both note
that the outbreaks were the first of their kind
arong the cãást.

23Yerbury,

24lbid.,40.
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to the maintenance of churchill."2s Three years later, "violent
fevers and inward pains,,
killed many North River (Churchill) Indians.26 Later in
the decade, severe winter
temperatures were reported, even at the HBC's southern
establishments. The winter of
1756-57 was, according to the Factor at Moose, "the
hardest winter and most fatal
among the Indians as has been known for these many years."2z
It was in the context of this worsening climate

that the middleman trade

expanded from Churchill into the far northwest. The
Slavey, Dogrib and Hare people
were displaced by Chipewyan and Yellowknife and espêcially
Cree traders, from their
pre-contact habitat in the mixed wood forest
to the northwestern transition forest in the
years between 17Sg to 1764.28
Yerbury identified the implications of thís forced shift
in habitat:
The environmental poverty of this zone
[northwestern transition forest] led to
deprivation and starvation which.was intensified by
disease for those who were
displaced into it, and eventuafly Indians to depeníincreasingly
upon the trading
post and the increased use of female infanticide
to maintain a stable balance
between population and food resources are indications
that otd subsistence
2stbid.,

40-41.

26Eckert,

"The Early Fur Trade at York and churchill:
lmplications for the Native
People of the North Central Subarctic,,'283.
2TCarole

Ju{d, "Sakie, Esquawenoe, and the Foundation of the Dual-Native
Tradition at Moose Factory," in The subarctic FurTrade:
Nativesocra/ and Economic
Adaptations, ed- shepard Krech (vancouver: university
of British Columb¡àÞress), 93.
Fatalities that winter included the death by starvatíon
o? thr"" goose hunters, the
captain of the goose hunters, "severat or ine homeguard
Indians and their families.,,
Although starvation atong the coast was-reportgd al
early as the 162s, the fiàquency
of famine increased in the second half of the eighteentn
áentury. For a consideration of
hunger during the early trade, see, Marshall Hu-rlich, ,,Hisior¡cal
and Recent
Demography of the Algonkians of Northern ontario,'i
in Borcat Forest Adaptations: The
Northern Algonkians, ed. shepard Krech (New york: prenum press,
1gg3), 147_14g.
28Yerbury

, The subarctic lndians and the Fur Tnde,l2g. The transitional forest
zone described as simirar to the Hudson Bay Lowrands,
the rarge musk"tr"r"L tn"t
rings the south coast of James and Hudson Bay.
.
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pattems and soc¡ocurturar arrangements changed
dramaticaily.2s
Arthur Ray pointed to the territory between Reindeer
Lake and Lake Athabasca as the
key region of cree expansion at this time. In 1760, peace
a
treaty between the cree,
the Beaver, and Slave Indians pushed the frontier of
Cree influence even further..o By
mid 1760s, the struggle for control of the northern middleman
trade broke out into open
warfare between the cree and chipewyan.tl The conflict
extended far into the western

hinterland' ln 1767, the HBC's william Pink recorded from
Turfle Lake, on a tributary
of the North saskatchewan River near the present
Alberta-saskatchewan border, that
his Beaver cree guides planned to go to war,,with the
other Natives called
Ye'artch,a,thyne,a wock and Kill as Maney as they
can of them.,,32 The victims of this
attack were tentatively identified by Dale Russell
as Athapaskan Beaver Indians who
could be reached from the parkland through the war
trail to Lesser Slave Lake and the

upper Peace River.33 Pink stated that the motive for the
attack was revenge for the
death of one of their companions but the cree probably
went to war for a more
important reason' The supply of beaver, according
to pink, was becoming increasingly
scarce, "some yeares a Gow heare was a great
maney Beaver in this River [the

2stbid',

129. The view is not without its critics, the most
vociferous of whom is
John w. fves, A Theory of Nofthern Athapascan ereiistory(cargary:
university of
Calgary Press, 1990) 130-133.
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saskatchewan], But now Verry few being hunted so often.,,3a pink,s
observation of
game depletion on the prairie was made two decades
before Thompson,s puzzled
statement regarding the decline of game in the late 1780s. In
was this increasing
scarcity of fur resources on the plains that provided the motivation
for the decades of
often cutthroat competition between Canadian and English interests
for furs.
particularly in the country centred by Lake Athabasca.
Added to the worsening climate, inter-ethnic hostilities over control
of the
middlemen trade and the beginning of a game shortage on the prairies,
the HBC trade
was presented with a more tangible and immediate threat. Early
attempts by Montreal
based traders were foiled by Indian trouble during the Seven years
War.3s In his
journal, Alexander Henry wrote that Indian
hostílity was directed "exclusively against the
English" in the Great Lakes.36 Alexander Mackenzie's memoir
traced the beginnings of

the renewed trade from Michilimakinac "so late as the year 1766"
when Montrealtrader
Thomas Curry succeeded in getting four canoes as far west as Fort
Bourbon at the
Mouth of the saskatchewan River.tt By the late 1760s, the Montreal
based fur trade
taTh¡stle,

lndian-European Trcde Relations in the Lower Saskatchewan River
Region to 1840,63-64. The following year, the HBC sent Louis primo
to the.famous...
Beaver Rive/' on the warpath to the north as far as the Churchill to
investigate the
area's rich fur potential. He is acknowledged to be the first European
to hãve visited
the southern tributary of the Churchill. Morton, A History of the
Canadian West to
1870-71,275.

ttR"y, The lndians
in the Fur Tnde, 12s.

For a graphic depiction of the
difficulty encountered by fhe early post conquest Montreãl trade, see
Alexander Henry,
Tnvels and Adventures ln Canada and in the lndian Tenitory Between
the yea¡s lT60
and 1776,1O3.

36tbid.,

34.

3TMackenzie,

Voyages from Montreal on the River St. Law¡ence through the
Continent of No¡th America to the Frozen and Pacific oceans ln the years
l7g9 and
1793 väi. The historical introduction of Mackenzie's Voyages
has been attributed to the
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was reopened and traders poured into the interior.3s The legal
restriction on the trade
imposed in the Royal Proclamation of 1763 was rescinded in 176g
but Montreat based
traders set up shop along the Saskatchewan as far upstream as
Nipawin at least a year
before the regulations were lifted.ss ln 1767, Montreal traders operating
in southern
Manitoba syphoned off so much of the HBC trade that william
Tomison was sent as far
inland as the Manitoba escarpment to salvage the remainder of
his business.ao ln
addition to the economic threat posed by the renewed overland
trade to the trade of the
HBC, residents of the interior were again faced with a biological
threat to their wellbeing.
In his detailed analysis of the epidemiology of the Northern
Ontario fur trade,

Paul Hackett observed that the period coinciding with the prohibition
on the Montreal
trade was marked by an anomalous absence of acute crowd infections.al
The scarcity

of Canadian

records from the period preclude the direct connection between
the

spread of pathogens to the interior and the arival of the overland
traders but Hackett
showed that there was a temporal correlation between the two
events.a2 His position is

explore/s cousin, Roderick Mackenzie. The account of his journey's
to the north and
west may have been ghost-written by a popular author of the
time, W¡lliam Combe. For
a discussion, see Roy Daniels, Alexander Mackenzie and the
North t4lesf (Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1921), gO.
3'Morton,

A History of the canadian west to lg70-71,269-272.

ttR"y, The

tndians in the Fur

Tnde, 125.

aoRussell,

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and Their Neighbotrrs, 114.
For a
discussion of Tomison's travefs, see Morton , A History of the Canadian
g\oWest to l
71,291-282.
alHackett, 'A
Very Remarkable Sickness,' 179. The author described the effect
of the access to the interior being denied as an ,,inadvertent quarantín
e,,, 162.
42f

bid., 16s, i76-177.
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supported by evidence from the northern trade. Colin yerbury
stated, ,,[e]pidemic or
contagious diseases probably had not reached the
canadian Athapaskan populations
before about 1767-69."43 Though the specific disease
vectors cannot be identified, the
sickness endured by the Indians at churchill in the
late 1760s may well have originated
with the Montreal traders.
By 1768, a combination of deteriorating climate, staryation,
and disease posed
a serious threat to chipewyans trading at churchill.44
ln october, the chief known as
the "ldosliazed', and twenty-five members of his band perished.as
By January, another
thirty chipewyans were dead. starving lndians travelted
as far as two hundred miles to
the Fort in search of food. In Aprir, the company was
supporting armost a hundred
Indians'46 The hardship, which drove a group of
chipewyans to loot the provision

house near the Fort, continued through the summer of
1z6g.az ln october, forty
Northern Indians arrived at Churchill to trade, "Toferably
well gooded, but some very
Sickley'"48 Yerbury noted that the HBC, confronted
with adversity, curtailed its plan to

extend trade to the Dogrib and Yellowknífe.as In an
attempt to invigorate trade and to
a3yerbury,

The subarctic rndians and the FurTnde,147; shepard
Krech, ,1he
Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene, 1g0o1850," Journar of AnthropotogicarResearch 39 (19g3),
iã6.

4Ïhe outbreak was not
confined to Churchill. At Severn, Andrew

Graham
noted the "Great sickness" among some of the upland
Indians to the south of the coast
in the winter of 1768-6g. Hackett, ,A very Remai*aøle
ià¡<ne"s,,
173.

aYerbury,
46lb¡d.
47lb¡d.
48lb¡d.

4slbid.

The subarctic Indians and the Fur Trcde. 46.
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explore the potential of the distant interior, Samuel Hearne
was charged with his
journey across the barrens.so The combination
of hunger and disease frustrated
Hearne's first two attempts intand, in october 1769 and in February
17\oj1
The record of Hearne's expedition to the barren grounds and
the Arctic coast is
indispensable to historians of the far northwest. With the exception
of William

stewart's troubled journey inland before 1720, it provided the earliest
first hand account
of conditions of the interior north of the tree line. whíle Hearne
was the first European
to travel through much of this route, the effect of the middleman
trade, dominated by
the Chipewyan and the Cree, had already had a profound impact
on the societies of
the northern interior. The young Englishman recognized the
burden of the fur trade on

the Northern Indians. In his journal of March 12r1, Hearnewrote:
But I must at the same time confess, that such conduct
[the procurement of furs]
is by no means for the reat benefit of the poor Indians; if oeing
well known that
those who have the least intercourse with the Factories, are
by far the happiest.
As their aim is to procure a comfortable subsistence, they akáys
take the most
prudent methods to accomplish it; and by following
the lead or ine deer, are
seldom exposed to the gripping hand of fam¡ne, sã frequenly
felt by those who
are called annual traders. ... the hardships and dangers which
mosiof them
experienced on those occasions, have left such a lasting impression
on their
minds, that nothing can induce them to repeat the¡r visitã.s2
Later in his journal, Hearne restated the precariousness
livelihood of both the

Chipewyan traders and of subsistence hunters. In describing the game
resources
available to the Chipewyan north of the sixtieth parallel, he noted
that deer, fish,

tThe

HBC had difficulty staging Hearne's expedition. The original
choice for
his guide, the ldosliazer, was dead,ãnã his first two ättempts
to reach the interior were
undermined by the ill-health of hís Indian companions. lbid.,
46-42.
srlbid.
s2Samuel

Hearne, A Journey From Prince of Wales Fott in Hudson,s
Bay to the
Northern ocean (Edmonton. Hurtig publishers 1g71), g3; yerbury
,
, The subàrctic
lndians and the Fur Tnde, 151-132.
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'Alpine" hares, musk-oxen and other species
were "very numerous in many parts of the
countqy''but that:
With allthose seeming sources of plenty, however, one
half on the inhabitants,
and perhaps the other half also, are frequently in danger
or oeing sårveo to
death, owing partly to their want of o""onoryl and
most of these scenes of
distress happen during their journeys to and from prince
of wates Èòrt, tne onty
place at which they trade.s3
In addition to the threat of starvation, Heame's chipewyan
guides were dogged by the

effects of malnutrition. The author noted the presence
of a "scorbutic disordel, (scurvy)
among his companions while crossing the barrens.s4
wh¡le on the barrens, travellers
had a limited margin of safety, they had to remain within
reach of the caribou herds or

starve- Hearne ramented the abandonment of a sick chipewyan
women who was
unable to maintain the pace of both the caribou and
her own people.ss Clearly, an
economic pattern on the tundra that did not adhere
to the migration cycle of the caribou
herds, as would have been required by middlemen traders,
was a precarious one at
best.

Despite the hardships

of trade, the middlemen yielded unprecedented

influence

over their interior neighbours. At times, the retationship
between middlemen and

groups who actually procured furs could be best
described as extortion.s' In his journaf,
Hearne recounted the theft of furs beronging to the
copper Indíans by chipewyan

ttHearne,
Ocean,331.
s4lb¡d.,

A Journey From prince of Wales Fort in Hudson's Bay
to the Noñhern

336-337. To treat the ailment, the Chipewyan consumed
the contents of
caribou stomachs which contained partially digested'licnán,
a source of vitamin c.
s5lbid.,202.
sulbid..1zB.
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leader Keelshies and "his execrable gang."s7 Several attempts
to induce the Copper
and "Dog-ribbed" Indians to come to trade at Churchill had, according
to Hearne, been
undermined by the Chipewyans who "always plundered them of
the whole [presents for
their countrymen] soon after they left the Fort."sB Those Copper,
or yellowknife Indians,
who travefled to the coast unscathed acted "in the capacíty of servants
to the Northern
Indians."se To Hearne, the rational for chipewyan aggression
toward their fur

producers was clear, "it is a political scheme of our
Northern traders to prevent such an
intercourse, as it would greafly ressen their consequence and emotument.,,60
The

chipewyans were not unrivalled in their domination of the interior.
Their longstanding enemy, the Cree, controlled the boreal forest
west of the
barrens as far north as Great slave or, as Hearne calted it,
Athapuscow Lake.6, The
Cree matched their Chipewyan foes in their ruthlessness toward
the interior groups in
their area of influence- Colin Yerbury stated that the Cree
had been expanding their
territory from the Lower Churchill River northwest to the peace
and Mackenzie Rivers
57lb¡d',

181:
.27g. ln the spring of 1772, Hearne's companions not only robbed a
group of "strange Northern Indians" but "dragged several of their young women
to a
little distance from their tents, where tney noiãnly ravished
them, but otherwise
mistreated them, and that in so barbarous a manner, as to endanger
the lives of one or
two of them." 285-286.
selb¡d.,

1zg.

sslb¡d.

6olbid.,

1go.

urMorton,

A Histoty of the canadian west to 1g7o-71 ,2gg. The author locates
the "the limit of Cree depredations northward" as Anar¡/d or
Enemy Lake, to the north
of Great Slave Lake. See also Yerbury, The Subarctic lndians
anã th" Èur Trcde, 5s.
For a discussion orjhg difficulty arising from Hearne's
designation, see Beryl Giltespie,
'Ïerritorial Groups Before 1821: Athapaskans of the Shield
and the Mackenzie
Drainage," Handbook of North American lndians, Volume 6:
Subarctic, eo. iune nelm
(Washington: Smithsonian Institution press, lggl),166.
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since they first acquired firearms in the 1680s.62 Hearne
recorded the murder by the
Cree of almost an entire Dogrib band and the enslavement of
the small group of young
women whose lives they spared.63 The Southern Indians controlled
the majority of the
interior beaver trade. The state of war with the cree undermined
chipewyan access to
beaver, "deer-skins, and such furs as they could extort
from the Copper and Dogribbed Indians, composed the whole of their trade."6a ln
her critique of the westward
expansion thesis, Beryl Gillespie stressed the ditference
between raiding and outright
invasion, stating that the aggressors did not necessarily
want to take over land but
rather to control the middleman trade.65 Domination of the
middleman trade could just
as easily have been a rational for the expansion of Cree
and Chipewyan groups as the

outright invasion of land. By the time David Thompson journeyed
inland in the early
1790s, many groups subjugated by Cree middtemen had
already adopted many of the
customs of their former tormentors. At Finlay's House, the
Chipewyan, especially men,
had taken on numerous culturat traits "from their former enemies,
the Kristeneaux.,,66

Mackenzie also noted the adoption of Cree lifestyles by the
Athapaskan speaking
62Yerbury,

The Subarctic Indians and the FurTrcde,55. This interpretation
is
not without its critics- Beryl Gillespie stated that this version
was an "overinterpretation.,,
Territorial Groups before 18!1: Athapaskans of the Shield
and the Mackenzie
Drainage," 163. see arso J.G.E. smiti'r, "The westem
woods cree. Rnthropotogical
Myth and Historical Reatity," American Ethnotogist 14

dggr):434_44g.

-

utHearne,

Ocean, 265-267.
64tb¡d.,

,4 Joumey From Prince

of Wales Fott in Hudson,s Bay to

the

Noñhern

177-1Tg.

6s

Gitlespie, "Territorial Groups Before 1821:Athapaskans
of the shield and the
Mackenzie Drainage," 164.
66Mackenzie,

Voyages from Montreal on the River St. Lawrence
through the
Continent of North America to the Frozen and Pacific oceans
tn the years l1gg and
1793 .126.
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Beaver Indians.6T
Although the HBC's plan to gain direct access to fur producers
was undermined
by Cree and Chipevvyan middleman traders, Hearne's journey
served to invigorate the

trade at Churchill- over four hundred Northem Indians
and 116 canoes of cree
travelfed to the Bay the summer of 1772, supplying the
Fort with its largest returns in
over thirty years.68 The augmented trade was short-lived,
however. lncursions into the
hinterland by Montreal traders posed a serious threat to
the coastal trade.6e As Hearne
was returning from the barrens, Matthew Cocking was
despatched to the plains to
determine the extent of "French" penetration and to secure
the loyalty of fur producing
Indians in the interior.To He was also charged with investigating
the possibility that
middlemen were securing even greater profits from fur producers
than the HBc itself
had been able to secure.7l
In addition to the valuable observations on the state
of Canadian trade, inter-

tribal alliances and hostilities, and the feast and famine
nature of the food quest on the
plains, Cocking's journal provided an insight
into the spread of infectious díseases into
the interior' Paul Hackett has shown that the 177oswere
characterized by the spread
of numerous acute respiratory dísorders (ARDs), and
that the increased incidence of
illness was connected to the encroachment of Canadian
traders overland or to the

67lbid.

,

14s-146.

uuover

20,000 MB were delivered that summer. Yerbury
and the Fur Tnde, 4g-49.
6slbid.,

, The Subarctic tndians

ss.

7'Morton,

7'Russeil,

A History of the canadian west to lgro-71, 2g4-zgz.
Eighteenth-century westem crce and their Neighbouts,los.
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introduction of diseases to the Bay by HBC ships.t2 The seahorse
landed near york in
fate August 1771; "[t]hereafter, violent colds began to break
out among the men and

fndians, continuing untíl the following May."rt cocking's journey
inland began on June

27' 1772' The following journal excerpts describe the spread inland
of the contagion
among his Cree entourage:

June 27, 1772...took departure from york Fort...The Indians
were unwilling
to proceed, being such bad weather; and two of them ¡e"oming
ii"Ky... -

July 3... severar Indians overtook us, they have reft a few sick peopre
behind...

JulV 10...ttre sick people retarding our proceedíng

July,11 This moming
g'.sgoyered a poor Native seemingry at the point of
death; his neighbours lve
had left him behind, & we also did...
July 14 Two of our company very sickry, rying herpress in the
canoes: one
canoe overtook us, they inform'd us that four Indians are
dead; one of them
the leader: others obliged to be left on the road.
July 15 ...severalAssinipoet Natives came up with us, who confirm
the
Accounts received yesterday.
July 16 ... several of my company sick.
July 17 Did not proceed: The disorders of the Natives are pains
in the
breast and Bowels, attended with a cough, & while spitting'iil-óóräureo
phlegm.
July 20 lndians in a sickly helptess state, which causes the
labour to lie
heavy on the few healthful people amongst us...
July 21 | am wearied with eating fish, scarcely anything else.
July_Z4 Busy kíiling sturgeon: we are now recovering
our spirits. The
Natives inform me we wiil soon be where food of maiy rinås ãre prenty.

July.25.ln the evening Lewis primoTa with 4 canoes came
here: he informs
me his leader died on the road.

T2Hackett,

'A Very Remarkable Sickness.,167.

Ttrb¡d.,169.

taAlso

spelled Primow, primot and primeau.
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July 27 & 28 Primow with his company proceeded but we
did not: The sick
recovering & food plenty.

August 12 The Natives rejoice that the journey from the Fort
is ended;
Indeed we have forty-five days in perfoimi¡g what they used
tã ne onry
twenty days, other years, when healthful .zs

Table 1. Extract of Matthew cocking's Diary, 1222. source:
Matthew cocking,
o
'Matthew cocking's Journar, 1722-¡Trc," eï. J.L. Burpee-pro
ceedings and
Trcnsactions of the Royat society of canada, secfion
¿ (190g), 96-99,
100.

Cocking's journal also described the extent of Canadian incursions
into the york trade.
ln early August, cocking and his party met with "a York Fort
Leader who had not been

down this summer. He denied havíng traded with the pedlars;
but the Canadian goods
that were in their possession contradicted his Assertion."76
Cocking was sceptical of
what he considered to be the empty promises of the tndians
to trade at the Fort rather
than with the canadians. He did, however, recognize the implications
of his journey,

,,1

find they consider an Englishmen's going with them as a person
sent to collect Furs; &
not as an encouragement to them to trap furs & come down
to the settfements.,,77 Even
with favourable trading conditions, winter on the plains brought
hardship for Cocking
and his companions. Food was scarce. By Febru ary 1773,
he recorded the deaths of
a woman and an elderly man, in addition to "several horses
for want of food; which they

say is the case at this season of the year.',zB

TsMatthew

cocking, "Matthew cocking's Journar, 1zz2-127g.,,ed. J.L.
Burpee
Proceedings and rransactions of the Royar society of
ò,anada, section e (rg0g), 96_
99, 100' Entries from late September indicate tnai tne tndians
were again ,,sickly,,
though the outbreak is not linked to the earlier ínftuenza,
106-10r.
76lb¡d.,
77rb¡d.,

1oo.
103.

7Brbid.,114.
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While Cocking was conducting his reconnaissance, Canadians were striking
further into the interior. Finlay's Fort located at "Nipawi", was staffed by at ¡east
twenty
French Canadians who were providing "adulterated" rum to fur producers
as incentives

to trade.Ts The pedlar, François, called off his trade with the natives because,
according to cocking, "He hath no goods |eft..."80 Even cocking's HBC colleague,
Louis Primo, was lured to the side of the Canadians prior to his return to the
Bay.t,
Primo's defection was a sign of the pedlais ever increasing dominance
in the

interior. The summer of 17zB was marked, according to A.s. Morton, by a,,great
invasion of Pedlars."82 The HBC trade to York was checked by a Canadian post
at
Playgreen Lake, near the site of what became Norway House.s3 The winter of
1ZT31774, Thomas Frobisher and the newly engaged privateer, primo, opened post
a
on

Namew Lake, a strategic location between the saskatchewan and churchill
Rivers,

which served to essentially cut off the Athabasca middlemen from the coast.Ba
Their
meeting with the Northern Indians at Portage du Traíte, as it became known, provided
Frobisher with "as many furs as his canoes could carry."8s The presence
of Montreal

traders, in addition to an increasing number of HBC men inland, may have
served to

TsMorton,

A

soCocking,
81lbid.,

1

History of

the Canadian West to 1g7O-71,2g6.

"Matthew Cocking,s Journal, 1TT2-177g." 11g.

19.

82Morton,

A History of the Canadian West to 1g7O-71. 2gZ.

strbid.

toHarry

Duckworth , ed., The Engtish River Book: A Notthwest Company
Journal
and Account Book of 1786 (Montreal: McGill-eueen's press, lggo), xiii-xiv.
8sMorton,

A

History of the Canadian West
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spread disease to the interior. In his study, Paul Hackett
noted the ,,suspicious
mortality" among the lndians in the York Factory hinterland
during the winter

of

1773-

74, afthough he was unabte to locate the identities of those
who were infected.Bo The
absence of direct evidence for the spread of diseases to the
Indians from Canadians
probably has more to do with the lack of records
than any other factor.
To address the economic threat posed by the Canadians,
and to preserve their
charteÉ7, the HBC again ordered samuel Hearne ínland,
this time to establish their own

trading centre in the York hinterland.s8 The establishment
of Cumberland House
marked a shift in HBC-Cree relations. By physically moving
the location of the trade
with producers to the interior, the HBC was etfectively cutting
out their Cree middlemen.
The cree rightly interpreted the move as a direct threat to
their dominant position in the
transportation of goods to and from the coast. Before the end
of their first decade
inland, many HBC servants were procuring theír furs from
trapping rather than by
barter' 8s The cree did not acquiesce at the prospect of
their diminished role in the fur

trade'

In their opposition to the construction of the post, they
wíthheld their expertise

e6Hackett,

'A Very Remarkabte Sicknesg '174. ltis possible
that the mortality
was caused by the same pathogen that
Cocking
and
guides
his
the previous
_dogg_ed
wint-er' cocking's Jo-u13! entry for April 5,
1773 noted tñat many of the Indians east of
the Birch Hills were "sickly." cocking, "Matthew cocking,i Journal,
1TT2_17T|." 117.
'7Morton, A History of the canadian west to I gr0-71, sß1.
æFor
a discussion of the aboriginal importance of the area surrounding
location chosen for cumberrand Housé. see, David n¡"v"iãÀo pJi'il;iË,'t the
"Saskatchewan River Rendezvous Centers and
TradingÞosts: Continuity in a Cree
Sociaf Geography," Ethnohistory 42 (1g9S), 4Og_444.
usE.E.

,:iT,

Rich, ed., "Curnberland House Journal," Cumberland
House Joumals and
Journats, 177s-82. Fmsf senes (London: Hudson's Bay
Record so"i"Ç, 19s1),
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and labour, set prairie fires, and generally harassed their former partners.s'
Matthew
Cocking and lsaac Batt, sent with goods to supply Hearne's
new post, were forced by
their guides to winter at Manito (also called Devil's or
Spirit) Lake in the Upper
Assiniboine country's1 Again, cocking's companion was
induced to join the competition
over the winter.s2 while wintering with his Cree "hosts"
cocking mentioned that among
them were a number of Pegogamaw from the area between
the branches of the

saskatchewan and at least one Beaver cree from the area
of the AlbertaSaskatchewan border who were in the eastern parklands
to avoid an unspecified
epidemic.e3 In the spring, Cocking retreated to York and
later made his way to his

intended posting at Cumberland.
While the Canadians dominated the initial period of competition,
all of the
Europeans in the interior struggled merely to survive. The
winter

of 1774-7Swas a

difficult one at cumberland House. Hunger was only alreviated
by the arrival of a group

soRLRC,

An Historical overuiew
River Dninage Basin, gg-101.

of Aboriginat Lifestytes; Ihe churchilt-Nelson

ttMorton,

A History of the canadian west to 1g7o-71,304; Russe
ll, EíghteenthCentury
Westem Cree and their Neighbours, 116.
s2Morton,

A History of the canadian west to l gro-71, go4.

s3Russell,

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighbours,116.
The
territory of the Beaver Cree was the Beaver River, a southern
tributary of the Upper
Churchill River and flows within 60 Km of the North Saskatche*"n.
Th"¡r territory
extended to Edmonton and possibly as far west as the
mountains, 13g. This epidemic
may have been the influenza described by Cocking among
the Blackfoot two years
earlier' lt was not uncommon to find ethnically divõrse
ã" g,ãplains, for
a consideration on the overemphasis of speciiic tribal
identities, see Susan S'harrock,
"Crees, Cree-Assiniboines, and Assiniboines: Interethnic
Social Organization on the Far
Northern Pf ains," Eth nohistory 21
{197 4): 95_122.
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of Indians on February lotn with a rarge suppty of moose
meat.sa The canadians
wintering to the north at Frog Portage on the Churchillwere
not so fortunate.
According to Harry Duckworth, one or possibly two
canadians died of starvation that

winter' Another was shot for cannibalism.ss Five others were
sent to more dependably
stocked posts on the plains. The following summer,
the canadians moved their post
south to Amisk Lake, where food supplíes were more
secure.so on their way to the new
site, canadian traders were forced to pay for safe passage
through cree territory on
the Lower saskatchewan' Alexander Henry and the
Frobisher brothers were forced to
hand over guns, ammunition, tobacco and liquor to
chatique, the chief of the Basquia

cree's7 After passing through the Basquia gaunflet, the
canadians received even more
troubling news' At cumbertand, Matthew cocking
informed them that six of their men
had been killed "below the sea [winnipeg] Lake" by
Natives, and that at least one
other had drowned.ss
Most of the difficulty experienced by English and
Canadian traders at this time

was predominantly in the muskrat country in the parkland-boreat
forest transition zone
t4Morton,

A History of the canadian west to r gro-71,30g.
Even in summer,
food could be scarce. ln 1777, HBC employees at
Gloucester House, inland from Fort
Albany, were reduce_d to eating bark when the Indians
hired to hunt for them were
unsuccessful' Edith Burley, Seruanfs of the Honourcble
C;ompany: Work, Disciptine and
conflict in the Hudson's Bay company, 1770-1879 (Dontr¡¡ils:
oitord university press,
1997), 163.
esDuckworth,

of 1786, xiv.

ed., The English River Book:

A

Northwest company Account Book

s6lb¡d.

s7Henry,

Tnvels and Adventurcs in Canada and the lndian
Tenitories between
the Years 1760 and 1776,259-261. see also Morto
n, A History of the canadian west
to 1870-71, 312.
sulbid.
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along the border between the present provinces of
Manitoba and Saskatchewan.rn
The trouble in this region was the result of a number
of factors including, the high
number of Europeans in the area, the aboriginal response
to the threat to the
middleman trade and even the beginnings of game
depletion. Further west, in the

teritory bordering on the beaver rich country of the Athabasca,
the canadians were
making progress in their quest for furs.100 lle-à-la-crosse,
on the upper churchill River,
was established by Thomas Frobisher in 1776. The post
was btessed with not only a
strategic economic location, far above the HBC post
at cumberland, but atso provided
the traders with a reliable fish supply.lol The survival
of the community for over two
centuries stands as a testament to the quatity of
its rocation.
As Canadians penetrated the northern interior, they
worked to consolidate their
control of the northern plains. ln January 1776,
Alexander Henry, trave¡ed to the Fort
of the Prairies, just below the forks of the saskatchewan,
and then to encampments of
as many as two hundred tents of Assiniboines on
the Manitoba escarpment.l02
Henry's description of the Assiniboine economy foreshadowed
the dominant economic
strategy on the plains for the next century. He noted
that the ,,osinipoilles,,were not
reliant in the trade of pelts. Rather, they provided
the traders with bison meat required
ssRusselr,

Eighteenth-century western cree and their Neighbours,
12o.

ræRussell

noted that the muskrat country posts tended to be
operated for a
shorter period of time than those in the beaver lands
to the west. Also, he attributed
internal rivalries within the HBC as the main cause
of the company's failure to penetrate
theAthabasca untitthe 1790s. lbid., 120.
lorDuckworth,

The Engtish River Book: A Northwest company Account
Book of 1786,, xiv-xv; 1d.,
Russert, Eþhteenth-century western cree and their
Neighbours,119.
to2Morton,

A History of the canadian west to 1B7o-71,31s.
.
Assiniboine was probably

The location of the
along the canot Rive¡ which flows into Lake Dauphin,
2g1.
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for forays further into the northern bush, "[t]he wild ox alone supplies
them with
everything which they are accustomed to want."103 Henry contrasted
the Assiniboine
economy with a group of Cree fur traders they encountered from
the Beaver River to
the northwest, "with them, the principal purchases are of necessar¡es.,,1oa
The
Assiniboine emphasis on the bison economy may have been the
result of a decline in
limited fur resources on the plains by the mid 1760s. As junior partners
to the Cree in

the middleman trade,1os the Assiniboine may have pulled back from
the bay trade as a
result of increased tension with the arrival of Canadian traders.
Whatever the reason,
Dale Russell has shown that the Assiniboine ceased coming to the
Bay by the
1770s.106

Troubled though it was, the early success of Canadian traders in
the west led to
the saturation of the southern market as, "the number of traders on
the Saskatchewan
had increased to the point that the amount of goods available to
buy furs far
outweighed the supply."1o7 Trade goods were not the only things
spread by Europeans
in the 177os. Records from the summer of 1777 at Cumberland
House indicate that at
least three of the servants there, Robert Davey, Magnus Sclate
and John Draver, were

lotHenry,

Tnvels and Adventures in Canada and the tndian Tenitories between
the Years 1760 and 1776,317. Russell stated that the adoption of the practice
of
buffalo pounding by the Assiniboine and the Cree was in response
to the increased
demand for meat by the traders on the plains. Eighteenth-Century
Western òree and
their Neighbours, 117.
loaThese

cree were the Beaver cree, described by william pink in 1767.Ibid.

1oslb¡d-,

186. The disappearance of eleven canoes of Assiniboine traders
in
1763, possibly due to starvation, is evidence of the difficulty of
the journey, 1g3.
rouf

bid., 12S; Ray, The lndians in the Fur Trcde, 183.
lo7Duckworth,
ed., The Engtish River Book: A No¡thwest company Account
Book of 1786, xv.
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all suffering from venereal disease.los Draver was sent
to york because he was

deemed unfit for his duties and "[had] been so for some
time."1os The record remains
mute on the impact of the disease among their aboriginal
sexual partners. Canadian
traders were at least as likely to spread sexually transmitted
diseases to the aboríginal
population as their English competitors. Though
no Canadian records exist on the
issue, one of the master traders at Beaver Lake, Captain
Tuite, was reported in the
Cumberland Journal as "being bad with the Veneral disordef'and
was provided with
medicine by the HBC in recognition for the assistance provided
the company the
previous year.,1o
The glut in the prairie fur market led a number of Canadian
privateers to pool
their stock into a common concern in an attempt to reach
the fabled Athabasca
country'111 Peter Pond was the man charged with
the success of the mission. Though
he was later implicated in the murder of at least two
of his associates, pond,s tenacity

was probably challenged in the completion of his mission.
In May, ly1g,he passed

cumberland House on his way up the churchill River. A year
later, he returned, almost
starved and with half of his canoes destroyed, but with
news the Athabasca country
was extremely rich in

furs.

Having traded 140 packets of furs, pond was forced
to

cache most of them because he could not transport such
an enornous quantity with

lo8Rich,

ed-, Cumbe¡'land House Journals and lnland Journals.
First Series, 143-

144,176, 196-197.
roslbid.,

194.

'1o\bad.,217.

rlrMackenzie,

Voyages from Montrcal on the River St. Lawrence
through the
Continent of Notth America to the Frczen and Pacíflc
oceans ln the yearc lTgg and
1793, xii-xiii.

1O2

onlY three

boats.112

Pond's success had enormous implications for
the hístory of the northwest. His
crossing of the twenty kilometre stretch overland
from Lac La Loche at the source of
the Churchill, over the height of land to the Cleanryater
River in the Mackenzie
watershed was more than a herculean physicaf
accomplishment. crossing over the
portage opened the entire Mackenzie Basin
to the European traders. The Mackenzie
watershed was outside the fand set aside in the
HBC charter and was legally open for
exploitation by anyone with the ability to successfully
trade there. The arrival of
Europeans in the Athabasca also quickly undermined
the chipewyan middteman
trade'113 The traversing of Methy Portage did
more than bring the residents of the

Mackenzie basin into the economic sphere of the
canadians. The bridging of the gap
between the two watersheds broke down an important
barrier to disease. Just as the
opening of the Grande Portage by the French
had fifty years earlier, the path between
the Mackenzie and Hudson's Bay watersheds soon
served as a conduit for the spread
of epidemic disease.l14 The smallpox pandemic

of 177g-g2cut a swath from the Valley

of Mexico to the canadian baren lands, using
trade networks as a vehicle of infection.
often with catastrophic results.

while the biological significance of the spanning of
the portage would be felt
lr2Duckworth,
Book of 1786, >ct.

ed., The Engrish River Book:

A

Northwest company Account

r13w'A'

stoan, "The Native Response to the Extension
of the European ïraders
into the Athabasca country and the Mackenzie gasin,
lizo-lgla,,, canadian Historicaì
Review (hereafter CHR) 60 (1979),281.
11owh¡le

no record of the pathogen specificaily traveiling
through the portage
exists, the intensificatíon of the trade resurting
from tñe ofening of Methy portage
dramatically increased the area affected by tñe outbreak.'
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within a very few years, traders with aspirations of
extracting furs from the far north
were faced with an immediate problem. Arthur
Ray wrote that whíle the Athabasca was
the richest fur teritory in the western part of the
continent, the exploitation of the region
required a change in the "whote ecological situation
of the trade."11s Food resources
from the forest were no longer sufficient to suppty
traders along the increasingly long
trade networks' To meet the demand, both the
HBC and the canadians were forced to
establish food supply fines from the plains to
the northern forest.116 The primary
resource for this trade was bison meat.117 The pemmican
trade soon became the

dominant economy on the plains until the arival
of agricultural setflers from the east,
almost a century later. The change in economic
orientation from the middleman trade
in furs to the suppry of food red, in the waning years
of the lgth century, to the
emergence of a distinct cultural manifestation,
the Plains Cree.11s The establishment
of Hudson House as a provisioníng post for the
HBC northern trade in 177g provided
the Assiniboine of the Lower North saskatchewan
River with a renewed influence over

the Europeans who had usurped their century-old
middleman trade.11s
As the bison trade began in earnest, the harsh
treatment of producers by the

canadians often led to retribution and bloodshed
as aboriginal producers recognízed
the strength of their role in the burgeoning new economy.
J.G. MacGregor

tttR"y,
t16lb¡d.,

rl7lb¡d.,

Indians in the

Fur Trcde, 126.

131.
126.

rlsMilloy,

The plains C¡ee,2g.

tttR"y,

rndians in the Fur Tnde,133. see arso Arthur
.
Ray, .The Great
Northern Plains:

(1984),265.

Pantry of the Northwestem Fur Trade, 1774-1ggs,,, pnirie
Forum g
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characterised the aboriginal inhabitants of the North Saskatchewan
plaíns in the late
177os as both "turbulent" and "truculs¡1.1120 During the winter

of

1776, four pedlars

were killed on the Assiniboine River.r21 Later that year, the supplies
of pedlars on the
Swan River were plundered.122 The following year, three Canadians
were killed at

sturgeon River Fort on the North saskatchewan.l23 rn 177g,the poisoning
of an
intoxicated and troublesome Atsina (Gros Ventre) by the
traders at Cole,s post in the
Eagle Hills led to the killing of several Canadians.r2a Even
the more diplomatic
employees of the HBC were not immune to the turmoil. ln
the winter

of

17g1. Robert

Longmoor at Hudson House was attacked. Although the trader
defused the situation,
the prairie around the Post was later set ablaze.l2s The summer

of lzgl was also

marked by an increase in inter-ethnic hostilities among lndian groups.
An allied force of
Cree, Assiniboine, Peigan, Blood and Atsina warriors struck
their common enemy, the
20J.G.

MacGrego r, peter Fidler: canada,s Forg otten su rueyor(Toronto.
McClelland and Stewart, 1966), g.
1

r2lMorton,

A History of the canadian west to 1g70-7r. g24.

122lbid.

123MacGregor, peter
Fidter: canada,s Forgotten surueyor,g. sturgeon
River
Post was burned by hostile lndians in the trmr"i of 17g0.
Mórton, A Hisíory of the
Canadian Westto 1B7O-71, Zg1.
l2aMackenzie,

Voyages from Montrcal on the River St. Lawrcnce through
the
Continent of No¡fh America to the Frozen and Pacific Oceans
ln the years 17gg and
1793, xttt-xiv. ln his introduction to the HBC records of the
Saskatchewan, E.E. R¡ch
stated that the attack on the post took ptace tn 1779 rather
than 17g0 and that only two
Canadian pedlars were killed in retaliatio_n for the po¡roning
and the ,,avariciously
exorbitant prices" charged by the Canadians. "lntioduction,"
in Cumbedand House
Joumals and lnland Journals. Firsf Senes, xlvii.
f

2sMorton,

A History of the canadian west to 1g7o-71,331-332. Arthur Ray
noted that burning the prairie to disperse bison herds to maintain
lndian supremacy in
the bison trade was common in the parklands. "The Great
Northern plains: pantry of
the Northwestem Fur Trade, 1TT4-1ggS," 265.
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Shoshone, at the Red Deer River. lt was from an attack on the
Shoshone that
smallpox was passed to the Indians of the westem canadian plains.126
Several studies have considered the diffusion of the disease
from its initial
outbreak in Mexico city in 1779-127 one aspect of the spread
of the disease northward
across the American plains is that the disease was spread through
the indigenous
horse trade network exclusively through inter tribal contact.128 paul
Hackett noted that
with the spread of the pathogen from the equestrian economic
system of the
Mississippi watershed to the canoe dependent fur trade economy
in the north, the

velocity of the epidemic was reduced as it moved northward.l2e
The disease spread
outward from the point of the initial infection on the Red Deer
River. Matthew cocking,
126There

has been considerable confusion over David Thompson,s
rendering of
saukamappe's account of the spread of the disease within the contbxt peiganof
Shoshone warfare. Scholars who have relied on the early editions
of the Thompson
narrative have been misled by the comment by his originál editor,
.1.e. tyrrett. tte
overlooked the spread of the disease in the tTsos wnãn Thompson,"
was
a young man. Victor Hopwood's edition of the narratíve rectifies
"oil"bor"tor
this issue.
127For

an analysis of the outbreak
the principles of epidemiology, see
Jody Decker, "Tracing Historical Diffusion lsino
Paftãrns:ïn" c"r" of the figo-s:2smallpox
Epidemic among the Indians of western Canada," Native
sfudres nei¡ewalrsaa¡, r24-' Paul Hackett provided an expanded view of the outbreak
with an emphâsÍs on its
effect on the Petit Nord in his dissertation, 'A very nemà*aøte
Sr'cknesi,i ßl-zqz.
1'uJohn

F. Taylor, "sociocultural Effects of Epidemics on the Northem ptains:
1734-185oi' The western canadian Joumal of AnthropologyT (1gr7),s9.
The
absence of Europeans on the upper Missouri also expiains the
absence of
contemporary accounts of the outbreak_ Michael Tr¡mble, "Chronology
of Epidemics
among Plains Village Horticulturalist: 1738-1838," Soufhwestem
totõ's+ 1tóaa¡, z.
Linea sundstrom argued that winter counts from the Missouri provide
evidence for the
lplead of the epidemic. Linea Sundstrom, "smallpox Used Them Up: References to
Epidemic Disease in the Northern Plains Winter öounts, 1714-1g2o,,,
Ethnohistory 44
(1995),
309.

t"Hackett, 'A very
Remarkable sickness," 1g3. The author noted that the

.,
disease spread

along Indian lines from Santa Fe to the Upper Missouri ,,in the
space of,
at most, a few rnonths" while the disease lingered in the northern
forest for as long as
two years or more.
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then the master of York, reported that among the various tribes, "...
almost all of them
died on their return, what few reached their own Country communicated
the disorder to
their Friends and it spread through the whore country...',130
Among the Brackfoot, the
first group to be infected with the disease on the Canadian prairies,
mortality was
estimated to be between thirty and fifty percent.131 while the
Blackfoot must have
suffered horribly from the disease, their enemies fared even
worse. According to
Saukamappe, the Snakes were reduced to the point that Blackfoot
territory expanded
southward from the limit of the Bow River to the Missour¡.132
Although hostilities
resumed between the Shoshone and the Blackfoot in later years,
the differential impact
of the disease gave the northern nation the upper hand.
The first Europeans to encounter the effects of the disease
were a small group

of HBC servants who had been sent upriver to the Eagle Hills
from Hudson House.
Mitchell Oman witnessed the carnage:

ffol our surprise they had the marks of the smalt pox; were weak and just
recovering'
could not help saying, thank heåven we shatt now gét relíef
lndians]. For none of ús ñad the slightest idea of the desotation
[from hostile"ld.J
of
this dreadful disease had done until we went up-the bank
to camp anJ looked
into the tents, in many of which they were all dåad, and
the stench was horrid ...
From what we could learn three-f¡ftñs had died ,ná"r"
the disease ... They
informed us that.as far as they knew all the Indians were
in the same dreadful
state, as themselves ... the Indians of the forest had beaver
robes in their tents
some of which they spread over the dead bodies, which
we might tàrã ano
replace them by a new blanket and that by going to the
tents we would render a
service to those that were living by rumisning thãm with
tobacco, ammunition.
l3olb¡d.,

192-193.

r3lColin

Calloway, "Snake Frontier: Western Shoshones in the Eighteenth
century," Annals of wyoming 63 (1991), gg. Jody oec¡<el stated
that Brãckfoot
mortality was at least fifty percent and that their pãpulation
continued to wane for thirty
years after the epidemic- Jody Decker, "Depopuiat¡'on
of the Northern plains Natives,,,
Social Science and Medicine 33 (19g1), gg'g.'
132Dav¡d

rhompson, To,vers in Noñh America, rrg4-1g12.1g1-
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And a few other necessaries and thus the former part
of the winter was
employed' The bodies lately dead, and not destroyed
by the wolves and Dogs,
for both devoured them, we laid logs over tnem
iå prevent these animals.133
The scene probably described the situation among
the Assiniboine. By December,

william walker at Hudson House wrote to Tomison at
cumberland,

,,as

for the stone

lndians they are very few, if any left alive... the Indians
lying dead about the Barren
Ground like rotten sheep, their tents left standing
and the wild Beasts devouring
them'"13a Those who were not infected fled from
contact with the traders. The

dispersal of a group of Assiniboines from the Touchwood
Hílls, to the south of Hudson
House, led to the misconception that,Ïhe whole gang
was dead.,13s Afthough Wiltiam

walker overstated the destruction wrought by the disease,
the epidemic marked a
turning point in the history of that nation. Though
the numbers are debated, their
population fell from between an estimated
eighteen to twenty-eight thousand to a mere
seven thousand in the half century after the disaster.l3o
Dale Russell noted with
puzzlement that the Assiniboine, "the
most numerous group on the northeastern ptains

133Morton,

A

History of

the canadian westto 1g7o-71, gg2.

tswatker to_Tomison,
Dec. 4,

17g1, cumberrand House Joumars and
rnrand

Joumals I 775-l Tg2. Second Senes, 270.
t3sJody

Decker, 'we should Never Be Again the same people,,The
Diffusion
and cumulative lmpact of Acute lnfectious Diseãses
Atfecting the Natives on the
Northem plains of the western lnterior of canada,
1774-1g3g (Toronto ph. D. diss.
York University, 19gg), 75.
136Dan

Kennedy, Recotlections of an Assiniboine Chief:
Dan Kennedy,,16-1g.
That estimate of population loss is probably r,¡gn.
JoJy o-ecter stated that after the
epidemic the Assíniboine population stagnated
untir afier the turn of tne té,À century.
"Depopulation of the Northein prains Naiives,"
3gs. ü;;g estimates from the two
Alexander Henry's, Arthur Ray concfuded that tne popuräiion
actuaily quadrupred
between 1776 and lgog. Indians in the FurTnde,
roo. ìne wide divergence in
population estimates in this case is probably
evidénce forthe poor quality of early
estimates rather than questionabre contemþorary
schorarship.
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and parklands in the eighteenth century" are largely absent from discussions
after the
1780s-137 Their disappearance was probably more than a simple
demographic collapse

in the wake of the disease and the starvation that inevitably foltowed,
the surviving

Assiniboine may have fused with other remnant populations, particularly
the Cree.r3s
The Assiniboine would never recover their political and demographíc posítion
on the Canadian plains. Their rivals, the Atsina or Gros Ventres
suffered a similar fate.
Prior to the epidemic, they occupied the area from the South
Saskatchewan River to

the Missouri and traded as far west as the Eagle Hills and Edmonton.l3s
Almost half of
the population died during the outbreak.lao When a more localized
outbreak of
smallpox hit the already reduced Gros Ventres in 1800, the surviving population
retreated across the Cypress Hills to the United States where they
remain.lal
To the north, the fury of the epidemic was such that the lower
Saskatchewan
valley was largely depopulated. The disease reached Cumberland
House region in

l37Russell,

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and Their Neighbours, 172.

l3'There

is a debate about the origins of the ,,plains cree,,, a group who
emerged to dominate most of the Canadian prairie in the toth ceåtur/.
.länn'rvlirroy
noted that the group emerged in the aftermath of the smallpox outbreak,
filing the
spacial vacuum caused by he disease and successfully adaptíng
to
équ"itrl"n
based bison economy. The Plains Ctee,29-30. Dale Russell opposed
"n the concept of
"plains" Cree altogether, stressíng that they had been prehistoiic
occupants of the
parklands and were culturally equipped to exploit the ptaíns
without a n"* geographic
designation . Eig htee nth-century westem cree and thei r Neig
hbou rs, 21 g.
lsslb¡d.,

2oo.

ra'Decker, "Depopuration
of the Northern prains Natives,,, 3gg.
tal3Y
the turn of the 19th century, Atsina antagonism to the expanding
fur trade
made them enemies with practicatly aliother plains g;oupr as
well as European
traders. J MacGregor, peter Fidler: canada's'Forgoúen'srru"yor,
sg. A more
sympathetic version of Atsina history can be founo in Schilz, ';The
Gros Ventres and
the Canadian Fur Trade," 41-56.
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December,1781.142 The Basquia Cree, who extorted tribute
from Canadians such as

Alexander Henry, ceased to exist as a distinct cultural entity.
The magnitude of their
depopulation was such that William Tomison wrote that they
were a1 dead.143 The
virtual extinction of the Basquia opened the Lower saskatchewan
to immigrant groups
closely attached to the fur trade, the Muskego Cree from
the East and the ojibwa from
the south east.laa The ojibwa also occupied large portions
of the escarpment-parklands
along the Upper Assiniboine, filling the vacuum created by the
retraction of the
Assiniboine who had controlled the area prior to the epidemic.
The pegogamaw Cree
were hit in their terrítory between the branches of the saskatchewan.
They suffered
horribly from the outbreak leading william Tomison to report
that among the

Pegogomaw and Assinipoet of the Saskatchewan River that "not
one in fifty have
survived'"ras Dale Russell noted that they too disappeared
from the historic record after
1792.146

As the contagion spread to the eastern edge of the plains.
The precise path of
the epidemic in the east remains unclear though a number
of explanations have been

'a'Jody Decker proposed that the infection came overland from the south.
"Tracing Historical Diffusion Patterns: The case of the
17go-g2 smarrpoxlpioemic
among the Indians of Western Canada," 15_1g.
totsee Thistle,
lndian-European Trcde Relations on the Lower Saskatchewan
River Region to 1840,62-63. See also David Meyer and paul
Thistte, ,,saskatchewan
River Rendezvous centers and rrading Posts: cóntÍnuity
in a cree social Geography,"

421.

r#Thistle,

Indian-European Trcde Relations on the Lower saskatchewan
River
Region to 1840,65, 69.
lasCumberland
298.
la'Russell,

House Joumals and lntand Journals

17Tg-17g2. Secondsenes,

Eighteenth-century western crce and their Neighbours,
144.
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fonruarded' one theory posits the source of the outbreak
to the attack of a force of
Cree, Assiniboine and Ojibwa on a village of Gros Ventres
on the Missouri River.lal
David rhompson believed that the source of the outbreak
among the ojibways was
from the Sioux who had attacked some infected Europeans.tou
The notion that the
disease was brought by the Canadian pedlars seems
to have been widely held by
contemporary writers. In June 1782, while the disease
still raged, Matthew cocking
stated he was told that canadians had spread the
disease among the Indians to the
south of Lake Winnipeg, which had precipitated
a batge between the Canadians and

the Indians near Red River the previous autumn.ras
Cocking was describing the attack on Fort des Trembles,
a Canadian post
under construction not far from the present location
of portage la prairie. The incident
involved the attack on the canadian post, occupied
by twenty three men, by over one
hundred Assiniboine and the Cree and ojibwa from
the area of the Forks, called ,,Les

sauvages du bas de la rivière."1sO The battle resulted
in the deaths of three canadians
and another thirty of their attackers.151 The canadians
retreated to a more secure
location near the Forks. A-s. Morton attributed the
violence to the mistreatment of the

toTTrimble,

"chronology of Epidemics among Plains Village
Horticulturalists,,,

7.

lasDavid

rhompson, David rhompson,s Narntive, 1 7g4-r g1 2,
ed.Richard
Glover (Toronto: The Champlain Society 1962), 236.
lasDecker,
"we shourd NeverAgain be thesame peopre,,,60.

lsol'R' Masson,
"lntroduction," in Les Bourgeois de Ia compagnie
du nord-ouest.
volume I (New York: Antiquarian Piess,1960¡,1i.
tnhis account of the destruction of
the Fort, A'S. Morton stated that another Canadian outpost
on the Assiniboine was
attacked at roughly the same time, but that no record
oi t event survived. A History of
the Canadian West to 1870-71, 329.
"

lslMasson,

Les Bourgeois de ra compagnie du noñ-ouest. vorume
1. 1g.
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Indians by the leader of the pedlars at the post, Mr.
Bruce.152 The attack may also have
been in retaliation for the infection of the lndians on
the Lower Assiniboine River by the

canadians' The Fort was infected. Bruce and his assistant,
Mr. Tute, were among the
few Europeans who succumbed to the disease. 1s3
The disease may have been
spread to the Red River by the retreating Canadians.
Paul Hackett sr*ggested that the
virus was spread to the Red River by the lndians
themselves, after an attack on the
Gros ventres by the cree, Assiniboine and ojibwa
occupants of the Red River.loa

whether the disease was brought to the Forks by Europeans
or by lndians is less
significant than the impact of the infection on the population
of Red River. A large
settlement at Nefley creek, north of the Forks, was
almost entirely depopulated;
leading to its renaming, the "Death River."lss The
mortarity was so high among the

residents of the Red River region, that the ojibwa
were invited by the survivors of the
epidemic to fill the demographic void left by the plague.156
Hackett quoted the joumal

ls2Morton,

A History of the canadian west to r gr0-Tr, g2g.

t-tMr'

Tute was no doubt the Mr. Tuite who received
medication from the HBC
at cumberland for venereal disease. cumbe¡lana
uousà Journals and lnlatnd Journals,
1777-1782,217.
ttoHis

interpretation is borrowed from warren's History
of the ojibway.Hackett,
'A Very Rema rkable Sicknes s,' 203-21 1 .

tttlh"

origin of the Dead River is the subject of numerous
..
historical
considerations. Both Hackett and Laura Peers use the
W"rr"n history of the ojibwa as
theír source of the designatíon. See Hackett, A
very nemtarkable Srbkness, , 206-211
and Peers, The ojibwa of western canada,lg. A
Ã¡r¡l"rtreatment of the story is
presented by chief Albert Edward Thomps
on, Chief Peguis and His Descendants
(winnipeg: Peguis Publishers, 1973),2-3. An
alternatirä explanation, that of the killing
of a large group of Cree, elders, women and children,
temporarily abandoned by their
relatives to trade at the Bay is proposed by Dare
nussett. erg nt"ártn-crriù,v westem
Cree and their Neighbours,l77.
rsoPeers,

The Ojibwa of Western Canada, 1g_21.
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of Alexander Henry the younger on the condition of
the site almost a generation later.

While camping there, Henry and his companions were:

[llroubled by swarms of water-snakes, which even come into our tents at
mídday... They appear to lurk and breed in the old graves,
of which there are
many, this spot having been a place of great resort for the
natives in 11g1-g2;
and at the time the smallpox made such havoc many
hundreds of men, women,
and children were buried there.ls7
From Red River, the disease spread along Canadian
and British trade routes

eastward' Hackett has compiled an exhaustive account of the
spread of the disease

in

northern ontario.158 Along the Canadian controlled Rainy
River corridor, the extent of
depopulation was such that it was remarked upon more
than a decade later.lss The
disease hit York Factory in July 1782, brought by a group
of Bungee hunters from the
south'160 After some initial success with a quarantíne,
Matthew Cocking,s efforts to

control the spread of the disease along the coast was
scutfled by the occupation and
destruction York and Churchill by French under the command
of La perouse.16, The
disease raged in northern Ontario for another year before
halting its advance at Fort

rsTHackett,
rsslb¡d.,

'A Very Remarkable Sickness ,,2Og.

216-2g5.

tttBy the time
of Mackenzie's memoir, the area þetween Lake of the
woods and
Lake Superior had not only been denuded of humans but
also of game. Roderick
Mackenzie, "lntroduction," in Arexander Mackenzie voyàg",
frcm Montrear on the
,
River St. Lawrence through the Continent of Notth amâ¡óa
b
the Frozen and pacific
oceans ln the years l7gg and 1793,lvä. The spread oitn"
disease along the
canadian transportation routes is considered by Hacke tt,
A very Remarkabre
Sickness, '211-216
r60cocking

noted that almost everyone of the Bungee afflicted with
the disease
died from it. Peers, The Ojibwa of Westem Canada, tg,
tñ.00.

16rHackett,'A

Very Remarkable Sickness,,

1

gS_1

96.
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Severn in the spring of 12g3.162
The disease spread its wrath beyond the plains
to the boreal forest in the east
and spread infection to the churchill basin.
At the headwaters of the churchill, the
Beaver cree on the River of the same name
were hit by the disease but their relative
isolation probably saved them from cultural
extinction. when the group did meet the
traders, they conducted their business without
delay.r63 Dale Russell noted that the
Beaver cree, who occupied the area from
the North saskatchewan to the churchill
were the only group who survived the outbreak
in the region.l.a while the Beaver cree
survived the epidemic in much greater
numbers than their neighbours, they were
not
immune to the territorial expansion of immigrant
groups closely tied to the fur trade.
when Peter Fidler travelled up the Beaver River
on his way to Lac La Biche in the fate
1790s, the country was rargery occupied
by Bungee or ojibwa trappers.l6s
The Athapuscow cree, who controlled
the míddleman trade on the upper portion

of the churchill River north to Lake Athabasca,
may have been literally decimated by
the outbreak' cree mortality resulting from
the epidemic was considered the primary
cause for the end of aggression into the
Athabascan speaking Beaver country around
Lesser slave Lake'166 By the end of the
decade, Alexander Mackenzíe listed only
forty
162To

216.

the south the disease did not spread east
of the Lakehead, fbid.,1g7,

163wiiliam

warker, Hudson House Journar, Aprit
Joumals and tntand Journals. Second Seaes.
2gS.
r6aRussef
f

, Eig hteenth-centu ry

l.sMaccreg
166G'

western cree

g,

17g2,

cumbe¡rand House

and their Neig

h

bou

¡s,1 50-

1

s1.

or, peter Fidrer: canada's Forgoften surueyor,
111-117.

Nicks, 'Native Responses.fo tle Early
Fur Trade at Lesser slave Lake,,,in
Le castor fait tout: selected eaþers of the F¡fth
N;tth nmi¡can Fur T¡ade conference,
eds' B' Trigger, Toby Morantz, and Louise
Dechene lrrrrãntrearr Lake st. Louis Historical
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cree families on the lower Beaver, the upper
churchill, and the lower Athabasca
Rivers'167 The

cree in the area were so severely weakened by the
disease that the

very designation "Athabasca lndian" shifted
from the cree to their former subordinates.

the Chipewyan speaking Beaver lndians.i68

Ïhe epidemic was devastating to the cree of the Athabasca,
forcing their retreat
from the country. The outbreak may have been
even more damaging to the
neighbouring chipewyan traders. In 17g5,
samuer Hearne wrote:
[T]he Northern rndians, by annuaily visiting their southern
friends, the
Athapuscow tndians, have contraiteo the"smallpãx,
which has carried off ninetenths of them, and.particurarry those peopre
*no .orposed the trade at
churchill Factory. The few tuÑ¡uors follow the
example of their Southern
neighbours, and ail trade with the canad¡"ni,
*no are setfled in the
Athapuscow
country.16e

william sloan noted that the disease finished
what the arival of Europeans into the
Mackenzie watershed had begun, the end
of the chipewyan middreman trade at
churchill.li, Hearne lamented the loss of the trade
from the chipewyan and

society, 1987), 2Bs-296. rn 17g2, the North
west company persuaded the cree and
the Athapascan speaking Beavers to a treaty
which
the peace River their
The epidemiC and the incursionrby otner
foulfarv'
cråe groups diminished the
treaty's effect' sloan, "The Native Response
to the Extension of the European Traders
into the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 1T7O_1ü¡,;
ieA.

rio"

167Russeil,
1u8lbid.,

Eighteenth-century western cree

and

their Neighbours, 167.

161.

r6Yerbury

, The subarctic rndians and the Fur Tnde, 147-14g. The figure of
nine-tenths mortarity is considered to have.been
an
;;;"#"ïr*rn" group
expanded its tenitory after the epidemic.
James c.e. sñritn, "LocàiBano-oìlanization
of the Caribou Eater Chipewyan in the Eighteenth
and eany ruineteenth Centur¡es,,,
The Westem Canadian Joumat of Anthroþotogy
6 ¡lSZAl, ZZ.

"*"gffii";

ttosloan,

"The Native Response to the Extension
of the European Traders into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 1770-1g14,"
2g2.
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Athapuscow cree, as theirs "for more than ten years past,
[provided] at least 7/g of the
whole trade."1z1 ln addition to the havoc caused by the
smallpox, the fur trade at the
Bay was undermined by the temporary occupation of
the HBC forts by the French

military' Trade relations were not re-established between
the HBC and the chipewyan
from Athabasca until at least 1787, though incursions
into the country by Canadians

made the trade tenuous at best.1z2
As was the case on the prairie, the disease spread most
thoroughry among
populations with the most contact with the traders.173
Many of the fur procuring groups,
particularly ín the newly opened country in the Mackenzie
watershed in the far
northwest appear to have been spared the full force of
the virus. Beryl Gillespie noted
that the northern Dene groups tried to avoid the middleman
cree and chipevvyan
because of their pilfagíng even before the epidemic so
that news of the contagion
would have acted to deter contact even furthe r.174 On
his journey up the river that
bears his name in 1789, Alexander Mackenzie did not
record any evidence among the
Athapaskan groups that he encountered, namely the yellowknife,
Dogrib and slavey,
though he recognised the devastation resulting from the
disease across the northwest

r7llb¡d.,

2g2. fn.3.

1721bid.,293.
r73Beryl

C. Gillespie, "An Ethnohistory of the yellowknives: A
Northern
Athapaskan Tribe," in contributions to Anthiopology, tslà,
Mercury s"r¡ãr, c"nadian
Ethnology service Paper 31, ed. David erez barlisiå
lottá*r' National Museum of
Man, 1975),208.
17aThe

avoidance of the epidemic lqd t9 the temporary ascendency
of the
Yellowknives over their former dominators in the trade,
[nå c?"" ano cniÉ*r"n
Gillespie, 'An Ethnohistory of the Yellowknives: A North"tn
ntn"p"skan Tribe ,, 2og.
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as far away as Lake Superior.lTs The arrival of Canadians
en masse into the

Mackenzie in the decades after the epidemic would end
the isolation and relative
stability of the Athapaskans of the far northwest.
Further east on the Churchill River, the disease spread
north to the Chipewyan

from Peter Pond's post at Lac La Ronge.176 The Missinipi
Cree, who probably ínfected
the chipewyan at La Ronge were, according to David
rhompson, reduced by fifty
percent'177 Losses sutfered in the epidemic
led to the retreat of the Cree from their

northern boundary at Reindeer Lake.lzB
The spread of smallpox from MexÍco to the barrens brought
death and
destruction to untold numbers of indigenous people Ín
North America. The
demographic and cultural makeup of the Canadian west
was shaken as it never had
been before. Entire cultural entities, such as the Basquia
and pegogamaw of the
saskatchewan valley, ceased to exist.17e other groups, such
as the Assiniboine and
the Atsina, recoiled from the attack by constricting their
territory. New groups moved
into the northwest to fíil the demographic and economic
vacuum caused by the

wholesale loss of lífe. The ottawa, the lroquois and particularly
the Muskego Cree and
lTsMackenzie,

Voyages from Montreal on the River St. Lawrence through
the
Continent of Notth America to the Frozen and Pacific oceans
in the years lTgg and
179s,läi.

tt6cillespie, "An
Ethnohistory of the Yellowknives: A Northem Athapaskan
Tribe," 207.
177Thomps
178Russell,

lTsMatthew

on, David Thompson: Trcvels through Western

Noñh America, 122.

Eighteenth-century westem crce and their Neighbours,
217.

cocking stated that among the ,,Assinnee poet pegogamew
and
bordering
on
the saskachiwan RÍver nã ¡romisonf reaily believed that
9lhers
not one in
fifty have survived." Cumberland House Journa-ls and tntand
Journals. Secondsenþs,
298.
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ojibwa came west as part of the ever intensifying fur
trade which continued to grow
despite the temporary turmoil brought on by the
loss of such a targe portion of the
indigenous workforce. ln the case of the Hudson's
Bay company, the loss of suppliers
was exacerbated by the occupation and destruction
of their entrepots at Churchill and
York by the French' As the disease ravaged entire
cultural entitíes, traders did their
utmost to keep the frow of furs moving toward
the markets of Europe.
The English as well as most of the canadians
in the west had been exposed to
smallpox, chicken pox or cowpox in childhood
and were largely immune to the virus
which proved so deadry to their aboriginar suppriers.l''
wh¡re traders did not
understand the reason for their survival while so
many around them perished, many
recognized their good fortune in the face of the
catastrophe. surrounded by the
epidemic, witlíam Tomison wrote, "there is something
very malignant that we are not
sensible of, either in the constitution of the Natives,
or in the disorder, those that die
before the smallpox breaks out tormented with great
pains and many of them die within
48 hours."181
No records remain concerning canadian trading
during the outbreak. The men

of the HBc did what little they could to comfort
the sick and the dying at their posts.ls2

tu*rhe

European immunity was not total. The canadian
Master Bruce and
captain Lute on the Lower Assiníbo¡ne succumbed
to the virus and a number of traders
who were hit by the diseasewere reported to have
starved. Decker, ,,we should Never
Again be the Same people," 60.
r8llb¡d.,73.

ts'The

epidemic took place almost a generation before
the disease was partially
under human controt with the popularization ôf
Jenners cowpox vaccine in 179g. At
the posts, contaminated goods were fumigated
with "Flour of sulpher,,to prevent the
further spread of infection. cumberfand House
Journar, Dec.1g, 1Tg1, cumbedand
House Journals and tnland Joumals. Second Senþs.
226.
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cumberland and Hudson Houses provided food and shelter
to stricken Indians and
traders stretched their own resources to bury the dead.183
Their correspondence
indicates a genuine concern for the suffering. In
Novemb er, 17g1, william watker
wrote from Hudson House, "lt is very shocking to see
the poor creatures in such a

deplorable condition, it does not ray in our power to
herp
them"'"18a Matthew cocking attempted to establish
a quarantine at york Factory, only

to have it broken by the French attack.1'' fnland,
those who were not infected were
segregated from the sick.186

still, the trade continued. From the Europeans' first contact
with the disease in
the Eagle Hills in october 1781, traders travelled to the
camps of the dead to procure
their furs for export.187 Throughout the winter, servants
from cumberland were sent to
camps of the dying and the dead to secure the debt
still owed to the HBC in death.lag
Rather than illustrating the pure mercenary nature
of the trade, the missions to the

tents of the dead and the dying probably indicate
the value of the resource to the

Europeans. Although they were not themselves susceptible
to the virus, the traders.
rs3Tomison

to Wafker, Feb. 1g, 11g2,lbid., 23g.

1841bid.,267.
18slbid.,
186lbid.,

Appendix. Supplementary Documents, 2gg.
240.

l87Morton,

A History of the canadian west to 1s7o-T1,s32.
Many of the
references to this macabre practice indicate that the
skins that were used to cloak the
dead were replaced by blankets. Food and ammunition
were also provided to the sick.
18usee

Cumbedand House Journals and lnland Journals.
Second Senes,
Jan.16, 1782 (p.231ì,_J^1n, 2?,_1TA2 (p.232),Jan. 31
, 1TBi2 (p.234), Feb. 5,1782
{p.234-2ss), Feb.7, 17a2(p.225), FeË. M::78?(p:'soi,}eb.20,1TB2(p.23e),
Feb.
25, 1782 (p.240), Mar.1 1, 1TB2 (p.240), Mar.27
,
,"1T82'(pt.Z44), Watker to Tomison,
May,1782 (p.ZS4).
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particularly those inland, were engaged in
a dangerous business. Starvation and even
murder were never a distant threat. The sheer
number of dead probably instilled a
fatalism among the traders with regard to their
Indian providers. on christmas Day,
1781' william Tomison at cumberland reported
on a group of infected southern
Indians, "[i]n the Evening Traded with the Indians
& made them presents as usual, but
never expect to see them agaín."1's In the winter
of 17g2, the trader at Hudson House
remarked that his hunters were infected, "one of
the men intend to send a hunting to
morrow; when these die, I have nobody to kifl a
Beast for us...,,1s0 The company,s
view of the epidemic was probably best summarised
by Matthew cocking in his report
from York Factory in August, 1Tg2:
I believe never a Letter in

Hudson'l B"y conveyed more doleful ridings
than
trn*"
Furrs have rármãrly a
hitherto brought to this place are now no more,
having been carrieo'o* oy tn"t
cruel disorder the Small pox.
The trade at this prace ís 6761 3/10 Made Beaver,
incruding 154 % After
Package last year. This great fall is owing to
óui trs of Indians but what is
worse, several of the Indians who brougni tne
litfle we have got ur"
dead.1s1

this' Much of the greatest part of the lndians

"¡n."

r8srbid.,

rsoFeb.
rsllb¡d.,

227-22g.
1g, 1Tg2,lb¡d., 2g3.

Appendix. Supptementary Documents, 297.
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Fig- 2. Trading posts, 1774-lg2L source:
D. wayne Moodie, Victor p. Lytwyn, Barry
Kaye, "Trading posts, 1774-1azl,"
H¡ttoricat Aúai oïôìn"a"vor. 1 . From the
Beginning to 1800 Toronto: university
of Toronto press, lggr,prate 62.
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chapter 4: "we would do as we thought prope/'1 Despair
and Death during the Fur
Trade Wars, 1TB3-1g21
"[l]t should be observed that almost everywhere
the connexion of the lndians
to. break their spirit, io weaken or give
a wrong
direction to their industry, and in consequente to
diminish the sources of
subsistence.,,
Thomas Malthus, 19032

with Europeans has tended

The smailpox epidemic of 1790-17g2 changed the
trajectory of western

canadian history. The mortality from the disease itself
and the famine that came in its
wake3 was a hístorical and cutturalwatershed,
and led to wholesale changes in the

ethnic compositíon of the west. Entire cultural entities,
such as the Basquiau and
Pegogamow Cree who occupied the Saskatchewan
River, ceased to exíst.4 The
balance of power among numerous competing ethnic groups
was permanenfly altered.

This was the case in the Athabasca country where the
cree were forced from their

tJames McKenzie,
May 18, lTgg. "Athabasca Journal, 17gg-1goo,
Athabasca
District," in Les Boyueof deia compagnie du
Nord-ouest, vorume 2, Ed. L.R.
Masson, (New york: Antiquarian press 1960), 3gg.
2T'R'

Malth u,s, An Essay on the.
.Principle of Population, or a view of its past and
Present Effect on Human Happiness: with
an tnquiryirii ow p*.specfs Respecting
the Future Removal or Mitigation of the Evils which
tt occasions, ed. patricia James
(Cambridge: Cambridge University press, lggg),
45.

exampre.of

the post epidemic famine was the cannibarism of
..34n
four
canadians by starving lndians north of Lake superior in
1Tg3. Les Bourgeois de la
Compagnie du Nord-ouest, volume 1,13. The famine
that followed

the smallpox was
exacerbated by a declÍne in temperatures resulting
from the volcanic eruptíon of Mount
Laki in southern lceland. see c'harles A. wood, "õt¡mat¡c
Effects of the 17g3 Laki
Eruption," in The Yearwithout a summer? world
climate in 1g16, e¿ c.n. Harington
(Ottawa: Canadian Museum of Nature, 1gg2),
S}_ZT.
asee

David Meyer and Paul rhistle, "saskatchewan
River Rendezvous centers
and rrading posts: continuity in a cree sociarG"ogrút,"
421 see arso, Matthew
cocking, York Fort, August 1783. cumberland Houíe
ioúrnat, and lnland iiurnats,
1 775-82. Second Sen'es, 1 779-g2,
2gg.
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position of dominance by the Athapaskan speaking
Beaver Indians.s To the east, the

chipewyan returned south to the churchill River as the cree
withdrew from the region.
New ethnic groups migrated to the west to fill the demographic
void left by the

epidemic' The Muskego Cree expanded westward ínto the
boreal forest north of the
plains'6 The Saulteaux occupied the parkland
from their tenitory east of Lake of the

woods and, in close association with the expanding fur trade,
moved west into
Athabasca and beyond.T other groups, such as the ottawa
and the rroquois, arso
migrated west as participants in the trade.s The intersection
of ecological and economic

factors lead to the emergence of new identities such as
the plains crees and the

sRussell,

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighbouts,16L
on the
treaty ending the hostilities between the Cree and the
Beaver, see Sloan, ,,The Native
Response to the Extension of European Traders into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie
Basin," 288.
oRussell,

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighborrrs,216.
See
also chris Hanks, "The swampy cree and the Hudson's
Bay comp"ny
House," Ethnohistory 29 (1g92), 109_1 1S.
"ioxford
TRussell,

Eighteenth-Century Western Cree and their Neighbou¡s,216.See
also
Peers, The Ojibwa of Western Canada,14_21.

'on the westward expansion of the rroquois, see Jack Frisch, .some
Ethnological and Ethnohistorical Notes of the tioquóis in
Àlberta,', Man in the No¡theast
7 (1976),51-64; Gertrude Nicks, "The lroquo¡s ani the
Fur Trade in westem canada,,,
in old Tnils and New Directions: Papers of the Third North
American FurTnde
Confe¡ence. Eds. C.M. Judd and A.J. Ray (Toronto: University
of Toronto press, 19go),
According
to
Nicks,
'
the
long
range
migrations
of eastern fur trade specialists
95-10J
from the east, represent the most obviouJ cnañges in
aboriginal populations resulting
from the spread of the fur trade.
sMilloy,

The ptains Crce.
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western ojibwa,10 and to the fruorescence of the Métis
curture.ll
The enormous cultural changes in the northwest took place
within the context of
the expanding commerciar rivafry between the Hudson,s
Bay company and a
succession of Canadian-based ventures. J.M. Bumsted's
recen t The Fur Tnde Wa¡s12
focussed almost exclusively on the conflict between
the HBC and the amalgamated
North west Company over the establishment of the
agricultural colony at Red River.
More important to the aboriginal inhabitants of the
interior were periods of intense if not

frenzied rivalry between competing canadian interests prior
to the final merger in 1g05.

until 1810, the HBC was but a small presence in the trade
outside of the area between
the coast of Hudson Bay and cumberland House,
known as the muskrat country. one
text estimated that the English company controlled
only two fourteenths of the entire
trade prior to the restructuring of the HBC in 1810.1s peter
Fidler described the position
of the HBC in the trade, "while we nibble at a sprat
they may catch whales unmolested
in the north'"ra Most of the changes in the three
decades of competition leading to the

well-documented struggle over the Red River colony,
and the ultimate controt of the fur
trade, took place during a succession of inter-canadian
rivalries. As the different

loPeers,

The Ojibwa of Western Canada.

llJacquerine peterson
and J.s.H.
lroyn, eds., rhe New peopres: Being and
Becoming Métis in North Ameríca, Manitoba
Studies ¡n Native History (Winnipeg:
University of Manitoba press, 1 9gS).
12J.M.

Bumsted, The FurTrcde wa¡s: The Founding of
westem canada
(Winnipeg: Great plains publications, 1997).
t3J.L.

Findray. and D.N. sprag ue, The structu¡e of
canadian History,2d ed.
(Scarborough: prentice-Hall, 1 gg4),-1 04.

laDaniel

Francis, Battte for the West: Fur Tnderc and the Birth
of Canada
(Edmonton: Hurtig, lggZ), 114.
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canadian-based enterprises battled over the trade,
they introduced the first serious
social pathologies to the lndians of western
canada. In some areas during the years
leading to the final merger of the Northwest
company after 1g00, the alcoholism and
violence that accompaníed the competitive
fur trade may have accounted for more
misery and death among aboriginat peopre
than biorogicar pathogens.
compounding the sociar probrems brought by
the competing commerciar
interests was an increasingly serious environmental
crisis. The forest of Northem

canada experienced a period of extreme climatic
variability in the years leading to 1g00
and an especially cold period from 1809 to 1820,
reducing wildlife and threatening the
human populations that relied on them.15 ln
addition to the cold, the plains undenryent
a
severe and lengthy drought through the 1790s,
resulting in serious repercussions for
both game and human populations. Epidemic
ilfness among fur bearers resulting from
decliníng water levels during the drought exacerbated
the problem of declining fur
supplies from overhunting. During the war
for the trade, targe portions of the plains and
the forest were denuded of game. The intersection
of territorial and sociologícal
disruptions, resource depletion and the climatic
nadir brought many groups to the brink
of disaster' New diseases in humans arrived
in the west, adding to the turmoil. A
number of widespread epidemics; the most serious
of which were whooping cough in
1806-07 and a concurrent outbreak of whooping
cough and measres in 1g1g_20.

15For

a discussion of the climatic variability during
this period, see T.F. Ball,
"Historical and rnstrumentar Evidence
of crimate:'wesiein Huoson,s Bay, canada,
1714-1950," in crimate since A.D. 1500, eds.
Raymonã s. Bradrey and phirip D. Jones
(London: Roufledge,199s), 40-73, and
rm F. Bai, .rnà i"aI. without a summer: rts
lmpact on the Fur Trade and Históry of western
canada,,, in The year without a
summerwotrd crimate in rg16,
c.n. Harington (ôtiåwa: canadian Museum of
Nature, 1992) 199-201
"j.
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brought suffering and death from the Red River
to the Mackenzie Derta.
Although the smallpox epidemic of 1780-82 had
catastrophic effects for the
Indians of the west, the outbreak was a bfessing
to the European fur traders who were
immune from it' contemporary accounts note
that the smallpox deatt literally a death
blow to an incipient uprising against canadian
traders.16 John McDonnell,s early
chronicle of the Red River trade noted that, in
addition to kilting three fourths of the
Indians who attacked Fort des Trembles, the
disease "compelled them to lay aside the
intention of cutting off all the white men in the
interior country.,,17 A.S. Morton stated

that the traders believed "that the Indians were unified
in a conspiracy to drive them
out of the country. In their view they were saved
from this disaster
by the terrible

smallpox epidemic...',18

canadian traders were doubly fortunate in the wake
of the epidemic. tn addition
to the disease eliminating the threat of armed
resistance by the natives, the French
navy made its final coup in Hudson Bay when
it occupied and destroyed HBC forts
in

16Eiliot

coues, ed., /vew Light on the History of the ord
No¡thwest: The
Manuscript Journars of Arexandeiuenr,y
Dayid rnompson, iTgg_1g14, vorume r,
The Red River of the
\orth (Minneaporis: Ross a Ha¡nãs,''t965), 292_293. see arso
Mackenzie, voyages from
Montreal'through the continent of North
America to the
Frozen and pacific Oceans. xiv.

a(

'tohn McDonneil, "The Red River by John McDonneil of the North west
Company (About 1797)," in Les Bouryeois ãe
ø compag;ø a, No¡d-ouest, volume
g9 L R- I\rasson (New york: Antiquarian press, 1960j, ïzo_zll.on the
rore of the
dísease in diminishing hostilities between prairie
lndiáns on the north Saskatchewan
and the HBC, see Arice M. Johnson, ed., saska
tcnewai ,roumars and
conespo ndence: Ed monton H ouse, 1 79 5- I goo,
cnesø'rr¡eø Ho t)se, I go0_r g02
(London: Hudson's Bay Record Society, 1967),
xvii, fn.1.
l'Morton,
A History of the canadian west to tgr0-71, s2g.

1,
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1782'1e The English company was further frustrated
by the late arrival of supplies after
it re-established its presence in 1783, leading
to what colin yerbury called a ,,state of
inertia" in the English trade which lasted for several
years.2o The canadians,
unopposed for the moment by the English or
hostile Indians, were quick to capitalize on
their advantage.

within a year of the epidemic, a number of the canadian
privateers banded
together to monopolize the inland trade under
the auspíces
of the Northwest

company'21 The merger provided the traders with
the capital required to pursue the
trade into and beyond the Athabasca country.
The cooperation between the

canadians was short-lived- By the fall of 1785, peter pond,
tradíng for the Northwest
Company, was in competition with John Ross
of the ,,New Concern,,on Lake
Athabasca'22 Because they managed the only
two posts north of Methy portage, pond
and Ross Ínitiaily had more troubre keeping the peace
among their cree, chipewyan

lsRich,
89.

The History of the Hudson's Bay company, 1670-r gr0.
vorume

2.

g3_

2Yerbury,

The Subarctic lndians and the FurTrade,64.
2rDuckwortl
9d., The Engtish River Book: A Nofthwest company Journal and
Account Book of 17g6,.
xvi. See also,.Morton n U¡stoli-of the Canadian West
to 1gT0_
71,335' J'M' Bumsted traced the origìn of thé, il;;;í
io
fiTgwhen
canadians
first
poofed their resources to assist PeteiPond's
venture iniotne Athabasca . The Fur
Tnde Wars: The Founding of Westem Canada,
24.
22The

English River Book: A Northwest company
Journal and Account Book of
xvii' while posts on Athabasca Lake *"r"
iníovat¡on, the trade itself was well
established' Kerry Abel asserts that Mgti: traoeisîerà'pr"r"nt
"n
in the far northwest ,,at
least a generation before Peter Pond visite_d
tne region"îut does not pursue this
intriguing issue. DryT1 solgs: Glimpses of
Ðene u¡ítillMontreat: McGilt-eueen,s
University Press, 1gg3), 76.
1786'
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and Beaver fur suppliers than from competition
with each other.2s with the combined
goal of minimizing inter-ethnic hostilities among
their fur producers and the expansion
of the total trade, the Northwest company established
a number of outposts in the
home territories of lndian trappers in the Athabasca.
Inadequate food suppties forced
the company to soon abandon many of them.2a
During the winter of 1786-87, Pond eliminated
the competition when his men

murdered his rival, Ross-2s The two explanations
forwarded for the killing foreshadow
many of the features of the trade over the decades
of competition that followed. one
posits that he was killed when he tried to
stop his furs being pilfered by pond,s men ,,in
open day."2u The other states that.
the dispute was about some chepawyans as they
were coming to the Houses to
trade P Pond.and his men being more numerous
than lr¡r RosJes tÀey'were
taking the rndians by force which Mr Ross oppor"o
and in the dispute was

2tThe

hinterland of the posts was.vast, encompassing
the entire peace and
Mackenzie River systems, as welt as to the chipewyãnìánitõry
to the east-.}e Engtish
River Book: A Noihwest companyJàumat ana Account
Book of r7g6, xix_>o<.
'astoan, "The-Native Response to the Extension of the European Traders
into
the Athabasca and Ma^ckenzíe Basins, 1l7o-1g14,"
2gß_i84. The N.w. co. afso
established a post on Great slave Lake to develop
the trade among tnä ,ntapped fur
resources of the Dogrib, Hare and sravey. snepaio
KrecÀ, ,,The Trãde of the'sravey
and Dogrib at Fort simpson in the Early Nineteenth
Century," in The subarctic Fur
Tnde: Native socra/ and Economic Adaptafiong ed.
s. Krech (Vancouver: university of
British columbia press 1gg4), 10s, and yerbury,
The-subarctic Indians and the Fur
Trade,58-59.
2sThe

English River Book: A Northwest company
Journal and Account Book of
Kerry Aber noted that during the early
vå"o or competition in the
Athabasca, there was a-higher degree or conft¡cibetween
traders than between native
and newcomers. Drum Songs: Gtimpses of Dene
History,75.
1.7.86, >.xäi.

26The

1786, y;¡tüi.

English River Book:
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Book of
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shot.27

Although the canadian trade relied increasingly on theft
and coercion in the years to
come, the killing of Ross brought some temporary
restraint to the trade. ln the spring

after the murder, both the Northwest company and
the New concern decided to
amalgamate "for their common welfare."2u The merger
secured a ,virtual monopoly,, in
the Athabasca for over a decade.2e Although the
HBC attempted to counter the

canadian advances in the far west with its own plan for
the expansion of trade in the
English (Churchill) River, the company floundered in
its northern ventures for years to

come'3o with their hold on the Athabasca country secure,
the Northwest company
established Fort Chipewyan as its entrepot in the far
northwest in 17g8.31 From the
new depot, the canadians were poised to penetrate
westward into the peace River, the
barren lands to the north and east, and the River
that flowed to the Arctic ocean which
briefly was known as the River of Disappointment.32

27lbid.

28lb¡d.

See also Morton, A History of the canadian west
to 1g70-71 ,341. The
author stated that with the amalgamation "the futl-fleog"ã
N¡ortn west company came
into existence."
2sGerald

Friesen, The Canadian Prciries:
Toronto Press, 1gB4), Sg.

A

History(Toronto: University of

3oDonald

ïáïtern

Freeman and Frances Dungley, "A Spatiat Duopoly:
Competition in the
Interior of canada , 177o-11ss," ,toumù or i¡stà¡cat
c,Losn,plviiìgerl,

ttJames

Parker, EllPorium of the Nofth: Fort Chipewyan
1835 (Regina: Canadian plains Research Centre,
lggn:.
t2The

and

the FurTnde to

river would soon be known as the Mackenzie, in
honour of its first
European explorer.
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Although the localfood supply at Fort chípewyan
was secure,.. the greatest
obstacle to the success of the canadian trade was
the development of a reliable
provisioning system for the shipment of goods
between Athabasca and Montreal. The
staple food for the canoe brigades along the trade
route that spanned the continent
was, of course, pemmican.to As the trade to the far
northwest developed, canadian
traders in particular grew increasingly reliant on food
supplies from he plain that were
delivered to the brigades at three major locations
in the northwest; Red River,

cumberland House and lle-à-la-crosse. The plains bison
hunt filled the burgeoning
need for food in the north and within years became
the foundation of a new plains

economy' According to John Milloy, it also led to the
emergence of an entirely new
cultural entity, the plains Cree.3s
Milloy stressed that the shift from fur to bison hunting
was largely complete on

the saskatchewan River by the 1790s.36 He emphasized
that the transition to the new
bison economy was a conscious strategy of the
cree made prior to the depletion of fur
stocks on the plains.3' The economic potential of
the bison economy far exceeded the
constraints of the prains fur trade and made for a
wise choice for those who

ttsloan, "The
Native Response to the Extension of the European
Traders into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basins,
1770-1g14," 2ßsi,.'

3aFor

a discussion of the bison ggojomy, see Ray, ,,The
Northern Great prains:
Pantry of the Northwestern Fur Trade, lnq-lilás,"
zøi-î.Lao.

ttMilfoy,

The Ptains Cree,29. The view that the cree emerged
onto the plains
at the end of the eighteenth century is disputed by
Dale nussel who asserts the Cree
were well ensconced on the plains before the adúent
of the new econo my. EighteenthCentury Westem Crce and their Neighbouts,2lg.
toMilloy,

The Plains cree, 27 - The author admitted that the
shift was partially the
result of the demise of the cree middleman role in
the trade, 20.
37lb¡d.,27,29.
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abandoned the pursuit of furs in the late eighteenth century.38 John Nick's
microeconomic study of the fur trade rivalry between 1zg6 and 17g4 on the north
Saskatchewan provide a detailed analysis of the shift from the fur trade to the provision
trade.3s A key element in the competition between the assorted rivals prior
to 179S was

the proliferation of the traffic in alcohol to secure trade with plains bison
hunters.ao
From the onset of competition, Canadian traders in particular used liquor
as a means to

establish and maintain relations. Even before the chaos of the early 17g0s,
A.S.
Morton noted, "the corner-stone of their trade was rum."41 HBC traders, frustrated
by
the company's chronic supply problems grew increasingly alarmed as the
Canadians
íncreased both their fur returns and the flow of alcohol to local suppliers of
fur and later
food.a2

While the use of alcohol had been a feature of both the English and Canadian
38As

early as 1788 the HBC devalued wolf pelts by fifty percent in an attempt
to
cut the production of what was the main item of the plaíni fur-trade.
John Nicks, Ihe
Pine Island Posfs, 1786-1794: A Study of Competition in the Fur Trcde (M.A.
thesis,
university of Alberta, 19zs),62; J. Nicks, "The biary of a young Fur Traàer:
The 17g9_
90 Journal of rhomas Staynor,"in Essays in western canadian History,
ed. L.H.
Thomas (Edmonton: University of Alberta press, 1976),25.
3eA

s¡milar account of the shíft to the plains economy is presented by Lynda
Gullason, "'No less than 7 different nations': Ethnicity and Culture Contact át
fort
George-Buckingham House," in The Fur Tnde Revisited: papers of the Sixth
No¡th
Amerícan FurTnde confercnce, 1gg1, eds. J.s.H. Brown, w. Eccres, and
D. Herdman
(East Lansing: University of Michigan press, 1994), 117_142.

aThe use of atcoholwas
nothing new to the trade. A.S. Morton called the rum
"the corner-stone of their (the Canadian) trade." A History of the
Canadian West to
1870-71 ,306-308. Morton's conclusion was supported by Kerry Abel.
Drum songs, TT.
a1A

History of the Canadian West to 1870-71 ,306. Alcohol was especia¡y
important to the provision trade, possibly a measure of the affluence of those
who
relied on the bison economy.
a2Nicks,

The Pine
Tnde, 124, fns.124-125.
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Posfg 1786-1794: A study of competition in
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practices
trade
with fur producers for decades, the sheer volume
of alcohol brought to

the northwest during the various manifestations of
competition changed the role of
liquor from a ceremonial one to an addiction problem
among many.a3 During his
service with the HBC

in the 1770s, Edward umfreville recognized that the role of

alcoholwent beyond formality. His description of
a trade ceremony included
"intoxication, bordering on madness, for two
or three days" and viofence ,,and ¡fty to
one but someone is killed before the morning."oo
As competition increased, so too did
the flow of alcohol into the interior. william Tomison
and George Hudson of the HBC
wrote to colonial authorities in 1786 in an attempt
to curb the flow of Canadian liquor
which was:
Debauching the natives into a state of insensibility
and takes from them by force
what they cannot o.btain with goods. This ¡ cail
Róboery. ... it grievàs us to see
a body of Indians destroyed by a set of men, merely
for self interest, doing in all
their power to Destroy. posterily, s_o we nope tÀat
exce¡ency wi¡ make
such regulations as will preserve po.sterity, ano lour
not to be Destroyed by fiery
double Distilled Rum from Canada.as

otThe

ceremonial role of liquor in the development and
maintenance of trade
relations is well documented. For a discussion of
the social functions of alcohol
distribution by traders see Jack o. Waddell, "Malhiot's
Joumal: An Ethnohistoric
Assessment of chippewa Arcohor Behav.iour in the
eãny ruinet""ntñ ôãnir.v,,,
Ethnohistory 32 (199s):246-26g. see also, Bruce
M. wh¡te, ,,A skilled Game of
Exchange: ojibwa Fur Trade protocor,', Minnesota
Historyso (1gg7), 23s_236. For a
discussion of the use of rum prior to the formation
of the Northwest Company, see
Morton, A History of the canadian west to 1g7o-71,306-307.
The disruptive role of
alcohol in the early trade is considered by Marshall G. Hurlích, ,,Historical
and Recent
Demography of the Argonkians of Northein ontario,,,ìza-fie.
44lt

shourd be acknowredged that umfreviile was
an opponent of the HBC.
Edward umfreviile, The present-state of Hudson's
aay, â,a.w.s. wailace (Toronto:
Ryerson Press, 1954), 30. A HBC critique of Umfrevilie's
condemnation of the
company can be found in E.E. Rich, rhe History of
the Hudson,s aay conpany, 1760_
1870, Volume 2,124.
asN¡cks,

The pine lstand posfs, 17g6-1194, 122-123;Rich,
ráe History
Hudson's Bay Company, lT60-1gT0. Volume 2,227-22g.
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The HBC officers were less than altruistic
in their request. The company was
faced with a severe decline in its market share,
a result of its inability to provided
adequate supplies, especially liquor, to the
interior.a6 when a distillery was established
at York Factory in 1791, Tomison was swift
to use the new technology. In the words
of
John Nicks, "Tomison was as exíted as a child
with a new toy.,,a7 The distillation of
liquor by the HBC was a sign that the commodity
had become essential to the trade.
without liquor, traders could find no business.as
The alcoholtrade may have been
seen by those who pursued the new bison
economy as a luxury item, the resutt of
their
new found affluenceas but the amount of
spirits used in the exchange soon led
to a
myriad of social pathologies.
The expanding liquor trade was not the only
factor that affected the condition of
aboriginal communities during the shift to
the bison economy. The new focus on the
prairie by the cree brought them into
conflict with their former ally, the Blackfoot.so
The
46ln

addition to the scarcity of supplies, the HBC
ftquor trade was hindered
further by British laws controllíng ihe skength
of alcohã1. canadian .double distilled,,
liquor was twice as strong as thãt brought
to Rmer¡ca ov tn" HBc. The ðanão¡".,
fiquor
was usually diluted with water when provided
to the lndíans. The reduction in volume
required for the canadians provided
aou"ntàgãluer their English opponents.
11oJn9¡
Nicks, The pine Istand posfs, 17g6_17g4,106_107.
47lbtd..

211.

asAlcoholwas

especially important in the provision trade.
white, ,A skilled
Game of Exchange: Ojibwa fui fråOe protocol,,,2gS. - '
osMirtoy,

The ptains crce,2g. Another exampfe of the
ruxury nature of the
plains trade was recorded by Peter
Fidler. During tne w¡nier of 1g00, servants
made a
five hundred mile round trip from chesterfield
to-Edmonton ror trade goods, most
important of which were forty-one ostrich
feathers. trrtacòrego r, peter Fidler: canada,s
Forgotten Surueyor, 132.
soMilloy,

The Ptains cree, 31-3{ David smyth contended
that Milloy overstated
his case regarding the close refationship of
the creä ano ihe Blackfoot prior to the
late
eighteenth century. David smyth, .Missed
opportunity,làr,n Mi¡oy,s prains cree,,,
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end of the ailiance, which dated back a century
to the earry years of the cree
middleman trade' was the result of the competition
over the bison, an increasingly
coveted resource' with the cree at war with
the Blackfoot, the nations allied with each
of the new antagonists, as well as with European
traders who were brought into the

fray' According to Milloy, by

1792, two distinct trading and military blocks
had emerged

on the western plains- Those tied to the fur trade
in the north, the cree, Assiniboine,

stone and sarcee, cooperated in their opposition
to the Blackfoot, peigan and Gros
ventres, who were northern partners in the horse
trading network centred on the
Missourí River's1 The division remained essentially
intact until the flood of European

settlement brought the pacification of the plains
nations in the late nineteenth century.
Violence spread through the west as both sides
took advantage of their
numerical superiority to exterminate smaller bands
of enemies. while the numbers of
killings that took place between the waring
aboriginal alliances is too great to
catalogue, attacks of trading posts by members
of the southern alliance are both limited
and well-documented' The perpetrators of
most of the attacks on European posts were
the Gros Ventres and Blackfoot who had been
under increasing territorial pressure
since the arrival of Europeans half a century earlier.s2
Their land, which had once
stretched as far to the northeast as Nipawin on
the Lower saskatchewan, was by the

Prairie Forum 1Z (1992),343_345.

slNicks,

The Pinels/ands Posfs 1786-1794, 1gg.
on the relationship of the
Gros Ventres to the
equestrian economy, see Loretta Fowler,
_Missouri
shared
symbols, contested Meanings:Gros ventre curíu¡e
urã-Hirto,y, 1T7g-rgg4(rthaca:
Comell University press, lgg7).
..s2David Smyth stressed that the Gros ventres were assisted by the Blackfoot in
their attacks on the European posts. "Missed
oppãrtrnitv,-¡or,n Mirfoyís pta¡ns cree,,,
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late eighteenth century constricted to an area
between the north and south branches
of the saskatchewan-st As their rivals expanded
their territory in support of the

canadian (and to a lesser extent the British) trade,
the Gros ventres were increasingly
marginalised from traders. In their diminished tenitory,
they had access only to low
value furs, primarily wolf pelts.sa As their alienation grew,
so did theír antagonism to the
Europeans who supplied their enemies with weapons
and other goods. The frustration
of the Missouri people in the face of encroachment
from those affiliated with the fur
trade in the north is summarized ín the statement
made to the canadian trader, charles
Mackenzie, by a Mandan Chief:

what is the use of the beaver? po.jhev make gun-powder
of them? Do they
preserve them from sickness. Do theyserve
tñem'oeyono the grave? ... ïhe
white peopre
they brought.withihem somá gooo, but they
brought the
small pox, and11T",
they brought evil liquors; the IndianË since diminisn
anð they are
no longer happy.tt
In an attempt to secure arms for their struggle,
the Gros Ventres, assisted by

the Blackfoot, attacked and looted Manchester
House in 1793 and pillaged South
s3Alexander

Henry considered the Gros ventres of the north
to have been of a
different nation than those on the Missouri.
New Light oÃ tn. History of the Nofthwest:
The Manuscript Journals of Alexander Henry
and õavid rhompson, lTgg_1g14.
volume 2, ed. Eiliot coues (chicago: Ross â
Hain"r, isos¡, s30. see arso, r/¡e
Joumal of Arexander
yõunger, lTgg-1g14, vorume
1 , ed. B. Gough
l7nry the
(Toronto: The champrain
society, 1oðg¡, 21s, fn.21á. Henry,s editor noted
that the
Northern Gros Ventres were the Àtsina, members
of the Algonkian language family.
Their namesakes on the Missouri were the Hidatsa,
,f""t"r, of a siouãn i"ngu"g".
saMilloy,
The Ptains cree, 33. The dectine in the varue of
wolf pelts was dictated
by the London fur market- smyth, "Missed
opportunity: John Milloy,s plains cree,,, 343.
smyth also noted that the Btaðkroot trade was
also bãsed on wolf skins and their
alienation from the traders was simirar to that of
the Gros Ventres.

sscharles

Mackenzie, "The Missouri Indians: A Narrative
of Four Trading
Expeditions to the Missouri, 1g04, 1gos, 1g06
for tne Nortn west company, First
Expedition," in Les Bouryeois de Ia compagnie
du Notd-ouest vorume l, ed. L.R.
Masson (New york: Antiquarian press, 1960), g31_g32.
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Branch House the following year killing íts inhabitants.so
By the mid 17g0s, tensions
between traders and potentially hostile lndians,
made worse by the combination of
alcohol related violence and the depletion of game
stocks, led to the abandonment of a
number of trading posts in disputed tenitory, particutarly
at pine lsland on the North
saskatchewan and on the south branch of the
saskatchewan.rz An attempt to reestablish the fur trade in the territory in 1802 led
to the killings of a dozen troquois
trappers and two canadians by the Gros ventres
near chesterfield House.ss The killing
of the lroquois on their way to the cypress Hills
and other locations represent probably
the last gasp of Gros ventres resistance in the
territory north of the forty-ninth parallel.se
In 1801-02, a localized smallpox outbreak spread
through the communities along the
Missouri, further weakening the group and forcing
their eventual move to the temporary

tuThe

events sur¡ounding the attack¡ on European posts
are well documented.
It should be noted that they utuálly occurred
in responsà to violence initiated by the
cree who were closely allied with ihe traders.
see'n¡ortã n, A History of the canadian
west to 1870-71,4s6-459; Rich, rhe History of
the Huiion,s Bay company. vorume 2,
172; Milloy, The Plains cree, 31-36, and MãcGregor, piter
r¡dter c"n"iái, Forgotten
surueyor, sT-sB, 9g-99. on the rore of the Brackfõot'¡n
ine
viorence,
see smyth,
"Opportunity Missed: John Milloy,s plains
Cree,,,343.
s7A'S'

Morton described the movement of the Canadian,s
Fort des prairies ,,to
which the brigades were bound, receed[ing] *"tt*"rd,
üåm denuded beaver country to
untapped regions above." A History ot theöanadian
wàit to rg70_71, 4ss.
ssJohn

Foster, "wintering, The outsider Adutt Male
and the Ethnogenesis of the
western Plains Métis," Pnirie rorum 19 (1994), z.
in"
äÀ"iety of the traders was such
that both companies sought protection ¡en¡no
ã ringi" rìockade. MacGrego r, peter
Fidler: Canada's Forgotten Surueyor, 130.
sson

Gros ventres murders of lroquois trappers, see
saska tchewan Journals
and correspondence: Edmonton House 17g5-lgoi),
chesterfield House, lgoo-1g02,
266, 311-316. on the withdrawar of the Gros
ventrå,
canada, see also
MacGrego r, pe te r F i d I e r: c a n a d a's F o rg otte
n s u ieyoì,1i qo-l ¿ l .

r-,
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safety of American territory.60 Inter-ethnic tension
between northern and southern
groups continued for generations, until the
treaty period when all plains groups were
brought under the control of the Canadian state.
As traders lost their producers to the bison hunt
and warfare that accompanied
their shift to the plains, new groups came west to
fill the demand for furs. The most
important of the new economic migrants originated
in the boreal forest of ontario. They
emerged as the western ojibwa or saulteaux by
the 17g0s.01 The new commercial
opportunity suited the skills of the saulteaux. They
had long been part of the fur trade
and were quick to capitalize on the need for commercial
trappers and left their own
game-depleted territory in large numbers.62
Daniel Harmon's often quoted remark on
the dependence of his fur producers in the swan
River Department at the turn of the
century, "[t]he Indians in this quarter have so long
been accustomed to the use of
European goods, that it would be with difficulty
that they could now obtain a tivelihood

65rimble, "chronology
of Epidemics among Plains village Horticulturatists,
1738-1838," 13; Garrick Maùóry, Pictu¡e writing
oítn" À^"rican lndian,2T3,3l3. on
the effects of the outbreak on the Gros Ventrei,
,e" toretta Fowler, shared symbols,
contested Meanings: Gros ventre culture ana nistory,
ina4gaq ,43-46.The disease
affected the young armost exclusivery
a
discussíon,
,"" Jody Deck er, ,,we should
lof
Never Be Again the
People" ihe o¡trus¡on and cumulative lmpact
of Acute
-same
lnfectious D¡sease Affecting
Natives on the Northern ptains of the lnterior
of westem
Canada, 17TB-1
A39, 86-89.
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her anthroPologícal study, Laura Peers stated that
the relationship between
the expansion of the ojibwa ano tnãii connection
to the fur trade has been overstated
of scholars' retiance on fur trade documents. The
oiibwa of westem canada,

,i:t*

62By

the 1790s there was a serious game shortage from
Lake superior to Lake
of the woods, especiafly beaver and rarge game, peers,
The ojibwa of western
canada, 17 ' For a discussion of the receni¡mmigration of
the ojibwa or chippewa to
the Red River region j1lhe late 1790s, see Harolã
Hickerson, .Journal of charles Jean
Baptiste Chaboillez, 1Zg7-1T98,,, Ethntohistory
6tf gSé1, ZIO
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without them,"63 was probably directed to the recent migrants
from the east.
The Ojibwa, and the other economic migrants such as
the Ottawa and the
lroquois, brought with them more than simply their expertise.
Technological innovations
introduced by the canadian trade included the use of
castoreum, a secretion from the
groin of the beaver used as an extremely
effective bait,6a and the introduction of
efficient steel traps used "in an attempt to offset the
costs of competition.,,6s ïhe use of
the new technologies, combined with a powerful profit
motive among the migrant
groups, soon led to serious declines in fur-bearer
populations. Laura peers noted
approvingly that the ojibwa "quickly became known as
consistenfly productive trappers
of beaver'"6u Many contemporary accounts condemned
their hunting practices. David
Thompson was critical of the new commercial trappers:
The Nipissings, Algonquins and lroquois tndians,
having exhausted theír own
countries, now spread themselves over these countries,
and as they destroyed
the beaver moved toward the northward and the westward.
The natives, the
Nahathaways [crees], did not in the reast morest them;
the chippewas and
other tribes made use of traps of steel and of the
castoreum rór several years
63Daniel

fll.rrt"'

Harmon, Bird Mountain, November 11
,1802. Sixteen years in Indian
w. Kaye iamb (Toronto: Macmittan, lgsr),

The Journal of Daniel Harmon, ed.

GaAccording

to one chronicler of the canadian fur trade, ,,...when
smeared on
even a primitive Indians trap, (castoreum) attracted
the beaver as surely as dogs are
attracted to a bitch in heat." Marjorie wirkins campbeil,
Tie North west company
fforonto: Macmillan, 1955), 104. For the connection of castoreum used and
over
hunting, see also V. Hopwood, "lntroduction," David
rhompson , Trcvels in western
North Ameríca, 1784-1 812, 33-34, 160-161 . For
further discussion of castoreum, see
Robert Brightmann, "conservation and Resource
oepletion: The case of the Boreal
Forest Algonquian s," The euestion of the commons:
The cutturc and Ecorogy of
communarResources, gd:: B. Mccay
J
Acheson
(Tucson: university of Arizona
3nd
Press, 1897), 133; and s. Krech, The Ecological
tndian': Myth and History(Newyork:
W.W. Norton & Company, 1999), 1ZT,1gg_ig}.
Gswilkins
u6Peers,

Campbell, The Northwest Company, 104.
The Ojibwa of Western Canada,32.
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all these Indians were very rich.-. The canoes
of the fur traders were loaded with
packs of beaver, the abundance of the article
lowered- the London prices. Every
intelligent man saw the poverty that would follow the
destruct¡on ofîne beaver,
but their were no chiefs to control it-.. Four y""À
after [17g71, atmost tne whole
of these extensive countries were denuded of beaver,
the nàtives became poor,
and with difficulty procured the first necessaries of
life, and in tnii state tney
remain, probably forever. A worn out field may be
manured and again made
fertire, but the beaver, once destroyed, cannoíbe
repraced; they were the gord
coin of the country, with which the necessaries oi
rife were prr"'n"rËj ..u,

Another group of economic migrants accused of overhunting
were the lroquois.
Angus shaw, an experienced HBC trader, compared
them to the ,,Locusts of Egypt
bring (ing) Devestation (sic) & Ruin along with them
wherever they winter.,,6a rhough
not as numerous as the ojibwa, the lroquois were
important supplíers of furs in the
Athabasca and later in the columbia trade.6s In 1801,
over three hundred ,,Eroquees or
Mohawk Indians" passed through cumberland House,
employed by the rival canadian
companies on three year contracts.To Two years
later, the majority of the North west
.TThompson,

Trcvers

in western No¡th America, 17g4-1gr2,161.

osAngus

Shaw to Joseph coten, Fort Augustus, May 10, 1797.
saskatchewan
Journars and correspondence: Edmonton House,
trcá-taoo, cnestemãii nouse,
I 800-1 802, xxxii-xxxiií.
6swh¡lê

active fur producers, John Foster noted that the greater
contribution of
the lroquois was as voyageurs. John Foster, 'rne
onõ¡ns of the Mixed Bfoods in the
canadian west," in Essays in western History, eo.
L.õ. Thor", (Ed,ili;: university
of Alberta Press, 1926), Zg.
704'M'

Johnson, "lntroduction," in saska tchewan Journa[s
and conespondence,
1795-1802: Edmonton House, l795-1goo, chesterfield
Hou"", lgoo_1go2,xci. Nicks
noted that the greatest concentration of the troquois
occurred between tgóo ano 1g04,
during the period of o,.verexpansion by both conterns.
The Xy company was the first to
fall into bankruptcy although he quesiioned the notion
that the ojibwa and the lroquois
were under contract with the canadians.
lroquois
ànd the Fur Trade of western
_The
canada," B7-Bg. The ldea is repeated in peers,
rir" ojn*" of western canada, 1s.
Although the author acknowledged at least two
instances where the ojibwa were
brought west by traders themselves, she made
the distinction between the formal
arrangements between the lroquois and the companies
and what the
p"r"eived
as some sort of self-motivation on the part of the
ojibwa. The lack of "ùtÀo,.
documentation
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company's workforce north of Methy Portage was
reported to be lroquois.Tl According
to A'M' Johnson, they would "complete the
destruction of the beaver which had already
been started several years back by the 'many
Bungee Tawau Mischelemacana
[and]
Eroquee lndians'who had foilowed in the wake
of the canadians.,,72 some of the
three hundred were probably among those killed
in the vicinity of chesterfield House by
the Gros Ventres'73 while the response to the
anival of the lroquois in the northwest
was usually not as violent as that of the Gros
ventres, writers have shown that they
were generally disliked by other groups because
of their single minded hunting
practices which, according to Gertrude
Nicks, gave the North west company the
edge
in the trade until the merger in 182L 7o The
author explained that the advantage of the

for the ojibwa may be attributable to the fact
they were already at the frontier of the
west and did not require the assistance of.the
companies to travelto fur producing
regions' Peter Fidler's biographer stated that the
rirnj"" were invited west by the
companv ¡n tisz. MacGreso r, peter Fidler: canada,s
F;ry:;tt;n surueyor,

);Ilg:rt

trof the 195
men reported to be working for the Nwc, 76
were French
canadian and 1'10

were lroquois. Most of-the Iutt"r ir"pped in
the peace Èiu",. country.
In 1800, the HBC had 1g servants north of
n¡"nyportäde, the ,,ord company,,and the
XY company had 195 and 83 respectively.
Mac"Gr"gàì, Þ"f" r Fidler: canada,s
Forgotten Surueyor, 1 56.
72

saskatchewan River Jou rnals a nd co rrespondence:
Ed mo nton H o use, 1 7g 51800, chesterfield Hous-e, 18oo-1802, xcii.
see alio Thisfle , lndian European Trade
Relations in the Lower saskafche wan Region
to 1g40, iã. nccoroing to Gertrude
Nicks, the first record o-f the lroquois in the
northwest was 1Tg4. ,,ïhe lroquois and the
Fur Trade of Western Canada,', gS.
73G.

Nicks, "The rroquois and the Fur Trade of western
canada,,, g3;
MacGregor, peter Fidler: canada's Forgotten
surueyor,l3g_1gg.
There were a
'twenty
number of other Gros ventres attacks o¡r
lroquoís.
five
of the easterners
lhe
were killed after a gambling party turned.violent.
Frisch,l,Sor" Ethnological and
Ethnohistoric Notes on the lioqu-ois of Alberta,,,
53.
TaNicks,

"The rroquois and the Fur Trade of
western canada,,, 91_g2; Frisch,
"Some Ethnorogicaland Ethnohistoric
Notes on the ¡roqroi, of Afberta,,,s2_s3.
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lroquois trappers was that they were willing to "pioneer
a bearer-rich, if often game poor
area'"75 Their occupation of thinly populated areas
away from poputations of local

groups undoubtedly served to mitigate violent
confrontations.T6 The lroquois trappers
were also highly mobile. In northern Alberta, François
Heron to the HBC described the
advantage that the lroquois provided to his competition, "having
a task force of trappers
to be despatched wherever there are beavers to be found.,,77
The mobility of the
lroquois was, at least partially, a product of their overhunting.
As the group denuded
fur regions, they travelled to new areas and, by 1g10,
were over the Rockies
participating in the oregon trade.7' Even in the
Pacific hinterland, the troquois made

enemies' In 1818, an lroquois family was killed by a group of
Carrier lndians. Daniel
Harmon, an employee of the NWc, explained the rationale
for the murders:

The Natives of the country, consider them
[the lroquois] as intruders. As they
are rovers, they do not feelthe same interest, as those
who permanenly reside
here, in keeping the stock of animars good, and therefore
thåy ,"r." gr""t
havock among the game, destroying ã¡re ine an¡mars
whích år" youñg ano

Tscertrude

Demogrcphic Anthropology

of Native populations in westem

-!i9lt,
canada, 1a00-1975
(ph. D. diss. ùniversity of Aroðrta, 1980), s6.
76lbid',

33, 94. According to the author, the lroquois often
moved to what were
considered "otherwise under utilízed regions." The movement
of the lroquois in
accordance with the needs of the fur traàe continued
after the merger or'ìeãt. eotn
the lroquois and the Saulteaux were brought to the Bow
River by the North West
Company in 1800. David Thompson , Tnlels in Western
Notth America, 17g4-1g12,
22s-224.
77Nicks,

1800-1975, s6.

Demognphic Anthropotogy of Native poputations in
western canada,

TsMacGregor, peter
Fidler: canada,s Forgotten surueyor,10s; A/ew Light
on the
History of the Greater No¡thwest: The Manuscrif,t Joumals
oi Alexande,
David rhompson, 17gg-1914,647. The lroquois w"re
"na
instrumentar in opening the
Athabasca Pass, the gateway to the cotumbia district.
T.J. Karamanski, ,,The lroquois
and the Fur Trade of the Far west," The Beaverslz (lsiz¡,
o.

i"i,y
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Until the end of the competition period, the lroquois
continued to trap under the

direction of the canadian company. The defection
of the large numbers of lroquois to
the HBC in 1818 was a significant factor in the collapse
of the canadian enterprise.so
ln addition to unrestricted human predation, beaver populations
were seriously
jeopardized by disease.sl Across the
northwest in the late 17g0s, the scarcity of the

animalwas a "universal complaint."82 At Edmonton
House in 17g6, George sutherland
noted that the plains Indians had few furs as "there
has been a great distemper among
the beaver of which great numbers have died as
they are daily seen floating on the
water since the breaking up of the ice."83 what was probably
the same disease was
described by the Indian captive turned author John
Tanner in his nanative of the winter

of 1802-03' on remarking on the poor beaver hunt
that winter, Tanner reported:
At last I found that some kind of distemper was prevailíng
among these animals
which destroyed them in vast numbers. I found them
oeãd and ãv¡ng ¡n tn"
TsDaniel

Harmon, Journal entry, october 13, 1818. sxfeen years
country: The Journat of Danier wiiliams Harmon, r'g0o-1g16,
193.
soKaramanskí,

srKrech,
stJames

in

the tndian

"The lroquois and the Fur Trade of the Far
Northwest,,, 7.

The Ecologicat lndian: Myth and History,lg1.

Bird, carreton House, Nov.2g, 1796. saskafche wan
Journars and
cortespondence, 1795-1802: Edmonfon House, 1795-1g00,
chesterfietd iir"r, 1slo1802, 76' Peter Fidler remarked that while the
disease killed off most of the beaver
from the Hudson Bgv to the Rockies, the pathogen
remained south of the Athabasca.
MacGregor, Peter Fidler: canada's Forgoitten slrueyor,Z4o.
calvin Martin discussed
the outbreak in his
study, Keepers of the Game: Indian-Animal
_controversiar
Relationships and the FurTnde (Berkeley: Úniversity
otòatifornia press 19zB), 13s136' Martin noted that the beavei remained scarce fãr three years.
utM"y g,1Tg7.
saskafchewan Joumals and conespondence, l7g5_1g02:
Edmonton House, 1Tg5-lg0o, cheste¡field House,
lgoo-1gozp2. That spring 12,soo
made beaver were taken from Edmonton to the coast,
according to Johnion ;a figure
which might have been higher but for a sickness
urong tñe beavers.,, tbid., xl.
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water, on the ice, and on rand .... Many of them which
I opened, were red and
bloody about the heart- Those in largé river and running
water suffered less.
Almost all of those that lived in pondõ and stagnant
water, died. since that year
the beaver have never been so plentiful in thJcountry
of Red River and
Hudson's Bay. Those animals which died of this sickness
we *"r"
to eat,
but their skins were good.Ba
"tr"¡o
The sudden drop in beaver stocks was so severe that
one producer in the swan River
told David rhompson that the plague was brought to the
area by the creator as a
punishment for the overhunting produced by
the combination of new hunters,
castoreum and steel traps'8s Peter Fidler described the
disease as ,,occasioned by the

change in the Air or some other unknown cause suddenly
reduced them to the very
few that is now [1820] to be found."86 The source of
the disease may have been the
bacteria F. Tura¡ensls, a creature weil-adapted to stagnant
water and mud and
infectious to humans as weil as fur bearers.sT The outbreak
may weil have been
associated with low water levels resulting from a protracted
drought on the plains which

probably lasted from 1792 to 1804.88 calvin Martín
used an outbreak of the disease

saJohn

Tanner, A Nanative of the Captivity and Adventures
of John Tanner
during Thitty Yea¡s Residence Among the Indiais in the
tnterior of North America, ed.
Edwin James (Minneapolis: Ross & Hãines, 1956), gg_g9.
ssBrightman,

"conservation and Resource Depletion: The
case of the Boreal
Forest Algonquians," 1 33.
uuR"y,

The Indians in the Fur Trcde, 11g.

87Martin,

Keepers of the Game,lgg-139. For a discussion
of the impact of
tularaemia on muskrat populations in relation to dry ct¡matic
periods, see yerbury, 7ie
Subarctic lndians and the Furtrcde, 135.
ssFurther

evidence for the drought is based on climate reconstructions
based on
the thickness of tree rings undertaken ãy ,"r""r"hers
at the prairie Adaptation
Research collaborative (PARC) at the Ùniversity or
negi;a. David sur"hyn ánd walter
Skinner, "A Proxy Record of Drought Severity for the Sõuthwestern
Canadian plains,,,
Ça n ad i a n Wate r Re so u rce s J o u m a I 26 (2OO 1),
2SS_2i 2.
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among John Tanneds band to illustrate the effects
of tularaemia among humans.se
According to Tanner:

while we were engaged in collecting ang preparing
th.e grain (wild rice), many of
us were seized with a viotent sickneis. tt commenäeo
witn ààrõn ãno
hoarseness, and sometimes bleeding from
" tn a short time
the rortn or nose.
many díed, and none were abre to hunt. ...we
were whoily unabre to wark ... we

coughed so loudly and incessantly that we could-never
have approached near
enough to any ga.T9 to kill it oy stìtl hunting
.. ln the middle of the night, I was
waked by a dreadfur pain ¡n my ears. rt appeared
to me that something was
-became
eating into my ears..- the pain
more and more excruciating for two
days, and the end of with tíme I became ¡nr"nr¡Èr".
when my consciousness
returned after two days, which was, as I learned
aften¡vards, at the end of two
days, r found myserf sitting outsid.e the rodge.
... inàn I immediatery became
insensibre for two days and remained so rö
ror"
J"yr, as t was unconscious
of everything that passed ... My h.earing *"r gonã
àr abscesses had formed
and discharged in each ear, ano t courã no*
ñ""ibut very indifferenfly ... I
found that my
and my success had deserted me
,... under the influence
of these painfullnnllg
feelings t resólved to destroy rvt"i... Finding
myself ba¡ed in
the attempt to take my own rife... rt is probabre
th;¡ìn my insane ravings, I had
tafked of my intention to destroy myself, and
on this occasion they had been
carefur to deprive me of the most ordinary
ano o¡rect means of affecting my
purpose' "' Though my health soon becãme
good, t did not recover my hearing,
and it was several months before I could hunt-as
welt as I had been able to do
previous to my sickness, but I was
not among those who suffered moit severety
by this terrible complaint. of the Indians wno"suru¡ved,
some were permanengy
deaf, others injured in their inteilects, and some,
in the fury occasioned by the
disease, dashed themselves against trees
and ro.r,r, breaking their arms or
othen¡¡ise maiming themserves. Most of
those *Àã ìrriued had copious
discharges from the ears, or in the earlier stages
had bled profusely from the
nose' This disease
entirely
new
to
the
Inäians,
ãnd they attempted to use
Jvas
few or no remedies for
it.so
ssMartin,

soÏanner,

Keepers of the Game, 13g.

A.Nar¡ative of captivity and Adventu¡es of
John Tanner during Thirty
Years Residence Among the lndiani in the
lnterior of North America,g5-gg. calvin
Martin concluded that ranner's symptoms. point
to the typhoidal variety of tularaemia.
Keeperc of the Game, 140-141' nt iougnty
the same time as the disease infected
Tanne¡'s peopre, peter Fidter recafied
.tt."¡: in many p¡;;", are now become very
numerous, they appear to have been first
introduceó
1802"'" MacGregor, Peter Fidler canada's Forgottetn¡ntã1n¡r country about the year
iuleyor,241-. Thefleas may
have been related to an infestation of mice
tnatltagueã Àlexanoer Henry in November
1800' "we are plagued by great numbers of
mice, wn¡"rr destroy everything but metals.
"' At night' we see them running in droved over tne floor;ìn"y
not shy in the least.
They often wake us up by scam-pering over
"r" on our beds.,, over
our faces and praying
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while those who were infected were temporarily removed
from the commercial trade,
the decline in game supplies through disease
and predation, coupled with the dizzying
escalation in fur trade competition gave healthy
trappers a temporary advantage in the
trade.sl
The response of fur producers was to maximize
their returns for their effort,
even at the expense of alliances that they had
forged with various traders. Even before
the loss of beaver stocks to disease, the ojibwa
often played competing traders against
each other to maximize their profit. tn 17g3,
as competition escarated on the
Assiniboine River, a trader at Brandon House
considered them ,,the most Rascals in the
country'"s2 The ojibwa, and other groups, used the
ever increasing competition to their
advantage, a rationar response to a competitive
market economy.
As the ojibwa expanded their territory, they displaced
local groups, often with a
combination of psychological and physical intimidation. peers
characterized the local
response to ojibwa expansion a largely peacefut
one, "[they] made no objection to their

presence'"s3 Spiritual and physical harassment
of local populations by the ojibwa was
the fall and winter, Henry reported that,,most of
the people,,sick with symptoms that
included an "ugly cou.9h" sore limbs, convulsion.
o"ðurring ,,twice or tni¡ce a day.,, ln
January, Henry noted that in addition to the o"åtn-oiöÀäir",
his guide, his wife, two
daughters and two sons had died since August.
tuew tignt on the Eady History of the
Greater Northwest, The Manuscript Journals of
Aiexanãer Henry and David rhompson,
1799-1814 Volume l:."d., (mice), 135, 1Sg, 161,
161. The following summer, a
disease identified by Henry's editor as'purmonury
was ,,the most common
fatal disease among them.,, lb¡d., 203.
"onru*ption

trLaura

Peers noted that the Ímpact of the outbreak
among the beaver was
mitigated for the ojibwa by the increased fur trade
competition . The ojibwa of westem
Canada,39.
e2lb¡d',

38. See also, /vew Light on the Early Histoty of the
Greater No¡thwest,
The Manuscript Joumals of Alexand-er Henry
and or David Thompson, 17gg-1g14,
452.
s3Peers,
The Ojibwa of Western Canada.45.
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portrayed by Peers as a means to "maintain
a boundary between the ojibwa and other

ethnic groups, and therefore it played a role in maintaining
ojibwa identity and heritage
in their new territories."s4 Anthropological motivations
aside, ojibwa expansionism

struck genuine fear in others, even among their allies.ss
In his attempt to establish a
HBC presence in the region of the Beaver River, Peter
Fidler was frustrated by his
inability to secure the assistance of local groups as "ail
of the Indians of this quarter are
frightened of the Bungees, so that we shail have both
to hunt and grope our way
there'"s6 At Lac La Biche, he noted that the ottawas
and the Bungees, in the service of
the Canadians, were "the only Indíans about this place."s7
The intrusion of the ojibwa
into the country from the Beaver River to Lac La
Bíche was marked by violence as the
Athapaskan speaking Beaver lndíans from the north
defended their territory. Many
people on both sides perished.ss Kerry Aber
noted, the ,,NWC was not opposed to
encouraging "wars" between the bands as part of
its trading policy, unlike the HBC.

s4lb¡d..

46.

sson

the Lower Saskatchewan, Alexander Henry recognízed
the culturat
isolation of the ojibwa "they seldom if ever intermix,
Mashquegons are afraid of
the saulteurs." Ir/ew Light on the Earfy History of the"rih"
Greater Northwest, The
Manuscrípt Journals of Alexander He'nry and of David
Thompson, 17gg-1g14. 477.
s.Bungee
or Bungiwas the term often used by the HBC
to designate the
ojibwa' Peter Fidler, I september 1799. saskafcåewan
Journals and conespondence,
1795-1 802: Edmonton House, 1795-1 goo,
chestefüetd House, r goo_1 go2, 21g.
sTPeter

Fidler, 17 october 17gg. Saskafcáe wan Journals
and correspondence,
lTgs-l g00, chesterfietd House, I g0o_1 go2, 216.
Fidle/s biographer noted that the Bungee had buÍlt
a tarisman on the portage from the
Beaver River to Lac
elchg, "being iñtruders, they set up this ímage in
the Beaver
!.a
River for what protection
it might givã them." MacGreg or, peter Fidrer:
canada,s
Forgotten Surueyor, 1 16.
1795-1 802: Edmonton House,

ssrb¡d.,

121-122.
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which had always preferred to promote peace."se
The violence associated with the

teritorial expansion of the Ojibwa was not confined to
the far northwest.
ln the region west of Lake of the Woods, the push
of the ojibwa toward the

plains in conjunction with the canadian fur
trade brought them into a renewed conflict
with the Dakota- Hostilities between the ojibwa
and the Dakota devetoped in the
1730s when their alliance broke down and the
former joined the coatition of the French,

Assiniboine and cree against their former allies.100
During the 17g0s, the area along

the Red River was rargery unoccupied and essentiaily
a war zone.101 Arthough
provisions were secured from transient
saulteaux at Red River often in exchange for
liquor,102 the area around the forks had,
according to A.s. Morton, ,,r.ìo charm for the
Northwesters''103 In 1800, Alexander Henry noted
that the saulteurs awaited his arrival

north of the forks at a site formerly inhabited by
the cree and Assiniboine.roo By the fall
seAbel,

Drum Songs: Glímpses

of

Dene History,Tg_g0.

r0%s part
of the displacement of the Dakota westward,
early accounts noted
that the cheyenne, a neutral group between the
ojibwa and the Dakota, were nearly
exterminated and
onto the plains where Alexander Henry described
9l'.u"n
them as ,,a
wandering tribe" affiliated
with the Missouri equestrian economy . New Líght
on the
Early History of the Greater Northwest, The Manus"ipiJorrrals
of Alexánder Henry
and of Davíd Thompson, 17gg_1914 Volume t,
U+_íqi.
r0rRecords

of the period note that the "Dead Rived'discussed
in the previous
chapter in the context of the smallpox epidemíc
of the early 17g0s, was named for the
massacre of a large inte¡ethnic camp ofAssiniboine,
cree and saulteux by the
Naudawesis sioux. writing in the laie 1790s,
John rr¡ãoonneu stated that the banks of
the Red were ritfle g":rpjgd except by the war parties. -"in"
Red River by John
McDonnell of the North west compañy (About
1797)," 26g-269.
ro2lb¡d.,

26g.

r'3Morton,
loaThe

A History of the canadian west to 1g7o-Tr, 4s1.

site was Dead River the "Rivière aux Morts.,,
New Light on the Earty
History of the Greater Noñhwest, The Manuscript
Joirnìàis or ntexander Henry and of
David Thompson, lTgg-1914, Volume 1, 41_44.
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of 1803' the Assiniboine "requested... to leave person
a
to summer with them, as they
did not like to go to the saulteur fort
[Pembina]."10s By the time of the selkirk treaty, the
cree who had once controlled the area occupied by
the fledgfing colony, agreed to
cede the land east of portage la prairie to the
Ojibwa.loo

As the saulteaux secured their hold on the Red
River, the trade in provisions
escalated to support the ever increasing numbers
of Europeans in the interior. Most of
the food supplied to canadian traders was brought
to the mouth of the winnipeg River
from the Assiniboine River as far west as the
eu'Appelle Valley.roT While food supplies
from the plains were provided by the Assiniboine
and the cree, highly mobile bands of
ojibwa trappers suppfemented the fur returns from
the Red River hinterland.los

A number of factors contributed to the spiralling
competition in the country west
of Red River in the mid 1790s. The plains were
rich in bison and the parkland still had
abundant beaver stocks. The HBC who had,
according to a senior trader, ,,carried on
this trade as if it was drawn by a dead horse,,1's
began to pose a serious threat to
canadian traders on the Assiniboine. E.E. Rich
noted that the HBC expansion ,,cut to
r.sArexander

Henry, Journar
March 1, 1g04, in New Light on the Earry
"nlry,
Histoty of the Greater No¡thwest, The
Manuscript Joumails of Alexander Henry and
of
David Thompson, lTgg-1g14 Volume 1,2gg.

l..provinciarArchives

of Manitob] {lr9r.e_aqer pAM) MG 2 A 1, serkirk papers,
W. Coltman to Selkirk, Red River , July 12, 1g17, gg14. '
to7The

pemmican trade from Fort L' Esperance
near the mouth of the
Qu'Appelle was well ensconced by the late17ri0s.
Morton, A History of the canadian
West to 1870-71, 4AZ.

Red River bv John McDonnefl of the Norrh
west company

(About
1oswiil¡am

Tomison

to James Bird, Edmonton House, Dec. 121lgs,quoted
ín
""y;li";i;rrut^"
A'M' Johnson,
"lntroduction," saskafcfiewan Journals
and correspondence, lTgs1802: Edmonton House, 1Tg5-1g00, chesterfietd
iiru,ta00-1g02, ><xvi.
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the heart of the Northwesters' system,, and the threat to
the pemmican supply ,\ruas
accepted as a menace all out of proportion to the furs which
he might trade."rlo
Although the HBC trade into the churchill River was still undermined
by
interdepartmental rivalry between York and Churchill, the
HBC,s success on the
Assiniboine move was driven from both York and Albany.111
complicating matters on
the Assiniboine was the "invasion" of independent traders
led by peter and David

Grant, known as the 'South Men' because of their exploits
in what became American
territory'112 The region came under more pressure with
the signing of Jay,s treaty in
1794'113 The result was an explosion in the number
of trading establishments on the

Assiniboine' Between 1793-94 and 1795, the number of posts on
the river grew from
nine to twenty-one.11a

As had been the case with the shift to the bison economy
on the northwestern
plains, the use of alcohol corresponded
with the rise in competition which grew to what

rroR¡ch,

The History of the Hudson,s Bay company, 1670-1gro,
volume

2,

1go.

tlrJohn McDonnell,

"The Red River by John McDonnell of the North
West
Company (About 1797)," 275. See also Mortô n, A History
of the Canadian West to
1870-71, 433.

"2Rich, The History of the Hudson's Bay company, 1670-1g70. volume

z,

1go-

.rttThe signing of-the treaty placed. Grande Portage into American territory and
led to the construction of Fort william and to the eventuãt
l.ir" of the American Fur
Company under John Jacob Astor. wilkins Campbell,
Tie Notth-west Company, 1og111.
tlaPeers

noted that nine posts were in operation in 17g3-g4.,
40. The larger
number is presented by A.J. Ray in his discussion of
the burgeoning bison trade. ráe
lndians in the Fur Trcde,130. A.S. Morton noted
that the N.w.c. strategy was to build
numerous posts to drain the resources of areas of competition.
A H¡sõty of the
Canadian West to 1B7O-71, 494,4g5.
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can only be termed absurd levels.lls As J.M. Bumsted
stated, there were limits to the
trade in material goods and Europeans were often
tempted to .move into non-material

addictive consumer goods, particularly alcohot and
tobacco.,,116 Motivation for the
Indian participation in the trade was characterised
by Duncan M,Gillivray of the NWC:
The rove of Rum Ís their first inducement to industry;
they undergo every
hardship and fatigue to procure a skinful of this ce'i¡ciouÃ
o"u"r"'gl,
Nation becomes addicted to drinking,-it affords a strong presumptionand when a
that they
wilf soon become excellent hunters.iìi

competition grew increasingly ruthless after the establishment
of the so-called
XY or New North west company after the breakdown
of the main canadian company,s
negotiations fora renewar of its charterin 17gs. rtwas
during the period of
unrestrained rivalry, from 1795-1805, that social pathologies,
particularly alcoholism
and violence, reached their peak. By the spring of
17g6, william Tomison on the
saskatchewan complained that his trade had dwindled
to nothing as his rival ,,sent out
a number of men with rum to meet the Indians and
debauch them from paying my
credits'"118 Records from the period competition
are marked by the high levels of

alcohol used to establish trade relations and as a
trade item itself. At pembina, the fur
trade/s journal for 1797-1798 indicated that rum was part
a
of every transaction, if not

ll5"John

McDonnell, "The Red River by John McDonnell
of the North west
Company (About 1Tg7)," 294-2gT.
rr.Bumsted

1l7Morton,

, The Fur Trcde wars: The Founding of westem canada, 37.

A

History

of the canadian west to 1g7o-71

,

4sg.

lrswilliam
co rresponde

Tomison to James swain, 26 April llgl,saskafche
wan Joumals and
nce, I 7 g 5-1 goz : Edmonton H ou se, r rgs-l doo, chesterfierd

1800-1802,57.

iir".,
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every encounter, with Indians.lls when the pembina post was closed
after the
amalgamation of the rival Canadian companies, Alexander Henry,
who had chronicled
the previous eíght years trade in the area,120 despaired the effect of
the ,,boisson.,,
When a Coutre Oreille man was stabbed fifteen times in the stomach
and chest and
ten days later a woman "put the muzzle of his
[her husband's] gun in his mouth and
blew the back part of his head away," Henry tamented, ,,Murders among
these people
are so frequent that we pay littte attention to them. Their only excuse
for such outrages
is that they are drunk."121 Later in his account, Henry acknowredged
the rore of

competition in the undermíning of Saulteux society:
I sincerely believe that the competitive trade among the
Saulteurs is the greatest
slavery a person of any feeling can undergo. A common dramshop
in a civilized
country is a paradise compared to the lndian trade, where two or
more different
interests are striving to obtain thegreatershare of the Indians,hunts...
Love of
liquor is their ruling-passion, and when intoxicated they will commit
ãny crime to
obtain more drink.122

Ïhe combination of inter-ethnic warfare, pressure from competing traders, and
alcohol
may have simply been too much for individuals to bare. Suicides, according
to John

tlsHickerson, "The
Journaf of Charles Jean Baptíste Chaboillez, 1Z9T -17gg."
276-293.
120Henry

had actually been in the trade since 17gz,seven years before the
beginning of his journal. New Light on the Early History of the Greater
Northwest, The
Manuscript Journals of Alexander Henry and of David'Thompson, 17gg-1g14
volume 2,
452, tn. 4.

t"

New Light on the Early History of the Greater Northwest, The
Manuscript
.
Journals of Alexander

Henry and of David rhompson, rrgg-1g14 vorume 1,42g.

l"New Light on the Early History of the Greater Northwest, The Manuscript
Journals of Alexander Henry and of David rhompson, lTgg-rgr4
vorume 2. 4s2.
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Tanner, were "not very unfrequent" among Indians.123
In his history of the HBC, E.E.
Rich recognized the destructive role of alcohol during
the competitive period of the

trade' According to the author, the use of rurn, particularly
by the canadians who ,,like
so many ravenous wolves seeking whom they may
devour'' toppted aboriginal suppliers
from their dominant position in the trade "as the
Indian became an eager buyer instead
of a reluctant seller."12a Even before the establishment
of the British distillery at york in
the early 1790s, the value of rum rose four times
in relation to its value in furs.12s A
decade later, at the height of the battle between the
Xy and North west companies,
the amount of rum imported from canada doubled
to over 20,000 gallons of double
strength rum.126
Because "spiritous Liquors
[were] the chief Article of the canadian Trade,,127
traders learned to use the substance to their maximum
advantage whenever possible.
After the amalgamation of the rival canadian companies,
Alexander Henry reported
that canadian double-distilled spirits were diluted
according to levets that the traders
could get away with. Among the Blackfoot, Henry
wrote:

we do not mix our riquor so strong as we do for tribes who
are more
accustomed to use it. To make a nine-gailon keg
of ríquor *" g"n"r"ily put in
{ou1or five quarts of high wine and fill tñem up,""itÀ water. For the Crees and
Assiniboines we put in six quarts of high wine, anJ
ror the
sauiåurs

e-iént o,.

t23Tanner,

A Namtive of captivity and Adventures of John
Tanner during Thirty
Yearc Residence Among the lndians in the lnterior
of North America, gg.
l2aRich,

The History of the Hudson,s Bay company, 1670-1g70.
vor. 2, 22g.

12slb¡d.

1261b¡d.,22g.
127lbid.,

476-4TT.
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nine quarts.128
He stated that access to traders and their alcohol determined
the strength of the mix

aboriginal groups could haggle for. Henry described the
situation among the emergent
Plains Cree:

They are fully as much addÍcted to spiritous liquors as
the Saulteurs, but
generally have no means of obtaining it. Those
only who frequent in" ,trong
wood country can purchase liquor and tobacco. Those
wno ¡nhaoit the plains
are a useless set of lazy fellows... Buffalo is their only object.
Although
passionately fond of liquor and tobacco, they stillwill
not resort to the woods
where they could procure furs to purchase tñose articles.l2s
ln addition to the ever increasing problem of alcohol
abuse among aboriginal

communities, contagious diseases came west with increasing
frequency. Along the
Albany River, an important route from the Bay to Lake Winnipeg
at this tíme,

,,a

great

and Uncommon Mortality" was delivered to the Cree in the
spring of 179s by a disease
which was unknown to the surgeon at Albany.l3o The
western posts of the HBC were

afflicted by an outbreak of another disease over the winter
of 17g5-g6. This disease,
characterised by "rheumatic pains" struck traders and
lndians alike and underscored
the weakness of the HBC supply network as medicar
supplies were woefulty
inadequate'131 outbreaks of the contaqious disease
came with an increasing frequency

l2sAlexander

Henry, Journar en!u, sept. 1s, 1gog, in New Light on
the Earry
History of the Greater No¡thwest, The Manus'cript journais
of Alexander Henry and of
David Thompson, lTgg-1914, Volume 2. 542.
r2elbid.,

s12-s1g.

130Paul

Hackett notes that the symptoms, which included the swelling
of the
tongue and throat, may indicate that the outbreak was either
diphtheria or scarlet fever.
Europeans were immune to the disease. 'A very Remarkable
sickness,,2sz.
r31Dur¡ng

the winter, the medical suppties at Edmonton, described
..
as ,,a litfle
worthless medicine-bo/'were exhausted by'traders and lndians
who came to the posts
to trade for medicines which were often unavailable because "medicines
of late years
has been very much curtaíled and I do not known for what
reason.,, The yearly trade

for
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during this period, striking down both traders and Indians alike.132
By the turn of the century, sexually transmitted diseases were common
among

plains communities. Edward Umfrevilfe's memoir, published in 17g0,
noted that
venereal disease was "very common" among the natives of Hudson's Bay.133
The
journal of Alexander Mackenzie, published a decade later,
stated that /ues venerea
(syphilis) among the Cree was "a common complaint, but cured by the
application of
simples, with whose virtues they appear to be well acquainted."lsa ln his
discussion of
the native people frequenting Fort Vermillion, Alexander Henry considered
that among
the Cree venereal disease was "common, and appears to be the p¡nciple cause
of
death, as they do not possess the knowledge of roots and other remedies which
the

medicines was estimated to be about 100 made beaver, "but this year there
will be

none." william Tomison, Fort Edmonton Journal, Jan. 12,1796. saskatchewan
Journals and correspondence, 1795-1802: Edmonton House, 1795-1g00,
chesterfietd
House, 1800-1802, 24-25. For references to the disease among the traders, see
lbid.,17-25.

rt2The

HBC Saskatchewan Joumals indicate that in addition to the outbreak
of
1795-96, episodes of what might have been ínfluenza occurred through the summer
and fall of 1797, the spring of 1799, when half of the men at Edmonton were
off duty
from a disorder in the head and the breast.', saskafch ewan Journals and
Conespondence 1795-1802: Edmonton Horrse, 1795-1800, Chesterfietd House,
18001802, 128, 161-167- The Journal of Alexander Henry made numerous references
to
coughs and colds and even to the possibility of tuberculosis between 1g00
and 1g03.
On the TB outbreak, Henry noted "they linger for a long time, get very lean,
and seldom
recover- This ... is the most common fatal disease among them." Thó author
stated
that the disease hit all ages and sexes equally. New Light on the Early History
of the
Greater Noñhwest, The Manuscript Journals of Alexanãer Henry ana or oav¡a
Thompson, 1799-1814 Volume 1,225.
r33umfreville,

The present state of Hudson,s Bay, lg.syphilis was reported
among the Mandan on the Missouri by David Thompson in 1T87. Saskatchewan
Archives Board (hereafter sAB), R.G. Ferguson papers, reel 2.gg1, ,,Epidemic
of
Tuberculosis among the plains Indians," 3.
ltosimples

are medícinal plants. MackenzÍe , Voyages from Montrealthrough
^
continent of North America to the Frozen

ocean ¡n tri¡gând 17g3. xcv.

the
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Saulteurs use."13s East of the Rocky Mountains, Daniel Harmon
reported that while
"The lndians in general, are subject to few diseases.
The venereaf complaint is
common to all tribes in the north."136 The presence of venereal
disease among the
inhabitants of the Missouri led the members of an American
expedition under the
command of Lewis and Clark to conclude that the illness
was of aboriginal origin.l3z

while the spread of sexually transmitted diseases was a common
feature in nativenewcomer encounters, the fur trade practice of sending
seryants to overwinter with
aboriginal groups to lessen the pressure on provisions
at trading tocations undoubtedly
eased the spread of the illness.138 The trading strategy
known as ,,en derouine,,,where
servants travelled to lndian communities to exchange goods
was no doubt another
means by which sexua[y transmitted diseases were spread.

ln his history of the HBC, E.E. Rich characterised Canadian
traders as *not
always over-scrupulous in their trade; at their best
and fairest they relied upon the large

.

.tttntw Light on the Early History of the Grcater Northwest, The Manuscript
Joumals of Alexander Henry and of David rhompss¡,
lTgg-lgl4, vorumez, s16. The
disease was common among the Assinibo¡ne who
had no remedies for it. Henry later
discussed the proliferatíon of the disease among the people
of the pacific northwest by
American traders after 1910, g36.
l36Daniel

Harmon, Sixfeen Years in the lndian Country:The
Joumalof Daniel
williams Harmon, 18oo-1 816, 2oo. In her study which
focussed on the positive side of
relationships between traders and lndians, sylvia van
Kirk concluded that while
venereal disease was a problem in Indian country, that "[iJts
extent, however should not
be exaggerated." sirvia van Kirk, "Many Tenderl¡es,'wïmen
in Fur_Trcde society in
westem canada, 16T0-1 g70 (winnipeg: university of
Manitoba press, lggo), 2T .
r37The

American explorers failed to realize the extent of fur
trade relations,
economic and othenryise, in the region. sAB, Ferguson pápers,
microfilm 2.391.
138At

Fort chipewyan, this practice continued until 1g12.parker,
Emporium of
the North: Fort chipewyan and the FurTnde to 183s,ì7.
s."
also A.M. Johnson,
"fntroduction," in Saskatchewan Journals ana
Conespondence, 17gs-1s02: Edmonton
House, 1795-1800, Chesþfüeld House, Ig00_1g02,,
xxvii.
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quantities of spirits, at their worst they debauched,
bullied and robbed.rl3s ¡n the case
of the Athabasca trade, particularly during the batfle
between Northwest company and
the breakaway XY company, this was an understatement.
The conduct of canadians in
the region prior to the creation of a monopoly in the trade
in 1g21,led to one

of

the

most repugnant chapters in the history of native-newcomer
retations in Canada. The
cycle of abuse began within years of the arrival of
Montreal traders in the area. tn
1786, a canadian trader recorded the beating of
a chipewyan with the flat of a sword,

"Mr' Pond told him that the country and the
Indians befonged to him & he would do with
them as he pfeased & no other person should meddle
with them.,riao ¡n his study of the
Athabasca trade, W.A. Sloan identified the violence
inflicted on the chipewyan a
consequence of their sobriety; what traders could
not gain from chemical dependency,
they secured with assault, murder and kidnapping.tot
The ecological rationale for the
chipewyan reluctance to enter the trade was founded
on the notion that commerce
jeopardized their traditional economic
cycle in a precarious environment. As Kerry
Abel
summarized, "the costs were simply too high."1a2
Canadian traders soon found ways to
overcome the Chipewyan aversion to commercial
trapping.
By the early 1790s, women who were taken from
their families to ensure

ttsRich,

The History of the Hudson,s Bay company, 1670_1gr0,
vorume

2,

1g6.

laosloan,

"The Native Response to the Extension of
the European Trades into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Båsin, 17ZO_1g14,"
291.
141rb¡d.

on the sobriety of the chipewyans, see Mackenzie voyages
from
,
Montrealthrough the continent or Nortn America io
the Frozen and pacificoceans,
ln his-journey inland in 1772, samuel Hearne noted
fYi¡
that ,,[qew of the Northern
Indians are fond of spirits, especialíy those
who keep a distance from the Fort.,, A
Journey From Prince of wales Fo¡t-in Hudson's
eay to thte Northern ocean(Edmonton:
Hurtig Publishers, 197 1), 272.
1a2fubel,

Drum Songs; Gtimpses
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Dene History, Tg.
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payment of debts were being sold to servants
for between five hundred to two
thousand Livres and, "if the father or Husband or any
of them resist the only
satisfaction they get is a beating and they are frequenfly
not satisfied with taking the

woman but their Gun and rent likewise.Dl4s The canadian
management of the trade,
unfettered by legality or morality, met initially with great
success. Canadian posts were
established on the Mackenzie River by 1795. The
chief canadian trader in the
Mackenzie, Duncan Livingstone, was highry regarded
by his peers, ,,[u]nder his
management these people were modelled anew and brought
under an impticit
obedience to the white's authority."laa According to
James parker, that authority
included in the Athabasca, "what can only be termed
a slave traffic in women.,,1as ln the
Fort chipewyan journal for the spring of 1800, James
McKenzie described the reaction

of traders to the killing of one of their own during the
liberation of a Montagner woman:

"' if any d-nd rascal of them deserted this summer with any of the Frenchmen,s
women, he and she would both lose their heads,
were we to give 200 skins as a
reward to such as would choose to search for them
and cut off their head.
They desired that we should trade no more womeÀ,
on
account. I told them
as we thought proper, for Ít was not theirbusiness
"ny
to prescribe

ffi:i:

i::19r0"

A few days earlier, the trader detailed the circumstances
leading to the sale of one of

r43sloan'

"The Native Response to the Extension of
the European Trades into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 1770_1g14,"
2gl.
144w'F.

wentzetto Roderick Mackenzie, Forks Mackenzie River,
March2T,
in Les Bourgeois de ra compagn¡e ai uoø_ouest, vorume gs.

1807 - Letter No.1 ,

I

,

rasJames

Parker,."Fort chipevvyan and the Early Fur Trade,,, proceedíngs
of the
Fort chipewyan and Fort vermiltion Bicentenniar
conference, eds. p. Mccormack and
R.G. lronsÍde (Edmonton: Boreal Institute for Northern
studies, 1990), 42.
ta6The

editor chose to end the entry here though the text
indicates that the
passage continues. James McKenzie, Fort chipewyañ
Journal, April 1g, 1g00, in Les
Bourgeois de ra compagnie du Nord-,ouest, vorumâ
gar_gag.
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the hostages of the trade. saurarda, a trapper arrived
at the post with his daughter,
"who had deserted in the course of the winter
from Morin at slave Lake in order to be
returned to her husband (Morin)." Mckenzie was
directed by the jilted trader to ,,sell her
to the highest bidder and debit Morin for the amount.,,Mackenzie
reported:
Two advantages may be reaped from this affair;
the first is that it will
assist to discharge the debts of a man unabre to
do so by any other means...;
the second is that it may be the means of thickling
some lecl-rerous miser to part
with some of his hoard. I therefore kept the *orän
to be disposed of in the
season when the peace River bucks rook out
for women, in the month of
May....tot
Morin's '!vife" was not compretery without options,
when the trader offered her:
first to Etier, then to Dusalon, and then to old Marcil,
she refused them alf three
"'she said that, as it was her fate to be bound to a Benchutaign-sl¡ni,she
should
as soon have her former Benchulaigh_slini,
Morin as any other. she has a
young ojijauke on board her frigatJon its
way to the worrd, but how far
advanced in the voyage, I have not enquired.i4s
The sale of Saurarda's unnamed daughter took place
as the trade in the Athabasca
descended into what w.A. sloan described as "profligate"
competition following the
entry of the XY Company into the region in 1799
and by the arrival of the HBC Ín
18o2'14s In the years between 1800 and 1806,
when the canadian rivals merged, fur

laTAgain

the passage which continues was abbreviated
by the editor. James
McKenzie, Fort chipewyan Journar, Aprir 9, 1goo,
in Les aouryeois de Ia compagnie
du No¡d-ouest, Volume 2, 3gS.
tÆlbid'

In her study that considered native-newcomer
relations in a positive light,
Sylvia Van Kirk remarked on this episode that "ln
the fur-trade wars Indian wives were
used.as pawns by rivals sometimes so desperate
as to oàbauch and intimidate each
"Manv renderries" women in Fur-rtaàe
society in w¿ri;; Canada,

1r:;[:ri;i39.."

'

totsloan, "The
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returns from the north plummeted.lso Liquor imports
increased from an average of
9,600 gallons in the 17g0s to over2l,ooo gallons in
1g03.1s1 willard wentzer
concluded that the decline of the trade was the result
of competition between the two

canadian concerns and, "partly, by the death of many Natives.,,152
wentzel added that,
by 1807, the trade had "almost totally abolishe[d] every
humane sentiment in both
Christian and Indian breast."1s3
Aboriginar popurations responded as best they courd
to the frenzy of
competition and violence. The chipewyan quit the
trade in large numbers from 17gg to
1806, turning to the questforfood instead of furs.lsaThe
Beaverin the peace River

country were able to resist the increasingly coercive
nature of the trade and ba'ed Xy

rso

lbíd. NWC fur returns from Athabasca dropped from
64g packs in 179g to
only 182 in 1803.
1s1The

second number is a combined total of 16,2gg for
the NWc and 5,000 for
the XY Company. After the merger of the two compet¡b;,
the level of alcoholwas
reduced to an annualaverage of g,700 gallons.
t;rbrt; The subarctic lndians and
the FurTrade,6g; MacGregor, peter Ficiler: canada's
rorgotten surueyor,14g.
ls2Wentzel

to Roderick McKenzíe, Forks Mackenzie River,
March 27,1g07.
Letter No. 1, in Les Bourgeois de Ia compagnie du
Nord-ouest, vorume 7, gs_g6.
ls3lbid'
ln addition to violence, disease was afflícting the
northern Indians
accompanied with great mortality.

ttosloan, "The
Native Response to the Extension of the European
Trades into
and Mackenzie Basin, 1770-1814," igã." withdrawalfrom
the
trade was
not an uncommon practice among aboriginal producers.
After the merger of 1g21,
large numbers of chipewyans turñed
to the quest for food. These people
became known as the "caribou Eater 1qãin
ciipewyan" *Àãì"i"rritory ranged to the north of
Reindeer Lake. oltlg orfojls of this group, see James
G.E. smith, ,,Economic
uncertainty in an "'original Affluent soèiety': caribou
and-car¡oo, rãt"iðn,p"wyan
Adaptive strategies,'^ Arctic AnthropologilS (1g7g),6g_gg,
and smith, .Local Band
organization of the caribou Eate¡ chip"*yan in the Eighteenth
centuries," The western canadian Journar or Antnropäìògy6 and Early Nineteenth
(1976), zz_go.
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company traders from their territory for three years.lss
The competition served to ignite
a number of inter-tribal hostilities. In addition to
the Beaver attacks on the Saulteaux in
the Peace country, the former began a campaign of
expansion northward down the
Mackenzie River into the territory of smaller Athapaskan
speaking nations.ls6 As the
frenzy for furs extended to the marginal areas of the
north, local populations were not
only threatened by both European and aboriginal
aggression, but were displaced into
an unreliable physical envÍronment. The results were
famine, disease and other.grim
consequences."lsT Colin Yerbury recognized the
connection between territorial
displacement and illness, "morbidity was the consequence
of the effects of disease
upon nutritionally weakened lndians who had been
displaced or migrated to a less than
life-sustaining biotic zone."158 starvation, disease
and violence characterized life on the
northern margins of the trade especíally after 1gOO.1se
Epidemic disease came with increasing frequency
in the north during the first
decade of the nineteenth century and combined
with hunger on such a scale as to

lsssloan, "The
Native Response to the Extension of the European
Trades ínto
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 1770-1814,"
iei.'
By this time large numbers of
lroquoís trappers were exploiting the resources of
the peace River for the North west
Company.
rs6lb¡d.

rsTyerbury,

The subarctic Indians and

the

FurTnde, 14g.

t-8lbid.
rseshepard

Krech, "The Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade
among on Arctic
Drainase Lowrands Dene, lBoo-1850,"
of Ãrth;;;;b;äR;Ie]."äär (1983),
126' See also, Yerbury, The subarctic .Journatr
tndians and the FîrTrade, 14g-150.The
climate
undenrvent a severe cooring period after the
turn of the century. see T.F. Bail,
"Historical and Instrumental Evidence of
Climate: Westem Hudson Bay, Cana da, 17141850," 70-71.
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have caused significant depopulation of the area by 1g11.160
tn 1go2,the year the
HBC established posts in the district, ten Beaver people
died of a ,,disorded, near Lake

Athabasca, causing many of the survivors to flee southward
to lle-à-la-Crosse.161 The
foflowing winter was so severe and game in such short supply
that the HBC abandoned
its outpost on the Peace River after an outbreak of
disease exhausted the company,s

meagre food reserves-tu' Adding to the turmoil, lroquois
trappers brought to the peace
River by the North west company continued to procure
rarge quantities of food and
furs for the canadians' The success of the lroquois on
the peace ousted the Beaver
from their command of the area and led to the expansion
of the latter northward into
territory occupied by less powerful groups.163
The combination of "severe and even homicidal rivalry"
for the trade, ruo the
shortage of food and the spread of infectious disease
was not confined to the peace

River' In the summer of 1803, Peter Fidler remarked that thirty-seven
of the chipewyan
from across Lake Athabasca had died and that those
who survived were not expected

16Yerbury
16rlbid.,

, The subarctic rndians and

the

Fur Trade, 13g.

74, 149.

r62lb¡d.

The disease on the Peace was characterísed by,,a
burning pain in the
mouth and the upper part of the stomach which prevents
them from t;k;"ä
nourishment and they linger to death.
";y
tutThe

XY Company was barred from the Peace at this time
by the Beaver. The
pressure placed on the resources of the Beaver
by the immigrant lroquois ãno tn"i,
patrons, the North west company, ted to their
enõroachment into the territory of fess
prominent groups in the north and to the hostilities
with the saulteux at Lesser slave
Lake' Sloan, "The Native Response to the Extension of the
European Trades into the
Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 17TO_1g14," Zg2.
16ayerbury

, The subarctic tndians and the Fur Tnde. 71.
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to supply his post with furs.165 The increased incidence
of disease may have been
related to greater population density around the entrepot
of the district, Fort

Chipewyan' ln the earty years of the century, James Macdonnell
reported over four
hundred souls at the Post.166 Disease was not the only
threat to the English trade. ln

october 1803, the HBC servants at chiswick House on Great
Slave Lake were able to
lure only three of the twenty-eight Chipewyan canoes
that passed by as they had been

threatened with death by the Northwesters if they traded
with the English.l6z
compounding the problem of harassment by the canadians,
chiswick had to import
food from the south as they had been forced to "the
necessity of Eating parchment
Skins this winter several times."168 Yerbury attributed
the paucity of swain,s returns at
the HBC post to the combination of starvation, large
scale mortality among the Indian
fur producers and the abandonment of the trade by
suryivors.16s
As the trade descended into a cycle of violence and despair,
rival traders turned

lutsloan,

"The Native Response to the Extension
..
the Athabasca and

of the European Trades into
Mackenzie Basin, 1T7O_1g14," 2gS.
l66Gillespie,,,The
Ethnohistory of the yellowknives,,, 20g.

lGTchiswick

was estahlished by Thomas Swain after the abandonment
of the
Peace River. Yerbury, The subarcticindians and the
Fur Tnde,73-74.The HBC men
were outnumbered by a margin of five to one by the
Canadians at this time, 71. See
also MacGregor, peter Fidter: canada's Forgoften sii.yor,1s2-1s3.
168Yerbury,

The subarctic Indians and the FurT¡ade,73. Through the period
of
competition, the English in particular were plagued
by inadequate food ãuppties. nrter
the famine of 1810-11, the company regutårryìmportäJ
frovisions. Ann carros, ,,The
Birth and Death of Predatory compêtition in ine
trlorttr American Fur Trade: 1g1o1821," Explorations in Economic History 19 (1gg2),163.
when the HBC invaded the
Athabasca in large numbers in 1g1s, twenty peopte
associated with the company
perished of starvatÍon. F.w. Wentzel to
Geoige keith, rort cnipevvyan, nrtãy-ze, 1g16.
Letter No. 7, Ín Les Bourgeois de la compagnie du
Nord-ouest volume
117.
r.syerbury
, The subarctic lndians and the Fur Tnde, Tg_74.

l,
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on each other with increasing frequency. The
best documented case of such violence
was the murder of the "North west bully James
King,,in a dispute with a young Xy
clerk, Lamothe, as the latter defended his furs.17o
Daniel Harmon, a Norwester, and
devout christian, described the intensity of the
conflict between the competing
Canadian interests:
ln a word the North west co. rook upon their
opponents the X.y. co. as
encroachers on their tenitories... if the truth
musi be totd, as tÀey ãÃ *"ak"r,
that they have not been in this country rong
enough to gain ,r.'h iàáting, *"
shourd wish to crush them at once
[emphalis Harmon,s¡... here a murderer
escapes the Gallows, as there are no human
taws that õan reach or- nuu"
effect on the People of this country. However
I understand they are, in England
"ny
about passíng laws which will equally affect the people
of this country as those
in the canadas or in any other part of the
British Dominion-as it is high time it
should be so, or most of us soon should have
cut one anotheds throats!171
The killing of King forced a response from the
colonial authorities . The canada
Jurisdiction Acf, though a flawed piece of legislation,
was the first attempt to impose
legal authority in the far northwest.lT'The passage
of the Act was an acknowledgement
by British authorities that the competition for
the trade had gotten out of control. The

aboriginal inhabitants in the interior had, by this
time, come to the same conclusÍon. ln
the summer of 1804, the chipewyan, long consídered
docile in their dealing with
traders, killed at least ten canadians in two incidents
near Fort chipewyan before

r7'Rich,

The History of the Hudson,s Bay company, r6T0_rgr0.
votume 2,229.

lTrDaniel

Harmon, swan River Department, october
16, 1g03, in sixfeen years
in lndian Country, 69-70.

,,

'.'..'o"cording to E.E. Rich, the Act made it possible ,,for rivals to arrest
each
other without warrant and to take them
to
¡¡'onireãi,
out
or
the
way
of
the
lndians,
9ow1r
for a year or two'" Rich acknowledged that
it was the first "serious effort to mitigate
the
known evif resurts" of competition.
Hittory of tie iuaror," Bay company, 1670_
1870. Volume 2,230.

in.
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abandoning the Canadian trade completely for two years.173
The combination of
lmperial law and Indian reprisals, prompted the Canadian
antagonists to come to an
arrangement in the trade.17a rn November, 1g04, a formar
merger amargamated the
rivals into a single entity.iTs In the words of Alexander
Henry at pembina:
It certainly was high time for a change on this
River. The country being almost
destitute of beaver, and other furs, ãnd the lndians
increasing oå¡rvlio. tn"
Red Lake and the Fond du Lac country ... by our obstinate
pä""Ëä¡"às, we had
spoiled the lndians ... our seryants of êverylrade
were getting extravagant in
their demands, indolent, disaffected toward tñeir employees...
I am confident
that another year could not have passed without bloodshed
between ourselves
and the Saulteurs.lTo

Although she stressed the depretion of fur stocks as
the cause, Laura peers
recognized that, by 1805, the entire western fur trade
was in crisis.iTz Aboriginal
hostility toward the traders was manifest in conflicts
throughout the country. on the

rT3Many

of the chipewyan reverted to the old strategy
trade' sloan, "The Natíve Response to the Extension of the of travelling to churchill to
European Trades into the

Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 1770-1814," 2gs-2g6'.
others shifted temporarily to
the HBC post at Great Slave Lake. see Yerbu
ry, The Subarctic lndians and the Fur
Tnde,74. On being informed of the killings, peter F¡dlei of
the HBC remarked, ,,should
it be true it is what the canadians had ricñly deserved{hey
are very severe with them.,,
MacGregor, peter Fidler: Canada's Forgoien Surueyoi,
157.
lTaAnother

factor in the peace was the death of one of the
key personalities in
the North west company, simon McTavish, "with
his dominating personality removed
the way lay open for conciriation." Rich, The History
oiinà Hudson,s Bay company,
1 670-1 870. Votume 2, 2iO.
lTsHeather

Devine, "Mile Macdonnell and the Decline of the
Northwest
Company," in New Faces of the FurTrcde: Selected pap'ers
of
the Seventh No¡th
American FurTrede conference, eds. J. Fiske, susan
dreeper_smith, and wiiliam
wicken (East Lansing: Michigan state university eress,
tisa¡, zss.
rTuThe

reference to the Indians leaving the Red Lake
and Fond du Lac country
is evidence of resource depletion in those tenitories. pembina
River post, January
1,1805, in ffew Light on the Early History of the
G¡eater Nofthwest, The Manìuscript
Journals of Arexander Henry and of Daiid rhompson,
lTgg-1g14 vorume 1, 2s6-2s7.
177Peers,

he Ojibwa of Western Canada,63_63.
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Assiniboine, Daniel Harmon reported that the post at
Montagne à la Basse had closed
its gates when surrounded by "about eighty lodges
of crees and Assiniboine encamped

about the Fort, who threatened to kill all the white people
who were in

it.,,17s

lf there was any respite for the inhabitants of the
Northwest as a consequence
of the amalgamation of the canadian trade, it was short-lived. posts
belonging to the
HBC' considered little more than a nuisance during the
murderous competition between
the Canadian concerns, soon became targets of the
united Canadian enterprise. In
1806, the HBC was forced to withdraw from the
Peace River.lzs The same season,

their post at Green Lake on the route from the saskatchewan
to the Churchiil was
destroyed by canadians.rs' what E.E. Rich called the "process
of terrorism,,, canadian
intimidation of HBC servants, continued for a least
a decade after the merger of the

canadian ventures-181 As hostilities continued in the north,
w.A. sloan noted that fur
178Daniar

Harmon, swan RiverJournar, Aprir 10, 1gos, in slxfeen yea¡s
in
lndian Country,87. By the end of 1805, the combination
of increased competition from
Americans, increased hostility with the Indians and diminishíng
returns lead the
amafgamated company to permanently abandon the
Misiouritrade permanen¡y. see
Masson, "lntroduction.," in Les Bouryeoß de Ia compàn;i"
du Nord-ouest,
85-87; And r'F- s-clriltz, "Brandy añd Beaver Pelts: AJsiniboine-European vorume 1,
Trading
Patterns, 1695-1805," 101. To tñe north, in the Assiniboine
valley, widespread hunger
was reported when the buffalo hunt failed. Atexander
Henry Journal, Juty 12,1g06, in
New Light on the Earty History of the Greater Northwest,
The Manuscript Journals of
Alexander Henry and of David rhompson, 17gg-1 g14
vorume 1 , 302.
lTeMaccregor, pefe
r Fidrer: canada,s Forgotten surueyor,149. w.A.
sroan
indicated that the HBC decided to abandon the pãace
River in lgos. *The Native
Response to the Extension of the European Traders
into the Athabasca and Mackenzie
Basin, 1770-181 4," 2gS.

1''Maccre gor, peter
Fidrer: canada's Forgotten surueyor, 122.
kiiling of Noiwester, Aeneas Macdonneil, at Eagre
_tu1.The
Lake in 1g0g is
presented at length to illustrate.Ti.!'t point.
He was t¡ileo wn¡le attempting to forcibly
seíze Indian furs bound for the HBc "w¡th pistofs
and drawn sabre.,, His kilter, John
Mowat of the HBC, was eventually seized'by the
NWc
a winter in irons, was
taken to Montreal to trial under thé auspicei of the
"nd, Jurisdiction
"ft",
Canada
Act, atactic
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returns for the Athabasca went "into a long and gradual
decline" after 1g06, the result

of exploitation, intimidation and disease.182 The cycle of
illness continued as it had prior
to the merger. In the far north, outbreaks occurred yearly
from 1g04 to lg0Z and
resulted in numerous deaths.ls3
ln addition to mortality resulting from illness, a macabre practice
appeared
among the smaller Athapaskan nations dislocated by the
turmoil of the trade; the killing
of female infants.lsa The first specific reference to femate
infanticide in European

journals occurred in 1807, when F.w. Wentzel
attributed the relative scarcity of women
among the Slavey on the Mackenzie River to:

which "completely neutralize the post under the pretence
of legal formalities.,,The case
was outstanding according to Rich, only for the iact that produced
it
a murder and a
trial in the east, "[e]lsewhere the process of intimidatíon
was repeated with details which
varied according to circumstances and personalities." The
History of the Huàson,s Bay
Company, 1670-1970. Volume 2, 274.
lu'"The

Native Response to the ExtensÍon of the European
Traders into the
Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 17TO_1g14," 2g7.
183For

rsaln

a discussion, see Yerbury, The Subarctic lndians and
the Fur Trade, 1o7.

the anthropological literature, female infanticide was
considered to have
been a traditional response to periods of extraordinary siress.
Records of the earliest
Europeans in the far northwest, those of Samuel Heame
and Alexander Mackenzie,
make no reference to the practice. David Thompson's
narrat¡ve indicates that
infanticide was practised among the chipewy"n, "¡t¡h" hãrosnips
the women suffer
índuces them too often to let the female infañts diè as
soon as born.,, The passage is
not dated. Travers in western North America, 17g4-1g12,1g2.
References to
infanticide also appear in Thomas Marthus' important stuåy
of the principre of
popufation first published in 1803. See T.R. tr¡ialthus,
,4n Éssay o, tnà ìririìge or
Population, or a View of its past and Present Effect on
Human Happiness: With an
Inquiry into our Proq?"f" Respecting the Future Removat
or Mitigation of the Evits
which lt occasions , 32-33. while infãnticide was practisáo
prior to the introduction of
the trade, it became increasingly frequent after the turn
of the nineteenth century. For
a discussion, see June Helm, "Female lnfanticide, rrropá"n
Diseases, and populatíon
Levels among Mackenzie Dene," American.EthnotogistT
lioao¡, 2sg-2gsand Krech,
"The Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade
on Arciic toùtano Dene, 1g0o-1gso,"
123-146.
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[]he custom they have of often destroying the female children when just born.
The only reason they give for this barbãrous custom, is that it is great
a
deal of
troubfe to bring up girls, and that women are only an incumbr"n"","ur"less
in
time of war and exceedin_gly voracious in time oiwant. This cruel practice
is
however wearing away. 1Bs
Rather than disappearing however, the practice continued well
into the nineteenth

century and led to significant disparity between numbers of men
and women in the far
north.186 The killing of children was, according to yerbury, an:

[A]daptive response among postcontact Athapaskans to maintain their
population in a stable balance with their food resources.
Given that they were
displaced into an area where they experienced cyclical reductions
in resources,
it is likely that migrant groups of Athapaskans coúld not permit
too many extra
mouths- Infanticíde and especially female infanticide beòame the primary
means
of keeping population down.187
The Slavey who practised the unfortunate "custom" noted by Wentzel,
were
under terrible pressure at this time. In addition to years of unrelenting
disease among

humans, Wentzel reported that, "[a] Distemper prevails among the
animals of which
they dye in great numbers-No less than three were found altogether
in one spot-The
Dogs who feasted upon them died arso."1s' rhe sravey were
disrocated by the
lsslnfant¡cide

was also noted among the Slavey up the Laird River. wentzel
to
Roderick Mackenzie, Forks of the Mackenãe, Mar. zi, läol. Letter
No. 1, ¡n ¿es
Bourgeois de la Compagnie du Nord-ouest, Volume 1, g6, g2.
186A

census undertaken at Fort Liard durin g 1823-24recorded a
total male
population of 154 while the total of females was oñly 133.
The disparity, accoroing to
the trader Edward Smith was"owing to the barbaroui custome of
the women destroying
the female chifdren..." yerbury, The subarctic lndians and the
FurTrcde, 1oz.
167For

a discussion of infanticide in the context of territorial dislocation,
see lbíd.,
156-159' The author stressed that infanticide was predominanfly
a historic adaptation
to the commercial fur trade, "For the prehistoric Canadian Athapãskans,
it seems
probable that there was not a significant imbalance between
population size and food
supply which made infanticide unnecessary,,' 164, endnote
o. see also Krech, 'The
Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade on-Arctic Drainage Lowlands
Dené, igoo1850," 135-137.
18sYerbury

, The Subarctic tndians and

the FurTnde,15O.
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chipewyan who moved into their beaver hunting territory.18s
The Beaver Indians. who
had earlier been ousted from the Peace River by the Cree and
the lroquois agents of

the Northwest company, displaced the Nahanne from their territory
on the upper Liard
River'1s0 The expansion of

the Beaver territory was violent, they attacked the Nahanne

"and 22 of the latter, including men, women
and children were barbarously
slaughtered-"1s1 Disease spread as inter{ribalviolence
raged, resulting in considerably

diminished trade-1s2 The sickness in the north during 1g06-07
may have been the
northern manifestation of a whooping cough epidemic that
had spread from Red River
to the columbia. This, according to Paul Hackett, "signalled
a new era in the disease
history of the Petit Nord during which whooping cough appeared
repeatedly following
pro

g

ressively

s

ho

rter nter-epi dem ic interva
i

ls.',1

s3

Hunger was a constant threat to all inhabitants of the far
north. ln the spring of

18sS'

Krech, "The Trade of the Slavey and Dogrib at Fort
Simpson in the Early
Nineteenth Century," 107.

ltoceorge

Keith to Roderick Mackenzie,
Compagnie
du Notd-ouest, Volume 2.6g.

Jan.7, 1Bo7,in tn Les Bourgeois de

Ia

rslKeith

to Mackenzie, Dec. 1, 1gog, in Les Bourgeois de Ia
compagnie du
Nord-ouest, Volume 2, 79.
tt2rbid.

1t'"A

very Remarkable Srbknesg"268.
.
Mandan on the Missouri,

when the dísease broke out among the
in 1806, the disease *"r ,"pãÉ"d to have killed one
hundred
and thirty people "old and young" in less than a month. "The
bodies remaining there
unburied until the stench. became so great that the surv¡voü;;;"
ã9i1ö;äì" remove
them." charles Mackenzie, "The Missóuri Indians: A Nanative
of Four i,- ding
Expeditions to the Missouri 1Bo4-lgos-1g06. Fourth r*feoition
1g06," in Les
Bouryeois de la compagnie du No¡d-ouest, volume 1, áT1-gr2.
During his tour among
the Mandan in 1806, Alexander Henry noted that the disease ,,a
kind of whoopingcough" killed primarily the old, the young and the infirm
on a daily basis. New Light on
tlte Early Histoty of the Greater Northwest, The Manuscript
Journals of Alexander
Henry and of Davîd rhompson, rrgg-rgr4 vorume r. s4B.
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lB09' Daniel Harmon reported that a number of canadians
at Great Bear Lake starved
to death and among those who pulled through the ordeal, ,,some
... ate their dead
companions'"1s4 Two years later, the failure of
the rabbit population and extreme cold

led to widespread starvation across the region.lss The periodic
starvation resulting from
the cyclical decline of the rabbit population in the
north underlined the poverty of the
environment for human subsistence. when combined
with the various effects of the fur
trade, the "coincidence of extremes"rs6 often proved
deadry.

The winter of 1810-1 1 was particularly horrible.
At the Mackenzie Ríver post,
"of four christians who were reft at the post
rast Fail,,, F.w. wentzer was the onry

survivor'rs7 Even the cree were reduced to the
most drastic measures to suryive.
According to one HBC account, " a southern woman (cree),
who was in such elitreme
want, that she dug up one of her own relatives,
who had been sometime buried, and

lsaMost

of the dead were free traders and were unable
to secure adequate food
supplies' Harmon's narrative continued, "...It is
not unfrequenfly the case, that the
surviving part of a band of the Natives, subsist upon
the iesn of their dead
companions, when compelled to do it for want of
other food, sutficient to sustain life. I
know a woman who, it is said ate of no tess than
fourteen of her friends and ielations,
during one winter-" Harmon, sxfeen years in the
rndian country,12o.
reswentzel
to Mackenzie, April 30, lg1 1. Letter No. 4, in Les
Bourgeois de la
Compagnie du Nord-ouest, volume l, 106-107. For
a discussion of the cyclical nature
of animal populations, particularly the ten year cycle
of hare and muskrat populations,
see Lloyd Keíth, Wildlife's Ten Year Cycle (Madison:
University of Wisconsin press,
1s63).
Krech, ,,The Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade
on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene, 1B0O-1gSO," 1gT.
1sGS.

lsTFrom

January 12th to March 11th the traders "lived upon
nothing etse but dried
beaver skíns'" over the winter the occup_anls of
the post ate over three hundred beaver
skins. wentzerto Mackenzie, Aprir30, ìg11. Letter
No. 4, in Les Bourgeois de ra
Compagnie du Notd-ouest, Volume 1, 1O6_107.
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fed for several days on this shocking repast."ls8 In
the Nelson River District of the HBC,
at least nine cases of famine related cannibalism were
recorded between 1g11 and
1915.1es

The situation in the aftermath of the famine of 1810-11
could best be described
as chaos' The continued scarcity of hares and fish
reduced fur returns to a trickle as

traders "have much ado to make sufficiency of provisions
for the winter.,,2oo The
outbreak of war between the united states and England
reduced the supply of trade
goods to the Canadians leaving them in an "almost
unsupportable situatio¡.,201 During
the winter of 1812, northern Athapaskans (either
Slavey or Dogrib) destroyed Fort
Nelson on the upper Liard River, killing five traders
and their families.2,2 George Keith
of the North West Company, was surprised by
the attack::

[N]o one ever entertained the most distant prospect of such an atrocious
catastrophe, particularly in that quarter... if äctíng and
entirely ínfluenced by the
motive of self existence or preservation, as theyÏave
subsequentfy loudly
proclaimed, their most heinous crime is, accordlng
to their ídeas,
l"ãrt, in

"í

198SAB,

R.G. Ferguson papers, microfilm reel R Z.Sg1.

tttThe deaths
were the result of the overhunting of both large game
and fur
bearers'. As large game disappeared, inhabitants
of thã north were forced to shift to
unreliable foods such as rabbits and fish. Robert grigntmãn, ,,Conservation
and
Resource Depletion: The case of the Boreal Forest
Ãrgàn-k¡"n, ," 124_12s.
2mceorge

Keith to Roderick Mackenzie, Bear Lake, Jan.
Bourgeois de Ia Compagnie du Notd_ouest, Volume
2, g7.

s,

1g12,in Les

.2o1Yerbury , The subarctic lndians and the Fur Trade,g1. The outbreak of war
caused considerable anxiety to the canadians whose
transportation corridor brought
them close to the fro-nt. See George Keith to Roderick
Mackenzie, Bear Lake, Nov. g,
1812,98, and John McDonald of éarth, Autobiograpnicar
Ñotes, ;2",-¡i't""äou4qeois
de la compagnie du Nord-ouest, volume 2. ln {gli,
sault ste. Marie was burned as
part of the hostilities and the canadians
were forced to provide armed escorts for their
ever diminishing returns, S4-SS.

202Krech,

"The lnfluence of Disease and the Fur Trade
on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene, 1BO0-19S0,"134.
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some degree palliated.

203

By January 1814, Keith reported that, "Athabasca
itself is dwindling down to nothing.,,

The district had been trapped out, the result of lroquois
overhunting, and the
inhabitants of the district courd take no more.2,a F.w.
wentzer stated:
lT]hey formed a _conspiracy last Spring to massacre all the Whites of
Fort
chipewyan and Big lsland, in the Þeaãe River, ås well
as Moose Deer tsland
Estabrishment at srave Lake... In this quarter,
anãut the same time the
Loucheux were near creating an
at
Fort
Good Hope on account of a
deficiency of beads at the pj,1.zos_uproar
According to

w'A' sloan, "[flur stocks indeed were depleted but the deciding
factor

was

the Indian intransigence.'206 In 1815, the North west
company temporarily withdrew
from the Mackenzie Basin, teaving what remained
of the trade to lndian middlemen,
particularly the Yellowknives, who briefly expanded
their territory at the expense of the

slavey and the Dogrib.2o7 As the canadians retreated
from the Mackenzie, the hostilíty
of the inhabitants of the region was such that their
retreat was described as made, .with
great hazard to our lives ...
[as the lndians] had formed the design of destroying us on

2otceorge

Keith to Roderick Mackenzie, Forks Mackenzie,s
River, Jan. 1s,
1814, in Les Bourgeois de ra compagnie du Nord-oie,i'q
votu^" 2, 12s_126.
2oaRegarding

the plan to expelthe lroquois from the Athabasca,
see
Karamanski, "The troquois and the Fur Trade of
the Far ñorthwest,,, 7.
2oswentzer

to Mackenzie, Great Bear Lake, Feb. 2g, 1g14.Letter
No. s, in Les
Bouryeoß de ta compagnie du Nord-ouest, volume
l,
1og-110. see arso yerbu ry,The
subarctic lndians a.nd the FurTrcde,81. At Reindeer
Lake, rumours circulated that the
chipewyan were plotting to destroy both the canad¡an
ano HBC posts there. Abel,
Drum Songs: Glimpses of Dene History, g1.
206stoan,

"The Native Response to the Extension
of the European Traders into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, lZTO_1g14.
ZgT.
207The

oognb.and sravey turned.the tide of their oppressors,
Gi¡espie, ,An
Ethnohistory of the yeilowknivei: A Northern Athapaskan'Tr¡be
," 214_21s.
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our way out."2o8
In addition to the threat of hostile Indians, the Canadians
were seriously

challenged on the plains. Pemmican supplies, vitat to the support
of the Northwest
brigades, were commandeered to support the recent arrivals
to the agricultural colony

at Red River.2os The scheme to establish an agrarian setilement
of the plains had been
part of a larger attempt for the HBC to revitalíze its
moribund trade after 1g10.rr0 The
"retrenchement" of the HBC led to the establishment
of a small agricultural community
to buttress its tenuous hold on the Royal Charter granted
a century and a half earlier.z11
Although the reorganization of the English trade proved successful
in the long term, the
emphasis on economy and efficiency in the trade led to a serious,
if temporary, labour

2osTheodore

J. Karamanski, Fur Trcde and Explontion: opening the Far
Northwest, IB21-1g52 (Norman: university of okrahoma press
töea¡, is.
20nTh¡s

was the ill-fated "Pemmican Proclamation" issued by Míle
Macdonnell of
the HBC on January 8, 1814- The escalation of violence that
ensued from the seizure
of the Canadian provisions is well-documented. See Bums
ted, Fur Tnde Wa¡s: The
Founding of Western Canada, 93-257. ln the north, the
HBC move was countered by a
NWC decree that ended cooperation between the companies
during times ot
starvation. Ann M' Carlos and Elizabeth Hoffman, "The North
American Fur Trade:
Bargaining to a Joint Profit Maximum ynder Incomptete tnformation
, 1go4-1g21,,
Journal of Economic History 46 (19g6), 9g0_gg1.
2101n

1810, the HBC almost conceded the entire trade to their
canadian
opponent' D. Francis, Battle Forthe West: The Birth of Western
Canada,11S. For
more on the crisis prior to the reorganization of the HBC, see
Carlos and Hoffman, .ïhe
North American Fu¡]r3le._Bargaiñing to a Joint Profit Maximum
under lncomptete
nformation, 1804-1 A21," 97 5-976.
f

211In

addition to the establishment of the Red River setflement,
the organization
of the HBC's finance.s in 1910 prepared the concern for
a new thrust into the
northwestern fur trade and in 1821, to its acquisition of the
assets of the North West
Company. Ann Carlos, "The Birth and Death Predatory óompetition
in the North
American Fur Trade, 1810-1921," 160_163.
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crisis'212 At Brandon House, the servants
mutinied.2lt In addition to the reorganization

of the HBC, the position of the canadians was
further undermined by the defection of
one of their own, colin Robertson, to the English.
Robertson, who quit the canadians
over their poor treatment of the Indians, became
a leader in the HBC,s batfle against

the North West Company.2la

By 1814, the HBC was ready to use force in their
opposition to the Canadians.
According to the London commíttee, "it is evident
that no success can be expected
until you are enabled to expel them by force."21s
In 181s, the company committed itself

to the invasion of the Athabasca as the "decisive
issue" in the batfle for the trade.216 At
Fort Chipevvyan, Ferdinand Wentzel boasted
that, for afmost a year, he was able to
repel an assault "by upwards of 100 men, 10
clerks and a superintendent bringing in 14
212uany

of the large numbers of servants who were laid
off were Íntegrated ínto
aboriginal communities and no doubt contributed
to the expansion of the Métis
population at the time. peers, The ojibwa
of western canada,66.
2r3Ed¡th

Burrey, servanfs of the H.on_ourabre company:
work, Disciprine, and
conflict in the Hudson's Bay company, 1770-1g7g,
22s-2g2.
21aFor

a discussion of Robertson's defection, see
shirley Ann Smith, ,,Crossed
swords: colin Robertson and the Athabasca campå
ig-n-,,, proceedings of the Fort
chipewyan and Fort vermitlion Bicentenniat conrereice,
eds. patricía Mccormack and
R' Geoffrey lronsides (Edmonton: Boreal Institute
for Northern studies, 1gg0), 69-74.
By 1810' a number of HBC personnel had come
to the conclusion that force was the
only way to win the fur trade war. ln the spring
of 1B0g William Autd reported, ,,nothing
short of armed men and these more numerous
than the canadians can bring or will
produce an increase in our returns."
MacGrego r, peter Fldler: Canada,s Fotgotten
Surueyor,173.

2lscarlos,

"f!9 Birth and Death of Predatory competition in the North
American
FurTrade: 1810-1921," 164. fn.25.
216R¡ch,

The History of the Hudson's Bay company vorume
2, s16. Even as the
HBC prepared for the invasion of the far northwest,
they offered their canadian rivals
the right of transit from York Factory to Lake
wnnipàg, a major gesture of conciliation.
carlos and Hoffman, "The North American Fur Trade:-Bargaining
to a Joint profit
Maximum under Incomplete |nformation, ßoi_l
aàì ;; g'ì:sez.
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loaded canoes full of merchandir".r217
The success of the Canadian trader was the result of more than business
acumen or even coercion. Half a world away, the massive volcanic eruption
of Mount
Tambora in April 1815 filled the atmosphere with so much deþris that
weather patterns
were affected around the gfobe. 1816 became known as the "year
with no summef,
and was, according to Tim Ball, one of the worst years in the historic
record.218 The

event brought widespread starvation and death to the subarctic.2ls
In the Athabasca,
almost one fifth of the HBC contingent which had "invaded" the district perished
from
hunger in the winter of 181 5-16.220 Survivors were forced to abandon
their new depot,
Fort Wedderburn, and a number of outposts in an attempt to ward
off starvati

on.z21

Daniel Harmon of the North west company estimated that the HBC
lost, ,,in fight and
by starvation", sixty eight men in the aftermath of the Indonesian
eruption.222 Included

in Harmon's estimate were those killed in the confrontation at
Seven Oaks. Although
the connection between the eruption of Mount Tambora and the
violence at the Red
217w.F.

wentzelto George Keith, Fort chipevvyan, May 2g, 1g16, Letter No. 7,
in Les Bourgeois de Ia compagnie du Nord-ouesi, vo'lume 1, 117.
218Tim

Balf, "The Year Without a Summer: lts lmpact on the Fur Trade
and
History of Western Canada," 1g6.

"tRoger Stuffling and and Ron Fritz, "The Ecology of a Famine: Northwestern
Ontario in 1815-17," in The Year Without a Summen Wîla Ctimate in
1g16, ed. C.R.
Harington (ottawa: canadian Museum of Nature, 1gg2), zo3-217.

-

to Wentzel, "[n]o less than 15 men, 1 clerk with a woman and
-22oAccording
child
died of starvation on the peace River..." wentzer to Keiih, Fort chipev,/ya;,
May ze,
1816, Letter No. 7. in Les Bourgeois de ta Compagnie du Nord-ouàst,
Vo,tum'e 1, 117.
221Part

of the hardship among the English may have been due to the
influence
of the Canadians in keeping the local inhabitánts from trading food
w¡tn tfre HaC.
Burley, Seryanfs of the Honounble Company, gZ.
2zzïarmon,

Novembe

r 23, 1g16, in sixfeen years in Indian country, I

gg.
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River in the spring of 1816 has yet to be integrated
into mainstream accounts of the
event,223 scholars such as Ball have argued
the climatic crisis may well have sparked

the confrontation.22a

The weather stayed extremely unpredictabte until the
end of the decade. On
the plains, a three year drought accompanied by cold
temperatures seriously affected
food and fur resources. Migration patterns of large game
such as the bison were
altered'225 Many perished from starvation.226 competition
for unreliable resources in
the wake of the volcano undoubtedly triggered several
violent outbreaks among

aboriginal groups. In December jg15, the sioux attacked
a group of thirty_four
Bungees south of Red River, only three survived.227
The environmental crisis on the
plains corresponded with a number of military
campaigns carried out by the plains

Cree' By 1817, they were at war against their former ally, the

Mandan.22s At carlton,

the hostilities between the Cree and the Blackfoot continued
as they had since 1g11.22s

"tsee for example Bumsted, "The Batfle of Seven Oaks,,,

The Founding of Western Canada, 1gS_152.

in Fur Trcde Wars:

22aBaU,,The

year Without a Summer: Its
lmpact on the Fur Trade and History of
Western Canada," 2OO-201.
22sFortunately

for the cotonists at Red River, the bison stayed close
by, as crops
failed because of the drought, the herds served as'a
ready alternâtive food supply.
Peers, The Ojibwa of Westem Canada.22.
226lbid.,

6s.

years earlier the sioux attacked another group
of Bungees and French
In the
of 1816, a group of Assiniboinã was attacked near Brandon.
3Plng
MacGrego r, Pete r Fid Ie r: Ca n ad a's F-org otten
S u rueyo r, 20g.
..227Two

canadians'

228The-long-standing

alliance between the cree and the Assiniboine broke
down
between 1817 and 1921. Miltoy, The plains C¡ee,62.
22sThe

war came to an abrupt end in 1819 when a simultaneous
outbreak of
measles and whooping cough attacked the combatants.
Decker, ,,Depopulation of the
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compounding the violence, smallpox broke out among plains
communities and resulted
in many deaths.23o
As war and disease raged on the plains, the scarcity of
resources in the north
led to numerous confrontations. North of Great Slave
Lake, a dozen Hare were kilted

by Dogribs in 1815.231 war raged between the Beaver
and the cree in the country
around the Peace River and Lesser slave Lake.232 In
septemb er 1g17, Daniel Harmon
reported an armed standoff at Fort Chipewyan involving
about one hundred chipewyan
by then considered, "a savage people; and they have
I believe, killed more white men,

than any other tribe in the North west country."233 The
foilowing year, the chipewyan
actually joined the HBC in the assault on the Canadians
on Lake Athabasca.2sa

Although the winter of 1815-16 was probably the worst
in its history, the HBC
was able to mount another assault on the Athabasca
the following year. The North
West Company rallied to meet the challenge by re-establishing
its posts on the
Mackenzie but by this time, the damage had been done.
According to w.A. sroan, the
aboriginal producers in the far north abandoned their
Canadian tormentors in large

Northern Plains Natives," 3g6.

ttoAbelwatetch,

Payepot and His People(Regina: saskatchewan
History and
Folklore society, 1959), 10-12. As was the case *ìtn õtn",
outbreaks of the disease,
the Missouri River served as the conduit. Trimble, "chronology
of Epidemics among
Plains Village Horticulturalists, 173g_lggg," 1g.
231Krech,

"The Influence of Disease on the Fur Trade
on Arctic Drainage
i
Lowlands Dene, IBOO-18SO,"

13g.

232yerbury,

The subarctic rndians and

"tHarmon, septembe r 1,
23awentzel

1g17, in

the

Furrrade.

gg.

sxfeen years in Indian country, 1g1.

to Roderick Mackenzíe, Great Slave Lake, April 5, 1g1g.
Letter No.
9, in Les Bourgeois de ta compagnie du Notd
ouest, võiime 1, 122.
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numbers, preferring the "less tyrannical" trade practices of
the HBC.23s While the shift
of the Athabasca Indians to the English was an influencing factor
in the outcome of the
fur trade war, the entire northwest was rocked by a final catastrophe
before the merger
of the fur trade rivals in 1g21.
During the years 1818-19, a simultaneous outbreak of whooping
cough and
measles across the northwest brought levels of mortality to communities
that had not
been seen since the smallpox epidemic of the 1780s.236
Ferdinand wentzel reported

that, "one fifth of the population of the country is said to have
been destroyed all the
way from Lac la pluie to Athabasca...',232
Arthur Ray noted that mortality among plains communities
may have been as
high as forty percent; 2400 Assiniboine perished in the Brandon
District alone.238 The
measles infection was particularly lethalto aboriginal populations.
The infection had
not been seen inland for seventy years, so that the effect
of the pathogen would have
been that of a "virgin soil" epidemic, where all ages were
equally susceptible to the
virus'23s A second factor in the deadly nature of the
outbreak is that the effects of the

23ssloan,

"The Native Response to the Extension of the
European Traders into
the Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 17TO_1g14," 2gg.
236Paul

Hackett noted that the disease episode marked the first multiple
compound epidemic in the north. The effect of ti're measles
outbreak, the firåt in
seventy years, was particularly severe. ,,A very Remarkable
srbkness,,, 224_2:7s.
237Wentzel,

May 23, 1820, Mountain lsland, Great Slave Lake, Letter No.
10, in
Les Bourgeors de ta compagnie du Nord ouest, vorume
1, 1go.

"gThe Indians ln the Fur Ttade,108. Paul Hackett's investigation showed that
in certain communities the death rate was as high as two{hirds
of tñe entire population.
"A Very Remarka b/e Slbknes s,,, 2T 5_276
z3slbid.,2Ts.
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disease are severely augmented in populations suffering from
malnutrition.24o The
years of environmental and military turmoil in the wake
of the Tambora eruption would
surely have served to increase both morbidity and mortality from
the disease.2al
Paul Hackett postulated that the disease may have spread to
the northwest
along two separate pathways. The first is along the canadian
trade route from the
Canadas through Lake Superior and west to Red River and beyond.
The first evidence
of the disease arong this route appears, according to Hackett,
in the summer of
1818-242 The spread of disease along the Canadian route
by the brigades was, by this

time, not uncommon and the diseases of 1818-20 were undoubtedly
passed along
trade routes by sick canoemen.243 The second vector for the epidemic
was the
Missouri River, possibly the main pathway for the spread of infection
into the interior.2a
The disease probably reached the Mandan on the Missouri early
in 1g1g.24s By spring
2ao

For a discussion of the disease, see J.A.H. Brinker, ,,A
Historical,

Epidemiological and Aetíotogicalstudy_of Measles (Morbilli;
Rubeola),,, proceedings of
the Royal Society of Medicine, 31(1938), 807-828. òn the relationship
between hunger
and the severity of measles, see D.C. Morley, "Nutrition and
lnfectious D¡sease,,,¡n
Drsease and Urbanization: Symposia of the-society forthe
Study of Human Biology,
Volume 20, eds. E.J. Clegg and J.P. Garlick (Lonáon: Taylor&
Francis, lggo), 37-3g.
241Peers,

The Ojibwa of Western Canada,65_66.

'ot"A Very Remarkable Srbkness,,, 276-2g5.

.. 'otT.he brigades often continued to travelwith infected voyageurs, spreading
disease quickfy into the isolated posts in_the interior. July 2g,
ßoq-, The ltianuscript
Journals of Alexander Henry,247-248. on the role of tnó nrigaoes
in the spread of the
1818-20 epidemics, see Decker, 'we shoutd Never ae egain
the same peopre,,, 1oo.
24The

Missouri was the route for the spread of infection of the
Canadian
northwest for at least fou¡_major smallpox outbreaks which occuned
in the 1730s, the
1780s, the 1830s, and 1g6g-70. Hackett ,'A vetyr Remarkable
,
sickness,,,27T.

'4tlb¡d., 286. lt should be noted that many of the communities on the Missouri
were still recovering from the limited smatlpox eþioemic of 1g16.
Trimble, ,,Chronology
of Epidemics among plains Village Horticulturalists, 173g-1g3g,"
1g.
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the disease spread to Brandon House then downstream to the struggling
colony at Red
River by June 1819.246 As the disease spread to the northwestern plains,
the infection
led to a temporary truce in the war between the Cree and the Blackfoot,
as one third of

the latter were reported to have succumbed to the disease.2az
By fall, the epidemic reached the Athabasca, leading Ferdinand
Wentzel to

conclude that the disease had been spread by the newly arrived
German setgers at
Red River.2a8 Peter Fidler of the HBC attributed the outbreak to the
Norwesters. ,on ln
keeping with the acrimony surrounding the dying days of the
fur trade war, the forty

deaths at Lac La Biche and Lesser Slave Lake were attributed
by the Canadians to a
plan by the HBC to intentionally spread the disease.
Gertrude Nicks described the
rumour as an act of desperation among the Canadians, "as a means
of commanding
loyalty through fear."25o

Hunger compounded the direct effect of the pathogens. On the peace
River,

the HBC surgeon William Todd reported that those who were not
debilitated by the dual
outbreak were frustrated in the search for food by their symptoms, ,,the
whole of their

2a6Hackett,
2aTüllloy,

"A Very Remarkable Sickness,,. 2g7.

The plains Cree, gZ.

2asWentzel

to Roderick Mackenzie, May 2g, 1il2o,l\Ãountain lstand, Great
Slave
Lake, Letter No. 10, in Les Bouryeois de Ia Comp,agnie'du No¡d ouest,
Volume 1, 1go.

In her analysis, Jody Decker stated that the Canadiãn trader
was not complátety wrong.
Many of the settlers were forced to disburse because of a
locust infestation. They may
have eased the spread of infection. 'We Should Never Be Again
the Same people,,, g1.
2asHackett,
"A Ve ry Re ma rka b/e Srbkness,,, 2ZT .

'scertrude Nicks stated that while the Canadians capitalized on the outbreak to
control the allegiance of their producers, ''it seems strange that
they would be willing to
endanger the fives of their hunters and also lose their fui returns.,,-Demogrcphic
Anthropology of Native populations in western canada, 1go0_lgr5,
so.
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caution in approaching an animal being rendered abortive
by a single cough.,,2s1 Food
procurement was hindered in other ways.
some, such as the swampy cree at

cumberland House, were "totaily incapacitated from hunting
by sickness.,,252 others
quit hunting out of custom, the result of the prohibition
on hunting as a mourning
practice.2s3 At Fort Resolution, the fishery
failed in December 1g19, worsening the

effect of the measles and diminishing what returns remained.2so
while some survived
"on bits of skin and offal, which remained about
their encampment,,,others were not so

fortunate' The journal of Dr. John Richardson, a member of
the ill-fated Franklin
overland expedition to the Arctic coast, reported that one
woman was ,,reduced to feed
upon the bodies of her own family to prevent actual starvation,"
while another, ,,had
been the principal agent in the destruction of severat persons,
amongst the number her
husband and nearest reratives, in order to support her
rife.,, 2ss
George simpson noted that among the chipewyan Ín
the Athabasca. the
diseases "carried away whole bands, and they are now
dispersing in all directíons,
hoping that a change of residence may arrest the progress
of the contagion.,,2su The
2sryerbury

, The subarctic tndians and

the

Fur Trcde,gz_gg.

"2SAB, R.G. Ferguson papers, microfilm ree12.391.
2s3yerbury,

The subarctic tndians and the Fur Tnde, gg.

tt4lb¡d.,

eo
following year the fishery at Great slave Lake failed,
leaving
the HBC trader, Mr' lre
Mcvicar, "under very serious apprehensions of the miseries
of
famine'" George simpson, December ßzo, in ,louinat
otf occunences in the Athabasca
Department by George Simpson, 1820 and 1821, and
Reported. E.E. Rich (Toronto:
The Champlain Society, 1939), 200.
2stSAB,

R.G. Ferguson papers, reet2.391.

"6The editor, E.E. Rich, wrongly attributed the cause of the mortality to
smallpox. George simpson, Athabascã Joumal, october
13, 1g20, in Journât ot
occur¡ences in the Athabasca Depaftment by George
simpson, I gzo and 1g21

.
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pattern of dispersal also occurred among the eastern
Chipewyan. At Reindeer Lake,
Hugh Leslie, the HBC factor recorded the avoidance strategy
of a group hunting near
the cree territory to the south, "having heard of the sickness
that was among the later

[cree] altho none of them caught the infection it frightened them so much they
went

in

the winter too great a distance to the northward to kill
anything but Deer.,,2sz The

Beaver people on the Peace River suffered "great mortality,,for
two consecutive
years'2s8 F'W' WenÞel's report from Great
Slave Lake in the spring

of lg2oplaced

the

turmoil in context, "the Natives are so much disorganized
in the Athabasca, that if they
are in the same train of living in other parts of the North-West,
it will be not too much to
say that the fur trade is ruined for some years to come.,,2se

Even as disease, starvation and the well-documented paramititary
conflict
between the rival firms and their aboriginal agents contÍnued
in the hinterland,
negotíations toward an end to the fur trade were underway.2uo
The machinations of the
antagonists in the interior, though undoubtedly significant
to the outcome of the
struggle, may have been overstated. ln their focus on
the European combatants,
studies such as Bumsted's Fur Trade [,,[/ars have ignored
the environmental and

Report,81.

".ttne dispersal o-f tlre Chipewyan to avoid contagron may have contributed to
the development of the distínct group known after 1821
tn" Caribou Eater
chipewyan. James G.E. smith, ;Locäl Band organization"1of
the caríbou Eater
Chipewyan in the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries,,,
The Western Canadian
Journal of Anthropotogy6 (1976), gO.
2s'yerbury

, The subarctic rndians and

the

Fur Trade, 150.

2sswentzerto

Roderick McKenzie, May 29,1g20. Letter No. 10, in Les
Bourgeois de la Compagnie du Nord Ouesf Volume 1.127.
260cartos,

"The Birth and Death of Predatory competition
in the North American
Fur Trade: 1810-1821," 191.
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biological forces that red to the monopory in the trade. By 1821,
when the finar
agreement was completed, the Canadian northwest was in social,
demographic and
environmental crisis. For decades the Canadians in particular,
carried out a scorched
earth policy with regard to animal resources.2ul The climatic
disaster resulting from the
eruption of Mount Tambora, and a catastrophic outbreak of
disease, created the
conditions where the environment and people of the northwest
simply could not support
the level of exploitation resulting from the competitive trade.
The downsizing of the
trade in the years after the merger was more than simpry the
miserry poricy of a
nevwound monopoly. Both the inhabitants of the interior and
the environment that they

depended upon had been pushed to the brink of a disaster.
In the years following the merger, the HBC worked to
replenish denuded fur

supplies and attempted to manage the movement of people
and resources in its

domain' lt curtailed, and eventually prohibited, the flow of alcohol
into large portions of
the interior.262 In the decades prior to the acquisition of the
northwest by the Domínion
of Canada, the HBC attempted to control the spread of
disease among the people of
the northwest. The eventual success of the colony at Red
River, part of the wider
phenomenon of the westward expansion of European
setflement, lead to qualitative
changes in the aboriginal societies of the northwest.

2olAccording

to A.J. Ray, "whole territories had been laid waste and
the
resource base of the fur trade, and the food supplies of the
Indians had been seriously
undermÍned in many sections." A.J. Ray, "somà'conservation
schemes of the
Hudson's Bay company, 191-s0: An Examination of the problems
of Resource
Management in the Fur Trade," Joumal of Historical Geographyl
(1g7s), so.
262M¡nutes

of council, Northern Department of Rupert Land,
1g21-1g31, ed. R.
Harvey Ffeming, ed- (roronto: The champrain society, lö+o¡,
zzo.

Chapter 5: "Ruled with an lron Rod"1: Hunger, Disease, and the
Northern Fur Trade
during the Hudson's Bay Company Monopoly, ìeZt_tgOe.
The consolidation of the rival companies in 1821 ushered
in a new phase in the
history of the Canadian northwest. ln the words of A.S. Morton,
the tempest that had

raged, "dwindled to a calm" with the union of 182L 2 With
its charter renewed and,
temporarily, without serious opposition for control of the
trade, the HBC served as the
de facto government of the territory that became western
Canada.3 Although its

monopoly was gradually eroded, the result of population pressure,
the westward
expansion of the settlement frontier and a combination

of internal and extemal

criticism, the Company ruled the territory for half a century,
until it was annexed by the

new Dominion of Canada.
For the inhabitants of the northwest, the end of the fur trade
war came not a
moment too soon. Decades of violence, substance abuse
and epidemic illness

combined with severe game depletion to bring many communities
to the point of

disaster' During the dual outbreak of whooping cough and measles
in the years 1g1g20, the death toll was estimated to be from twenty to twenty-five percent
of the entire
aboriginal population "from Lac La Pluie to the Athabasca."4
ln his survey of epidemic
1W.F.

Wentzel, Report for Mackenzie's River, March 1,1g24, Letter No.14,
in
du Notd ouest vorume 1. 1so.

Les Bourgeois de Ia compagnie
2A

History of the Canadian West to 1g70_71,690.

3For

a discussion of the Company's fegal basis for governing, see
Frank ïough,
Aboriginal Rights Versus the Deed or súrrenãer: The r-egát
Rights óf the Native
Peoples and canada's Acquisitíon of the Hudson's Bay
cämpany Tenitory,,, prcirie
Forum 17 (1992), 2ZS-25O.
4F.w. wentzelto
R. McKenzie, May zs,1g2o,Great slave Lake, Letter No.
10,
in Les Bourgeois de ra compagnie du Notd-ouest, vorume r, 130. The higher
ggttmale of mortalíty is for plains populations. Decker, "Depopulation of the Northern
Plains Natives," 391. Both Europeans and "Freemen" (usually
mixed bloods) shared at
least partiaf immunity to the measles epidemic. Though some
of the latter caight the
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illness in the fur trade, Paul Hackett noted that the level of
mortality of 1g1g-20 rivalled
that of the 1780-82 smallpox epidemic and o-ther unchecked
virgin soil epidemics.s
Animal populations, too, had been severely depleted during
the years of fur
trade rivalry. In its dying years, the Canadian fur trade had
become essentialfy a
"scorched earth" policy as producers were pressured
to trap every possibte pelt, without
regard for the long term consequences for the survival of game
supplies or the welfbeing of the hunters who procured them.6 As the Nolwesters
and their producers
denuted wildlife populations for fur and food in an increasingly
desperate attempt to
remain commercíally afloat, species were hunted to near extinction
in many areas of
the northwest. when the Hudson's Bay company met fire
with fire in the waning years
of the struggle, conducting a milítary and commercial offensive
against their long{ime

tormentors, the Canadian enterprise buckled.

Ïhe victory of the HBC was hastened by chance events half a world
away. The
eruption of Mount Tambora spread so much ash through
the atmosphere that it
precipitated a global climatic disaster in 1816, "the year
with no summer.,,7 In the
north, the climatic crisis triggered by the fallout from the volcano
brought widespread
famine to the land and people already weakened by several
decades of deteriorating
disease at Lesser Slave Lake, none died, a stark contrast
to the many lndians in the
area who perished. Nicks, Demogrcphic Anthroporogy of
Native eopîtatiòis in
Western Canada, 1 8OO-l g7S, 60.
sHackett, "A
Very Remarkable Sickness,,,27S.
oAmong

the first of the conservation measures imposed by the
monopoly HBC
were, the prohibition in the trade of summer beaver pelts
and the control of castoreum
and steel traps. see Rích, A History of the Hudson,i Bay
company, toio_taio.
Volume 2.471.
TFor

an extensive discussion of the global nature of the phenomenon,
see c.R.
Harington, ed., The yearwithout a summep world climate
in 1g16.
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climate and environmental degradation. While Tambora's
effect probably led to the
deaths of fifteen employees of the English concern through
famine,B it was a
significant, if not decisive, factor in the crippling of the complex yet
vulnerable supply
network required to support the army of Canadians operating
in the interior.s The
compound epidemic of measles and whooping cough,
in addition to the hardship
wrought by the global environmental crisis triggered by Tambora,
spread hunger and
death from Lake superior to the Mackenzie delta and may
well have broken the back of
the Canadian Fur Trade.
The country that the HBC inherited in 1821 was in social
and envíronmental

ruin' Fur bearers were hunted to near extinction across the once disputed
territory.
Arthur Ray described the environmental conditions at the
time of the merger, ',whole
territories had been laid waste and the resource base of
the fur trade, and the food
supplies of the Indians had been seriously undermined
in many sections.,,10 ln the
Athabasca, the beaver had been largely exterminated by
lroquois hunters in the employ
of the North west company and, by the 1g20s, rarge game
such as moose, caribou
and bison were also rare.11 on his inspection tour in 1g2g,
George simpson was
sBurley,

Seruanfs of the Hononble Company: Work, Discipline, and
Conflict in
the Hudson's Bay Company, ITTO_1g7g, gT.
eThe

estimated workforce of the North west company in 1g1g-1g1g
was over
900 employees, the vast majority of whom were French
öanadian. The number of HBC
employees at the time was over g00. D.w. Moodie,
B. Kãye, v. Lytwyn and A.J. Ray,
"Peopfes of the Boreal Forest and Parkland,"
in Hisioricatt Ailas of-Canada. Volume 1,
ed. R.c. Harris (foronto: university of roronto press,
rce4, prate 6s.
toRay, "some
conservation schemes of the Hudson,s Bay company, 1g21_s0:
An Examination of the probtems of Resource Management in
the Fur Trade,,, s0.
11Krech, "The
lnfluence of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene, 18oo-1850," 192-193. For a discuss¡on
oiinä áä.1'¡äiwäoo bison
in the Athabasca, see Yerbury, The subarctic lndians
and the FurTnde,133-134. The
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"appalled" at the condition of the Nelson and Lower
Churchill Districts as ,,he did not
see a solitary vestige of beaver and he could see no
remedy save to forbid beaverhunting there entirely for the next five years."12

while the state of game supplies across the country brought
the HBC to impose
what many in the territory perceived to be draconian prohibitions
on the fur harvest, the
Company was strategic in its selection of conservation
areas. only where fur
production could be realistically curtailed and
the monopoly secure, were controls
placed on the depleted resource.l3 In the relatively
isolated but game depleted country
surrounding Lesser Slave Lake, producers were coerced
into leaving as traders, ,,threw
out [the] visiting Beaver without even the common courtesy
of providing them with a gift
of tobacco."t4 ln other areas where the monopoly
"rang hollow,,,such as the plains and
parklands, the Company was faced with competition
from free traders and American

interests' In those areas, aboriginal producers were encouraged
to trap areas out,
leaving a fur-denuded buffer arong the margins of HBC
territory.ls when a quota

shortage of macrofauna continued in the Athabasca
for decades. In the spring of
1839, traders at Fort Dunvegan dispersed the starvinj
nrnt"r, who had gathered there
"to seek smail game since they cannot.get
access to iarge..." G. Nicks, Demographic
Anthropology of Native popurations in westem

canadai taoo_tgrs,

sl.

ttThe area
would soon be rehabilitated for the trade as a major
source of low
value muskrat fur. Rich, A History of the Hudson's aay
còmpany, volume 2, 471_472.
ttRay, "periodic
shortages, Native welfare, and the Hudson,s Bay
company,
1670-1930," in The Subarctic Èur Trade: Native
Sociat and Economic Adaptafions, ed.
shepard Krech, (vancouver: university of British corumbia press),
6.
14ln

1836, the cree trappers at Dunvegan were turned
away from the post and
sent to Lesser Slave to reduce interethnic tens¡on in
the area and to avoid the
overpopulation of the district. G. Nicks, Demognphic
Antiropology of Native
Populations in Western Canada, t AOO_|gZS, á1.
1sPeers,

The Ojíbwa of Western Canada, 103.
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system was ¡ntroduced by the HBC in 1826 to manage
the beaver harvest throughout

the country, border areas such as Rainy River, Red River
and the saskatchewan were
exempted from the plan.16 In the southwest, Peter Skene
Ogden's expedition to the

snake River was ordered, "to hunt as bare as possible all the
country south of the
Columbía and West of the Mountains.,,lz

Areas faced with competition, particularly from the growing
number of American
traders along the southern frontier of British territory, were
also exempted from another
HBC edict that had important ímplications for aboriginal
communities, the prohibition of

the trade in liquor. The HBC curtailed the flow of alcohol
to the interior soon after the
merger'18 ln 1822, the Northern Department Council directed
that the flow of afcohol to
the interior be reduced by fifty percent. 1s ln isolated areas,
it imposed a strict ban.20 In
1826, the Company prohibited the trade in alcohol in the
Districts of Athabasca,

Mackenzie and English River, eliminating the sanctioned
flow of alcoholto fur
16To

support the "nursing" of the fur resource back to health,
Simpson sought to
increase the trade in Districts such as the Saskatchewan
where many or tn" furs in the
trade originated in American teritory. Ray, "Some Conservation
Schemes of the
Hudson's Bay Company, 1821-50: An Exãmination of the problems
of Resource
Management in the Fur Trade,', SS_57.
17Barry

Cooper, Alexander Kennedy lsbister: A Respectable
Critic of the
H..onourcble company (ottawa: carreton ùniversity press,
19gg), 22. skene,s

directives were described as "a sort of a 'scorched stream' policy
designed to denude
the country and render it unprofitable and hence unattractive
to the Americans.,,
Glyndwr williams, "rntroduction," in peter skene ogden,s
snake co,urit,y Jiirnats
1827-28 and 1B2B-29 (London: Hudson's Bay Recãrd
society, 1971),xív.
tust¡pulations "for
gradually diminishing or ultimately preventing the
sale or
distribution of riquors to the Indians and promóting their
morar and rerigious
improvement" were included in the HBC3 charteirenewal.
Mort on, A-H¡story of the
Canadian West to l870-71.640.
lelb¡d.
20R¡ch,

A History of the Hudson's Bay company, vorume 2,477-4Tg.
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producers and company servants beyond cumberland
House.21
Not all of the changes to societies in the northwest after the
merger were the

result of company decree. The depletion of macro fauna across
the borealforest by

the 1820s was such that wholesale changes in subsistence strategies
were adopted by
northern hunters.22 For many, fish and hares became necessary, precarious,
if
food
staples'23 Hares were an unreliable food source because of
the extreme fluctuation in
their population cycle. Even in times of plenty, the paucity body
fat in hare meat for
most of the year led to a common believe among northerners
that an individual could

21fbid. ln 1824-25,
Chief FactorJames Leith at cumberland attributed the
decline in his returns to restrictions the Company had placed
on the trade in alcohol.
Peers, The Oiibwa of Western Canada, 102. Paul Thiifle's study
of the Cumberland
trade notes that producers continued to demand alcohol though
lts d¡stribution was
officially banned. lndian-White Trcde Retations in the Lower
Saskatchewan River
Region to 1840,91-92.
22The

severity of game depretion by the earry lgrh century was such
that,,an
unquestÍoned assumption of environmental severity-" developed
ämong
scholars
who adopted the view that even the pre-contact environmeni
"orà severe.,,
was "inhãrenly
For a discussion and critique of this view, see Krech, .Disease,
starvation, ánd
Northern Athapaskan Social Organization," American Ethnologisf
s (197g),
m.
depletion of large game was not limited to the northwest.
ln the boreal foiest of
northern ontario, one trader described environmental conditions
after the merger as
"iterly distitud for animals and sole depend on fish
and Rabbits (sic), ano an lndian in
this quarter must depend on his Hook or his snare...,, E.s.
Rogers,',lcultural
Adaptations: The Northern Ojibwa of the Boreal Forest 16Z0-1ggo,,,,in
Bonat Forest
Adaptations, ed. Theodore J. steegman (New york: plenum press,
lgg3), 10g fn. 2g5.

ill.

23The

shift from large game to fish and hares was a phenomenon
common
across the subarctic in this period. See Yerbury, The Subarctic
Indians and the Fur
Trcde,144; Peers, The ojibwa of westem canada,l6s-166 and Rogers, ,,cultural
Adaptations: The Northern ojibwa of the Boreal Forest 1620-19g0,"
1ó9_1'11. see
also, E.s. Rogers and Mary B. Brack, "subsistence strategy
in the Fish and Hare
Period, Northern ontario: The weagamow ojibwa, lggo-1g20
,,, Joumal of
Anthropologrbal Rese arch 32 (1976): 1-43. For a discussion
of hare population cycles
see Lloyd B. Keith, Wildlife,s Ten year Cycte.
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"starve to death on rabbits."24 For those forced to rely on the fluctuating populations
of
small game with questionable nutritíonal value, famine was a constant
threat. Shepard
Krech described the circumstances which resulted in the precarious
lifestyle of those

dependent of rabbits, "prior to the onslaught of epidemic diseases,
famines may not
have prevailed and starvation may have remained a hypothetical specter,
not the
recunent rule."25 The advent of epidemic illness, game depletion,
and cycles of
recurring famine were, according to Krech, essentially post-contact phenomena.
In the
far northwest, the cyclical nature of scarcity and plenty brought hunger
and death to
populations at regular intervals when rodent populations collapsed.26
J.C. yerbury has
written that hunters in the far northwest suffered from starvation in
the late winter and
early spring on a yearly basis until the 1840s." The cruel handmaid
of starvation was

disease, which, in the case of the far northwest, has been direcfly
correlated with
hunger.28

24E.S.

Rogers and James G.E. smith, "Environment
.
and Mackenzie Bordertands,"

and culture in the shield
in Handbook of North American lndians, Volume 6,
Subarctic ed- June Helm (Washington: Smithsonian lnstitution press,iggl),
13s.

2sKrech, "Disease,
Starvation and Northern Athapaskan Social Organization,,,
7J8. For a critique of this víew, see John W. lves, A Th'eory of Athapaskan prehistory
(Calgary: University of Calgary press, 1g9O), 144.
26ln

far northwestern districts such as the Mackenzie and the yukon, starvation
resulting from the collapse of hare poputations appears to have occurred
in the first
year or two of every decade of the nineteenth century.
The down cycle of available
food supplies correspond with an increased incidence of disease
and famine induced
starvation and even cannibalism until the end of the lgth Century.
Joel S. Savishinsky
and Hiroko Sue Hara, "Hare,,,322.
27Yerbury,

The Subarctic lndians and the FurTmde,138. The same observatíon
.
is made by Krech, "The
tnfluence of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene, 1B0O-1850," 135.
2'Yerbury, The
subarctic rndians and the FurTnde, 1og-104.
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In addition to changes in the food supply, the commercial
fur harvest changed in

many areas after the merger. In the country east of Cumberland,
the commercial
economy shifted to

a

less valuable, but under exploited resource, muskrat pelts.
While

supplies of muskrats had not been over-harvested during
the decades of competition,
they proved to be an undependable foundation for commerce.
What soon developed
in the region was a feast and famine economy, dependent
on the vagaries of the

fluctuating muskrat population.2s The uncertainty of the resource
revealed itself within
years of the merger as low water levels in the Cumberland
District halved the returns

from 150,000 in 1923 to 7s,oo0 a year rater.3' After a few years
of ptenty during the
late 1820s' the muskrat populatíon plummeted in the parklands
and forced many
hunters to augment their debt burden.31 Paul rhisfle's analysis
of western cree-trader

relations concluded that the inhabitants of the Cumberland
region refused to focus on
commercial trapping during the monopoly period in order
to avoid the reliance on HBC

supplies, particularly food, that came with the commercial
hunt.32 ln her study of the
'nRay, "periodic shortages, Native welfare, and the Hudson,s Bay company
1670-1930 :' 6-T . see also, Moodie, Kaye and Lytwyn, ,,The
Fur Trade Northwest to
187o: Fur Production, Northern Department,"in tl¡sio¡cat
Ailas of Canada, Volume 2,
The Land Transforme4 ed. R.L Gentilecore ([oronto:
University of Toronto press,
1993), Plate 17.
30The

cause of death among th.e muskrat popuration was disease.
Ray, ,,some
conservation schemes of the HudJon's Bay compinv, ìezr-50:
An ExamÍnation of the
Problem of Resource Management in the Fur Traàe," s4-ss.
31Peers,

The Ojibwa of Westem Canada,loS-10g. The author
noted that the
importance of the fur trade diminished for the ojiowa generally
after the merger

t?lthough the author
disputed the notion of dependency with regard to the
Cree inhabitants of the Cumberland country, he acknowledged
the

dilemma for the
group' essentially to hunt for food or for fur. Thistle , Indian-European rnae
Relations
in the Lower Saskafchewan River Region to 1840, bo-g¿.
ln her discussion of the
impact of the fur trade on the aboriginãl economies of
northern Alberta, certruoe Nicks
also noted that hunters were frequénfly faced with the cno¡ce
of huntini r"i r*o or for
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western Ojibwa, Laura Peers noted that the collapse of
the muskrat population in 1g29
was a 'Watershed" for the group, "[i]n essence, the plains-oriented
bands chose to
switch from fur trapping to the provision and wolf-pelt trade,
from a forest-parkland to a

parkland-grassland cycle."33 As the ojibwa withdrew
from fur production and focussed
their attention on the plains, they became increasingly
important participants in the
cycle of warfare as allies of the Cree in opposition to the
southern nations such as the
Blackfoot confederacy and the Mandan along the Missouri.sa
ln monopory, the HBC served, with varied degrees of success,
as the
government of its chartered territory. soon after
the merger, George simpson, the
London clerk who came to be known as the "Little Emperod',
responded decisively to
the social and environmental crises which had festered
during the years of unrelenting
competition' The guiding principle of his tenure as governor
of the territory was
"oEconomy," the Company was to maximize returns
with the minimum of investment.3s
The corporate restructuring of the fur trade, under the direction
of Simpson, marked a
shift in the economy of the northwest as part of a wider change
in the global economy

tur' Demographic Anthropotogy of Native Poputations in
Westem Canada, 1g00-1ggs,
166.
33Peers,

The Ojibwa of Western Canada, 112_113.

tosee

Milloy, The Ptains Cree, 65. on the fusion of the ojibwa
and Cree groups
on the western plains,
Hugh Dempsey, Big Bear: The End oi Freeao,mlvun.oru"r,
-s^ee
?olg!3r & Mclntyre, 1gg4),12-ls. For an analogous fusion of the cree and the
Assiniboine in this period, see susan sharrock,l,cr"ei,
õi"e_Assiniboines, and
Assiniboines: lnterethnic social organizatíon on the fai
Northern Þrá¡ni,;ì rì-r rs.
3sYerbury,

The subarctic lndians and the FurTrcde, g2. simpson,s
emphasis
on "OEconomy" was also the reason for the establishment
of agriculture on the west
coast, to support the trade with a minimum of expense
to the .õmp"ny.- éä"
n.
Gibson, Farming the Frontier: The AgrícuttunlCipening of
the oregoi ciuitry, 17g61846 (Seattle: University of Washinglon press, iOeS¡,-e_ZZ.

j"r",
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of the nineteenth century. According to Heather Devine:
The maturation of the fur trade into a modern commercial enterprise
was not an
anomaly. lt reflected the beginnings of a worldwide shift toward
an
industrialized economy where family-centred, patriarchal relations
were
obsorete, and where corporate royarty took precedence.36
Simpson closed many of the competing posts which had littered
the landscape
during the decades of desperate harvesting. Many districts were
rationalized, as single
centrally located posts were developed to replace a number
of less profitable ones.3z
The combined total of sixty-eight HBc posts and fifty-seven
Canadian posts prior to the
union was slashed to slightly over fifty after the merger.38 Many
districts which had
been over exploited were closed, alienating producers from
European goods or forcing
them to migrate to areas which were to remain in production
as decreed by the

Company. A recent study of the Peace River trade summarized the
Company,s role in
the constriction of the trade in the early 1820s with regard to
their surplus producers:
This pattern tells the story of how European commercial interests
exploited a
regional economy to the verge of collapse, with few concerns
either for

36Heather

Devine, "Ambition versus Loyalty: Miles McDonnell and
the Decline of
the North West Company," in A/ew Faces in tie iurTnde:
Selected ÞapiÃ or tne
Seventh Notth American FurTnde Conference, eds. Jo-Anne
Fiske, Susan SleeperSmith, and William Wicken (East Lansing: Michígan State University press,
lggg),2T0.
37An

example of this form of restructuring can be seen in the parklands
as Fort
Pefly was built in 1824 to replace establishmentã at Brandon,
Swan River and Dauphin
and other smaller posts. The goal of the HBC was to shift producers
toward the new
post, allowing game stocks to recover. According to
Ray, animal populations
rebounded within a very few years. "Some Consérvation'S"h"r"s
of the Hudson,s
Bay Company, 1821-50: An Examination of the Problems
of Resource uanãgement in
the Fur Trade," 53.
38Burfey,

Serua nts of the Honorcble Company: Work, Discipline
..
and Conftict in
the Hudson's Bay

company, 17To-1grg. 6. see alsâ, D.B. Freeman and F.L.
Dungey,
'A Spatial Duopoly: Competition in Western Canadian Fur
Trade, 171o-1sgi;,1,

26g-2T0.
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conservation or for íts impact on indigenous peoples.3s
Even contemporary accounts of the company's rationalization program
recognized that

the HBC's corporate strategy was to the detriment of aboriginal producers.
George
Simpson acknowledged that the closing of Fort St. John's" reduced the
whole
population of the upper Peace to the utmost distress, "and led
to the deaths of many
from famine.ao
The conclusion that the HBC disregarded the well-being of fur suppliers
and the
furs they procured for the sake of corporate profit and the inability of
aboriginal
producers to respond is, perhaps, too facile. Aboriginal producers
did not simply
acquiesce at the closure of the trading establishments, even in areas
suffering from
acute game depletion.at The Beaver (Dunne-za) of the Peace River
responded to the
news of the closure of Fort St. John's as part of a district restructuring
by turning on
the traders in the fall of 1823, killing five of them.a2 While the
murders were, accordino
3sDavid

v. Burley, J. scott Hamilton, and Knut Fladmark, prophecy of the
The
Upper
Peace River Fur Tnde of 1794-1823 (Vancouver: Un¡vérsity of
lwan:
British Columbia press, 1996), 130.
ooR.

Ridington, "changes of Mind: Dunne-za Resistance to Empire,,, B.c.
.
Sfudies 43 (1979), 68.

Starvation was a threat even at economically viable posts. At
Vermiffion, the trader Colin Campbell noted in the Journal of 1g22-1'g23
that post
hunters were subject to starving. G. Nicks , Demogrcphic Anthropology
of Nai¡ve
Populations in Western Canada, lgOO-1gTS, 51.
4tThe same
authors who criticized the HBC for their insensitivity with regard
to
conservation or the condition of Indian groups in the management strategy
of the HBC,
report that the analysis of food data excavated from one oithe posts
elirñínated in the
post-merger period, Fort st. Johns, showed a significant reliancê
on hares, a
"starvation" resource. Burley, Hamilton and Fladm ark, prophecy
of the swän: The
Upper Peace River Fur Trade of lT94-lgZ3, 154-136.
42The

events surrounding the killings have become know as the ,,Fort
St. John,s
Massacre" in the popular literature. For a discussion, see Knud Fladmark, "Eàrly
rurTrade Forts of the Peace River Area of British Colum.bia," B.C. Sfudies
oå 1iéas¡, sr52 and Burley, Hamilton and Fladmark, who stated that the actual
killer may not have
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to a recent account, "barely comprehensible,"a3 a number of motives
for the bloodshed
have been proposed.
One contemporary account stated that the attack was in retaliation for,,wife
lifting" by the man formerly in charge of the post, "a Mr. Btack."44 The
killings have also
been attributed to aboriginal retribution for what they considered to
have been sorcery
on the part of a trader in the death of a young Dunne-za trapper.as
The prevaíring

interpretation was that the violence was a symbol of resistance to the
despotic
management practices of the HBC.46 There is no question that resentment
toward the
traders was at its peak because of the immanent closure of the post
when the murders
occuned in the fall of 1823. What has been overlooked, particularly
in the recent

been a Beaver but rather a Sekani adopted into the Beaver. prophecy
of the Swan:
The Upper Peace River Fur Trcde of 1794-1823,129. Shepard
Krech has also studied
the attack on the post. see s. Krech, "The Banditte of st. John's,,,
The Beaver313
(1982): 36-41 and S. Krech, "The Beaver lndians and the Hostilíties
at Fort St. John,s,,,
Arctic Anthropology 20 (i 983): 3S-4S.
a3Burley,

Hamilton, and Fladmark, Prophecy of the Swan: The lJpper peace
River Fur Tnde of 1794-1823, 126.
aaPeace

Rivel A canoe voyage from Hudson,s Bay to pacific by sir Georye
Simpson, Journal of the Late Chief Factor, Archiþald McDonatd... who
Accompanied
Him, ed. Malcolm Mcleod, (Edmonton: Hurtig, 1g71), gs, fn. s4. The
reference is
probably to Samuel Black, a former No/wester, described by
A.S. Morton as ,,a young
man without a shadow of self-respect in his make-u p." A History of
the Canadian West
to 1870-71, 519.
45The

first haderkilled, Guy H.ughes, was reported to have touched a young
and
healthy Beaver trapper on the shoulder just hours before the latteds
death. The next
day, the HBC clerk was killed for "throwing bad medicine." Krech, .The
Banditte of St
John's," 38.
46Both

of these interpretations are discussed by Krech."The Banditte
of
John's," 36-41.

st
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Prophecy of the swan,a7 was the crisis in the relations between
traders and producers
resulting from a deadly epidemic which swept through the
area at the time of the
killings.as ln his discussion of diseases on the peace
Ríver in the early 1g20s, J.c.

Yerbury noted at least two severe outbreaks of disease
in the year leading up to the

murders- In May 1823, five months prior to the violence, a
trader at Dunvegan
remarked that a "malignant contagion which has carried
off upwards of one fourth of

the Natives of this post."as Downstream from St. John's
and Dunvegan, the Beaver
Indians at vermillion were "much diminished within
a few years past-they seem to have

been carried off by a consumption a disease very prevalent
amongst them.,,so Although
Shepard Krech noted that disease was a contributing factor
to the stress and
deprivation leading to the viotence,sl the sheer level of
mortality would have led the
suppliers of St. John's to extremes.s2 What may be
more "incomprehensible,,is that
there was not a greater degree of violence across the
far northwest during this period.
Although further attacks in the region were limited, tension
remained high in the

_aTBurley, Hamilton and Fladm ark, prophecy of the swan: The lJpper peace
River Fur Trade of 1794-1823.

4uv¡olence,

or the threat of violence, against Europeans was
used as a means
to retaliate against those responsible for the iñtroduction
of disease among northern
communities' The notion that disease could be spread through
the practicã of sorcery
was shared by the Kutchin and other northern Atnapaskàn groups
and was the root of
many conflicts. Krech, "Disease, starvation, ano Northern
Athapaskan social
Organizatio n," T 1 S-T 16.

asyerbury,

The subarctic rndians and the Fur Trcde. 152.

uolbid.

51Krech, "The
Beaver Indians and the Hostirities at Fort
s2According

st. John,s,,,42.

to John Franklin, the epidemic of 1g20 killed one third of
the Beaver
fndians' Yerbury, The subarctic tndians and the FurTnde,151.
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Athabasca untilthe end of the decade.s3
The incident at Fort st. John's was not the only violent
episode in the wake of
the merger, described as a period of "profound quiet"
by A.s. Morton_5a In 1g23. an
alliance of Dogrib, sravey and Hare, revorted against their
oppressors, the
Yellowknives.s5 Thirty-four members of that group under
the leadership of Akaitcho
were killed in the battle and others perished from hunger
during their retreat.s' The
Yellowknives never regained their dominance in the region
after the revolt.sT A decade
later, their situation had been so diminished by venereal
disease and other pathogens
s3Burley,

Hamilton and Fladm ark, prophecy of the swan: The
lJpper peace
River Fur Trcde of 1 794-1 823, 136. George 'simpron
r"r"rked on the closure of the
district, "l think it will be.a favorable opportunity oi giving peace
River a few years
respite by withdrawing the Establishments which w¡lt ¡Jattended
with important
benefits to the and effectually punish the Beaver Indians
for their Late atrocities.,,
George simpson's Journar, April 22, 1g2s, in Fur Trcde
and Empire:
Journaled' Frederick Merck (Cambridge: Harvard University press, Georgesmpson,s
Belknap press,
1968),142.
'oA History of the Canadian West to 1B7O_71,624.
ssFor

an analysis of the Dogrib oral history of the turmoil
during the 1g20s, see
June Helm and Beryl Gillespie, "Dõgrib oral rradition
as History: war and peace in the
1820s," Journal of Anthropological Research 37 (1gg1), g-2T.Theyellowknives
shifted
their economic focus away from the "indolent... tiùing
o; the swarms of caribou which
inhabit their country..." to the fur tradewith.th"
of the HBC. yerbury,
"The Post-Contact Chipewyan: Trade Rivalries "n"o-ràgàment
and Cha'nging
Territorial Boundaries,,,
i
Ethnohistory 23 (1976),

249.

s6Yerbury,

The subarctic lndians and the FurTnde,lo4-105. The population
of
Yellowknives was reduced from 192 to 158, most of
the victims *"r" *onr"n and girls.
Helm and Gillespie, "Dogrib Oral Tradition as History:
War ano peace in the 1g20s,,,
1S.

57w¡th

the establishment of new HBC posts in the far north
after the merger, the
Yellowknives, in close affiliation with the Chipäwyan, exper¡enced
a brief cultural
fluorescence as provisíon hunters to the traders.- Tfre
violence accorded their Dene
ne-ighbours during this momentary ascendency led
to their defeat by the mid 1g20s.
Gillespie, "An Ethnohistory of the Yellowknívei: A Northern
Athapaskan Tribe,,,193,
220. Disease, specifically an influenza epidemic in the 1ggos,
is considered to have
"broke[n] the aggressive spírit of the Yellowkníves." Helm
and Giflespie, ,,Dogrib oral
Tradition as History: War and peace in the 1g20s.,, 14.
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that Richard King, a Royal Navy surgeon attached to a Franklin rescue
mission.
remarked:
It has of late so extensively spread itself among them
[yeilowknife], that there
was scarcely an lndian family which I met with during my progress'ihiougn
that
vast territory that was not more or less affected with it; ánd tJsuch
a deplorable
condition are the Copper lndians reduced by that scourge
that in a few years, if
some aid be not afforded them, they wiil cease to exist.l'

The group continued its decline through the nineteenth century.
By the outbreak of the
First World War, the Yellowknives disappeared as a distinct
entity, their remnant

population merging with the Dogrib, identified simply
as Chipewyan.ss The war that
began the slide of the Yellowknife people into oblivion resulted
from competition over
trapping areas and access to caribou herds, the princípalfood
source in the country
between Great Bear and Great Slave Lakes.60 Starvation and
disease, particularly
dysentery and influenza, severely weakened northern populations
by the beginning of
the monopoly period and undoubtedly exacerbated tension
between rival ethnic
groups.61

58R¡chard

King, Narntive of a Journey to the Sho¡es of the Arctic ocean
in
1833, 1834, and 1ass, vorume 2 (London: n¡charo Benfley, 1g36),
s4. Venerear
disease was, by the.1820s, a serious problem in the Pacific trade
and known by the
traders as "Chinook love fever." James R. Gibson, The Lifeline
of the Oregon country:
The Frcser-Columb-ia Brigade Sysfem, 1811-47 (Vancouver:
University ot-sritirn
Columbia Press, lgg8), 45.
ssGillespie, "Yellowknife
," Handbook of No¡fh American Indíans. Volume 6.
Suþarctic, ed. June Helm (Washington: Smithsonian lnstitution press,
1gg1), 2g!-2g0.
60Yerbury,
The subarctic Indians and the FurTnde, 1o4.
.61Dysentery was noted among the Hare between the Peace River and Great
Slave Lake by members of the rranklin expedition in 1g20-2L yerbury,
The Subarctic
lndians and the Fur T¡ade, 151-152. For a discussion of "almost
continual disease,,
among the Kutchin and other bands in the Mackenzie during
the post merger period,
see S' Krech, "on the Aboriginal Population of the Kutchin,"T
rctiò entntropZiogy ls
(1978),92-93.
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Suffering and death from disease were all too common among
the communities
of the far northwest after the merger. As Shepard Krech noted, "[t]he
two decades
beginning in 1820 were characterized by almost constant sickness,
disease, and
mortality, affecting all bands trading at Good Hope."62 In 182s,
the Mackenzie was hit
by "a contagious distemper," which kiiled rarge game, particurarry
moose, as we¡ as

the Dene who hunted them in an epidemic that raged for three years.63
The pathogen
that hit both humans and animals with such severity has been
tentatively identified as
tulanemia.uo As that outbreak subsided, whooping cough spread
to the Mackenzie and
other parts of the north from Red River in 1827, attacking children particular
in
and
resulting in widespread mortality across the territory.65

62Krech, "Disease,
Starvation, and.Northern Athapaskan Social Organization,,,
713. The author expanded his statement later, noting tnåt tnrough ,,the

niñeteentncentury Kutchin suffered constanfly the effects of epidemic
diseãses ," 724.
63ln

addition, the dead moose, "whose flesh caused dogs which
consumed it to
swell and die." yerbury, The subarctic lndians and the FurTraâe,
rcglil2.
oaYerbury

did not speculate on the identity of the "moose disease.,, lb¡d.,
146.
Shepard Krech, however, proposed that the dísease was tularaemia
which may have
originated in rabbits whose population peak, according to the
author, coínciàeo with the
outbreak of the "distemper." The Ecological Indian: fVitn ana
History, gg-gg. See also
Krech, "on the Aboriginal popufation of the Kutchin,,, ó2. Trlur""mia
remains a
common infection in rabbits to the present. lrma Rombauer
and Marion Rombauer
Becker, Joy of cooking (New york: plume, 1gg7), 513. The dísease,
caused by the
bacteria Fnnciscella tularensis, is transmitted to humans "by the
bite of an infected tick
or other blood sucking insect; by direct contact wíth infected anímals;
by eating
inadequately prepared meat or by drinking water that contains
the org"iir;.; Tabe/s
Cyclopedic Medical Dictionary,l6th Ed., è0. Ctayton L. Thomas (philadelphia:
F.A.
Davis, 1989), 1921.
65For

a discussion of the diffusion of the whooping cough epidemic,
see paul
Hackett, "A very Remarkable sr'cknesg" 3s2-3s3. Ariho;gh chirdren
were the main
victims of the outbreak, adults were also susceptible to thè
disease in areas that had
not been hit in the outbreak of 1819-20 such as Fort Liard.
Krech, ,,The TradÀ of the
slavey and Dogrib at Ft. simpson in the..Earry.19th century 1g5-1gr.
rnã åpioemic is
,"
afso discussed by Yerbury, The subarctic tndians and the
Fur Trcde, ,ll.t, liz_lss.
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The misery continued into the 1830s as the population
cycle of hares fell to its
low ebb, resulting ín what was by then the usual cycle
of hunger, famine and death

among the hunters of the far northwest and their families.66
R¡chard King reported that
between forty and fifty bodies littered a single encampment
and that his passing
through the carnage was made only with difficulty, '\ruithout
stumbling against a frozen
corpse'"67 The HBC trader, Edward Smith, summarized
the general despair in the
country:
Here closes the Journal of Ft. simpson for the season
[31 May 1g32] and since
its commencement until its close I seldom have
witnessed for a Whole season
such a contin.ued stress for provisions for immediate
consumption ... the
sufferings of-the surrounding indians has been unparalled
in ine History of the
Forks of the Mackenzie.68

ln the first decade after the merger, the estimated population
of Beaver (Dunne-za) and

numerous chipewyan groups declined by at least quarter
a
and possibly by a third, the
result of measles, influenza and dysentery, their cumulative
impact undoubtedly
worsened by an almost constant scarcity of food.6s
From 1g33 to 1g3g, another one
hundred and forty peopre died arong the upper peace
River.To sadry, for the
inhabitants of the far northwest, the cycle of famine
and disease and death continued
for decades if not generatíons.

""An example of the widespread famine was the starvation
of forty members of
a single party of chipewyans starved near Ft.
Liard. tbid., 113-116.
67lbid.,
1s3.
68lb¡d.,

116.

6sKrech, "The
lnfluence of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic
Drainage
i
Lowfands Dene, 1BO0-18SO,"

1Zg.

7ofves,

A Theory of Athapaskan prehistory, 142.
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Nature, to borrow a common cliche, did not simply .take its course,,
in the

depopulation of northwestern communities amid the famine and disease
of the
monopoly period. While pathogens and hunger contributed to a terrible
cycle of
suffering and death, the inhabítants of the depleted and marginal lands
were stressed
to the point that infant girls were sacrificed in an often vain attempt to
improve the
chances of survival of hunting bands. The extent of this desperate practice
is evident
even in the earliest demographic data gathered by the HBC soon after
the merger. In
his census of the Indians trading at Fort Liard, Edward Lake found
eighty-eight males

above the age of ten and eighty-six under ten while female numbers
were seventy-six
and fifty-seven respectively. In his report, the trader explained the disparity
in sex
ratios as "owing to the barbarous custome of the women destroying
some of the female
Children-so far no argument has been able to intirely to make them do
away unnatural
customs."71 Edward Smith's "Abstract of Indian Population" for the
Mackenzie DÍstrict

recorded in the late 1820s indicates that the practice of female infanticide
was not an
isolated phenomenon:

Location
Ft. Liard

Men

Women

Boys

Girls

Children Under

l0

Total

97

66

Ft. Simpson

273

188

Ft. Norman

120

70

57

54

301

Ft. Good Hope

120

70

57

54

301

Total

610

394
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84

95

342
387

387

848

1,792

Table 2: Edward Smith's Abstract of Indian Population for the Mackenzie
District.
source: Yerbury, The subarctic rndians and the FurTrcde, 1og.

71Yerbury,

The Subarctic lndians and the Fur Trade. 102.
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The population report for the Mackenzie District that accompanied the
outfit of 1g2g
included 890 adult males but only 513 women out of a total population
of 2,223.t2 The
killing of girls continued until well after mid-century. The HBC census lg5g
recorded
widespread imbalances in the male to female ratio in several populations
in the
Mackenzie District-73 Clearly, only the most terrible of hardships could
have led to this
almost absurd demographic situation. By 1860, the onslaught of famine
and disease
had, according to Shepard Krech, reduced the population of the Kutchin
by eighty
percent from its estimated total at first contact.za
Corporate policies of the HBC played a role in pushing populations of the
far
northwest to their limits. In the 1830s, the precarious food supply for
northern fur
producers was further undermined by economy measures
imposed by the Company.zs
ln an attempt to cut the burden of supplying the District posts, the importation
of flour

t2The number
of boys was 572, the number of girls 434, and the number of
undifferentiated children of Both sexes, 230. lb¡d., 1151For a discussion
of the
imbalance in the sex ratio of the Hare of Fort Good Hope in the 1g2g
census, see
Savishinsky and Sue Hara, 'Hare,,'322.
7sYerbury,

The Subarctic lndians and the Fur Tnde, 127. Cornelius Osgood
used the same source to reproduce the male to female ratios among
three Kutchin
populations: Peel Riverand La Pierre's House, lBSto 152; yukon,
Jixtribes, 474to
368; Fort Good Hope, 58 to 37. Cornelius Osgood, Contributions to
the Ethnognphy of
the Kutchin (New Haven: yale University presé, 1936), 15.
7a"D¡sease,

Starvation, and Northem Athapaskan Social Organization,,, Tl g.
Krech disputed the notion that female infanticide played an important
role in the gender
imbalance in population other than the Loucheux Kuichin, noting that
male children
were simply better cared for than their sisters during times of hardship. ,,The
Influence
of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainage Lõwlands Dene, t gbo-t
aso ," 1g1.
reThe

changes inctuded a decrease in the price paid for furs and an increase
.
in
the cost of trade goods; the

end of corporate recognition of trading post chiefs; and the
introduction of the "ready bartel' system of trade. For a discussioñ'ot
tn" impact of the
new HBC policies on the trade, see yerbury, The subarctic Indians
and the Èur
Tnde,116-120.
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into the Mackenzie was stopped in 1834.76 while gardens
were sown at a number of
posts to supplement game procured for food, the
effect of the ban was to further
expose northern people to fluctuations of hare population
cycles.Tz As was too often
the case, the hardship on those forced to increase their
reliance on precarious country
foods was accompanied by an outbreak of contagious
disease.
Between 1834 and 1838, several influenza epidemics swept
through the bush
from Fort william to the Mackenzie Delta. As was the case
with the vast majority of
outbreaks during this period, the virus was spread by company
brigades whose tight
schedules precluded sick canoemen from taking any respite.tu
As the sÍck departed
with their brigades, the disease was spread to the furthest
reaches of the HBC
territory.Ts Both Indians and traders were hit by the
virus but the curtailment of

provisions to producers undoubtedly worsened
the effects of the disease among

76T'J'

Karamanski, Fur Trcde and Explontion: Opening the
Far No¡thwest,1g217852 (Norman: University of oklahoma Press, lgBS),
rés. n year eartier, the Northern
Department council ordered the Peace Ríver Districi to
cultivate its own fãod. Morton,
A History of the Canadian west to 1870-71
,63g. From th"
perspective, the
cuts to the Northern Department were justified according
to "orporute
one study, untit the mid
1830s, "the Company was so short of trade goods
¡n thã tower Mackånzie that they
were in debt to the lndians." cooper, Alexander Kennedy
lsbister: n alespàitable critic
of the Honourcble Company,13.
TTKaraman

ski, F u r Trade a nd Explontio n: Ope ni ng the
Fa r Northwest, I g2 I 1852,195. Traders in the field also suffered from the cutðin
food supplies. yerbury,
The Subarctic lndians and the Fur Trcde, 11g.
78For

an analysis of the role of the brigades in the diffusíon
of the influenza
epidemic of 1835, see Patricía Mccormack, 'ihe
Athabasca Influenza rpioàmic or
1835," in /ssues In the North, eds. Jill oakes and
Rick Riewe
r-v (Edmonton:
Canadian
\Év"'v"\v"' vqr
Circumpolar Institute, 1996), S4-gZ.
TsDuring

the monopoly period, influenza outbreaks became regular
occurrences
in the Northem Department. In addition to 1835, the
virus struck in 1g37, 1g43,1g45,
1847, and 1850' Ray, "Diffusion of Diseases in the
Western Interior of Canada, 1g301950," 142-144.
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aboriginal communities.so ln the Mackenzie District, as many as two hundred
and fifty
people perished from the disease and its complications.sl The weakness
resulting from
influenza infection often made hunters unable to pursue their prey. During
the round of
influenza epidemics of the 1830s, starvation and cannibalism were reported
among the
Kutchin, a group recognized for their relative independence from European
food
supplies.s2 Sickness and hunger were undoubtedly factors contributing
to the outbreak

of hostilities between the Kutchin and their neighbours, the Hare, between
1g96 and

1838'83 At Fort Good Hope, forty Nahanny Indians perished during the winter
of 1g361837.84 In the Athabasca, the Beaver trading at Fort Vermillion were
reported to have

suffered a mortality rate of thirty percent from the combined effects of disease
and
famine.8s At Fort Chipewyan, Factor Smith reported, "the present distressing
situation
80ln

some areas, such as northern Ontario, whooping cough accompanied
the
inffuenza outbreak. Hackett, "A very Remarkable sicknäss", 35g-362.
81Krech, "The
Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene, 1800-18S0," 12g.
s2until

the influenza outbreak of the mid 1g30s, the trade with the Kutchin had
been almost exclusively based on beads, which were used for curency
by the group.
The shift in the trading patterns from luxury items to essentiats such
o.v goods and
cooking utensils illu.strated the severity of the epidemic among the Kutchin.
"r
S. Krech,
"The Early Fur Trade in the Northwestern Arctic: The Kutchin ãnd
the Trade in Beads,,,
in Le Casfor Fait Tout: Selected Paperc of the Fifth No¡th American FurTnde
Conference, eds. Bruce Trigger, T. Morantz, and Louise Dechene (Montreal:
Lake St.
Louis Historical Society, 1987), 2SO-2S9.
83Yerbury,
84lb¡d.,

The Subarctic Indians and the Fur Trade. 154.

139.

ssBarbara

Angel, "Fur Trade Relations with Native People at Fort Vermillion,
1821-1846," in Proceedings of the Foñ Chipewyan and Fo¡t Vermiltion
Bicentennial
Conference, eds. Patricia McCormack a1d R. Geeoffrey lronside (Edmonton:
University
of Alberta, Boreal Institute for Northem studies, 1g90); go. At Fort
chipewyan, the
estimated mortality was 19 percent. Patricia McCormaêk, "The Athabasca
lñfluenza
Epidemic of 1835," 40.
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of the lndians is without parallel during my thirty-síx years residence among them.,,B6
The virulence of the strainsT was such that even the Caribou Eater Chipewyan who
had
little contact with traders were infected from the outbreak at Fort Chipewyan.sB
In the spring

of 1837, a new strain of influenza was unwittingly delivered by the

brigades to the far northwest.ss Arthur Ray stated that the influenza of lgBT was less

uuR"y, "Diffusion
of Diseases in the Western lnterior of Canada, 1g30-1gS0,"

150, fn. 32; Mccormack, "The Athabasca Influenza Epidemic of 1g3s,,,40.
ETldentified

by Decker as type A. "we shoutd Never Be Again the same
People",112; Hackett, "A very Remarkable sickness', 361. Alfrãd crosby noted that
the genetic instability of the influenza A virus, "probably makes p"r*"n"ni immunity
to
the disease impossible, no matter how many times it is contracted. This, plus its short
incubation period of 1 to 2 days and the ease with which it passes from person to
person, enables the disease to swing around the globe in pandemics..."
Atfred Crosby,
"lnfluenza," in cambridge world History of Humai Disease, ed. Kenneth
Kiple
(Cambridge. Cambridge University press, 1993), g0g.
88Yerbury,

The Subarctic lndians and the FurTrade,lS4-1SS. The,,CaribouEatei' Chipewyan provides an interesting contrast to the downward spiral of famine,
disease and dependency experienced elsewhere in the northwestern subarctic.
They
largely withdrew from the fur trade in the 1820s and followed the migrating caribou
herds, avoiding the periodic starvation of those groups who were forced tõ rely on small
game and fish to survive. Krech, "Disease, Starvation and Northern Athapaskan
Social
Organization," 723. The independence of the Caribou Eaters led to their recognition
?mong anthropologists as an "original "affluent society." see particularly James G.E.
smith, "chipewyan and Fur Trade/s views of Rupert'i Land,'; in Ruperi,s Land: A
CulturclTapestry, ed. R. Davies (Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier Universiiy press, lggg) 133;
and James G.E. Smith, "Local Band Organization of the Caribou Eaier Chipewyan
in
the Eighteenth and Early Nineteenth Centuries," Western Canadian Journa'l of
Anthropology 6 (1976), 79-BO, who attributed the retreat of the group from the trade
to
their avoidance strategy in coping with the 1819-1820 whooping cough and measles
epidemics. Another source of the infection among the CaribouÊater! was reported
to
be lle-à-la-Crosse. Ray, "Diffusion of Diseases in the Western Interior of CanåOa, 1g301850," 145. At least seventy people perished from the influenza epidemic at Fort
Chipewyan. For a list of the dead, see Patricia McCormack, "The Athabasca Influenza
Epidemic of 1835," Table 2: "Obituary: Fort Chipewyan Indians Winter 1g35-36," gg.
seThe

origin of the outbreak was traced to a Canadian epidemic in 1g36- 1gg7.
Hackett, "A Vety Remarkable Sickness.,,367.
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virulent than outbreaks of the previous years

s0

but the epidemic was deadly to many

the Mackenzie District. At Fort Resolution on Great Slave Lake, eleven members
of a
single band perished.sl Over the winter of 1837-38, only one member of
a band of

thirty{hree Nahanne hunters attached to Fort Norman, near Great Bear Lake,
suryived.s2 As with the earlier outbreaks of influenza, famine in the aftermath
of the
dísease drove many to the most horrible of actions. At Fort Good Hope
on the Lower
Mackenzie, John Bell recounted the desperation of a Kutchin man who, ,,ate
no less

than 6 individuals including his own sister whom he killed. The others died
a natural
Death and of starvation. When questioned on the Subject he candidly
Confessed.,,s3
Despite the economy measures the company had imposed to limit the
use of

provisions and other goods by fur suppliers, the HBC supplied
relief to those in dire
need of assistance. George Simpson acknowledged the responsibility of the
Company
to the well-being of its trappers. In 1836, he noted the use of HBC resources
in
"administering to the sick and the ínfirm, every Trading Establishment
being in fact an
Indian Hospital, where those who are unable to foltow the Chase during the
Winter
months, are fed, clothed, and maintained throughout that inclement season
with the
toRay, "The
Diffusion of Diseases in the Western lnterior of Canada, 1g3O1850," 147-150. The author reported that within the boundaries of his stuJy, the
only
deaths resulting from the influenza outbreak of 1837 were in the Upper peáce
River
and connected to malnutrition in the area. Although he did not consider the deaths
in
the country to the north of the Peace, there was uñdoubtedly a relatíonship between
the paucity of food supplies and the severity of the infection. On the dedihe
of game
animals in the far northwest in the late 1930s and early 1g40s, see Ray, "some
conservation schemes of the Hudson's Bay comp any, 1a21-50: An Examination
of the
Problems of Resource Management in the Fur Trade,í 62.

slKrech, "The
lnfluence of Disease and the Fur Trade,', 12g.
s2Yerbury,
The Subarctic Indians and the FurTnde. 13g.
s3lbid.. 1gB.

in
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most tender solitude..."sa Another trader, Dr. John Rae was later
asked to comment on

the Governods statement. He replied:
Wherever we act as medical men our services are given gratuitously.
We go to
a distance if the lndian is at a distance, and have taken r'¡r to
a forí, and he is
fed and clothed there. And it is no uncommon thing to hear the old
Indians,
when unfit for huntíng, say, 'We are unfit for work; we will go and
reside at a
fort.' That is the ordinary feeling which prevailed ín the coüntry.nt

At Fort Chipewyan, Thomas Simpson reported on the company's role
in mitigating the
effects of the deadly epidemic:
-.. of an influenza-scarcely less dreadful than the cholera-that carried
off two
hundred of the distant Chipewyans. I say distant, because allwho
were within
reach of the establishments were sent for and carried thither, where
every care
was taken of them; warm clothing and lodgings were provided;
medicines
administered; the traders and servants reO tfrém, parting with their
own slender
stock of luxuries for their nourishment; till even the cold heart
of the red man
warmed into gratitude; and his lips uttered the unwonted accents
of thanks.so

In providing assistance to the sick, the company may have been
motivated by more

than a sense of altruism toward its hunters. Traders offered assistance
to women and
the elderly so that the able-bodied men could continue the commercial
hunt. The trader
at Dunvegan reported on the economic rationale for medical assistance:
Late arrived Pouce Coupe and three women, they bring Tranquille,s
sick wife
with them with the intention she should remaìn at the fort her husband
not being

saHackett, "A
very Remarkable srbknes

s", 447-44g. For a summary of the
Hudson's Bay Company's rote in the delivery of aid to its suppliers,
see Ráy, ,,periodic
shortages, Native welfare, and the Hudsonis Bay company, 1670-1g30,"
1_20.
ssMorton,

A History of the canadian west to l gro-71 , g21. An extended
quotation of Dr. Rae's testimony is provided in John
E. Foster, ed., ,,Rupert,s Land and
the Red River setflement, 1g2o-70,,,in The prcirie west to 1g05:
A canadian
Sourcebook, gen. ed. Lewis G. Thomas (Toronto: Oxford University press,
lgls),2627.
s6Thomas

Simpson, Nanative of the Discoveies on the North Coasf
second Edition. volume l. (Toronto: canadiana House, lgro),67-6g.

of

America.
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able to hunt and drag her about.sz
Paul Hackett stated that the rise of HBC patemalism with regard to medical aid
in this
period was related to the increased incidence of infectious diseases
in the country

controlled by the Company.su The distribution of food to fur producers was used
to
defend the monopoly during a parliamentary inquiry into the renewal of the HBC charter

in 1837.ss The country-wide vaccination campaign against smailpox conducted in
1g3g
was, according to Yerbury, evidence of "a growing concern for a declining and
weakened Indian population ... Influenza and other diseases however, continued
to
rage among them."100 While the utility of the vaccination campaign was limited
because
diseases other than smallpox continued their assault on Indian populations across
the
northwest, the project was the first systematic attempt to prevent the spread of
contagious disease in the HBC domain.,o,
Sadly, corporate benevolence in the form of food aid and medicines such as the
smallpox vaccine, were no match for the vagaries of the subarctic ecosystem
which,
sTEarlier,

during the competition period, medical aid was supplied to ensure
allegiance to the HBC. At Fort St. Mary's in 1821, the best med¡cal'care possible
was
provided to a sick Saulteaux hunter whose brother promised to abandon
ìne ruWC in
favor of the HBC. G. Nicks, Demographic Anthropo,togy of Native populations in
Western Canada, 1500-1g7S, Sg.
e8

"A Very Remarkable Sickness ", 44g.

ssAlthough

the Company supplied the Indians of the Cumberland District with
food, the value according to Paul Thistle, was more symbolic than substantive, .The
demanding character of Cree requests for food reflecied their perception of the
social
nature of trade ties rather than dependence." lndian-European Tnde Relations
in the
Lower Saskafchewan River Region to 1g40,93.
looThe
lo1For

Subarctic lndians and the Fur Trade, 156.

a discussion of the extent of the vaccination campaign of 1g3g, see
Hackett, Appendix 3: "Distribution of smallpox Vaccine in 1g3g,,' ln "A very'
Remarkable Sickness". 508-S0g.
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during the 1840s, was especially unpredictable.l02 The bust in hare populations
in the
early 1840s renewed the cycle of famine, disease and death among northern
Athapaskans'103 The suffering resulting from the absence of rabbits was
worsened by

very unpredictable weather which plagued the northfand for most of the
1g4Os.loa
Among the Hare, it was reported that nínety people were eaten, many killed
by their
own relatives:
[S]ome mothers whose children died of starvation, seized their litfle bodies, and
lifted them above their heads in terrifying shouts, and a hideous despairing
laughter more heart rendering than tears, and then roasted them, diimembered
them, and shared them with those who were not so near death as to be
unable
IO eat.'""

1o2The

shifting climate of the 1840s was responsible for more than cold weather
in the far north- Across the Atlantic, the warm and humid conditions in
lreland were
perfect for the explosíon of the potato blight fungus, the cause of
the lrish potato
famine. H.H. Lamb,,Cl!mate, History and the Modern World (London: Methuen,
1gg2),
242. During the mid 1840s, the ships Erebus and Terror, belonging to the ill-fated
Franklin Expedition, were frozen in the ice and their crews perisñeo from
starvation and
exposure- For a full discussion of the difficult climatic period in the far
north, see
Renée Fossett, In Orderto Live lJntroubted: Inuit of the Centrcl Arctic, 1550-1g40,
Manitoba Studíes in Native History (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba press,
2OO1),
149.
to3The

hare population was particularly slow to recover from its nadir in the
early
1840s, the animals were scarce in many areas until 1844. The interrelationship
between the trade,.food availability and the need for supplements of rurofean
supplies
has led to the conclusion among scholars that by tne tdios, the inhabitanis
or the
Mackenzie were "completely dependent'on the
þost, not only for trade goods but for
their very survival Ín times of need. The situation remained ãssentíally
únchanged for
the remainder of the 19th century. Yerbury, The Subarctic Indians anã
th" Fur Tnde,
124-126- For a discussion of an 1840s account connecting the fur trade and
starvation among the Hare, see Cooper, Alexander Kennedy Isbister:
A Respectabte
Critic of the Honourcble Company,36.
loaDuring

the decade, many Chipewyan from the Upper Churchill and the Lesser
Slave Lake region moved south to avoid stãrvation. See Ray, "Some
Conservation
Schemes of the Hudson's Bay Company, 1821-50: An Examination of the problems
of
Resource Management in the Fur Trade," 61_62.
10sP.

Duchaussois, Mid Snow and lce: The Apostles of the Northwest(London:
Burns, oates & washbourne, 1923),2T9. The account of the sutfering goes
òn to
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As the famine continued, HBC supplies were depleted to the point where,
at Fort Good
Hope, over fifty men, women and children:
[H]ad fallen victims and perished of the famine all within 200 yards of the Fort
and that the survivors of them were living on the carcasses of their
Relatives,
these Indians, Men & women Kept always their axe in hand for self
preservation & if any was found sleeping were instantly Knocked
on the head &
as soon devoured by their best relatives..."r06

Conditions were so severe at Good Hope that "several" of the HBC's
own servants died
of hunger.lot The following winter, twenty-five people died from starvation
at Fort
Norman while hunters at other posts survived only with provisions supplied
by the

company.lou As the inhabitants of the north fell victim to the famine
or avoided it
through the most gruesome of measures,los some witnesses took solace
in the greater
meaning of the despair surrounding them. The lmperial explorer
John Henry Lefroy
recounted the famine induced cannibalism among the Hare lndians
trading at Fort
Simpson in the spring of 1844. Summarizing conditions "almost too
horrible to be
related" during the nadir of the hare population cycle, Lefroy confided
to his brother:
No doubt they are failing but it is exceedingly difficult to get any
accurate data
for computing at what rate they are diminishlng. There ¡J somátn¡ng
not a litge
interesting in my opinion in the fact that any race of men should pre-sent
an

describe the murder and consumption of two HBC servants by a pair of
starving Hare
women.
106

716.

Yerbury , The Subarctic tndians and the

Fur Trcde,13g.

107Krech, "Disease,
Starvation and Northern Athapaskan Social Organization,,,

to8Krech, "The
Influence of Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainage
Lowlands Dene," 136.
1æAccording

to a witness to the sutfering, A.K. lsbister, when faced with the
terrible choice of starvation or cannibalism, mañy preferred suicide.
Cooper, Alexander
Kennedy lsbister: A Respectabre crític of the Honourcbte company, s6.
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exception to the great law and design of nature in this respect, the deaths
in
successive generations outnumbering the births; and nothing conveys to
me a
stronger impression of Divine purposes within and superinteñdence ín the
distribution and progress of our race.110
Governor Simpson disputed the claim later made by Lefroy that the indigenous
population of the north was on the decline, stating that while the southern
Indians were
declining as a result of warfare and smallpox, that northerners were actually
increasing
their numbers.llt The dispute between Simpson of the Company and Lefroy
of the
Admiralty was not an isolated incident. Royal Navy parties searching for the
Franklin
expedition later in the decade were critical of the HBC's relationship with its
producers.

tt2

Dr. John Rae's rebuke of their critique of corporate policy illustrated
the

complexity of the situation:
These selfsufficient donkeys come into this country see the lndians sometimes
miserably clad and half starved, the causes whichìhey never think of inquiring
into, but place all the credit of the Company quite forgetting that 10 times
as
much misery occurred in lreland during the last few years, at the very door of
the most civilized countries in the world, than has happened in the Hudsons
Bay
Cos Territories during the past 1/4 century.113
Whíle there can be no question that the famine of the early 1840s was horrific,
the result of the terrible coincidence of climatic conditions and the nadir of the
small

ttoJ.H. Lefroy
to Anna (Lefroy), Fort simpson, March 29, 1g44, in John Henry
Lefroy, ln Search of the Magnetic Notth:,A So/dr'er-S urueyofs Letters from the
NotthWest 1843-1844, ed. G.F.G. Stanley (Toronto: Macmitlan, 19SS),110-111. (cannibalism
quote, Lefroy to Sabine, Fort Simpson, March 27, 1944, gg).

lrlMorton, A History
of the Canadian West to lgTO_71, g21.
11?n

exception to the criticism from the Admiralty came from Sir George Back
who stated the Indians, "must have starved

Company." lb¡d.

without tfre å¡o of the Hudson's Bày

ll3Karaman ski,
Fur trade and Explontion: Opening the Far No¡fhwest, 1g21-

1852,257-258.
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game cycle, the disaster may have weil been compounded
by corporate decree.
Investigations of the far northwest have noted the dependent
relationship of northern
hunters on posts for goods and food by this time.11a The
assistance provided to Indian
fur producers during the influenza years of the 1830s illustrated
the company,s role of
assisting its workforce in times of need. The row ebb of
the hare cycre, and the
resulting famine, coincided with the imposition of a prohibition
on beaver harvesting in

the Northern Department in 1841.11s ln the southern portions
of the Athabasca
Department, many chipewyans from Lesser slave Lake
and the upper churchill River
abandoned their hunting territory in the face of the dual
hardships of famine and
corporate cutbacks and headed south to the Saskatchewan.llu
Members of smaller
and less powerfut ethnic groups in the northern regions
could not indulge in the luxury
of tenitorial abandonment' whife residents of the Mackenzie
opposed the curtailment
of the trade in high value furs, they were powerless with
regard to the drop in the
demand for beaver pelts which resulted from the shift in
hat styles in Europe and the
urbanized east.117
As the Company cut its trade in much of the Mackenzie
District, it opened a
number of posts on the northern and western margins of
the region to tap what ít

11ayerbury,

The subarctic Indians and the FurTrcde,124_12s.

t"R"y, "some conservation
Schemes of the Hudson,s

Bay comp any, 1g21_
1850: some probrems of Resource Management in
the Fur Trade,,, 64_65.
1161n

addition to the prohibition on the trade of certain pelts,
the company
attempted, though largely in vain, to control the movement
of its Indian proäuò"rr.
Though causing hardship among humans, game populations
reboundeà in many of the
areas under the trapping ban. lbid., 62_64
117lbid.,

67.
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considered to be under utilized fur bearer stocks.l18 These new
estabfishments
included Peel River and Fort Yukon and were intended to bring the
trade direcly to
groups that had previously been only peripheral to the
fur harvest.lle Kenneth Coates
noted that HBC expansion was based on a view that the region
was ,,somewhat
wistfully believed to be a 'New Athabasca."'120 With trade, came
disease and frequent
food shortages to both aboriginal producers and European traders.121
lnfluenza spread
to the new outposts soon after their establishment. In 1g4g, the
Kutchin on the peel
River on the Mackenzie delta and elsewhere in the Mackenzie
District were hit with the

outbreak. Children were especially susceptible.l22 The effect of the
influenza was not
118For

a complete discussion of the expansion of the HBC into the yukon
and
Alaska, see Karamanski, FurTrcde and Exptòrafion: Opening the
Far Northwest, 1g211852 and Clifford Wilson, Campbett of the Yukon (Toronto: Macmillan,
tsio¡. nrter
overcoming the logistical problems involved in supplying its stations
of the west coast,
the HBC also expanded its operations there afteithe mio 1820s.
Gibson, The Lifeline
of the oregon country: The Fraser-columbia Brigade
system, 1g11_47,'14g. For
another investigation of the Yukon trade, see Keineth óoates, .Furs
Alång the yukon:
Hudson's Bay company-Native Trade in the yukon River Basin,
1g3o_1g9ä j, B.c.
Sfødies 55 (1982), 50-78.
tleKrech,

"The Early Fur Trade in the Northwestern
.
the Trade in Beads,"
246.

Subarctic: The Kutchin and

r20Coates, "Furs
Along the Yukon: Hudson's Bay Company-Native Trade in the

Yukon River Basin, lBgO-1993," Sg.

t''fh" expansion of the HBC into the

Yukon was fraught with difficulties for all
involved- During the famine years of the 1840s, three hundred peopte
died on the
Lower Mackenzie, resulting in an uprising at Fort Good Hope
and the withdrawal of the
Liard Indians from the trade. Karamansk¡, Fur Tnde and Explont¡on:
oieing the Far
Northwest, 1821-1852, 219-220. lt is a paradox that during
this period of extreme
hardship, many of the posts were quite successful. In its first year
of trade, the post at
Peel River returned over fourteen hundred beaver skins, ,Those
vafuabre but
persecuted animals" and a thousand marten pelts.',
cooper, Alexander Kennedy
Isbister: A Respectabre critic of the Honourc.bte company,lg.
122The

fact that children were the hardest hit by the outbreak indicates
that the
disease had passed through the country previously. on the
1g43 outbreak among the
Kutchin of the Peel River and the Mackénzie, see krech, "The
Early Fur riaJâ in the
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confined to newly opened areas. The disease was reported to
have been rampant
throughout the northwest and as far east as the Great Lakes.123
Complicating the
widespread nature of disease episodes in this period was the increased
incidence of
associated outbreaks of other pathogens.124 Writing from Norway
House in 1g43,
Alexander Ross reported on the bleak outlook for the health of the county, ,,[t]his
has
been a very sickly season in the interior, Hooping cough, Influenza,
Scarlet Fever and a
very troublesome complaint resembling common chotera, are
raging with less or more

violence amongst us.'125 Donald Ross, also at Norway House, described
the situation
with regard to the health of the community, ,,every breeze... blows
some foul
disease."126 By the mid 1840s, diseases came with such frequency
and variety that

Paul Hackett concluded that an epidemíc transitÍon had taken place,
the result of
improved communications coupled with greater populations in centres
such as Red

Northwestern Subarctic: The Kutchin and the Trade in Beads,', 264,
andyerbury, Iñe
Subarctic Indians and the FurTnde,56. In contrast, the 1835 outbreak
of Inftuenza
appeared to affect all segments of the p-oputation with equal severity.
Of the seventy
people who díed at Fort chipewyan in 1g3s-36, eighteen
were men, twenty_nine
wolen and twenty-three children. McCormack, "The Athabasca lnriuenzà'rpidemic
of
1835," 39.
l23Accounts

of the 1843 influe nza are numerous. See Ray, ',The Diffusion
of
Diseases in the western Interior of canada, 1g3o-1gs 0,"14g-14g;
Hackett, ,,A very
Remarkable Srbkness, " 382; and Krech, "The lnfluence of Disease
and the Fur trade on
Arctic Drainage Lowlands Dene,', 12g.
124wh¡le

compound epidemics grew more frequent as the nineteenth
century
progressed, they were not new in the 1840s. The combined
outbreaks of measles and
whooping cough was a factor in the ending of the fur trade war generation
a
earlier.
125The

disease^ described by Ross as cholera was probably
dysentery. Hackett,
"A Very Remarkable Sicknesq " ggZ.
126lbid..

3og.
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River and other urban areas.127 ln fact, Hackett concluded
his study during this period

because the epidemiology of the country became too
complex to consider the effects of
specific outbreaks of acute crowd infections.l2s
Among the rndians, the epidemic year of 1946 appears
to have been a
watershed in their perception of disease. At Norway
House, traders reported the end of
a mourning practice recognized by Europeans since
the time of La Verendrye, the
abandonment of furs and belongings of the dead and
those of their relatives.l2e while
the shift in mourning practices was welcomed by the
HBC because furs would no
longer be wasted, Paul Hackett concluded that the change, "...suggests
that something
might be altered in their relationship with the dead... lt
may be that changes such as

these, although they may appear minor of themserves,
actuapy hint at more
fundamental transformations to belief structures.,,l

30

Beyond the increasingly complex epidemiological situation
or perhaps because
of it, the 1840s saw the introduction of the first large
scale missionary work outside the
confines of the Red River settlement.ltt Although
Governor Simpson had no particular
127lbid.,

4oo.

t28ln

the conclusion of his study, Hackett noted that by 1g46,
the year of
numerous and distinct but intenelated epidemics, northern
Ontario
became a *nead,
region rather than "peripheral" as it had 'been during the
àarlier fur trade. Hackett used
the paradigm of the global process of disease nomãgáÃi=ation
introduced in william
McNeíll's Plagues and peoples. "A very Remarkable-sl-ckness,,,
4g1.
l2eÏhe abandonment
of infected or potentially infected goods, though normally
considered in the spiritual context, may weil have bãen
a sound strategy to diminish the
chances of contagion among groups without sophisticãtËj
meoical practices.
13olbid.,

441-442.

131Missions,

both Catholic and Protestant, had been established
in the colony
prior to the conclusion of the fur trade war
but serious efforts beyond the colony were
negligible until 1840 when the Wesleyan Methodists
begãn theiiefforts at Norway
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affection for the work of missionaries, deteriorating conditions in the 1g30s led
him to
accept their expansion.l32 Among the factors leading to Simpson's change of
heart
were the exhaustion of fur lands, the uncontrolted migration of displaced or
unemployed Indians to the settfement at Red River and the decline of the beaver
market resulting from the growing popularity of silk hats in Europe.133 Cutbacks
in the
trade resulted in increased hardship and dependence of lndian producers
on the

company's stores. Missionaries, whatever their faith, provided the HBC with an
economical means to deliver assistance to surplus fur procurers in the hinterland.
ln
doing so, the missions also served to anchor communities to territory that othenruise
would have been abandoned. By the early 1g3Os, the number of Swampy
cree
heading south to the colony at Red River was sufficient to tax the supplies of
the St.
Peter's mission established earlier among the Saulteaux.l3a The missionary
charged
with the care of the northern migrants, William Cockran, considered that
land within the

House and other fur trade establishments. see Moodie, Kaye and Lytwyn, ,,The
Fur
Trade Northwest to 1870," Historical Ailas of canada, volume 2, ptaíe í7.'
l32Reverend

William Cockran was working at Grand Rapids as early as 1g30.
Of the four Methodist preachers invited into the térritory in 1BBö, only one íemained
a
decade later. Much of the trouble experienced by misõionaries in thä early years
of
their work stemmed from their inability to fit into tñe structure of fur trade soðiety
rather
than from a conflict between Christianity and commerce. See Fritz pannekoek, ,,The
Reverend James Evans and the SocialAntagonisms of the Fur Trade Society,
lg401846," in Religion and society and the prcirie west, ed. Richard Allen (Regina:
Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1gT4): 1-16.
tttFr¡tz Pannekoek, "The
Reverend James Evans and the SocialAntagonisms
of Fur Trade Society, 1840-1846:' 2-9. For discussions of the downtum ¡n tnà
beaver
economy resulting from the shift to sÍlk hats, see Morton A History of the
,
Canadian
West to 1870-71,696-697, and Gibson , The Lifeline of the Oregon Trcde:
The FrcserColumbia Brigade System, I Bl 1 -47, 204-205.
134John

E. Foster, "Missionaries, Mixed-Bloods and the Fur Trade: Four Letters
of the Rev. william cockran, Red River setflement, 1g3o-1ga1 western
canadian
,,,
Joumal of Anthropology g (19T2), 107.
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colony itself was too valuable for a new Indian setflement
but he stressed the need for
establishment of a community at Nefley Creek:
Placing an ignorant Savage upon a piece of land which
has been allowed by all
parties to be his own, is a desirable object
in iron {sic} (comment Êàsters¡
tímes, when little money can be obtained to make purchase
a
for him. Seizing
and preserving his rights while they are acknowleogeo
oy att parties'to be
inviolable, is another valuable point; and to make room
for the weather beaten
wanderer of the North to drift in and find a retreat when
he can weather the
storms of his native woods no more, is an obj_ect of
too much impãrtànce ror
even the philanthropic mind to lose sight of.1ãs
Providing surplus suppliers with a community to anchor
them to their tenitory
was also the rationale for the establishment of the
Roman Catholic mission at lle-à-laCrosse in 1846. The Chief Factor of the District, Roderick
McKenzie, invited Father
Thibault to the District with a view to halt the movement
of cree hunters southward
toward economic security of the plains bison hunt.136
Other missions, such as the Lac

caribou mission at Reindeer Lake, was situated to draw the
caribou Eater chipewyan
to the south from their independent life of caribou hunting
on the barrens to the
northern margins of the fur trade.137 while the presence
of missions, particularly the
agrarian settlements established by Protestants, aided
the materialwelt-being of
northern Indian groups, the arrival of Christian groups
in the north proved a mixed
blessing.

'

As Fathers Taché and Laflêche were on their way to their postings
in the interior

in the summer of 1846, they held a mass at Frog
Portage where the routes north to
1351b¡d.,

1og.

ls'Martha

t:931nt, To Evangelize the Nations: Roman Catholic Missions in
Manitoba, 1818-1870 (winnipeg: lr¡anitona Culture, Heritage
and Recreation, Historic
Resources, 1gg0),193.
t37ln

the case of the Reindeer Lake mission, the caribou
Eaters were drawn to
the mission but could not be convinced to trap commercially.
lbid.,
1g4_14o.
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Reindeer and west to lle-à-la-Crosse intersect. The service had fatal
consequences. lt
spread a deadly epidemic of measles to those who had congregated
for the ceremony.
As many as eighteen people died from the infection.138 The following year,
twenty-nine
converts at the newly established Anglican mission at Lac La Ronge
also succumbed to
measles.l3e From the start of their work, many of the inhabitants of
the bush blamed

the missionaries for the spread of infection and death.,oo The murders of
the Roman
Catholic missionary to the Pas and his assistant in June of 1}44were
in retribution for
what was considered to have been their role in the spread of a scarlet
fever epidemic
the previous winter.lal The rapid acceptance of Catholic missionaries
among the

ttuThe number
of deaths was derived from the quick baptisms in the wake of the
outbreak as those in mortal danger commonly undenvent the ritualwithout
instruction in
the faith. lbid.,113- lt should be noted that thê priests were traveting
with the HBC
brigade, the most common disease vector in the interior.
13tsAB, R-82033,
Edward Ahenakew papers, ,,stanrey Mission,,, 2. rn 1g46,
measles swept across the west from Lake Winnipeg to Great Slave Lake
and over the
mountains to British Columbia. The infection was carried to Hawaii
aboard an
American warship. Hackett, "A very Remarkable sickness, " 41s.
looAboriginal

communities often made the connection between the missionaries
and epidemic illness. During a scartet fever epidemic in 1865 in which
almost eight
hundred inhabitants of the Mackenzie perished, many'voyant" Indians claimed
that the
missÍonary Faraud, "made them die [and accused] missionaries of spreading
the
disease among them and the Loucheux Kutchin dästroyed the propèrty
of tñe
christians in their territory." Martha Mccarthy, From the Great River to the
Ends of the
Eafth: Oblate Mr.ssions to the Dene, 1847-1921 (Edmonton: University
of Alberta press,
1995),197.
totThe killers
were probably Bungee and the viotence jeopardized allof the
missions in the vicinity of Lake Winnipeg. Faced with aboriginal resistance
and
overpowered by the success of the Church Missionary Society's (hereafter
Cft¡Sl
mission at Devon, the Catholics at the Pas soon abandoned theii work
in favour of the
fess dangerous missions to the Chipewyan. McCarthy, To Evangetize
the Nations:
Roman Catholic Missions in Manitoba, lglg_1g70,1i7_118.
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struggling populations in isolated regions of the northra2 was
in sharp contrast to the
resistance of plains people to the efforts of christians among them.las
While the expansion of Christian Missions was often rightfully
attributed to be
the source of infection in the north, the most important conduit
of disease through the
entire monopoly period were the canoe brigades of the HBC.
Martha Mccarthy showed
that from the late 1850s to the end of the monopoly period, epidemics
were spread to

the Dene on almost a yearly basis by infected boatmen.laa
The most serious of the infections carried by the brigades was
the combined

1424t

the Roman Catholic mission at lle-à-la-Crosse in 1g56, only 46 ,,payans,,
(pagans) remained of 419 Chipewyans listed although one
hundred of the Cree who
frequented the post still resisted conversion. Robert Jarvenpa, .The
Hudson,s Bay
Company, The Roman Catholic Church and the Chipewyan in the
Late Fur Trade
Period," in Le Casfo r Fait Tout: Selected Papers or ine É¡nn
ruo,tn American Fur Trcde
conference, eds. B. Trigger, T. Morantz, and L. Dechene (Montreal:
Lake st. Louis
Historical Society, 19BT), 491-492.
14tThe

exception to this essentially north-south dichotomy was in the
area close
to Red River where surplus aboriginal fui trade workers drifted to
the setflement in the
hope of securing wage labour, something strongly discouraged by
the company. Ray,
"Periodic shortages, Native werfare, and the Hudson,s
Bay company 1670-1g30," 10.
t44At

th¡s time the general health of the brigades was poor. While
Bishop
Grandin traveled with them, all were stricken "with-a neavy cold,
high fever and chills.
Many deaths were reported at Fort providence, Fort Liard and Fort
Rae. At Great Bear
Lake forty four people died of the epidemic. tUartha McCarthy,
Appendix B. ,,sickness
and Medícine,"in From the G¡eat Riverto the Ends of the Earth,
isjo. ln 1g64,typhus
was brought to the Red River from Hudson's Bay via York boat
crews. Edith Burley,
Servanfs of the Honourcble Company: Work, Dßcipline and Conflict
in the Hudson,s
Bay Company, 1770-1879,107; Ruth Matheson Buck, The Doctor
Rode Side-Sadd/e
floronto: McCleltand and Stewart, 1974),16. At the Ñativity Mission, the peace River
boats spread the disease."causing high fevers, congestion, cough,
sore neck, ears,
head and eyes. Twelve died, two weñt blind." Deañ was common
across the north. At
Fort Rae, the population of twelve hundred in 1859 was reduced
to 7gg in 1g64.
McCarthy, Appendix B: "sickness and Medicine,"in From the
G¡eat River to the Ends of
the Ea¡th,196-197.
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epidem¡c of scarlet fever and measles brought from Red River
during 1g65.14s The

infection spread as far as the Arctic Ocean, where the peel River lnuit
dogged William
Bompas, the Anglican Bishop of the Mackenzie, for three years
because they held him
responsible for the deadly outbreak.la6 The disease was responsible
for the
annihilation of the Birch Creek ffennuth) Kutchin.laT Shepard Krech
estimated mortality
levels of up to thirty percent among other eastem Kutchin groups.las
ln the Mackenzie,
Emile Petitot estimated that almost eight hundred people of a total population
of four

thousand died in a four week period, prompting a serious backlash
against the catholic
missionaries working among them.las To the east, at the St. pierre
mission at Reindeer
Lake, the combined epidemics killed forty-six hunters in addition
to many chitdren and

hindered the development of the mission among the Caribou Eater
Chipewyan for

lotRn early writer on the epidemic, Mary Weeks, posited that half of the people
in the Mackenzie died during the outbreak. Mãry weekés, Trcder
King: The Thrilling
story of Fotty Years' in the North-west Territories, Related by
one of the Last otd Time
Wintering Pa¡tne¡s of the Hudson's Bay Company (Regina: School
Aids and Textbook
Company, 1949), BB.
1o6lb¡d.,

1og.

1a7By

the time of his fieldwork in the 1930s, Cornelius osgood reported
that the
Kutcha Kutchín located at Yukon Flats declined from a population of ,,several
hundred,,
in the 1840s to a single family. Contributions to the etnnogrcphy
of the Kutchin, 14-1s.
tou"The

Early Fur Trade in the Northwestern Subarctic: The Kutchin
and the
Trade in Beads.," 265-266. Elsewhere, Krech reported that "at
the time of nadir, there
was only one Kutchin for every six who had been alive prior to
white contact.,, ,,On the
Aboriginal Population of the Kutchin," 93. Among the Slave people
of Fort Nelson, John
Honigmann estimated that the population declined from 397 to
åoo by 1912.- After a
serious influenza epidemic in the late 1920s, the population dropped
io 102. John
Honigman, Ethnography and Acculturction of the-Fòñ Netson siâve (New
Haven: yale
University Press, 1 943), 26.
l4sMcCarthy,

From the Great River to the Ends of the Earth: Obtate Missions
to
the Dene, 1s47-1921, 122 andAppendix B, 'sickness and Medicine,"
197.
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years to come.150 Among the infected populations,
the levels of mortality spawned a
number of prophetic movements in an attempt to cope with
the sheer proportion of the

disaster.lsl William Hardisty of the HBC described the situation
among the l-iare:
The fact is, they were frightened out of their senses, and gave
themselves up to
despair, fancied the end of the world was come, and thatih"y
*er" all going to
die, which prevented them from taking the necessary precautions
during the
crisis of fever.152
To the south, the epidemic devastated the Beaver frequenting
Fort St. John on the

Peace River. According to one missionary account, one thousand
of a pre-epidemic
population of eighteen hundred perished, the starving survivors "were
only skin and
bone, having been reduced to live on wild fruits, of which there
was no abundance.
Their bodies were covered in ulcers, giving out an infectious
odour of death.,,1s3

The sickness continued through the spring of ig67, where
at Fort Rae, ,,[p]eople
were dying by the dozen."lsa At Fort simpson, over seventy perished,rss
at Good Hope,

lsoThe

number of baptisms, whích more than doubled from forty-one
in 1g64 to
ninety-eight in 186s, is evidence of the severity of the epidemic.
uccártny, io
Evangelize the Nations: Roman Catholic Mrssrons in Mànibba,
1g1g-l gró,'

rcg-løL.

r51|bid.,197.

Because of the severity of their experience, ,'crisis cults,,were
numerous among ngrthe¡n Athapaskan populations. see Robert
R. Janes,
"Observations on Crisis Cult Activities in the Mackenzie
Basin,,, in problems in the
Prehistory of the No¡th American Subarctic: The Athapaskan
euesfion, eds. J.W.
Helmer, s. van Dyke and F.J. Kense (cargary: univeisity
of cargary , 1i,9771¡,1s3_164.
1s2Hiroko

sue Hara, The Hare lndians and rheir world, Mercury series,
canadian Ethnology service paper63, (ottawa: National Museum
of Man, 1gg0), g6.
tttSAB, Ferguson
Papers, Reel R-2.391, "scarcity of Food in Northen lndians.,,
1s4McCarthy,

Appendix B. "sickness and Medicine," in From the Great Riverto
the Ends of the Earth: Obtate Missions to the Dene 1gg.
lsslb¡d.
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thirty-six, "most of them in their prime and good hunters."ls.
At Resolution, ninety-two
succumbed to illness over a period of fifteen months.lsT
Another two hundred and fifty
were reported to have died in the Mackenzie during 1867
and 1g6g.1sa Still, the
suffering persisted. ln 1869, Faraud reported to Bishop
Taché that,,sickness among
Indians [ís] still terrible."15s
Ken Coates remarked that the scarlet fever epidemic
of the mid 1g60s was the
most severe until the end of the 19th century, less virulent
and more localized epidemics

continued to afflict the population of the Yukon River.160
He added that despite the
ravages of contagious diseases which red to the demise
of many bands that,
"[s]urprisingly, the Hudson's Bay Company
was not financially harmed as a result of the
epidemics'"161 Part of the Company's continued financial
success may be attributed to

the introduction of steam powered boats on the Mackenzie
by the mid 18g0s.162
Martha Mccarthy has shown that the cycle of contagion
and hunger, the latter

coresponding to the rise and fall of the hare populations,
continued untif well into the
1561b¡d.
1571b¡d.

158lbid.

lsslbid.
160Coates,

"Furs Along the Yukon: Hudson's Bay Company-Native
Trade in the
Yukon River Basin, 1B3O-1993," 70.
,611b¡d.

162M¡chaelAsch,

"Some Effects of the Late Nineteenth century
Modernization of
the Fur Trade on the Economy of the slavey lndians,'i
wàstern canadian Journal of
Anthropology 6 (1976), 9. The introduction of steam vessels
continued to deliver
diseases on a regular basis. ln June 1928, the HBC steamer,
Distributor, infected the
Mackenzie with influenza. six hundred people died.
Gillespie, ,,Ethnonismrv or tne
Yelfowknives," 234.
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twentieth century.163 The experience of the Athapaskan peoples
of the far northwest
was an unstable one from the beginning of their incorporation
into the fur trade

economy' Even before the arrival of European traders in
their territory, Chipewyan
middlemen trading with Europeans at Hudson Bay exploited
the smaller nations of the
Mackenzie watershed often with brutal force. Their
territorial dislocation, resulting from

the arrival of Montreal traders into the Athabasca, forced
many ínto ecological regions
where they could not reliably sustain both themselves
and the commercial trade. Even
þefore the turn of the nineteenth century, access to caribou
herds and other large
game was limited by the expansion of more powerful
groups from the south and east,

forcing many to depend on the cyclically fluctuatíng populatíon
of rabbits. ïhe decadal
pattern of famine resulting from the decline
in small game populations which continued
for a century, exacerbated the effects of introduced
infectious diseases. In a critique of
ethnohistorical method, Frank rough stated that "dependence
is a process towards
structural inequality.'16a ¡n the case of the Athapaskans
of the western subarctic, that
process began early and with a vengeance.

.

'æMccarthy, Appendix B. "sickness and Medicine," From the G¡eat Riverto
the
Ends of the Eafth, 197-209.
l.aFrank

rough, "The Northern Fur Trade: A Review of conceptuar
and
Methodological problems," Musk Ox 36 (1ggg), 75.

Chapter 8: The Expansion of the Settlement Frontier and the Erosion
of Health in the
Plains, 1821-1869.

As the Athapaskan societies of the far northwest slid into demographic
and, in
some cases, cultural oblivion during the period of the HBC monopoly,
a different
economic and epidemiological dynamic was at work among the
inhabitants of the plains
and parkland.r The southern region had been hit hard by the combined
measles and
whooping cough epidemic of 1819-20. Jody Decker noted that plains
groups genera¡y
began a "steady negative population pattern" from which only the
Cree and the
Blackfoot recovered. 2 A death toll of almost one third of the Blackfoot
trading at Fort
Edmonton brought a temporary truce to their longstanding conflict
with the cree and
their allies.t The epidemic killed approximately one fifth of the ptains
Cree.4 The
Assiniboine lost, according to Jody Decker, twenty-five percent of
their total

tln her study of the
demographic history of northern Alberta, Gertrude Nicks
noted that "the history of contact in the subarciic region indicates
much

more disruption
of aboriginal populations than appears to have beeñ the case for
northern plains
9lo-lPt: Demognphic Anthropotogy of Native populations in Western Canàda, 1go01.975, 172. Along the Pacific coast, yet another epidemiological
dynamic *u,
work.
According to James Gibson's recent investigation of the Oregon
"t
fúr trade, malaria
accounted for as high as seventy-five percent mortality among the
inhabiiants of the
lower Columbia River after the floods of 1830. The Liieline of the
Oregon Country: The
Frcser-Columbia Brigade System, 1811-47, 145-147. Gibson concluded
that by the
1840s, the native population of the HBC's corumbia Department
may have been
re-duced by fifty percent, the result of malaria and smalliox,
203. See also James R.
Gibson, "smatlpox on the Northwest coast, 1835-1838 øc strai"s
so fiéei-g3): 61_
:,
81, and Caroline D. Carley, "Historical and Archaeological Evidence
of 1àrh Century
Fever Epidemics and Medicine at Hudson's Bay Comf,any's Fort
vancouver,,ì Historical
Archaeology 15 (1981): 19-3S.
2Decker, "Depopulation
of Northern plains Natives,,, 3g0.
3The Blackfoot
quest for peace was probably matched by Cree avoidance
of
infected enemy camps. Milloy, The ptains Cree, gi.
aDecker, "Depopulation
of Northern plains Natíves." 3g6.
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population,s and began a precipitous decline leading to
an estimated depopulation ratio

between the years 1819 and 1838 of 3.8 to 1.6 Although the western
Ojibwa faired
better than their neighbours, the epidemic contributed to their withdrawal
from the fur
trade in pursuit of other subsistence strategies in the parklands, particularly
bison
hunting.i
While plains populations were still reeling from the epidemics of 1g1g-20,
news
spread from the south that smallpox was raging along the Missouri
River. At Red River,

the HBC vaccinated large numbers of people against the dreaded virus,
halting the
spread of the disease to the colony.s Populations beyond the confines
of the
settlement were not so fortunate. The Cree and Assiniboine who occupied
the
Qu'Appelle Valley, were, according to one early writer, "almost entirely destroyed.,,e
tAmong the
Assiniboine trading at Brandon House, Arthur Ray estimated the
foss in population to be at least as high as forty perce nt. lndians
in the Fur Tmde. 10g.
6Decker, "Depopuration
of Northern prains Natives,,, 3gs-3g6.
TPeers, The
Oiibwa of Western Canada,95. The withdrawal of the Ojibwa from
the fur trade for the plains was a widespread phenomenon during
the decadå after the
Jnerger- The Chippewa trade in America was by 1830, "only a shaoow of what it had
been_twenty-five yga.rs earrier." Gregory s. camp, "rn'e cnippewa
Fur Trade in the
Red River Valley of the North, 1790-1830 ," in Th'e Fur Trade'ln
Notth Dakota, ed.
virginia L. Heidenreich (Bismark: North Dakota Historical society, 19go),
4s.
sFurther work
is required on the effect of the HBC smallpox vaccinations during
the 1820 smallpox outbreak. lf the company's actions halted the spread
of the disease
from the south, the campaign represents the first successful diseaie prevention
campaign in the northwest, an accomplishment usually ascribed
to thä Company,s role
in preventing the spread of the disease in 1837. On the 1g20 vaccinations
at Red
River, see Hackett, "A Very Remarkable Slbkness,,,B41.
sThe chronicle
added that the Sioux, Gros Ventres and Flatheads south of the
border were all attacked by the epidemic. MacLean, McDougall
of Albe¡ta: A Life of
Rev- John McDougalt D.D., Pathfinder of Empire and prophét
or ne plains,3g. Other
groups in the south s.r{fered catastrophic losses during the
1820s. Along the Columbia
River, an unidentified fever killed four-fifths of tne popitation.
Alfred Croðby, ,,Virgin Soil
Epidemics as a Factor in the Aboriginal Depopulation ¡n Amer¡ca,,,
W1l6mâna mary
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Some fortunate groups, however, escaped the infection. The Blackfoot,
antagonists to
the afflicted inhabitants of the Qu'Appelle Valley, although ravaged
by measles and
whooping cough, were spared from the smallpox epidemic. ln fact,
the Blackfoot
population underwent something of an explosion after 1820,
increasing by thirty
percent in just ten years.l0 The Plains Cree, the main adversary
of the Blackfoot, also
quickly recovered from their losses through the 1820s, largety
the result of migration
from the parkland and boreal forest fur trade to the bison economy
on the prairie.il
As the inhabitants of the plains coped with the effects of the epidemics
and
renewed warfare in the 1820s, the agricultural colony at Red River
took root. The
eventual success of the settlement was not achieved without great
effort and
considerable frustration. During the first decade of the HBC monopoly,
the setgers
endured a series of ecological disasters which included shortages
in bison meat, a
large prairie fire, poor crops, a major flood and, in the spring of
1g27, another epidemic
of whooping cough.12 The worst of the crises was undoubtedly
the flood of 1g26 which
led to the departure of many of European setflers from the colony.13

Quartefly 33 (1970), 290-291.
10Decker, "Depopulation
of Northern plains Natives,,, 3gg.
11lb¡d.,

390.

12Peers,

The oiibwa of Western Canada,130. For a summary of crop
failures
at Red River to the end of the monopory period, see G. Herman
sprenger, .ih" Méti,
Nation: Buffalo Hunting vs. Agriculture in the Red River Setflemeni.
Circa iglo-1g7o,"
western canadian Journal of Anthropologya (1972),162. on the progress
of
agriculture at Red River see also, Grant MacEwan, íHo* are the
irop-r?,, in
Comerstone Colony: Selkirk's Contributions to the Canadian t4lesf (Säskatoon:
western Producer prairie Books, jgrr), How are the crops?:205-21s.
13Burley,

Servanfs of the Honourcble Company: Work, Discipline, and
Conftict in
the Hudson's Bay Company, 1770-1879, 127. For a áiscussion
of ihe flood, see J.M.
Bumsted, Floods of the Centuries: A History of Ftood Drsasfers
in the Red R¡verValley,
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Despite the hardships, the population of Red River continued to grow
through

the 1820s. Part of the population increase was the result of the reorganization
of the
trade in the wake of the merger. The downsizing of the trade and the rationalizing
of
the Company's transportation system led to significant cuts in the fur trade
workforce.la
The lay-offs were so severe that they precipitated the fírst serious labour
crisis in the

west.ls As the unemployed drifted toward the colony at Red River, they supplemented
the trickle of agricultural migrants from the east and from Europe.16 The establishment
of agrarian missions, such as St. Peters under the tutelage of John West in
the early
1820s were undertaken in an attempt to make the displaced lndian employees
of the

trade self-sufficient.lT The number of economic migrants from the northwest
who
chose to settle in the colony was considered to be a problem. By
the mid 1g20s, the

company stopped granting its retirees land in the colony to control what it considered
1776-1997 (winnipeg: Great prains pubrications, 1997), 1s-20.
taAmong

the innovations to the transportation system was the replacement of
canoes in the Athabasca with York boats which required sígnificanfly smaller
brigades.
G. Nicks, Demographic Anthropotogy of Native Populations in Westem
Canada, lgo01975,45.
15At

least 250 workers were laid off immediately after the merger. CarolJudd,
"Native Labour and Social Stratifícation in the Hudsonb Bay
Northerñ Department,
1770-1870," Canadian Review of Sociology and Anthropológy 17 (19g0), ggi.
See also
Glen Makahonuk, "Wage Labour in the Economy of the Northwest Fur Econom y,
1T6O1849," saskafchew_an History 41 (1ggg), 7-g, anâ Ron Bourgeaurt, ,,The
Indian, the
Métis and the Fur Trade: class, sexism and Racism in the Transition
from
"communism" to capitalism," sfudies in political Economy 12 (1gg3), 64.
l6European
immigration to Red River took decades to grow into significant
numbers- ln 1824, four fifths of the population of the colony was compriséo
of former
traders, lndians or mixed-bloods. John s. Galbraíth, The t-iudson's Bày
company as
an lmperial Factor, 1s21-1869 (Toronto: university of roronto press,
tssz¡, ås.
17On

the necessity of moving those dispossessed from the fur trade to Red
River, see H.A. Innis, Ihe FurTrcde in Canada: An lntroduction to
Canadian Economic
History (Toronto: University of Toronto press, lggg), 2gg.
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the wrong kind of growth, those who depended on corporate assistance
or who would
not commit themselves to a fully agrarian lifestyle.lB

Other changes made in the corporate strategy of the Hudson's Bay
Company
during the 1820s had ímportant consequences for the inhabitants
north and west of

Red River. Whíle flow of alcohol to the country beyond Cumberland
House was halted
by Company decree by the mid 1820s,1s atong the southem and
western boundaries of

the HBC domain the official liquor trade continued as free traders
and others
undermined the jurisdictional realities of the charter.2o The illicit sale
of alcohol by
American traders on the southern margin of the country prompted
a shift of many
producers in the south, diminishing the supply of furs to
the company.2l
Aboriginal producers responded in a number of ways to the strictures
imposed

ttBy 1834, the Company
forced its retirees to purchase a minimum of fifty acres
to settle at Red Ríver. In 1843, the HBC banned its råtired servants
from the cotony
altogether. Burley, servanfs of the Honourcble company: work, Discipline,
and
Conflict in the Hudson's Bay Company, 1770-1g7g, '55_56.

ttRich, A
History of the Hudson's Bay company, vorume 2, 4TT-47g.
20ln

1836, the Northern Department Council resolved "that the use of
Liquors be
gradually be discontinued in the few districts in which it
is still indispensable.,, By 1g39,
the Company tried to halt the flow of liquor even to such contested
areas as Rainy
River but renewed thepractice after producers turned to American
suppliers for their
supply of intoxicants. By 1850 American authorities complained that
ihe HBC was
undermining its own restrictions on the liquor traffic. Mortàn, A History
of the Canadian
Westto 1870-71,640, 703, 817. lnthe d.ísputed Oregon country, alcoholism
continued
to be a problem among both lndians and traders. seJc¡oso n, The
Lifeline of the
oregon country:The Frcser-columbia Brigade system, lg11-47,4s. The
company
managed to negotiate an agreement with the Russian American Company
in 1g42
whereby both concerns prohibited the use of alcohol ín the competitive
trade. Frederick
Merk, ed., FurTrade and Empire: George srmpson,s Journal Entiiled
Remarks
Connected with the Fur Trcde in the Course of a Voyage from york
Facto,y to fort
George and back to York Factory, 1824-25 (Cambriágð: Harvard Universig press,
Belknap Press, 1968), 1jO fn.169.
21Peers,

The Ojibwa of Westem Canada. 101_102.
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by the HBC on the commercial harvest of furs. When controls were imposed
in the

Athabasca region, ojibwa commercialtrappers, who had invaded the area a
generation earlier, abandoned the country around Lesser Slave Lake
and shifted to the
mixed economy of the parklands in the south. Other Ojibwa bands joined
the Cree in

their protracted struggle for control of the bison hunt against the Blackfoot
Confederacy.22 Scholars have noted the general decline of the position of
fur suppliers
in the fur trade equation during the monopoly period.23 The withdrawal,
or at least the

retreat, of many Ojibwa groups from the diminished commercial harvest served,
according to Laura Peers, to conserve their independence from the despotic
rule of the
HBC.24 Rather than withdrawing from the economic relationship with Europeans

altogether, the ojibwa responded to new market conditions, focussing on
new
commercial opportunities afforded by the unsanctioned free trade and the
bison hunt.
Indian producers isolated from the borders of the HBC territory, particularly
the
inhabitants of the boreal forest and the marginal lands bordering on the
tundra, did not
22lbid.,

105-107. Big Bear, who rose to prominence during the trouble of 1gg5,
was born into just such a mixed Cree-Ojibwa Band at Jackfish Lãke during
the warfare
of the 1820s. Hugh Dempsey, Big Bear: Ihe Loss of Freedom (Vancouver:
Douglas &
Mclntyre, 1984),11.
23Peers,

The ojibwa of westem canada,106. on the general decline of
aboriginal influence of the fur trade after the merger, see Carol Judd, ,,Native
Labour
and Social Stratification of the Hudson's Bay Company's Northern Dåpartment,
17701870," 307. On the decline of "Freemen" a?ter thå uníon, see G. Nicks, Demographic
Anthropology of Native populations in western canada, lgoo-1g75. s9-60.

2alaura Peers, "Changing
Resource-Use Patterns of Saulteaux Trading at Fort
Pefly, 1821-1870'" 107-118. Peers used the diversity of the Ojibwa
of this
period to counter the notion of aboríginal dependency at this
""ono*y
time. part
of tnL O¡iOwa
independence may have been the result of geography rather than a wider
phenomenon. The parkland establishment of the HBô were within
a short distance of
the American frontier, a source of almost constant attack on the monopoly.
For a
critique of Peer's interpretation, see Frank Tough, "As Their Natunt
Räsources Fail,,:
Native Peoples and the Economic History of Northem Manitoba, 1g70-1g30,301-302.
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fare so well. ln the wake of the merger, the Company moved to have
lndians trade at
only a single post, with authorization required from the Factor for a transfer
to a
different region-2s The introduction of population records of aboriginal groups
by the
HBC was part of a corporate conservation strategy as quotas for production
were often

set in accordance with the size of post populations.2o The migration
of Indians from
areas of constricted trade to non-producing areas such as Red River
was strongly
discouraged by corporate authorities. To keep the Indian population
in the gamedepleted hinterland, the company used a number of measures including
the
distribution of gratuities and the extension of credit as a means to counter
the outmigration of people to southern areas.27 Seasonal employment on york
boat brigades
was also used as an inducement for those who chose to stay and trap
during the winter
ín the depleted fur country north of Norway House.28 In the

york Dístrict, bonuses were

paid to trappers who did not hunt depleted species.2s

2sRogers, "CulturalAdaptations:
The Northern Ojibwa of the Boreal Forest 16T0-

.
1980," 108. In

areas such as the Albany River, r"n"gér"nt of the fur resource
replenished fur bearers by the 1870s. Krech, The Ecõlogicat lndian:
Myth and History,
192-193.
26Hurlich, "Historical
and Recent Demography of the Algonkians of Northern
Ontario," 170.
27Ray,

"Periodic shortages, Native werfare, and the Hudson,s Bay
^
Company, 1670-1 930," O.
1

28Judd, "Native
Labour and Sociat Stratification in the Hudson,s Bay Company's
Northern Department, 1T7O-1ïTO," gOZ.
2sTrappers

also were encouraged to harvest species such as muskrat and
marten to lessen the pressure on beaver populations. Morto n,
A History of the
Canadian West to 1870-71 ,698. The measures introduced to diversify
the fur trade of
the Nelson were required because as early as 1814, beavers on
the Nelson River were
reported to be "nearly exhausted." Brightman, "Conservation and
Resource Depletion:
The Case of the Boreal Forest Algonkians ," 157.
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Although the Company made a concerted effort to control the movement of
the
inhabitants of its domain, the policy was largely a failure. ln areas where conservation
measures were imposed, and where local harvesters were convinced to abide
by

hunting restrictíons, game was often hunted illegally by Indians who had "trespassed,,
from other districts.3o Around Cumberland House, the Cree simply ignored the
HBC's
appeals for conservation.3l The refusal of the Cumberland Cree to comply with
the
corporate directive was undoubtedly related to the
þresence of freemen unattached to
the Company who had congregated at the Pas, Cedar Lake and Grand Rapids
after
the merger.s2 In their quest to control the entire economy of the northwest, the
HBC
attempted to bar freemen from the hinterland, with a view to their return to the
east or
at least to the settlement at Red River.33
The expanding settlement at Red River led to significant changes to both the
economy and the epidemiology of Rupert's Land. With regard to the fur trade,
the
colony served as a pool of available labour required for the seasonal labour
required by
the vast transportation network of the monopoly organization. With a surplus
of nativeborn workers, the HBC was no longer required to import its labour force
from the British

3olbid.,13s.

slKrech, The Ecological
lndian: Myth and History,1g4; Thisfle,lndlan-European
Tnde Relations in the Lower saskafchewan River Region to 1g40, gg.
t2On

the antagonism between Simpson and one of the freemen, John Constant,
see Martha McCarthy, To Evangelize the Nations: Roman Cathotic Missions
in
Manitoba, I 81 8-1 570, 51.
33lbid.

ln the Athabasca, freemen lost the preferential treatment they had grown
accustomed to prior to the merger. In addition to prices being doubled for
the group, the
HBC closed the Lesser Slave Lake post in 1827 because freemen trappers
refused to
abide by corporate restrictions on the harvest of furs. G. Nicks, Demoþ'raphic
Anthropology of Native populations in western canada, lgoo-lgr5, sg_oo.
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lsles- During the monopoly period, the workforce of the fur trade came increasingly
from the emerging class of the children of men from Great Britain and
their aboriginal
spouses, known as "half-breeds."34 By 1860, the majority of the fur trade
workforce
was country-bom, which, according to Edith Burley, made for increasing
tension within
the trade:
The company had come to rely on the services of a population that
its own
efforts had
in
the
hope
of
providing
its
a
regular
supply
of cheap labour,
_created
but whom George Simpson had cond'emned ior their untrustworthiness
and the
officers considered unmanageable and unruly.3s
The growth of the colony brought an increase in the demand for meat
which was met
by a burgeoning Métis controlled hunting economy that had developed
during the

competition era to supply the Northwest Company brigades. According
to Alexander
Ross, the number of carts used in the Métis trade rose from S40
in 1g20 to g20 a

decade later.s6 Aboriginal societies grew increasingly reliant on the
commercial hunt
during the monopoly period. With their expanded participation in
the provision trade,
came renewed inter-ethnic conflict for control of the resource.3T
The increasing
34ln

the 1830s, 20 percent of the HBC's servants were half-breeds, by
the
1850s, one half of the Companies servants were from that ethnic group.
Bourgeault,
"The Indian, the Métis, and the Fur Trade: Class,
Sexism and Racism in the Transition
from "Communism" to Capitalism,,' 65.
35Burley,

Serua nts of the Honourcble Company: Work, Discipline, and
,
Conflict in
the Hudson's Bay

Company, 17TO-1g7g, 102, 1O7_1óg.

36Peers,
37Even

The Ojibwa of Western Canada, lTgO_1g70, 1O4.

before the supply of bison was severely depleted, the herds were
not
always dependable- The winters of 1824-25 and 1825-26 *"r" extremely
difficult
because bison were not found in their usual areas. The starving
hunters were forced to
eat their horses, dogs and even their leather clothing to survive.The hardship was
such that it led to the agitation among catholic Clerics for the adoption
oi ãtrifulture ny
th_e Métis. McCarthy, To Evangetize the Nations:
Roman Cathotic Missions-in Manitoba,
1818-1870,51.
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specialization of the Ojibwa on the bison hunt soon led to conflict with Métis hunters.38
The burgeoning trade rekindled the antagonism of the Dakota toward the Red River
hunters.3s By the 1B4Os, the Dakota were reported to be "in a state of wa/, with the
Métis.ao As pressure on the herds grew, tension between the meat suppliers for
the

colony and the Plains Cree escalated into open hostility and violence by the 1g5gs.a1
Alexander Ross remarked on the bison herds at mid-century, "[t]hey are now like
a ball
between two players."42 Food was not the only motivation for the bison hunt.
Technological changes led to the growth in the robe market which, by 1g65, amounted
to 200,000 hides delivered annually to St. Louis. The trade ín hídes served,
according
to A.J. Ray, "to accelerate the slaughter beyond sustainable levels."a3 As
early as1g50,

bison herds were increasingly scarce on the eastern margins on the plains.aa
The Métis
38Peers,

The Ojibwa of Western Canada, 1O4.

3eHostilities

broke out between the Dakota and the Métis suppliers of the colony
over the resource. A prairÍe fire set by the Dakota led to a famine in'the colony
in 1g44.
Even at this date, as many as two-thirds of the inhabitants of Red River
depended on
bison meat for their subsistence through the winter. McCarthy, To Evangei¡ze
the
Nations: Roman catholic Missions in Manitoba, 1g1g-1gr0,16.
ooMifloy,

The ptains Cree,111.

otThe conflict
over the increasingly scarce bison resource from 1gS0 to 1gZ0
was considered to be "the final military epoch of the Plains Cree." Milloy, The plains
Ctee,99. On the deepening of tension between the Cree and Assiniboine and their
Blackfoot enemies as a consequence of resource depletion, see Ray, ,,periodic
shortages, Native welfare, and the Hudson's Bay company, 1620-ig3o," s.
a2Frank

G. Roe, The North American Buffalo: A Critical Study of the Specres rn
its wild sfafe (Toronto: university of roronto press, 1970), 396.
ÆAccording

to the author, one half of the total probably originated in Rupert,s

Land. For a discussion of the bison economy, see Ray, "The Northern Great plains:
Pantry of the Northwestern Fur Trade, 1TZ4-1ggS," ZAS,_ZZg.
44Through

the monopoly period, the HBC was forced to move its pemmican
gathering stations west because of game depletion. In 1830, Fort
Ellice succeeded
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were forced to adopt new strategies in pursuit of their diminishing prey.
Winter
encampments known as "hivernant" sites were established on the western plains
because the herds were so far west of Red River that hunters could
no longer travel
back to the colony after the hunt.as
In addition to the heightened tensions arising from the increased predation
of

the diminishing herds, other changes in fur trade society undermined
the well-being of
populations in the west- The consolidation of the monopoly
trade, and the reduced
manpower required for the maintenance of the trade led to the abandonment
of the
Company's policy of importing workers from abroad. The shift from
a European to a
largely aboriginal workforce also brought significant changes
to the disease ecology of

the northwest. Paul Hackett has shown that European traders had
been exposed to
many endemic diseases in their countries of origin. Having suffered
many diseases
that were serious if not deadly to the aboriginal inhabitants in
childhood, European

traders were often immune from the suffering and death which beset
their country-born
fur suppliers. Because they were born in the country and had
not been exposed to
endemic crowd infections in childhood, the aboriginalworkforce of
the company was,
as a group, considerably more susceptible to introduced infections
than had been the

workers of the trade prior to the merger.a' Refrecting the new demographic
and
Brandon House as the chief source of supply. By mid century,
Fort Ellice was
considered too far
a$
the
Company
opened
outposts
closer
to the dwindting
39t
herds. Mifloy, The Plains Cree, 105.
asFor a discussion
of

the emergence of the hivernant economic strategy, see
John E- Foster, "Wintering, the Outsidèr Male and the Ethnogenesis
of the Western
Plains Métis." 1-13.
aoHackett, "A
Very Remarkable Srbknesg "

306. tn her anatysís of the historicat
demography of northern Alberta, Gertrude Nicks noted that mixed
blooded freemen
shared European resistance to many contagious diseases that
infected the Indian
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epidemiological reality, country-born employees of the monopoly
spread, with
increasing frequency, a growing number of contagious diseases
along the
transportation routes of the interior. The burgeoning population of
Red River served to
maintain infections within the rather insulated clusters of communities
which made up
the colony for extended periods, often insuring the spread of pathogens
to the
hinterland as the brigades left for the bush every spring.aT

Ïhe coincidence of heightened demand on food resources and an increase in
the incidence of pathogens came as a consequence of the westward
expansion of the
settlement frontier- Although the northwest, with the end of the
fur trade war, ceased to
be a hinterland of Canada,a' the expansion of the American frontier
of setflement soon
brought the country back under the economic and ecological inftuence
of eastern North

America- The completion of the Erie canal in the mid 1g20s turned
the trickle of
immigrants to the American mid-west into a flood. In 1826,
as many as twelve hundred

people a day passed through Buffalo on their way to new
homes in the west.4s The
introduction of steam powered vessels during this period served
to bring greater
numbers of people with greater speed to the frontier.s0 The burgeoning
transportation

routes served as efficient vectors of disease to the plains.

groups. In fact, she concluded her study by stating, "under the
impact of disease and
starvation there is considerable evidence that tne n¡ét¡s suffered
less mortaiity rrom
both epidemic and endemic disease during the nineteenth century.,,
Demognphic
Anthropology of Native population in weslem canada, lsoo_lgií.
169.
4THackett, "A
very Remarkable

srbknesg"306. see also Ray, ,,Diffusion of
Diseases in the western lnterior of canada, 1330-1gsO,, 139-1s6.
assprague

and Finlay, The structure of canadian History,2nd ed., 10g.

4sHackett, "A
Very Remarkable Sickness," 314_315.
solb¡d.,318.
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Along the Missouri, the expanding American trade and the flow of pathogens
that came with it destroyed the sedentary horticultural societies of the
northern plains.
By 1830, the American Fur Company had established a number of "strong
forts,, along
the Missouri. The pull of the new American establishments was such
that they
syphoned off a significant portion of beaver returns from the HBC territory
by the late
1820s-51 The arrival of Amerícan traders along the Missouri almost immediately
knocked the Mandan from theír control of the northern plains horse trade.s2
By the
begínning of the lB30s, the Mandan were increasingly isolated with
only the Hidatsa
and the Crow as their allies and were under attack by the Cree, the
Saulteaux and the

Assiniboine from Rupert's Land.ss

ln 1832, representatives from the nations of the upper Missouri travelled
to
Washington to negotiate a treaty with the American government. An oral
account of
their voyage illustrates their predicament. One of the Chiefs, ,,ln the
Light,,, counted the

slAmong

the_fortified trading establishments in American territory were Fort
- built in 1825-26),
Clark,
Fort Union (1829) and Fort

Mackenzie (1834). îhe fosts were
supplied by steam powered vessels from population centres on the
Mississiipi, ano
had, according to Paul Hackett, an analogous impact on the epidemiology
of the region
to the introduction of horses a century earlier. tbid., g27-g29. in tne
mid-ie30s, the
HBC attempted to halt growing unsanctioned traffic to Minnesota by paying
an annual
subsidy to the American Fur Company for closing its border posts. -fne poìicy
failed
and the Americans reopened Pembina by 1840 to accommodate the ever
buigeoning
trade. Jacqueline Peterson, "Gathering at the River: The Métis peopling of the
Northern Plains," in The FurTrcde in North Dakota, ed. Virginia He¡åenie¡ch
( Bismark:
State Historical Society of North Dakota, 1gg0), 57.
s2Miiloy,
53to¡0.

The ptains Cree, 65.

The pull of American territory was such that the HBC opened Fort
Eflice in
the Swan River District in 1831 to counter its recent losses to Americans
trading from
the Missouri. Margaret Complin, "Calling Valley of the Crees and the
Buffalo,,, The
Beaver265 (1935), 21. Many of the saurteaux on this miritary campaign
had just
withdrawn from the muskrat hunt along the parkland-forest margin. peers,
The Ojibwa
of Westem Canada, 112-113.
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number of buildings belonging to settlers by notching a pipe stem and later
a long pole

to keep an accurate count. According to the story, "[w]hen the Makinaw boat
reached
the bustling city of St. Louis, population 15,000, they threw their notched poles
into the
river and abandoned the idea."sa
In addition to the economic threat posed by settlement, the societies of
the
Missouri were increasingly jeopardized by disease. In 1831, a smallpox epidemic

swept across the central American plains, killing one half of the pawnee nation.ss
ln
response to an effective lobbying campaign led by Reverend John McCoy,
the United
States government implemented a smallpox prevention program that conferred
immunity to the disease to over three thousand Indians on the lower Missouri.so
Unfortunately, for the inhabitants of the upper reaches of the River, the physicians
who
carried out the procedure could not complete their work during the summer
of 1g32.
Although they requested to be sent to the unvaccinated region the following year,
they
were unsuccessful.sT The partial success of the American vaccination campaign
shaped the dífferential outcomes of the smallpox epidemic of 1837-3g which
in turn had
important consequences for the development of the American plains for decades
to
come.

saDan

Kennedy, Recollection of an Assiniboine chief: Dan Kennedy
(Ochankugahe), 19-20.
ssMichael

K. Trimble, "The 1832 Inoculation Program on the Missouri River,,,in
Drsease and Demognphy in the Americas, eds. John \À/. ver"no and
Douglas
ubelaker (washington smithsonian Institution press,1992), 260.
56Those

inoculated included; the lowa, otoe, yankton, omaha, Teton,
Yanktonai, Grand Pawnee, Republican Pawnee and Loup Pawnee. Tr¡mble, .lb¡d.,263.
tTThe Mandan,
Hisdatsa, Arikara, Assiniboine, Cree and Blackfeet were not
vaccinated at this time. lbid., 263.
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ln the summer of 1837, the disease erupted along the upper Missouri.
lt killed

an estimated seventeen thousand people and turned the Missouri Valley
into .one
great graveyard."58 According to an early account, the outbreak
was spread up the
Missouri on the steamboat, the St. Peters, whose crew carried the infection.
The

disease was passed to the Mandan, when one of their Chiefs took an
infected blanket
from a watchmen on the boat who was dying of the illness.ss Arthur
Ray stated that the
epidemic spread to the group because they ignored the warnings of
American traders
to stay away from Fort Union where the disease had already broken out.60
The
epidemic precípitated the "death of the Mandan nation."61 The final blow
for the group
came when they were attacked by the Dakota in January of 1g3g.
The end was

witnessed by Francis Chardon, a trader at Fort Clark:

'.. I beheld the Mandan village all in flames, the Lodges being all made of dry
tulb¡d.,

257. The epidemic of 1837 is probably the best documented disease
episode on the plains in the 19th century. In the Amårican context, see
for examples,
Milo M' Quaífe, edt,_'The Smallpox Epidemic on the Upper Missouri,"
Mrssrssrþpi Valtey
Historical Review 17 (1930-31): 278-299; Clyde D. Doilar, "The High plains
Sma¡pox
Epidemic of 1837-38 i' The Western Historidd euañerty (1gT7), tS_Sa;
Michael K.
Trimble, "The 1837-1838 Smallpox Epidemic on the U[pàr Missouri,"
Skeletat Biology
in the Great Plains: Migrction, Warfare, Health, and Suåsrstence, eás.
Douglas owsley
and Richard Jantz (Washington: Smithsonian Institution press, 1994): g1-gé;
and K.C.
Tessendorf, "Red Death on the Missouri,', American west 14 (1g77):4g_s3.
seleslie M. Scott, "lndian
Diseases as Aids to Pacific Northwest Setflement,,,
O reg o n H i st o rí ca I S o ci ety e u a rterl y 29 (1 gZB), 1 46.
uoRay, "Diffusion

155-156.
61Milloy,

of Diseases in the Western lnterior of Canada, 1g3O-1g50,,

The Ptains Cree, 65. At Fort Union, traders tried unsuccessfully to
inoculate the local lndians "according to Dr. Thomas' medical book.,,
Unfortunately,
most of those who submitted to the procedure died, 'About 1S days afterward
there
was such a stench in the fort that it could be smelt at a distance oi goo yards.,,
Elliot
Coues, ed., Forty Years a Fur Trcder on the (lpper Missouri, The perconal
Narntive of
charles Larpenteur, t833-1872. vorume l. (Minneaporis: Ross & Haines,
1962), 132133.
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Wood, and all on fire at the t3T" time, Made a splendid sight, the
Night being
dark-this must be an end to What was once calle'd the Manäan
vill"ô", upwards
of one hundred years it had been standing, the Small pox last y""rr]
very nearly
annihilated the Whole tríbe, and the Sioux has finished the Woik
of åestruction
by burning the Village-the rest of the Tribe are scattered...62
The disease also ravaged the Assiniboine and the Blackfoot. John
Rowand at
Edmonton estimated the mortality among the two groups to have
been seventy-five
percent.63 As he passed through the plains almost a
decade after the epidemic, paul

Kane described its effect on one band, "[t]he bones of a whole camp
of lndians, who
were carried off by that fatal scourge of their race, the small-pox,
were bleaching on the
plains..."6a Henry schoolcraft described the misery shared
by the two groups:

Language, however forcible, can convey but a faint idea of the
scene of
desolation which the country now presents. In whatever direction you
turn,
nothing but sad wrecks of mortality meet the eye; lodges standing
tn
every hills,
but not a streak of smoke risíng from them. ruót a sound can be
heard to break
the awful stillness, save the ominous croak of ravens, and the mournful
howl of
wolves fattening on the human carcasses that lie strewed around.os
While the epidemic was clearly catastrophic to the populations along
the
Missouri and the southern fringes of HBC territory, the actions

of

Dr. William Todd, the

Chief Factor of the Swan River District, spared the vast majority of
the lndians in the

62Francis

Chardon, Journal Entry for January g, 183g, in Chardon,s Journal
at
Fort clark, 1834-18s9. ed. Annie H. Aber (FreeportjN.y.:Books for
Libraries,
1970),1 81.
63laurel Schenstead-Smith,
"Disease Pattern and Factors Relating to the
Transmission of Disease among the Residents of the onion Lake
Agenci,,,ì; Ray,
lndians in the FurTnde,1g3, fn. 11.
64Paul

Kane, Wandeings of an A¡tist among the Indians of Notth America,
From
canada to vancouvels lsland and oregon through the Hudson's Bay
re,mtiry ana
Back Again (Edmonton Hurtig, 196g), gO.
usMilloy,

The ptains Cree, g6.
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Company's domain.66 The work of Dr. Todd, known in the trade
as "picotte,, because of
his own disfigurement from smallpox,oT stopped the epidemic
in its tracks. His work in

controlling the epidemic had important consequences for the demographic
future of the
Canadian plains- Laura Peers noted an increase in mutti-ethnic groupings
among
Cree, Saulteaux and Assiniboíne communíties affected by the outbreak.oa
Another
important consequence of the differential impact of the disease
brought on by the
partial HBC vaccinations was the territorial expansion groups
of
who had undergone
the procedure.os The Plains cree and ojibwa, who were vaccínated
in large numbers,

"oThe work of Dr. Todd in halting the spread of the smallpox
has been well
documented, especially by A.J. Ray. see ,,smallpox: The Epidemic
of 1837_ 3g,,, The
Beaver306 (1975), 8-13; A.J. Ray, "William Todd: Doctorand Trade,
Forthe Hudson,s
Bay Company, 1816-1851," Prairíe Forum I (1984):13-26.
For a discussion of Todd,s
theory of disease causation, see Jody_Decker, "country Distempers:
Deciphering
Disease and lllness in Rupert's Land Before 1g20,,, tn i?eading'Beyond
woøs:
Contexts for Native History, eds. J.S.H. Brown and Elizabeth
Viber (peterborough:
Broadview Press, 1996),172.
oTNational

Archives of Canada (hereafter NAC) Robert Beil papers, MG
29, B
15, vol- 61, F'34, Anonymous, "Reminiscences of Onã of the
Last Descendants of a
Bourgeois of the Northwest Company,,, (N.D.), 29.
68Peers,

The ojibwa of Western Canada, 142. Multt-ethnic communities
were
not new to the plains. sharrock, "crees, cree-AssÍniboines, and
Assiniboines:
fnterethnic Social Organization on the Far Northern plains," gs-122.
ln fact, the group
that may have been responsible for spreading the disease to Rupert's
Land, The
Young Dogs, a group comprised of Ciees and Assiniboines who
spoke both languages
"but neither correctly." Milloy, The Plains Crce,2g-30.
Another inter-ethnic group hit by
the epidemic was the mixed cree-saulteaux band that the young
Big Bear was a
member of. The future leader of the Plains Cree was infected with
the disease and
recovered' According to at least one biographer, the infection
of his band during the
1830s was the beginning of his resentment toward European
encroachment. Dempsey,
Big Bear: The End of Freedom, 19.
unThe

shift westward corresponded with the constriction of the bison
herds. But
it should be emphasize_d that the expansion of Cree and Assiniboine
was into tenitory
once controlled by the Blackfoot. Laura Peers noted the shitt
at Fort p¡tt, ai tne plains
Cree and Ojibwa took over from the retreating Blackfoot who had
once dominated the
area. The Ojibwa Of Western Canada. 142.
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expanded their territory after 1837-38.70 The opposite was true with the Assiniboíne
and Blackfoot, who either did not have the opportunity or the inclination to submit
to the
process and suffered very high mortality.Tl George Simpson reported
in 1g41that the
Blackfoot "have been reduced by one half of late years by Small pox and other
causes."72 The Sarcee were particularly hard hit. According to Simpson,
the group was

reduced from a population of 1800 to a mere 250.73 Among the Assiniboine,
tribal
historians have noted the role of the epidemic in their decline. According to
chief Dan
Kennedy, the group was "literally wiped out."74 Even early chroniclers of the
west

toAfter the
epidemic, the steady migration of the Woodland Cree to the
parklands and plains partially accounted for the increases in the population
of tn"
Plains Cree. Decker, "Depopulation of Northern Plains Natives," 3eia. Rrthur
Ray noted
that the disease spread as far to the northwest as the Cree along the north
Saskatchewan between Edmonton and Pitt but did not discuss tñe severity
of the
outbreak among them. "Diffusion of Diseases Ín the Western Interíor of
Cãnada, 1B3O1950," 156.

tlThe epÍdemic was
a decisive moment for the Assiniboine. Dan Kennedy, a
Chief and oral historian
loted the impact of the disease on their once powerful nations,
[it] "diminished the Assiniboines to the vanishing point. The survivors fled in all
directíons to escape the mystic shadow of deatñ.;' The Recottections of
an Assiniboine
Chief: Dan Kennedy (Ochankugahe),72-73. The contrast in demographic patterns
between the Cree and Assiniboine in the aftermath of the epidemicls díscussed
at
fength by Ray. lndians in the Fur T¡ade,1g7-198.
72Hugh

(1990), 3.

A. Dempsey, ed., "simpson's Essay on the Blackfoot," Alberta History3g

ttOne of Simpson's
sources for the report on the Blackfoot was the experienced
Edmonton trader, John Rowand whose contribution provided Simpson's
work with a
"relatively high degree of accuracy." lbid., 2-3.
T4Kennedy

stated that the Assiníboine population in 1g4T was a mere three
,.
thousand, one tenth

of what had been estimated at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. According to Kennedy, "!Ve [Assiniboine] fought for suÑival for a
whole
century and the future is still precariously in the balance-but what a price
to pay for
civilization.-The story of this tragic drama should be written and pubíicized.,,'Sne
Urry
wegkes Papers, R-100, vol. 3, fo.4e, Dan Kennedy to Mary weekes, December g,
1947.
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recognized that the Assiniboine were especially vulnerable to smallpox. In 1g60, Dr.
James Hector stated.
[l]t seemed to single them out for more severe visitation than any of the other
tribes, till at length they were almost extirpated,_the northern pari of their country
being occupied by the less mischievous Crees.Ts
Some of the Assiniboine fled to the west through enemy teffitory to the foothills of
the
Rockies, where their descendants today occupy the reserve at Morley, Alberta.To
ln
addition to the protection afforded by vaccinations, numerous groups used the
time

tested avoidance strategy of heading into the bush or the plains to diminish the
chances of contagion.TT
The inoculations performed by Dr. Todd, other HBC servants and even Indians
who were instructed in the procedure,tu were the most significant example of the
HBC,s
medical assistance to aboriginal groups in the monopoly period. While the disease
was
perhaps the most virulent pathogen at the time, its prevention through
the use of

"James Hector and W.S.W. Vaux, "Notice of the lndians Seen by the Exploring
Expedition Under the Command of Captain Pallíser," Trcnsactions of the Ethnological
Society of London 1 (1860), 2S1.
i6Kennedy,

The Recollections of an Assiniboine Chief: Dan Kennedv
(Ochankugahe), 72-73.
TtOn the use

o_f the strategy by the fndians at Cumberland House,
see Hackett,
"A Very Remarkable Srbknesg " 334, fn. 37. References to similar
avoidance strategies
in the historic record are plentiful. During the combined outbreaks of 1g1g-20,
the
Chipewyan, it was reported by George Simpson, "are now dispersing in all directions,
hoping that a change in residence may arrest the progress of ìhe co-ntagion.',
Joumal of
Occunences in the Athabasca Department by George Simpson, lgZO ind 1g21 and
Report,80-81.

TsAccording

to one report, Todd taught an Indian who then "vaccinated his own
family and about 20 of his own connections.'Milloy, The ptains cree,T1.
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cowpox vaccine was relat¡vely simple.Ts Wíth¡n years of the development
of an
effective vaccine in England, the Lewis and Clark expedition to the northwest
was
provided with it for the vaccination of western lndians by Thomas
Jefferson.so ln
Rupert's Land, acknowledged value of immunization was such that, in 1g1
1, Lord
Selkirk suggested a vaccination campaign for the aboriginat inhabitants of
Red River
prior to the establishment of the agricultural colony.8l Two years
later, vaccinations

were performed at York Factory with serum supplied by the Company.B2
During the
measles and whooping cough outbreaks of 1820, the HBC vaccinated large
numbers of
people at Red River in response to a rumour circulating that smallpox
was spreading
northward toward the colony.83 In the mid 1820s, the procedure was performed
at
Cumberland, Nonrvay House and along the Albany River.sa What can truly
be called a
vaccination policy though was not implemented by the Company until after
the smallpox
outbreak of 1837.8s
In his biography of Todd, A.J. Ray noted that orders had been sent
to HBC
TsBefore

the turn of the nineteenth century Edward Jenner had developed
the
cowpox vaccine, based on a less harmful pathogen that confered immunity
to the
lethal virus.
80At

the turn of the century, the lndians of the Missouri were attacked by
the
disease in a localized outbreak. Unfortunatety, the vaccine provided to
the American
explorers by the President may have been spoiled. E. Wagner Stearn
and Allen E.
Stearn, The Effect of Smallpox on the Destiny of the Amerína¡an (Boston: gruce
Humphries Publishers, 1 94S), 56-57.
slHackett, "A
Very Remarkable Sickness,,' g4O-541.
82lbid.,

941.

utlb¡d.
u4lb¡d.,

841-s42.

8slbid., 342.
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posts to conduct a vaccination program six months prior to the outbreak
of the Missouri
but that the directive had not been obeyed.86 When the crisis was over, the company
conducted a territory-wide vaccination program, the first large scale public health
campaign undertaken in the northwest.sT lt is a sad irony, though, that as the
HBC
sought to end the ravages of smallpox, the most virulent dísease of the time,
its
employees regularly infected communities with influenza and other infectious
diseases.ss

ln addition to supplying the sick with food and what medícal care was avaílable,

the HBC, particularly in the period of its dominion over the northwest, worked with
varying degrees of success in the area of dísease prevention. Within years
of the
merger, the London Committee urged George Simpson to implement sanitation
regulations at York Factory to combat the chronic health problems at the Fort.Bs
tuRay, "William
Todd. Doctor and Trade of the Hudson,s Bay Company, 1816-

51." 23.

87For

an extended discussion of the HBC vaccination campaign, see Hackett, ,A
Very Remarkable S/'ckness," 343-944. and Appendix 3. "Distribution of 'Smattpox
Vaccine in 1838," S0B-SO9.
s8Records

indÍcate that the smallpox vaccine was distributed as far to the
northwest as the Mackenzie River. The absence of the disease in the far northwest
is
indicative of the success of the program, although deaths from other diseases,
particularly from influenza, maintained high mortality rates. For a list
of locations which
received the vaccine in 1838, see lbid., 508. For a discussion of the role of HBC
brigades in the spread of influenza, see Ray, "Diffusion of Diseases in the
Western
Interior of Canada, 1830-1BSO," 142-150.
unYork

factory was plagued with health problems through much of its existence.
For a discussion, see Michael Payne, The Most Respectabte Þlace in the
Tenitory:
Evetyday Life in the Hudson's Bay Seruice, 1788 to 187o, gg-10s. A particular problem
to the officers at York in the 1830s and to medical historians in the présent
is the
condition known as the "York Factory Complaint" which struck in the late
winter and
early spring with symptoms that included stomach pain, pain in the arms
and .nervous
weakness." The condition resulted in occasional deaths'among the officer class.
See
Ray, "william Todd: Doctorand rrade, forthe Hudson,s Bay cómpany, 1g16_s1,"
1s_
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surgeons were posted by the company to a number of locations and, by
1g30, two
physicians were practising at Red River.eo Quarantine techniques
were also used to
halt the spread of pathogens. In 1944, the use of isolation measures
may have

stopped the spread of scarlet fever from Red River to the population
north of Lake

Winnipeg.el As Arthur Ray noted, the rise in the Company's concern for the
health of
the population in their domain was prompted by humanitarian concerns
and the

16. The origin of th-e complaint was probably the long hours spent in overheated
offices, the resuft of corporate cutbacks of the 1820sãnd 1ggos.
See payne The
Mosf Respectable Place in the Territory: Everyday Life in the Hudson's
Båy Seruice,
1788 to 1870, 99-100. Scurvy was also a serious hearth probrem
at york. Fo¡
discussion, see Jody Decker, "scurvy at York: Afffiction Lingered at the
"
Bay,,, The
Beaver69 (1989): 42-48; and w.B. Ewart, "causes of Mortarity ¡n a
suoarótìc
Settlement (York
lactory, Man.), 1714-1946," Canadian MedicalAssociation Journal
12e (1e83). 571-574.

,

e'M¡chaer payne
noted that during the monopory period many of the HBC
surgeons signed on for only brief tours of duty, usually only two or
tñree years, ,,making
most essentially, well-paid sojourners." The Most Reipectable place
in úe Territory,

104. William Todd was the exception to the rule. Although his work in mitigating
the
effects of the smallpox epidemic may have had as important an impact
as anyone on
the future condition of Rupert's Land, his contribution to the health of
the country went
largely unrecognized by simpson or the members of the corporate
hierarchy. Todd died
in 1851, "addicted to opium eating." On the antagonism between Todd
and Simpson,
see Ray, "william Todd: Doctor and rrade, for thé Hudson,s Bay
company, ìg16_s1,,,
18-23- Governor Simpson did not appear to have much confidence in the medical
practitioners at Red River. ln 1830, he wrote of Dr Hamlyn, "[he]
is a superfícialsilly
fellow in which we have little confidence and
[Dr.] Bunn il ftè a þrophet'wno ¡s not
respected in his views. lbid.,14. For further discussion on the Hdc's
medical
practitioners in this period see, Morto n, A History of the
Canadian West to 1g7o-71,
636, and Ross Mitcheil, "Early Doctors of Red Ríver and Manitoba,', papers
Read
before the Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba. Senþs 3, eds.
W.L. Morton and
J-4. Jackson (Winnipeg: Historical and Scientific Society of Manitoba,
194g): ST-47.
tlUnfortunately,
isolation measures were not always implemented, the arrival of
500 British troops at York Factory in 1846 stressed I."sour"e, of the
fort to such an
extent that normal isolation procedures were ovenidden, the result
being the spread of
contagion to the interior. Hackett, "A Very Remarkable Srbkness, " g7g,
ãsZ-qsq. Arthur
Ray noted that the scarlet fever outbreak was the first occurrence
of the disease in the
west for a generation. "Diffusion of Diseases in the Western Interior
of Canada, 1g301850."151.
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protection of its enterprise in the face of an increasingly complicated environment
of
disease and trade.s2

A major factor in this increasing complexity was the growth of the agricultural
colony at Red River, stimulated by its growing trade with the burgeoning economy
of
the Minnesota Territory. Jacqueline Peterson described the changing situation for
the
colony in the decades after the merger, "once a remote bastion of European
civilization
imposed on a native landscape, now met the western edge of a rapidly expanding
American frontier."s3 In the 1g40s, American traders such as Norman Kittson
conducted a lucrative trade to the colony, bringing in both goods and, inadverten¡y,
pathogens from the south.sa The link between Red River to the American
frontier was
further developed by Métis Free Traders who, by the mid 1840s, were agitating
for the
legal right to an open trade.ss A petition attacking the monopoly, signed by
almost a
thousand residents of the colony, was quickly taken up by opponents of HBC
rule in

s2lnd¡ans

in the FurTrcde, 1gg.

s3Peterson, "Gathering
at the River: The Métis Peopling of the Northern plains,,,
58. For a discussion of the opening of the trails between ihe British colony and St.
Paul, see Rhoda Gilman, Carolyn Gilman and Deborah Stultz, The Red RíverT,
¡ils:
Oxcart Roufes Between St. Paul and the Setkirk Setflement, 1g2T-l g7O (St. paul:
Mínnesota Historical Society, 1 g7g).
s4Though

the definitive source of the infection is unknown, paul Hackett noted
that influenza may have been spread to Red River from Kittson's post at pembina. ,.A
Ve ry Re ma rkable Sicknesg,' 400.
nsThe

right to free trade which signified the end of the HBC monopoly on the
southern plains was not sanctioned until the decision in the trial of Guillaumê
Sayer in
1849. For a discussion of the implications of the decision, see Galbraith, Tie HBC as
an lmperial Factor,64-69. For a discussion of the rise of a private entrepreneurial
class
in Rupert's Land, see lrene spry, "The "private Adventurers;'of Rupert,s Land,,,
in The
Developing West, ed. John Foster (Edmonton: University of Albertå press),
57. See
also Morton, A History of the Canadian West to IgT0-71-. g1O.
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England.so

The most vocal of the English critics of the corporate monopoly was actually
a
native of the northwest with experience in the far northwestern trade, Alexander

Kennedy lsbister, who submitted his critique of the HBC monopoly in February
1g4T.s7
The document attacked the monopoly charter on a number of points. First
was that the
HBC had "to the utter impoverishment, if not ruin, of the natives" acquired ,,a princely

revenue" through their monopoly.n' Second, the company was accused of
undermining aboriginal societies through the trade in liquor, a "deadly and
demoralizing
poison."ss The third avenue of criticism dealt direcfly with the
connection of the fur

trade and hunger among "the larger part' of producers who "can no longer
find the
means of supporting life from the produce of the chase, or the natural productions
of
the soul."10o The submission also lashed out against the tradíng monopoly
imposed by
the HBC, described as "gross aggressions on the rights and liberties of the
natives.,,101
Central to lsbister's critique was the connection between the fur trade and
difficulty in the food quest. In an article on the Chipewyan lndians, submitted
to the
British Association for the Advancement of Science in 1847,lsbister
noted that the
soAttacks

on the corporate monopoly of the HBC from the mid 1g40s are
well
documented. See John S. Galbraíth, "The Hudson's Bay Company Under F¡re,
1g4762," canadian Historical Review 30 (194g): 322-33s, aná
Barry cooper,
Alexander Kennedy /sbisfer: A Respectable Critic of the Honounbie
"rp"cialfy Company.
szlbid., 107.
s8lbid.,

1og.

]sfne report lambasted the HBC for curtailing the flow of liquor prior to the
renewal of its licence and then quiefly reopening thã tade. lb¡d., r'os. '
100lbid.

101lbid.,

110.
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Hare were:
In the most intimate connection with the Hudson's Bay Company
of all the
Chipewyan tribes, and they show the effects of that connection.
Their condition
is the most wretched and deplorable that can be imagined. Cannibalism,
almost
justified by the extreme necessity of the case, exists
to a frightful extent ...
lnstances have been known of parents destroying their own-families
and
aftenruards themselves in order to avoid this fatalãlternative
... tÀáv tHaresl are
a puny and stunted race, and are rapidly decreasing in numbers,
ánä soon must
disappear altogether. Yet it is from this wretched tribe that the
Hudson,s
Bay
Company draws nearly all the profits of their trade in this quarte r.1oz -

Although lsbisteds criticism of the HBC monopoly was eloquent and just,
it failed to
persuade Parliament to revoke the charter until the late 1BSos,
when the reality of the
northwest's integration to the world economy was too strong to ignore.

while Rupert's Land was by the 1940s, increasingly exposed to pathogens
delivered overland from the expanding American frontier, it was not
the sole source of
infection in the HBC domain. From the north, the developing trade
corridor from york
Factory to the colony served as an increasingly important disease
vector.103 In 1g46,

the passage of an entire Englísh Regiment along the route from york
to Red River
served to spread infection through the entire region and ,,was to
have dire

consequences for many of the people living to the north, northeast
and west of Lake
Winnipeg."lo4 Although the British soldiers were sent to protect the colony
against the

1o2lbid.,

36.

lo3After

the merger, York increased in importance as overseas trade ,,all
but
eliminated the use of the St. Lawrence-Ottawa R¡ver Route to the
Northwest, a
transport thoroughfare that had served as a corridor for disease ditfusion
for over a
century." Hackett, "A Very Remarkable Srbknesg',30S.
104lbid.,

434. A.S. Morton stated that the number of British troops sent to Red
River was five hundred. A History of the canadian west to l BTo-71, gog.
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threat of the Americans, the result of the escalating crisis over the Oregon
Territory,los
they inadvertently jeopardized the health of the community through infection.
According to Paul Hackett, the HBC was forced to abandon its usual protocol
in
preventing the spread of disease in transporting the large number
of troops, something
which greatly exacerbated the compound epidemics of influenza, measles
and
dysentery.106

Another source of disease that tenible year may have been the litge used
route
from the Lakehead to Red River. The influenza epidemíc spread from northern
Ontario, where Charles Mackenzie reported that as many as one hundred people
had

gathered at Lac Seul. The post, according to the trader was, "more
a hospital than a
kitchen,"1o7 The disease spread as far the northwest as the yukon.los
As influenza

spread through the country, measles infected populations west from
the eastern

1otJ.s.

Garbraith, The Hudson's Bay companyas an Imperiar Factor, 1g211869,313-316; and especially Merk, The Oregon Question: Essays in
Angio-American
Diplomacy and Politics (Cambridge: Harvard University press, 1967).
Altñough
Americans, particularly John Jacob Astor and his Amei¡can Fur Company, had
a hand
in the early development of the teritory, they were for a time ousted from
the west
coast. According to Merk, 'Astoria had been sold to the North West Company
virtually
under the guns of the navy." Merk, ed., Fur Trcde and Empire, xiv.
r06The

soldiers were moved from York soon after their arrival as the fort could
not could not support such a large number of people. "A Very Remarkable
Sickness,,,
434.ln his study of the trouble of 1846, Arthur Ray stresseO tne impact of the measles
outbreak, noting that, ''the coughing and respiratory troubles reported as
influenza may
well have been complications associated with the measles. "Diffusion of Diseases
in
the Western Interior of Canada, 1g3O-1950,"154.
1o7Hackett,

"A Very Remarkable Sickness," 390_391.

108Krech, "The
Early Fur Trade in the Northwestern Subarctic:

the Trade in Beads," 264-265.

The Kutchin and
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seaboard, poss¡bly along the Oregon Trail and then north into HBC territory.10s
Dysentery then added to the deadly mix during the summer of 1g46.
At Red River,

George Simpson estimated that within a span of four weeks, three hundred
out of a
population of fíve thousand inhabitants of the cotony perished.llo
Simpson, who had
witnessed the misery of the combined epidemics of 1819-20, reported that
the
outbreaks of 1846 "led to a greater mortality than at any former period within
my
recollection-"111 Alexander Ross, the first historian of Red River, described
the suffering

in 1846 as:
...this pest, for we can give it no milder name, the colony was overwhelmed
with
terror... ln no other country, either in Europe or America, in modern times-not
under the severest visitation of cholera-has there been so great a mortality
as in
Red River on the present occasion...From the 18th of June io the 2nd of
August,
the deaths averaged seven a day, or 321in all; being one out of sixteen of
our
population. Of these one-sixth were Indians, two-thiids half-breeds,
and the
remainder whites. On one occasion, thirteen burials were proceeding at

once.112

ln the late 1840s, developments, both political and economic, further

undermined the monopoly of the HBC and the relative isolation of the inhabitants
of
Rupert's Land. The settlement of the Oregon question and the subsequent partition
of
the west coast between American and British interests led to the first large scale
influx

loeHackett, "A
Very Remarkable Sicknesg"

405-406. Ray traced the spread of
the disease as far to the northwest as Great Slave Lake. "Diffusion of Diseases
in the
Western lnterior of Canada, 1B3O-1950,"151-154.
11oHackett,

"A Very Remarkable Sicknes s,,' 424_426.

1111bid.,424.

ll2Alexander Ross,
The Red River Seftlement; /fs Rlse, progress, and present
Sfafe' lilith Some Account of the Native Races and its genenl Hislory, io the present
Day (Edmonton: Hurti g, 1gZ2), 362-363.
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of agricultural immigrants to the far west in American territory.113 The
intensification of
interaction between Europeans and Indians in the American west led to
almost yearly
epidemics of one sort or another.lla The resolution of the Sayer trial
in 1g4g both
opened the unsanctioned trade to the Minnesota frontier and provided judicial
a
acknowledgement that the HBC had a monopoly in title only.11s Before
the end of the
decade, gold was found in California.l16 Amid the frenzy resulting from
the discovery,

the HBC was forced to allow many of its servant leaves of absence for
up to six months
"or simpson feared, there would have been a general
desertion.',117

By 1850, the Company's hold on the country was eroding at an ever quickening

pace. From within, fabour strife threatened the complex, if precarious
transportation

1131n

1841, a small contingent of Red River Métis abandoned the colony
and
trekked overland to oregon. see J.S. Garbraith, The Hudson's Bay
compaiyas an
Imþerial Factor, 1821-1869, 211. Although American setflers flooded
tne teriitory
following 1846, the west coast had been tilled for decades prior to the
set¡ement. See
Gibson, Farming the Frontier: The Agriculturct Opening of the Oregon
Country, 1Tg61846.

llaTaylor, "sociocultural
Effects of Epidemics on the Northern plains: 1TA4-

1850," 56.

tttThe connection
between Red River and Minnesota was such that the former
was the object of an annexationist movement, particularly after the end of
the American
Civil War- See Alvin Gluek, Minnesota and the Manifest Destiny of the
Canadian
Northwest: A Study in Canadian-American Relations (Toronto. University
of Toronto
Press, 1965), ix.
t16wh¡te

outside the area of study, it should be noted that the influx of gold
seekers to California had a significant impact on the health of aboriginal
communities
an the south west coast. ln 1853, a trading vessel originating from
õan Francisco
spread smallpox to the Washington coast, killing forty perceñt of tne population.
Robert T. Boyd, "Demographic History, 1774-1874," ín' Handbook of
Notth American
Volume
7,
Northwesf
Coasf,
ed.
Wayne
Suttles
(Washington:
lndians,
Smithsonian
Institution Press, 1gg0), 141.
117Burley,

.
in the Hudson's

Servanfs of the Honounble Company: Work, Discipline, and Conflict
Bay Company, 1770-1g4g, 1SS.
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system to its isolated districts in the interior. According to Carol Judd, the ,,Natives
who
ran the transport system began to flex their collective muscle."118 Agricultural
setgers,
"mostly Orkney halfbreeds," left the Red River heading west adding
to the largely

unsanctioned mixed economy in the Qu'Appelle Valley which had begun generation
a
earlier.lle
South of the 49th Parallel, the ill-fated Turtle Mountain Treaty between the
American government and the Ojibwa, negotíated in 1851 but never ratified,
sparked a
land rush along the border. The derailing of the process dispossessed the
Tur¡e
Mountain people and according to Laura Peers, foreshadowed things to come, ,,[t]he
fate of the Turtle Mountain people would inform rumour, fuel anxiety, and serye
of what
was to come for the entire Northwest."l2o Across the plains, tension mounted
as the

118Judd, "Native
Labour and Social Stratification in

the Hudson,s Bay Company,s
Northern Department, 1770-1870," 31 1. The labour troubles of the HBC aré
well
documented. See especially, Burley, seruanfs of the Honounble company: work,
Discipline and Conflict in the Hudson's Bay Company, 1770-1g7g, rcO:lOi.
lnthe far
north, the Company's difficult with its largety Métis workforce made the Mackenzie
the
most dependant of its districts on casual brigades. Chief Trader E.G. Anderson
reported in 1853, "one half of my crews are lndians...,' philip Goldring, ,,Labour
Records of the Hudson's Bay company, 1921-1970," Archivaria tt
1t-ôao¡, ea.
11son

the establíshment of Métis communities in Assiniboia in the late 1g20s,
see Galbraith, The Hudson's Bay Company as an lmperial Factor, 1g21-1g69,61-62.
An early chronicler of the west noted that the HBC assisted surplus mixed-blooded
farmers out of the colony as "they did not want them to spy out the land and set¡e
near
the posts. William S. Gladstone, The Gladstone Diary: Tnvels in the Earty
West, ed.
Bruce Haig (Lethbridge: Historic Trails Society of Alberta, 19BS), 43. The expansion
of
the open economy in the wake of the Sayer decision provided á't"mpor"ry
Obom in the
parkfands of the Pelly district. peers, The ojibwa of v1/estern canadà,
fió_lls.
t2oThe

Oiibwa of Western Canada,179. The Dakota also signed a treaty in
1851, their dispossession led to the Uprising of 1862, and the arriva-l of large
numbers
of refugees to what would become canadian Territory. see Elias, "Negotlated
Admission: Flight to security in canada , 1962 and 1g-63,', tn The Dakotã of the
Canadian Nofthwest: Lessons for Suruival, Manitoba Studies in Native History
(Winnipeg: University of Manitoba pressl 9gB), 1 9-96.
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bison supply dwindled and the anticipation of European settlement loomed
ever targer.
In addition to an escalation of inter-ethnic violence over bison herds
in the west,

aboriginal groups began to resist the encroachment of European interlopers.
The
Ojibwa of Lake of the Woods refused to cooperate with the Hind Expedition
in 1gS7.
One of their Chiefs told the explorer:
The reason why we stop you is because we think you do not tell us why you
want to go that way and what you want to do with those paths... Remember,
if
the white man comes to the Indian's house, he must walk through the door,
and
not steal in by the window... They have no right to pass that way... we do
not
want the white man; when the white man comes, he brings diseãse and
sickness, and our people perish; we do not wish to die. nltany white people
would bring death to us, and our people would pass away... Tell these men
this,
and the talk is finished.121

As Hind explored the eastern plains, Chief Peguis petitioned the Aborigines protection
Society in London for assistance in the completion of a treaty as his people
feared the
hardships that would follow the imminent European invasion.122 Wh¡le on
the plains,
Hind met with a Council of plains Cree, led by the highly-esteemed Mis-tick-oos.
The

Council was firm in its resolve to resist the encroachment of both Europeans
and Métis
bison hunters, "[t]hey had no objection to trade with them
[Métis] or with white people,
but they insisted that all strangers should purchase dried meat or pemmican,
and not

hunt for themselves."123 ln addition, Hind was told that the Council had earlier
agreed.
121Henry

Youle Hind, lVarrative of the Canadian Red River Exploring Expedition
of 1857 and of the Assiniboine and Saskafchewan Expedition of 1gËg, Voiume
l(Edmonton: Hurtig, 197 1), 99-1 OO.
122RLRC,

An Historical overuiew of Aboriginal Lifestytes: The churchilt-Netson
River Drainage Basin,133. Within the colony, Pêguis pushed his claim ownership
over
his land acknowledged in the Selkirk Treaty by foróing settlers to request permission
or
payment for cutting hay. peers , The ojibwa of western canada,
1gg.
123H¡nd,

Nanative of the Canadian Red River Exploring Expedition of 1g57 and
of the Assiníboine and Saskafchewan Expedition of 1Bág, Võtume 1 861
ln 1g63, a
,
Saulteaux Chief who 'Was very saucy, and told them (White Horse plains
Brigade) they
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[]hat

in consequence of promises often made and broken by the white men
and the half-breeds, and the rapid destruction by them of thsbuffalo they fed
on, they would not permit either the white men or the half-breeds to hunt in
their
country or travel through it, except for the purpose of trading for their dried
meat, pemican, skins and robes... They wished to establish some sort of toll
of
tobacco and tea for permission to pass through their country, threatening
that if
it were not given they would... stop us by fotce.12a

John Milloy noted that the Cree Council blamed Europeans and their tools for the
declining herds and that "[t]his was a radical departure from the previous perception
of
Indian-European partnership of interests. The traders were in effect placed in the
same
category as others who threatened the cree..."125 In addition to the threat to the
bison
economy, pathogens brought by Europeans bombarded the nations of the plains.
As
Henry Hind reported:
The condition of the Indians is now very different to what it used to be half a
century since- Not only have European diseases greafly diminished their
numbers, but game of different kinds has becomeìo scarce that during some
seasons starvation is no fiction.126
James Hector, the physician attached to the Palliser Expedition, reported that the

must not go on his hunting ground-that he was master of the ptains, the buffalo
were
his cattle, and the halfbreeds must not kill them" was killed in a fíghi with
J. Swain, a
member of the brigade. "Return of the Hunters," The No/ Westel,23 October
1g63.
t'olrene Spry, "The
Great Transformatíon: The Disappearance of the Commons
in Western Canada," in Man and Nature on the Prairies, Canadian plains
Studies 6, ed.
Richard Allen (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1976), 27. ln 1g61 piapot's
Cree-Assiniboine band responded to the threat of the Métis who had recen¡y moved
to
the Qu'Appelle by "not allow[ing] them to kill the buffalo for food, without levying
a
heavy fine for every buffalo they kill." lbid., 27. For further discussion on the
rising
animosity between the Gree and the Métis, see Milloy, The plains cree, 1or.
125lbid.

t26Henry

Hind, "Of Some of the Superstitions and Customs Common among the
.ndians in the Valley

of the Assiniboines and the Saskatchewan,,' The Canadian
Joumal- New Serie.s. 22 (1859),262. The same passage can also be found in Hind,
Narntive of the Canadian Red River Exptoring Expedition of 1g5T and of the
Assiniboine and saskatchewan Expedition of lg5,g, volume 2, 14s.
f
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population of the Plains cree was 12,soo but, ,,[t]hey are, however,
rapidly on the
decrease, as the small pox and other disease annually sweep them off in great
numbgrs."127

Diseases attacked plains populations through the 1850s. Early in the decade,
influenza spread across Rupert's Land from York128 Although Arthur Ray noted
that the
autumn outbreak of the disease mitigated its diffusion,ttn the outbreak appears
to have
spread at least as far west as Vermillion where it was reported that, "as many
as S0
souls including 24 of our best hunters having been caried off by influenza."rso
¡n 1gs657, smallpox again spread sickness and death along the Míssouri hinterland.

131

The

disease spread northward where ,,again the eu'Appelle Crees were smitten,
so that,
added to their incessant strife with the Blackfeet for possession of the buffalo
hunting

127Hector

and Vaux, "Notice of the Indians Seen by the Exploring Expedition
Under the Command of Captain Palliser," 251. Jody Decker estimated the
total
aboriginal population of the ptains to be 25,000. She atso noted that between
1Zg0
and 1901, the depopulation ratio of plains natives was 1 .7 to L "Depopulation
of the
Northern Plains Natives," 381.
12tThe

outbreak of influenza late in 1850 was reported to be the sixth in twenty
at
York.
Ray, "Díffusion of Diseases in the Western Interior of Canada,1g30Y9?ls
1850," 150.
l2slbid-

The author reported that the outbreak was confined to york, Norway
House and contiguous districts.
130Yerbury,

The Subarctic Indians and the FurTnde,156. Shepard Krech noted
that the disease spread to the far northwest. tn addition to influenza, the
Marten Lake
logrib suffered a "great many" deaths from dysentery and starvation. .The lnfluence of
Disease and the Fur Trade on Arctic Drainagé Lowlañds Dene,1g00-1gso,"
129.
tttHurlich,

and Recent Demography
-Ontario," 161. The"Historical
disease may have been checred

of the Algonkian of Northern
ât Red Rivãr by a vaccination
campaign conducted by Dr. William Cowan in 1852. NAC, Robert áell papers,
MG 29,
E 8, Diary of William Cowan, Surgeon to Enrolled Army Pensioners at
Fori Garry,22.
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grounds and for horses, the tribe was nearly wiped

su1.u132

Across the aboriginal no man's land centred on the elbow of the South
Saskatchewan,l33 the Blackfoot were hit by an outbreak of scarlet fever.13a Dr.
James
Hector, described the situation:

The Blackfoot tribe have never yet suffered much from the small-pox, which has
been the scourge to the other IndÍans; but at present there is a u"ry óbr"rr"
form of disease, which commits great ravages among them. tt commences with
a state of colfapse, which attacks the lndian, generally young persons,
suddenly, and if not fatalwithin gl9* hours, they sink iñto a-low typhoÍdal state,
from which they seldom recover.l35
ln the week that Hector spent in the camp of the Bloods, he estimated that between

twenty and thirty members of the group perished of the disease, a sign, according
to
Doctor, of their inevitable extermination.l3o On July 25, 1BSg, Captain palliser
reported
132Mclean,

McDougalt of Albefta,38. ln his memoir, lsaac Cowie recognized
the combined effects of the disease and game depletion in the high death tolt
among
the Qu'Appelle Crees. lsaac Cowie. A Company of Adventurets: A Nanative of
Seven
Years in the seruice of the Hudson's Bay company during 1g67-1g74 (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press,1993), 403. ln his report, Henry Hind estimated
that
smallpox had ravaged the Plains Cree population, ;'Twenty-five years ago
the tribe
numbered 4000, in 500 tents; at the present day they do not exceed 12-0 tents,
which
represent a population of 960 or 1000 souls." Nanative of the Canadian Red
River
Exploring Expedition of 1857 and of the Assiniboine and Saskafche wan Exptedition
of
1858, Volume 2, 162.

t"Milloy, The plains Cree, 1OS.
l3aKather¡ne

Hughes, Father Lacombe: The Blackrobe Voyageur (New york:
Moffat, Yard & Company, 1911),71-72. Because the epidem¡c siruãf in w¡nter,
ten to
fifteen bodies were gathered in skin lodges and covereá with stones and snow.
13sHector

and Vaux, "Notice of the Indians seen by the Exploring Expedition
under the Command of Captain palliser,,'2S9.
1361b¡d.,

2sg. Among the sarcee, Hector reported ,,that ,goitre,,so rare among
other lndians is almost universal among them." He also noted dat the thyroid
affliction

was also common among the half-breed residents of the Company forts, ,Who
are
Ínfluenced by depressing causes that enfeeble the constitution wiihout actually
producing disease, 256. In her survey of illness in Rupert's Land,
Jody Decker wrote
that goitre was common at Rocky Mountain House because of the lowiodine
level in
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in his journal, "[t]his night one of their young men died of sickness in the Indian camp.

I

could not but feel a little uneasy for fear the idea of the sickness being coupled with our
presence should enter their imaginations."l3z
The already tense situation on the plains was further complicated during the
summer of 1858 when gold was discovered on the Fraser River, prompting large
numbers of Americans and eastern Canadians to cross Rupert's Land on their way
west.1s8 In addition to undermining the food supply at Edmonton, the miners virtually

ignored the authority the Company had grown accustomed to over the years. ln the
words

of

HBC servant Wiltiam Gladstone, "[a]nd so with the opening up of the country,

the Chief factors began to find that they were not the little kings they used to be in a
land that was all their own."ttt By the end of the decade, the Company was stripped
of

even its titular monopoly.lao
Over the mountains, the tide of gold seekers flooding into Vancouver lsland and

the mainland prompted fmperial authorities to grant the district colonial status to deal
with the myriad of problems which arose from the arrival of as many as thirty thousand

the water. "Country Distempers: Deciphering Disease and lllness in Rupert's land
Before 1870," 158.

tttlrene Spry, ed.,
The Papers of the Paltiser Expedition, lgST-l860 (Toronto:
The Champlain Society, 1968), 418-419.
138R¡chard

T. Wright, Overlande¡s: The Epic Cross -Canada Treks for Gold
(Williams Lake B.C.: Winter euarters press, 2OOO).
l3scladstone

reported that the HBC stopped the sale of supplies to the
Americans "because the Company would keep everyone out of the country if they
coufd." The Gladstone Diary: Travels in the Early West,53_55.
r4'Galbraith, "The
Hudson's Bay company under Fire,1g4T-62," 333-33s.
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people.tol The invasion of so many of what James Douglas termed "rowdies,,1a2
was no
less than a catastrophe for many aboriginal populations in British Columbia.
Among

the disasters resulting from the gold rush were the massacre of an unarmed band
near
Okanagan Lake by miners and other "indiscriminate killings," starvation resulting
from
the destruction of fish habitats and in 1862-63, a smallpox outbreak which killed
large
numbers of lndians.la3 Among the dead were "no fewer than S00" Tsimshiam
at Fort
Simpson.laa In the Caribou, the British adventurer, Walter Cheadle, reported that
three
hundred people had died.las
On the eastern margins of the plains, the shift from the fur trade to agriculture
became an inevitability.la6 Minnesota was granted statehood in 1g5g, and
with it came
a population explosion, railway development and, as was so often the case
in the

1a1For

a discussion of the gold rush and the establishment of the colony, see
Margaret A. Ormsby, British Columbia: A History (Vancouver: Macmillan of
Canada,
1958), 134-163," and Robin Fisher, Contact and Conflict: tndian-European Relations
in
British Columbia, 1774-1890 (Vancouver: UnÍversity of British Columbia press,
lgTT),
95-1 18.
142lbid.,
143lbid.,

99.
1

1s-1 16.

laaln

addition to the high mortality, aboriginal groups suffered the indignity of
being banned from Victoria and removed to their homelands because EuropËans
feared infection. Boyd, "Demographic History, 1774-1g14,"142. The epidemic
escalated tension in the interior which erupted in the "Chilcotin Uprisinj', in
1g64.
Edward sleigh Hewlett, "The chilcotin uprising of 1g64," g.c. stua¡e ìs
ltozs¡, oa.
145w.4.

cheadle, cheadle's Joumal of A TripAcross canada, 1g62-6s
(Edmonton: Hurtig, 1971), 222.
1a6For

decades, scholars have acknowledged that by the late 1gsos, the change
in economic paradigms was inevitable. See Galbiaith, 'Thé Hudson,s
Aay ôompany
under Fire,1847-62," 33s. see also Doug owram, The promise of Eden: The
Canadian Expansionist Movement and the tdea of the West, 1g56-1g00 (Toronto:
University of Toronto press, 1gB0), 3g-Sg.
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American context, an "lndian war."147 The violence that erupted in the new state led
to
the deaths of five hundred settlers, the subjugation of the Dakota nation and the arrival
of four hundred and fifty refugees at Red River in 1862.14s In addition to their recent
participation in an uprising against the settlers, the Dakota had a reputation of
violence
which had developed from their incessant struggle with the ojibwa and later with the
Métis. The arrival of the Dakota caused a panic in the colony.lae

Ïhe violence in Minnesota, for a time, slowed the expansion of a development
that had important implications for both the economy and the disease ecology of the
developing community at Red River. Although the first steamboat arrived at the colony
before 1860, catching the inhabitants and especially the Company off guard, it was
a
decade later before the connection had a major effect on both the economy and the
disease ecology of Canadian territory.1so While the fulf impact of steam powered
transportation would not be felt for some time to come, change loomed ever larger
for
all of the inhabitants of the northwest. The unsanctioned and unregulated flow of
1a7M¡nnesota's population
shot from 6,077 in 1850 to over 1Z2,OO} a decade

fater. Galbraith, The Hudson's Bay Company as an lmperial Factor, 1g21-1g69
396.
1a8Peers,

The Ojibwa of Western Canada, 1gg.

totlbid. ln the spring of
1863, two thousand Sioux were reported to have come

to Fort Garry to procure ammunition to continue the fight, further heightening the sense
of crisis. See Cheadle, Cheadle's Joumal of Trip Acrõss Canada, táoz-t aãs, n1.
lsoAlthough steam powered
travel had begun in 185g, hostilities served to
temporarily sever the lines of communicatíon between the American and British
tenitories. According to Theodore Barris, "For eight years
11g62-1g70l the Red canied
no steamship trade." Theodore Banis, Firc Canoe: Pnirie Steamboa{ Days Revisíted
(Toronto: Mcclelland and stewaft,1g7T),19-2s. In 1g61, Dr. John Rae reported
on
the rise in the American controlled trade to the colony, "...which had formeily been
carried on by the [Red River] settlers themselves in boats and carts, w"r no* done
by
steamer and wagons from st. paul's, to which place, the money went in, instead
of
being retained in the colony." lrene spry, "The;pr¡vate Adventùrers" of Rupert,s
Land,,,
59.
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alcohol to the Indians in the colony was recognized as a serious problem and
calls were
made for the authorities to deal with the íssue.151 By 1862, the bison herds had
disappeared from Red River altogether, and the hunters had to travel further west
onto
the plains to find them.1s2 The HBC, which had used pemmican as the staple
of its
supply network for decades, was contemplating "the immediate establishment
of
extensive farms ín the Saskatchewan district."1s3 Even on the western plains,
the bison
were growing scarce, increasing the demand on the limited crops grown in the
territory'15a Through the decade, food shortages were common in the colony
and on

the plains.lss In 1863, the future of the west was probably sealed with the sale
of the
Hudson's Bay company itself to the lnternational Fínancial society.isu The following
year, when the Canadian government announced that the plains
were both fertile and

capable of sustaining a large agrarian population, Douglas Owram noted that.the

t51See

for example, "The Liquor Nuisance," The No/ Wester,14 August 1g60.

tt'Milloy, The plains Cree,1OS.
ts3James

M. MacGregor, Senafo r Hardistfs Pniries, 1B4g-1Bgg (Saskatoon.
Western Producer Prairie Books, lg7g), 6g-69.
1s4At

Fort Carlton, a drought in 1863 ruined the crop. Further west, at Fort pitt,
an encampment of five hundred tents of Crees in search of the herds cleared
the fields
of grain and potatoes within two or three days. lbid., 69. At the Lacombe mission,
the
missionary was frustrated by the digging up and eating of potatoes by the cree.
Gladstone, The Gladstone Diary: Trcvels in the Eartylrft"rt,65_66.

lttln January 1869, the scarcity
of food at Red River forced many of the
to disperse in search of food. McCarthy, To Evangetize the-Nations:

,
inhabitants
.

Roman Catholic Mrssions in Manitoba, 1g1g-1gT0,222.
ls6Galbraith

387-390.

, The Hudson's Bay company as an Imperial factor, 1g2l -I g69,
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comment was so commonplace as to be almost a cliche.,,1s7
In addition to the ever heightening interest in the agricultural potential of the
plains, the stability of the fur trade was further eroded by the development
of placer

gold deposits near Fort Edmonton ín the early 1860s.158 While the deposits proved
to
be ephemeral, the number of gold seekers, perhaps as many as one hundred,
doubled
the white population of what became Alberta.lse William Gladstone, the errant
seryant

of the HBC, noted in his journal that both Governor McTavish of the Company,
and the
aboriginal inhabitants of the plains opposed the development of the gold fields.
On his
return from Edmonton, Gladstone reported that at Jackfish Lake, "...we found
a large
camp of Crees and 'Sotas, about 300 lodges in all... and some of the Indians
at the

camp had been mixed up in it and now wanted to pick a quarrel with

us...',160

Americans from Fort Benton came north in ever increasing numbers to work the gold
in
British territory. Among them were unemployed fur traders, and according
to

Gladstone, at least seventy-five miners ordered out of Fort Benton because ,,they
were
too friendly with the Plummer gang and told to go."tot Before the end of the
Civil War.
157Owram,

Promise of Eden: The Canadian Expansionist Movement and the
ldea of the West, 1856-1900, 69.
lssJames MacGregor
noted that prior to the arrival of the "Overlanders,,of 1g5g,
'Alberta had seen no lay white men who were no associated in some
way with the
Hudson's Bay Company. As late as 1859 no independent fur traders haã worked
that
far west along the Saskatchewan River." A group of Americans found gold ,,in
what
they considered to be paying quantities" at Rocky Mountain House ¡n teoo.
James
MacGregor, A History of Alberta (Edmonton: Hurtig, 1972) Tg.
lsslb¡d., go.
tuocladston

e, The Gladstone Diary: Tmvels in the Early west,6g-6g. The
disease spread to the furthest reaches of the northwestern fur trade.
tulThe author
noted that twenty-six members of the Plummer gang had been
"strung up at one time." lbid., TO-72.
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gold was found in Montana and the territory was granted statehood in the fall
of 1g64.
By the end of the war, Benton had a population of 1,500, including the infamous James

brothers and was described by Gladstone as "hell on earth for a time."162 Adding to
the
turmoil, hostilities flared between the Blackfoot and the Cree-Assiniboine alliance.163
As was so often the case, disease compounded the already tense situation on
the plains. Scarlet fever killed eleven hundred members of the Blackfoot Confederacy
in the spring

of 1865.164 At Rocky Mountain House, the trader reported to the district

Headquarters at Edmonton that, "The Indians were then "very hard to dealwith &
threatening the whites very much, blame us for the sickness, and threatened to
Kill (sic)

162Adding

to the chaos at Fort Benton was what Gladstone considered to be the
open secret that the Indian agent "made over $150,000 rake-off for himselfl'from
a
four hundred thousand dollar payment to the Indians. lbid., 7S-81. Further complicating
matters were the tensions between northerners and large numbers of ,,galvanized',
Confederate soldiers "captured by the federals and sent west for lack ol prison room.,,
At Fort Fetterman, the "galvanized" soldiers pleaded for onions and potaioes stating
"that they would all die of scurvy if they did not get some vegetables
soon.,, John S.
Colf ins, Across the Plains in '64: Incidents of Eãrty Days West of the Missouri
RiverTwo Thousand Miles in an Open Boat from Fort Benton to Omaha-Reminiscences of
the Pioneer Period of Galena, General Gnnt's Otd Home (Omaha: National printÍng
Company, 1904), 21-23. Even during the CivilWar, the siiuation along the Missouri
was not totally out of control. The report of Captain James Fiske of thá Federal
Army's
expedition from Fort Abercrombie to Fort Benton noted that Dr. J.R.C. Clark had been
sent by the government to vaccinate the Indians along the Missouri. According to
Fiske, "He has won the respect of these Indians by the course of his conduct, and
persuaded many of them to submit to vaccination, against a prevailing prejudice
among
tfem." The surgeon attached to Fiske's mission, or. W.O. Dibb, notãd'thé that wn¡te
they saw few lndians on their route, the many of the Gros Ventres on the Milk River
were sutfering from "gonorrhoeal opthalmia" and "very severe " cases of syphilis.
James Fisk, "Expedition from Fort Abercrombie to Fort Benton," United Stätes House
of Representatives. 37th Congress, 1g63, 22,29.
163Milloy,
1641b¡d.

The ptains Cree,114.

An early account of the outbreak wrongly attributed the deaths to
smallpox- See McLean, McDougatl of Atberta, 39. Another early work stated that
typhoid broke out among the Blackfoot in 1865. See Hughe s, Father Lacombe:
The
Blackrobe Voyageur, 1OT .
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whites, an outbreak very much apprehended, lndians desperate, assistance
in men and
arms requested."los On the Missouri, the Blackfoot killed eleven American
miners.166
As the death toll from epidemic disease mounted throughout the northwest,
the
inhabitants of Red River faced another problem during the summer of 1g6g.
Starvation
loomed as the colony was invaded by grasshoppers. Governor McTavish
estimated
that as many as 2,346 people "were in dire need of assistance."167 The possibility
of
famine in the colony provided the new Dominion Government with the means
to annex
the west, "rather than giving money or food direcfly to the set¡ement,',
it began

construction on the Dawson Road.168 The Canadian rationale for the project
was clear.

lw]h¡le furnishing the inhabitants of Red River with the means of earning
money, [it] would at the same time be establishing a public work in tneir
vicinity
of admitted necessíty to the Dominion in view of iis future acquisítion of the
North-West Territory. 16e
As the era of monopoly came to an end, the plains and the communities
who
occupied them were on the precipice of a new economic and social paradigm.
George
Simpson, the "Little Emperor," who ruled the entire Northwest as a despot, had
died in

1860. Chief Peguis, among the most influential aboriginal leaders of the early
nineteenth century, and signatory to the selkirk rreaty, died in 1g64. The bison
economy had all but run its course. The new Dominion of Canada was about
to annex
the west and make the plains its own agricultural hinterland. The shift in economic
tutMilloy, The plains
Cree,114.
tuulbid.

tutMccarthy, To
Evangelize the Nations: Roman Catholic Missions in Manitoba,

.
1818-1870,204.
r68lbid.
16tlb¡d.
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paradigms over the first generation after Canada's dominion over the
west brought
unparalleled changes to the aboriginal inhabitants of the plains. Forty years
before
Canada's acquisition of the northwest, Peguis articulated the predicament of his
people confronted with agrarian settlement to the Anglican missionary,
William
Cockran:

Before you whites came to trouble the ground, our rivers were full of fish
and
our woods full of deer; our creeks abounded in beavers, and our plains
were
covered with buffaloes. But now we are brought to poverty. Our beavers
are
gone forever, our buffaloes are fled to the lands of our enemies,
the number of
our fish is diminished, our cats our rats are few in number, the geese are
afraid
to pass over the smoke of your chimneys, and we are left to stãrve. While you
whites are growing rich upon the very dust of our fathers, troubling the plains
with the plough, covering them with cows in the summer, and in wlnter
feeding
your cattle with hay from the very swamps whence our beavers
have been
driven!170

170Sarah

Tucker, The Rainbow in the North, A Short Account of the First
Establishment of Christianity in Rupert's Land by the Ch u rch Missionary
Society
(London: J. Nisbet and Company, 1gS1), g7-gg.

chapter 7. canada, the Northwest and the Treaty period, 1g69-1g76.
"l shake hands with you and bid you welcome; we heard our lands
were
sold and we did not like it; and we don't want to sell our lands; it is our property
and no one has the right to sell them. Our country is being ruined of fur beariñg
animals, hitherto our sole support, and we are now poor-we want you to pity
usl
We want cattle, tools, agricultural implements, and assistance in everytning
when we want to settle; our country is no longer able to support us. Make
provisions against years of starvation, we have had gr"ai ltarvation
last
" the old, young and
winter, and the smallpox took away many of our peoplé,
children." sweet Grass to Lieutenant Govemor Archìoald . 1gr1.í
The acquisition of the west by the fledgling Dominion of Canada in December
1869
brought unheralded changes to the inhabitants of the plains. Within a decade,
First
Nations, who had depended on the bison for their livelihood for a century or
more, were

marginalized by political and environmental change from the new economic paradigm
which was stamped on the west.2 In the years that followed Canada's annexation
of
Rupert's Land, the destruction of the bison herds, coupled with immanent agricultural
settlement of the plains by European immigrants, forced the original inhabitants
of the
region into an increasingly desperate situation. The numbered Treaties between
the
aboriginal nations of the west and the Crown, negotiated between 1g71 and
1gTT,
represent the outcome of the clash between the two mutually exclusive economic
systems which confronted each other during the 1870s. The inhabitants
of the plains

recognized that the bison economy, which had sustained them for so long,
was on the
wane and that the arrival of large numbers of agrarian settlers was inevitable.
Conditions surrounding the Treaties, for both the Dominion and the aboriginal
nations

rAlexander

Morris, Edmonton, April 13, 1871, in The Treaties of Canada with
the Indians of Manitoba and the North-West Tenitoríes (Saskatoon: Fifth
House
Publishers, 1991), 1TO-171
2For

a full consideration of the failure of First Nations to adapt to the new
agricuftural economy, see Carter, Lost Haruests: Prcirie lndian Reserye Farmerc
and
Govemment Policy.
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who found themselves under Canadian rule were not monolithic. In fact, each of
the
seven Ïreaties signed in the 1870s represent specific outcomes of particular economic
and political situations that varied considerably across the west.3 From the perspective
of the Dominion, Treaties were a means to facilitate regional economic and political

development. To First Nations, they were a means to secure their well-being in the
face of an unsure future.a
Even before completion of the first of the post-Confederation Treaties, the west
was faced with its first armed standoff between the Canadian government, which
attempted to exert its authority over its newly acquired territory, and the aboriginal
people who refused to acquiesce to the imposition of a new and threatening
model of
government and economics over their territory.s The events surrounding
Canada,s
purchase of Rupert's Land and the resistance of the Métis inhabitants of
the Red River
and the Northwest to the imposition of Canadian hegemony are among the most
thoroughly considered in the historiography of western Canada and need not
þe
considered at length here.6
3For

a survey of the conditions surrounding many of the treaties, see Arthur
Ray, Jim Miller and Frank Tough, Bounty and Benevolence: A History of Saskatchewan
Treaties (Montreal: McGill-Queen's University press, 2O0O).
aFor

a discussíon of the numbered treaties on the plains, see Jean Friesen,
"Magnificent Gifts: The Treaties of Canada with the Indians of the Northwest,
1g69-76,"
Trcnsactions of the Royal society of canada, sen'es s, volume 7 (1gg6): q1'_sl.
sFor

a discussion of the legal implications of the transfer, see Tough, ,,Aboriginal
Rights Versus the Deed of Surrender: The Legal Rights of Native eeopleänO
Canada,s
Acquisition of the Hudson's Bay Territory," 225-250. See also Ray, Milier and
Tough,
Bounty and Benevolence: A History of saskafchewan lndian T¡eat¡es,4s-sr.
6The

events surroundíng the Red River insurrection are among the most well
documented and widely debated in the historiography of the Canadiañ west.
For a
discussion of the debate, see D.N. sprague, canadà and the Métis, 1g69-1gg5
(Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier University press 19gg), 1-19.
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Almost as a consequence of historians'fixation on the events leading to the
entry of Manitoba as a province in the new Dominion, events on the western plains
that
were coterminous with the Red River insunection have been largely ignored by

scholars. The end of the Hudson's Bay Company's charter-based stewardship of
Rupert's Land, which came with the purchase of the northwest by the Canadian
govemment, led to what can only be described as a jurisdictional vacuum
on the
western plains. Into the void came an invasion of large numbers of essentially lawless
bison and wolf hide traders supplied from Fort Benton on the Missouri River.T ln
addition to the alcoholism and violence associated with the establishment of the brief
but terrible period known as the"Whoop Up" trade,s the last of the large scale smallpox

outbreaks on the plains spread suffering and death from the Missouri north to
the
western Canadian plains. The epidemic killed over thirty-five hundred people, mosly
Blackfoot, cree and Métis, in the territory now covered by Alberta and western
Saskatchewan.e The deaths of so many, particularly among the plains Cree along
the

'Phillip Goldring described the trade centred around the Cypress Hills as taking
place "in conditions of complete anarchy." Philip Gotdring, "The Cyþress
Hills MassacreA Century's Retrospect," Saskafchewan History26 (1g7ã), 102. iÈre historian of
the
Blackfeet, John C. Ewers, noted that Americans only began to cross the ,,medicine
line,,
during the winter of 1869. The Blackfeef: Raiders on the-Northwestern plains (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, 1958), 255. The rush of free traders was partially the
result of the publication of the story in the Daily Hentd in Helena of a gsci,ooo plofit
shared by two traders on the frontier in a six month period. Paul Sharp, Whoop-IJp
Country: The Canadian-American West, 1865-1885 (Norman: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1973), 38-39. The influx of free traders into the Montana territory was
largely
the result of the collapse of the American Fur company in 1g64
sMargaret
A. Kennedy, The Whiskey Trcde of the Northwestern plains: A
Multidisciplinary Study (Newyork: p. Lang, 1997).
s"Report

of the Board of Health, April 27 , 1871," in James Ernest Nix, Mrssion
among the Buffalo: The Labours of the Reverend Georye M. and John C. McDougalt
in
the canadian Northwest, 1860-1926 (Toronto: Ryerson press, 1g60), 67.
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North Saskatchewan River, led to the inclusion in the text of Treaty 6 of a clause which

provided a "medicine chest" to each of the bands. The meaning of that amendment to
the original document remains disputed to the present.l0
As had been the case with all of the major outbreaks of smallpox over the
previous century and a half, the disease spread northward from the major
transportation artery of the American northwest, the Missouri River. The ease of
communication up the Missouri, provided by an increasingly large fleet of steampowered vessels and the construction of the Union Pacific Railroad in 196g11 added to
the level of tension in the Montana country. As early as 1863, the Blackfoot were
engaged in a sporadic guerilla war against the American population in "Whoop-Up
Country," the frontier between British and American tenitory on the western plains.12
Paul Sharp, the pre-eminent historian of the Montana-Alberta frontier, noted that by the

late 1860s, "the area north of Fort Benton became one of the most lawless areas on
the frontier, a rendezvous for tough and lawless men from every part of North America

toThe

connection between the severity of the smallpox epidemic and the
inclusion of the Medicine Chest Clause is also made by Ray, Miiler and Tough Bounty
,
and Benevolence: The History of the Saskafchewan T¡eaties, 130. For a hisiory of the
litigation surrounding the clause, see Peter A. Barwell, "The Medicine Chest Clause in
Treaty Six," Canadian Native Law Review a (gg1): 1- 21.

t'Sharp, Whoop-lJp
Country, 104.
12lb¡d.,

145. The notion of the Gueritla warfare conducted by plains Indians is
further developed by David D. Smits who noted that the American Âimy conducted
operations against "an enemy that had no home base, no lines of operätion or defence,
no strategic points to defend and no important storage facilities for ammunition or
provisions." David Smits, "The Frontier Army and the Destruction of the Buffalo: 1g651883,' The Western Historical Quarteily 25 (1994),317. John Ewers stated that the so_
called "Blackfoot Wad' against Americans ''was a sporadic, disorganized affaif, tasting
from 1865 to 1870. The Blacl<feet: Raiderc on the Noñhwestem plains, Z4g-244.
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and Europe."13

The Blackfoot met the expanding and essentially anarchic incursions of the
whiskey traders with increasingly violent resistance. ln 186g, fifty-six Europeans were
reported to have been killed by Indians, and more than one thousand horses were said
to have been stolen.lo The killing

of Malcolm

Clark, a Helena area rancher, led to an

attack by the American Army under the command of Colonel Eugene Baker on a group
of friendly Peigans infected with smallpox on the Marias River, just south of the
international boundary in January, 1870.rs The raid, íntended to strike the band under
Mountain Chief, the suspects in Clark's murder, was mistakenly directed against the
peaceful band led by Heavy Runner and resulted in one hundred and seventy-three
deaths, including many women and children.lo The massacre and its coverup led
to an
uproar in the eastern press and seriously undermined President Grant's Indian peace
Policy- The killings also had the effect of immediately pacifying the Blackfoot

Confederacy in American Territory.17
Tensions were such that when the disease broke out among the Blackfoot in the

ttsharp, Whoop-lJp
Country, Sg.
raEwers,

The Btacffieef. Rarders on the Nofthwestern plains, 246-247.

rstbid., 246-2s3.
tuOne

discussion of the incident reported that one hundred and twenty men
were killed along with fifty-three women and children. Robert M. U¡ey, Btuecoats
and
Redskrns: The United Sfafes Army and the lndian, 1866-1ggl (Londón: Cassell, 1g7g),
191.

rTThe

events surrounding the Marias River massacre are weil documented, for
discussions, see Ewers, The Btackfeet: Raiders on the Nofthwestem plains,246-25g.
See also Robert M. Utley, Bluecoats and Reds?ins: The lJnited Sfafes Army and the
lndian, 1866-1991 , 188-218, and J.P. Dunn, Massacres of the Mountains: A History
of
the lndian wars of the far West, 1815-1875 (London: Eyer & Spottiswoode, 1963),
44g455.
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spring of 1869,18 the group attributed the infection to:

fflhe evil genius of an American trader who swore revenge for the loss of his
horses to a raiding party. He allegedly purchased several bales of infected
blankets in St. Louis and placed them on the banks of the Missouri River where
Ínnocent lndians filched them. Indíans always denounced the reappearance of
disease as a deliberate act of wicked white men.1s
ln his report on the epidemic, William Butler accepted the view that the disease was
spread by Missouri traders '\uith a view to the accumulation of robes; and this opinion,
monstrous through it may appear, has been somewhat verified by the western press
when treating the epidemic last year."2o The belief that the disease was spread
purposefully was in common currency during the early setflement period.
L.V. Kelly,s
The Range Men: The Story of Rancherc and tndians in Alberta, originally published
in
1913, expanded the idea that the epidemic was the resutt of malfeasance on the part
of

a Montana trader:
Never was a more terrible revenge carried out by any man than that of a
whiskey trader named Evans, who mourning the loss of his partner while trading
with lndians in the Cypress Hills swore to enact an awful payment. The bible
says the Old Testament price was a life for a life, but Evans-wanted the
repayment ten thousand fold, and few men would have thought of the scheme
he carried to success. Some time in the late sixties Evans añO a partner were
trading among the Blackfoot and other Indians in southem Alberta and
Saskatchewan when they were attacked and the partner was slain, while the
horses belonging to the white men were stolen. Ùpon making his ås"ap" Evans
swore revenge, and, hastening to St. Louis, he is said to have purchased bales
of blankets that were infected with the most virulent form of smällpox, which had
been raging
lhere carefully wrapping these bales, he shipped them up the
Missouri, and when in the heart of the Indian country left them on the bänks for
rBAn

early chronicler of the epidemic, noted that the outbreak arrived in the
spring of 1869, on the heels of a famine in the western plains caused by hunters
inability to locate the diminíshed buffalo herds. Maclean, McDougatt of Árceña:
A Life of
Rev- John McDougall D.D. Pathfinder of Empire and Prophet of the ptains,37.

ltsharp, Whoop-lJp Country,
22.
zowilliam

Butler, The Grcat Lone Land: A Nanative of T¡avel and Adventure in
the Northwest of America (Edmonton: Hurtig, 196g), 360.
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the first passer-by to take. Of course the red man seized upon this treasuretrove with natural avidity, and the smallpox raged through the tribes, sweeping
thousand, probably tens of thousands, of natives in the Blackfoot, Blood,
Assiniboine, Cree, Stoney and Sarcee villages into the happy hunting grounds.2l
The "Evans" responsible for the outbreak in Kelly narative was undoubtedly John H.
Evans, the notorious whiskey trader and right-hand man to the infamous Thomas

Hardwick. Both were members of the Spitzee Cavalry, the wolfers responsible not only
for the Cypress Hills massacre of 1873, but also for the lesser known incident. the
Sweet Grass Hills massacre which took place just south of the 4gth parallel a year
earlier.22 While the notion that the epidemic could have been the result of human

intention might be difficult for the modern reader to accept, even recent works on the
whiskey trade attribute at least partial blame for the epidemic to the actions of a
vengeful whiskey trader. In her study of the trade, Margaret Kennedy noted that

:

One band of Blackfeet were thought to have contracted the pox from a man
who set out to revenge himself for some grievance the former had caused on
him. lnfected himself, he collected allthe scabs from his body, rubbed his shirt
in them and left the shirt on a trail used by the Peigan on the HighwooO Creek.23

'1L.V. Kelly, The Range Men: The Story of Ranche¡s and lndians
(Toronto: Coles, 1980), 85.

in

Alberta

"The formation of the Spitzee Cavalry was a thinly veiled attempt by the l.G.
Baker Company of Fort Benton to oust its main rival, the T.C. Power Company, from
the lucrative Whoop Up trade. See Sharp, Whoop IJp Country, Sl-52. Foia discussion
of the role of Evans in the Sweet Grass Hills massacre of 1872, see Hugh Dempsey,
"The sweet Grass Hills Massacre," Montana:The Magazine of westem-HistoryT
(1957): 12-18. On Evan's role in the Cypress Hills massacre, see Philip Goldring,
Whisky, Horses and Death: The Cypress H//s Massacre and its Sequel(Ottawa: parks
Canada, Canadian Historic Sites 21 , 1973). After his release from the temporary
custody of the NWMP, Evans received a commission to fight in the Nez perce War.
23The

Whiskey Tnde of the Northwestem Plains: A Multidisciptinary Study, 82 .
Still another source of the infection was believed to be the American-whisliey itself. At
Rocky Mountain House, Jim Gibbons, a Montana trader noted that the lndiañs there
accused Americans of being "responsible for the smallpox...[and] ordered us out of the
country and threatened to kill us if we did not go... I treated all round and finally the
Indians took a drink... They waited to see whether they would get smallpox and when
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Although the outbreak in Montana was probably part of a larger epidemic which swept
across the American plains,2a Kennedy attributed the specific source of the infection on

the Missouri to an outbreak aboard the steamb oat \Jtah.zs tn her account, the Gros
Ventre disinterred a man from the boat who had perished from the dísease and took
the blanket "in which his body was wrapped, and in doing so contracted the disease.',26
Whatever its source, the outbreak proved catastrophic to the Blackfoot and other
inhabitants of the western Canadian plains. According to the report of the Board of
Health appointed by Dominion authorities to dealwith the epidemic in their new
territory, the death tollwas horrendous.

they did not they opened the trade with us. I got 108 buffalo robes and nine horses for
that keg of rum." W.A. Greibach, "The Narrative of James Gibson,"pa rt2. Alberta
History6 (1958), 10.
2astearn

and Stearn , The Effect of Smatlpox on the Destiny of the Amerindian,
101-103, who attributed the source of the epidemic to the construction of the pacific
Railroad. Vancouver lsland was atso hit by the disease, in 1868, eighty-eight people
died at Victoria. G. Graham-Cumming, "Health of the Original Canaã¡ans lg6¡-1é67,"
,
Medical Services Journal 3 (1967), 15. As smallpox sweþt across the American plains,
the last of the major epidemics of the disease spread through Europe, killing an
estimated five hundred thousand peopte. see Michael Bliss, plague: A slr.,fir of
Smallpox in Montreal (Toronto: Harper Collins, 1gg1), 49_50.

"The whiskey Trade of the Northwestern plains,32. In 1g6g, thirty-five
steamers were reported to have unloaded freight at Fort Benton. Frank B. Harper,
Fort
Union and lts Neighbours on the l,Jpper Missourí: A Chronological Reco¡d of Evenfs (St.
Paul: Great Northern Railway, 1g2S),94.
26within

a year, 750 of a total population of 1,900 Gros Ventres succumbed to
smallpox. The Whiskey Tnde of the No¡thwestem ptains, 32.
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Death Toll of Individuals

Ft.P¡tt

100

Edmonton

30

Victoria

55

Whitefish Lk.

15

St. Paul's
Carlton

150
78

335
40

Table 3: Mortality from the smallpox epidemic of 1869-70 by ethnic group. Source:
James E. Nix, Mission among the Buffalo,6T.

Among the Blackfoot, the disease did more than simply kill a significant segment
of the population. The leadership of the Confederacy was shaken by the high
death toll
among its Chiefs and elders. As was the case with the wider population, they perished
from infection or from the famine that came in its wake. The Fish Eaters, the Blackfoot
Band eventually led by Red Crow, lost two Chiefs to the epidemic.2T Seen from
afar.
27Hugh

Dempsey, Red crow:waniorchief (saskatoon: westem producer
Prairie Books, 1980), 69.
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the Chief of the Bloods also died, as did many other Chiefs among the Blackfoot.2s
Mortality among the Sarcee may have been much greater than the official report

indicated. One estimate of the decline of the group is from several thousand prior to
the epidemic to between three and four hundred in its aftermath.2s
The terrible tollwrought by the epidemic among the Blackfoot Confederacy,
twenty-five hundred dead, was not the only disaster faced by the group during the early

1870s. As noted above, the Confederacy lost several of its leaders to the epidemic,3o
its military power was crushed by the American Army, the result of the massacre on the

Marias River, and the unrestrained flow of alcohol from Benton eroded the cohesion of
the group to the point of anarchy. Within months of their victory over the Cree-led
alliance at Belly River, the Blackfoot were suffering terribly at the hands of American

traders. According to a "close observed'who spent two months in the vicinity over
Christmas 1870, "[n]o language can describe these drunken orgies; more than sixty
2sTreaty

7 Elders and Tribal Councilwith Walter Hildebrandt, Sarah Carter and
Dorothy First Rider, The True Spirít and Originat Intent of Treaty Z(Montreal: McGillQueen's University Press 1996), 30. Another Blackfoot Chief who perished during the
outbreak was Natos, "who had instigated the murder of the notable Cree Chief
Maskepetoon." The later was killed while trying to achieve a peace between the warring
Nations. Maclean, McDougalt of Alberta, 42, 47. George McDougall described the
scene of "Na-doos" death, "surrounded by numbers of his dead warriors, his body was
left to be devoured by wolves. From a pole projecting at the top of the tent floated a
Union Jack, and the wanior's coat mounted with ermÍne. George McDougalf, "Letter
from Victoria Mission, December 2, 1870," ín Geo4qe Millward McDougall, The pioneer,
Patriot and Missionary, ed. John McDougall (Toronto: william Briggs, lBgg), 161.
2eRoe,

The North American Buffalo: A Criticat Study of the Specês
Sfafe. Second Edition, 757, fn.15g.
toAfter

in

lts Wild

the death of Big Swan in 1872, Crowfoot and the elderly Old Sun were
the only experienced chiefs remaining among the Siksíka. Treaty 7 Eiders, Tribal
Council, Hidebrandt, Carter and First Rider, The True Spirit and Original lntent of
Treaty 7,30. Crowfoot's own ascendency was due to the death of Ón¡ef Three Suns
during the epidemic. Hugh Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet (Norman:
University of Oklahoma Press, lgTZ),60.
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Blackfeet have been murdered; and if there can be a transcript of hell on earth, it is
here exhibited."31 ln 1872, Colonel P. Robertson-Ross of the Canadian Militia was sent
to assess the sítuation on the southern plains. He noted that of the 221deaths were
reported among the Blackfoot during the previous year, only 133 were from disease.32
He attributed the remaining fatalities to the Montana trade, "[t]he demoralization of the
Indians and injury to the country from this illicit traffic [liquor] is very great. lt is state on

good authority that last year eighty-eight Blackfeet Indians were murdered in drunken
brawls among themselves..."33 During the winter of 1873-24, the Methodist Missionary,

John McDougall, reported that over forty able-bodied northern Blackfoot men died.

,,all

slain in drunken rows." He continued:
Some terrible scenes occurred when the whole camps when on a spree, as was
frequently the case, shooting, stabbing, killing, freezing. Thus these atrocious
debauches were continuing all that winter not far from us. Mothers lost their
children. These were frozen to death or devoured by the myriad of dogs of the
camp.3a

Predations against the Blackfoot and other western nations are well documented in the

3rGeorge

McDougall, April
Patriot and Missionary, 175.

1,

1871, in George Millwa¡d McDougall: The pioneer,

32Among

the Bloods, another forty-six deaths were attributed to afcohol.
Dempsey, Red Crow: Warrior Chief, 81, fn.2.
33Ewers,
3aJohn

The Btackfeet: Raiders on the Northwestern Plains,2s8, fn.10.

McDougall, On Westem Trails in the EarlySevenfies (Toronto: William
Briggs,1911), 129. John Ewers furthered the notion of the breakdown of Blackfoot
social structures, "[s]ometimes the Indians played a macabre practicaljoke on the
traders by propping up the frozen body of the dead comrade against the fort so that
ryhen the whites opened it in the morning, the stiffened corpse would fall on them." Ihe
Blackfeet:Rarders on the Noñhwestern Plains,258. The despair of the Blackfoot in the
period from 1870 to1874, when the Northwest Mounted Police arrived, invokes
comparisons to the dislocation described in Anastasia M. Shkilnyk's compelling study of
Grassy Narrows, Ontario in, A Poison Stronger than Love: The bestruction of an
Ojibwa Community (New Haven: yale University press, lgg5).
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years prior to the establíshment of Canadian law in the west in 1874. The grizzly
murder of the Blood Chief, Calf Shirt,3s and the massacres of Assiniboines at the Sweet
Grass36 and later Cypress Hills3T are bfoody examples.

Although the decline of the Blackfoot during the early 1870s was precipitous,
the group experienced a single and important victory in its ongoing and increasingly
desperate war with the Cree-led alliance over access to the dwindling bison herds. ln
the fall of 1870, the Blackfoot camped on the banks of the Belly (Oldman) River near
the present site of Lethbridge and repelled an attack of síx hundred to eight hundred
Cree, Saulteaux and Assiniboine warriors in what has been called the "Last Great

lndian Battle" on the Canadian plains.ss The Cree alliance chose to attack precisely
because of the high death toll suffered by their enemies during the epidem¡c.3e The

3sHugh

Dempsey, The Amazing Death of Calf Shift and other Blackfoof Sfones:
Three Hundred Years of Blackfoot History (Saskatoon: Fifth House publishers, 1gg4),
47-59; Ewers, The Blackfeet: Raiders on the Northwestern plains,2sg-260.
36nlthough peaceful
AssinÍboines were actually attacked, the perpetrators of the
violence claimed that they had intended to fight a group of Bloods. Hugi-r Dempsey,
"The Sweet Grass Hills Massacre," 16-17.

tTsee

Philip Goldring, "The Cypress Hills Massacre-A Century's Retrospect,,, g1102, and Whiskey, Horses and Death: The Cypress H//s Massacre and lts Segue/,43-

70.

3sCarlton

R. Stewart, The Last Great (tnter-Tribat) lndian Baffle(Lethbridge:
Lethbridge Historical Society, 1 997).

tsunbeknownst

to the Cree alliance, the Blackfoot camp had been augmented
by the survivors of the American Army attack on the Marias River who had fled north
and by some northern Blackfoot who were attached to the camp when the attack
occuned on October 25th. Alex Johnston, "The Last Great Indian Batfle," The Last
Great (lnter'Tribal) lndian Baftle,8. The victory of the Blackfoot at Belly River was also
at least partially the result of the superior weaponry acquired from the Montana trade.
Their repeating rifles far out-powered the flintlocks and bows and arrows of the HBC
supplied northern alliance. Adolf Hungry Woff, The Blood People: A Division of the
Blackfoot Confederccy (New York: Harper & Row, lg7z),2s5, See also Ewers, r/¡e
Blacffeet: Raide¡s on the Northwestern Plains,260-261. Aside from being outgunned
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sever¡ty of the Cree defeat, and the recognÍtion that the era of plains warfare were
at

an end, led to the peace treaty agreed to by the long-time antagonists in 1g72.ao
The loss of between two and three hundred warriors among the northern
alliance at Belly River, though an important military defeat, paled in comparison to
another outcome of their long standing conflict with the Blackfoot Confederacy. During
one of the many raids on Blackfoot camps in the spring of 1820, the Cree contracted
smallpox from their enemy.ot Over the next few months, more than a thousand Cree
perished from the disease. The coincidence of the outbreak with the political
crisis in
Red River undermined the Hudson's Bay Company's ability to counter the spread of the

disease. The HBC's Chief officer in the infected country, W.J. Christie, requested the
immediate delivery of vaccines to the infected country in August,1869.42 None came
until April of 1870.43 Even the trouble at Red River remained only a rumour until travel

and having underestimated the numerical strength of their enemy, the Cree alliance
was split over the timing of the attack.
aoAt

a gathering at the sand Hill in lgzg,the peace was sealed when
Poundmaker, the future Cree leader was adopted by Crowfoot the Chief of the
Bfackfoot. See Treaty Seven Elders et al., The True Spirit and Originat Intent of Treaty
7,9.

alButler, The
Great Lone Land, 36g.
a2

Hugh Dempsey, ed.,"smallpox Epidemic of 1g6g-20," Alberta History
(1963), 17.

11

"For a discussion of the relief effort, organized after the spring breakup, see
E.R' Young, By Canoe and Dog Tmin: Among the Cree and Salteauflndians (Toronto:
Wifliam Briggs, 1890), 197-205. Regarding Young's organization of a relief brigade
made up of "twenty boats loaded with supplies", it is unclear whether the effort was
undertaken under the auspices of the Company. Archival records show no official
conespondence. According to an unsigned document in the Hudson's Bay Company
Archives (hereafter HBCA) entitled, "Remarks on Statements Made By ThL Rev. E.R.
Young," "lt is extremely doubtful if Stewart, or whoever was in charge bt ruonvay House
could have authorised relief on the scale states by the Rev. E.R. young. Chief Factor
D.A. Smith, President of the Northern Department, would have had to ñave been
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was facilitated with the breakup in the spring.aa
While the Company's efforts to counter the spread of the virus were frustrated
for at least eight months, some groups were successfully vaccinated. The isofated
successes played a decisive role in limiting the spread of the epidemic to the east and
illustrate the effectiveness of the procedure in checking the disease. lsaac Cowie,s

narrative recounts the "providential visit" of the Métis leader Pascal Breland and his
newly vaccinated grandchild to Fort Qu'Appelle in the fall of 1869.45 Cowie. whose
father was a medical practitioner in Scofland,:
secured, on bits of window glass, enough vaccine to protect everyone
requiring it in the fort, from whom the supply was increased sufficìenly to
vaccinate all the people about the lakes and the Indians visiting them
that fall ...those who had been vaccinated at the fort took it oui to the
plains and spread it so thoroughly there among the eu'Appelle and
Touchwood Hills Indians that not a single case of smallpox was ever
heard among them...a6
His work prevented the spread of the disease to the urban population at Red River.aT

consulted first, even for only the loan of the York boats, and his correspondence does
not show that any such request was made to him. Only medicine was requested in
August 1870." see HBCA search File: "smallpox Epidemtc, 1g70," 46.

4John McDougall
, John McDougalt. tn the Days of the Red River Rebellion, ed.
Susan Jackel (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1983), 117. peter Erasmus
recounted that word of both the Manitoba insurrection and of the outbreak only reached
his settlement at Goodfish lake, "around the first of April 1870." peter Erasmus, Buffalo
Days and Nights (Calgary: Fifth House publishers, 1999),200.
asCowie,

The Company of Adventurers: A Narrative of Seven years
Seruice of the Hudson's Bay Company During 1967-1gT4,592.

in the

46rb¡d.

oTlbid.

The epidemic appears to have struck on the Upper Assiniboine River
even though Chief Factor Campbelf noted in his memoir that he and his wife vaccinated
more than one hundred people there. He stated that the disease did not break out
there because of their pre-emptive vaccinations. Clifford Wilson, Campbel of the
Yukon,169-170. Wílfiam Butler reported that half of the people attached to Fort pelly
died during the outbreak. The G¡eat Lone Land,2zT-229. On the spread of the
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To the north of Cowie and his vaccinated clients in the Qu'Appelle, immunity

was conferred to some

of the inhabitants of the lower North Saskatchewan. At the

Prince Albert Mission, James Nisbet used his own supply of serum to vaccinate over

one hundred and fifty people.ou The success of the procedure, and the order to
abandon the mission and disperse into small groups, served to halt the spread of the
disease east of the forks along the Saskatchewan.ae A vaccination campaign
conducted later by Dr. Norman (William Morrison) McKay of the HBC's Mackenzie River
Department over the winter of 1870-71in the English River and the Saskatchewan
Districts shielded, with the assistance of Church Missionary Society clerics, the
inhabitants of the Churchill River from the dreaded outbreak.s0

disease to the Swan River district, see HBCA Search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 1g70,',
Extract 10, w.J. christie to w.G. smith, Edmonton, 11 october 1970.

tuw.D. Smiley, "'The
Most Good to the Indians': The Reverend James Nisbet
and the Prince Albert Mission," Saskatchewan History46 (1994), 42. According to one
account, Nisbet used a similar technique to that used by Cowie ín the south. Having
.acquired two smallpox scabs, "using a needle he scratched the skin and rubbed the
patch with these scabs" and was credited with the vaccination of between two and
three hundred people in the Price Albert and Carlton areas. Macgregor, Senator
Hardisty's Prciries, 1 849-1 8Ag, 74, fn.22.
otsmiley, "'The
Most Good to the Indians': The Reverend James Nisbet and the
Prince Afbert Mission," 42. Downriver at the Devon mission, Henry Budd thanked God,
"that we have been preserved & delivered from the Small Pox." Church Missionary
Society (hereafter cMS) microfilm, reel-A-8O, Budd to the secretary, cMS, Devon, 1g
August 1871, 254. Missionaries used vaccines successfully to counter other diseases
in this period. Budd, used the procedure to mitigate the effects of erysipetas, also
known as St. Anthony's fire, at the Devon Mission on the lower Saskatchewan after its
initial outbreak in 1868 in which "most of the old people were killed." See Katherine
Pettipas, "lntroduction," in The Diary of the Reve¡end Henry Budd, 1g7o-1grs
(Winnipeg: Hignell Printing, 1974), xxxviii.
sosaskatchewan

Archives Board (hereafterSAB), Innes Papers, A-113, McKay
Papers, F.1, Diary 1870-1884. Archdeacon McKay,g February 1971; HBçA, search
File: smallpox Epidemic, 1870 Extract 2s, D.A. smith to w. Armit, Fort Garry, s March
1871. Another reference to the northern HBC Doctor as William Morrison Ucfay.
Clifford Wilson, "Private Letters from the Fur Trade," Papers Read Before the Historical
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The communities of the disputed territory west of the forks of the Saskatchewan
suffered the full force of the epidemic. The hostilities on the western plains, coupled
with the breakdown of communications to the west from Red River resulting from the
Manitoba insurrection, exacerbated the effects of the deadly virus.sl Along the length
of the North Saskatchewan, famine,s2 disease, and inter-ethnic violence contributed to
an ever deepening crisis.

As stated above, the infection spread to the northwestern plains by a Cree
horse raiding party who attacked an infected camp in April 1870.53 lgno¡ng warnings
not to enter the disease-ridden country controlled by the Blackfoot, a group of

seventeen cree headed south with the coming of good weather:
[A]nd coming to a deserted camp of their enemies in which a tent was still
standing, then proceeded to ransack it... The tent contained the dead bodies of
some of the Blackfeet... and though these bodies presented a revolting

and Scientific Society of Manitoba, Sen'es 3 (Winnipeg: Historic and Scientific Society
of Manitoba, 1950), 42, and MacGregor, senator Hardisty's prciríes,7g. william
Morrison Mackay is also the name listed in the HBCA Biography Files, see HBçA
8.239/k/3 p.37 5/4Q5, 431 and B.239tgt 1Og-11 1
5lDuring

the trouble in Manitoba, the European inhabitants of the west received
no word from Red River for eight months. The disruption of the HBC based
transportation system certainly contributed to the fatal delay between william christie's
request for the vaccine in September 1869 and its eventual delivery the following April.
see w.J. christie, "smallpox Report," in The Manitoban, 16 september 1g71, in
"Smalfpox Epidemic of 1869-70," 12.
s2Bison

herds were reported to have been scarce in an arc from Blackfoot
country to Carlton and Prince Albert during the epidemic. Starvation was reported at
Prince Albert during the summer of 1g6g although the harvest that year waà
"remarkably good." smiley, "'The Most Good to the Indians': The Réverend
James
Nisbet and the Price Albert Mission," 40-4L One report of the epidemic noted that,,[s]o
great is the scarcity of buffalo in the plains, that from Edmonton ìo Carlton,
not a
buffafo is to be seen." The Manitoban,2l January 19r1, in,,smallpox Epidemic of
1869-70,"14.
s3Predations

during the hostilities usually subsided during the winter and
resumed when travelwas facilitated by the arrival of spring.
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spectacle, being in an advanced state of decomposition, they were nevertheless
subjected to the usual process of mutilation, the scalps and clothing being
carried away. For this act the Cree paid a tenible penalty. Scarcely had ihey
reached their own country b_efore the disease appeared among them in a móst
virulent and infectious form.sa
All of the seventeen Cree who participated in the raid were infected. Of those, only two

survived. From the ill-fated raiders, the virus spread to a Cree encampment
"assembled together from different directions in large numbers." By July, infection had
spread across the entire country "from Rocky Mountain House to Carlton."ss That the
Cree ignored the warnings of traders in the spring of 1870 should come as no surprise.
ln fact, the whole trade was in disarray in the wake of the transfer and the trouble at

Red River.tu The malaise over the future of the west under Canadian rule quickly
turned ínto open hostility and even violence toward Europeans with the outbreak of the
epidemic. The Methodist Mission at Victoria was attacked by a group of desperate and
infected Blackfoot who, according to George McDougall:

saButler,

The Great Lone Land, 368. Another account of the ínfection to the
Cree from the raiding party was recorded by the anthropologist, David Mandelbaum in
1943. Deanna Christiensen, Ahtahkakoop: The Epic Account of a plains Cree Chief,
His People, and their Struggle for Suruival, 1816-1896 (Shell Lake, Sk.:Ahtahkakoop
Publishing, 2000), 1 37, fn.36.
ssButler,
56Even

The Great Lone Land. 36g-369.

before the end of the 1860s, the HBC's authority over its employees was
undermined by American free traders who traded liquor for goods intended for the
trade. See Burley, seruanfs of the Honounble company: work, Discipline, and
conflict in the Hudson's Bay company, 1770-1BTg, 1s2-1sj, 214. Just prior to the
outbreak of the disease among the Cree, traders Watt and Traillwere posted to Fort
Pitt with a view to enforce discipline 'among the numerous employees and lndians, who
have been allowed by the laxity of native officers to have everything their own way
previously." Cowie, The Company of Adventurets,383. Traillwas almost killed when
he was attacked by a disgruntled Métis while at Pitt and was transferred to Cartton prior
to the outbreak of disease. See MacGregor, Senator Hardish/s pniries,6g. See atso
Canada, Sessiona/ Papers 1871, No. 20, D.A. Smith to Lt. Gòvernor Archibald. Fort
Garry, 9 September 1870, 59-61.
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[H]ave sought to propitiate their deities by murder and robbery. They have
stolen our horses and killed our cattle; articles of clothing and human hair,
infected with smallpox, have been left in our village; and so reckless of life were
these wretched men, that of a war party numbering eleven, who made a raid on
Victoria, ten died. Some of the bodies were found by our people.s7
Relations were no better between Europeans and the Cree attached to the mission.

According to John McDougall, they were "very suflen, and at times very insolent; they
went about armed to the teeth, and were ready for any excuse to commit violence.
This was a white man's disease, and they hated the whites. We were living allthe time
on the thin crust of a volcano."ss At Edmonton, Chief Factor Christie echoed the

McDougall's view of Indian hostility toward the Europeans generally for their role in ihe
spread of the disease. He reported that a party of Indians travelled to Fort Pitt with the
specific intention of murdering traders Watt and Traill in retaliation for bringing the
disease among them.ss
As the epidemic spread, aboriginal hostility directed toward the traders who
were largely immune from the horror of the disease,60 was manifest in the most grizzly

sTMacGregor,

Senafo r Hardisty's Prciries,75-76. Another raid on Victoria was
reported to have been halted when the raiders learned that smallpox had infected the
mission itself. The wife and two daughters of George McDougall died during the
epidemic. Young, By Canoe and Dog Tnin: Among the Cree and Salteaux Indians.
198.

seMcDougall,

John McDougatt. In the Days of the Red River Rebellion, 127:
MacGregor, Senator Hatdisty's Prciries, 76.

s' HBCA Search Fife: "smallpox
Epidemic, 1869- 1870," Extract 6. W.J. Christie

to D.A. Smith, Carlton House, 6 September 1870.
60Although

several Europeans were reported to have been infected, only four
succumbed to the disease during the outbreak. See MacGregor, Senator Hardisty's
Prairies, TS-79. Although the vast majority of the aboriginal population was susceptible
to the infection, those who had been infected in earlier outbreaks were immune. The
Métis catechist, Peter Erasmus was assisted during the epidemic by a Stony elder,
Pan-eza Sa-win, who '\ryas not afraid of the sickness as he had got over it several years
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of manners. At Fort Pitt, where the epidemic broke out in early summer, the situation
descended into a terrible anarchy. Although a supply of vaccines was sent up the
Saskatchewan in April 1870,

61

the trader, James Sinclair, soon ran out supplies for the

two camps of infected Cree who had descended on the post.62 The Cree believed that
only Europeans could cure the disease that they had introduced to the country and that
their own medicine men were powerless in confronting the plague.63 According to
Lieutenant Butler, the cree then turned to more fatalistic measures.

Hhey appear to have endeavoured to convey the infection into the fort, in the
belief that by doing so they would cease to suffer from it themselves. The dead
bodies were left unburied close to the stockades, and frequenfly lndians in the
worst stage of the disease might be seen trying to force an entrance into the
houses, or rubbing portions of the infectious matter from their persons against
the door-handles and window-frames of the dwellings.64

earlier." Erasmus, Buffalo Days and Nights,211-212.
61Soon

after breakup, the Methodist Missionary E.R. Young organized a brigade
comprised of twenty boats and one hundred and sixty volunteers under the chargeif
Samuel Papanekis to provide relief to the stricken country. Papanekis died soon after
his return from the two and a half month journey. young, By canoe and Dog Trcin:
Among the Cree and Salteaux Indians,2O2-2O5.
62Sincta¡r

is reported to have even attempted to have made his own serum for
use at Pitt. The lymph was taken from a Saulteaux who had been vaccinated at the
Prince Albert Mission. Unfortunately for the surrounding Cree, the trader appears to
have been unsuccessful. MacGregor, Senaf or Hardisty's Pniries, Z4. The amval of
large numbers of Cree in the summer was not unusual as the Pitt was considered to be
the best provision post on the Saskatchewan with good access to bison herds. SAB.
W. Trailf Papers, A-104,4.
63Butler,
GaButler,

The Great Lone Land,2SO.

The Great Lone Land,250-251,369. Butler went on to note that the
inhabitants of the Fort were previously immunized by Sinclair who had acquired vaccine
matter from a Saulteaux vaccinated by Nisbet at Prince Albert. On the Cree intention to
spread the disease to the traders at Pitt, see also, Chief Factor W.J. Christie, Smallpox
Report, The Manitoban, 16 September 1871, in "smallpox: The Epidemic of 1g6g-7-0,"
16-17, and HBCA search File: "smailpox Epidemic, 1g6g-1920,,'Extract 6. w.J.
Christie to D.A. Smith, Carlton House, 6 September 1970.
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The Cree persisted in their "macabre picketing" until only weeks before the arrival of the
British Officer at Pitt in mid-November.65 When Butler reached the embatfled Fort, he

reported that over one hundred people died in the immediate vicinity of the stockade.66
The scene was horrific even at a distance from Pitt. According to Bufler, "The unburied
laid for days by the road-side, till the wolves, growing bold with the ímpunity which

death among the hunters ever gives to the hunted, approached and fought over the
decaying bodies."67 Amid the chaos, the Chief Factor at Edmonton requested a force
of eighty armed men to reinforce the Company's tenuous hold on its posts on the North
Saskatchewan.uu

Although the situation was less gory than at Pitt, the epidemic struck hard at

carlton. Two of the company's servants were infected. Donald McDonald, a
European clerk at the post died on August 19th. Peter Ballandine, the mixed-blood
postmaster recovered only after a long convalescence.os William Traill, who had been

GsButler,

The Great Lone Land, 251.

66W.J.

Christie had earlier estimated the number of deaths at pitt to have been
two hundred. HBCA Search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 186g-1870, Extract.6. Christie to
D.A. Smith, Carlton House,6 September 1870. On the precarious situation of the HBC
during the crisis, Christie reported, "We can no longer remain in this district if we have
no protection. I won't get an officer to remain and I would not myself."
uTThe

Great Lone Land,2so. A similar account is provided by Maclean,
McDougall of Alberta, 44.
68HBCA

Search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 1869- 1870," Extract 6. W.J. Christie
to D-4. Smith, Carlton House, 6 September 187o. Fifteen men were requested for pitt
and Carlton and fifty for Edmonton which had almost come under attack by a targe
group of Blackfoot in April. See MacGregor, Senator HardisÇs Prciries,72-74 and
James G. MacGregor, Father Lacombe (Edmonton: Hurtig, lgrs),201-202. see also
canada, sessiona/ Papers 1a71, No. 20, D.A. smith to Archibala, rort Garry, g
September 1870, 61.
6eln

addition, three un-named women "and a good many chíldren,'perished in
the Fort. HBCA Search File: Smallpox Epidemic, 1869-1870, Extract 6. W.J. Christie to
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transferred to carlton from Pitt after a near fatal attack from a disgruniled Métis,
was

forced "to act as officer in Charge, Clerk, Interpreter, Doctor, Nurse and

Sexton',zo

when the disease debilitated the entire staff at the post. Despite his ,,undoubtedly
heroic" effort, thirty-two of the seventy residents of the post were infected.
Of those

twenty-eight died.71 Carlton's strategic location in the overland trade served to spread
the disease to smaller posts in the interior. Of the cart brigade sent to the post from
Lac La Biche, eight of fourteen drivers died on their return or soon after their arrival
in
the northern community.T2

Traillwas not completely on his own during the epidemic. For a time, the
Roman Catholic Bishop of Lac La Biche, Vital Grandin, assisted hím in caring for the
sick, the dying, and the dead.73 While at Carlton, Grandin walked from tent
to tent

among the dispersed infected and those who had escaped the disease:
[D]oing what he could to make the sick more comfortable. He had not medicine
to fight the disease. lt simply had to run its terrible and often deadly course. He
heard confessions of those who were dying, putting his head close to theirs to
hear the final weak whispers of sorrow and repentãnce. Many asked him to

D.A. Smith, Carlton House, 6 September 1970.
70SAB,

W. Traill papers, A-104, s.

71Butler.

The Great Lone Land, 36g.

72w.J.

christie, smallpox Report, The Manitoban, 16 september 1gr1, in
"Smallpox Epidemic of 1869-70," 16. Although the death toll at Lac fa Biche
was
comparatively small, the sister of missionary Piene Lacombe wrote a desperate letter
to
her brother from there stating that, "[y]our lndians are dying like flies; and, running away
from the sickness, they die along the trail." Katherine H-ughes, Father Lacomibe:
The
Blackrobe voyageur (Toronto: Mcclelland and stewaft, 1g2o), 1g2.
T3Frank

J. Dolphin, Indian Bishop of the West: Vitat Justin Gnndin, 1g2g-1g02
(Ottawa: Novalis, 1986),121-124. Among his duties was performing baptisms
to the
hopeless.
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baptize them before they died.Ta
Grandin's biographer noted that while at Carlton, the Bishop counselled one of the
infected servants even though he was a Protestant because, "[h]is Minister has not
come."7s The Protestant Minister was James Nisbet who, according to his biographer,

did not travel to the infested Fort for fear that he would take the disease back to prince
Albert. Nisbet was said to have been "deeply grieved that he could not visit his friends
at Fort Carlton when they were in danger.,,76
Grandin's actions while at Carlton and Nisbet's refusal to travel there, illustrate
the different strategies adopted by Catholic and Protestant missionaries in dealing with
the epidemic. The differences are critical to the understanding of the wide variances
in
infection and mortality in the communities ministered by the two groups. Although the
Cree, who were largely cared for by Methodists and Anglicans, suffered terrible

casualties during the outbreak, the effects of the disease were much worse in areas
under the ministry of the Catholics. At the Protestant missions, orders to disperse were
often given as soon as word of the epidemic arrived. References to such orders are
numerous in contemporary accounts.TT Henry Steinhauer, the missionary at Whitefish
t4lbid.,

122. When warned not to touch the sick clerk, the Bishop was said to
have replied, "lf he offers his hand so I might console him, then I will touch him.,, The
Journal of the St. Paul Mission in Alberta recorded two thousand baptisms on the plains
that terrible summer. Hughes, Father Lacombe: The Blackrobe voyageur, 1g7.
TsDolphin,

Indian Bishop of the West, 121.

tusmiley, "'The
Most Good to the Indians': The Reverend James Nisbet and the
Price Albert Mission," 42. For another account of the dilemma faced by protestant
clerics during the epidemic. Erasmu s, Buffalo Days and Nights, 210-2i1.
TTThese

included John McDougall's order for his flock at Victoria to scatter in
september, 1870. see Nix, Mission among the Buffalo, 64 and young, By canoe and
Dog Train, 198. Further west, Peter Campbell secluded his people at Þigéon Lake.
MacLean, McDougall of the Arberta, 44. peter Erasmus noted his memoìr that
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Lake, led his people north into the bush "and became so isolated that nothing
was
heard from them for a long time."78 To avoid contagion, many of the Cree travelled
as
far north as the Peace River where the Anglican Minister, W.C. Bompas, reported
from
Dunvegan that, "there are now about 150 Cree Indians having arrived there this
summer from the plains, having left their own country on the Saskatchewan through

fear I think of the ravages of smallpox there..."7s In other districts, territory was probably
abandoned temporarily to avoid the dreaded illness. While travelling through the
Touchwood Hills, Butler reported, "all is silent and deserted-the Indian and the buffalo
gone."8O At Pomass Lake, not far from the Touchwood Hills, oral
histories indicate that

as many as one hundred Saulteaux died during the epidemic.Bl

"[c]omplete isolation was the only preventative, as their was no known cure.,,
Buffalo
Days and Nights,209. Henry Budd arrived at the Nepowewin Mission in September
1870 and found that the inhabitants had abandoned the site. Entry of 6 Sepiember
1870, in The Diary of Henry Budd, l BTO-1g75, 39.
TsMaclean

, McDougall

of AIberta,44.

7scMS,

microfilm, reelA-g0, 14g-1s3, 27g. Numerous otherfamilies were
reported at other posts on the Peace, a district which was spared the ravages of the
outbreak. W.C- Bompas to the Secretary, Peace River, 2Z September 1g7i. See also,
Bompas to the Secretary, Fort Vermillion,November 13, 1gT1.
80Wh¡le

the reference does not mention the specific abandonment of tne
country, the author noted that his party encountered the grave of a recent victim of
smallpox " a few hours out of Portage la Prairie." Edward McCourt, Remember Bufler:
The Story of William Butler (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1967), 60-64. David
Meyer and Robert Hutton noted that "about 1870" a new social entiiy emerged in the
Basquia Hills south east of Cumberland following the fusion of the ReO Earth and the
Shoal Lake Crees, "[í]n short, these peoples had taken up full time residence in a
region which previously had been their wintering ground.;' Meyer and Hutton,
"Pasquatinow and the Red Earth Crees," 103. Though they did not determine
the
reason for the retreat of the two formerly dístinct bands to the relative isolation of the
hills, the avoidance of smallpox cannot be discounted as an impetus for the move.
utSAB,
microfilm, reel 2.75 Schoo/ Histories of 35 Indian Reseryes, 1gS5. ,,Nut
Lake lndians, 1905-1955," The servants within Fort Pelly were not infected but Starving
Bull, a Cree from the Post, told Butler that from "a garriJon of some sixty souls
no fewer
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In contrast to the dispersal of their jeopardized charges by the protestants, the

Catholics dealt with the misery of the epidemic without attempting to scatter their
communities. The Métis communities which had developed around the Catholic
missions in Alberta suffered extremely high mortality after their initial infection in the
summer of 1870.82 While infection was limited to a very few cases within the confines

of Fort Edmonton because of quick and effective measures taken by the HBC
authorities,ut the disease devastated the Métis communities around the

Fort. At St.

Albert, only eight miles from Edmonton, two thirds of the population of nine hundred
were infected. Of those, three hundred and twenty died.sa George McDougall, whose
mission at Victoria suffered over fifty deaths and whose survivors were ordered to

disperse, vehemently denounced the role of the Catholics during the epidemic.
Never was the arrogance and bigotry of the popery more manifest. Having
taught their deluded followers to look upon them as to a god, when the scourge
first appeared they collected their people into large camps: the bodies of the
dead, the infected, and the well, were all collected in the church. The spiritual

than thirty-two had perished! Four only had recovered of the thirty-six who had taken
the terrible infection." The Great Lone Land,227-228. Unfortunately, no records of Fort
Pelly for 1870 exist in the HBCA collection.
u2The

Métis were reported to have been infected following a peace meeting with
the infected Blackfoot. The former gained access to the increasingly fleeting bison
herds but "[i]ronically, this symbolic act of friendship did more to debilitate the St. Albert
Métis than any previous acts of war or sabotage by the Blackfoot." St. Afbert Historical
Society, The Black Robe's Vision: A History of the St. Atbeft District (St. Albert St.
Albert Historical Society, 1985), 58.

utOn

14 October 1870, the first case was reported within the fort, families and
children were cleared out at once. Two months later, John Coutts became illwith the
disease and was "placed in a House by himself & a careful cleanlv man (an American)
who has had small pox put to attend him." HBCA Search File: "smallpox Epidemic,
1869-1870," Extract 4. Edmonton House Journal.
soJames

G. MacGregor, Edmonton:

A History(Edmonton: Hurtig, 1g7s),2g.
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power of the priest proclaimed the grand specific, but all has failedss
McDougall's son John, who was hímself infected during the outbreak,s6 elaborated
on

the different strategies in coping with the crisis in the context of religious competition.
According to the younger McDougall, the Catholics used the isolation measures taken
by the Protestants as a sign of cowardice:

...they used our action in the matter as an argument against us. They said, ,,you
now see who your friends are; as soon as calamity comes, the protestant
missionary drives you from him, while we say corne to us;" the consequences
were that many of the lndians and half-breeds gathered together, und'died like
rotten sheep.87
According to one history of the Catholic missions in the west, the bravery of the
missionaries resulted in the infection of Fathers Leduc and Bourgine during the
outbreak.ss The high death toll among the people under the care of the Catholics
may
have been the result of more than simply their failure to disperse. According to the

ssceorge

McDougall, Victoria,2l October 1871,in George Miltward McDougall,
The Pioneer, Patriot and Missionary, 1Sg.
uuThe younger
McDougall caught the disease while caring for his charges at

Victoria but was successful in treating himself although three members of his iamily
succumbed to the virus. Nix, Mission among the Buffato, 65. On his infection,
John
McDougall cleared his room of furniture and "[b]y means of a hot bath, a double dose
of Doveds powders, profuse perspiration was induced, and within two days he was
well
again." The missionary later suffered a relapse and was reported to havssuffered
from
the effects of the disease for three years. Maclean, McDougall of Atberta, 40-41.
uTGeorge

Mitlward McDougall, The Pioneer, Patriot and MÌssionary,1ES. While
the younger McDougall did not cite his quotation, the visceral nature of the conflict
between the two groups is evident in the comment.
uuA.G.

Morice, History of the Cathotic Church in Western Canada from Lake
superior to the Pacific (16s9-1 Bgs) (Toronto: Musson Book company, 1910), BS.
Lacombe's behaviour in treating the victims of the outbreak was símilar to that of
Grandin at Carlton. MacGregor, Father Lacombe,204-205. Father Dupin was reported
t_o be "dangerously ill" with the disease near Lac La Biche
in mid July. See Canada,
Sessiona/ Papers 1871, No.20, Extract of a letter from the Reverend Father Lacombe
to His Lordship Bishop Tache, Mission of st. paul, 12 september 1g7o, To.
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Butler report, vaccine bought at Benton and dispensed at the height of the epidemic at
St. Albert was "of a spurious description."ss

The epidemic brought suffering and death west to the foothills of the Rockies.
Father Leduc was reported to have travelled to Jasper to minister the fifteen infected
families there and to "dispense among them the consolations of religion."s0 A Stoney
witness described Banff as "a graveyard, and the crying went up both night and day."sr
Northeast of Edmonton and the infected Catholic missions, the disease may have
depopulated the small trading post community of Moose Lake on the headwaters of the
Beaver River.s2 According to one account, the "whole settlement was carried off,
leaving as sole survivor a little boy among the unburied dead, who scampered in the
bush, and with great difficulty was caught and saved."e3 Near Sounding Lake, Dr. A.E.

seButler

contrasted the bad vaccine in Alberta with that used by Nisbett which he
described as being "of a genuine description." For a discussion of the timing and
effectiveness of the vaccines used to counter the epidemic, see Butler, The Great Lone
Land,369-370. Butler also noted that the calamity at St. Albert may have been
worsened by the possibilíty of the virus being introduced, "from two different sources
almost at the same period" in addition to many cases of exposure resulting from
disease induced delirium. To compound the crisis a large prairie fire destroyed the
homes, carts and tents of many of the infected Métis who brought the disease back to
St. Albert.
soMorice,

History of the Catholic Church in Western Canada from Lake Superior

to the Pacific (1659-1895),86.

slMaclean, McDougall of
Atbeña. 41. George McDougall noted that no tess that
140 members of the Stoney group were "cut off ." George Millward McDougalt: The
Pioneer, Patriot and Missionary, 176.

"Moose Lake, better known as Lac L'Orignal, was the first of the Northwest
Company Posts established in the territory that became Alberta. See MacGregor, A
History of Alberta,39.

tton the depopulation of the communíty, see MacLean,
McDougall of Atbeña,

41. The child, Antoine Gibeault, was nine years old at the time. A local history

recounted that "[t]he boy was found throwing stones on the ice. All that kept him from
freezing to death at night was his two dogs, a little old blanket covered part of his
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Porter, attached to the treaty party that travelled through the "Ghost Woods" on their

way to meet Big Bear in 1878, reported that, "[m]any of the tent poles were stitl
standing and the bones of many victims lay bleaching in the sun.,,e4
Canadian authorities did what little they could to cope with the crisis in their
newly acquired hinterland. The Hudson's Bay Company, which had acted as the de
facto government of Rupert's Land for the previous half century, used its own supplies
and transportation network to check the spread of the epidemíc within its
establishments.es That the Dominion was unprepared for the scale of the crisis on the
western plains is an understatement. Only in October 1870, when the epidemic had all
but run its course, was a Board of Health appointed to manage the situation in the
Northwest Territories.nu The jurisdictional vacuum of the plains was such that the
legislation that empowering the Board, the Temponry Government Act (1g70), was

described by one writer as "extralegal."nt Lieutenant Governor Archibald was pressured

naked body, a string, or sakanapiwas tied around his waist and his moccasins were
getting worn out." J.E. Dion, "A Short History of Moose Lake in 1gO7," in Echoes of
the
Past: History of Bonnyville and District, ed. Real Girard (Bonnyville: Bonnyville Historical
Socciety, 1 984), 13-14.
t4sAB,

A-M4ss, R.A. Mayson papers 4, Dr. Andrew Everett porter, 2.

ttAfter the
negotiation of Treaty 6, Alexander Morris reported that the prompt
action of the Company during the epidemic "saved the Indians from entire destruction."
stephen sliwa, standing the Test of rime: A Histoty of the Beardy's/okemasis
Reserye, 1876-1951 (M.4. thesis, Trent University, 1993), 52.
s6The

Board was made up of the following; W.J. Christie, the Chairman, Richard
Hardisty and John Bunn of the HBC, Protestant clerics, George McDougall, his son
John, Peter Campbell and Henry Steinhauer, and Catholic priests Leduc, Lacombe,
André, and Furmond. "smallpox Epidemic of 1g6g-20,"19.
tTJames

Mochoruk, The political Economy of Northern Development:
Governments and Capital along Manitoba's Resource Frontier, lBTO-1g30 (ph.D. diss
University of Manitoba, 1992), 19-20. The author noted that the Board was successful
in dealing with the outbreak but that it functioned on questíonable legal ground .simply
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to respond to the epidemic without the benefit of consulting the documents that
empowered him to govern the plains. He appointed the Board without the permission
of the Dominion government on Octob er 22, almost a week before his papers arrived at
Red River.ss To his honor, Archibald's orders índicated that his appointment of the
Board of Health was beyond his authority but he rationalized the action because "the
validity of these is taken for granted."se
Two weeks earlier, Archibald had ordered William Butler, a British officer

attached to the Red River Expeditionary Force who had arrived in August, to undertake
a reconnaissance of the plains to determine the extent of the epidemic.100 Although the
services of a physician could not be secured,101 Butler was provided with medicines to

because the Dominion refused to cope with such matters legally." He noted that until
the appointment of a council in 1872, the Lieutenant Governor, Adams Archibald.
administered the N orthwest Territories without assistance.
ssArchibald

later wrote to the Prime Minister, that, under pressure from the
council of Manitoba to act, and finding no copy of the legislation regarding the
governance of the Territory in the new capital and "being in grave doubts whether I was
right, I took care that no Gazette, or other public notice of the appointments were made.
All that has been made public is the legislation on the Small pox and spirituous liquors
and the officers to enforce it." SAB, Archibald-Macdonald Correspondence. Archibald
to Macdonald, December 6, 1870. Part of the ordinance included the quarantining of
goods originating in the stricken country for a period of six months. See Canada,
Sesslona/ Papers 1871 No.20,72.
ssArchibald

noted, "Six days afterwards my books arrived and on inspecting the
Act of 1869, I found to my horror that the proceedings were all wrong." SAB, John A.
Macdonald Papers, A-70, Archibald to Macdonald, 6 December 1gTO.
rooFor

a full description of Butler's orders, see lhe Great Lone Land. 3SS-3S5
and canada, sessional Papers 1871, No.20, George Hillto Bufler, Fort Garry,
lOOctober 1870,62-63.
1orAs

Butler was being despatched from Red River, Donald A. Smith despaired
of Archibald's impotence with respect to the situation: "the Commandant of the
Volunteer Militia having declined to give feave of absence to a medical officer who
volunteered for the duty, while the only civilian in the settfement who was willing to
undertake the task demanded remuneration so exorbitant ... that his offer could not be
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relieve the stricken country. Unfortunately for those infected or still at risk, his cargo

was not properly prepared for the rigours of an early winter trip across the plains.
According to his biographer, "[t]hey had been carelessly packed in uninsulated wooden

crates;jars were broken, liquids frozen. Butler could do little more as a precaution
against future epidemics than leave his pamphlets of printed instructions with the
persons least likely to burn them."102 At Carlton, Butler salvaged what medicine
he
could, enough according to the young officer, "to poison a very large extent of the
territory."1o3 Because of the damage to his medication, the bulk of Bufler's assistance

to the stricken communities on the plains was the distribution of a few patent medicines
and a leaflet entitled "The Small-pox in Three Stages" described by the young officer as
a "lively bit of literature."loa

entertained." HBCA Search File: Smallpox Epidemic, 1870, Extract 12. D.A. Smith to
G.G. Smith, Fort Garry, 19 October 1870. The medical contingent attached to the
Canadian force was comprised of at least eight men, at least four of whom had the
rank of surgeon or assistant surgeon. See R.M. Gorsline, "The Medical Services of the
Red River Expeditions,TSTO-71," Medicalseryr'ces Journal, Canada 23 (1967),169.
On the refusal of the Commandant of the Militia to release Dr. McDonald see also
canada, sessrona/ Papers 1871, No. 20, Adams Archibald, Fort Garry, 13 october
1870,58-59; and Archibald to Joseph Howe, Fort Garry, 24 october Tgro,66_67.
ro2McCourt,

103Butler

Remembeing Butler,66. See also, Ihe Great Lone Land.23g-23g.

described his salvaged medication as a "small leather medicine-chest

in which the glass stoppered bottles had kept intact." The Great Lone Land,23g.
toaThe

Great Lone Land,208. Directives for the treatment of the disease were
written by Dr. A Codd of the l"tOntario Rifles, see Canada, Sessional papers 1g71,
No. 20, 67-68 (see Figure 3).
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Fig. 3. Directions for the Treatment of Smallpox. Source: Canada, Sessrona/ Papers
1871, No.20,67-68.
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Travel to the interior from Winnipeg was also banned. E.R. Young reported,
"[n]ot a single cart or traveller was permitted to go on the trail. This meant a good deal
of suffering and many privations for the isolated Missionaries and traders..."10t The
supply of local food stocks, usually procured by the infected Métis, also stopped during
the epidemic.106 The Chief Factor at Edmonton reported in October that, with no trade
and no provisions, "[t]he prospect of the coming winter is dark in the extreme...our sole
dependence will be on our Fisheries and Crops."107 Although the harvest proved
bountiful, the fishery was reduced by two thirds, the result of the forty deaths at Ste.
Anne and bad weather,108 "entail[ed] an amount of starvation to many."1oe The famine
was such that George McDougall wrote from Victoria that "multitudes who recovered

1osYoung,

By Canoe and Dog-Train,2OO.

r06HBCA

search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 1869- 1BTo," Extract 4. Edmonton
House Journal, 6 October 1870. The situation among the Métis was so desperate
that the company was compelled to assist its main provisioners with food.
1o7chr¡stie

commented that the outbreak at Ste. Anne, "where we make our
Fisheries, and if our Fishermen are attacked at present (the commencement of our
Fisheries) our Fisheries will be lost and our case a hopeless one." He described the
situation among the Indians "who blame the Whites for the distemper, and they are too
well disposed-they are setting fire to the Plains every where, whether accidentally or
not, is hard to say, but I doubt it is intentional to drive off the buffalo. We dread a
famine among the plains Indians in consequence, who will fall back on us and the
Settlements, and eat us up and kill our cattle." HBCA Search File: "smallpox Epidemic,
1869-1870," Extract 10. Christie to W.G. Smith, Edmonton House, 11 October 1870.
108The

diminished fishery at Ste. Anne was augmented by the establishment of
one at Pigeon Lake and was reported to have been "doing very well." HBCA Search
File: "Smallpox Epidemic, 1869-1870," Extract 20. W.J. Christie to the Chief Factors
and chief rraders, Northern Department, Edmonton House, s January 1871.
10sw.J.

christie, "smallpox Report," in The Manitoban 6 september 1g71, in
"Smallpox: The Epidemic of 1869-70," 15.
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from the disease have perished from destitution."110 The situation was no better on the
eastern plains. lsaac Cowie reported on the famine in his district during the summer
and fall of 1871.111 At Fort à La Corne, near the forks of the Saskatchewan, the

epidemic led to the failure of the provision trade, "a great loss, which we will feel all
throughout the (Cumberland) District."112 lt was in this chaotic atmosphere of disease
and famine that the ill-fated attack on the Blackfoot at Belly River took place.113
In the waning days of 1870, the authorities in Winnipeg were finally able to

secure the services of a medical doctor to supplement Lieutenant Bufler's hobbled

effort on the plains. Captain McDonafd of the Ontario Volunteers stationed at Fort
Garry, who "had great experience in the treatment of Small pox" was reported to have

arrived at Edmonton on the 29th of December.lla Dr. McDonald, however, did not live

rloceorge McDougall,
21 October 1870, in George Mitlward McDougatt: The
Pioneer, Patriot and Missionary, 165.

llrEven the HBC boatmen
fell

ill to the "summer complaint" as a result of their
poor nutrition. Cowie, The Company of Adventurers,42S.
112For

fear of contagion to the "Thickwood" lndians, the trader at La Corne, Mr.
Turner, was ordered not to trade with the plains Indians. HBCA Search File: "smallpox
Epidemic, 1869-1870," Extract 19. Horace Boulanger, Clerk in Charge of Cumberland
House to the Governor, Chief Factors and Chief Traders, Cumberland House, S
January 1870.
lr3John Milloy
characterized the assault as a "nation-wide undertaking" when
"the Cree were strong enough to turn to thoughts of war." The warriors, who numbered
between six and eight hundred, included followers of Píapot, Big Bear, Litfle Mountain
and Little Pine. Ihe Plains Cree, 116. The severity of the famine on the northern plains
undoubtedly contributed to a level of desperation among the Cree that Milloy's account
did not acknowledge.
lraMcDonald

had orders to spend the winter "for the benefit of the community in
general." HBCA search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 1g6g-1970," Extract 20. w.J.
Christie to the Chief Factors and Chief Traders, Northern Department, Edmonton
House, 5 January 1871. McDonald was expected to arrived at Edmonton between the
1't and the 1Oth of December. D-4. Smith to w.G. smith, Fort Garry, 2g December
1870.
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up to the expectations of those who had lobbied for his services. On January ZZ, 1gT1,

Donald A. Smith noted:
Doctor McDonald has not yet reached Edmonton up to the date of our latest

advances. lt appears that the Doctor had in his possession a rather large
quantity of wine & spirits of which he has made a most injudicious use..l,t

Two weeks later, Donald Smith wrote to William Traill, the clerk who had performed so

admirably during the epidemic, requesting information on a report from Lawrence
Clarke "that Doctor McDonald's conduct while at Carlton was most reprehensible..."1l6
As the doctor appointed by the Dominion drank his way across the plains117 and
as Butler distributed his pamphlet, the HBC physician, Dr. McKay, made an extensive
and successful vaccination tour down from the Mackenzie, through parts of the
Athabasca, English River and Saskatchewan Districts.l18 The Mackenzie watershed
was further protected by a vaccination campaign undertaken by the Catholics petitot
and Sequin which conferred immunity on seventeen hundred people.lle lsaac Cowie's

tlsHBCA

Search Fife: "smallpox Epidemic, 1869- 1ATo," Extract 21. D.A. Smith
to W.G. Smith, Fort Garry, 22 January 1871.
116HBcA

1871.

Search File: "Batfleford," D.A. smith to Traill, Fort Garry, 6 February

117To

be fair, McDonald performed at least some medical seryices. George
McDougall noted on the physician's return to the east in the spring of 1871, that;[t]here
have been few cases of small-pox since the doctods arrival." George Milward
McDougall: The Pioneer, Patriot and Missionary,167-169.

tttsAB, campbell Innes papers,
A-113, Vol. 5, Archdeacon MacKay papers,

Diary 1B7O-1884. Entry of
llsMcCarthy,

I

February 1871.

Fromthe Great Rivertothe Ends of the Earth: Oblate Missionsto
the Dene, 1847-1921, 126 fn.39. The vaccinations in the far north may have been
related to an ísolated outbreak of "smallpox or somethíng similad'which caused the
deaths of five people at Fort McPherson on the Peel River. lbid., 1g9. By 1g70, allof
the missionaries operating in the far north were supplying, or attempting io se"ure,
medicines for the their charges. cMS, Microfilm, Reel A-g0 Rev. Day tõ tne
Secretaries, Ft. Simpson, November 1870. Another factor contributing to insulation of
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memo¡r noted the presence of a French physician from Red River, a Dr. Covenant, in
his territory.120 According to Cowie, Covenant's motives were less than altruistic:

[F]ondly anticipating an extensive and profitable practice amongst a people
whom he hoped would be suffering from the epidemic of smallpox... Doctor
Covenant cynically professed great indignation at me for having disappointed
him of his practice, by introducing vaccination among our Indians.121
Although Covenant's grand scheme for the epidemic was foiled by the trader,s initiative,
he was reported to have undertaken vaccinations among the Métis of the South
Saskatchewan.'22

The most significant response of the authorities to the crisis was the prohibition
of fur exports from the northwest. Even furs from the far north were quarantined as

they passed through the infected depot at Carlton on their way to Red River.12. Orders
were sent to traders on the plains "to trade nothing" which might infect the isolated

the Mackenzie watershed from disease was the terrible condition of portage la Loche.
Without improvement or replacement William Hardisty wrote that it is "hopeless to
attempt to carry on the business much longer unless some better & cheaper road be
discovered for bringing in our supplies..." william Hardisty to wm. McMuriay, Fort
Chipewyan, 12 January 1870, in Wilson, "Private Letters from the FurTradó." 45.
120Cow¡e,

The Company of Adventurers,4lg.

121Cowie

then noted "[b]ut he forgave me sufficiently to become a rather
frequent visitor..." lbid.
l22smiley, "'The
Most Good to the Indians': The Reverend James Nisbet and the
Prince Albert Míssion," 43, fn.36. Despite Covenant's vaccinations, the disease
appears to have spread to the Métis near the forks. The Fort à la Corne Journal
reported that on Christmas Eve, 1870, two of Batoche's sons were illwith the disease.
HBCA search File: "Prince Albert,"Fort à la corne Journal, 24 Decemb er 1gro,7.

tttsmith noted that American
authorities also prohibited the entry of HBC furs
from infected areas. HBCA Search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 186g- 1BiO," Extract g.
D.A. Smith to W.G. Smith, Fort Garry, 10 October 1gTO.
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populations to the north.12a At Edmonton, W.J. Christie reported to the officers of the
Northern Department that, "l need hardly say that there will be no Returns from the
Saskatchewan this Year, and it has yet to be decided whether it would be politic
(emphasis Christie's) to send out the few furs we have."12s

Ïhe question of what to do with pelts gathered from infected areas, often from destitute
producers, remained until the spring of 1871.126 on April24th, the Board of Health
convened at Edmonton House and passed a resolution prohibiting the export of furs
from the Saskatchewan District "for the current season."l27 ln his report, Christie
commented that the enforcement of the quarantine was one of the most difficult
responsibilities of the Board.ltu Although the Chief Factor was referring to the control
of native movement during the epidemic, Company servants worked to get their furs to
Red River, thus undermining the quarantine. An account of the Company breaking the
quarantine was presented by lsaac Cowie who acknowledged his complicity in the

matter. On arriving at Portage La Prairie with a load of furs from Fort Ellice. he
recounted:
By that time the fear of the civilwar in Red River had been replaced by the fear

r24HBCA

search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 1869-1870," Extract 19. Horace
Belanger to the Governor, Chief Factors and Chief Traders, Northern Department,
Cumberland House, 5 January 1871.
l2sHBCA

Search File. "smallpox Epidemic, 1869-1870," Extra ct2o. Christie to
the Chief Factors and Chief Traders, Northern Department, Edmonton, S Janua
ry 1821.
t2uGeorge

McDougallto Dr. Wood, Victoria Mission, 1 March 1B71,in George
Millward McDougall: The Pioneer, Patriot and Missionary, 16g.
t'7For

a full account of the resolutions, see John Bunn, "Minutes of a Meeting of
the Saskatchewan District Board of Health," in The Manitoban, 16 September 1g71, in
"Smallpox: The Epidemic of 1869-70," 1B-19.

t2uchief

Factor W.J. Christie, "smallpox Report,,' lbid., 17.
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of the invasion of Manitoba by smallpox from the Saskatchewan. A Board of
Health had been formed to enforce a quarantine on all corners from the wesr,
and here was the Hudson's Bay company, in defiance of the law, trying to
evade it by sneaking down the Assiniboine with buffalo robes which must
(emphasis Cowie's) have come from the infected district.l2s
When his furs were confiscated and placed in quarantine by a provincial constable, the
trader travelled to Winnipeg to "clear the foul aspersions against our cargo.,',.0 On h¡s
way up the Assiniboine to gather affidavits from Fort Ellice to support his claim, Cowie
was told that the confiscated furs has almost produced a riot as, ,,people were so
alarmed that they had been hardly restrained from burning the building in which the
robes were stored."131 Wh¡le it appears that Cowie's cargo eventually passed though

the quarantine without further mishap, Butler's report on the epidemic noted that the
placement of the cordon at Rat Creek near Portage La Prairie, was too close to the
populated part of the country to be truly effective.132
Butler submitted his report in March 1871, when the fear of the spread of the
epidemic to Manitoba was still present. He stressed:
It must not be forgotten that with the disappearance of the snow from the plains
a quantity of infected matter-clothing, robes, and portions of skeletons-wiliagain
become exposed to the atmosphere, and also that the skins of wolves, &c.,
collected during the present winter will be very liable to contain infection of the
most virulent description. 133
He recommended the establishment of a new quarantine station at Fort Ellice, the only

12scowie,

ttofbid.,

The Company of Adventurers,42B.

428-429.

r31lbid.,430.
1324t

the start of his trip, Butler described the grave of the first victim of the
plague he encountered at Rat Creek, the boundary of Manitoba. The Great Lone Land,
20s.
133rb¡d.,

373.
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settlement between Carlton and Portage.t3o He advocated the compulsory vaccination
of the half-breed population who would othen¡¡ise, "be slow to avail themselves to

it."135

Butleds fears for the renewal of the epidemic with the coming of spring did not

materialize. By June 1871 the disease was reported to have "entírely disappeared',
from the Saskatchewan.l3o A month later, the pemmican trade was back on track, as
"several hundred bags of Pemican having already been brought into Carlton."137 In
August, the ffow of buffalo robes to Montreal via st. paul resumed.l3B

What remained among plains communities was the deep resentment toward
Europeans for the introduction of disease and for the general state of turmoil that had

come in the wake of the transfer of Rupert's Land to Canadian control. According to
John McDougall, there was even talk among the Indians of "a war of extermination
among the whites. They laid the blame of all their calamity upon these."13s While there
was no race war, authorities recognized the "bitter feeling of Jealousy on the part of
the Indians & Halfbreeds, that the Companys Servants in the Forts escaped as they
d¡d.'140 At the general court of the HBC in London, Sir Stafford Northcote reported on

r34lb¡d.

r3srbid.

ttuHBCA

search File. "smallpox Epidemic, 1g69-1870," Extract 26. J.H.
Mcïavish to W. Armit, Fort Garry, 14 June 1821.
137lbid.,

Extract 27. J.H. McTavish to w. Armit, Fort Garry, 2g July 1g71. ln
September, Norway House receíved word of "abundance of buffalo all over the
saskatchewan." lbid. Extract 29. Norway House Journal, 2 septemb er 1gr1.
1tulbid.,

Extract 28. J.H. McTavish to w. Armit, Fort Garry, 7 August 1gr1.

l3tGeorge
14oHBCA

Millward McDougall: The pioneer, patriot and Missionary, 172.

Search File: "smallpox Epidemic, 1g6g- 1gro," Extract 20. w.J.
Christie to the Chief Factors and Chief Traders, Northern Department, Edmonton, S
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the poor returns for the year, the result of the epidemic but also:
[F]or the impression that had got amongst the Indians was that the smallpox had
been communicated to them by officers of the company, and when they iound
out that it was committing great ravages they were in a state of excitement,
which at one time caused serious uneasiness and alarm lest they should take
revenge for their sufferings by attacking our posts.1a1
Added to the resentment of the aboriginal population was a growing anxiety
over the future of their land under Canadian sovereignty. Even before the nominal
transfer of Rupert's Land in 1869, George McDougall petitioned Dominion authorities
on behalf of the Indians of the western plains for the prompt completion of a Treaty to
formalize relations between the Crown and the inhabitants of the west.1a2 Although the
crisis triggered by the epidemic temporarily overshadowed the longer term question of

treaties, the Butler report stressed the need for a judicious setflement of the issue.la3
ln January 1871, a petition was circulated among the Indians requesting government

January 1871.
t4rlbid.,

Extract 30. "Report of the General Court of the HBC," 21 November
1871. The failure of the trade after the epidemic was the harbinger of a general
economic downturn in the west which lasted until 1877. Gerald Friesen, ;lmports and
Exports in the Manitoba Economy 1870-1890," Manitoba History 16 (1ggs), à4.
1a2The

Missionary cautioned, "[l]et it not be forgotten that in the upper
Saskatchewan there are at least 20,000 natives who by a wise and just policy can be
made the friends of the Government. Let this once be accomplisheâ and the country
will speedily be settled... but the best friends of the country must discourage
ímmigration until the lndians are treated with." The lmportance of an lmmediate
Settlement with the Plain Indians." George Millward McDougalt: The pioneer, patriot

and Missio nary,1
ratButler

5O-1 52.

recommended the establishment of civil authority, the creation of a
police force, the negotiation for peace among the warring Indian ñations and
the
"extinguishment of the Indian title, within certain limits." "General Report," in The
Great
Lone Land 380-386.
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act¡on to resolve the uncertainty in the west.1a4 The Cree Chief, Sweet Grass, who had

recently converted to Catholicism, according to one account, in gratitude for the
assistance rendered by the Missionaries during the epidemic,las requested a treaty in
April of 1871.146 (see epigram) Through Wilfiam Christie, Sweet Grass emphasized
Cree ownership of the territory, "it is our property and no one has the right to sell them
(their lands)."tot Christie's report on the meeting with Sweet Grass and the other Cree

Chiefs was unambiguous:
The object of their visit was to ascertain whether their lands had been sold or
not, and what was the intention of the Canadian Government in relation to them.
The referred to the epidemic that had raged throughout the past summer, and
the subsequent starvation, the poverty of their country, the visible diminution of
the buffalo, their sole support, ending requesting certain presents at once
(emphasis Christie's), and that I should lay their case before Her Vta.¡esty's
representative at Fort Garry.1a8
A common theme

of

recent writing regarding the early Treaty-making process is

the adamance of First Nations' claim to the ownership of the territory that they
occupied.las Even before the negotiation of the first of the Treaties in the west, Indian

laaAmong

the signatories was Peter Erasmus. Buffalo Days and Nights,21S,

fn.3.
rasMacGreg

or,

Father Lacombe, Z1O.

1a6The

request by Sweet Grass for a Treaty was dated 13 April 1A71.lt was
fonrvarded by W.J. Christie to Archibald. Morris, The Treaties of Catnada, 169-171.
147"Message

from the cree chiefs of the plains, saskatchewan to His
Excelfency Governor Archibald, Edmonton, 13 April 19r1," in lbid., 170.
tosChrist¡e

then stated to Archibald that if he had not complied with the demands
of the Indians in forwarding their request, "l have no doubt that they would have
proceeded to acts of violence, and at once commenced, there would have been the
beginning of an Indian war, which is difficult to say when it would have ended.." Morris.
The Treaties of Canada, 17O.
totJ. Fr¡esen, "Magnificent
Gifts: The Treaties of Canada with the Indians of the
Northwest 1869-76," 43, 46. See also Frank Tough, "As Their Natunl Resources Fail":
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groups demanded recognition of their ownership of the land. As the smallpox raged
across the western plains in September 1870, Archibald reported to his superior
regarding "a large body of Indians (saulteaux) who are assembled in the
neighbourhood of the mouth of Red Rived':
Henry Prince, the Chief, has written to press an early fulfilment of the promises,
I learn from the people of that neighbourhood that until the interview is over the
Indians will not disperse, and that it would be better at once to see them... The
lndians in this neighbourhood are in a state of considerable excitement. They
are very much demoralized by the transactions of the last few months. They do
not seem to see why they should not have some share of the of the property
which they know to be in the possession of people who are not its owners. lt
will be necessary to make arrangements with these Tribes to put their relations
with us on a satisfactory footing...150
The need for treaties further west was recognized by Dominion officials. Wemyss
Simpson, the Indian Commissioner, on the advice of Christie, wrote to Joseph Howe on
this issue on November 3'd, 1871. He stated that the negotiation of, or at least the
promise of, a treaty in the Saskatchewan was "essential to the peace, if not the actual
retention of the country."1s1 The native Missionary, James Settee, echoed the anxiety

of his charges to his superior in London.
The Indian family in generalwere always under the impression that the

Native Peoples and the Economic History of Nofthern Manitoba, l BTO-1930, 7g-81 , and
Tough, "Aboriginal Rights Versus the Deed of Surrender: The Legal Rights of Native
Peoples and canada's Acquisition of the Hudson's Bay company Territory," 230.
lsoPeter

Naylor, "lndex to Aboriginal lssues Found in the Records of the North
West Mounted Police RG 18, National Archives of Canada" (Saskatoon: Office of the
Treaty Commisioner 1994, typewritten) Extract 593. Archibald to the Secretary of State
(Joseph Howe), 10 September 1870, 218. Aweek later, Archibald noted that -he
promised to meet with them in the spring "and conclude a Treaty with them of some
kind." lbid.,Extract 594, 219. For a discussion of the conditions leading to the
negotiation of Treaty 1, see D.J. Hall, "'A Serene Atmosphere'? Treaty 1 Revisited,',
The Canadian Journal of Native Sfud¡es 4 (1987).321-35g.

tstsimpson

to the Secretary of State for the Provinces, 3 Novembe
Morris, The Treaties of Canada, 168.

r

1gT1. in
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foreigners were usurpers and destroyers of their race and country that this
country belonged to them exclusively and that they had sole claim to the rocks,
the ground the timber, the fish and its waters, that all these things were created
for them only. with these feelings they opposed every stranger and everybody
that did not belong to their tribe...1s2
The concern among aboriginal communíties was justified. By the spring of 1871,
provincial authorities in Manitoba were overuhelmed by the flood of Ontario immigrants.
According to Allen Ronaghan, [a]n embarrassed provincial government found itself
without immigrant sheds, without a Commissioner of Lands and with no surrendered
lands for the emigrants to settle on.r153 The arrival of immigrants precipitated a crisis in

the resolutíon of the Treaty question in Maniioba and illustrated the authorities'
approach to the issue. According to Frank Tough, the government was only willing to
negotiate Treaties according to its own timetable based on external and often shortterm needs rather than out of concern for the long-term well-being of the Indians.rsa
With no immediate development agenda pressing the need for a Treaty on the
western plains, Dominion authorities did not

act.

Joseph Howe, the Secretary of State

for the Provinces told Archibald in March, 1872that, "when the time comes they will be
fairly dealt with. lf the discovery of gold turns out to be a fact, some person of business

152CMS,

Microfilm, reelA-80, James Settee to Rev. Fenn, Scanterbury, 24
November 1870,254,

"tAllen Ronaghan, "Charles Mair and the North-West Emigration Aid Society,"
Manitoba History 14 (1987),14. The author noted that the arrival of so many Ontarians
forced the hand of the Province and that only the strong confidence of the Métis in
Archibald prevented a massacre of immigrants from taking place.
lsaFrank

Tough, "Economic Aspects of Aboriginal Title in Northern Manitoba:
Treaty 5 Adhesions and Métis Scrip ," Manitoba History 1s (1gBB), 7. Tough's echoed
J.L. Taylols view of the shortsightedness of Dominion policy regarding the completion
of Treaties. "Two Views on the Meaning of Treaties Six and Seven," in The Spirit of the
Alberta lndian Treaties, ed. Richard Price (Montreal: Institute for Research on public
Policy and Indian Association of Alberta, 1980), 1S-16.
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habit and cooljudgement should be sent to the spot..."155 In June, 1g72, the prime
Minister was informed of increasing tensions on the plains resulting from government

inaction. Gilbert McMícken wrote:
The Crees (Bush Crees, Stonies and Plain Crees) are in expectation of a Treaty
being made with them this season and in their view are meeting for talks in this
subject. They begin to show manifestations of great jealousy at the setflement
of Whites taking up their land and utter threatenings if a Treaty is not soon
made with them. The Bush crees and stonies are peaceably disposed
generalfy but the Plain Crees are wild and could easy stured up into hostility.
They say too much of their lands are being taken up and they are getting
nothing for them and if they permit this... they will soon loose all, añd they must
make a stand against it... They have been told by some that there is no
probability of a treaty this year. The principal Chief of the Plains Crees. "Sweet
Grass" was here a day or two ago-he says he "does not like it & he knows his
people "will not like ít" and speaks quietly but very_harshly-The Whites are really
apprehensive of a massacre if no treaty ís made.1s6
The increasingly ominous threat of European immigration was not the only issue
contributing to the lndian demands for Treaties. The early 1B7Os saw sígnificant
changes to the fur trade economy which for decades had been dominated by the HBC.

ln 1872 a reorganization of the Company trade eliminated all credit to Indian suppliers
in order to cut costs.157 The withdrawal of credit signalled a fundamental shift ín the

relationships between the HBC and aboriginal producers, described ín a recent study

rssNaylor,

lndex to Aboriginal /ssues Found in the Records of the North West
Mounted Police RG 18, National Archives of Canada, Extract Sg0. Adams Archibald to
Joseph Howe, Fort Garry, 6 March 1872,21s. By the spring of 1g71, gold was
expected to be found on the eastern slope of the Rockies ',any day.', W.J. Chrístie,
Edmonton House, 13 April 1871, in Morris, The Treaties of canada, 17o.
ttuNAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, Microfilm, reel c-1670,11o7oz.McMicken
to Macdonald, Winnipeg,22 June 1872.

tttThe order
imposed from London was strongly opposed to traders such as
Cowie who recognized the value of credit in maintaining business allegiances. Cowie,
The company of Adventurers,441,44s; and Frank rough, "lndian Ecõnomic
Behaviour, Exchange and Profits in Northern Manitoba during the Decline of Monopoly,
1870-1930," Journal of Historical Geognphy 16 (1990), 390.
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as including a "social safety ¡s1."1s8 The introduction of steam-powered travel in Lake

Winnipeg and the Saskatchewan River severely curtailed wage employment options for
fur procurers who could not subsist from trapping alone.lsn On the plains, the scarcity
of bison and the vagaries of weather contributed to the hardship in the winter of 1gT2-

73.

In January, rain made travel impossible, killing many from a combination of hunger

and sickness.l60

The end of the old economy was underscored in the summer of 1872, when the
transcontinental railway expedition under the command of Sanford Fleming arrived in
the west.161 In addition to signalling what has been called the "dawning of a new

rusFor

two centuries, the social safety net provided by the Company included the
"practice of liberal credit to the able-bodied and aid to the efderly, sick, and destitute."
Ray, Miller and Tough, Bounty and Benevolence,l39, 146.
lseFor

a discussion of cuts to the fur trade and the emerging demand for Treaty,
see Tough, "Economic Aspects of Aboriginal Title in Northern Manitoba: Treaty s
Adhesions and Métis Scrip," 4. On the connection between the development of steam
transportation and the need for Treaty 5, see Ray, Miller and rough , Bounty and
Benevolence, 123-129. On the development of steam-powered vessels in the interior,
see Bruce Peel, Sfeamboats on the Saskafchewan (Saskatoon: Western Producer
Prairie Books, 1972). With the improvement in steam navigatíon the long-used route to
York Factory was dropped in favour of a rail route through St. Paul. G. Friesen, "lmports
and Exports in the Manitoba Economy 1870-1890," 37. ln his memoir, The Anglican
missionary, John Hines, who arrived in the west in 1874, noted that his charges had
suffered a decline in their standard of living since the arrival of steam-powered vessels
on the Saskatchewan. John Hines, The Red Indians of the Plains: Thirty Years
Missionary Experience in the Saskafchewan (London. Society for promoting Christian
Knowledge, 1915), 230.
160NAC,

Robert Bell Papers, MG 29, A6, Hudson's Bay Company, Northern
Department, "Journal of a Voyage from Fort Garry to Fort Simpson, Mackenzie River,
by Land and Water, and of its Return by Dog Train to Carlton Performed on a Tour of
lnspection of Posts from 22"d August, 1872, to 28th January, 1873 by Hon. william
Joseph christie, Inspecting chief Factor of the Hudson's Bay company," Entry for 26
January 1873.
tulFor

an account of the expedition, see George M. Grant , ocean to ocean:
Sandford Fleming's Expedition through Canada in 1872 (Toronto: Coles publishing
Company, 1973).
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industrial economy"162 on the plains, the chronicler of the journey, George M. Grant,
articulated what became a common view of the fate of aboriginal communities in the
west, "[i]t may be said that, do what we like, the Indians as a race, must eventually die

out. lt is not unlikely. Almost all of the Indians of the North-west are scrofulous."163
The main cause of the Indian's decline, according to Grant, was not only "scrofula and
epidemics" but also the invasion of southern traders whose chief commodity was .rum
in name, but in reality a compound of tobacco, vitriol, bluestone and water."roa

T¡"

author's fatalistic assertions regarding the future of the plains lndians were based on
the erosion

of

Blackfoot society at the hands of the Montana traders. Grant's

gruesome prediction may well have come true were it not for the arrival of the North
West Mounted Police in the southwest in the fall of 1974.165
While tension mounted on the pfains resulting from the absence of Treaties and
the looming flood of immigrants, some authorities attempted to downplay the situation.
McMicken wrote to the Prime Minister in April 1873 remarking that, "[t]here has been a

gross exaggeration in regard to Indian trouble. fll am perfectly satisfied if a Treaty is

tu'R"y, Miller and Tough
, Bounty and Benevolence,l3O.
163Grant,

Ocean to Ocean: Sandford Fleming's Expedition through Canada in
1872,96.The author later stated, "with the exception of the few scattered round each of
the Company's posts, who as a rule are invalids or idlers, we had not seen an Indian
since leaving the Assiniboine, except the small camp near Moose Creek and the Crees
at Victoria." lb¡d., 190. During the early 1870s, scrofula was still rare among the Indians.
rt4lbid.. 190.
lGsseveral passages
in the text refer to the Indians'wanting a Treaty. lbid., 9799, 133. According to John Webster Grant, George M. Grant thought that ihe Indians'
desire for Treaties was misplaced and "that in agreeing to them the Indians were
signing their own death warrants." John webster Grant, Moon of wintertime:
Missionaries and the Indians of Canada in Encounter Since 1554 (Toronto: University
of Toronto Press, 1984), 155.
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made with the Crees this summer and small holdings of lands granted the Sioux there
will be no difficulty."l66 Sandford Fleming, the head of the railway expedition, dismissed
the concerns of Mennonite leaders regarding the safety of the plains.16z
The western Indians received no Treaty and hostilities grew. In October 1g7g,
Robert Bell of the Geological Survey of Canada reported to Alexander Morrís, who had
succeeded Archibald as Lieutenant Governor the previous December, that the lndians
about the South Saskatchewan were:
[F]ull of anxiety & uneasiness respecting the intentions of the "English" and
Canadians towards them. In their interviews with me they talked of nothing
else... On several occasions these Indians threaten to steal our horses and
outfit and even to kill us all and finally ordered us to turn back-saying at the
same time that we might thank God if we got home safely.168
Bell also noted that mistrust of the "English" was so high among the lndians of the area

that they believed the massacre that had occurred at the Cypress Hills a few months
earlier "was committed by people belonging to the English side" and that the
Assiniboines "were bent on revenging it upon any English people" who were in the

166NAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, Microfilm, reel c-1670, 11og0g. McMicken
to Macdonald, Fort Garry, '18 April 1873. The "Wood Mountain Sioux" contacted the
Chief Trader at Fort Ellice, William McKay in June 1872 regarding a proposed trip to
Red River to secure a reserye. Mark Diedrich, The Odyssey of Chief Standing Buffato
and the No¡thern srssefon sioux (Minneapolis: coyote Books, lggg), 92.
lGTAccording

to Paul Sharp, Fleming was reported to have responded to the
question of safety by "claiming that the only weapon he had carried was a small
pocketknife with a blade at one end and a corkscrew at the other. He only regret, he
said, was that he had use only one end of this insignificant weapon, and that not often
enough!" Whoop Up Country,7g.
168Bell

noted that, on one occasion, a Native Church of England Missionary
saved his life during a confrontation with hostile Indians west of Qu'Appelle. NAC,
Robert Bell Papers, MG 29, B 1s, vol.27, f .log, "confidentíal Report io Alexander
Morris from Robert Bell, Fort Garry," 14 October 1gT3_
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country.16s East of Qu'Appelle, the Saulteaux at Fort Ellice petitioned the Lieutenant

Governor to halt the survey being conducted by A.H. Whitcher until their territorial
claims were dealt with.170 Morris then requested that the government reconsider their

position not to enter into a Treaty in order to facilitate the entry of strangers into the
country.171 The situation was diffused in the summer

of

1874 with the arrival of the

Police and the conclusion of the Qu'Appelle Treaty in september.172 Even at the

ceremony, Dominion officials were lambasted for allowing surveys without the
surrender of aboriginal title.173 Pasqua articulated the frustration of the Indians

succinctly. Pointing to the HBC's Mr. McDonald, the Chief was reported to have said,
"You told me you had sold the land for so much money- â3oo,0oo. we want that

ltsrb¡d.
17olbid.,

Enclosure No. 2. The land claimed by the petitioning Saulteaux
stretched from Shoal Lake westward to ten miles beyond Fort Ellice and according to
the claimants they "cannot therefore understand why this land should be surveyed."
Signatories to the document included Wah-wa-shi-cabon, Kicak-ka-zick (Day Siar),
Kanniskaquinin (George Gordon) and Sha-puy-witrink. s November 1973. For a
discussion of the Saulteaux claim, see Carter, Losf Haruests: Prairie lndian Reserye
Farmers and Government Policy, SS.
r71NAC,

Robert Bell Papers, MG 29, B 15, vol. 27, f .l}3,Alexander Morris to the
Minister of the Interior, Fort Garry, 23 October 1823.
17'During

the negotiations, the lndians repeated their complaint that surveys had
,
been made without

their consent. The Saulteaux Chief, Coté, refused to sign and
another, The Gambler, stated that the HBC had no right to sell the land to Canada.
Complin, "Calling Valley of the Crees and the Buffalo," 23; Carter, Lost Harue.sfs, 56.
For a discussion of the antagonisms surrounding the negotiations of Treaty 4. See Ray,
Miller and Tough , Bounty and Benevolence, 1OT-111.
r73The

acrimony of the Indians gathered at Qu'Appelle was also demonstrated
by their refusal to conduct the pipe ceremony and other rituals that had marked the
earlier negotiations. According to Ray, Miller, and Tough, " Morris was not slow to
notice the absence of ceremony and what the omission signified." Bounty and
Benevolence. 156.
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money."174

Hunger also played a role in the completion of Treaty 4, an event witnessed by
three thousand Indians who converged at Fort Qu'Appelle in September of 1874.175
Joseph Reader, the CMS missionary who had arrived in the Touchwood Hills a year
earlier, reported that one of his dogs had been eaten by starving Indians.lio To
Reader, the hunger that compelled the Saulteaux to eat their horses and his own pet

compelled the Indians to learn "a lesson not easily forgotten":
One thing is certain & that is if they do not (emphasis Reader's) cultivate the
land, they will become extinct as a people, for while they are hunting on the
plain & trading with the Company their numbers are fast decreasing. But I hope
that they may be preserved as they are a noble race.177
Dominion officials began to advocate the introduction of agriculture as "the best means

to break them of their roving habits, to elevate and assure their position..."

178

rhe

need for a new economic strategy among the Saulteaux was underlined by Reader's
report on George Gordon's band in January 1B7S:
I learnt that they had nothing for their supper, and that they could often only
catch sufficient fish for their breakfast. Gave them some of my pemmican and

rTaMorris,

The Treaties of Canada. 106.

tttAbel Watetch, Payepot and

His People,16. Some had come as far as four
hundred miles for the ceremony. Nan Shipley, "Printing Press at Oonikup ," The Beaver
zso (1960), 4e.

ttulbid., 48.
In addition to simple hunger, the plains Indians were reported to be
"greatly demoralized." Added to the increasing use of alcohol and the "debauchery"
which came from it, there was a problem emerging from the mixture of painkillers, tea
"& anything else that will make the mixture 'strong'." cMS, Microfilm, reelA-g1 ,27s.
J.A. Mackay to the Secretaries, Stanley, 20 August 1973.

tttcMs, Microfilm, reelA-80, 221.
Joseph Readerto Rev. Fenn, Touchwood

Hills, 29 July 1874.
178D.

A¡dan McQuillan, "Creation of lndian Reseryes on the Canadian prairies,
1870-1885," The Geographical Review Z0 (1980), 389, fn.29.
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tea. They, in fact, nearly the whole band, are wretchedly poor. There houses
are miserable huts. Some of them are so low that, if one attempts to stand
erect, you get a blow on the head. lt is no wonder that, living in such houses,
many of them are weak and sickly in the chest. Such clothing (sent by Mrs.
Smith, Hampstead) is a great help to us, for the lndians are the poorest of the
poor.17s

Even communities that had already begun the conversion to agriculture unden¡rent

severe hardship at this time. In Manitoba, the St. Peteds Band, which had two
thousand acres under cultivation,lsO suffered a crop failure in the summer of 1875.
Compounding the situation was a decline in the fall fishery which placed all of the
Indians in the area covered by Treaty 1 in jeopardy. According to J.A.N. Provencher,
"only the assistance of the Government prevented great sufferings at St. Peter's, the

Portage and Roseau River."181 The shortage of food among the Saulteaux contributed
to the severiiy of a measles outbreak that "embraced the whole population" at Fort
Alexander in 1875.182 The disease, which initially affected the children and then spread
to "a greater number than usual of adult Indians" confounded both the Indian

"9CMS, Microfilm, reel A-81 , 442, Rev. J. Reader, "Report of Touchwood Hills
Mission," 20 January 1875. Gordon's people may have been suffering from a
whooping cough epidemic which was responsible for deaths from Grand Rapids to the
Athabasca. Measles was also prevalent in Manitoba. At St. Andrews, a dozen funerals
took place during January and February 1875. cMS, Microfilm, reel A-81. Abraham
Crowley to the Rev. H. Wright, Manitoba, 24 February 1875. Further west, at St. Albert,
"a widespread occurrence of whooping cough, and erysipelas" was reported in 1874.
St. Albert Historical Society, The Black Robe's Vision: A History of the St. Atbeñ District,
79.
tuoSAB,

Ferguson Papers, Microfilm, reel R-2.3g1, Sg.

tutSAB, Ferguson
Papers, Microfilm, reel R-2.391, 36. Extract of Acting Indian
Superintendent Provencher's Annual Report, Department of Indian Affairs (hereafter
DrA) 1877.
tu'SAB,

Ferguson Papers, Microfilm, reel R-2.3g1, gB. Extract of J.A.N.
Provencher, Report of the Manitoba Indian Commissioner's office, winnipeg, 30
October 1875. On the link between the severity of measles and malnutrition, see
Morley, "Nutrition and Infectious Disease," 37.
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Commissioner and the doctors sent to investigate the outbreak. According to
Provencher, the widespread sickness:
[S]omewhat strangely, had its origins in the introduction of measles. So far as I
have been able to ascertain, by inquiries made by myself and the medicaf men
sent about them at the time, the breaking out of the epidemic was spontaneous,
no cases being known at the time among the White and Half-breed population
within a distance of forty miles, and there had not been a case of measles
among the Indians themselves, or in the neighbourhood for twelve years, thus
rendering the whole child population liable to contact.l83
Within a few weeks of the doctor's arrival, the epidemic subsided. The main factors in
its termination were "their adoption of a few rational practices in the method of diet and
nursing."18a The success of using rations as a means to mitigate the measles outbreak

and the isolation of the disease to hungry communities of Treaty 1 underscores the

connection of the epidemic with food scarcity.
The privation suffered in Manitoba and in the eastern parklands were not
isolated occurrences. In fact, the plains experienced a general famine through 1874.
In February, the HBC post at Battle River reported little trade, the result of their beino

"no Buffalo."1t5 The Indian trade at Carlton declined to the point that the HBC
abandoned its Cree producers in favour of the Métis.186 In May, Charles Napier Bell

tutsAB, Ferguson
Papers, Microfilm, reel R-2.3g 1, a2- Extract of J.A.N.
Provencher, Report of the Manitoba lndian Commissioner,s office, winnipeg, 30
October 1875.
184rbid.

lssHBCA

Search File: "Battleford," Lawrence Clarke to James Graham, Carlton
House, 24 June 1874; Arlean MacPherson, The Batttefords: A History (Saskatoon:
Modern Press, 1967), 66.
lsolawrence

Clarke noted that the withdrawal of credit and the decline of the
bison supply contributed to starvation among the Cree. ln addition, the Company
abandoned the Indians in the area as their suppliers of meat in favour of the Métis
Sliwa, Standing the Test of Time, 28-29.
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wrote to David Laird, the Liberal Minister of the Interior, on the worsening conditions of
the plains Indians resulting from the scarcity of bison.
The Crees are very troublesome at Carleton, Pitt, Victoria and Edmonton. I saw
some at victoria, last spring, who came in from the plains starving, and
demanded provisions from the settler & the H.B. Co. There were no buffalo on
the plains allwinter, and they suffered frightfully. They told us that many
Indians had eaten their horses, dogs, buffalo skins and in some cases their
snowshoe laces & moccasins and then died. How much worse will it be in a
year hence?187
Bell then warned Laird that without the promise of a Treaty in the coming summer that
"there will certainly be trouble... Pitt, Victoria and Edmonton are very unprotected if any

trouble should arise this spring."188 Even non-lndians advocated the quick resolution
of Treaties in the west. The residents of Prince Albert, "principally English Halfbreeds"
requested the resolution of the issue "as until this done, there must always be
danger."18e Presents were distributed by the newly-arrived políce force at Carlton to

facilitate the construction of a telegraph line in 1874. The following summer, progress
on the line was halted by the Cree who objected to the presence of the workers without

their consultation. Again, presents were distributed to those who would accept them.1e0
By October 1875, the authorities were informed that the temporary measures taken
over the previous two summers to facilitate development in the Saskatchewan country

were no longer sufficient. George McDougall emphasized the discontent among the

tutNAc, MG 27lD.1o David Laird papers,
Indian Affairs, N.w.T., David Laird
Letterbook , 1874-75,18. copy of Letter from c.N. Bell, winnipeg, 23 March 1974.
luuBell

Indians. lbid.

recommended that the game remaining on the plaíns be reseryed for the

rssNAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, Microfilm, reel C-1523, 41,896. Laird to the
Minister of the Interior, Ft. Garry, 9 June 1874.
ttoJim

Wallace, A Doubte Duty: The Decisive First Decade of the North-West
Mounted Police (Winnipeg: Bunker to Bunker Books, 1gg7), 129-124.
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Cree and the Plains Assiniboine on the issue:
Though they deplored the necessity of resorting to extreme measures, yet they
were unanimous in their determination to oppose the running of lines, or the
making of roads through their country, until a settlement between the
Government and them had been effected.lsl

Although McDougall stressed the consensus of the Chiefs with regard to their desire for
a treaty, he noted that there were dissenters. Big Bear was adamant in his scepticism

to the treaty process, "[w]e want none of the Queen's presents; when we set a fox-trap
we scatter pieces of meat all round; but when the fox gets into the trap we knock him
on the head; we want not bait, let your Chiefs come like men and talk to us."1s2 Even
bands that were sympathetic to the idea of a Treaty with the Crown were weary of its

implications. Peter Erasmus reported on the anxiety among the members of Seenum's
Cree Band at White Fish Lake:
It was rumoured that the Indians would be asked to give up their rights to the

land. None of them could understand why they should give up what had been
their right to enjoy since the earliest memory of the oldest story of their tribe.1s3
The Cree Chief, Mistawassis, who became one of the main proponents of accepting
Treaty 6, was ambivalent about the process. In a letter to Morris in January 187S, the
Chief stated, "[i]n sending this letter I do not wish it to be understood that I and my
people are anxious that the Governor should come and make a Treaty, but if he is

lslMcDougall

to Morris, Morleyville, Bow River, 23 Octobe r 1875, in Morris, Ihe
Treaties of Canada,173. The Morleyville Mission was established by John McDougall
in 1873 in an attempt to counter the influence of the Benton based traders. Sharp,
Whoop Up Country, 138-139.
ls2McDougallto

Morris, Morleyville, Bow River, October 23,1875, in Morris. Ihe
Treaties of Canada. 174.

1"31uffalo Days
and Nights,22B.
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coming, we do not say to him not to come."1e4
It was into an atmosphere increasingly marked by privation, resignation and

dread, that the Dominion treaty party encountered the Plains Cree in the summer of

1876. Alexander Morris, the Commissioner, described the attitude of the Cree:
I had ascertained that the Indian was oppressed with vague fears; they dreaded
the treaty; they had been made to believe that they would be compelled to live
on the reserves wholly, and abandon their hunting ... I accordingly shaped my
address, so as to give them confidence in the intentions of the Government, and
to quiet their apprehensions I impressed strongly upon them the necessity of
changing their present mode of life, and to make homes and gardens for
themselves, so as to be prepared for the diminution of the buffalo and other
large animals, which is going on so rapidly. ... They saw the buffalo, the only
means of their support, passing away. They were anxious to learn to support
themselves by agriculture, but felt too ignorant to do so, and they dreaded that
during the transition period they would be swept off by disease or faminealready they have suffered terribly from the ravages of measles, scarlet fever
and smallpox.tnt

The recognition by the Cree that the bison economy was all but over, and that a shift to
a new economic paradigm would be a difficult, if not deadly, undertaking marked Treaty
6 from the previous treaties.leo Another factor that shaped the negotiations was the

relative power of the Plains Cree in 1876.1s7 Five years earlier, William Butler noted
that the Plains Cree were exceptional in that they'\uere perhaps the only tribe of prairie
Indians who have yet suffered no injustice at the hands of the white man."1s8 The Cree

lsaNoel

E. Dyck, The Administrction of Fedent tndian Aid in the Nofthwest
Territories, 1879-1885 (M.4. thesis, university of saskatchewan, 1970), gs, en. 33.
lssMorris, The Treaties of
Canada, 183, 1BS.

ttu*"t, Miller

and Tough, Bounty and Benevolence, 13O.

lsTAccording

to Mochoruk, the Treaty 5 Indians were forced "to take whatever
they could get." The Political Economy of Northern Development: Governments and
Capital Along Manitoba's Resource Frontier, 1 BT0-l gS0, 46-42 1sgThe

Great Lone Land.242.
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still posed a serious threat to the small number of Europeans who had ventured onto
the western prairie.les A recent study of Treaty 6 acknowledged that the threat of

armed conflict, along with pressure for economic development, were the main
motivations for Dominion negotiators.200 The potential for violence was underscored by
the military victory of the Sioux under Sitting Bull over the American Army at the batle
of the Little Big Horn, which had taken place only two months before the negotiations
began.

Although the possibility of war was real, the majority of the Cree who attended
the Treaty talks recognized the futility of armed resistance to the new authority that was
making its way across the plains. Mistawassis stressed this point to poundmaker and
The Badger, two opponents to the Treaty:
We speak of glory and our memories are all that is left to feed the widows and
orphans of those who died in its attainment. We are few in numbers compared
to former times, by wars and the terrible ravages of smallpox. Our people have
vanished too. Even if it were possible to gather all the tribes together, to throw
away the hand that ís offered to help us, we would be too weak to make our
demands heard.2ol
Atakakoop echoed the sentiments of Mistawasis,:
The great sickness took half our lodges and the dreaded disease fell as heavily
on our enemies. We are weak and my brother Mista-wa-sis I think is right that
the buffalo will be gone before many snows. What then will be left us with which
to bargain?"202

lssThe presence
of the police during the negotiation was intended as a military

show of force and may have thwarted a plan to block the passage of the Dominion
treaty party. Walter Hifdebrandt, Views from Fort Battleford: Constructed Visions of an
Anglo-canadían t//esf (Regina: canadian plains Research centre, 1gg4), 32.

too*"t, Miller and Tough, Bounty and Benevolence,
146.
20lMistawasis then
described the misery of those who had resisted the ,,Long
Knives" in the united states. Erasmus, Buffalo Days and Nights,24g-249.
2o2lbid.,24g.
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To the majority of the leaders, the successful negotiation of a treaty represented their

best hope for survivat in the new economic order which was about to be stamped on
the plains. The collapse of the bison herds and the hunger resulting for the inability of

the HBC to cope with the hunters' increasing reliance on food assistance contributed to
the urgency of the Treaty for the Cree.203 A recent study concluded that ihe protection
of his people from starvation was the "paramount objective" of sweet Grass.20a
Through the negotiations, the inclusion of a clause in the Treaty to buffer the
population from famine proved to be the major source of disagreement between the
two sides.2ot To Morris, a guarantee of food aid during the transitional period was too
extravagant and would result in idleness among the adherents to the Treaty.,ou In h¡s
introduction to the Treaty negotiations, Morris noted that " [t]he food question, was
disposed of by a promise, that in the event of a National (emphasis Morris') famine or
pestilence such aid as the Crown saw fit would be extended to them..."

207

Diff¡culties

that might arise from "hard winters or the hardships of single bands,"208 would not be
covered by the Ïreaty. Morris told Chief Beardy, who remained a holdout at Carlton
that, "[i]n a national famine or general sickness, not what happens in everyday life, but

'otRay, Miller and Tough, Bounty and Benevolence,146.
'o4lbid., 136.
2osMorris, The
Treaties of Canada, 178, 184-185, 186, 1BB,

210-211, 216, 228,

241.
206David

Mills also opposed the famine clause on the grounds that it would
"predispose them to idleness." Chief John Snow, These Mountains are our Sacred
Places: The Story of the Stony Indians (Toronto: Samuel Stevens, 1gT7),50.
2o7Morris, The
Treaties of
2o81,bid.,241.

Canada,178.
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blow comes on the lndians, they would not be allowed to die like dogs."2.s

The Cree stressed that they did not seek a steady supply of free food from the
Dominion but rather assistance in times of hardship. Peter Erasmus recounted The
Badgeds interpretatíon of the famine clause, "[w]e think of our children. We do not
want to be greedy but when we commence to settle on the reserves we select, it is then
we want aid and when we can't help ourselves in case of trouble."21O Morris

acknowledged The Badger's concern and described the assistance províded to the
Manitoba bands during the crop failure and the measles epidemic, "although it was not
promised in the treaty."211 During the fourth day of negotiations, Tee-Tee-Quay-Say
requested "[t]hat we be supplied with medicines free of cost."212 Later Morris
responded that "[a] medicine chest will be kept at the house of each Indian Agent, in
case of sickness amongst you."t1'
The Cree successfully negotiated the inclusion of three innovations to the text of
Treaty

6.

According to Walter Hildebrandt, the "astute" provisions negotiated by the

Cree, extra assistance in their conversion to agriculture, protection from famine and
pestilence, and the inclusion of the "medicine chest" were obtained to buffer the group

20sA.G.

Jackes, M.D. Narrative of proceedings, August 27,1g76, in lbid., 22g.

21oBuffalo Days

and Nights, 251. Dr, Jackes official version of the Badger's
statement differs only in its conclusiorì, "... when we cannot help ourselves and in case
of troubles seen and unforseen in the future." The Treaties of Canada. 211.
211lbid.

212lrbid.,215. Other leaders,
including Sakamoos repeated the Badgers request.
213lbid., z1g.
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in their conversion to a new economic paradigm.2la According to Ray, Miller and

Tough, the concessions strove to maintain "two-hundred-years-old traditions of NativeWhite relations as established by the HBC. Having obtained these crucial concessions,
the chiefs signed the treaty."21s The Cree recognized that the adoption of a new way of
life would be a difficult undertaking. They knew that the buffalo that served as the

foundation of their economy for almost a century earlier were all but extinct. They
accepted agriculture as a solution and negotiated for assistance during the years of
transition to the new economy. Their experience of smallpox a few years earlier, and
their recognition that the imminent flood of Europeans would increase sickness among
them, prompted the Cree to obtain the promise of medical care in the terms of the

Treaty. What they failed to plan for was the miserly interpretatíon of the Treaty in the
years following the extinction of the bison and their marginalization from the agricultural
economy that was established on the plains. The experience of the Plains Indians in
the years after treaty negotiations was later described by retired whiskey trader, James
W. Shultz:
I make no excuse for the whiskey trade. lt was wrong, ail wrong, and none
realized it better than we when we were dispensing the stuff. lt caused untold
suffering, many deaths, great demoralization among these people of the plains.
There was one redeeming feature about it: The trade was at a time when it did
not deprive them of the necessities of life; there was always more meat, more
fur to be had for the killing of it. In comparison with various Government officials
and rings, who robbed and starved the Indians to death on their reservations
after the buffalo disappeared, we were saints.216

21aH¡debrandt, Views
from Forf Battteford: Constructed Visions of an Anglo-

Canadian West,16-17.
215Bounty

and Benevolence, 143.

zluKennedy, The Whiskey
Trade of the Northwestern Plains: A Multidisciptinary

,
Study,145.

chapter 8: "They would not be Allowed to Die Like Dogs,"1 Treaties, Famine and
Epidemic Transition on the Plains, 1876-1882.
"[N]o race of men can suddenly be turned from one set of pursuits to another
set of a wholly different nature without great attendant distress." Nicholas Flood
Davin,1B792

The decade following the completion of the numbered treaties was a period of
unprecedented change for the people and the environment of the Canadian plains.3
The bison, the "bedrock" of plains life,a were virtually exterminated from the region by
the early 1880s.5 The disappearance of the herds and the establishment of Canadian
rule dealt a combined blow to plains societies from which they would never recover. To

those charged with the successful transition of the plains to agrarian capitalism, the
elimination of the species was considered a precondition for large scale European
settlement of the west.6 The effect of this wholesale shift of economic paradigms was

lAlexander Morris, assuring
Cree chiefs at Fort Carlton that the Dominion
government would provided assistance in times of "national famine or general
sickness." August 26, 1876, in Morris, The Treaties of Canada, 229.
2John Milloy, A Nationat
Crime. The Canadian Government and the Residential
schoolsysfem, 1879 to 1896 (winnipeg. university of Manitoba press, lggg), 32.
3For an eloquent
treatment of the economic and cultural revolution in the years

after the treaties, see lrene Spry, "The Great Transformation: The Disappearance of
the Commons in Western Canada." 21-45.

oAlan M.
Klein, "Political Economy of the Buffalo Hide Trade: Race and Class on

the Plains," in The Political Economy of North American lndians, ed. John H. Moore
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press19g3), 139.

sÏhe literature on the extermination of
the bison from the plains is voluminous.

While a full discussion of the subject is beyond the scope of this study, see F.G. Roe's
classíc, The North American Buffalo: A Citical Study of the Species in its Wild Sfafe,
and A.l. lsenberg, The Destruction of the Bison: A Environmental History, 1750-1g20
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2O0O) for detailed considerations of the
disappearance of the species.
uln

the American context, the destruction of the bison herds as a means to open
the country to settlement and to eliminate the threat posed by plains Indians was of
such significance that the task was undertaken by the United States Army whose "well
calculated policy of destroying the buffalo in order to conquer the Plains Indians proved
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catastrophic for the plains societies that for almost a century, had focussed almost
exclusively on the bison hunt.7 With the passing of the herds, the inhabitants of the
plains lost, not only their position in a long-standing economic equation, but also their
freedom8 and, in thousands of cases, their lives to hunger and famine-induced

disease.s lt was in this context of economic and social disaster that accompanied the
extermination of the bison from the plains, that tuberculosis emerged as a full-blown
epidemic among the Indian communities of the west.10 The explosion of tuberculosis
was more than simply the outcome of the environmental catastrophe resulting from the
mass extinction of the dominant food resource of the country. The failure of Dominion
authorities to deliver on their treaty obligations was a significant, if not an integral,
factor in the precipitous decline in the health of fndian communities when the herds
disappeared.

more effective than any other weapon in its arsenaf." David D. Smits, "The Frontier
Army and the Destruction of the Buffalo: 1865-1883," 338. Smits'view is not without its
critics however, see, william A. Dobak, "The Army and the Buffalo: A Demur, A
Response to David D. Smits' "The Frontier Army and the Destruction of the Buffalo,
1 865- 1 883," We ste rn H i sto rica I Q u a rte rly 26 (1 995) : 1 97 -2O2.
TThough some studies, such
as F. Melvyn Atton's "Fish Resources and the
Fisheries Industry of the Canadian Plains," Praiie Forum g (1984): 315-925, stressed
the value of fish as a resource to the people of the plains, the bison were vasfly more
important to both the economy and the diet of the prairie Indians.

tJohn L Tobias, "canada's
subjugation of the plains cree, 1g7g-1ggs," in
Sweef Promises: A Reader on Indian-White Relations in Canada, ed. J.R. Miller
(foronto: University of Toronto Press, 1991): 212-240.
eln

most cases of famine, deaths directly attributable to hunger are rare, rather,
"malnutrition alters the resistance of the host to potentialfy fatal infection and infectious
disease in turn aggravates existing malnutrition." John D. Post, "Famine, Mortality, and
Epidemic Disease in the Process of Modernization," Economic History Review, Second
Senþs 29 (1976),26-27.
toln his study of the
interaction of economics and disease, John D. post noted
particularly
that tuberculosis was
fostered by malnutrition. lbid.,27.
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Ïhe Cree who negotiated Treaty 6 anticipated the changes that were about to
befall their country with the end of the bison economy.ll Duríng the negotiations, Chief
Ahtahkakoop stated that the buffalo "will be gone forever before many snows."12 The
relative strength of the Plains Cree at the time of the negotíations led to the inclusion of
important additions to the document signed at Carlton and Pitt. The intention of the
famine and pestilence clauses, in addition to the "medicine chest" and agricultural
assistance clauses, was to mitigate the difficult transition of the inhabitants of the
northwestern plains to the new agrarian economy which was about to be established in
the Canadian west.13
Dominion officials who accepted the expanded obligations of the Carlton Treaty
did not simply acquiesce to the new terms of the agreement. They were forced to
accept them after repeated demands for their inclusion by Cree negotiators.l4 At Fort
Carlton, Alexander Morris, though reticent to accept what he considered extravagant
demands for regular food assistance, acknowledged that the Dominion government
would provide relief in case of a "national famine."ls He repeated his assurance to the
Chiefs that, "in a national famine or general sickness, not what happens in every day

ttJill St. Germain characterised
the Plains Cree as the "most prepared" of all the
ndians that Morris confronted as Treaty Commissioner. Jill St. Germain, lndian Treaty
Making in the United Sfafes and Canada, 1867-1872 (Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 2OO1),124.
f

l2Erasmus, Buffalo
Days and Nights,24g.
13The

notion of the Treaty innovations as a buffer to ease the shift to the new
economic order is considered by Hilderbrandtin Views from Fo¡f Battteford:
Constructed visions of an Anglo-Canadian west, 16-17. See also Ray, Miller and
Tough, Bounty and Benevolence: A History of Saskafchewan Treaties,l3O-131.
laMorris, The
Treaties of Canada, 1BS, 212,215,216,21g,22g.
1slbid..
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life, but if a great blow comes to the Indians, they would not be allowed to die like
dogs."16 Within a very few years after the promise that Morris made to the Cree at

Carlton, the disappearance of the bison coupled with the failure of Canadian authorities
to provide adequate relief to the hungry, contributed not only to the deaths of many
thousands from hunger and subsequent medical complications, but to the emergence
of a tuberculosis epidemic which persisted until the widespread use of antibiotic drugs
to counter the disease ín the 1940s.
By the early 1880s, tuberculosis, a disease which had been remarkable on the
plains for its relative infrequency prior to the treaty period, was reported to be the main

killer of reserve Indians.lT Although the disease was present in American populations
prior to the arrival of Columbus,lE the emergence of tuberculosis as the primary

pathogen within aboriginal communities is widely acknowledged to be the result of the
upheaval of the early reserve period.ls Stated simply, the organism responsible for the
disease, mycobacterium tubercølosls, was present on the plains long before the
disease became a significant contributor to morbidity and mortality in the last quarter of

164.G.

Jackes, M.D. Narrative of Proceedings, August 27,1876, in Morris, Ihe
Treaties of Canada. 228.

lTlaurie Meijer Drees, "Reserve
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Native Sfudies Review I (1993-1994),93.
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a discussion of the disease in America prior to contact, see Jane Buisktra,
ed., Prehistoric Tuberculosrs in the Americas (Evanston, ll.: Northwestern University
Archaeological Program, 1 981).
lsGeorge A. clark,
Marc Kelley, John M. Grange and M. cassandra Hill, ,,The
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the nineteenth century.2o lnvestigators have shown that the bacteria itself is a
necessary, but not an exclusive, precondition for the onset of illness.2l The number of
contributing factors related to tuberculosis infection led W.D. Johnston to conclude that,
"[p]erhaps no other disease better illustrates the principle of multifactorial causation."
Two of the primary environmental factors in the development of tuberculosis are
overcrowding and malnutrition.22 Dr. R.G. Ferguson, a pioneer in the batfle against
tuberculosis in Canada, stated emphatically that among plains Indians, the disease
"was not the major cause of death until after they settled on reserves in the 1880's."23
Ferguson described the sudden appearance of the disease among them:
With few exceptions all these plains lndians were reported to be free of
anything that would even approach an epidemic up to at least 1882. Between
1882 and 1885 for some reason there was a tremendous increase in the
frequency of the disease, and at a later date, on practically all the reserves on
the plains, the disease had taken the proportions of an epidemic.2a
The years of hunger and despair that coincided with the extermination of the bison and
the occupation of reserves, exacerbated by inadequate, though promised, fooO äiO

2oThe presence
of tuberculosis prior to the reserve period and its subsequent

development into the primary cause of ill-health within aboriginal communities was
acknowledged even by early investigators. See Dr. Peter H. Bryce, "The History of the
American lndians in Relation to Health," Ontario Historical Society Papers and Records
12 (1914), 137-139.

2lwilliam D. Johnston, "Tuberculosis,"
in The Cambridge World History of
Human Drsease, ed. Kenneth F. Kiple (Cambridge: Cambridge University press, 1gg3),
1059. The interrelationship between malnutrition and infectÍon has been described as
"synergistic." See Nevin Scrimshaw, Carl Taylor and John Gordon, Interactions of
Nutrition and lnfection (Geneva: world Health organization. 1g6g), 16.
22Johnston, "Tuberculosis,"
1 061.
23R.G.
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Ferguson, Sfudles in Tuberculosrs (Toronto: University of Toronto press,
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from the Dominion government, created the ecological conditions that led to the
unprecedented explosion of tuberculosis in the aboriginal population of the plains.25
Just as the political and economic marginalization of Indians in the post-treaty period
had been widely discussed, most notably by J.L. Tobias26 and sarah carter,27 the
terrible cycle of starvation and tubercularisation of plains Indians is stark evidence of
their physical decline resulting from the imposition of Canadian hegemony. The halfhearted relief measures during the famine of 1878-1880 and after, which kept plains
Indians in a "constant state of hunger," not only undermined the government's own halfbaked self-sufficiency initiative but also illustrated the moral and legal failure of the
Crown's commitment to provide assistance in the case of a widespread famine on the
plains.28

Though observers in the west were reported to have been stunned by the
"suddenness and finality" of the collapse of the Canadian bison hunt in 1878.2e the end

25For a

discussion of the effect of malnutrition in reducing resistance to disease,

and tuberculosis in particular, see Scrimshaw, Taylor and Gordon, Intenctions of

Nutrítion and Infection, 61-64. See also, Ancel Keys, et al., The Biotogy of Human
Staruation, Volume 2 (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1950), 101S-1939,
and Charles Roland, Counge Under Siege. Staruation, Drsease and Death in the
Warsaw Ghetto (New York: Oxford University Press 1992), 154-174.
26Tobias, "Canada's
Subjugation of the plains Cree, 1B7g-1BgS ,,, Canadian

Historical Review 64 (1983): 520-548.
27Cafter, Lost Haruests:
Prairie Indian Reserue Farmets and Government policy.
28For

an analysis of the faílure of the Dominion aid policy during the early treaty
period, see Dyck, The Administntion of Federal Indian Aid in the Noñhwest Tenitories.
1879-1885.
2slb¡d.,

27. Even recent studies have fonrvarded the notion that, at treaty talks,
"did
the Blackfoot
not recognize the precarious state of the buffalo as inevitable and
sought only ways to restore that resource." St. Germain, Indian Treaty Making in the
United Sfafes and Canada, 1867-1877.70.
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of the herds as the basis of a viable economy had been predicted for years if not
decades prior to the actual disappearance of the species from the country. As early as

the 1850s, the herds were in decline. Pressure from the Cree and Assiniboine from
the east and the Blackfoot from the west, made the buffalo, according to Alexander
Ross, "like a ball between two players."3o By the 1870s, periodic bouts of hungerwere
all too frequent as dwindling bison populations were hunted in greater numbers for food
and for the use of their hides in

the industries of the urbanized east.31 During the

winter of 1873-74, the Cree of Victoria Mission near the present Alberta-Saskatchewan
border were reduced to eating "their horses, dogs, buffalo robes and in some cases

their snow shoes and moccasins and then died."t2 The situation was similar in the
parklands of the Touchwood Hills. Joseph Reader, of the Church Missionary Society,
reported that during the winter, hunger had driven the local Indians to eat not only their
horses, but the missionary's own pet dog.33 The following year, Reader elaborated on

3oRoe, The North
American Buffalo: A Criticat Study of the Species

in

íts Witd

sfafe , 396. In 1859, Henry Hind was invited to a council among the cree of the
Qu'Appelle where the disappearance of the herds were contributing an increasingly
serious economic and environmental situation. Milloy, The plains Cree, 1e9."
31ln

the early 1870s, developments in tanning technology allowed bison hides to
be used in the manufacture of industrial belts for the burgeoning economy of the
American east. According to lsenberg, this "spasm of industrial expansion was the
primary cause of the bison's near extinction." Ihe Destruction of the Bison: An
Environmental History, 1750-1920, 130-131. For a discussion in the Canadian context,
see Ray, "The Northern Great Plains. Pantry of the Northwestern Fur Trade," 277-278.
Roe's classic study of the buffalo noted that, by the seventies, the robe trade had
overtaken the pemmican trade as the primary motivation for the commercial hunt. Ihe
North American Buffalo: A Critical Study of the Species in tts Wild State, 473.
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the decline of Gordon's Band:
I learnt that they had nothing for their supper, and that they could not often
catch sufficient fish for their breakfast. Gave them some of my pemmican and
tea. In fact, nearly the whole band are wretchedly poor. Their houses are
miserable huts. Some of them are so low that, if one attempts to stand erect,
you get a blow on the head. lt is no wonder that, living in such houses, many of
them are sickly in the chest.3a

Reader was not the only observer in the early 1870s to note a relationship between

privation and disease among the plains lndians. During the fabled "march west" of the
North west Mounted Police, Dr. John Kittson, made the same connection on

encountering a small group of Teton Sioux near Old Wive's Lake in south central
Saskatchewan during the summer of 1874. Among the sick were "two cases of
confirmed dyspepsia (a digestive disorder) and three cases of phthisis" (pulmonary

tuberculosis). Kittson observed, "[t]hat such diseases as Consumption and Dyspepsia
should be common among the Indian women did not surprise me, two diseases which,
PAR EXCELLENCE [emphasis Kittson's], follow in the wake of want, hardship and
exposure."3s Although he did not encounter a large number of Indians on his

toThe missionary went
on to thank Mrs Smith of Hamstead for her donation of
clothing which "is a great help to us, for the lndians are among the poorest of the poor."
CMS, Microfilm, reel A-81 Joseph Reader Touchwood Hills Mission Report, 20 January
1875,442.
3sReport of
Surgeon John Kittson, Swan River, 1g December 1g75, in A
Chronicle of the West: North-West Mounted Police Reporfs for 1875, ed. S.W. Horral,

(Calgary: Hístorical Society of Alberta, 1975),23. Dr. Nevitt's subordinate on the march
west, Dr. R.B. Nevitt, though busy ministering to the ills of the police, suffering primarily
from influenza, bronchitis and dysentery, made only a brief note of a sick Indian child
during his winter at Fort Macleod. Although the child had "a large lump on her head
just behind the ear," [a possible symptom of scrofula] the patient was probably
exhibiting signs of goitre, a common malady among the Blackfoot, the result of an
iodine deficiency in mountain water. See, Hugh Dempsey, ed., R.B. Nevitt: A Winter at
Fort Macleod (Calgary: McClelland and Stewart West, 1974),47-48. On the problem of
goitre among the Blackfoot, see Decker, "Country Distempers: Deciphering Disease
and fllness in Rupert's Land Before 1870," 158.
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reconnaissance of the Yellowhead route in 1872, George M. Grant surmised that
"[a]lmost all of the Indians of the North-West are scrofulous."36 A popular medical text
of the day, The People's Common Sense Medicat Adviser, noted that scrofula,
glandular tuberculosis that is often a precursor

to

pulmonary consumption, "may be the

consequence of insufficient nourishment, resulting from subsisting upon poor food, or
too exclusively a vegetable diet, with little or no animal food."37 Clearly, the connection
between malnutrition and disease, particularly in the case of tuberculosis, was common
knowledge as Canadians established their authority in the west.
Even before the completion of the western treaties, officials recognized the
precipitous decline of the bison and its potential impact on the inhabitants of the west.

ln 1874, the Deputy Minister of the Interior reported to his superior that, because of the
increased bison kill by white and half-breed hunters:
[T]he buffaloes have in the last few years been rapidly diminishing in numbers,
and there seems every reason to expect under the existing state of things they
will be within the next decade of years be entirely exterminated. To the Indians
extermination of the buffalo means starvation and death...38

36Grant,

ocean to ocean, g6. Though an antiquated term, "scrofula" is the
infection of the lymphatic system with tuberculosis. The condition is characterised by
the swelling and later the discharge from the glands of the neck, armpit or groin. The
swelling of the glands was a common symptom during the early stages of infection with
tuberculosis. Ferguson, Sfudies in Tuberculosis, B. Scrofula was recognised as having
a tendency of developing into "pulmonary phthisis" [pulmonary tuberculosis].
Schenstead-Smith, "Disease Patterns and Factors Relating to the Transmission of
Disease among the Residents of the Onion Lake Agen cy,,, 4.
t7R.V. Pierce
M.D., Ihe People's Common Sense Medical Adviser, Sixty-First
Edition. (Buffalo: N.A. 1895), (First published 1875), 447. ln addition to nutritional
deficiency, the lack of exercise and uncleanliness,"ill-assorted maniages" were also
reported to be " prolific source[s] of scrofula."
38Dyck, The
Administration of

Fedent tndian Aid in the Northwest Territories,
1879-1885, 21. The author noted that the letter was probably written in the spring of
1874.
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In his report for 1875, the Indian Commissioner, J.A.N. Provencher, remarked, "[i]t is a

well known fact that the hunt is rapidly decreasing every year, and is now profitable
only to those who travel a great distance and who sever themselves entirely from the
settlements."3s

To Canadian officials, the immanent shift of the plains Indians to agriculture was seen
as both a necessity and as a progressive adaptation among the people who had

depended on the bison for so long. In his annual report for the Department of the
Interior, David Mills described the surprise of Alexander Morris with regard to "the
willingness on the part of the Indians to cultivate the soil, and so great a desire to have
their children educated."40 Wh¡le Mills was encouraged by the Lieutenant Governods
characterization of the plains Indians as "tractable and docile," the Minister qualified his
enthusiasm over the changes in the west. According to Mills.
There is however, it must be admitted, another side of the picture. There is one
question at least which for some years past has sorely disquieted the mind of
the lndian of the Saskatchewan, and which causes him to look forward with
increasing anxiety to the future. The question is this. How shall he fínd
subsistence when the buffalo is destroyed? Until within the last two years the
buffalo, which roamed over the prairie in apparently exhaustless herds,
furnished the Indians with a supply of food practically unlimited. For the last ten
years the numbers of buffalo have greatly diminished, and in another decade of
years, unless prompt measures be taken in the meantime to prevent the
catastrophe, the buffalo as a source of supply of food will be extinct.al
Observers in the west recognized the severity of the crisis that was about to befall the
inhabitants of the plains. In the spring of 1876, Father Lacombe was reported to have

3sCanada.

Sessiona/ Papers 7gZô No. 9. Indían Commissioner's Office,
Winnipeg, 30 October 1875, 33.
aoCanada,

Sessiona/ Papers 1877, No.11. David Mills, Report of the Department
of the Interior for the Year Ended 30th June, 187G, xii.
ollb¡d.
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"pleaded" with Dominion officials for a law to protect the dwindling herds.a2 As federal

bureaucrats pondered their jurisdictional authority over the remaining stocks,a3 the
þison remaining in Canadian territory came under increased pressure. In 1876, the
"great annihilation" of the species in the northern United States began when the

Northern Pacific Railway reached Bismark, North Dakota.aa The bison kill north of the
border was intensified by the arrival of between 6,000 and 8,000 Sioux refugees in the
spring of 1877

-as

As the herds came under heightened predation from both commercial and
subsistence hunters, even nature seemed to conspire against the bison that managed
to elude the ever worsening slaughter. Mange broke-out among both Indian horses
and bison populations along the northern fringe of the prairie and possibly further

42McQuillan, "Creation
of Indian Reserves on the Canadian Prairies 1B7O-1BgS,"

383. Preservation of the bison became a key feature of the talks leading to the
completion of Treaty 7 the following year. According to St. Germain, David Laird the
new Treaty Commissioner told those gathered "what they wanted to heai' on the issue.
lndian Treaty Making in the United Sfafes and Canada, 186T-lB7Z, 66.
a3Through

the mid 1870s, half-hearted attempts were made to introduce
fegislation to protect the dwindling bison supply. By 1877, the Dominion government
passed the issue down to the Territorial Council, where ordinances were passed in a
futile attempt to save the remnant population from destruction. Noel Dyck was harsh in
his critique of Dominion officials who, "had clearly abdicated responsibility for
preservation of the buffalo by referring the problem to the North-West Territorial
Council." The Administntion of Federal lndian Aid in the Northwest Territories, 1BT91885,25. On the faílure of the ordinances, see also Roe, Ihe North Amerícan Buffato.
476.
44william T. Hornaday,
The Extermination of the American Bison with a Sketch
of its Discovery and Life History (Washington: Government Printing Bureau, lBBg),
505-506.
asDyck, The Administration
of Fedenl tndian Aid in the Noñhwest Territories,
1879-1885,22, and A.J. Looy, "saskatchewan's First lndian Agent: M.G. Dickieson,"

Saskafchewan History 32 (1979), 11 1. According to Paul Sharp, the entire American
pfains frontierwas "aflame in a general Indian waf'by 1876. whoop IJp Country,1s4.
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south, augmenting the hardship.46 The vagaries of weather brought the remaining
herds to the brink of collapse. Because of the dearth of snow accumulation, 1877 was
known as the year of the "black winter."aT The prairie fires that resulted from the winter

drought spread over much of the southwestern plains and destroyed large tracts of

46The

Missionary John Hines reported that the brother of Ahtahkakoop lost all of
of 1877-78. The disease continued as
the famine worsened. Hines noted that he witnessed "my Indians take their ponies,
dying from the effects of the mange, kill them and boil their bones to get a little fat, with
which to grease the wheat, when roasting, in order to make it more digestible." Hines,
The Red Indians of the Plains: Thirty Years Missionary Experience in the
Saskatchewan, 146. Other wriiers have proposed the role of other diseases as agents
in the destruction of the herds. In the 1930s, H.B. MacDonald quoted A.E. Bruce, a
federal government pathologist, who proposed that a significant factor in the decline of
the bison was hemorrhagic septicaemia. H.B. MacDonald, "The Killing of the Buffalo,"
The Beaver266 (1935), 20. Another pathologist suggested that the introduction of
domestíc cattle to the northern plains may have infected remnant herds of bison in the
early 1BBOs with Texas "tick feved'or possibly brucellosis, a bacterial disease that
causes spontaneous abortions in stricken animals. Rudolph W. Koucky, "The Buffalo
Disaster of 1882," No¡th Dakota History 50 (1983):23-30; lsenberg, The Destruction of
the Buffalo: An Environmental History, 1750-1920, 140-143. On his way to Blackfoot
country in the summer of 1877, David Laird lamented, "that very few calves of this
season were to be seen. Morris, The Treaties of canad a, 252; Roe, rhe North
American Buffalo,380-831. Although it is beyond the scope of this study, the role of
disease in the disappearance of the bison cannot be ignored.
his ten horses to the disease during the winter

otSAB, Innes Papers, A-1 13,
Volume 3, Canadian Northwest Historical Society
Papers, Subject Flle 12, Ruth Matheson notes, n.d., The drought affected area spread
at least as far north as Cumberland House where trader George Duck remarked that
because of the remarkably warm winter and the ground being nearly bare, "that we
have not had a mouthful of venison this winter. Great distress prevails among the
Indians and they make this one of their thousand excuses for hanging around the fort."
"Letters from the West," The Beaver282 (1951), 24. Hunters in the north suffered from
a widespread famine, during the winter of 1877-78, Rev. P. Duchausois reported, "No
caribou came. The hunters sent out to a distance found none and never returned." Mid
Snow and lce: The Apostles of the North West,172-172. Roderick MacFarlane of the
HBC reported that the starvation experienced during the winter made it , "[t]he hardest
ever before experienced by the Company's people & Natives in both Athabasca and
Mackenzie River." G.F.G. Stanley, "The Fur Trade party. part 1. Storm Warnings," rhe

Beaver284 (1953),38.
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pasturage.a8 Noel Dyck noted that the fires forced the remaining herds to winter

between the branches of the Saskatchewan where hunting by the Blackfoot, Cree,
Assiniboine and the newly arrived Sioux placed the constrained bison under
"tremendous pressure."as During the spring of 1878, the herds broke through the "ever
tightening circle" of hunters and headed southwest to Montana.so The combined
pressure from the United States military,sl American Indians, and the increasingly
desperate Canadian-based lndian hunters forced the remaining bison south of the
border until their final extermination in the early 1880s.
As the food shortage on the west plains grew to a crisis, the Indians on the
a8Dyck,

The Administration of Federal lndian Aid in the Noñhwest Territories,
1879-1885, 26. For a discussion of drought cycles on the plains, see lsenberg, The
Destruction of the Bison: An Environmental History, 1750-1920,17-18. The effect of
the fires, was widespread on the plains in the late 1870s. In 1878, a prairie fire
destroyed the community of Trail Creek, near the present site of Stetler, where "only
40 unmarked graves remain as a reminder of the times when a thousand people might
gather ... before going out on the plains to hunt." J.D. Gillespie, "The Bears that Killed
the Buffalo i' The Beaver 293 (1962), 45.
asDyck, The
Administration of Federct tndian Aid in

the Noñhwest Territories.

1879-1885, 26.
solbid.

ttRoe, The Nofth American Buffalo, 477-479. For a discussion
of the role of the
American military in the deliberate destruction of the buffalo in order to starve hostile
lndians into submission, see Smits, "The Frontier Army and the Destruction of the
Buffalo: 1865-1883," 334-338. The role of the army in the extermination of the herds
remains disputed in the American literature, see for example, William A. Dobak, "The
Army and the Buffalo: A Demur, A Response to David D. Smits' "The Frontier Army and
the Destruction of the Buffalo, 1865-1883," 197-202. Canadian scholars recognized
the extermination of the buffalo as military policy early on. C.M. Mclnnes commented "lt
seems rather unjust, to put it mildly, that because the Americans had failed to handle
their own Indians successfully, Canadian Indians were therefore to be afflicted with
famine." H.B. MacDonald, "The Killing of the Buffalo," 23. Evidence of the American
interference with the herds also appears in the Prime Ministerial Correspondence.
NAC, John A. Macdonald Papers, Microfilm, reel C-1673, p. 114,313, Alexander Morris
to Macdonald, Toronto, 6 July 1879; and reel C-1590, p. 81,2gg, A. Campbellto
Macdonald, Ottawa, 10 August 1879.
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eastern margins of the newly ceded country were about to experience another
consequence of large-scale European settlement. In the late summer of 1876, a group
of one thousand lcelandic immigrants arrived on the shores of Lake Winnipeg.s2 As the
settlers occupied their new colony on land, either requested or already occupied by
Treaty 5 Indians,s3 smallpox broke-out among them. Through the fall and winter,
between '100 and 2OO of the colonists succumbed to the disease.sa A farge but
unspecified number of lndians along the shores of Lake Winnipeg also perished during
the outbreak.ss
The epidemic was contained within the immediate vicinity of Lake Winnipeg by
the spring of 1877. The response of authorities to the medical emergency in the largely
unorganized territory of Keewatin was mired in controversy over the financial

s2cud¡on Arngrimsso
n, Nyja lsland: saga of the Journey
(Winnipeg: Turnstone Press, 1gg7), 152-159.

to New lcetand

t3 Before
Treaty 5 was ratified, a request by Noruray House lndians for a reserve
on land that became New lceland was refused on the grounds that ít had been set

aside for an lcelandic colony. Morris, The Treaties of canada, 144,149 153. In
addition, the new settlers established themselves on land that was already occupied by
the Saulteaux on the shore of the White Mud River. An example of the lcelandic
occupation of Indian farms is that of John Ramsay. See Winona Stevenson, lcelanders
and lndians in the Interlake: John Ramsay and the White Mud River (University of
winnipeg, 1986, typewritten). For a contemporary account of the Ramsay case, see
NAC, RG 10, vol. 3646, file 8064, Report of Dr. Lynch on Indians of Lake Winnipeg, 12
April 1877.
saNelson

Gerrard, The lcelandic River Saga (Arborg: Saga Publications, 1gB5),
37. The severity of the outbreak among the immigrants sets this outbreak apart from
other smallpox epidemics in the west. The high mortality among the lcelanders,
particularly among the young, drew heated criticism of health authorities back in lceland
for their failure to provide adequate protection to the population through vaccination.

ttone source estimated that two hundred Indians died
at the community of
Sandy River alone. E.L.M. Thorpe, Culture, Evolution and Disease, Anthropology paper
30 (Winnipeg: University of Manitoþa, 1989), 49.
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responsibility of the relief effort.so ln his economic history of Northern Manitoba, James
Mochoruk characterized the Dominion government's refusal to cover the cost of fighting
the epidemic as, a "pathetic attempt" to escape financial responsibility and "pass it on to
a government which it knew was on the brink of disaster."S7 As the epidemic raged

along the shore of Lake Winnipeg, Alexander Morris was refused Dominion money to
establish a quarantine to protect the population of Red River. In a coded message, the
Prime Minister's office sent a terse order to Morris, "People themselves must avoid
contagion-decline expenditure for that quarantine."sB
As Lieutenant Governor of Keewatin, Morris was ultimately responsible for the
medical response to the epidemic and he paid the political price for his unsanctioned
actions during the outbreak. He was accused by the Winnipeg Free Press of being the
mastermind behind "the Quarantíne Ring, [and] that the entire business was a swindle
from the word 'go."'tn He soon fell from grace with the Liberal government and returned

56ProvincialArchives of
Manitoba (hereafter PAM), Alexander Morris Papers,
Ketcheson collection, MG l2,Telegram Book 3, no. 23, R.w. scott to Alexander
Morris, 29 November, 1876. The governing body of the territory, the council of
Keewatin, was appointed specifically to dealwith the epidemic and was considered to
be a temporary measure only. Although the cost of medical aid was an issue through
the epidemic, the most serious conflict between provincial and federal authorities was
over responsibility for the quarantine established to guard Manitoba and the fur trade
from dísease.
szMochoruk, The Potitical Economy
of No¡thern Development: Governments and
Capital along Manitoba's Resource Frontier, 1870-1930, 54.
tuPAM, Alexander Morris
Papers, Ketcheson Collection, MG 12, Telegram Book
3, No. 10, attachment of a message from Morris to Mackenzie, 24 November 1876. As
was the case with the catastrophic outbreak of smallpox in 1869-70, the HBC was left
to ensure the safety of its own cargo, and that of its competitors, through the epidemic.
PAM, MG 12, B 3, box l, no. 257, Morris to Mills, 2g May 1BZT.
tnNAC John A. Macdonald
Papers, Microfilm, reel C-1673, p.1 14,262, C. Allen,
to Macdonald, I March 1878.
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to the east.60 His political downfallwas, according to Mochoruk, "because he had
allowed his conscience, rather than financial concerns, to dictate his actions during the
epidemic."ul The end of Morris' career in the west was part of a political bloodletting
which came in the wake of the epidemic.62 The partisan nature of the Liberal inquiry
into the management of Indian Affairs in the west and its fallout set the pattern for

Indian administration for decades to come.63 The political nature of appointments in the
Indian Department during this period was not an isolated phenomenon. Jeffrey
Simpson noted that the entire civil service was the "motherlode" of political patronage
during the Victorian period.6a
There was at least one positive outcome of the Liberal purge of the frontier civil

service. In response to the threat of smallpox in the west, the Minister of the Interior.

60Though Morris,
a Conservative, was the scapegoat for the Liberal

government's charges of excessive spending during the outbreak, a recent study
focussed on the cordial relations between the Lieutenant Governor and his political
masters in Ottawa. See St. Germain, Indian Treaty Making in the |Jnited Sfaúes and
Canada, 1867-1877,52.
6lMochoruk, The Political
Economy of Northern Development: Governments and
Capital along Manitoba's Resource Frontier, 1B7O-1950, SS.
u2Ihe Liberal government
organized an inquiry into the management of lndian
Affairs under Ebenezer McColl. See Frances McColl, Ebenezer McCotL "Friend to the
Indians" (Winnipeg: SelÊPublished, 1989). At least one of the victims of the purge,
J.A.N. Provencher, was guilty of improprieties while attached to the Indian Department.
Brian Titley, "unsteady Debut: J.A.N. Provencher and the Beginnings of Indian
Administration in Manitoba," Prairie Forum 22 (1gg7): 21-46.

uton h¡s appointment
to the inquiry, McColl was warned by David Mills to "be
very careful not to express yourself very freely except amongst any of our known
friends and those you know are attached to the government..." University of Western
Ontario (hereafter UWO) D.B. Weldon Library Regional Collection, David Mills
Letterbooks 1876-1878, Microfilm , reel2, no. 31 1 , Mills to McColl, 2 Novembe r 1877

.

6aJeffrey

1988), 79.

Simpson, Spoils of Power:The Potitics of Patronage (Toronto: Collins,
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David Mills, hired a crony from London, Dr. Daniel Hagarty, as Medical Superintendent
of the Northwest Territories.os Between 1877 and the sprlng of 1880, when he was
dismissed because the rejuvenated Conservative administration deemed his services
"no longer necessary,"66 the vaccination campaign undertaken by Hagarty and
physicians attached to the Mounted Police in the southwestern praíries,67 virtually
eliminated smallpox as a major cause of mortality among majority of plains Indians.os
The success of Hagarty and his colleagues in dealing with the once dreaded disease,
serves as an example of the utility of preventative medicine even at this early date.
Unfortunately, the medical victory in the battle against smallpox was a solitary one.
Hagarty's dismissal reflects the cynicism of lndian administration during the
Department's management by the Prime Minister.os Indian Affairs dispensed with its
6sNAC, RG 10, Microfilm, reel
C-10113, vol. 3648, file 8138, David Mills,

Department of the Interior Memorandum, 14 May 1877. Hagarty's appointment was the
subject of partisan attacks, particularly from the Conservatives Toronto Mailand the
Hamilton Spectator, something "which was expected from those quarters." UWO, David
Mills Letterbooks 1876-1878, Microfilm, reel 1, no.772,Millsto Hagarty, 13June 1877.
66NAC, RG 10, Microfilm,
reel C-10113, vol. 3648, file 8138, S.D. Cote to John
A. Macdonald,14 June 1880.
oTAmong the Mounted police physicians
who undertook vaccinations was R.B.

Nevitt who responded to an outbreak of the disease south of the border by securing the
vaccine and administering the procedure to "as many of the Indians as I could." NAC,
RG 10, vol. 3643, File 7708, Extract From Report of Surgeon B. Nevitt of the North
West Mounted Police, Fort Macleod, 2 January 1877.
osAlthough smallpox was
not completely eradicated by the vaccination campaign
of the late 1870s, outbreaks were limited in their frequency, severity, and geographical

distribution. For a discussion of the reduced nature of smallpox in the post-treaty
period, see Schenstead-Smith, "Disease Pattern and Factors Relating to the
Transmission of Disease among the Residents of the onion Lake Agency," 1-2, and
Table 1: "Disease Chronology 1869-1920,' 9-10.
6eAccording to
R. MacGregor Dawson, the use of patronage entered its most

shameless stage after the return of the MacDonald government to power in 1878. R.
MacGregor Dawson, "The Gerrymander of 1882," Canadian Journal of Economics and
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own physician in favour of medical services performed by police doctors and local
practitioners as, "best for the Indians and the most economical for the government,"To
precisely at the time when the lndíans in the west were experiencing the effects of
widespread and protracted famine. The abandonment

of a clear medical policy

precisely when the Indian population of the west was most in need of medical care

stands as a testament to Dominion indifference to the plight of a population in crisis.
Within a year of the completion of the Carlton treaty, the seeds of a large-scale
famine were taking root. By 1877 , the critical shortage of bison on the plains prompted
the movement of almost 3,600 Treaty Indians to the Cypress Hills, the last range of the
herds in Canadian territory.71 A substantial number of others who had yet to enter into
treaty had also converged in the Hills.72 The concentration of people in the area was
exacerbated in the spring of 1877, when Sitting Bull and his 5,000 followers arrived in
search of both sanctuary and sustenance.T3
During the summer of 1877 , Treaty 7 was hurriedly negotiated to defuse the

PoliticalScrence 1 (1935), 215.
70NAC, RG 10, Microfilm,
reel C-10113, vol. 3648, file 8138, S.D. Cote to John

A. Macdonald, 14 June 14 1880.
7'Tob¡as, "Canada's Subjugation of the
Plains Cree, 1879-1885," 215.

ttof the 1,500

or so Cree who gathered at Pitt for treaty negotiations in the fall

of 1876, only 317 accepted annuity payments. Priorto these large scale refusals, "all
others had signed and had been happy to do so. Among those who sought refuge in
the high country of the Cypress Hills were the followers of BÍg Bear, Little Pine, Piapot
and Cowesses, "along with numerous stragglers," including almost all of the Canadían
Assiniboine. "SAB R-E1883, Frederick Tarr and Larry Peterson, "The Coming of the
Queen," in Little Pine/Lucky Man Band #116, n.p. (n.d. typewritten).
TsGrant

90-91.

MacEwan, Sitting Butl: The Years in Canada (Edmonton. Hurtig, 1g7g),
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increasingly tense situation on the southwestern plains.Ta Confusion persists over the
precise meaning of the Treaty which, accordíng to a witness, included David Laird's
cryptic commitment to those gathered at Blackfoot Crossing that, "[t]he Queen wishes
to offer you the same as was accepted by the Crees. I do not mean exactly the same
terms, but equivalent terms, that will cost the Queen the same amount of money."7s In
what must have been one of the most hollow of government promises during the treaty
period, the Blackfoot were assured that the bison would survive for another ten years.76

Ïhere was reason for the hasty formalization of relations between the Dominion and
the inhabitants of southern Alberta. That spring, the American Army had begun its
campaign against the Nez Perce and rumours circulated about the possibility of Chief
Joseph and his people joining forces with Sitting Bull and his people at Cypress.TT
toln his foreword to a recent study
of the meaning of Treaty 7, Gregg C. Smith,
stressed that the Blackfoot Treaty "was first and foremost a peace treaty; they [the
Eldersl do not remember ever being told that the Treaty 7 First Nations had agreed to a
fand surrender." Treaty 7 Elders et al., The True Spirít and Original lntent of Treaty 7,
viii.
TsDavid Chalmers, Laird of
the West (Calgary: Detselig Enterprises,lgBl), gg.

The confusion over the meaning of Treaty 7 has been considered at length. See Treaty
7 Elders et al., The True Spirit and Original lntent of Treaty 7. See also Taylor, "Two
Views on the Meaning of Treaties Six and Seven," The Spirit of the Alberta Indian
Treaties ed. Richard Price, ed. (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1999): 9-46.
76Hugh Dempsey,
Crowfoot: Chief of the

Blacffiee\110.

77John Snow, These Mountains
are our Sacred Places: The Story of

the Stoney
lndians,31. Fora discussion of the international events contributing to the making of
Treaty 7, including the arrival of two Hundred of the Nez Perce who managed to join
Sitting Bull and his people at Wood Mountain, see Treaty 7 Elders et al., The True
Spirit and Original lntent of Treaty 7, 224-229. On the American Army's offensive
against the bison as a means to starve Sitting Bull into submissíon, see Smits, "The
Frontier Army and the Destruction of the Buffalo: 1865-1883," 334. Adding to the
turmoil south of the line was a smallpox epidemic that spread from Salt Lake City to
Helena, Montana during thewinter of 1876-77. NAc, RG 10, vol. 3643, filezToB,
Extract From Report of Surgeon B. Nevitt of the North West Mounted Police dated at
Fort Macleod N.W. Territories, 2 January 18V7.
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Rumours circulated of an impending Indian-settler war in the interior of British

Columbia.Tt The military nature of the Canadian presence in the southwestern plains
was underscored by the fact that, until after 1879, the Mounted Police were responsible
for the administration of Indian Affairs in the region covered by Treaty

7.7e

Although the anxiety over the possibility of bloodshed spilling into Canadian
territory was high in 1877, the Blackfoot had yet to undergo a decline ín their health

status because of the depletion of the herds. Early in the year, the police surgeon, R.
B. Nevitt, reported from Fort Macleod:
I have attended to about 300 Indians, including of course women and children.
The presence of phthisic disease [pulmonary tuberculosis] is not marked to the
extent that I had anticipated, but it is a difficult thing to get at the truth of such
things through an interpreter.so

ln 1876, the missionary Constantine Scollen reported to Lieutenant Governor Morris
that, although the Blackfoot were in "awful dread of the future," their condition had
rebounded sínce the dark days prior to the arrival of the police as that "they have
bought two thousand horses to replace those they had given for whiskey."81 Hunger

tusnow, Ihese Mountains are our
Sacred P|aces: The Story of the Stoney
Indians, 31. At least one hundred Mounted Police were requested to reinforce
detachments in 8.C., a situation which would have "seriously weaken[ed] the divisions
of the North West Territories." ln 1877, the total strength of the N.W.M.P. in the west
was between 329 and 335. E.C. Morgan, "strength and Distribution of Officers and
Men at Principal Posts and Sub-Posts, 1875-1883," in The North West Mounted Police,
1873-1883 (M.4. thesis, University of Regína, 1970), 93.
7eA.J. Looy,
The Indian Agent

and His Role in the Administration of the
Northwest superintendency, 1876-1893 (Ph. D. diss. Queen's university,lgTz), 61.
80NAC, RG 10,
vol. 3643, file 7708, Extract From Report of Surgeon B. Nevitt of

the North West Mounted Police dated at Fort Macleod N.W. Territories, 2 January
1877.

slScollen to the Lieutenant
Governor, Fort Pitt, I September 1876, in Morris,
The Treaties of Canada,248-249. Earlier police reports remarked on the affluence of
some of the Blackfoot Confederacy. A police report to the Department of Justice,
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does not appear to have been a factor in the negotiations. Crowfoot refused
government food until his concerns with the treaty were addressed.s2
The extremely mild conditions through the "black" winter of 1877-78 seriously
undermined subsistence conditions in the southwest.t3 The drought made the
grasslands a tinderbox and the fires that ensued contributed to a food crisis among the
plains hunters. The Commissioner of the NWMP, James Macleod, remarked in his
report for 1877, "the state of affairs existing during the early part of the year 1878, in
the southwesterly districts of the North-West Territories were entirely different from any
we experienced since the arrival of the force in the country."8a Macleod continued,
"[h]ungry men are dangerous whether they be Indians or Whites, and I think it is a

dated 25 August 1875, described the Peigan as, "a very wealthy tribe, in the camp
there lay at the head of the mountain 200 Lodges, say 600 men, there were 5,000
horses the tribe possessein all 8,000..." Report to the Department of Justice, 25 August
1875, in Naylor, Indexto Aboriginalissues Found in the Records of the North West
Mounted Police RG 18, National Archives of Canada, Extract 203, 66.
t2Some of the
Stonies and "a mínor Blood Chief"did request rations. Dempsey,
Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet, g6; Morris, The Treaties of Canada,2s6. An early
account of the Treaty stated that some the Blackfoot who were presented with
government cattle at treaty time took the meat to their villages "for their dogs to eat, for
there stilf were many buffalo and hence no need of white man's beef." Kelly, The
Range Men: The Story of the Ranchers and Indians of Albe¡fa, 119. The truth of the
statement is unknown.
utThe biographer of
the Blackfoot Chief, Crowfoot, noted the extremely mild
winter was known as the |tsa-estoyi. lt was during that winter that the famine among
the Blackfoot began. Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet,108-109. As the
famine in the west began in earnest, Gerald Friesen boasted that 1878 marked the
beginning of "a new economic era" of the prairies, the result of rail and steam powered
water transport that opened the west to colonization. "lmports and Exports in the
Manitoba Economy, 1870-1890," 32-34.
eaJames Macleod, "Report of
James Macleod, Commissioner, 1877," in

Commissioners of the Royal North-West Mounted Police, Opening the West: Official
Reporfs of the Royal Notth-West Mounted Police (Toronto: Coles Canadiana
Collection, 1973),20.
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wonderful thing how well the Indian has behaved under all the circumstances of the
case."85 Near Fort Qu'Appelle, a group of starving lndians was hit by an unspecified

disease prior to the spring thaw. The dead were left in the flood plain of the Qu'Appelle
River for the ice to sweep the bodies downstream.uu In April 197g,Indian Agent

Dickieson reported to his superior, Lawrence Vankoughnet, that over the winter, "the
Indians were very poorly off, starving in fact..." 87 Dickieson then stressed, "we are on

the eve of an Indian outbreak which will be caused principally by starvation, it does not
do to scan the lines of the treaty too closely."uu He estimated the entire lndian and
Métis population of the northwest to be about 26,500. He then calculated that to
"provide food for this number of people would require at least 132,500 lbs of meat, or

about 350 animals daily, over 10,000 annually."ss
ln May 1878, Lieutenant Governor Laird warned the Minister of the Interior,
David Mills, that conditions dictated that the government must respond to the famine in
one of three ways, "to help the Indians to farm and raise stock, to feed them, or to fight
them."s0 Laird expressed his frustration with ottawa's parsimony regarding the

851bid.,22.

86carter, Lost Haruests: Pnirie
lndian Reserue Farmers and Government policy,
71-72.
sTMaureen Lux,
Beyond Biotogy: Drsease

and its Impact on the Canadian Ptains
Native People 1880-1930 (Ph. D. diss. Simon Fraser university, 1996), 40.
88lux, Beyond Biology:Drsease
and its lmpact on the Canadian Plains Native

People 1880-1930,40.
selooy, "saskatchewan's First
Indian Agent: M.G. Dickíeson," 113.
solux, Beyond Biology:Disease
and its lmpact on the Canadian Plains Native
People 1880-1930, 30. The notion that it was "cheaper to feed flndiansl than to fight
then" was echoed by Dr. Duncan McEachran, a promínent early rancher and Chief
veterinary lnspector in the early 1880s. David Breen, The Canadian Pnirie West and
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deepening food crisis:
In the face of the difficulties, therefore, with which I have to contend with this
winter, and still the great difficulties which I see looming in the future, it is very

discouraging to have my moderate request for two or three thousand dollars to
help the lndians at a time when it would seem to do the most good, met by the
objection that there is no provision therefore in the estimates.sl
Though the Dominion response to the hardship did not assuage Laird's frustration,
Agent Dickieson was sent to Montana in Apríl on what became a regular mission to
secure cattle for the starving population.s2
By the spring of 1878, the herds were even scarce in their range in the Cypress

Hills. The Métis trader, Norbert Welsh, who travelled through the area in the spring of
1878, noted, "we didn't see a buffalo, an Indian, or anything. Everything was bare."e3

The Blackfoot, and their former adversaries under Sitting Bull, moved to the Great
Sand Hills, north of Cypress.sa Big Bear and other Cree leaders led their people north
to Sounding Lake to discuss the crisis among themselves and to confer with Dominion

officials. Treaty Indians received theír annuity payments. Big Bear again discussed the
possibility of entering Treaty.ss Among the Canadians who met with him at Sounding

the Ranching Frontier, 1874-1924 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1983), 15.

n'SAB, Microfilm, ree|2.563, Alphonse Little
Poplar, Miscellaneous Documents
Relating to the Sweef Grass Reserue (1974 typewritten).
n2looy, "saskatchewan's First Indian
Agent: M.G. Dickieson," 111.
s3welsh did not encounter any Indians
until he met with Starblanket and his
people who were camped on the Milk River. Mary Weekes, Ihe Last Buffalo Hunter
(Toronto: MacMillan of Canada, 1945), 173-187.
eaDempsey

, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet,lOS-109. The congregation of the
old antagonists in search of food was reported to have "raised a storm of indignation
among the young [Blackfoot] warriors."
ssFor

a discussion of the events at Sounding Lake, see Dempsey, Big Bear: The
End of Freedom. Sl-89.
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Lake was the newly appointed Medical Superintendent to the Indians of the territory,
Dr. Hagarty. In his repori, the physician remarked, " I think a good deal of Big Bear ... if
I had management of

the lndians of the North West that I would like every Chief think

and act like Big Bear."e6 He then recorded the Cree Chief's statement on the
predicament of his followers that difficult summer:
I am willing to take my treaty on the same grounds on which I make my living;
but they ask me to Fort Pitt, a distance of 300 miles to receive my treaty. They
have the welfare of others at heart and not mine nor that of my people. Do they
think my men can travel 300 miles to receive $5 per man? Do they think it
would pay? How would the women and children go who have no horses? The
thing is utterly impossible. There is no use in discussion the fact the Buffalo are
rapidly passing away, and that a substitute should be created before the
exhaustion comes about, which can be done by placing the plain (sic) Indians
on Reservations, giving them domesticated cattle, and skilled assistance for a
short time. Costly thou-gh it may be, you will find it cheaper than feeding them
which must be done...s7

As Big bear tried in vain to improve the terms of the treaty, the hungry were
gathering at the existing European settlements seeking respite from the famine. The
total failure of the hunt at Carlton and other provision posts forced the newly arrived
Sioux to proceed to Prince Albert where, by November, eighty-nine tents of them were
reported to "already be begging from door to door."s8 At Batfleford, the lndian
department office was under daily pressure from Indians in from the plains, some of
whom "had been forced to eat their dogs to keep them from starving."ss The food crisis
at the new Territorial capital led to the construction of a stockade, "for fear that starving
96NAC,

RG 10, Microfilm, reel C-10119, vol. 367g, file 116g3, Report of Dr.
Hagarty, Battleford, 20 February 1879.
silbid.
tUHBCA

Search File, "Prince Albert," Lawrence Clarke to Commissioner James
Graham, Carlton House, 26 November 1878,32.

tnlooy, "saskatchewan's
First lndian Agent: M.G. Dickieson," 113.
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Natives might attack the fort where supplies were held."100 ¡n a sad irony, food was
provided as payment for the Indian labour that built the fortificatíon intended to keep the
hungry away from the Dominion ration house.101 By the end of the year, the suffering
at Battleford was so pervasive as to become banal. Under the heading "Lost and
Found," the Saskafchewan Henld ran the following item on December 16, 1878:
FOUND Where the Indians starved to death, about the 1"tof October, a white
mare. The owner can have the same by proving property and paying expenses.
Apply to Antoine Morin, Battleford.l02

As famine and an epidemic of scarlet feverl03 spread across the plains during
the fall of 1878, Indian communities were confronted with a new threat to their already
precarious situation. In October, the Conservative party, under John A. Macdonald,
returned to power. Management of the increasingly serious food situation, and of
Indian Affairs generally, shifted from a position of "relative ignorance" under the

rooHilderbrandt, Vrews from Fo¡t Battleford: Constructed Visions of an AngloCanadian West,42.
1o1Col.

James Walker, "lncidents of Indian Events," in The Sands of Time, ed.
Ross f nnes (North Battleford:Turner-Warwick Publications, 1986),124. Walker noted
that he was reprimanded during the construction because, "my action was not
approved and that I must not incur any expense chargeable to the department."
lo2Saskafchewan Herald,16 December 1878, 3.
103On

21 October 1878, the Saskafchewan Henld noted that the disease was
"prevalent ... especially among the younger people." On February 1Otn the paper
reported that the disease had broken out at Lac La Biche and that several deaths had
occurred. Two weeks later, the Henld reported that Dr. E.A. Porter, newly arrived at
Prince Albert, had returned from a trip north to Sturgeon Lake to treat a Cree band "in
pitiful condition, most of them sick with scarlet fever and starving." Dr. Porteds own
mernoir recounts that the disease spread to Prince Albert shortly after his trip to
Sounding Lake, "There existed no means of isolating these cases. Many of the Indians
died of ít as it was carried from point to point in their migratory trips. lt became
apparent that the advent and the ways of the white population were introducing new
medical problems when there followed another epidemic, influenza. SAB, R.A. Mayson
Papers, A.M- 455, 4, 3,
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Liberalsl'a to one of outright malevolence during the Macdonald regime.l0s The
pacification, or as John Tobias stated, "the subjugation," of the plains Indians was an
integral, if not always explicit, component of the Tory government's development
programme known as the "National Policy."106 The importance that the new
administration ascribed to the Indian question was underscored by Macdonald's dual
role of Prime Minister and Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs from the time he

returned to office until the end of 1887.1o7 In light of the trouble that would plague the
management of Indian Affairs for decades, if not generations, M.G. Dickieson's
statement of frustration to his new political superiors, written in a month after the Tories
took office, was prophetic; "[w]hen the Government has to spend $1,000.00 to perform
what $10.00 would at present, they may wake up to the fact that they have been
sleeping on a volcano.rlos
The winter of 1878-79 was difficult for the Indians of the western plains. When
David Laird met with the Chief of the Eagle Hills Cree during the first week of February,
the Herald reported that the Indians, "say that they have never been so near starvation.

loaGovernmental correspondence from
the summer of 1878, according to Looy,
"clearly reveals that the Department was singularly uninformed about the circumstances
of the Indians or even their whereabouts." "Saskatchewan's First Indian Agent: M.G.
Dickieson," 110.
1osTobias,

Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 1B7g-1BBS ," 212-299.

touThe

connection between the completion of the centrepiece of the National
Policy, the Canadian Pacific Railway, and the subjugation of the Métis has been noted
by D.N. Sprague. See Canada and the Métis, 1869-1855, 157-177.
1o7Canada.

Privy Council Office, Guide to Canadian Ministies Since
Confedention, July 1, 1867-February 1, 1982 (Ottawa: Government of Canada, Privy
Council Office, Public Archives of Canada, 1982), 13.
louCarter, Lost Haruesfs, 78, 80.
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Their tone is peaceful but resolute..."10e By spring, the situation had deteriorated to the
point of crisis. On the second of April, Father Constantine Scollen told Major lrvine of
the police that some Indians had been reduced to eating poisoned wolf carcases.lto
The priest reported that conditions among the Blackfeet were without precedent:
The sufferings of the Indians have been something unparalleled heretofore in
this section of the country... Some have lived on dogs, and I have known others
to live several days on nothing else but old bones which they have gathered and
broke, wherewith to make a kind of soup... In my opinion give us another winter
like the past and we are done for .111
At Calgary, a delegation of Blackfoot Chiefs petitioned Sub-lnspector Denny for help,
"[o]ur people are starving; do help us for some of us have nothing to eat, and many of
us could find none anywhere..."112

çn his arrival in the west, Edgar Dewdney provided

many of the hungry Blackfoot with rations enough to take them south of the border, a
move that saved the Dominion at least $100,000 over 1879 and 1880.113

l0ssaskafc hewa n Heratd.
24 March 187 9. 2.
11oMcQuillan, "Creation
of lndian Reserves on the Canadian Prairies 1870-

1885," 384. The Blackfoot under Crowfoot were forced to turn to new foods during the
spring of 1879. These included, rabbits, gophers, mice, moles, porcupines, and
badgers, "anything with meat on its bones was eaten, no matter how rank." Hugh
Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfoot,111-112.

tt'Looy, The Indian Agent and His

Rote in the Administration of the Northwest
Superintendency, 1876-1893. 51. F.G. Roe noted that the commercial hide trade in
southern Alberta dropped by 5Oo/o between 1878 and 1879. The North American
Buffalo,475. ArleanMacPherson used the Saskafchewan Hercld to track the decline of
the trade in bison robes from Fort Macleod. ln 1877, over 30,000 robes were traded for
a total value of $60,000. In 1878, the number of robes traded plummeted to 12,797
robes and a total value of $25,594. By 1879, the trade shrank to a mere 5,764 robes
and a value of $1 1 , 528. The Battlefords: A History,67.

lr2Saskafchewan Herald, 7
May 1879, 2.
11sDyck,

The Administration of Federal tndian Aid in the Northwest Territories,
1879-1885, 45. For a discussion of the Blackfoot experience in the United States, see
Hugh Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet,115-130.
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At the beginning of May 1879, two hundred destitute Cree had converged on
the territorial capital of Battleford. Three weeks later, their number swelled to almost

seven hundred and fifty11a. According to a local historian, "allwere hungr.t115
Between January and June 1879,75,000 lbs. of flour were shipped to the settlement.l16

On May 19th, P.G. Laurie reported in the Herald thatthe settlement had, "[n]o bacon,
no beef, no pemmican, no fish, no game, no potatoes, and until Monday (May) 12th, no
flour to be had..."11t In her discussion of the hardship at Battleford, Maureen Lux stated
that Dickieson requisitioned at least 20,000 lbs. of bacon, 300,000 lbs. of flour and
100,000 pounds of beef to mitigate the famine.118
ln July 1879, David Laird reported that there had been no game in the vicinity

for the past two months and that, because supplies were running out, the police post at
Battleford should be reinforced in case of trouble.l'n James McKay, the Anglican cleric
and interpreter of the Treaty 6 negotiations, chronicled the deteriorating situation at
Battleford:
May 24t : Serious news from the plains. The buffalo have disappeared-all
migrating south of the line and there is general starvation. Nearly two hundred
tents have come in...

ttoSAB, A.E. Forget Papers, R-39, Vol. 6, Ftle7,
Henriette A. Forget,
"Reminiscences of Fort Battleford," 2. See also Saskatchewan Herald,2 June 1879. 2.
l15McPherson, The Batttefords: A History,67.

llosaskafchewan Herald,30 June 1879,

1.
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People, 1880-1930, 43. The author did not discuss whether the requisitioned aid was
ever delivered.
119SAB
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May 31't: The Indians generally listen to what I have to say... but often with a
good deal of indifference. They are starving and their chief thoughts are of food
Ïhey got some assistance from the govt. but many of the most needy are often
overlooked. We of course have constant applications for food and we cannot
withhold help... even though we have nothing that we can really offer to share.
July Sth: There are not so many lndians here now as there were when I left and
the government has the distribution of food among them better organized. A
good many of them have been put to work on a farm a few miles towards the
Eagle Hills. Most of the Blackfeet have left having been supplied with provisions
for the journey southward.

Aug 1"t: Still a large number of Indians here, they are mosfly Crees and
Assiniboines. Nearly all the Blackfeet & other southern tribes have left. There
is still the sa-me story of starvation in the plains & the Indians are staying for
govt. relief.l20
The Blackfeet travelled north seeking assistance, as "many of them were dying
because they could not subsist on a diet of roots."121 Dickieson, who was Acting Indian
Superintendent, provided them with food on the understanding that they would return to
their territory and resume the hunt for the illusive herds to the south.122 Even the
unsympathetic editor of the Herald, P.G. Laurie, was moved by the plight of the hungry,
"[t]he condition of these Indians is deplorable in the extreme. Accustomed all their lives
to a diet consisting largely of animal food, the rations of flour and tea they receive here

ttoSAB, Innes Papers, A-113, volume 5,
McKay papers, F.1, Diary 1g7}-18g4.
12tLooy, "saskatchewan's
First lndian Agent: M.G. Dickieson,"

10g. The
Saskatchewan Herald noted that without the use of "generally despised weeds, '\ruild
turnips and wild rhubarb, that the sufferings of these people would have been greafly
intensified. 30 June 1879.2.
'z2Looy, "Saskatchewan's First Indian Agent: M.G. Dickiesorì," 109. During the
spring of 1879, the authorities provided food to some Blackfoot and Sarcee, "enough to
take them back to their country." High water on the South Saskatchewan forced some
of them to return to the capital. SAB, A.E. Forget Papers, R-39, Vol. 6, File 7, Henriette
A. Forget, "Reminiscences of Fort Battleford, 1879," 3. By the summer of 197g, Hugh
Dempsey noted that the majority of the Blood and Peigan people had crossed the
border into Montana. Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet,112.
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leave them but one remove from starvation."123 Laur¡e noted that Dickieson, Laird's

temporary replacement, "has to deal singlehanded with a thousand starving Indians,"
with no meat, or any means of requisitioning it from his superiors "other than the semioccasional mailwith which we are favoured."124 Dickieson, who was a Liberal
appointee, left the frontier service in September 1879.125 The editor of the Hercld
noted that Bobtail, a spokesman for the Cree Chiefs, was "sory that Dickieson is
leaving, (sic) always did the best he could to keep them from starving."l26
The despair witnessed at Battleford was part of the country-wide famine that
descended on the plains nations during the terrible summer of 1879. ln August, the
Prime Minister was informed that, "some 14,000 including men, women and children of

the Indian tribes west of Fort Ellis are said to be on the point of starvation."127 The
Herald recounted the hardship experienced by the family of Koo-qua-a-witt who arrived
at Victoria Mission that summer with his starving children. One son, who was

unconscious, died five days after the family's arrival. Another, whose bleeding nose
l23Saskafchewan Herald,30
June 30 1879,2.
12olbid.

The telegraph line to Battleford was reopened by the end of summer.
Although Dickieson had been notified as early as February,1879, that he would be
assisted by two additional Indian Agents, they would not arrive by spring seeding, "thus
leaving Dickieson as the only Departmental official in a crucial season." Looy,
"Saskatchewan's First lndian Agent: M.G. Dickieson," 108-109.
t25D¡ckieson exchanged positions
with Walter Orde of the Department of
Finance. lb¡d.,113. Orde was replaced by Hayter Reed in the spring of 1881 . Looy, The
Indian Agent and His Role in the Administntion of the Nofthwest Superintendency,
1876-1893, 75-77 .

l26saskafchewan Herald, 25 August
1879, 2.

t"NAC, John A. Macdonald Papers, Microfilm, reelC-15g0, p.81,2g9.
Campbell
to Macdonald, ottawa, 10 August 1879. At the time, the Prime Minister was on a
journey to London to lobby support for the Pacific Railway. Sprague, Canada and the
Métis,1869-1885, 142.
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could not be stopped, perished nine days after his younger brother. The distraught
father, described as "skin & bones from caring for his sick children," then left for the
plains were he too was reported to have succumbed to hunger.128 At Edmonton, the
Indian Agent, James Stewart, reported on the crisis

:

The unusual destitution of the Indians, all over this Agency, obliged us to assist
them to a large extent; indeed, as large as it may appear, it was by no means
what it looks at first sight. lf you divide the amount distributed by the number of
recipients, you will find it but a small portion to each sufferer. I may well call
them sufferers, for I have never seen anything like it since my long residence in
this country. lt was not only the want of buffalo, but everything else seemed to
have deserted the country; even fish were scarce. Fur bearing animals... were
not to be had. In some cases some hunting might have been done, but the
poor people were naked, and the cold was intense, and remained so during the
whole winter; under these circumstances they behaved well, and no raids were
made on anything here. They ate many of their horses, and all the dogs were
destroyed for food; in fact everything was tried and failed. In our assistance the
strictest economy was practised, and unless the Indians had been allowed to
die, or to help themselves to the settlers' cattle (neither of which ways would
have brought much credit to anybody concerned), we could not have got
through with less.12s

At Blackfoot Crossing, Edgar Dewdney, the newly-arrived lndian Commissioner,
"found about 1,300 Indians in a very destitute condition, and many on the verge of
starvation."r30 Dewdney recorded in his diary that, "[s]trong young men were now so

weak that some of them could hardly walk."131 While most relied on charity if they could
l2sSaskafch ewan He¡ald, 14
July 1879, 2.

t2eCanada, Sesslona/ Papers (hereafterCSP), 7881,
Reportto the
Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Edmonton, 21 August 1880, 102. Stewart resigned
soon after his report and was replaced as the Indian Agent for Edmonton by Molineux
St. John. Jean Larmour, Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of Indian Affairs and
Lieutenant Governor of the No¡thwest Territories, 1879-1888 (M.A. thesis, University of
Saskatchewan, Regina Campus, 1969), 43 and Looy, The lndian Agent and His Role
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procure it, many of the wealthy Blackfoot were reduced to exchanging their horses for a
few cups of flour. A "Mr. French," acquired approximately sixty horses for flour.
According to Dewdney.
[H]is excuse for giving so small an amount was, that he had been obliged to
give away more than he had traded, being led to believe by Father Scollen that
if he did not let them have it, they would have helped themselves. They had
also pawned their rifles, and after eating almost all their dogs, were reduced to
eating gophers and mice132

Laurìe reported that so many horses had been traded for flour at Battleford that, "the

market is so completely glutted that no more can be disposed o¡."133 At calgary, the
Blackfoot, Stonies, and Métis, "were starving and even resorting to eating grass,
lnspector Denny took it upon himself to purchase and issue beef at the rate of 2,000
pounds a day."13a ln his memoir, the Canadian botanist, John Macoun, described his
encounter with a group of Blackfoot women near the Hand Hills who offered to wash
the crew's dishes. The astonished scientist remarked, "before they washed the plates,
they actually licked them clean."l3s Apparently oblivious to the suffering around him,
Macoun was berated by Father "Scallen" who asked, "Do you know that the people

here are dying of starvation? ... There are two lying dead in their tents now who have

among the Indians was such that one woman threatened to hang herself if she was not
given some food for her two children. Dewdney did not report on her fate.
132CSP

7B80, Report of the Indian Commissioner,

Ottawa,2 January 1880, 78.

l33Saskafchewan Henld,30
June 1879,2. The trading of Indian horses for flour
also took place in 1881. Hilderbrandt, Vrews from Fort Battleford: Constructed Visions
of an Anglo-Canadian West,42.
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Amid the desperation, the Indian Commissioner maintained his focus on fiscal

restraint. After a "long & rather warm137 discussion" on the situation with Col. Macleod,
Dewdney remarked:
I refused to take the responsibility for giving Carte Blanche [emphasis

Dewdney'sl to all the posts to ration all the Indians. We agreed that the
greatest care should be taken so as not to lead the Indians to believe that they
would be fed on a regular rations, whether they worked or not. I arranged with
the Col. that he should do as had been done heretofore-food be issued when it
was found that the Indians were really starving, to those who would work & to
the sick & infirm who had no friends & who could not work.138
In December 1879, ihe Saskafchewan Herald reported that over twenty-five Blackfoot

"had died of actual starvation."l3e ¡n his medical report for Fort Macleod, the Surgeon
George F. Kennedy noted that women were especially vulnerable:
Quite a number of Indians, chiefly Bloods, Blackfeet and North Peigans, have
been under my treatment during the year. The diseases prevalent among them
were for the most part opthalmia [severe eye inflamation], phthisis and other
chest infections, and venereal; phthisis and chest infections were found to be
especially common among the females, and it was rare to find a woman over
thirty years old with sound lungs.1a0

1361b¡d.,

149-150. The following day, Macoun reported that the band had been
saved by the sudden appearance of a small herd of bison.
t37later, he described the bullet holes at old Fort Whoop
Up as showing, "that at
times they had warm work." Clearly, Dewdney and Macleod strongly disagreed on the
proper course of action during the famine. Dempsey, ed., "The Starvation Year: Edgar
Dewdney's Diary for 1879, Part 1," 13.
1381b¡d.,1

1. Entry of 24 July,1879. For a discussion of Dewdney's conflict with
Macleod over the supply of rations to the hungry, see Larmour, Edgar Dewdney,
Commissioner of lndian Affairs and Lieutenant Governor of the Northwest Territories,
1879-1888, 19-20.
l3eSaskafchewan Herald, 1 December 1879.
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Compounding the misery in the southwest, a disease known as mountain
feverral was a recurrent problem in the high country of the Cypress Hills and Wood

Mountain.lot The fever attacked all communities in the region, including the police.la3
During the winter of 1878-79, n¡ne Half-breeds and "some Sioux" succumbed to the

fever at Wood Mountain. Surgeon Kittson remarked that the infection though lethal,
was localised, "l did not hear of its existence in any other part of the western District."14
Although the disease is caused from contact with infected ticks,la5 accounts of the
epidemic attributed the source of the infection to the rotting carcases of cattle and

females die from tuberculosis than do males in populations where tuberculosis
epidemics are just beginning..." Johnston, "Tuberculosis," 1060.
lalMountain fever is spread from contact with ticks infected with the mite
Rickitsia. A recent discussion reported that between20 and25o/o of untreated victims
die, although mortality from an outbreak was reported to be as high as 75% during an
outbreak in the Bitteroot Valley of Western Montana. Victoria A. Harden, "Rocky
Mountain Spotted Fever and the Spotted Fever Group Diseases," in Cambridge Wodd
History of Human Drsease, ed. Kenneth Kiple (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1993) 982, 984.
1424s

bad as the problem was in southern Alberta, Surgeon Kittson noted that
the problem was more severe south of the international boundary where "mountain
feved'annually ravaged U.S. Military posts and forced the abandonment of many
mining camps. CSP 1880, Part 3. North-West Mounted Police Force, Commissioner's
Report, 1879, Report of Surgeon Kittson, Fort Macleod, 30 January 1880, 28.
14tThe recurrence of the fever was, at least in part, the rationale for the

abandonment of Fort Walsh. As early as 1879, Superintendent Crozier "suggeste[ed]
the necessity of removing the post to a more healthy locality." Report of Superintendent
Crozier, Fort Walsh, 29 December 1879, in Opening the West: OfficialReporfs of the
Royal North-West Mounted Police, 1 874-1 881, 19.
laaReport of Surgeon Kittson, Fort Macleod, 30 January 1880, in
Opening the

West: Official Reports of the Royal North-West Mounted Police, 1874-1881,28-29.
lasHarden, "Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever and the
Spotted Fever Group
Diseases," 982.
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bison that polluted the streams used for drinking water.1a6

While epidemics and famine plagued the people of the southwest, the food
situation was no less desperate on the eastern plains. In April 1879, Archibald
McDonald wrote to Robert Bell from Fort Ellice that, "the Indians has suffered

considerable last winter from starvation and a good many of them made beef of the
cattle supplied them by the government." He then predicted the failure of the new
administration's Indian policy:
But as the wise men at Ottawa know more of Indians and Indian matters than
those who have passed a lifetime among them, it is of little use saying anything
on the s_ubject. Master lndian is going to cost the country a trifle more than they
fancy.1a7

Official reports of starvation came from Fort Qu'Appelle, Touchwood Hills, Fort Ellice
and Moose Mountain.lou At Moose, Dickieson noted that "the lndians were in a
deplorable condition, and it is reported that several died from exposure and want of
food."1as In August 1879, Dr. Hagarty reported on decline of White Bear's Band since
his arrival in the west:

touKelly, The Range
Men: The Ranchers

and lndians of Atberta, 125. The doctor
believed the source of infection was water contaminated by the rotting carcases, "of
horses and buffalo strewn along the upper valley where, under favourable
circumstances of heat and moisture, it was possible for the typhoid poison to develop
and find its way into the stream."CSP 1880, North-west Mounted Police Force,
Commissioner's Report, 1879, Report of Surgeon Kittson, Fort Macleod, 30 January
1880,29.
147NAC,

Robert Bell Papers, MG 29,B 1S, vo[. 24,fo.BB, Archibald McDonald to
Bell, 16 April 1879.
148CSP

1880, Report of Lawrence Vankoughnet, Deputy Superintendent
General of lndian Affairs, Ottawa, 31 December 1879,12.
tonCSP

1

880, Report of the Acting Superintendent, Battleford, 21 July 187g,

105. In the same paragraph, Dickieson reported that "Very little provisions have been
given out in Treaty No. 4. This led to a demand, accompanied by a show of force, being
made on the Hudson's Bay Company at Qu'Appelle."
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The lndians at this place are very much emaciated. Hunger has shown its
terrible effects on them and scrofula and other kindred diseases are becoming
deeply rooted. ln 1877, when I passed through here I was struck with the
healthy appearance of the Indians and the freedom from disease, the general
lightheartedness and the happiness and contentment which prevailed but today
presents an entirely different picture. Scrofulous disease of the eyes, caused
by poverty, smoke and filth is, I think, on the increase: though at each place I
attend to their and leave some preparations in the hands of the Chiefs to be
used when required and according to directions.ls0
At Touchwood, Hagarty noted "about the same condítion of things ... disease, hunger

and lassitu6".r151 Although the physician provided the hungry with "the usual ration,"
the food, intended for an entire day, was consumed in a single meal. The next day, a
deputation of the starving pleaded, "we have not eaten enough for the last two months,
and what you gave us yesterday only made us one meal."1s2 At Yellow Quill's reserve,

he reported that two oxen and some flour had been stolen three days before the band
was to be provided with rations. The Chief, who refused to participate in the theft, was
provided with extra provisions by the physician who, "complimented him on his

devotedness to the laws of the Great white Mother, for which he thanked me,
expressed his attachment to the Queen and was very proud of his conduct."1s3 At
Qu'Appelle, where Poorman's Band had broken into the store house in June,15a
Hagarty was shocked to find another aspect of the worsening situation on the plains,

ttoNAC, RG 10 vol. 3678, file 11683.
Report of Indians of White Beais Band, 56 August 1879. Hagarty stated that he left medicine chests and instructions on the use
of their contents with the Chiefs at their request.

tstlbid., Report on the lndians of Day Star's Band.
1S August 1BTg.
'52lbid.

ts3lbid., Report on the Indians of
Yellow Quill's Band. 1S August 1BTg.

tt4lux, Beyond Biology, 42.
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the outbreak of venereal disease, "on expressing my astonishment at finding it in the
Territory for the first time, was given to understand that the lndians so affected had
come from near the International line and the Cypress Hills."155
In addition to the mounting health crisis on the eastern plains, Hagarty's account

described the growing tension between the hungry Indians and officials of the Indian

department. The incident at Yellow Quill's reserve, and the other cases of trouble over
Indian access to government supplies, underscore the fact that, while the lndians were

starving, in many cases to death, the situation was exacerbated by the inadequate
distribution of supplies that were available. The famine on the plains was more that the
simple Malthusian equation of too many lndians and too few bison.ls6 Even the

essentially Victorian account of the famine provided by G.F.G. Stanley remarked on the
"parsimony" of the Dominion ration policy rather than on the absence of food on the
plains.157

The notion that the starvation experienced on the plains was not merely caused
by the absence of food is supported by the literature focussing on famine in the globat

tuslbid.,

Report on the Indians of Loud Voice's Band, 29 August 1879. On his
return to Portage La Prairie, he found venereal disease emerging there, "l was never
called to treat Indians for venereal disease in the Territory except those instances that
now relate." Report of Indians of Chicock's Band, 30 August 1879.

I

tsuSee Malthus,

An Essay on the Prínciple of Poputation. Volume l, ed. Patricia
James (Cambridge University Press, 1989), 11. During Edgar Dewdney's tour of the
west in the late summer of 1879, he noted that the freight for the police included, "too
much bran & corn mealwhich will have to be left at Prince Albert." Hugh Dempsey, ed.,
"The Starvation Year, Edgar Dewdney's Diary for 1879. Part2," Alberta History 31
(1983),7.
1s7George F.G.
Stanley, The Birth of Western Canada: A History of

the Riel
Rebellions (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1961), 270-271. Though maligned for
his antiquarian interpretation of events, Stanley noted of government action that, "such
a niggardly policy was shortsighted." 274^
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context. The Nobel Laureate, Amartya Sen, began his pioneering study into the
economics of famine with the following statement:
Starvation is the characteristic of some people not havinq [emphasis Sen's]
enough food to eat. lt is not the characteristic of there beino not enough food to
eat. While the later can be the cause of the former, it is but one of many
causes.lss
Sen's study was grounded on the notion that starvation must be analysed from a

population's, "relationship [emphasis Sen's]to the commodity ... starvation statements
translate readily into statements of ownership of food by persons... ln order to
understand starvation, it is therefore, necessary to go into the structure of
ownership.'1se Sen described the relations of ownership of commoditíes as types of

"entitlement" relations. The understanding of the entitlement relations are, according to
the author, required for the analysis of poverty in general but specifically to the study of
famines and starvation.l60
Under the supervision of Prime Minister Macdonald in Ottawa and under the

direct control

of

Edgar Dewdney as Indian Commissioner in the Northwest, the

renewed Conservative regime established its own set of "entitlement relations" to deal
with the famine during the waning months of the 1879. As the Indians of the plains
starved, in many cases to death, the cattle industry was being established on the land

lssAmartya Sen, Pove rty and Famines:
An Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation
(Oxford. Clarendon Press, 1981), 1.
ttnlbid.
160lbid. The notion of entitlement
relatíons in the context of food is developed

further in Sen's essay, "Food, Economics, and Entitlements," in The Politicat Economy
of Hunger: selected Essays, eds. Jean Dreze, Amartya sen and Athar Hussain
(Oxford: Clarenden Press, '1995): 50-68.
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that had served as pasturage for the bison only a short time before.161 The historical
literature is replete with accounts of tensions flaring over Indian predation, or rumour of
it, of newly estabfished cattle stock on the western plains.l62 Paul Sharpe's Whoop-IJp

Country focussed on the issue of lndian cattle rustling rather than on the famine itself:
The greatest trials [to the ranchers] came with the starvation of 1879. With the
disappearance of the buffalo, the Indians lost their food supply and turned to
range cattle for sustenance. Sternly, the Mounties restrained the ranchers from
reprisals while patiently they sought to prevent the Indians from continuing their
depredations. They were so successful that many a proud warrior hunted
gophers to prevent his family from starving. Meanwhile, with desperate
warnings the police urged Ottawa to increase the appropriations for rations to
feed the starving Indians. The crisis was finally passed without a general Indian
war, but it was close.163
Rather than discounting the misery endured by the Indians during the famine, Sharpe's

account accurately portrayed the Dominion's príorities through the crisis. Earlier
accounts of the establishment of the ranching industry also stressed the hardship on
pioneer ranchers resulting from lndian predation during the famine. L.V. Kelley's lhe
Range Men, originally published in 1913, stated.
The year 1879 was one of the most unsatisfactory from the settlers' point of
view that had yet been known. The buffalo were gone, never to return; the
natives were literally starving to death. Gophers, mice, snakes, any living thing
proved food to them, and it was not an uncommon thing to see some great
warrior lying patiently beside a gopher-hole hoping for the chance to snare the
little animal so he could have food. Everywhere throughout the prairie of the
south the red men suffered, and the ranchers who lost cattle at their hands were
large minded enough not to lay blame at all on the poor natives.l6a

161For

a full account of the establishment of the western Canadian ranching
industry, see Breen, The Canadian Prairie West and the Ranching Frontier, 1874-1924.
162For

an account of the famine from the ranching perspective, see lbid., 1O-15.

163sharp, Whoop IJp Country:The Canadian-American
West, 1865-1885, 96-97.

'uoKelly, The Range Men:The Story of the Ranchers and the Indians of Atberta,
124.
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The rise in cattle predation, or rumour of it, by the famine-stricken lndians in the
southwest led Laurie to conclude that, "[a] collision between the ranchmen and the
lndians may be expected at any moment."16s Though isolated incidents of Indians
poaching cattle were reported, Col. Macleod noted in his annual report, "under the
circumstances, I think it a matter of congratulation that the Indians throughout the
country have behaved so well."166 Walter Hilderbrandt has shown that the increase in
arrests among lndians were correlated with the starvation of 1879-1880.167 The reality

of lndian cattle predation was limited, however. Even official reports of the Department
of Indian Affairs (DlA) stressed:
The patience and endurance displayed by the Indians of the North West
Territories, under the circumstances they are placed, are beyond all praise, and
their refraining from helping themselves at the expense of the white inhabitants
of the country, even when pressed with hunger, and pained by the sight of
some of their friends dying around them, and others greatly reduced in strength,
entitles them to every consideration at the hands of the public.l68
The ovenruhelming majority of the hungry did what they could to secure food within the

l6ssaskafchewan Hercld,1 December 187g,

1.

lo6Commissioners of the Royal North-West
Mounted Police, Opening IJp the
Great West: Being the Official Reports of the Royal North-West Mounted Police Force
from 1874 to 1881 , 3.
loTHildebrandt, Views From Fort
Battleford: Constructed Vrsions of an AngloCanadian West,98. Many of the crimes reported were obviously hunger induced. As
hundreds of hungry Sioux "begg[ed] from door to dool' in Prince Albert, Lawrence
Clarke reported from Carlton that someone had broken into the warehouse and had
stolen a pair of blankets and a ham. Clarke continued to his superior, "the thief has not
yet been discovered." HBCA, Search File: "Prince Albert," Clarke to James Graham,
Carlton House, 26 November 1878. A local history of Prince Albert stated that the
arrival of the starving Sioux from Wyoming during the winter of 1878 marked the
beginning of tensions between Indians and settlers. Gary Abrams, Prínce Albert: The
First Century, 1866-1966 (saskatoon: Modern Press), 26-27.
luuCSP 1880, Lawrence Vankoughnet, Report of the Deputy
SuperintendentGeneral, Ottawa, 31 December 1879, 13.
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rule of Canadian law. The Herald reported on an encounter between Father Lestanc
and a number of bands near Fort Pitt who were:
[A]ll emaciated and starved like. Two of the bands were so importunate in their
appeals for help that Mr. Beaupre gave each of them an ox, as they were in a
state of greatest destitution. The Indians promised to pay for the oxen out of
their annuity moneys if the Government does not assume the debt. ... Lestanc
thinks that the Government should pay especially as the understanding is so
widespread among the Indians that they are to be fed in times of distress.l6s

Though most were grateful for what meagre assistance that they could secure
from authorities, some groups appealed for help on the basis of their recently acquired
Treaty right to assistance in times of crisis. Chief Beardy, of the Willow Cree, was
adamant in his demand that the government fulfill its promises of aid negotiated at

carlton in the summer of

1876.170 As early

as 1877, the police reported on an

"indignation meeting held at Duck Lake... condemning the government for their
treatment of the Indians and Halfbreeds in the country."171 Beardy refused his annuity
payment f or 1878 on the grounds that he was dissatisfied with the Dominion's delivery
of its Treaty promises.tT2 During the winter of 1879, a standoff occurred at Duck Lake

loesaskafchewan Herald, 28 July 1879,2.
170The

Chief's demands were both numerous and well-grounded. Stephen
Sliwa's study of the Beardy Reserve noted that friction between the band and the
authorities began within a year of signing the Treaty. Among his complaints were
inadequate farming equÍpment and poor quality of food supplies. Standing the Test of
Time: A History of the Beardy's/Okemasis Reserue, 1876-1951, 54-56.
1ttlbid., 55, 57. fn April, 1878, Kitowaypaw
of Carlton complained to the
authorities of non-fulfilment of treaty obligations. NAC, John A. Macdonald Papers,
Microfilm, reel C-1523, p. 9780, Laird to Mills, 18 April 1878.
172Though

Beardy refused payment, almost forty of his followers broke ranks
and accepted their money. SAB, RCE-1120lndians of North America, Clippings File,
Yesteryears, no. 22 "Disquieting News from Duck Lake," 2May 1g3B [reprint of
Saskatchewan Herald, 14 January 1 8791.
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when the Chief and a group of his followers threatened to pillage the localwarehouse.
They claimed that the goods were owed to the people as part of the Dominion's Treaty
obligation to the Willow Cree.173 Beardy's refusal to quietly accept government neglect,
and the perceived threat of the American Sioux who had recently come to Prince
Albert, led to the formation of a local "militia."17a In 1880, Beardy was temporarily
deposed as Chief on the charge that he was a cattle thief.17s According to Stephen
Sliwa, the adversity the band endured in the early years of treaty, "galvanized the

community, uniting them together with a sense of purpose.t'176

T¡"

agitations of Carlton

Indians were not without reason. Early in 1880, Lawrence Clarke, an HBC oldtimer,

described the increasingly bleak situation among them:

17tThe confrontation at
Duck Lake is well

documented. See for example, Sliwa,
Standing the Test of Time: A History of the Beardy's/Okemasis Reserue, 1876-1951 ,
58-59. For contemporary accounts, see Superintendent James Walker, Report,
Battleford, 19 December 1879, in Opening the West: Official Reports of the Royal
North-West Mounted Police, 1874-1881,21, and the Saskafchewan Henld,27 January
1879, 1.
lz4Although Canadian authorities sanctioned the mobilization of
a milÍtia in the
fall of 1879, "a few of the settlers took matters into their own hands," after rumours of
Indian cattle rustling began to circulate. The situation took on "a ludicrous aid'when the
police found that the reports were false. Abrams, Prince AIbeñ: The First Century,
1866-1966, 26-27.

lTssaskafchewan Herald,16 August 1880, 1. Beardy and the other
accused
were later acquitted of the charges. Lawrence Clarke reported on the charges and of
Laurie's description of the events, "there is not a word of truth in the whole article."
HBCA Search File: "Prince Albert," Clarke to James Graham, Ft. Carlton, 22 November
1880.
lT6Standing

the Test of Time: A History of the Beardy's/Okemasis Reserue,

1876-1951, 61-62. The trouble at Beardy's reserve also prompted the former
Lieutenant Governor, Alexander Morris, to publish his record of the Indian Treaties as a
þook. According to the negotiator turned author, "had Dewdney had it [the book], he
could have easily disposed of the Carlton Cree lndians, by showing them exactly what I
said, & they said." NAC, John A. Macdonald Papers, Microfilm reel C-1673, p.1 14994,
Morris to Macdonald.23 October 1879.
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Those Reserve Indians are in a deplorable state of destitution, they receive from
the lndian Department just enough food to keep soul and body together, they
are all but naked, many of them barefooted... Should sickness break out among
them in their present weakly state, the fatality will be dreadful.177

After 1880, Indian protests against their ill-treatment by government officials became
increasingly frequent.178 Thunderchild warned officials that he would "retain a first-class
lawyer'' to secure what he considered Indian money that was paid to the HBC at the

time of transfer.lTe In a comment that would remain relevant for over a century, the

Henld reported on Thunderchild's threat of legal action, "[t]hey will make a pretty good
thing out of it, as he will give half the amount to any one recovering it; and it will be
singular if they do not secure a good share of the other half-there are so many
expenses with the law with which the Indians are unacquainted."ls0
Rather than Canadian officials supplying the famine-stricken populations as a

consequence of Commissioner Morris' promise of aid "in a national famine,"181

lTzHBCA Search File: "Prince Albert," Clarke to Graham, 3 March 1880.
178During the summer

of 1880, Battleford was the site of a large-scale protest by

over 1 ,100 people who remained at the capital until their grievances were heard by
f ndian Commissioner Dewdney. Saskatchewan Henld,19 July 1880. Bands who
expressed their disaffection with the Dominion included those of Poundmaker, Strike
Him of the Back, Samson, Ermine Skin, and Bob Taí|. lb¡d., 5 Juty 1880, 2- 3.
lTeSaskafchewan Herald,16 August 1880, 2.
180lbid.

181Morris, The Treaties of Canada, 186,

22B.The term "general" famine was
also used during the negotiations. lb¡d.,188,216. In his concluding remarks during the
negotiations of Treaty 6, Morris reiterated the most conservative interpretation of the
"famine" clause, "if Providence should send a great famine or pestilence upon the
whole Indian people included in the treaty. We only looked at something unforseen
and not at hard winters or the hardship of single bands, and this, both you and l, fully
understood." lbid., 241. Although Morris' characterisation of a "national" or "general"
famine is not precise, the hunger among the plains people was both longstanding and
widespread.
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researchers such as Noel Dyck and John Tobias have shown that rations were used as
a means of coercing lndians into submitting to treaty.l82 MalcolmD, a Liberal M.p. who

gained brief notoriety as a critic of Indian Affairs under Macdonald, stated that the
Indian department was driven by "a policy of submission shaped by a policy of
starvation."183 ¡n 1879, a number of bands traded their independence

forfood.

In the

Battleford Agency, Mosquito, Moosomin, Thunderchild, and Little Pine all accepted
treaty in exchange for rations.lsa Though rations were provided to some who had yet to
enter into Ïreaty, Dewdney's response to those who resisted Canadian authority was
simple, if inhumane. When Strike Him on the Back refused to accept a survey of his
reserve, the Indian Commissioner "took his cattle for the Sioux."18s He was reported to
have turned down an offer from ranchers who, fearing predation of their herds by

hungry Indians, "to sell their own animals at cost, and wait until conditions were more
favourable."186 Dewdney's indifference to the gesture may well have stemmed from his

financial association with the Montana-based firm

of

LG. Baker and Company. In his

discussion of the international beef trade, Paul Sharp remarked that, "Dewdney used

182Dyck,

Fedenl Aid in the North-West Territories, 18Tg1885 and Tobias, "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 1B7g-1BBS."
The Administration of

183looy, The tndian Agent
and His Role in the Administntion of the Northwest
Superintendency, 1 876-1 893, 1 12.
ltaJohn Tobias noted that
more than a thousand Cree entered treaty in 1B7g
under the leadership of Little Pine, Thunderchild and Lucky Man. "canada's
Subjugation of the Plains Cree," (in Sweef Promises) 235, fn.30.
tutDempsey, €d., "The
Starvation Year: Edgar Dewdney's Diary for 187g. part
2," 8. Less than two years later, the Dominion's own surveyor refused to delineate the
reserve set aside for Strike Him on the Back because of the poor quality of the land.
Saskatchewan Herald,5 June 1881, 1.
186Kelly,

The Range Men,12B.
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his power on behalf of the Baker firm to secure Canadian contracts and favors. In
return, he earned handsome investments in Benton enterprises."187
The government was slow to respond to the food crisis in the west. Noel Dyck
noted that the Throne Speech, read on May 1 , 1879, "demonstrated the bewilderment"
of the new administration in the face of the famine.tuu When it was implemented, the
Dominion relief effort was guided by "a joint sense of obligation and fear."18s To meet
the immediate demands of the famine during the summer of 1879, the Prime Minister
directed a council be organized to assess the extent of the crisis at Battleford in late
August,1879.1s0 To underscore the dual mandate of the conference to deal with the

food crisis itself and to counter the threat posed by thousands of desperate lndians on
the tiny settler population, two findings of the Council were preordained:
[W]ill no doubt think of measures of defence for the settlers and of relieving
starvation amongst the lndians... My idea is, it ís so clear that the result of the
deliberations of the Council or commissioners will be in these two directions-the
one to supply of food to the Indians and the other the increasing of the means
of defence amongst the settlers-that I think we had better try to expedite action
187sharp continued, "On one occasion, the
Canadian official received fifty

shares in the Benton National Bank "to get a deposit by it of $100,000 or $200,000
from the Canadian government." Whoop Up Country, 221. Baker and Company
supplied not only the Indian Department but also the Mounted Police during this period.

tttThe author stated that while the government was vague on its commitment
to
agricultural development, it acknowledged that dealíng with the hunger would be an
expensive proposition. The spearhead of the administration's effort in the field was the
appointment of Edgar Dewdney to supervise relief. The Administntion of Fedenl
Indian Aid in the No¡thwest Terrítories, 1879-1885, 30-31.
18slbid.

Although supplies were secured through the latter part of 1879, the
government also increased its police presence in the Northwest from 329 in December,
1878, to 362 a year later. See Morgan, "Strength and Distribution of Officers and Men
at Principal Posts and Sub-Posts, 1875-1883," in The No¡th-West Mounted Police,
1873-1883,93.
190NAC,

Macdonald Papers, Microfilm, reel C-15g0, p. 81299, Campbellto
Macdonald, Ottawa, l0August 1879.
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in both directions by taking the responsibility of forwarding cattle in considerable
numbers at once so they might reach the outlying posts before the winter comes
on, and of facilitating or fostering the creation of the militia companies where it is
possible.lel
The immediate pressure on the Famine Councilwas partially diminished, even before
the gathering at Battleford. Two weeks prior to the meeting, the Prime Minister was told
that a large herd of bison, "had gone north (&) had in fact outflanked Gen. Miles and his

army. This will afford relief to a very considerable body of Indíans."1s2 With the local
crisis temporarily reduced, Campbell reported to his superior, "we may restrict our
action to fostering of the organization of militia forces to the extent of three or four

troops at the remote settlements such as Prince Albert, from which place we have
offers of a troop or troops of Mounted. You may count on our going carefully."le3 As
Canada armed its settlers against the threat of an lndian uprising, thousands of plains
Indians were abandoning the country.
Many of the hungry had already forsaken their territory and had gone south in
search of the few remaining herds.lsa Crowfoot and other Blackfoot leaders took their

1s1lbid.

1s2lbid., pp. 81309-81310,

Campbellto Macdonald, Ottawa, 12 August 1BTg.

1s3lb¡d.,

p.81312. Campbell to Macdonald, Ottawa, 12 August 1879. ln October,
a settler reported that to protect the community from American Indians, "we have
formed three rifle companies here having receiving the arms from Winnipeg." Duck,
"Letters from the West," 24. CoL Osborne Smith had earlier delivered one hundred and
fifty Snyder Enfield rifles and ammunition to the settlement as a precaution against the
1,500 ïeton Sioux who had gathered at Prince Albert. SAB, lnnes Papers, A-113, Vol.
2, manuscripts folio 3, "Lives of the Early Pioneers," 15 April 1920, 31.
tn4ln

1882, the estimated number of Canadian Indians in the United States was
3,533. Seven hundred were at Fort Walsh and another 2,77O were in the Cypress Hills.
McQuillan, "Creation of Indian Reserves on the Canadian Prairies, 1870-1885," 385.
Maureen Lux estimated that 7,000 Blackfoot and 3,000 Cree spent nearly eighteen
months in Montana. Beyond Biology,48.
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people to Montana, giving the authorities a temporary reprieve.lss Bíg Bear, who also
headed south to hunt, lost almost half of his followers to the leadership of Lucky Man
and Ïhunderchild when the Cree were informed after the Battleford conference that
only Treaty lndians were eligible for assistance.ls6 Some of those who accepted treaty
in return for food attempted new strategies to maintain at least partial autonomy.

Tobias noted the ill-fated plan of Piapot, Little Pine, and Big Bear to establish a
concentration of reserves in the Cypress Hills in 1BB0-1eB1.1ei
The Home Farm program, "hastily contrived" during the fall and winter of 187879 was as close as the government came to developing a legitimate plan for the

economic reorientation of reserves .1s8 Described by Walter Hilderbrandt as an
"abysmal failure,"lse the Home Farms were doomed from their inception. The scheme
was concocted when 5,000 people, probably 20 percent of the total Indian population
of the plains, were out of the country searching for the remaining herds in American

1e5By

the summer of 187g, most of the Bloods and peigans had left for
Montana. Crowfoot and his people in the fall of 1879. Even after travellíng south of the
boundary brought the Blackfoot little relief. A number of huge prairie fires, deliberately
set by hide hunters of the American military, scorched the country along the frontier.
Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet, 112-114.
1e6As

part of the process, the authorities recognised individuals as chiefs if they
could persuade one hundred or more people to accept treaty. Tobias, "Canada's
Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 1879-1885 ," 216-217 .
lezAccording to the author
the plan was doomed to fail after a food riot broke out
at Fort Walsh demonstrated the potential for trouble of a concentrated Indian
population. lbid., 217-221.
tnuCarter, Lost Haruesfs,
7g.

lssHildebrandt, Views From Fort
Battteford, 4O.
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Territory.2oo ln addition to the plan being insufficient to meet the magnitude of the

famine, the specifics of the program were sketchy at best. Sarah Carter noted that a
plan to establish farms was discussed prior to the fall of the Liberal government but the

specifics of the policy were not worked out until 1879.201 When the farm instructors
finally took up their positions in August of 1879, many were shown to be either
incapable or simply incompetent in the face of the monumental task.202 Even the Prime
Minister had misgivings about the feasÍbility of reserve agriculture but in the absence of

an alternative, he "found it expedient to promote the plan in parliamen1."2O3
One of the most cynical aspects of the Dominion's relief scheme, the so-calted
work for rations policy, was introduced during the Liberal administration.2oa Although
the Conservative government was reported to have temporarily suspended the

200SAB,

Tarr and Peterson, Little Pine/Lucky Man Band #116, n.p.. The total
Indian and Métis population on the plains was estimated to be 26,500. Looy,
"Saskatchewan's First Indian Agent: M.G. Dickieson," 112.
201The plan

was proposed in the waning days of the Mackenzie administration
but according to Carter was only implemented after Dewdney's appointment in May,
1879. The famine was the impetus for the program rather than "the benevolent concern
that the Indians be aided in their transition to an agricultural way of life." Losf
Haruests,81-82.
202Many of the
Conservative appointees soon gained reputations as "camp

followers" and "carpetbaggers." Carter, Lost Haruesfs, 85-86. For an discussion of
D.l.A. personnel during this period, see A.J. Looy, The lndian Agent and His Role in the
Administntion of the Northwest Superintendency, 1876-1893,87-132. See also, Brian
Titley, The FrontierWorld of Edgar Dewdney (Vancouver: University of British Columbia
Press, 1999),45.
203Dyck,
1

The Administntion

of Federat Indian Aid in the Northwest Tenitories,

879-1 885, 37 .
2ooThe

provision of relief conditional on work was common in Victorian England.
Dreze and Sen, "lntroduction," in The Political Economy of Hunger, 6.
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cond¡tion of work in exchange for food after the famine conference at Battleford,205
Lawrence Vankoughnet stated that during the famine:

Strict instructions have been given to the agents to require labor from ablebodied Indians for supplies given them. This principle was laid down for the
sake of the moral etfect that it would have on the lndians in shewing that they
must give something in return for what they receive, and also for the purpose of
preventing them from hereafter expecting gratuitous assistance from the
Government.206

Although he strictly enforced the policy, Dewdney recognized, "the impracticality of
consistently applying this rule... Until the Indians were settled on reserves, there was, in
effect, no work that they could do. In the meantime, the starving condition of the
Indians rendered the operation of such a proviso impossible."2o7 Although Finance
Minister Sir Leonard Tilley proposed the use of Indian labour as a means to offset the
high cost of aid to the northwest,2o8 no concerted attempt was made by the authorities

to provide the plains Indians with gainful employment other than the cutting of fire
wood.2oe The Indian Commissioner noted that the Indians, "showed, on the whole. a

2otThe restriction
on rations was reimposed the following spring when, according

to Noel Dyck, the threat of an Indian uprising had diminished. Iáe Administntion of
Federal Indian Aid in the North-West Tenitories, 1BT9-1885, 34-35.
206Vankoughnet

continued, "The agents have been instructed to forward, at the
end of each month, a return shewing the supplies distributed and the work done in
return for the same, also stating that in the case of the sick, aged and those unable to
work, the circumstances under which supplies were given."CSP 1880, Report of the
Deputy Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs, Ottawa, 31 December 187g,12.
2o7The
1

885,34.

Administntion of Federal lndian Aid in the Noñh-West Territories. 1g7g-

toulbid., 41.
20slt

appears that with the exception of a few small contracts for railway ties,
aboriginal laþour was ignored during the construction of the CPR. lt is probable that by
the time that labour was required for the prairie sections of the railway, the Indians
would have been too sick to undertake the task if they had been considered. Hugh
Dempsey's discussion of the relationship between the Indians of the Plains and the
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good d¡sposition to work at anything that could be found for them to do."210 By the new
year of 1880, Dewdney was worried that so many were willing to work for rations, "that
we will not be in a position to keep them all going."211

Although rations kept many from starving, no provision was made to assist the
destitute with clothing.212 Dewdney noted the want of clothing and a "winter [that] was
the severest that has been felt for many years," prevented many along the
Saskatchewan from undertakin g winter hunting.

21

3 Lawrence Vankoughnet

acknowledged the need for clothing among the destitute:
It is to be regretted that no provision has been made for clothing for these

Indians, whereof many of them are deficient; and as the Commissioner justly
remarks, they cannot be expected to work unless they are properly clad. A plan
might be adopted to meet this want by providing clothing to be supplied to the
Indians for work done by them.2ra

CPR makes no mention of Indian employment on the railway at all. Hugh Dempsey,
"The Fearsome Fire Wagons," in The CPR West: The lron Road and the Making of a
Nation, ed. Hugh Dempsey (Vancouver: Douglas & Mclntryre, 1984). 55-70. For further
discussion of work projects undertaken for rations, see, Carter, Losú Haruests,99-102.
210CSP 1881 Report to the Superintendent-General
,

of Indian Affairs, Ottawa,

31 December 1880,93.
211Lux,

Beyond Biology, 47.

212The

dearth of animal skins accounted not only for a severe decline in clothing
but also forced the abandonment of skin tents during the early 1880s. SAB, R.G.
Ferguson Papers, Microfilm, ree|2.391, Appendix: "Housing," 1.
213CSP 1881 James Smart. Report to the Superintendent of lndian Affairs,
,

Edmonton, 21 August 1880, 102. During the winter of 1879-80, Indians were
prevented from even attempting to hunt because "the poor people were naked." The
harsh winter of 1879-80 was discussed by Brian Titley, "The Fate of the Sharphead
Stonies," Alberta History 39 (1991), 2. Heavy blizzards in the eastern parklands were
reported to have caused the final extermination of a remnant bison herd in the
Camsack area of eastern Saskatchewan. Macdonald, "The Killing of the Butfalo," 22.
2t4CSP 1880, Report of the Deputy Superintendent-General of lndian Affairs,
Ottawa, 31 December 1879.13.
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Although his superiors recognized the problem, the farm instructor at Touchwood Hills
was forced to provide his labourers, "with a few blankets and moose skins" without
departmental authorization.2ls During the winter of 1879-80, the Carlton Indians were
described as, "all but naked, many of them barefooted.r2lG 41 Fort Walsh, the Indian
Agent noted that the 2,500 hundred Blackfoot who were drawing rations were "almost
without clothing of any description."tt The clothing shortage remained critical. In
January 1881, Chief White Bear requested "something to cover their women and

children." The agent informed the Chief that supplies would be issued to the absolutely
destitute but, "[t]hose who had blankets and clothing must expect nothing."218 Cecil
Denny requested that Blackfoot women be given clothing "and bales of common print
for the women to make dresses, it would help them greatly as the women suffer most,
literally in rags. The women fight over old cotton flour sacks, of which they make
dresses."21s Among the Blackfoot, meat contractors kept the hides, heads and entrails

of "government" cattle in order to make private deals with those who could afford the
extra cost.22o
Although official reports noted that the condition of the people near Qu'Appelle

"tCarter, Lost Haruesfs, 89. At Edmonton, women were reported to be using
beef hides as a substitute for bison. Saskafchewan Henld, 23 February 1880, 3.
zt0¡13ç4 Search File: "Prince Albert," Clarke to Graham, 3 March 1880, 3.
2t7

CSP 1881 , Report to the Superintendent-General of lndian Affairs, Fort
Walsh, 30 September 1880, 106.
2t8CSP 1881, Reportof theSuperintendent-General of
IndianAffairs, Extractof
Fort Ellice Report, 25 January 1881, xxxi.
2tnCSP 1883, Report of C.E. Denny, Indian Agent, Fort Macleod,
10 November

1882,176.
220Hugh

Dempsey, "The Bull Elk Affair," Alberta History 40 (1gg2):2-g.
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were "not so severe... as the¡r brethren in the south west,"221 twenty members of the
Okanese band, starved to death over the bitterly cold Christmas of 1879.222 By spring
1880, hunger among the Sioux at the tiny police post at Wood Mountain forced many to
consume the flesh of horses that had died

of "scurvy" the previous

fall and winter.223

Major Walsh was moved by the fate of those who endured the famine:
Following this want of food and the eating of diseased horses, an epidemic
appeared, which marked its results by the many graves now seen in Wood
Mountain. The conduct of those starving and destitute people, their patient
endurance, their sympathy, and the extent to which they assisted each other,
their strict observance of law and order, would reflect upon the most civilized
community.22a

Hunger and disease also plagued the lndians in the Cypress Hills. Superintendent
Crozier noted that the Indians were fortunate in being supplied with food from the

police, "othen¡rise hundreds certainly would have starved to death.n225 ¡n September,
Surgeon Kennedy reported that a large number of Assiniboines were "prostrated" from
sickness west of Fort Walsh. Diarrhea and dysentery broke out among an "entire"

camp of fifteen hundred Cree, "and quite a number, principally children, died. As an
instance of how common it was, | [Dr. Kennedy] may mention that I visited and treated

'2t CSP 1880, Lawrence Vankoughnet, Report of the Deputy Superintendent-

General of Indian Affairs, Ottawa, 31 December 1879, 13.
222Lux, Beyond Biotogy,
48.

223Report of
Major Walsh, Brockville, 31 December 1880, in Opening

the West:

OfficialReporfs of the Royal Notth-West Mounted Police, 1AT4-1881,26.
22olbid.

zzs¡¡" Indian exodus from the Milk River resulted in the congregation "as
of
many as five thousand people" at Walsh. Report of Superintendent L.N.F. Crozier,
Wood Mountain, December 1880, in Opening the West: Officiat Repofts of the Royat
Notth-West Mounted Police, I 874-1 881. 30-31.
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one hundred and fifty cases in one day.""u
In his report for 1880, Dewdney acknowledged that the bison were all but extinct
in Canada, "[t]hose of our Indians who remained in the Territories received almost

continuous assistance from us during the winter.'t227 5o great was the need that, "it is
found impossible to provide it ... consequently some other work must be provided
before we are enabled to enforce what must be admitted by all as imperative, viz. work
for food."22u The Commissioner described the deteriorating health conditions among
those who depended on government assistance for their survival:
The mortality of the lndians this year has been greater than usual, the Indians
attributing it to the white man's food; and I have no doubt the sudden change
from unlimited meat to the scanty fare they received from the Government has
to some extent brought it about.22s
The quality of government food was also questionable. In January 1880, James Scott,
the farm instructor at Touchwood Hills, described the Indian Department pork that he
distributed as "both mustv and rustv [emphasis Scott's] and totally unfit for usealthough we are giving it out to the lndians, in the absence of anything better, but we
cannot use it ourselves [emphasis Scott's] ."230 The same month, the Herald reported
226Kennedy reported a scarlet fever epidemic in October. Of an estimated 150-

200 cases, fifteen to twenty died. The physician noted, "lt is very difficult to obtain
correct statistics from Indians." Report of Surgeon George A. Kennedy, Fort Walsh, 23
December 1880, in Opening the West: Official Reports of the Royal North-West
Mounted Police, 1874-1881, 47.
227CSP

lBBl, Report to the Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs, Ottawa,
31 December 1880, 91,93.
22sDewdney speculated that the imminent arrival of the Pacific railway would
provide work for the hungry population. lbid., 91.
22slbid., 92.

23oCarter, Lost Haruesfs,

89. In February, T.P. Wadsworth, the Inspector of

Indian Agencies, passed the message on to Lawrence Vankoughnet. lbid., 99.
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on the "soup kitchen" established by Mr. Loucks for the Sioux at Prince Albert, "it is
claimed for him that he has discovered the secret of feeding fifty Indians on two pounds
of pork a day."231 Laurie stated that the relief effort was both inadequate and wasteful:
lf the Dominion Government intends to carry out a starvation policy with the
Indians, then we will not be better than our cousins across the line, whom we
condemn so lustily for their "extermination" policy. We cannot allow our lndians
to starve in our midst,... beef can be delivered from Battleford at eight cents and
a half a pound. ls it not better to give some of that meat to the Indians than to
buy kegs at fourteen dollars a piece and salt at twenty-five cents a pound to salt
it down with, as is now being done? ... lt is easier and cheaper to feed them
than to fight them.232
Even supplies that were in good condition had harmful effects on the malnourished

population. When the members of Mosquito's band moved to their reserve in the Eagle
Hills in the spring of 1880, "they had been subsisting on bulrushes, roots and grass;
and when the [salt] pork and flour were distributed, many who ate it were so weak that

they became seriously ill in consequence of the sudden change."233
During the summer of 1880, the dearth of food contributed to a number of

violent incidents. At Fort Walsh, a riot broke out when farm instructors attempted to
withhold food from the hungry and diseased Cree who had gathered around the

231

Saskafc hewan Herald, 12 January 1880,

.

Soup kitchens were established
at other settlements. In 1881, the lndian Agent at Edmonton, W. Anderson, noted that
after some initial resistance, the kitchen was "greatly appreciated and proved a most
economical method of furnishing relief." Anderson directed that soup kitchens also be
set up at Peace Hills and Riviere qui Barre. CSP 1882, W. Anderson, Edmonton, 13
December 1881.84.
232Saskafchewan

1

Herald, 9 February 1880, 2.

2s3Saskafcfiewan Herald,5 July 1880, 1. The population
of the "wretched"
community was 164 individuals. A year earlier, M.G. Dickieson reported that Mosquito's
Stoney band, "have shown that when pressed for hunger, they can and will work." CSP
1880, Report of Battleford Agency,21 July 1879, 104.

ótó
post.234

The show of force by the Cree was presented by John Tobias as a key factor in

the decision to disburse many bands from their chosen refuge in the Cypress

Hills.235

Some responded to their poverty by returning to traditional means of acquiring
wealth.236 Dewdney reported that, "[a]lmost every tribe have had what they call war

parties out, which means horse stealing expeditions."237 Pasqua, who mounted a horse

stealing party, was earlier refused rations by the police during the summer of 1880.238
His theft of a small number

of

horses in American territory precipitated an attack on

Ocean Man's Assiniboine band by American Indians.23s Because their horses had
been stolen, the survivors were forced to abandon their possessions and walk for three
weeks to the sanctuary of Fort Ellice. At least four people "died from exposure and

23oTobias, "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains

Cree," 528.

235lbid.
2361n

his study of the plains tradition of horse theft, Brian Hubner noted that the
practice was "the most prominent manifestation of continuing, albeit feeble, Native
independence..." Brian Hubner, "Horse Stealing and the Borderline: The NWMP and
the Control of Indian Movement," Prairie Forum 20 (1995), 296. Pasqua's motivation
for the foray into the States may have been to acquire wealth in the form of horses
through traditional means.
237CSP 1881 Report to the Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs, Ottawa,
,

31 December 1880.92.
2tu

Bruce Peel, "The Last Battle," The Beaver297 (1966), 12. Steele and troops
were transferred from Wood Mountain to Fort Qu'Appelle after the return of large
numbers of Sioux to the U.S. in the spring of 1880. The goal of the transfer was to turn
Qu'Appelle "into a full-scale fort." Robert Stewart, Sam Sfee/e: Lion of the Frontier
(Regina: Centax Books, 1999), 92-934. Dominion officials also refused to provide
Pasqua with assistance for the establishment of agriculture. See Carter, Lost Haruests,
76-77.
23ePeel, "The Last Battle," 12-14.
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want" during the miserable journey.24O Conditions in the southeast deteriorated to the
point that moose were denuded from the mountain that bore the species' name.2a1

With ever increasing regularity among the Indian population of the plains,
disease accompanied hunger. ln March 1880, Lawrence Clarke warned that the
desperate condition of the Carlton Indians made them particularly susceptible, "should
sickness break out among them in their present state the fatality would be dreadful."2a2
The threat of disease among the people of the eastern plains was exacerbated by the
termination of Dr. Hagarty's position in the spring of 1880.243 while employed by the
lndian Department, his vaccination campaign in Saskatchewan and western Manitoba
achieved the goal of protecting the Indians from infection, "from the large immigration
that will pour into there during the coming spring and summ

er.Ð244

Those who submitted

to the procedure, according to the doctor, "could now with impunity sleep with a
smallpox corpse."2as His dismissal as the inhabitants of the parklands and the plains
were experiencing the often fatal effects of the famine is evidence of the limited nature

2ooCSP 1881
, Edgar Dewdney, Report of the lndian Commissioner, 31
December 1880, 92.

'o'Nett¡e Mclennan, "starting Out With the Indians," ln Early History of
Saskafchewan Churches, ed. Meredith B. Banting (Regina: Banting Publishers, 1g7S),
176.
242HBCA

Search File: Prince Albert, Clarke to James Graham, Carlton, 3 March

1880, 3.

'otHagarty was officially dismissed on 14 June 1880. NAC, RG 10, vol. 3648, file
8138, J. Cote, Report of a Committee of the Privy Council, 14 June 1880.
2441b¡d.,

24tlb¡d.

n.d. (Spring 1880).
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of the Dominion's concern for their Treaty partners.2o6
As the people continued to eke out what living they could from government
rations, measles and other diseases broke out in the southwest. Malnutrition among
the stricken population worsened the effect of the disease. Scarlet fever "of a very
virulent type," erupted among the 2,500 destitute who had gathered at Fort Walsh,
killing as many as thirty during September of 1880.247 In October, simultaneous
outbreaks of scarlet fever and measles occurred out among large numbers of
Blackfoot, Peigan and Cree south of the international boundary. ln one of the stricken
camps, over one hundred people died.2aB Disease prevailed well into the spring of
1881, as starving and infected bands of Blackfoot made the desperate journey back to

Canadian territory on foot.2ae The measles epidemic spread as far to the northeast as

2ooAs

the Indian Department was dispensing with the services of its own
physician, the services of other practitioners were valued at a high premium. Dr. E.A.
Porter travelled from Prince Albert to Battleford for a fee of seventy-five dollars to treat
J.H. Price, a sick member of the police. According to Price's commander, James
Walker, the cost was "moderate compared with medical charges in this country."
MacPherson, The Battlefords: A History,60. The same year, Dr. Hagarty was paid five
hundred dollars plus expenses. NAC, RG 10, vol. 3678, fi|e11683, Robert Sinclair
(Accountant) to Vankoughnet, 7 August 1879.
'o'CSP, 1881 , Report of Edwin Allen, Indian Agent, Fort Walsh, 30 September
1880, 106. Maureen Lux noted that in addition to being malnourished, the Blackfoot
were also living in overcrowded tents because of the shortage of hides. The
combination of these circumstances led to greater infection and "supramortality."
Beyond Biology,49.
'ouCSP, 1881 . Edgar Dewdney, Report of the Indian Commissioner, Ottawa, 31
December 1880, 92. For a discussion of the Montana outbreak, and a subsequent
epidemic of mumps, see Lux, Beyond Biology,4S-49. Mortality of the combined
outbreak was greatest among the children. CSP 1882, John A. MacDonald,
Superintendent of Indian Affairs, Extract, Fort Macleod, 30 May 1881, xxiv.
2aeCrowfoot petitioned Dominion officials for permission to return home during

1880. The lndian Commissioner told the Chief to remain south of the border and
continue the hunt for the illusive herds. Dempsey, Chief of the Blackfeet, 131-138.
Noel Dyck noted that the absence of the Indians saved the Dominion $100,000 a year.
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Fort â la Corne where at least nine people of the James Smith band perished.2so

Even before the return of thousands of destitute Blackfeet that exacerbated the
crisis in southern Alberta, Indian Agent Norman Macleod reported his frustration in
coping with the emergency:
The supply of food is a serious question, and one which I cannot presume to
meddle with, depending as it does upon the policy of the Government, but until
the Indians become self-supporting they will require the assistance which will, at
the shortest period, be two years from next harvest. There is absolutely no
game in the country by which they can subsist, or even partly assist in feeding
themselves, and unless fairly supplied with food to prevent them from feeling
hunger they will become discontented and have recourse to the committing of
depredations upon the settlers and their cattle... The want of medical advice is
much felt amongst the Indians, as it is only in the neighborhood of the police
posts that they can obtain any assistance, and now being settled on their
reservations they cannot even have this. There are many serious cases which
might be cured, or greatly alleviated, if advice was at hand to which they could
have recourse. Pulmonary complaints and affections of the bowels are
prevalent; and from their filthy habits of living, there is always sickness among
them.251

The crisis deepened as the hungry straggled back to their reserves in southern Alberta

through 1881

.

Edgar Dewdney reported on the situation as over five thousand Treaty 7

people were added to the ration list, othenvise, "they will die of hunger, there being no
game on the Plains..."2s2 Dominion relief was limited. On their return to Canada,
Crowfoot's people were issued a pound of beef and a half pound of flour a day, both

The Administrction of Federal Aid in the Northwest Territoríes, 1879-1885,45,
25OCSP

1882, Report of the Department of Indian Affairs, Extract of Report,
Carlton, 23 March 1881, x.

2slEarlierin his report, Macleod recognized the need forbuilding houses
on the
reserves "as their lodges are completely worn out." CSP 1880, Report of the Indian
Agent, Treaty No.7, Fort Macleod, N.W.T., 29 December 1880, 98,100.

"'Lux, Beyond Biology,

50-51

.
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were of dubious quality.

'5t Under

their contract with the Indian Department, meat

contractors kept not only the heads and hides of slaughtered animals but also the offal
which was sold separately to the hungry population.2s4 When Crowfoot requested
additional aid for his people during the fall of 1881, he was branded a troublemaker and
reprimanded by Agent Macleod.25s By November, rumours circulated that the
government was intentionally starving them to death.2s6 On January 2, 1882, a side
deal over a beef head and some offal turned sour and led to an armed standoff known
as the "Bull Elk Affair," described by Hugh Dempsey as the event which ended good

relations between the Blackfoot and the police who they had once regarded as their
saviours.2sT

Elsewhere on the plains, the cycle of hunger and disease continued to spiral
almost out of control. At Qu'Appelle, smallpox broke out in January 1881

.2sB

the spread of the disease was checked by prompt measures undertaken by

Although

a

Board of

2s3Dempsey, "The Bull Elk Affair,"

4. Inspector T.P. Wadsworth's description of
the four was "not quite unfit for food. Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet, 135.
For further discussion of the conditions at Fort Walsh during the fall of 1881, see Lux,
Beyond Biology, Sl-52.
2saDempsey, "The Bull Elk Affair," 4. As cattle contractors were allowed to keep

the hides of their slaughtered livestock, the consumers of the rations were experiencing
a crisis over the shortage of leather for both clothing and tents.
2ttlbid.
256lbid., 4-s.

"Twhile the case ended the good relations between the police and the Indians
in southern Afberta, some meagre improvements were made to the ration system.
These included the distribution of cattle heads and offal gratis to the lndian population
and the maintenance of an adequate supply of beef and flour on hand to allay any
fears of imposed starvation. lb¡d., 8.
2s8Stewart, Sam Sfee/e : Lion of the Frontier, g6; Lux, Beyond Biology, S2-53.
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Health, The Herald reported:
There is a strong scrofulous taint amongst many bands of Plain lndians, and
where the disease broke out in this case, the afflicted ones had been eating the
flesh of horses that had died of the scab or mange, and it is almost impossible
that they could do so without taking into their systems the germs of the disease.
... we hope to hear very soon that all danger has passed away, and that the
illness was only the outbreak of an impure condition of blood aggravated by
impure diet.2ss
The inhabitants of the plains were forced to adopt their "impure" diet from sheer

desperation. At Fort Ellice, three people were reported to have starved to death in
January.260 The Herald later commented on the four deaths at Strike Him on the Back's

Reserve during April, "thus the Red Man is surely and steadily passing away."261 In
May, the Sioux of Moose Woods were reported to be "destitute of clothing and

provisions; some three or four died actually skeletons."zaz

g, summer, conditions

worsened to the point that Laurie penned the following gruesome passage:

The natives of this land are fully up to the buzzards of the south. Few deceased
animals escape their rapacious maws. A horse died a few nights ago on the
street opposite to our office, and at early dawn we beheld a posse of native
beauties cutting up the dead animal a la buffalo mode of past days, and
conveying it to camp, where a grand gorge was being prepared. We did not
attend the pow-wow.263

2ssSaskaúchewan Herald, 11 April 1881, 1.
26olux noted that White Bear's band was being supplied with twelve ounces
of

flour and four ounces of bacon per day. Beyond Biology, 57-58.
26rSaskafchewan Herald,25 April 1881, 1.
262CSP 1882, Report of the Department

of Indian Affairs, Extract of Report,

Humþoldt, 18 November 1881, xiii.
263Saskafchewan Herald,4 July 1881,

1. The hunger that drove the Indians to
consume the flesh of diseased animals continued for at least another two years. On
July 21, 1883, the Hercld reported that a horse infected with glanders that had been
shot by the police to prevent the spread of disease, "was not altogether lost, for in ten
minutes after death it was converted into choice grass-fed beef."
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By 1881, a disease which had killed large numbers of horses, spread to the weakened
reserve population.

An eruption similar to mange, such as obtained amongst native ponies in the
Territories last winter, is now attacking Indians on the adjacent reserves.
Something should be done to prevent all intercourse with such districts, for
whether the disease be infectious
or not, the unhappy subjects are not fit associates for others not so
distressed.26a

The Dominion did not increase its expenditures to counter the growing crisis. In fact,
the government responded to Liberal criticism that aid to the Indians was a waste of
public expenses by cutting assistance to the hungry.26s Sir Leonard Tilley, the Finance
Minister, stated the policy directive succinctly, "they must work or starve."266 During the
winter of 1881, Dewdney, who had no real interest in lndian administration,26T passed
on the management of Indian Affairs in the west to Hayter Reed.268 Reed, a Brigade

26asaskafchewan Herald,31 December 1881, 1. The human variant of mange,
a mite borne disease, is scabies. Clayton L. Thomas, ed., Tabefs Cyclopedic Medical
Dictionary,l6th ed., 1079. The mange epidemic among the remaining Indian horses
continued until at least the summer of 1882, when the Cree leader, Mistawassis,
implored the Governor General for help because their horses had been traded for food
or had died of disease. MacPherson, The Battlefords: A History,68.
265For

a summary of the Liberal criticism of Tory overspending during the famine
in the House of Commons, see Larmour, Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of Indian
Affairs and Lieutenant Governor of the Northwest Territories, 1879-1888, 35-37.
2uuDyck, The Administration of

Fedenl lndian Aid in the Northwest Territories,

1879-1885.42.
2u'For a discussion of Dewdney's disinterest in his position as lndian

Commissioner, see Titley, The Frontier Wodd of Edgar Dewdney, 47-49, and Larmour,
Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of lndian Affairs and Lieutenant Govemor of the
Northwest Territories, I 879-1 888, 31-32.
268Reed

was initially appointed lndian Agent for Battleford but was soon
promoted to the rank of Assistant Commissioner. Robert Nestor, Hayter Reed,
Severality, and the Subdivision of lndian Reserves on the Canadian Pram'es (M.A.
thesis, University of Regina, 1997), 33.
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Major and Adjutant of the Canadian military in the west, was provided with specific

instructions on the management of Indian Affairs. Dewdney told the newly appointed
agent for Battleford to be "as economical as possible" and that the latter was to be
allowed to use his discretion with regard to the issue of rations to the hungry.26s Reed
stressed the need to be firm in the management of relief:

One of my main endeavors (sic) will be to curtail the issue of flour and bacon,
but of course this is a difficult task. I have informed all within my power that no
relief, except under special circumstances, will be granted except on the reserve
to which an Indian belongs. ... I have furtherwarned all those within my power
that none will be paid except at the places appointed for their respective
heads.27o

Food would only be provided if the hungry were on their reserves, a move intended to

undermine the growing resistance of the Indians.271 Farm Instructor, D.L. Clink, who
applied the work for rations policy "with unmitigated

zeal"272

was threatened with a

knife during a dispute with members of the Thunderchild and Moosomin bands.273
Reed's superior responded to the increased tension with a temporary softening of the

26slbid. Dewdney stressed economy but he acknowledged the need for the use
of rations in the establishment of a viable farming program. T.P. Wadsworth, the
Inspector of Farming Agencies concurred, the "Department, the Government, and the
country [must] bravely "face the musiC'-to make their minds to the expenditure and
prepare for it..." Dyck, The Administration of Federal lndian Aid in the Northwest
Territories, 1 879-1 885, 42.
270CSP 1882, Report of the
Superintendent-General of lndian Affairs, Hayter

Reed, Battleford, 9 July 1881, xviii.
271During

the spring of 1881, Reed used the condition to stop a Thirst Dance
that was to be held at Battleford. lbid. Later, he was confronted with a strike by an
lndian construction crew who demanded cash for their work. Saskatchewan Henld.
August 1881, 1-2.
2T2lnspector McGibbon of the Indian Department wrote that he had "slight
misgivings regarding Clink's strictness." Looy, The lndian Agent and his Role in the
Administration of the Northwest Superintendency, I 876-1 893, 94.

2isMacPherson,

Ifie Battlefords: A History, 71.

1
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rule that only Treaty Indians were eligible

for

assistance.2Ta

By the summer of 1881 , Dominion refusal to assist Sitting Bull led to his return

to the United States.2Ts By this time, both Canadian and American officials were able to
command the relocation of lndian þands to locations that best suited their management
as essentially subjugated peoples. The most significant of the relocations was the

forced removal of bands from their chosen reserves in the Cypress Hills following the
selection of the southern route of the Canadian Pacific Railway (CPR).276 On New
Year's day, 1882, the Cree Chief Poundmaker acknowledged that the advancing
railway sealed their fate, "[n]ext summer, or latest next fall, the railway will be close to
us, the whites will fill our country and they will dictate to us as we please."2z7 W¡thin

months, Poundmaker's prediction became government policy. On March 24, 1882, the
Prime Minister announced to the House of Commons that all the lndians in the territory
of Assiniboia would be removed, by force if necessary, from the land south of the

proposed railway.278 Over the next year, 5,000 people were forced from the Cypress

274Tobias, "Canada's Subjugation of

the Plains Cree, 1879-1885 ," 528-529.

"'For a recent popular account of the events leading to Sitting Bull's

capitulation, see lan Anderson, Sitting Bull's Boss: Above the Medicine Line with James
Morrow Walsh (Surrey: Heritage House, 2000), 208-211. The entire Sitting Bull affair
was a thorn in the side of the Macdonald administration. Police support for the refugee
Sioux, particularly that of James Walsh, led to the superintendent's "scapegoating" and
forced resignation. For a discussion, see R.D. Macleod, The Noñh West Mounted
Police, 1873-1905: Law Enforcement and the Social Order in the Canadian Northwest
(Ph. D. diss. Duke Unviversity,1972),58-60.
276For

a discussion regarding the selection of the southern route, see W.A.
Waiser, "A Willing Scapegoat: John Macoun and the Route of the CPR," Prcirie Forum
10 (1985): 65-82.
2TTMacPherson,

Ihe Battlefords: A History,69.

"uMcQuillan, "Creation of Indian Reserves on the Canadian Prairies, 18701885.',385.
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Hills. With its usual unsympathetic tone, the Herald described the relocations from the
south west as "Marching Northward toward the Government Grubpile."27s Dominion
officials grew increasingly merciless in their use of aid as a method to control the Indian
population after the decision to use the southern route for the CPR. A month after the
announcement of the relocations, the Prime Minister described the government's
position on relief, "we cannot allow them to die for want of food... we are doing all we
can, by refusing food until the Indians are on the verge of starvation, to reduce the
expense."28o

Bands were driven from their chosen reserves in the high country of the

Cypress Hills to meet the related goals of opening the country close to the railway for
European settlement and to minimize the potential threat of a concentrated Indian
population to the planned establishment of an agricultural economy.'ut By the end of
1882, Big Bear, the most prominent of the Indian dissidents, adhered to Ïreaty in

exchange for rations for his starving band. For almost a year after his return from
Montana in 1881, his people endured terrible hardship in the Cypress Hills.282 By fall
1882, the police physician, Augustus Jukes, reported to Dewdney, "[i]t would indeed be

difficult to exaggerate their extreme wretchedness and need, or the urgent necessity
which exists from some prompt and sufficient provision being made for them by the

2Tssaskatchewan Herald,27 May 1882,2, and 24 June 1882,128olux, Beyond Biology, 55.
2t1By

June 1882, 6 million acres in centralSaskatchewan had been set aside for
colonization. Sprague, Canada and the Métis, 1869-1885, 148.
2u'For a description of the plight of Big Bear and his followers, see Dempsey,

Big Bear: The End of Freedom, 106-119.
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Government."283 Rations were deliberately withheld until the Chief capitulated on

December 8,1882.284
By the time Big Bear signed treaty, almost all of the Cree with the exception of

the small band under Foremost Man,285 had taken up their reserves. By January 1883,
the construction crews of the CPR were approaching the Cypress Hills. Later in the
year, the railway reached Medicine Hat, opening eastern markets to ranchers of the
west.286 The success of the relocation scheme was ensured by the closure of Fort

Walsh. Until the arrival of the railway, the post served as the seat of Canadian
authority in the southwest and the primary point for the distribution of relief during the
famine in the southwest. With the exception of the brief armed resistance by some of
the Cree during the spring of 1885, the lndians of the plains were pacified, if not
subjugated, by the beginning of 1883. Hayter Reed continued to curb the flow of food
and other types of assistance to the reserve populations of the plains. The effects of
his single minded focus on economy were reflected in the report of the Edmonton

Agency for 1883:
The majority of deaths during the year have been from consumption, which
appears prevalent amongst them. This is owing, in a great extent, to their want

2s.Jukes earlier noted that the cotton tents of the Cree were "in the most rotten

and dilapidated condition," their clothing "scarcely rags" and "of food they possessed
lit¡e or none." lb¡d., 109. Lux noted the conflicting perspectives of the police and Indian
Department officials during Big Bear's last months of freedom . Beyond Biology,60-61.
2saDempsey, Big Bear: The End of Freedom,109-111.
2stThe band secured a reserve in the Cypress Hills thirty years later. David Lee,

"Foremost Man, and His Band," Saskafchewan History 36 (1983)' 100'
286paul Sharp noted that while the arrival of the railhead signalled the end of
freedom for the lndians and the Métis, it was "ironic" that they waited until after the

completion of the railway to attempt an armed resistance. , Whoop Up Country,238,
242.
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of clothing, which is really lamentable, many of the children going naked and
some adults being barefooted in the dead of winter. All this is caused by the
disappearance of the buffalo and other game from which they formerly obtained
their covering and lodges. The latter are now made of very thin cotton, and are
utterly inadequate to protect them from the severe winter climate. 287
By the early 1880s, tuberculosis was the primary pathogen among the Indian

inhabitants of the plains. For years, the population suffered from malnutrition if not
outright starvation. At the negotiations leading to Treaty 6, the Cree recognised the
implications of the extermination of the bison on the well-being of their communities.
Cree negotiators succeeded with the inclusion of famine relief in the text of the Carlton

Treaty. Canadian officials, who accepted the responsibility to feed the hungry in times
of crisis, either ignored their commitment or used food as an instrument to suppress
the population who, less than a decade earlier, had controlled the plains. The
management of the famine by the Dominion resulted

in

more than simply subjugating

the people of the plains. The collateral effect of the inadequate Canadian response to
the humanitarian crisis was to provide tuberculosis with an immune-suppressed
population across the prairies. Infection from the disease, precipitated by the famine,
was so complete that physicians in later years assumed that the Indians were
somehow racially susceptible to the disease.288

287CSP, lBS4Report of Agent W. Anderson, Edmonton, 20 July 1883, 78.
288Ferguson,

Sfudres in Tuberculosls, 6-7.

Chapter 9: "Beggars should not be choosers."l Control, Resistance and Subjugation,
1 883-1 885.
"lf we are to be mastered by the whites... and to receive only the crumbs from
their tables, it is better for us to be killed by bullets than to starve
ignominiously."2
"Let them Suffer." Lawrence Vankoughnet, Superintendent General D.l.A.,
1gg33

By the spring of 1883, freedom for the Indian inhabitants of the plains was all

but a thing of the past. The bison herds were gone forever. Though First Nations
signed Treaties less than a decade earlier as partners with the Dominion, many came
to feel as though they were prisoners on their reserves.a The first residential school
was opened, initiating a period of forced assimilation and suffering for the children of
First Nations which would last until the second half of the twentieth century.s The
railway reached the Cypress Hills and most of the people who had sought refuge from

hunger in the high country of the southwestern plains were expelled for the last time.6

lCanada, House of Commons, Deþafes, 1885, vol.4, John A. Macdonald, 13
July 1885, 3319.
2Statement by unnamed Blackfoot Chief, in Hugh Dempsey, Charcoal's World
(Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books, 1987),74.

tTitley, The Frontier World of Edgar Dewdney, 54.
aSliwa, Standing the Test of Time: A History of Beardy's/Okemasis Reserue,

1876-1951,78-79.
sAlthough the consideration of the role of the residential school system is
beyond the scope of this study, several recent works have dealt with the issue. See
John Milloy's "A National Crime": The Canadian Govemment and the Residential
School System, 1879 to 1986, 51-157. For a less critical, but voluminous, account of
the schools, see J.R. Miller, Shingwauk's Vision: A History of Native Residential
Schoo/s (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1996).
oAmong those coerced to move that spring were Big Bear, Piapot, Little Pine,
and Lucky Man. Hubner, "Horse Stealing and the Borderline: The NWMP and the
Control of Indian Movement," 291.
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Fort Walsh, where so many had gathered during the previous years for what food aid

they could get from the police, was demolished in 1883 and replaced by a new
detachment along the CPR at Maple Creek. In addition to the physícal displacement of
the last holdouts, the Dominion government took steps to further consolidate their
control over First Nations. Responsibility for the North West Mounted Police was
transferred from the Department of the interior to the Department of Indian Affairs.T
Changes to the lndian Acf gave the Indian Department the power to unseat Chiefs at

will.8 In 1884, officials began to punish Indians caught off reserves without consent.s
The Indian farm program was severely curtailed.lo Expenses for provisions to the
destitute were reduced by $80,000 per year between 1882 and 1885.11 While writers
have attributed the slashing of government expenses for Indian assistance on the

TJim Wallace called
transfer of the police to

the lndian Department "a retrograde
step." A Double Duty: The Decisive First Decade of the North West Mounted Police,
244.
uAmong the Chiefs deposed were
Cut Nose, Beardy and Okemasis. Stephen
Sliwa, Standing the Test of Time,82-83. The Battleford Chief, Strike-him-on-the-back,
was deposed in 1884. Campbell Innes, ed., The Cree Rebellion of 1884, 68.
[Reprinted as Ross Innes, ed., The Sands of Time (North Battleford: Turner-Warwick,
1e861.

nTobias, "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains
Cree, 1879-1885 ," 224. By the
spring of 1884, rations were withheld as punishment from bands who left their reserves
without permission of Dominion authorities in the Battleford area. Saskatchewan
Hercld,31 May 1884, 3, and 14 June 1884,1.
1oBoth

Home farms and European-manned supply farms, the basis of the
government's self-sufficiency initiative, were cancelled though farm instructors
remained on reserves. Titley, The Frontier World of Edgar Dewdney, 53.
11Dyck, The
Administration of

Fedenl tndian Aid in the Northwest Territories,
1879-1885. 57; and Appendix A #2 "Government Expenditures on Provisions for
Destitute Indians in Treaties Four, Six and Seven,1880-1889," x. Hugh Dempsey noted
that Vankoughnet slashed $140,000 from the funds destined for the west on his return
to Ottawa. Big Bear: The End of Freedom, 121.
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economic downturn in the east, the Indian Department cuts were much more severe
than other branches of the Dominion government.l2
Lawrence Vankoughnet, the O"Ou,, Superintendent of Indian Affairs,
personally oversaw the budget slashing after his tour of the west during September of
1883.13 In addition to what he considered excessive spending by his officers in the

field, Vankoughnet reported that the Indian administration in the west was rife with
corruption and recommended the termination of several employees.la Troubled by the
irregularities described in the document, the Prime Minister wrote to Dewdney, stating
that Vankoughnet's memorandum was:

(A)n uncomfortable one. Please return it when read with your remarks. He
showed me a padlock-- as a specimen furnished by Baker & Co. which is a
mere fraud. lf their has been any connivance by any of our agents--or
carelessness in receiving inferior articles, they should be dismissed without
mercy.ls
The recommendations brought the Deputy Superintendent into direct conflict with the

12G.F.G. Stanley first attributed
the cause of the cuts to the severe economic
downturn in the east. ln The Birth of Western Canada,269-270. Dyck echoed

Stanley's view, "the depression which began in 1882 spelled the final failure of the
program, for in the following year massive reductions were made in Indian expenditures
in the North-West." The Administration of Federal lndian Aid in the Northwest
Territories, 1879-1885, 57,69 and 81. Even recent studies have considered the cuts
"as a part of a general govemment retrenchment in the face of recession." Lux, Beyond
Biology,63. Carl Beal, an economist at Saskatchewan Indian Federated College,
however, asserts that cuts began a year before the recession began (personal
communication November 27, 2001 ).

l3larmour, Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of lndian Affairs and Lieutenant
Governor of the Nofthwest Territories, 1879-1888, 60-61.
toThe lndian Agent for Treaty Four, Allan MacDonatd, was ordered
to dismiss
most of his staff. On the terminations, see lb¡d., 60-62, and Titley, The Frontier World of
Edgar Dewdney, 53-54.
15SAB, R-70, John
A. Macdonald Papers, Macdonald to Dewdney, 28
November 1883, 51.
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Indian Commissioner, whose response to the Prime Minister was that Vankoughnet

had come to "hasty conclusions."l6 The report was prepared without Dewdney and
focussed on the "belief that there was manipulation and connivance between Indian
Agents and the l.G. Baker Co."17 Dewdney's dismissal of the report may well have
been motivated by his own commercial interest in the Montana company rather than the
substance of the charges.ls The Prime Minister's official report for the year did not
reflect the internal dissension or the possibility of corruption within government ranks.
Rather, Macdonald noted that his deputy found, "the progress of the Indians is
generally very satisfactory, that on many of these reserves great interest appears to be
taken by them in the work of cultivating the soil and raising crops; and the important
result has been obtained the department has been abfe to reduce considerably the
rations of flour issued to them on several of the reserves..."tn The department may
have cut rations, but not as a result of widespread progress in agriculture.
Many of the First Nation's communities had more pressing issues to contend
l6Larmour, Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of lndian Affairs and Lieutenant
Governor of the Northwest Territories, 1879-1888, 61. Part of Dewdney's defence of
his men was that they were sober, married men of integrity. Looy, The lndian Agent
and His Role in the Administration of the Northwest Superintendency, 1876-1893,1O4.
tTLarmour, Edgar Dewdney, Commissioner of lndian Affairs and Lieutenant
Governor of the Northwest Territories, 1879-1888, 60-61.
18For

a discussion of the commercial relationship between the l.G. Baker
Company and Dewdney, see Sharp, Whoop Up Country,221. A liberal newspaper, the
Stratford Beacon, noted with suspicion Dewdney's financial success during his time in
the west, "Mr. Dewdney went out west as poor as a church mouse... and now he is
reputed to be worth half a million. He is certainly a very wealthy man. He did not save
this out of his salary. How did he get it?" Dempsey, Big Bear: The End of Freedom,
117. Dewdney was also reported to have been given $10,000 in stocks of the Bell
Farming Company in Indian Head. Canada, House of Commons, Debates, M.C.
Cameron, 15 April 1886, 719.

ttSAB, R.G. Ferguson Papers, Microfilm, reel R. 2.391.
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with than the honesty of their overseers or even the cuts in appropriations for their
welfare, described by Dewdney as a policy whose aim was to "[]et them Suffer."20
Years of malnutrition, depravation and disease associated with the early reserve
period,21 pushed many communities to the brink of disaster. During 1883, the

Assiniboine bands under Mosquito, Bears Head and Lean Man in the Battleford Agency
suffered seventy-seven deaths from a combined population of only three hundred.22

The Saskatchewan Herald reported most of the deaths resulted from consumption, but

added "(t)he survivors, however, say that it is from starvation, as according to their
belief, no one ever dies except from want of food."23 Diseases associated with the
famine were not the only source of mortality among the population that had taken up
their reserves.
The deep cuts in the appropriations for food forced department officials to
withhold food that was already in government warehouses. Many of the hungry were
killed from eating rations that had spoiled as a result of being stored for extended

periods. In the fall of 1883, Dr. Girard reported that between 35 to 40 people died on

2olux, Beyond Biotogy, 64.
2tAt Edmonton, Agent Anderson noted that consumption was the primary
cause
of death during the previous year owing, "in a great extent, to their want of clothing,
which is really lamentable, many of the children going naked and some adults being
barefooted in the dead of winter." CS¿ 1884, Report of W. Anderson, Edmonton, 20
July 1883, 78.
22Lux, Beyond

Biology, 62. The bands continued their precipitous declines from
peak
population of 445 in 1BB2 to only 69 in 1905, the result of "hunger, disease,
a
poor living conditions and the flight of many to the UnÍted States." Kenneth J. Tyler,
lnterim Report: The History of the Mosquito, Grizzly Beafs Head, and Bean Man
Bands, I B7B-1 920 (n.p., 1974, typewritten), 26.
23Saskatchewan Herald.31 March 1883. 1.
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the Blackfoot and Sarcee Reserves from eating putrefied l.G. Baker flour.2a Account of
the poisonings are numerous in the oral history the people of Treaty 7.25 Among the
Peigan, Tom Yellowhorn reported a yellow chemicalwas added to the ration flour:
...So many died so fast they did not have time to bury them; they just left bodies
on top of the ground. Today this place is known as Ghost Coulee... The lndians
always used "The time the flour burned" for a counting date...26
Alan Pard stated that the chemical in the food was sulphur, adding, "there was also lye
in the meat, also bluestone in the meat."2t The Agent responsible for the distribution of

the poisoned food, Cecil Denny, was ousted from the Indian Department.2s lronically,
2aDyck, The Administration of Federat tndian
Aid in the Northwest Territories,

1879-1885,54;Lux, Beyond Biology,S}. A.W. Oglivie, whose company had milled the
flour, was adamant that his product was sound at the time of its transport to the west.
The problem stemmed from its exposure to the elements in inadequate storehouses
where excessive humidity corrupted the product. Canada, House of Commons,
Debates, Mr. Patterson, 15 April 1886, 736.
25Maureen Lux, Medicine that Watks:Dlsease,
Medicine, and Canadian Plains

Native People, 1880-1940 (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2OO1),59-60.
26lbid., 59. According to an early
written account, "more than a quarter of the

Peigan tribe of the Blackfeet, which than numbered about twenty-five or twenty-six
hundred, died from starvation" during the winter of 1883-84. George Bird Grinnell,
Blackfoot Lodge Tales: The Story of a Prairie People (Lincoln. University of Nebraska
Press, 1962), 289. Reports of contaminated flour persisted until the end of the decade.
f n 1888, the Herald noted the controversy surrounding the addition of aluminium and
fime in baking powder. Saskafchewan Herald, 2 June 1888, 4.
2TAccording to Lux, "Bluestone, or Blue
vitriol, is a salt chiefly used as an

insecticide or fungicide." The author noted that "oral history tends to a view it [the
poisonings] as a deliberate act." Medicine that Walks: Drsease, Medicine, and
Canadian Plains Native People, 1880-1940, 59-60.
28Dyck, The Administntion of Federcl
lndian Aid in

the Northwest Territories,
1879-1885, 54-55. Though the author noted that the deaths forced the end of Denny's
career, he had earlier been accused of using Indian Department labourers on his own
ranch and of squandering funds, "his early actions constituted mere petty fraud"
compared to deaths of so many in 1883. Denny's replacement in the lndian
Department, Mr Pocklington, was employed by l.G. Baker & Co., "as an agent to prove
that the flour which spread disease and death among the Indians of the North-West
was pure." Canada, House of Commo ns, Debates 1 886. Mr. Patterson, 15 April 1886,
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the dismissed lndian Agent later accused some of those who had eaten the spoiled
food of fraud, "l found that a great deal of cheating had been going on in rations-3,000
had been drawing rations, when there where only thought to have been 2,200."2e Dr.
C.F. Ferguson, a Conservative M.P. and land speculator, who witnessed the deaths at

the Blood reserve reported that rations were not the cause of the mortality. He
suggested that the Bloods perished as a result of their own unsanitary habits which
made them susceptible to "autumn fever or mountain fever."s0 He claimed that the

chronic dyspepsia in their community was "as a result of too much food and not enough
exercise."3t The use of spoiled, if not poisonous, rations was not isolated to the
Blackfoot.

In November 1883, the Inspector of Indian Agencies, T.P. Wadsworth, reported

to Dewdney that large quantities of bacon at farm 17 near Edmonton32 were

735. On Denny's dismissal, see also, F. L.aurie Barron, "lndian Agents and the NorthWest Rebellion," in 1BB5 and After: Native Society in Tnnsition, eds. F.Laurie Barron
and James Waldram, (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1985), 143-144. A
more sympathetic view of Denny is presented by Hugh Dempsey, who noted that the
agent "was so disgusted by these shortsighted economy moves that he resigned from
the government." Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet,162.
2sCanada, House of Commons, Debates vol. 4. M.C. Cameron, 13 July 1885,
3319; NAC, John A. Macdonald Papers, MG 26, Microfilm reel C-1523, p. 42237,
Extract of Cameron's Speech to the House of Commons.
30An outbreak of typhoid fever killed a large number of

the Blackfoot during the
fall of 1883. CSe 1884, John A. Macdonald, Report of the Department of Indian
Affairs, 1 January 1884, liii.
31Canada, House of Commons, Debafes C.F. Ferguson, 15 April 1886,
739-740.

According to Lux, Ferguson's "characterization of aboriginal people as filthy and lazy
and as unfit parents marked a significant retreat from the paternalístic optimism of
treaty commissioners such as Alexander Morris. Medicine that Walks: Disease,
Medicine, and Canadían Plains Native People, 1880-1940,141-142.
32Farm 17, located at Riviere
Qui Barre near Edmonton, was under the direction
of W.J. O'Donnell. CSe 1883, Part 1: "Farming Agencies and Indian Reservations,"
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deteriorating, "doubtless by being kept for so long." The departmental obsession with
economy forced Agent Anderson to dealwith the problem of spoiled salt pork:
... although of good appearance had not kept well owing he fancied to some
fault in curing, that later on the Agent reported that he was obliged to re-cure
the bacon in hot weather ... Mr. Anderson in a recent letter stated that previous
to re-curing the bacon that he sent a few sides to the farms which he believed to
be a little rusty but nothing to speak of that he (Anderson) further stated in
another report regarding the bacon that after it was re-cured, it kept in fine
condition, that respecting the flour the Agent reported that it was a little musty...
Mr. Anderson had been most economical in the management of food issues to
Indians and in cases where it had been absolutely necessary to issue flour &
bacon, he had refrained from doing so although at times to his personal
detriment & thereby carried supplies over.t'
In his report for 1883, he reported the prevalence of consumption among his charges.

Acknowledging that Dominion parsimony continued even after the deaths of his
charges, he noted "much bitter feeling and complaints" at his refusal to provide coffins
"which, in the absence of authority, I have been unable to do."sa
The worst incident resulting from the consumption of poisoned food occurred
near ndian Head in the fall of 1883. The experience of Piapot, the leader of the local
f

bands, in dealing with Dominion authoritíes was marked by hardship and frustration. In
1882, Piapot and his 470 followers were forced from the Cypress Hills and endured a

journey on foot of over 350 miles with a daily ration of "one half pound of flour and a

198.
33NAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, MG 26, Microfilm, reel C-1523, p. 42228,
Extract of a speech by M.C. Cameron to the House of Commons. ln 1884, members of
the nearby Alexis Band were reported to "be in a very destitute condition and afmost
naked." canada, House of commons, Debates M.c. cameron, 1s April 1886,744.
toCSP, 1884, Report of
W. Anderson, Edmonton, 20 July 1gg3, Zg. Father
Scollen commented that because the people could not afford to bury their dead that "l
know of one corpse to have been eaten by dogs and wolves not a quarter of a mile
from Edmonton. Lux, Medicine that Walks.'Drsease, Medicine, and Canadian Plains
Native People, 1 880-1 940, 49.
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small amount of pemmican per person."ss The Agent at Indian Head noted their

"discontent and expression of unwillingness to go to their reserve" but he ensured them
that both Treaty terms and other promises made at Fort Walsh would be honoured.
Agent MacDonald assured the band, "lwould certainly give them or resign."3u On his
arrival in the Agency, the Chief was "incensed" by the starvation of those who had
taken to their reserves near Qu'Appelle.37 Within months, Piapot, Long Lodge, as well
as the northern plains leaders, Lucky Man, Big Bear and Little Pine, along with over two

thousand followers abandoned their reserves and returned to Cypress to take their
chances in the high country near Fort Walsh.tt Because the departures were not
sanctioned by the authorities, they received no assistance.3s Once at Cypress, the
holdouts were fed but at minimum levels. Agent MacDonald explained to Dewdney

3slbid., 38. In June 1882, Agent McDonald reported from
Qu'Appelle on the

arrival of 453 Indians evicted from Cypress other than Piapot. Among those was the
small band under Ka-Ki-Wis-Ta-Haw (33 people) who were "picked up on their way in
from Wood Mountain in a starving condítion ... it was fortunate that they fell in with
English's party." NAC, RG 10, vol. 3744, file 29507-2, Report of A. MacDonald,
Qu'Appelle, 20 June 1882.
36lbid.

37lux, Medicine that Walks; Disease, Medicine, and Canadian Plains Native
People, 1880-1940, 39. The official position of the DIA was that Piapot, "made such
unusual demands that they could not be entertained without occasioning discontent
among the other bands. They were consequently refused." CS¿ 1883, Report of John
A. Macdonald, Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, Ottawa, 31 December 1882,
xiii.

38lux, Medicine that Walks; Drsease, Medicine, and Canadian Plains Native
People, 1880-1940, 39; David Lee, "Piapot: Man and Myth," Prairie Forum 17 (1992),
257. For a regional perspective on the returns to Cypress, see Tobias, "Canada's
Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 1879-1885," 219-220.
tnCSP, 1884, DIA Annual Report for 1883, T.P. Wadsworth, lnspector of Indian
Agencies Report, Edmonton, I October 1883, 117.
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they "were not getting enough flour but I like to punish them a little."ao

When Fort Walsh was finally closed by direct order from Ottawa in the spring of
1883, Piapot and the other holdouts again headed to their appointed reserves in the

east and the north.al Their journeys from what had been their sanctuary in the Hills
were wrought with difficulty. The Cree band under Little Pine returned to Cypress too
late to receive rations from the decommissioned police post and were reduced to

trading their horses for food.a2 Piapot was provided with passage east though several
of his people were injured when their train derailed soon after their departure from
Maple Creek.a3 In August, Piapot's plan to hold a council of Treaty 4 Chiefs to discuss

their conditions was thwarted by the Indian Department's refusal to supply the
gathering with rations.oo H¡s band then took up their allotted reserve near lndian Head.
The Regina Leader assured its readers that Piapot's acceptance of a reserve and the
rations that came with it, would mean no more trouble, "(t)he Government is bound to

aolux, Medicine that Walks. Drsease, Medicine, and
Canadian Plains Native
People, 1880-1940, 40. Agent Macdonald continued to withhold rations to control his
charges. In 1883, he noted that he held back food to the Saulteaux bands under Wayway-se-Cappo and Gambler because, "a little starvation will do them good." Canada,
House of Commons, Debates 1886, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886,729.

4lPiapot's acceptance of a reserve adjacent to Assiniboine reserve effected
a
concentration of more than 2000 Indians and the Chief intended the mass of people to
serve as a power base from which to negotiate revisions to Treaty 4. Tobias, "Canada's
Subjugation of the Plains Cree," 220.
o2The

Saskaúchewan Herald reported,"soon [they]will be so reduced that they'll
be glad to fulfill their promises." 4 August 1884, 1.
a3lee, "Piapot: Man and Myth," 256. With its usualsarcasm,
the Herald, noted,
"No lives were lost, but the Indians got it into their heads that they had been boxed up
for the purpose of being killed off, thus forever settling the vexed question of 'lndian
difficulties."' 26 May 1883, 2.
aaRegina Leader,16 August 1883,2.
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feed the Indians, so as they are fed, the poor creatures are no more likely to give
trouble than a kennel of dogs fed at regular interyals..."ot As winter approached, the
Leader reported that all was quiet on the reserves east of Regina, "(t)he feeling of
dread that the Government intended to starve them has disappeared."46 As for Piapot,
"(t)he Agent now reports he has no more contented Indians in his agency."aT

The reality on the Indian Head reserves during the fall and winter of 1883-84
was anything but the picture of serenity presented by the LeaderJ8 According to
Assiniboine historian Abel Watetch, members of the band who had been cutting
cordwood were given rancid bacon for their work.as W.W. Gibson, whose family setfled

the land adjacent to Piapot's reserve, described the outcome:
(L)ate in the fall of 1883 a deadly epidemic5o broke out in Chief Piapot's camp.
Ere the snows of Winter disappeared, one hundred and thirty of his band
perished of the malady.
Many a time when herding my father's flock on the reservation I passed the
aspen groves where dozens of platforms lashed to poplar trees with rawhide
thongs, sepulchres that bore mute evidence of that tragic winter.
Chief Piapot placed the blame of the epidemic squarely on the shoulders of the
Canadian government. He said that the government had lured his people away
from the Cypress Hills with the promise of fresh rations of meat during the winter
months, but the only rations they received was that of rancid bacon, which the
4tlb¡d., 23 August 1883, 2.
46lbid., 22 November 1883, 4.
47lbid.
48The editorial policy
of the paper was to gloss over any trouble with Indians as it

"w(ould) prejudicialfy affect the settlement of the country." (Statement regarding the
food riot at the Sakimay Reserve), lb¡d., 28 February 1884,4.
otSAB, microfilm 2.75 Schoot Histories
of Thirty-Five Indian Reserves, Abel
Watetch, "History of Piapot Reserve," 5; Watetch , Payepot and His people, 17.
tooff¡c¡al accounts stated
that the high mortality of the lndian Head Bands was
from measles and diphtheria. cse 1884, John A. MacDonald, Annual Report, 1
January 1884, xi-xii.
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lndians had never been accustomed to

eat.51

On February 7, 1884, Dr. O.C, Edwards reported, "the mortality of these Indians has
been very great and that in his opinion the death rate was accelerated if death was not
immediately caused scant Supply of food served out to the Indians."52 Though "prompt
remedial measures" were called for by Edwards, there was no response until six weeks
later when the lndian Department suggested, "a moderate quantity of beef might be

sent to the Indian head reserves occasionally for the sick, as well as tea and sugar."s3
Though the Conservative Regina Leader did not comment on the event, the Moose

Jaws News printed a scathing indictment of the government for its role in the affair:
The sufferings of the Indians on the Assiniboia Reserves during the past year
are a burning shame to us, a lasting reproach to our government. What should
be thought of us in England, or in any other Christian country were it clearly
understood for weeks large bands of Indians, the wards of the Nation, poor,
wretched creature, whose primitive source of supply has been cut off by our
invasion, and whom we were bound by solemn treaty, as well as by every
consideration of justice and humanity to care for, were dying by the scores,
partly from semi-starvation and partly from the bad quality of the food supplied
by the Agents! ... Where there not high officials whose first duty it was to know
the facts? lf it should prove that the want of knowledge, or the fearful ravages
of scurvy were due in any degree to a petty economy which dispensed with the
51W.W.

Gibson, Silver Cloud: Condensed from "The Last Buffalo." (n.a. selfpublished n.d. approx. 1940), 2-3. Official reports of the mortality were lower but still
horrendous. ln May, 1884, Dr. O.C. Edwards reported that the death tollwas "42 Crees
and 33 Assiniboínes. This you will see out of 873 souls is a vary large proportion and
the number will increase unless a radical change is made in the matter of food." NAC,
RG 10, vo\.3745, file 29506-4, Part 1. Edwards to Col. Macdonald, 13 May 1883. M.C.
Cameron, the Liberal M.P., asserted that ten percent of the Indians at the Indian Head
reseryes died in the span of six months during the winter of 1883-84. Canada, House
of Commons Debafes, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886, 724. Katherine Pettipas estimated
the death toll to be one out of three. Severing the Ties that Band: Government
Repression of lndigenous Religious Ceremonies on the Pniries,13.
52NAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, MG 26, Microfilm, reel C-1523, p. 42224, ftle
11175, handwritten note, 19 March 1884, "Action Taken by Department on Matters
Complained of."

ttlbid.
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serv¡ces of a competent medical inspectofa in order to save his fees, this would
be the aggravation of the guilt of those responsible for it.ss
In the House of Commons, the Prime Minister provided a simple, if chilling, defence of

the charges against his administration:
The hon. Gentleman (Cameron) says there is a fraud on the Indians because
the food is imperfect. lt cannot be considered a fraud on the lndians, because
they have no right to that food. They are simply living on the benevolence and
the charity of the Canadian Parliament, and, as the old adage says, beggars
should not be choosers.s6
By the end of May, the situation for Piapot and Long Lodge had become unbearable.

The fresh meat and clothing which had been authorized by the lndian Department had
still not been delivered to those in need.s7 Assistant Commissioner Reed, and the
Commissioner of the NWMP, A.G. lrvine, met with the exasperated Chiefs to keep
them from leaving their reserves. Long Lodge told the officials there was no game or
potable water on his reserve and that, "his people were all dying, and that if they

soThe reference
is probably

to Dr. Edwards who did not have his 1882 contract
renewed and was forced "to compete with numerous other physicians for fee-forservice work for the department. That Edwards was a Liberal in the Conservative west
did not help his chances." Lux, Medicine that Walks:Disease, Medicine, and Canadian
Plains Native People, 1 880-1 940, 167.
55NAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, MG 26, Microfilm, reel C-1523, p.42224, Re.
Sickness of Piapot Reserve. Dewdney was accused of being an accessory to the
distribution of the rotten pork. Later, Cameron stated in the House, "He (Long Lodge)
was fed at that time on what was well-known to as rotten pork. A contract was made for
45 tons of rotten pork. lt ís reported that pork was bought in Chicago for 1 lz cents a lb,
and sold to this Government for 19 cents; also that the Governor shared in the profits
from the contract..." Canada, House of Commons Debates, M.C. Cameron, 1S April
1886, 745.
soCanada, House of
Commons Debates, vol. 4., John A. Macdonald, 13 July

1885, 3319.
57NAC,

RG 10, vol. 3745, file 29506-4, Part 1. CommissionerA.G. Irvine to Fred
White, Regina, 27 May 1884.
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continued to remain there they would all die."58 In addition to his usual grievances,
lrvine reported that Piapot, "could not endure the stench that emanated from the dead
bodies of unburied Indians then lying on the ground."ss
A week before the meeting, Edwards reported on the deteriorating situations on
the Indian Head reserves. Among "Jack's people" (Man who Took the Coat),
"suppurating and enlarged glands on the neck [have] now spread generally... and
effects men, women and children alike. In February, I saw no cases among Piapot's
people, now I find it very general."60 In addition, the doctor reported, "bronchial trouble
are numerous ending as many of these cases do in spitting of blood, quick
consumption and death."61 Long Lodge refused the physician's offer of medicine,
pointing to the real source of their misery, "l want no Government Medicine. What

I

want is medicine that walks. Send 3 oxen to be killed and give fresh meat to my people
and they will get better."62

Government officials considered the abandonment of the reserves a security

threat. lrvine was sent to intercept Piapot's band with more than half the total police

s8lbid., CommissionerA.G. lrvine to Fred White, Regina, 18 May 1884.

stThe corpses had been lashed to trees in accord with traditional burial practices
but lrvine reported that a fire which caused the "bodies to drop on the ground where
they remained." lbid.
uolb¡d.,

Edwards to Col. MacDonald, Indian Head, 13 May 1884. Maureen Lux
noted that Edward's designation of the ailment as "land scurvy" was probably a
misdiagnosis of scrofula. Medicine that Walks:Disease, Medicine, and Canadian Plains
Native People, 1 880-1 940, 43.
utNAC, RG 10, vol3745, file 29506-4, Part 1. Edwards to Col. Macdonald,
Indian Head, 13 May 1884.
62lbid. See also, Maureen Lux, Medicine that

Canadian P(ains Native People, 1880-1940, 4.

Walks:Dlsease, Medicine, and
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contingent from the newly established depot at Regina and an artillery piece.63 The
arrival of the police caused a panic among the Indians who were "under the impression
that they were going to be attacked."64 Bloodshed was averted as the Commissioner
negotiated a temporary retum of the band to lndian Head. By the end of summer,
Piapot's band took up their new home in the Qu'Appelle Valley where fresh water and
game were available.6s Long Lodge, who led his band south to the United States, was

dead by the end of the year.66
While the confrontation between Piapot's band and the authorities ended
without violence, lndian resentment escalated as conditions worsened throughout the

northwest. Near Carlton, the One Arrow reserye experienced a death rate of 141 per

63NAC, RG 10,

vol.3745, file 29506-4, Part 1. lrvine to White, Regina, 18 May
1884.lrvine's column consisted of fifty men. The entire contingent of police in Regina
at the tíme was ninety-six. W.A. Waiser, La Police a Chevaldu Nord-Ouest, de 1874 a
1889: étude statistique, Bulletin de Recherche 1 '17 (Ottawa. Parcs Canada, 1979), 13.
64NAC, RG 10, vol. 3745,
file 29506-4, Part 1. lrvine to

White, Regina, 18 May
1884. Tobias offered a dífferent view, "lrvine and the police entered the camp at 2
4.M., hoping to arrest Piapot before his band was aware of what happened. However,
when they entered the camp, the police found themselves surrounded by armed
warriors." "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 1879-1885," 222.
6sln

addition to the suffering that motivated Piapot to lead his people from the
scene where so many had died, there was also a strong aversion to living in a location
associated with death. Although this was not considered in the Dominion response to
the Indian Head situation, Edgar Dewdney recognized the strength of the belief in the
aftermath of the violence of 1885 when he reported to the Prime Minister that, "Any
Indians sentenced to be hanged should be executed where (emphasis Dewdney's)
tried. Object to hanging on reserves. Might lead to desertion of reserves. lndians very
superstitious." SAB, R-70, John A. Macdonald Papers, Dewdney to Macdonald, 3
September 1885 [deciphered telegram], 371.
66Many members
of his band then merged with the Man of Took the Coat.

Zachary Hamilton and Marie Albina Hamilton, These are the Prairies (Regina: School
Aids and textbook Publishers, 1955),4.
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1000 during the winter of 1883-84.67 At File Hills, where seven children in a single

family were said to have died of hunger within two months, it was reported that the sick
were being allowed to die, "there is no use in trying to make him well, they have not
sufficient nourishing food and they must let them die."68 In February, Chief Sakimay
(Yellow Calf) and a number of his followers were driven by hunger to seize the contents
of the Agency store house at gun point.6s Sixty bags of flour and twelve of bacon were

taken from the newly appointed farm instructor, Hilton Keith, who, for the previous
month, had "followed Reed's instructions on rationing to the letter."7o The HBC trader,
Nathaniel Mackenzie, had warned Keith that his intransigence would lead to trouble:
"Keith, for God's sake, do not reduce their rations any lower, or their will
certainly be trouble." He carried out the Assistant Commissioner's instructions.
A few of the Indians died. The others came time and again asked for more grub
which they were denied. Finally they broke into the Government storehouse,
threw out as much flour and bacon as they wanted, and threw Keith out on top
of it.71
Reed recorded Chief O'Soup's rational for the action:
(F)irst, they or some or them were starving; secondly, when their request for
rations had been refused by the officers in charge acting under regulations, they
had no choice but to help themselves; thirdly, they understood that they were
taking nothing but what rightfully belonged to them, and did not know they were
doing wrong in taking rations when they were starving, since, "lf ... the

67lux, Medicine that Watks,51.
68Canada, House of Commons Deåafes, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886,724-

725.
6eThe action was precipitated by the dismissal of the
farm instructor, James

Setter, for being too lenient in the implementation of government policy, particularly in
the distribution of rations. For a detailed account of the event, see lsabel Andrews,
"f ndian Protest Against Starvation: The Yellow Calf Incident of 1884," Saskafchewan
History 28 (197 5): 41-51 .
7olbid.,43.

7tlbid.,47.
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provisions were not intended to be eaten by the Indians why were they stored
on their reserve?"72
Reed agreed that four representatives of the group, including Sakimay, stand trail for
larceny.T3 The charges against the Chief were dropped and the others were

discharged after pleading guilty.Ta The Assistant Commissioner acknowledged that
'Justice has been tempered with mercy" as Sakimay "had acted in the interests of

humanity, from first, to last."7s Similar events were reported from the nearby File Hills
reservesTu as tension mounted across the west

over the Indian department's stríct

management of food supplies.
On the western plains, members of the Blackfoot Confederacy demanded fresh
meat instead of the government bacon which had killed so many the previous year.77
Reed knew there was a problem with the food distributed by the department. He

admitted to the Prime Minister that rations were both inadequate and probably

indigestible.tt Although the people of Treaty 7 were spared the worst of the cuts to

72lb¡d., 46.
73lb¡d.

The police were unwilling to prosecute all of those involved.

74lb¡d.

75tbid., 46-47.

76lux, Medicine that Walks, 43.
77NAC,

John A. Macdonald Papers, MG 26, Microfilm, reel C-1523, file 4624, p.
4225. Crowfoot also complained of inadequate flour rations. file 15040, p.41873,14
August 1884. The estimated death toll among the Blackfoot between 1883 and 1886
was six hundred. Tom McHugh, The Time of the Buffalo, (New York: Knopf, 1972),286.
TsRegarding the deaths at Piapot and the reports of starvation by Dr.
Edwards,

Reed defended his ration policy by noting that "(w)hile the Doctor speaks of starvation
the same does not mean that the quantition issued were not sufficient but that the
Indians were unable to eat the bacon," NAC, RG 10, vol. 3745, file 29506-4, Part 1.
Reed to Macdonald, Regina, 20 May 20, 1884. Also quoted in Lux, Medicine that
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Indian appropriations in order to avert trouble until the construction of the railway was

complete and the ranching industry was well established,Te the¡r daily ration during the
summer of 1884 was less than five ounces of flour.8o

At Battleford, where the northern reserves were concentrated, Farm Instructor
Craig's refusalto provide food to Ka-Wi-Cet-Way-Mot81 almost precipitated a
confrontation between a large body of police and local volunteers and over two
thousand Cree

at

Poundmaker's Reserve. Robert Jefferson, a witness to the standoff

noted the dispute "arose over a few pounds of flour or bacon."82 Before the incident at
Poundmaker, P.G. Laurie pointed to a growing rift between the Indian Department and
the judiciary over food allotments.

the Herald reported that confrontation was growing

Walks,44.
TsBetween 1883 and 1887 Treaty Seven people received 5Oo/o-7oo/o of
,

departmental expenditures for supplies and rations while their population never
exceeded 35o/o of the total population. Lux, Beyond Biology, 117.
8oDyck, The Administration of Federal lndian Aid in the Northwest Territories,
1

879-1 BB5,74.

slCraig was beaten for his refusal, though accounts of the incidents differ. One
stated that the perpetrator was seeking food for his sick child. SAB, R-81883, Tarr and
Peterson, "The Reserve Agriculture Program," in Little Pine/Lucky Man Band #116, n.p.
Lux's account of the assault did not mention a child but noted that both
Kaweechatwaymat and his brother The Clothes "had been ill and were hungry."
Medicine that Walks, 52. William McKay, who was present during the standoff, noted
that one of the offenders, Man-thatspeaks-our-language, had begged Craig for food
because we was ill. William McKay, "lncidents of the Rebellions," in The Sands of Time,
ed. Ross Innes (North Battleford: Turner-Wanruick Publications, 1986), 104. Craig's
testimony, reported in the Herald, acknowledged that the man was sick, but that the
farm instructor was bound to providing only food to "the old and the sick and to no
others unless they work. I am not allowed to deviate from these orders in the remotest
degree."
s2Robert Jefferson, Fifty Years on the Saskatchewan (Battleford: Canadian

Northwest Historical Society, 1929), 120. Major Crozier noted that "a little discretion
would have saved a very great deal of trouble at a most inopportune moment."
Saskatchewan Herald, 12 July 1884, 4.
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because the Indians, "think that the formal appearance before a magistrate will be an
easy way of procuring a large increase in their rations."83 The Herald assured its

readers, "[t]he noble red men may try to intimidate an odd storehouse keeper, and in an
emergency capture a bag of flour or a side of bacon; but as for a general uprising, he
has strong reasons for letting that job out."84 Although the "Cree Rebellion of 1884"85
was diffused without a bloodbath, conditions at the Battleford reserves had deteriorated
over the previous years to the breaking point. During the winter of 1883-84, Father

Cauchin, described the condition of the children at the mission school:
Famine was felt among amongst the Indians, in spite of their allowances which
were distributed weekly by their farm instructor. After the disappearance of the
buffalo, the bacon and the cakes made with some bad flour did not satisfy the
appetite of the Indians. I saw the gaunt children dying of hunger, coming to my
place to be instructed. Although it was thirty to forty degrees below zero their
bodies were scarcely covered with torn rags. These poor children came to
catechism and to school. lt was a pity to see them. The hope of having a little
morsel of cry cake86 was the incentive which drove them to this cruel exposure

stlb¡d., 19 April 1884, l. In a speech to Edgar Dewdney, Poundmaker echoed
O'Soup's assertion that "the contents of Department stores are the property of the
Indians and that the duty of the officers was merely to deal them out as they were
required. lbid., May 31, 1884, 3. Before his home was burned during the trouble of
1885, Judge C.B. Rouleau admonished Dewdney to provide the Indians with food and
clothing for the good of "the Government and the Country." Blair Stonechild and Bill
Waiser, Loyaltill Death: Indians and the Noñh-West Rebellion (Calgary: Fifth House,

1ee7),61.
uoThe articled noted the shortage of shortage

of provisions and horses as well
as "an absence of unanimity among the bands such as is necessary to insure success
in case of a conflict whit whites" as reasons against the threat of a general Indian
revolt. Saskafchewan Herald,3 May 1884, in Battleford Beleaguered: 1885, The Story
of the Riel Uprising from the Columns of the Saskatchewan Hercld, ed. W.L. Clink
(Willowdale self-published, 1984), 6.
uslnnes, The Cree Rebellion of '84,31-43.
86ln

the June of 1884, the Anglican missionary, John Hines recorded in his
journal that "(t)he Govt. farmer came down yesterday to count the school aged
children... he says the Govt. is going to supply the chíldren with a biscuit each for their
dinner." CMS, Microfilm, reel A-112. John Hines Journal, 9 June 1884.
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each day, more, no doubt, than the desire of educating themselves. The
privation made many die.87
Robert Jefferson stressed that the Battleford Indians accepted agriculture to escape,

"dire poverty...ln this hope, they had borne hunger, disease and want for several years
and they were no nearer their goal. lt looked as they might die off before they reached

it-that is, if it existed."88 He asserted that the hardship of the bands was the result of
Dominion policy administered by Reed who:
(H)ad calculated to a nicety how much work a yoke of oxen and a plow were
capable of performing in a given time and the Indian fell a good deal short of
this. He figured out how little food it was possible to get along with and the
lndian was always hungry. The Indian was lazy, therefore he must have short
rations; if he felt sick, there was a doctor who could give him pills but no food.se

John Craig's assessment of the agriculture program was particularly troubling to
Jefferson, "Craig had a fixed idea that it was not intended that the Indian should
become self-supporting. He was only to be kept quiet tillthe country filled up when his

illwill could be ignored."eo
The failure of the Dominion's agricultural policy prior to the outbreak of hostilities
in 1885 is underscored by the fact that only six Treaty bands in the entire Northwest

sTlouis Cauchin, Reminiscences, A Veteran Missionary of Cree lndians and
a
Prisoner in Poundmakels Camp (Battleford: Battleford Historical Society, 1927),26.
usJefferson

,

Fifty Years on

the Saskafche

wan, 125.

telbid., 126.
sOlbid. Although Sarah Carter's Lost Haruesfs did not use
Craig's cynical, if

succinct, description of the Dominion agricultural policy, it came to essentially the same
conclusion.
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were self-sustaining.sl According to Aidan McQuillan, "(t)he best claim that the
Department of Indian Affairs could make in 1884 was that only 770 of a total of 2O,230
Indians in the Territories were not reliant on government relief supplies."e2 The Indian

Department took steps to further undermine commercial farming by discouraging the
use of machinery, forcing reserve farmers "to rely upon the implements they will have
to use when they set up for themselves."s3
Bands who succeeded in growing crops went hungry under the supervision of

the Indian Department. In March 1884, John Hines, the missionary at Assissippitold
his superior, "l am certain our Indians would have been better off to-day if the

government had not taken them under their charge."sa Over 2000 bushels of grain had
been "thrashed" by the Indians but, "(t)here is a great deal of sickness among the
Indians just now, brought on we believe principally by starvation."

ss

Almost two months

elapsed between the time the grain was cut and the completion of threshing. Hines
continued.

slMacdonald did not report on whether the six bands were supplementing their
produce by hunting and fishing. McQuillan, "Creation of Indian Reserves on the
Canadian Prairies, 1870-1885," 392. The successful reserves may well have been in
the parklands were a mixed economy was still feasible. Yellow Quill's band, on the
northern margins of Treaty four, were able to purchase blankets, clothing and a
"considerable quantity of flour'' with their ample harvest of "beaver, mink and other fine
furs." CSP, 1884, A. MacDonald, Report of Qu'Appelle Agency, Treaty 4, 6 July 1883,
73. Deanna Christensen wrote that positive reports on the bands under Ahtakakoop
and Mistawasis for 1883-84, "minimize(d) the hardship, to the point of being dishonest."
Ahttahkakoop, 460.
n2McQuillan,"Creation of Indian Reserves on the Canadian Prairies, 1870-1885,"

392.
s3Saskafchewan Herald, 31 May 1884, 3.
e4CMS, Microfilm, reel A-1 12, John Hines, Assissippi Journal,
nslbid.

I

March 1884.
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(T)he men started off on the 200 mile trip (to the mill at Prince Albert), leaving
nothing behind for their families but unground wheat... The poor starving
creatures, in the meantime are suffering much, especially those who are too ill
to eat wheat. No one but ourselves, knows what amount of food we are called
upon to give away. To-day we gave dinner to 15 people, principally old women.
Sometimes reports reach you that the lndians are well cared for by the
government & that they are contented and doing well on their farms. These
reports must be from people who really know nothing of the true state of the
poor Indians but who have taken a delight in praising those in authority whether
they are deserving of praise or not. These comments may seem out of place in
a journal of this kind, but we are living among the Indians & feel keenly their
sufferings & therefore feel bound to write facts related to our work.e6
Officials knew that the scarcity of equipment undermined the work of Indian farmers
who, "can do little more to ameliorate their condition until greater facility for milling
grain is offered to them.... They feel discouraged by this, and it is feared that their
progress will be affected by this feeling... Nothing prevents all of our Indians from being

settled on their reserves, except for our incapacity to furnish enough material for
agriculture."sT

Bad weather during 1884 brought the entire northwest to the verge of famine.e8

James Settee reported, "(t)he mission of the Great Plains will hereafter be hard to
manage for want of food, even the whites find it difficult to get along... we had frost
early in the summer in Saskatchewan, consequently all the farms are lost, which is a

eolbid.

See also Christense n, Ahttahkakoop, 441-464.

ntcse

1885, J.A, Macrae, Report of Carlton Agency, 11 August 1884, 7g-BO.
At Prince Albert, the scarcity of processing equipment was compounded by the
destruction of two mills from fires in 1884. Saskafchewan Henld,6 April 1884,1, and
14 June 1884, 3. The events at Assissippi were not isolated. On Poundmakeds
Reserye in 1882, people were reported to be starving beside ample supplies of grain
because there was no mill to turn the wheat into food. Carter, Lost Haruesfs, 99.
'uCrops were stunted by a drought in the early summer and frost killed many of
the crops before harvest.
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very severe trial to the immigrants and to the natives."ee The situation was so serious
that he proposed the resettlement of "Plains Indians who will perish from hungei'to the
shores of Lake Winnipeg where fish could still be found in large numbers.l0o The
government, which at the time was nurturing the commercial fish harvest in Manitoba,
rejected the offer.1ol
Settee's plan was predicated on the shift to fish as a subsistence base, a
resource that was under threat elsewhere in the northwest. The depletion of fish stocks

across the prairies was exacerbated by the arrival of settlers. ln the Carlton Agency,
Agent Macrae reported on the increasing scarcity, "through the wholesale destruction of
fish during the spawning season. Two remedies are suggested: declaring a closed
season or preserving certain waters for the exclusive use of Indians."1o2 At Pitt, where
disease undermined the ability of the Chipewyan to secure country food, the fish were,
"failing fast, owing to outside parties fishing on a very large scale, and robbing the

Indians of every fish they catch, and I have no power to prevent this."103 Agent
Anderson reported the deterioration of the Lac Ste. Anne fishery would, "be a serious

esCMS, Microfilm, reelA-112, James Settee to Rev. Fenn, 22 November 1884.

to Fenn, I December 1884. Settee's relocation scheme to the
Interlake scheme is discussed in Tough, 'As their Naturcl Resources Fail' Native
Peoples and the Economic History of Northern Manitoba, 1870-1930,22O.
1oolbid., Settee

tolFrank Tough, "The Establishment of a Commercial Fishing Industry and the
Demise of Native Fisheries in Northern Manitoba." Canadian Joumal of Native Sfudres
4 (1e84).303-31e.
102CSP

1885, J.A. Macrae, Report of Carlton Agency, 11 August 1884, 83.

totCSP 1885, Thomas Quinn, Acting Sub-lndian Agent, Report for Fort Pifr.,21
July 1884, 86.
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loss to the native and white population which is so rapidly filling up the country."1Oa

Jackfish Lake, near Battleford, continued to be a reliable source of food. lnspector
Wadsworth reported that a number of Treaty holdouts were living there in relative
affluence and, "that if Big Bear and his followers will not work, they can subsist by
devoting their whole time to hunting and fishing."1os After the rebellion, the Indians
were blamed for the scarcity of fish. In June 1887, the Hercld commented that "if the
strong arm of the law is not laid on them soon, they will have our lakes as destitute of
life as the prairies..."tou Government intervention undermined subsistence fishing even

toaAnderson reported that the Ste. Ann fishery had declined from as much as
forty or fifty thousand pounds of fish per winter during the HBC period to less than eight
thousand pounds. The agent also noted that the depletion of the fish was a regional
phenomenon, as the drop would "apply with equalforce to White Fish Lake, Lac La
Biche, Saddle Lake, Pigeon Lake, Whale Lake, and others." CSP 1885, W.
Anderson, lndian Agent, Report for Edmonton, 26 August 1884. 137 . By 1887, fish
exports to the United States from the northwest amounted to one and a half million
pounds. SAB, R.G. Ferguson Papers, Microfilm, reel R.391, Appendíx 3: "Food," 53. A
year later, the estimated catch for the commercial fishing on Lake Winnipeg was two
million pounds, described by Mochoruk as a "wholesale slaughter of fish." The Political
Economy of Northem Development: Governments and Capital Along Manitoba's
Resource Frontier, 1 870-1 930, 1 35-1 36.
105CSP, 1885,T.P. Wadsworth, Battleford, 25 October 1884,150. The

Saskafcilewan Henld also remarked on the relative affluence of those who remained
outside of Treaty at Jackfish and Turtle Lakes, noting that the large number of traders
in their midst gave the holdouts an advantage in the trade. 26 January 1884, 1. By the
turn of the century, Jackfish was so depleted that people abandoned the lake, going to
Meadow Lake and Big River in search of stocks. Meota History Book Committee,
Footsteps in Time (Meota, Sk.: Meota History Book Committee 1980), 95.
l06saskafchewan Herald,4 June 1887,2. Laurie's comment is in sharp contrast
with the view of Ebenezer McColl, who described the commercial fishery in Lake
Winnipeg "wanton destruction of other varieties of fish (other than whitefish) which are
caught in large numbers along with the others in the nets and dumped into huge piles
on the shores in the vicinities of the fisheries and left there to putrify (sic) and
contaminate the atmosphere for miles around with their offensive affluvia." CSP 1889,
Report on the Manitoba Superintendency, E. McColl, Winnipeg, 14 November
1 888,160.
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in areas with reliable stocks.loT
By the summer of 1884, the Indian population was in crisis. Bad climate, the

depletion of fish and small game,108 and departmental indifference to the miserable
conditions on reserves, forced Cree leaders to renew their demands for better

treatment. Cree leaders met with government officials at Duck Lake and Carlton.ros
Although a recent account of events noted that the Dominion's senior officials at the
meetings, Dewdney and Reed, "shared concerns about Vankoughnet's new hard-line
approach to Indian rationing," they did not yield to the demands of the united Chiefs.110
1o7off¡c¡al were reported to be interfering with the fishery among the northern

bands of Treaty Six by the early 1890s. Joan Champ, "'Difficult to Make Hay': Early
Attempts at Agriculture on the Montreal Lake Reserve," Saskatchewan History 47
(1995), 33. Oral history reflects the unanimity of the northern Cree in their belief that
their right to hunt and fish would be protected by Treaty. Philip Balfantyne et al., AskrPuko-The Land Alone: A Report on the Expected Effects of the Proposed HydroElectríc lnstallation at Wintego Raprds upon the Cree of the Peter Ballantyne and Lac
La Ronge Bands (n.p., 1976, typewritten), 55-83. For a discussion of competition over
fish stocks in succeeding years, see Anthony Gulig, "Sizing Up the Catch: NativeNewcomer Resource Competition and the Early Years of Saskatchewan's Northern
Commercial Fishery," Saskatchewan History 47 (1995). 3-11.
losAlthough small game depletion became a serious problem after the
elimination of the bison, and many bands relied on muskrats for their survival, the
rebounding of the rabbit cycle on the plains may have partially mitigated the famine.
The Saskatchewan Herald reported that the species was "in unlimited numbers in all
the wooded parts of the country and are being snared by the Indians at the rate of
thousands a day." 26 December 1884, 1.
l0eStonechild and Waiser stated that the council was Part of the fong-standing
diplomatic effort to persuade Dominion officials to provide more liberal assistance to the
suffering lndian population. While the meetÍng attracted long-standing critics of Indian
admínistration such as Big Bear and Beardy, the presence of cooperative Chiefs like
Ahtahkakoop and Mistawassis illustrated the unanimity of Cree grievances. Loyal till

Death,59-60.
ttolb¡d., 61. Although the authors noted the concerns of Reed and Dewdney,
the latter dismissed the Cree grievances in a letter to the Prime Minister as "the same
old story-more cattle, more implements, more grub, more clothing & fact more
everything." SAB, R-70 John A. Macdonald Papers, Dewdney to Macdonald, 5
September 1884. In the same letter, Dewdney discounted reports of deaths from
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Instead, the lndian Commissioner pursued a policy of "sheer compulsion" to counter

Cree resistance to Dominion authority.1l1 By the end of November, Dewdney reported
to the Prime Minister that.
I have cut their requisitions down to what I think to be a very liberal allowance &

if we call for tenders for staples in the country, AS WE REQUIRE THEM

[emphasis Dewdney's], that they may still be cut down as chances are we will
have better crops and more of them another year."112
Although things appeared quiet on the western reserves at the beginning of 1885,
tension seethed. Days before the outbreak of violence, The Herald castigated the
government for its misguided ration policy.
Everyone here knows that almost all of the Indians in the district suffer from
scrofula and dyspepsia. These complaints are no doubt largely caused by the
continuous use of salt meat. We often here it is asked why not give the rations
of half beef and half bacon. Beef is a great deal cheaper than bacon, and by
using it saving would be effedted (sic) to the Department and a more
wholesome diet provided for the lndians. But suppose beef was as expensive
did cost as much as the bacon it would still be more economical, as it would
save the Department at least one-half of the Doctor's annual bill... Men who are
in a position to suggest and carry out practical measures are not listened to.
Eventually the Department could save many thousands of dollars, and the
Indians be more comfortable and less exposed to the ravages of disease...
Their policy seems to be comprised in these six words: feed one day, starve the
next113

starvation, stating that "there is nothing in it," he acknowledged that "(t)hey nearly all
died of the same disease, scrofula and consumption and nine tenths of them go off
between the age of 6 and 12-those who died about the time of the payments had been
wasting away for months and bringing up quantities of blood. All we can do for them is
to give them cod liver oil." The Henld echoed Dewdney's sentiments in an editorial
under the heading "lndian Starvation," which derided eastern philanthropy by stating,
"Starvation from an Indian standpoint means simply inability to get all he can without
working for it, and according to their notion no one ever dies from any cause except for
want of food." Saskafchewan Henld,20 September 1884,2.
11lTobias, "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree, 1879-1885," 222.

tt'SAB, R-70, John A. Macdonald Papers, Dewdney to Macdonald, 30
November 1884.
ll3Saskafchewan Herald. 20 March 1885. 2.
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Laurie's editorial decried another aspect of Indian administration. Agents, who were
responsible for the management of the reserves, not only had no discretion with regard
to the distribution of rations, they had no control over the appointment or removal of

their subordinates, the farm instructors."tto The political nature of appointments to the
bureaucracy and the Dominion indifference to the success of its own agricultural
initiative, made the position of farm instructor a repository for the worst of candidates.
Because the Indian Department controlled almost every aspect of daily life on reserves,
even the lowest ranks had considerable power in relations with the Indians.

Commenting on the frequency of physical assaults committed by the instructors,
Lawrence Clarke reported they were "universally known to be brutal wretches."115

Stonechild and Waiser argued that the violence committed by the Cree in the
spring of 1BB5 was not an open rebellion but rather a series of "isolated and sporadic"
events.116 During those incidents, it was directed against instructors and Agents who

had taken a particular zeal in carrying out the niggardly directives of their superiors.

The employees of the lndian Department who were killed acted beyond the authority
granted even by the draconian measures instituted by the Dominion.
The abuse of Departmental power was a key factor in the events leading to the
deaths

of ten Europeans at Frog Lake

on Aprit 2, 1885.117 Confrontations between

r14lb¡d.

llsCanada. House of Commons, Deþafes, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886,72O.
rl6stonechild and Waiser, Loyaltill Death, 4.
llTAlthough most accounts list nine deaths, Allen Ronaghan argued that a tenth
murder has gone unrecognized. Allen Ronaghan, "Who was the "Fine Young Man"?
The Frog Lake "Massacre" Revisited," Saskatchewan History 43 (1995), 18.
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hungry and frustrated Indians and officials over access to food were not uncommon

occurrences.ttt ln addition to the murders, Frog Lake was exceptional in that the Métis
had begun their armed insurrection in the country to the east and that the Indian Agent,
Thomas Quinn, refused to acquiesce to the Cree demand food. The daughter of one
of the killers, lmases, later remarked, "all he ... had to do was consent to move away to
the Main Camp and let my people help themselves."lls ln their treatment of the
incident, Stonechild and Waiser described the Agent as, "a means spirited, petty little
man completely lacking in compassion."120 In the fall of 1884, Little Poplar told Quinn

that his reputation for intransigence was widespread, "l heard of you away over the
other side of the Missouri River. I started to come this way and the farther I came the
more I heard. YoLt're [emphasis Little Poplar] the man the government sent up here to
say "No!" To everything the Indians asked yout"tzt Resentment against Quinn was the
result of more than his carrying out Departmental directives to the letter. Numerous

accounts indicate that his parsimony was matched by his cruelty. His summoning of the
people to the ration house, a callwhich essentially began a stampede among the
emaciated population, only to inform them that it was an April Fool's Day prank and

llsSamikay's assault on the Crooked Lakes storehouse and the John Craig
incident at Little Pine reserve are but two examples.
1'estonechild and Waiser, Loyal till Death, 117.

ttolbid.,108. In their discussion of the events of 1885, Bob Beal and Rod
Macleod described Quinn, a trainee of Hayter Reed as,"the most stubborn and
obnoxious of the lndian Department's employees." Bob Beal and Rod Macleod, Prairie
Fire: The 1885 North-West Rebellion (Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers , 1984),79.
121will¡am B. Cameron, The War

1927),19.

Tnil of Big Bear, (London: Duckworth,
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they would get nothing, is well documented.l22 W¡th understatement, the mother of
Cree historian Joseph Dion noted, "we made a great laugh for the whites; but we failed
to see the humour in it."123 Quinn's sadism would certainly have contributed to the
tension at the settlement, but his murder, and those of the others once the violence
began,l2a may well have been precipitated by other events.

Twenty-six years after the killings, the fur trader turned missionary, Jack
Matheson, provided a more sinister motivation for the violence:
I'll not say anything about the living actors in the calamity, nor mention the
names of the dead; but every man living hereabouts knows that one of the
Government Agents at Frog Lake at that time was a Sioux half-breed brute
(Quinn), and the other a debauched lrish blackguard. (l am sorry to insert here
the H.B.C. officers and other Government agents corroborate in every detail this
version of facts.) "An Indian girl more or less didn't matter; and I've seen rations
held back six months till girls of thirteen were handed across as wives for that
Sioux brute (Quinn); and if your statement is disputed, l'll gladly go to court and
prove it. Perhaps you remember he (Wandering Spirit) was shot be a so-called
'rebel.' He should have been court-martialed and shot four years before he was.
The other Government man was a strapping big lrishman six feet tall, an utterly
reckless blackguard. As I was passing West a few years before the rebellion,
saw little Wandering Spirit, who was nothing but a slip of a boy, thrash that
brute with a dog whip till his trousers and coat were ribbons. What the little
fellow thrashed him for, I need not tell you. I stood by to see that the little fellow
got fair play till the big white bully was on his knees yelling for mercy. The
I

122Jean Goodwill and Norma Sluman's account of the event noted that the

agents calling of the people to the ration house, induced the hungry population to,
"literally stampede from their camps to the agency, half-dragging, half-carrying two
crippled and deformed women with them. Behind them came Amahoose, a man who
had lost a foot, crawling as fast as he could on hands and knees, fearful that he might
miss out on his share." Jean Goodwilland Norma Sluman, John Tootoosrs (Winnipeg:
Pemmican Publications, 1984), 54-55. See also, Joseph Dion, My Tribe, The Crees
(Calgary: Glenbow Museum, 1979), 92.
1231b¡d.

For another discussion of "big lie day," see Dempsey, Big Bear: The End
of Freedom, 152-153. Even the Catholic priest was reported to have subjected a
handicapped Blood Indian in the community "to all kinds of ridicule...because of his
simplicity." Goodwill and Sluman, John loofoosis, 54.
l2aStonechild and Waiser wrote that Quinn's murder "touched off a murderous
rampage" by a group of Cree who had been drinking heavily. Loyal till Death, 117.
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lndians have a trick of rubbing dead leaves in the palm of the hand as if for
tobacco-it is the Indian's threat of utter destruction to an enemy. 'All right,' says
Wandering Spirit, 'l leave you alone now; but if you ever come near my teepee, I
do to you \ke-that,'and he switched his two hands together.
I went on to the mountains. When I came back the next year, what do you think
I found? That blackguard waited till I left; and as I was the only witness for the
Indian boy. Then, he saddled his horse and rode for the Mounted Police and
had Wandering Spirit sentenced to eighteen months in the 'pen'for assault and
battery; and when Wandering Spirit went to prison, the blackguard took his girl
wife. Do you wonder that Indian became a rebel? Do you wonder when the
discontent seethed up to rebellion, that it was Wandering Spirit who poured the
blackguard full of shot?12s
Another Anglican, Rev. Edward Ahenakew, was more reticent, "l have been told of
many private incidents in the days and months before that þloodshed, am I am not
surprised that ill-feeling against some of the men who were killed should have come to
a head..."126 A survivor

of the incident, William Cameron, also pointed to indiscretions,

" [t]hat weakness-for a tawny oval face-was a failing of too many of the white men

whom the government employed to show the ignorant red man how to

live."127

Although Laurie Barron stated that contemporary charges of sexual immorality
against Agents were "pure sensationalism'128 recent studies support the allegations of

t"Agnes C. Laut, "Reverend 'Jack' Matheson: The Sky Pilot of the Crees,"
Toronto Saturday Night (Christmas Number 1911),29.
126Edward

Ahenakew, Voices of the Ptains Cree, ed. Ruth M. Buck (Toronto.
McClelland and Stewart, 1973), 104. Also quoted in Goodwill and Sluman, John
Ioofoosis, 53-54. The authors noted that it was "definitely possible that some of the
'private incidents' could have involved the sexual exploitation of some of the Indian girls
and women by the townsmen. Ahenakew's reticence to discuss the motivation for the
killings was further illustrated in his commerìt, "l need not mention at this late date. lt is
enough to say that there was some slight reason for trouble at this particular point."
Edward Ahenakew, "An Opinion of the Frog Lake Massacre," Alberta Historical Review
I (1960), 14.
l2TGoodwill and Sluman, John loofoosrs, 54.
12uThe

author was making particular reference to Cameron's reference to the
"western harem." He noted that after 1882 Agents tended to live in central locations
rather than on reserves, the homes of instructors. He admitted, "[w]hat is not known is
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sexual misconduct of the Indian Department officials at Frog Lake. Stonechild and
Waiser stated that the most serious Cree grievance against the instructor was that he,
"interpreted 'lndian Affairs' quite literally" having paid Sand Fly twenty dollars after
being confronted about repeatedly sleeping with his wife.12s Delaney had earlier
pressed a charge of assault on Sand Fly which failed but the instructor succeeded in
having the wronged husband sentenced to prison for two and a half years for theft.130
Assistant Commissioner Reed reported to his superior, "Mr. Delaney had the man
arrested in order to accomplish his designs" and spent the winter living with Sand Fly's
wife.131 Reed recommended that Delaney not be sacked because "the ill effects have

in great measure been forgotten" and that he could only be replaced with difficulty.l32

Maureen Lux noted that the lrishman "was roundly hated for his relationships with very
young women of the reserve, and for his casual humiliations of the hungry people."133
Newspaper accounts of the character of the slain officials are contradictory. ln
Def

aney's obiturary, the Herald stated, "[t]hat they killed their best friends first shows

them to be utterly depraved and not to be trusted in anything."l3a ln the east, the

the extent of the problem." Barron, "lndian Agents and the North-West Rebellion," 145.
l2eHaving been paid for the transgression, the couple was "encouraged" to
feave the Makaoo reserve. Stonechild and Waiser, Loyaltill Death, 1O8.
lsoDempsey, Big Bear: The End of Freedom, 117.

"tlb¡d.
l32Stonechild and Waiser, Loyal till Death,108. In 1883, an inventory of the
farm implements uncovered evidence that sub-standard equipment had been
substituted for goods required by the department contract. Dempsey, Big Bear: The
End of Freedom, 118.
133lux, Medicine that Walks,54.
1

3aSaskafc hew a n H e rald, 23

April 1 885, in Battlefo rd Beleag

ue

red, 1 9.
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Stratford Beacon reported that Quinn was among the department officials who,
"prostituted their authority to the debauchery of Indian women."13s Quinn's own wife
may have had ambivalent feelings toward him. Although Owl Sittingl36 tried to protect
her husband during his confrontation with Wandering Spirirt,137 she refused to identify
lmases and Lucky Man as participants in the killings a decade later.138 The Indian
Commissioner, A.E. Forget, expressed his astonishment, "By Gad!... t might have

known. These are her people and it was only her husband that they murdered."r3s
The persistent allegations of sexual predation against both of the Indian
Department employees at Frog Lake indicate that such practices were not solitary
occurrences. In his discussion of the killings, Archbishop Taché stated that the
Dominion's Indian wards were, "left a prey to the seductions of men revoltingly immoral,
and when this was pointed out the friends of humanity had another regret to
register."1a0 James Robertson,

a Presbyterian Minister, attributed "the troubles to the

13sDempsey, Big Bear: The End of Freedom, 117

.

ttushe was also know as Jane Quinn after her marriage. Sarah Carter,
"lntroduction," in Theresa Gowanlock and Theresa Delaney, Two Months in the Camp
of Big Bear: The Life and Adventures of Theresa Gowanlock and Theresa Delaney
(Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre,1999), xviii.
137Beal

and Macleod. Prairie Fire: The 1885 No¡fh-West Rebellion,195.

138The

suspects were arrested by Canadian authorities on their expulsion from
the United States. Verne Dusenbury, The Montana Cree: A Study in Religious
Persistence (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1999), 39.
ttnlbid.
la0Canada, House of Commons, Debates, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886, 729. A
recent reconsideration of the killings noted that the Catholic hierarchy had good
knowledge of the mission prior to the murders and that Bishop Grandin "did all that he
could to find out exactly what happened on that April morning." Ronaghan, "Who Was
The 'Fine Young Man'? The Frog Lake "Massacre" Reconsidered," 18.
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immoralities and dishonesty of the officials connected with them."1a1
William Pearce addressed Robertson's charges to the Minister of the Interior, "He is,
think greatly mistaken.tla2

1n

I

the Commons, M.C. Cameron charged that the sexual

exploitation of Indian women was so pervasive that 45% "of one class of officials in the
North-west were under medical treatment for a particular kind of disease in one

year...an extraordinary showing for a class of men paid by the people of this country to
control, manage and set an example to the lndians of the North-West Territories."la3
The M.P. quoted an interview with the Methodist missionary, John McDougall,
published in the Toronto Mail (January 30, 1886) where the clergyman called on the
government to.
(P)ut a stop to white men living with the Indian women unless they are lawfully
totSAB, John A. Macdonald Papers, R-70, Wm. Pearce (Calgary) to A.M.
Burgess, 5 August 1885, 378-379.
142lbid. Pearce continued, "Around every town in the country a number of

Indians are always to be found; the female portion devote their attention almost wholly
to prostitution & the male live chiefly from the proceeds from that & doing odd jobs. lf
they were to be kept on their reserves it would be better for the Indians and also for the
white portion of the community."
latCameron then quoted "official documents submitted by this Government to
this Parliament" in stating that, "(a)t one station it points pout that there were fifty-eight
cases in one year; at another station there were forty-seven cases under medical
treatment in ten months; at a third station there were in eleven months seventy-four
cases under medical treatment; at a fourth station in 1884 there were sixty cases under
medicaf treatment." Canada, House of Commons, Debates, M.C. Cameron, 15 April
1886, 721. Venereal disease was a problem among members of the police. In 1882,
pay was reduced to members who were being treated for the affliction to cover the cost
of their treatment. In 1884 the disease was reported to have significantly increased
among the police. By 1889, the Senior Surgeon of the force, Augustus Jukes, protested
the punitive nature of the pay cuts to infected members, noting that "Unless the punitive
policy ceased, he proposed to have every man in the force examined once a month in
order to prevent the spread of disease. W. Beahen and S. Horral, Red Coafs on the
Prairíes: The Northwest Mounted Police, 1886-1900, (Regina: Centax Books, 1999),
193. See also, Stan Horral, "The (Royal) Northwest Mounted Police and Prostitution on
the Canadian Prairies," Pmirie Forum 10 (1985): 105-128.
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married to them. Where are the young girls of 13 to 16 that have been partly
taught in our schools; and others before them? Sold to white men for from $10
to $20!1aa Where are their children? Running around the reserves wearing
rags! Where are the women themselves? They are prostitutes hanging around
the towns. Stop the sale of Indian girls to white men and another great step is
taken.la5
By the 1880s, the inadequate rations provided by the Indian Department had probably

driven many women to prostitution in order to mitigate the suffering in their families. As
early as 1883, W. Pocklington, the Sub-Agent for the Blackfoot, noted that prostitution
was a problem as the reserves were, "too close to Calgary, and take every possible
opportunity of going there, more particularly the women, who I am sorry to say, go on
the worst possible errands."lau In her study of prairie Indian women, P.M. White noted

that by 1886, the lndian Acf was amended to make Indian prostitutes subject to
prosecution, "but there existed within the department a long standing view that Indian

laaTo refute the charges of officials buying women, Hector Langevin quoted The

Saskafchewan Hercld's statement that, "the story of the traffic in girls arose from the
fact that according to Indian ideas marriage is simpfy a bargain and sale, that the
parents of a young woman are always on the alert to find a buyer for her... Now and
then some degraded white man buys a wife in this way, but the Herald says it is a rare
occurrence." Canada, House of Commons, Debates , Hector Langevin, 15 Aprit 1886,
731. Whatever the veracity of Langevin's statement, tradition beliefs in "bride price"
would have been eroded by the horrendous conditions the people were submitted to.
lasCanada, House of Commons, Debates, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886,721.
146CSP 1883,

W. Pocklington, Blackfoot Crossing, 20 July 1883, 86. The same
year, the Cree Chiefs at Edmonton petitioned the Prime Minister "their young women
were now reduced by starvation and prostitution, a thing unheard of among their people
before." Carter also noted the women camped at Regina and Qu'Appelle in 1886'Were
dependent upon prostitution for a living." Sarah Carter, "First Nations Women of Prairie
Canada in the Early Reserve Years, the 1870s to the 1920s: A Preliminary Inquiry," in
Women of the First Nations: Power, Wisdom and Strengfh, Manitoba Studies in Native
History, eds. Christine Miller and Patricia Chuchryk (Winnipeg: University of Manitoba
Press, 1996),69-
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women were unwilling partners in this activity."1a7 Many officials may well have come to
this conclusion from personal experience. The dismissal of John Norrish from his
position as farm instructor at the Blackfoot reserve for exchanging food for sexual
favourslau indicates that the women did not have to go to the cities to undergo the

humiliation of sexual submission. While Norrish was trading flour for sex, the farm
instructor at the Morley reservelos was reported to have kept two Indian wives during his
tenure at the Stoney reserve. Cameron described his circumstances in the House:
A young Englishman, unfit to do anything in his native country, was shipped off
to Canada, consigned to the care of the First Minister of the Dominion. He was
provided for in the Indian service of the North-West Territories, and he has been
living there for three or four years revelling in the sensual enjoyments of a
western harem, plentifully supplied with select cullings from the western prairie
flowers.lso
James Grier, another instructor with the Department stated, "l know that many of the
officials have one squaw or two. This is a matter of public notoriety."lsl Hector
Langevin defended the department, if not its employees, from the charges:
l4zwhite quoted a passage from the notorious Duncan Campbell Scott, "For
years, the women were sacrificed to the licence of the white men... often with the
connivance of the native males." Pamela M. White, Restructuring the Domestic
Sphere-Prcirie lndian Women on Reserues: lmage, ldeology and State Policy, 18801930 (Ph. D diss, McGill University, 1987), 1 19.
lotThe woman's family was provided with a ration ticket for seven though there
were only four in her family. Carter, "First Nations Women of Prairie Canada in the
Early Years, the 1870s to the 1920s: A Preliminary Inquiry," 70. Carter noted that, in
1893, similar complaints against DIA staff were raised by Chief Thunderchild and "a
major DIA investigation... (at).. the Hobbema agency (ínto charges) that the Indian
agent indecently assaulted a number of women." For another discussion of the
scandal, Barron, "lndian Agents and the North-West Rebellion ," 152, fn. 36.
lasThough the instructor was not named, J.W. Molson was the instructor at
Morley at the time of the reported incident. CSP 1883, 200.
1soCanada, House of Commons, Debates, M.C. Cameron, 15 April 1886,72O.
ts1lbid., T21.
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That soldier or that official, if he misbehaves himself as a private individual,
must be personally held responsible for that; we have nothing to do with his
personal conduct so long as it does not interfere with his official duties.ls2
Lawrence Vankoughnet privately admitted that sexual impropriety was a problem
among his staff, "owing to the material from which we had to select our Employees."153
Sexual contact between lndian department officials and Indian women may not have
been limited to the lower levels of the service. Hayter Reed, who advanced an
ordinance in the Territorial Council "to compel men to support their illegitimate offspring"
in the fall of 1886, was accused of sexual misconduct.lsa Wilfiam Donovan, wrote to

Vankoughnet chargíng that Reed had a "girl that is a squaw from Touchwood Hills, she
was his mistress at Regina, and has a child she says is his she followed him to
Battleford and he induced her to go away again."1ss Donovan then claimed, "[¡[t is well
known in Battleford that he debauched Mrs. Quinn, another Squaw, and if Quinn had
lived there would have been lots of trouble it-he is a libertine and has not respect for
the virtue of women."1s6 Nothing came of the charges against the Assistant
Commissioner.
The murder of others at the hands of the Cree may have been the settlirrg of
personal scores. Europeans such as William Cameron, the HBC trader at Frog Lake,

ls2Canada, House of Commons, Debafes, Hector Langevin, 15 April 1886,732
ts3Barron, "lndian Agents and the North-West Rebellion," 145.
154NAC RG '10, Microfilm, reel C-10136, vol. 3772, file 34938, William Donovan

to Vankoughnet, 30 October 1886.
tssThe woman was reported to be the sister of Henry Pratt, Reed's servant and

interpreter. Pratt stated that the charges against his master were "pure fabrications."
f bid., Statement of Henry Pratt, Regina,28 December 1886.
tsulb¡d., William Donovan to Vankoughnet, 30 October 1886.
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and the police at Pitt, were spared in recognition of their humanity.lsT Hildebrandt
noted that instructors who merely followed their orders, such as instructors Craig and
McKay, safely passed through groups of rebels during their flight to Battleford.ls8 The
latter was even assisted in crossing the Battle River by the Stonies who had killed

James Payne.lss
Barney Tremont, the Battleford man killed by Man Without Blood, had been an
Indian fighter in the United States.160 Beal and Macleod remarked that Tremont, "hated

lndians and would threaten them whenever they came near his ranch."161 Evidence of
the rancher's loathing of the local population was presented by Walter Hilderbrantd:
On one occasion, a young Indian lost his way in ablizzard, when he saw the
light in Tremont's house. He knocked on the door and sought shelter. When
Tremont saw that he was an Indian, he shut the door in his face and the Indian
had his feet frozen. There is little doubt that the friends and the relatives of this
unfortunate young man also took advantage of the turmoil to avenge

1s7on 14 April 1885, prior to the taking of Pitt, Big Bear dictated a message to

Sgt. Martin, "since I met you long ago we have always been good friends... so please
try to get off from Pitt as soon as soon as you can. And tell your Captain that I
remember him well, for since the Canadian Government had left me to starve in this
country he sometimes gave me food, and I don't forget the blankets he gave me, and
that is the reason I want you all to get off without bloodshed." Saskaúcåewan Hercld, in
Battlefoñ Beleaguered,29. See also Walter Hildebrandt, Views from Fort Battleford:
Constructed Visions of an Anglo-Canadian West,73. Robert Jefferson, a participant in
the events of 1885, noted that at Frog Lake, "(t)he employees of the Hudson's Bay
Company were the only men they spared, a fact which speaks volumes." Fifty Years on
the Saskatchewan,lSS.
ttuHildebrandt, Vrews from Fort Battleford, 85.
15slbid.
1601n

reporting Tremont's death, the Henld noted that "(h)e had a brother shot
at his side in an Indian fight in the States. Saskafchewan Henld, 23 April 1885, in
Battleford Beleaguered: I885, 19.
161Beal

and Macleod. Prairie Fire.183.
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themselves upon the rancher.162
Another victím at Battleford, Farm Instructor James Payne, was considered to be
particularly cruel. Stonechild and Waiser stated that he was killed by ltka in retribution
for the beating death of his tubercularised daughter.163 At his trial, the accused testified
that he killed Payne in a fight over rations which had been witheld from the killeds
family for ten days.16a Another motivation for his murder was presented by
Hilderbrandt:
He [Payne] had a common-law wife and several children. Returning one night
from Battleford under the influence of liquor, he drove his wife and children out
of doors during a snow storm. Before they succeeded in reaching an Indian
shelter, the poor woman, who had used her own garments to protect the
children from biting frost, had both her breasts frozen and never quite recovered
from the effects of that dreadful night. When the rebellion broke out, her Indian
relatives sought revenge against the farm instructor and shot him to death.165

ln his obituary, the Herald noted that Payne had married the daughter of Chief Beads
Head the previous summer and that his widow gave birth to a son the day after his
death.166 Two weeks later, the Herald pointed to the fact that the instructor may not

have been alone when he died as the murder scene included , "[t]he body of a woman
apparently about twenty years of age, shot through the cheek, and of a one year old

l

u2Hildebrandt, Views fro m

F o rt

Battlefo rd, 85.

lo3Stonechild and Waiser, Loyaltill Death,98. See also, K.J. Tyler, Interim
Repoft: The History of the Mosquito, Grizzly Beals Head, and Lean Man Bands. 18781920, 4. In her discussion of the Battleford trials, Sandra Bingaman reported that ltka
had gotten into a serious confrontation with Payne "over an extra bag of flour." Sandra
Bingaman, The North-West Rebellion Trials, 1885 (M.4. thesis, University of
Regina,1971), 123. ltka's request was for his family because he intended to go
hunting. Saskatchewan Herald,l June 1885, in Battlefo¡d Beleaguered,42.
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child with a fractured skull, were found near Mr. Payne's body. There is nothing to
show why they were killed."167 The Herald made no further reference to the unnamed

mother and child or to the fate of their bodies. While the killing of Europeans was
widely publicized in the contemporary press, and remains a fixation of historians of the
1885 uprising,tuu the murders of lndians during the conflict have received scant

attention. ln June, the Henld reported, "a sepulchralteepee was found in the Eagle
Hills in which there were nine dead Stonies, and nearby was another resting in a tree.

All had died of gun shot wounds, but whether they proved fatal on the battlefield or on
the reserves is not known; nor is it material."16s
The Heralds solitary reference to the murder of Payne's companion and child,
and its dismissal of the shootings of the nine Stonies as irrelevant, suggests that other
murders may have gone unreported during the uprising. Fear of retribution may have
driven many to abandon the country altogether. Even before the mass execution the
f

ndian killers at Battleford, many left the Stoney Reserves. Chief Grizzly Bear's Head,

sixty of his followers and another "forty dissidents from other bands," fled to the United
States were they spent years of hardship, "managing to escape American authorities,

l6TSaskafchewan Herald, 4 May 1885, 2.
168Recent examples include, Carter's reconsideration of Theresa Delaney and

Theresa Gowanlock's Memoir, Two Months in the Camp of Big Bear, and Alan
Ronaghan's, "Who Was The'Fine Young Man'? The Frog Lake "Massacre"
Reconsidered," and Allan Ronagan, "Father Fafard and the Fort Pitt Mission," Albe¡ta
History 46 (1998): 13-18, Walter Hildebrandt's critique of rebellion historiography noted
"(t)he episodic portrayal of these events has always focussed on battles and killings,
not on the long term factors of starvation and the sense of frustration felt by the Cree.
Views from Fort Battleford, T9.
l6ssaskatchewan Hemld. June 1885.
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who wished to send them back to Canada."tto The decision of the Stoney, and other
bandslzl to abandon their reserves could not have been taken lightly. In addition to the
official retribution that would be later meted out to the large number of bands deemed
disloyal, the fear of personal attack may have been widespread.
During the conflict, members of bands being hunted by Dominion authorities
chose to take their own lives rather than allow themselves to be taken prisoner. While

pursuing Big Bear near Loon Lake, Lewis Redman Ord came upon the corpse of a
woman who had recently hanged herself, "she had been left behind and hearing of our
approach had committed suicide in preference to falling into our hands."172 The
woman's fear of capture may have been nurtured earlier when, at Frenchman's Butte, a
rebel attempting to surrender was blown to pieces while waving, "a flag of truce when
the britliant youth in Command of the gun made a target of him."173 Jack Matheson
recounted another incident at Frenchman's Butte:
(W)here a very well known officer, indeed was camped. We had sent an Indian

"oÏhe band never returned to their reserve. Tyler, lnterim Repoft: The History of

the Mosquito, Grizzly Beafs Head, and Lean man Bands. 1878-1920, 5-6.

lTlAnother of the exiled bands was that of Little bear, lmases, who were not
provided with a reserve in the Uníted States until after their union with the Ojibwa band
under Rocky Boy in 1913. Dusenbury, The Montana Cree: A Study in Religious
Persistence,3O-47. See also, James Dempsey, "Little Beais Band: Canadian or
American lndians?" Alberta History 41 (1993): 2-9, and Hans Peterson, "lmases and
His Band: Canadian Refugees after the North West Rebellion," Western Canadian
Journal of Anthropology 7 (1978): 21-37 .
172lewis Redman Ord, "Reminiscences of a Bungle by one Of the Bunglers," in

Reminiscences of a Bungle by one Of the Bunglers and Two Other Sfonþs of the
Rebellion, ed. R.C. Macleod (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1983), 76. Ord
was a member of Sam Steele's scouts.

tttlbid., 65. The officer in Command of the artillery was the son of General
Strange. For a particularly retrograde account of the incident, see Stewart, Sam Sfee/e:
Lion of the Frontier, 152.
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ChieflTa with a British Flag to attest this tribe's loyalty. Colonel Blank had

foolishly issued orders "to shoot everythinq with lonq haii'[emphasis
Matheson'sl and he himself met this lndian coming in. The Colonel could not
speak a word of Cree. The Chief could not speak a word of English. Without a
word on either side, the officer drew his revolver and shot that lndian dead.
Then he went back to his tent. That display of brutality was enough to inflame
Jack S_, the Montana outlaw Scout. He roped the dead lndian's body to the
pommel of his saddle, and galloped all over the prairie with it till the corpse was
pounded to jelly. When Middleton heard of ít, he was so furious he was going to
threatened he would tell the whole story and
hold a court martial, but S_
appeal to the United States Government and he got off with a reprimand. Oh
there are two sides to every story of Indian outrage; and I wasn't a missionary in
those days; and I didn't see things with the eyes of a missionary.rts
Stonechild and Waiser stated that the mutilation was probably revenge for the
desecration of Constable Cowan's body at Fort P¡ft.176 Matheson had a different view:
Many of Strange's scouts were Montana outlaws. These men skinned a dead
Indian here in '85. Here, at Onion Lake, we had just buried a young girl of a
good Cree family-Christian burial, under the sod; and of course, the corpse was
of Strange's Scouts
wrapped in beautifully garnished buckskin. Jack S
came along. He and his fellows pretended they thought some murdered settler
had been buried in that grave.177 They opened the grave with their bayonets.

174The

Chief was Maymenook, whose body according to the HBC trader, Angus
"was
stripped of all clothing with the rope (cut short to one yard in length) still
Mckay,
around his neck, which had cut into his jaw... The scout who had captured his mount ...
had galloped around the prairie with the rope attached to a pommel, trailing the body in
the grass in circles, the trails of which where still visible. He had thus been exposed for
several days before being buried; and hís body, from intense heat, was huge in size
when I saw him. I requested the authorities to have him buried." Dempsey, Big Bear:
The End of Freedom,215, fn.7.
t7slaut, "Reverend 'Jack' Matheson: The Sky Pilot of the Crees," 30. Beal and
Macleod stated that Cut Arm, a Woods Cree Chief, was "killed instantly at Frenchman's
Butte" but did not discuss the events described by Matheson. Prairie Fire,287. Even
the particularly backward account of Robert Stewart noted that the Saddle Lake Indian
was "a gentle soulwho had helped and protected the Crees'white captives when
Wandering Spirit wanted to kill them." Stewart added,"(h)e measured 6 feet, 4 lz
inches minus his scalp, which was taken by one of the scouts." Sam Sfee/e: Lion of the
Frontier, 15O.
lT6Stonechild and Waiser, Loyaltill Death, 183.
lTTGeneral Middleton ordered the exhumation of graves near the narrows of

Loon Lake, "in case they contained the bodies of the captive whites. They did not, of
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They stripped the body of its fine attire-then, they tossed the body back and
forward on their bayonets and played ball with it. Do you wonder our Indians
were ready to rise? The body was literally hacked to pieces. Do yoq_wonder the
lndians tore the hearts out of the dead Mounted Police at Fort Pitt?ri8
The Cree bands who, according to one trooper, were ""hunted to death and starving,"17s
were punished severely after their surrender. The judge at the Battleford trials, C.B.
Rouleau, who had expressed his sympathy for the plight of the Cree in 1884,180 turned
against them after the destruction of his home and the humiliation of his flight from
Batfleford for which he was accused of cowardice.181 He told Dewdney, "l think that
General Middleton was altogether too kind to them. My impression that a milk and
water policv [emphasis Rouleau's] is a very wrong one."1t2 Sandra Bingaman noted the
"striking... lack of formality" of the Battleford trials where the accused were provided
with lit¡e if any legal council.183 The executions at Battleford, the largest in Canadian
history, were designed not only to ensure swift retribution for those who had taken

European lives, but also to intimidate the remaining population. The Herald expressed
the opinion of many in the Northwest:

course, but by digging them up, it was discovered that Cut Arm, a prominent Woods
Cree Chief, was among the casualties." Stewart, Sam Sfee/e: Lion of the Frontier, 161.
178laut, "Reverend 'Jack' Matheson: The Sky Pilot of the Crees," 30-31.
lTsHarold Panryn Rusden, "suppression of the Northwest Insurrection," in
Reminiscences of a Bungle by One of the Bunglers and Two Other Sfon'es of the

Rebellion, ed. R.C. Macleod (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1983), 308.

ltostonechild and Waiser, Loyal till Death,61.
181For a

discussion of the criticism of Rouleau's actions during the rebellion, see
Bingaman, The North-West Rebellion Trial, 1885,113-114. Stonechild and Waiser
described the judge's flight as "running for his life." Loyal till Death,9O.
182Bingaman, The Northwest Rebellion Trials, 1885,115-

'utlbid.. 129-131.
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It is devoutly to be hoped that the lndians at large will be duly impressed with

the certainty with which punishment has overtaken their deluded fellows, and
recognizing the power of the law, settle down and make the most of their
opportunities to improve their condition and raise themselves above being
instigated to evil by men who do not care for their welfare, but only want to use
them for the furtherance of their own wicked ends.lto
Dewdney requested "that the hangings be a public spectacle."lss Reed recommended
that the local Indian population be brought to witness the executions "to cause them to
meditate for many a day" from the "ocular demonstration" of the "sound thrashing"
meted out by the Dominion.186 The political nature of the executions was revealed by
prime Minister who wrote that they, "ought to convince the Red Man that the White Man
governs."t87 To reinforce the point, a large but unspecified numberl88 of the

surrounding Indian population, including the students from the Battleford lndustrial
school,lse were brought to witness the proceedings:

A large number of Indians from the neighbouring reserves were present, and
seated themselves on the ground in front of the gallows and preserved a most
stolid demeanor from the time they entered their barrack yard until the bodies
were put in their coffins, when the crowd moved away.1so
The bands who witnessed the executions must certainly have had the Dominion's

184lbid., 129.

rssstonechild and Waiser, Loyal till Death,221186E.

Br¡an Titley, "Hayter Reed and Indian Administration in the West," in

Swords and Ploughshares: War and Agricutture in Western Canada, ed. R.C. Macleod
(Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 1993), 117.
ltTStonechild and Waiser, Loyal til Death, 221.
lssAlthough he could not number of Indians gathered to witness the executions,
Major Charles Boulton noted, "(c)amp-fires light up the prairies." Charles A. Boulton, /
Fought Riel: A Mititary Memoir, ed. Heather Robertson (Toronto: Lorimer, 1985),224.
lssGoodwill and Sluman, John Tootoosis,TT

'

lsoSaskafcfi ewa n Herald, 30 November 1 885, in Battlefo rd Beleag uered,

7 1.
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intended message driven home. According to the Herald, the executed were not
removed from the gallows for fifteen minutes.lsl Robert Jefferson described the
disposal of the bodies:
Disposal of the bodies was let by contract but, when it came to the matter of
placing the bodies in coffins or boxes, the contractor objected to handling them.
This, of course, was to prove his conformity to the prevailing antagonism to
"rebels". (sic) The conflict between duty and inclination was compromised by his
placing the boxes below the scaffold, so that when he cut the ropes by which
they were suspended the dead Indians dropped into their respective "caskets".
(sic) Then they were hauled to the bank of the river and buried in the sand.1s2

The executions at Battleford marked the end of Cree resistance to the increasingly
draconian measures instituted by the Dominion government. Deprived of their leaders
and their freedom, the subjugation of the Cree was complete.ls3 Even before the

uprising, officials of the Indian Department controlled almost every aspect of their lives.
The abuses committed by employees of the government, though unsanctioned, were
evidence of their power over the reserve population. The completion of the
transcontinental railway signalled the transition of the prairies to a new economic
paradigm from which the vast majority of plains Indians were excluded. ln the wake of
these changes, the aboriginal population would, within a decade, decline to its nadir.

1s1lbid.

le2Jefferson, Fifty Years on the Saskafchewan, 153.
ts3Tobias, "Canada's Subjugation of the Plains Cree," 232.

Chapter 10: The Nadir of Indian Health, 1886-1891

.

The fallout from the Indian uprising in Saskatchewan had a severe impact on
the reserve population of the plains. By the beginning of 1886, the Indian population
was in crisis. In addition to the hundreds who were dying of malnutrition and related
diseases, many of the leaders were imprisoned or were dead. Long Lodge, whose
þand had suffered terrible mortality alongside Piapot at the lndian Head reserves, died
in the United States on Christmas eve 1884.1 Liftle Pine, who endured bouts of

blindness prior to the outbreak of hostilities, died of disease during the uprising. Red
pheasant, a Cree Chief from Battleford, was dead.2 Big Bear and Poundmaker, voices
of restraint during the fighting, were imprisoned. Both would soon be dead'
Poundmaker's obituary noted that he "had an attack of bleeding of the lungs about
three years ago and came near dying."3 He perished from tuberculosis in July 1886.
On July 12th, the Henld reported, "(h)is death practically settles the Indian question in

the north on the side of peace, there being no one clever or influential enough to take
up the banner he has just left down."4

Punishment meted out by the authorities was swift and effective. The
confiscation of horses and guns, whose purpose was to check the possibility of further

lHamilton and Hamilton, Ihese are the Prairies,

S.

2Stonechild and Waiser, Loyaltill Death,132. ln February 1885, lsaac Taylor of
the CMS, noted that the Chief "is of fine physique though now suffering more or less
from chronic disease." CMS, Microfilm, reel A-112, lsaac Taylor, "An Account of Two
Visits to the Cree Indians of the Saskatchewan... into the Reserves on the Eagle Hills
near Battf eford, N.W.T.," 23 February 1885, 2.
3Saskafchewan Herald, 12 July 1885, in Battleford Beleaguered, TS.

olb¡d. As Poundmaker visited his adopted father, Crowfoot, he chocked, "blood
gushed from his mouth and in a few moments he was dead." Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief
of the Blackfeet,2OO.
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trouble, hobbled efforts to acquire wild game.s The pass system, considered by
historians of the police to have been "perhaps the most onerous regulation placed on

the lndians after the rebellion,"6was implemented through the entire plains, keeping
Indians out of European communities and further undermining their access to game.7
Although the police protested the legislation as a breach of trusts with the Indian
population, they carried out their orders. Hayter Reed was the architect of the new
measures. He stated:
(T)hat the lndians be disarmed either by persuasion or the withholding of
ammunition; that the tribal system of government be broken up; that the work for
rations policy be strictly adhered to; that the pass system be used to confine the
Indians to their reserves; that rebels be denied their annuities until such time as
the cost of the damage they had caused be recouped by the government and
until they had displayed remorse for their actions; that the horses of rebels be
confiscated and cattle suþstituted for them; that Big Beads band be broken up
and dispersed among others; that loyal Indians be conspicuously rewarded as
an object lesson to those who had been in arms.s

The Dominion's new approach to Indian administration had a profound impact on the
tJoyce Sowby, Macdonald the Administrator: Department of the Interior and
Indian Affairs, 1878-1887 (M.A. thesis, Queen's University, 1984), 185.
oBeahen and Horral, Red Coafs on the Praiies:The Northwest Mounted Potice,
1886-1900,57.
TThe effects of the pass system are well documented. See LaurÍe Barron, "The

ndian Pass System in the Canadian West, 1882-1935," Pnirie Forum 13 (1988): 2542, and Sarah Carter, "Controlling Indian Movement: The Pass System," NeWest
Review 10 (1985): 8-9.
f

EPolice opposition to the enforcement of the act was such that by 1892,
the

Commissioner Herchmer of the NWMP sought legal advice on the issue and circulated
and order to his staff not to prosecute lndians without legaljustification. Barron, "The
lndian Pass System in the West, 1882-1935," 36. According to Hubner, "The Northwest
Mounted Police, the Department of lndian Affairs, and the federal government all knew
the "pass law" had no legal basis and violated the promises of Treaty #7." "Horse
Stealing and the Borderline: The NWMP and the Control of Indian Movement," 295.
nTitley, "Hayter Reed and lndian Administration in the West," 117-118.
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people of the west. According to Maureen Lux, the reserve population which peaked in
1884, declined for at least a decade, the result of malnutrition, overcrowding, exposure,

poor sanitation and oppressive government policies.l0 ln that period, the population of
the Crooked Lakes reserves declined by 41 percent.rl At File Hills, by 46 percent.l2
Between 1885 and 1889, one third of the inhabitants of the Edmonton reserves either
left or died.13 The pre-rebellion population of the Battleford reserves was halved by
1ggg.14

Not all of the losses were the result of disease. Hundreds of people, including

as many as one hundred members of the Battleford Stoney bandsls and the followers
of Little Bear, fled to the United States.16 Little Poplar also took refuge south of the
border where they endured terrible hardship until 1887, when American authorities

1o

Lux, Beyond Biology, 69.

11Lux, Medicine that

Walks,45.

t'lbid.
13lbid., s6.
14lbid. The death rate for the reserves was four times higher than the birth rate

during the period.
lsGrizzly Bear's Head left Canada with over one hundred followers. K. Tyler,
lnterím Report: The History of the Mosquito, Grizzly Beals Head, and Lean Man Bands.
1875-1920, 5. The annual report of the Indian Department noted that the remaining
Stoney bands "have more houses than they can occupy at present, owing to so many
of them having, after the troubles, fled to the United States." CSP, 1887, John A.
Macdonald, Report of the Superintendent General, 1 January 1887, xlviii.
16On

30 December 1885, the Benton River Press reported that 137 Crees under
Little Bear (lmases) had been apprehended and taken to Fort Assiniboine. James
Dempsey, "Little Beads Band: Canadian orAmerican lndians?," 3; Dusenbury, The
Montana Cree: A Study in Religious Persrsfen ce, 32, 37. ln 1896, I 92 Cree were
expelled from the United States. Four members of the group died prior to reachÍng
Canadian soil.
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agreed to provide relief.17 Lux reported the number of those who abandoned the
Battleford Agency in the year after the rebellion to be three hundred.ls A decade later,
when an amnesty was offered by the Dominion five hundred "lndian refugees from the
trouble in 1885"1s returned from Montana.2o
Abandonment was only one factor contributing to the startling decline of the
Indian population. Those who could, responded to the new Departmental measures by
renouncing their legal status as Indians.2t At Lac la Biche, as many as 470 people
withdrew from treaty in 1886.22 Over half of the 1159 certificates granted during 1886 in

174

large number of the band were starving near the south fork of the Sun River
and were "forced from place to place during the summer, and are now in such dire
extremes that the United States authorities are giving them relief." Saskafchewan
Herald,5 February 1887 ,1. Later in the year, the Herald reported that fugitive Canadian
lndians were taking refuge in the mountains rather than obey an American military
directive ordering them back to Canada. lbid., 12 November 1887, 3.
tsThe total population of the Agency at the beginning of the period was 1,952.
Lux, Medicine that Walks,58.
1s

Reed noted "they have been scattered throughout the country and not kept in
one body." SAB, Ferguson Papers, Microfilm, reel R-3.391, 185.
20The

five hundred does not include the band under Grizzly Bear's Head, who
according to K.J. Tyler, "apparently never returned to his reserve." lnterim Repoft: The
History of the Mosquito, Grizzly Beafs Head, and Lean Man Bands. 1878-1920,5.
According to Titley, between 10 and 15 percent of the rebels "were restored to
department favour'' in 1888. "Hayter Reed and Indian Administration in the West," 120.
2lDewdney noted that those who could opt out of the system were provided with
scrip, which "for them, would have constituted a considerable sum of ready cash." CSP
1887, Report of Commissioner Dewdney, 17 November 1886, 111.
22Tne population of

the Pecaysees band fell from 992 to 521. CSP 1887, Report
of the Superintendent-General of Indian Affairs, 1 January 1887,li. So many took scrip
among Passpassche's band that the remainder were merged with Enoch's band in
1887. CSP 1888, Edgar Dewdney, Report of the Indian Commissioner, 23 December
1887. 192.
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western Saskatchewan and Alberta were for people opting out of treaty.23 By spring
1888, the Herald reported that three quarters of the population of Slave Lake were halfbreeds.2a On the lower Saskatchewan, the "lndian" population declined by one third

during 1886.25 The population of the newly established Agency at Onion Lake Agency
declined by more than one half.26 At Battleford, more than ten percent of the lndians
withdrew from Treaty in 1887.27
That so many chose to flee the country or abandon their status as Indians in the
wake of the trouble is not surprising. The most immediate punishment doled out by
Dominion authorities in the aftermath of the violence was the slashing of food rations,
particularly to the many bands deemed disloyal. The mortality rates for rebel þands for

the two years after 1885, calculated by Maureen Lux, are striking. Among the
Assiniboine Bands the death rates were estimated at: 178 per thousand at Mosquito,
306.4 per thousand at Grizzly Bear's Head, 117.6 per thousand at Lean Man, and
123.7 per thousand at Red Pheasant.2u Among the Cree at Thunderchild, the mortality

2tKen Hatt, "The North-West Rebellion Scrip Commissions, 1885-1889," in 1885
and After: Native Society in Tnnsition, eds. F.L. Barron and James Waldram (Regina:
Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1985), 197. ln the Edmonton Agency, one hundred
and fifty took scrip, leaving an official population of 843. CSP 1887, John A.
Macdonald, Report of the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 1 January 1887, li¡.
24

Saskatchewan Hercld, 5 March 1888, 4.

'sFive hundred people withdrew from treaty. CSP 1887, John A. Macdonald,
Report of the Superintendent General of lndian Affairs, 1 January 1887, xlvi.
26The Agency population fell from 8'14 to 386. CSP 1887, John A. Macdonald,
Report of the Superintendent General of Indian Affairs, 1 January 1887, xlix-|.

tiCSP

1BBB, John A. Macdonald, Report of the Superintendent General, 3
January 1888, lii.
28Lux. Medicine that

Walks,58.
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was estimated at 233.5 per thousand and at Sweet Grass, 185 per thousand.2e The
death rate for the Agency exceeded the birth rate by a ration of four to one.30 The
incredibly high death rate calculations, particularly for the Stoney bands, are
problematic. They appear to be based exclusively on annuity payments which list only
the members of bands who were paid and would not have accounted for those who
willingly left treaty, either by moving or by taking scrip. John A. Macdonald's Annual
Report for 1887 referred to the withdrawalfrom Treaty of 117 Battleford Indians.3l

Though Lux noted the territorial abandonment as a factor in the decline of the
Battleford reserves, her discussion does not address the acceptance of scrip as a
factor in the drop in official records. Her data would not have included the sixty people

of

Grizzly Bear's Head and "the other forty dissidents" who abandoned the Agency in

October 1885.32
Aside from the methodological issues associated with the use of lndian
department data, the late 1880s were years of serious decline for the bands of the
Northwest. Some, such as the Sharphead Stoney, in east centralAlberta, underwent
such hardship that they ceased to exist as a discrete population.33 Although

2tlbid. Lux then provided the mortality rates of 31.6 per thousand for Montreal
and 20 per thousand for Paris and London.
tolb¡d.

3lBefore the withdrawals reported in 1887, the population was reported to be
983. CSP 1888, Report of the Superintendent General, 3 January 1887, lii.
32

Tyler, tnterim Report: The History of the Mosquito, Grizzly Beafs Head, and
Lean Man Bands. 1878-1920,5.
33The surviving members of

the band were integrated with that of lronhead in
"and
ceased
to exist." Titley, "The Fate of the Sharphead
band
the Sharphead
1895
Stoneys," 8.
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tuberculosis was the primary cause of death for lndians by the 1880s,34 two serious
epidemics of infectious disease in the second half of the decade greatly heightened the
death toll.
In the aftermath of the violence of 1885, the lndian Department severely

curtailed all of its ration atlotments and cut off bands deemed "rebellious" altogether.
The cuts, estimated to be worth over $21,000, amounted to almost one fifth of the
Department's annual expenditure for the Northwest Superintendency.3s The Prime
Minister acknowledged that the cuts would cause "genuine suffering" but he warned
Dewdney that, "[y]ou will have to take hold of this subject with a good deal of your

vigour and with a view to prevent imposition on the treasury."36 Reed reported on the
immediate food measures undertaken and of their effects during the summer of 1885:
... the only tea &c which the Indians receive is through their own work for
Civilians-Of course this rule can but be enforced for a limited period, say till the
beginning of next spring's work for Civilians, then only in very limited quantities

3aDiscussion of tuberculosis as the primary cause of death are numerous. The

Annual Reports of the lndian Department for 1886, for example, make specific
reference to tuberculosis as the principal pathogen. Touchwood Hills Agency, Day Star
(p.117), Gordon's (along with syphilis and scrofula)(p.117); Crooked Lake (p.125);
Prince Albert (p.126), Edmonton (p.134), Sarcee (p.135) CSe 1887. The disease was
also reported to have been the primary pathogen among Indians in the United States.
Washington Mathews, "Consumption among the lndians," Ttansactions of the American
Cli matological Associaúion (1 886), 235.

At Battleford, the cuts amounted to $8,825, at Pitt $6,785 and at Prince Afbert
$3,625. MacPherson, The Battlefords: A History, 105.
35

tuSAB, John A. Macdonald Papers, R-70, Macdonald to Dewdney, 5 July 1885,
n.p.
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and not in the lavish manner I seen was done here after its receiptl find on
close inspection there are the following absent from the different reservesNipahase's band
Thudner Child "
¡¡
Little Pine
Pound Maker "
Sweet Grass

"

9

families

13 "
2¡l
14"

24 souls

31

"

3

34"

30

68"

124"

Most of these are on the plains or heading for the West; the balance are
scattered about this place as Half-Breeds and a few working.3T

Even bands who did not suffer the wrath of Dominion revenge for their disloyalty
underwent enormous hardship and loss to disease resulting from malnutrition. The
photograph of Crowfoot and his children, taken in 1884, presented in his biography by
Hugh Dempsey, illustrates the depth of 'suffering within a single family. All eight of the
children whose images were captured in the photograph died within two years.38

Fig. 4. Crowfoot and His Children, 1884. Source: Dempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the
Blackfeet. 181.

37SAB

Sir John A. Macdonald Papers, R-70, Reed to Dewdney, 31 August

1885,366.
3uDempsey, Crowfoot: Chief of the Blackfeet, 181.
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Although 'loyal' bands were not to be punished under the directives, many undenruent
severe privation in the aftermath of the fighting. At Assissippi, Hines reported, "[o]ur
people are literally starving all the Govt. officials are off to Regina in connection with the
trials & appear to have forgotten about food for the loyal Indians.3s As many endured
famine, rations imported for the militia, including "large quantities of bacon and other

food ...[were] piled up and spoiling."aO
The misery was compounded during the summer of 1886, when measles and
whooping cough broke out among the weakened Indian population of the plains.al The
disease was first reported in the Victoria Agency where nine people perished.42 Al

Edmonton, Agent Anderson reported that the disease resulted in "a good many deaths
this year, most of them from the after affects of a bad type of measles; in many cases,

tnCMS, Microfilm, reel A-113, Assissippi Journal, 3 August 1885 and 23 August
1885, 2-3.
ooSAB,

Macdonald Papers, R-70, Macdonald to Dewdney, telegram, 24 August
1884,363; Dewdney to Macdonald, deciphered telegram, 25 August 1885, 365.
Dewdney suggested that the surplus food could be used for the relief of Indians and
the destitute of Batoche.
41The connection between malnutrition and the severity of measles is well

documented. David C. Morley reported that measles, "as seen in Africa and other areas
where malnutrition exists may have a mortality rate four hundred times as measles in a
well-developed countries." The author added that in developing countries, the disease
is a particular threat to children under the age of three years, "a period when the child is
particularly at nutritional risk." David C. Morley, "Nutrition and Infectious Disease," in
Drsease and Urbanization: Symposia for the Study of Human Biology, Volume 20, eds.
E.J. Clegg and J.P. Garlick (London: Tayfor and Francis,1980), 37. See also Morley,
"severe Measfes," in Changing Dr'sease Patterns and Human Behaviow; eds. N.F.
Stanley and R.A. Joske (London: Academic Press 1980), 124-125. The measles
epidemic persisted to 1889, was reported to have taken a large toll in both Canada and
the United States. Stearn and Stearn , The Effect of Smallpox on the Destiny of the
Amerindian, 1O7.

4'CSP 1887 Report of the Indian Commissioner, 17 November 17, 1886, 109.
,
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they caught a cold in their lungs."as
The disease was severe in the north. In Athabasca, one hundred and fifty
people perished, "at Slave Lake alone from measles and whooping cough."aa John
Hines at the Assissippi mission, reported that the epidemic, "swept the country north of
us, and attacked my lndians at Stony Lake, and about one fourth of them died of the
effects, and its victims were mostly men."as Though the people of the mission itself
were spared the brunt of the combined epidemic, their mortality rose dramatically
through 1886 and 1887 (See Graph 1-ove/6). Although causes of death are not
reported for the CMS mission on Lac la Ronge, mortality was more than five times
higher than normal for 1887 (see Graph 2-over).47

otCSP 1888, W. Anderson, Report of the Edmonton Agency, n.d. 1887, 104.
44Saskatchewan

Henld,5 March 1888,

osH¡nes, Red lndians of

4.

the Plains,216-217. See also, Saskatchewan Herald,

12 February 1887, 1. Measles and scarlet fever were reported as prevailing among the
young at Star Blanket (Ahtahkakoop), in addition to "considerable sickness among the
grown-up portion of the lndians.
465A8, Anglican Diocese of Saskatchewan, Parish Register of Burials Assissippi

Mission.
47SAB, Anglican Diocese of Saskatchewan, Parish Registers

of Burials, Stanley
Mission. Graph 2 illustrates that with the exception of the measles epidemic, northern
populations underwent no significant changes to their health conditions through the
second half of the nineteenth century, and supports Helen Buckley's statement that, "ln
the northern forests lands which nobody wanted, it was not even required that they take
up their residence on reserves. The people continued to trap and fish and trade their
furs, and with the addition of treaty money and the annual ceremony at which it was
dispensed, life went on as it had until after Word War ll." Helen Buckley, From Wooden
Ptoughs to Welfare: Why lndian Policy Failed in the Prairie Provinces (Montreal: McGillQueen's University Press, 1992),37. Maureen Lux also noted the wide disparity in
death rates between northern Indians and their southern counterparts, noting that those
who had the least contact with the Indian Department were the most healthy. Medicine
that Walks,147-148. Although a comprehensive history of northern Saskatchewan
remains unwritten, recent studies have begun to address the problem. See Joan
Champ, ""Difficult io make Hay": Early Attempts at Agriculture on the Montreal Lake
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The disease ravaged the Stoney population on the plains. Among the
Chapoostiquan's people, deaths were reported in almost every family.as Some bands
buckled under the strain of the outbreak. In October 1886, the disease broke out
among the Sharphead Stoney, within a year, one third of the band was dead.4s The
community never recovered and the survivors were amalgamated into the band under
lronhead.sO The epidemic swept through southern Alberta during the winter of 1886-87,

killing an estimated three percent of the Stoney
population.sl An Agent among them commented of their particular susceptibility, "lt has
been observed that the Stonies have always seemed to have less power of resistance
to attacks of sickness of every kind... although no satisfactory explanation of this
unfortunate peculiarity has been díscovered."s2 Lux reported that measles spread to

the Blackfoot at the same time as their rations were being reduced, the severity of the
disease among the children prompted Magnus Begg to report, "of course Ít [ration cuts]
has nothing to with children having measles, but the Indians do not look at it in that

Reserve," 27-35, and Anthony Gulig, "Sizing Up the Catch: Native-Newcomer
Competitíon and the Early Years of Saskatchewan's Northern Commercial Fishery," 310. See afso Anthony Gulig, In Whose Interest?: Govemment-lndian Relations in
Northem Saskafchewan and Wisconsin, 1900-1940 (Ph. D. diss. University of
Saskatchewan,l99T).
4UCSP

1888, T.P. Wadsworth, Inspector of lndian Agencies, Battleford, 20
October 1887, 144.
4eTitley reported that 47 of the dead were boys and girls under the age

fifteen. "The Fate of the Sharphead Stoney," 6.
5olbid., z.
51Lux, Medicine that

t2lbid.

Walks,64.

of
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light."s3 The infection persisted untíl the end of the decade where at Onion Lake, the
disease took twenty-nine lives.uo By the end of the decade, the mortality associated
with the measles was overshadowed by an even more deadly outbreak.
During 1889-90, the entire northwest was hit by influenza. The outbreak was
part of global pandemic, "the first to move with the speed of trains and steamships"

which killed a quarter of a míllion people in Europe.5t In his report for 1889, Edgar
Dewdney described the magnitude of the outbreak:
The epidemic of influenza, popularly known as la grippe, prevailed very
generally among the Indians last winter and spring. Almost every band from the
Atlantic to the Pacific, and as far north as the Department has had reports from,
was attacked, to a greater or a lesser degree, by this disease; and in the case of
many old persons, and those who were suffering from diseases of a pulmonary
or other chronic character, or who were otherwise of a delicate constitution, the
end was precipitated owing to the complications caused by catanhal infection.
A decrease in the population of many Bands, even in the older Provinces, has
resulted from the fatality which in so many instances followed from attacks of
the disease.s6
53lbid., 65.

s4Whooping cough also contributed to the mortality and may have been an early
manifestation of the influenza epidemic of 1889-90. Seventeen of the dead were aged
younger than six, five were between the ages of six and eighteen and four were among
adults. The author also noted that infection with measles reduced resistance to
tuberculosis. Schenstead-Smith, "Disease Patterns and Factors Relating to the
Transmission of Disease among the Residents of the Onion Lake Agency,", 3-4.
Whooping cough was also reported to have been the main reason for the 5 percent
mortality at the Edmonton reserves during the winter of 1888, "two thirds of these being
children." CSP 1889, Report for Edmonton Agency, Wm. Carnegy de Balinhard,
Edmonton, 30 June 1888, 89. Measles was also reported at Fite Hills. CSP 1891,
Report of H.L. Reynolds, File Hills, 1 July 1890,44.
utArfo Karlen, Man and Microbes: Dlsease and Plagues in History and Modern
Times (New York: Putnam 1995), 144. Lux noted that the outbreak, "was a worldwide
epidemic that foreshadowed the even deadlier 1918-19 epidemic." Medicine that

Walks,86.
tUCSP 1890, Edgar Dewdney, Report of the Superintendent General, 13

January 1890, xi. Catanhal infection's refer to infections of the mucous membranes
accompanied by discharges from the mouth or throat. Lesley Brown, ed., The New
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A year later, the epidemic had still not abated among the lndians. Hayter Reed noted
that the tuberculosis worsened the effects of the inluenza, "because the tendency to
pulmonary complaints among the Indians and the impossibility of inducing them to
exercise the necessary care-more disastroas(sic) to them than to white people."sZ
Mortality from the influenza itself, and the impact of the infection on those already
stricken with tuberculosis, was widely recognized in the Annual Reports of the Indian

Department. tu By the beginning of February 1889, the influenza outbreak, described
in its early stages as whooping cough,ss spread to the Chipewyans at Cold Lake.60 Six

Sho¡ter Oxfo¡d English Dictionary on Historical Pinciples (Oxford: Clarendon
Press,1993), 351.

ttCSP 1891, Report of the Indian Commissioner, Regina, October 1890, 136.
For a discussion of differential outcomes of infections related to economic conditions,
see Maureen Lux, "Prairie Indians and the 1918 Influenza Epidemic," Native Sfudres
Review I (1992),24-26.
58At

Touchwood, Agent Keith noted, that influenza, "carried off many of the
consumptive people." CSP 1891, 30 August 1890, 38. J.A. Markle, at Birtle, Manitoba,
reported that, "a number afflicted with scrofula, and they, like almost all of the others,
sutfered with the prevailing complaínts of last winter "la grippe." A number died from
these two complaints, and a number yet feel their effects." 18 August 1890, 42. At
Muscowpetung, J.B. Lash remarked that the flu killed "a number of people sufferÍng
from ung complaints." 1 September 1890, 41. ln Manitoba, the agent reported, "(a)t
one time, I am sure that five hundred people were laid up with it, and in many cases
have not yet recovered from the effects yet, and I notice an increase in consumption
and scrofula as a result." CSP 1891, A.M. Muckle, Clandeboyne Manitoba, 30 August
1890, 32. Lux noted that the most common cause of death associated with the
epidemic was bacterial pneumonia. Medicine that Walks, 87.
f

stAmong the early reports of the influenza epidemic in the west, there was
confusion over the specific pathogen that spread though the Indian and European
population alike. The Saskafchewan Herald noted, "But Whether the plague be scarlet
fever, small pox, or any other contagious disease, it is serious enough to call for prompt
action on the part of the authorities." "The Indian Epidemic," February 6, 1889, 2. Two
weeks earlier, the paper reported that whooping cough had spread to "nearly every
house in town." 23 January 1889, 1.
60Thirty had died along with another six on the day of the arrival of Agent Mann

and Stg. Hall, who were despatched to the investigate the outbreak of disease.
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people died in a single day. The severity of the infection among the affluent
Chipewyan had important implications for the weakened plains population according to
the Henld.
Where it is so fatal amongst the Chipewyans, noted for their cleanliness, it
would not fait to be fatal to an appalling extent if it were to get in amongst those
bands who are not noted for the virtue said to be akin to godliness, and who are
constitutionally much weaker than their brethren of the north side.61
The symptoms of the influenza were reported in the same issue:

The tndians on the Battle River reserves are suffering greatly from an infection
of the throat and neck that prevents them from swallowing food. All the muscles
of the neck swell, accompanied with much pain in the swollen parts and a
soreness in the throat; and in addition to the soreness there is a general feeling
of sickness. The only food they can take is boiled rice and other soft articles of
diet.62

The inadequate diet provided by the lndian Department contributed to the

mortality. Piapot, who lost twenty-six people to inffuenza, pleaded with Dewdney for
"beef for my sick."63 Instructor O'Donnell, at Edmonton was criticized by his superÍors in
January 1890 for exceeding the allotted daily ration issue to alleviate the suffering of
the infected population.ua In March, rations were withheld from members of the

Saskafchewan Henld,6 February 1889, 2.
61lbid.

u'lbid.,1. Lux reported that symptoms of the influenza were "sore throat, cough,
chifls and fever." Medicine that Walks,86.
63lbid., 87.

uolbid. In November 1888, Father André, of the Calgary Mission, requested that
the enforcement of the pass system be relaxed for some of his parishioners, noting
"sending them back to the Reserve I don't see how that will help those poor
Indians-there the agents will refuse to feed them as they have done already." Father
Andre to Col. Herchmer, Assistant Commissioner, 5 November 1888, File 000, in Peter
Nayfor, Index to Aboriginal /ssues Found in the Records of the Northwest Mounted
Police, RG 18, National Archives of Canada.
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Thunderchild and Sweet Grass reserves when they refused to send their children to
school.65 Although a large proportion of the population was incapacitated by the

disease, the Indian Department reported that it reduced the supply of rations while the
epidemic raged.66
Other Departmental Ínitiatives contributed to the crisis. During the epidemic, the
Indian department instituted its now infamous "peasant farming policy" to erode the

perceived threat of lndian agriculture to white farmers.GT Described by Helen Buckley
as "so datt a plan" the policy forces lndian farmers to "step aside and function in

isolation from the rest of western Canadian society."68 A protracted drought cycle,
lasting from 1887 to 1896, further undermined both lndian and European farming. Poor
crops contributed to a growing concem among the settlers of unfair competition from
Indian farms leading to further restrictions on commercial agriculture on reserves.un The

extent of the drought was such that an estimated twenty thousand families were

65Lux, Medicine that

Walks,87.

66CSP 1890, Report of the Superintendent General, Edgar Dewdney, 13

January 13, 1890, xxviii.
uTCarter, Lost Haruesfs, 193-236, and sarah Carter, "Two Acres and a Cow:

'Peasant' Farming for the lndians of the Northwest, 1889-1897," in Sweef Promises: A
Reader in tndian-White Relations in Canada, ed. J.R. Milter (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1991): 353-377. Robert Nestor argued that the "severality policy"
initiated by Reed in 1887, led to the surrender of large portions of Indian reserve land
for a decade. Hayter Reed, Severclity, and the Subdivision of lndian Reseryes on the
Canadian Prciries.
osBuckley, From Wooden Ploughs to Welfare: Why lndian Policy Failed in the
Canadian Prai ries, 52-53.

u'Carter, Lost Haruesfq 181-190.
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reported to be on the verge of starvation in Dakota.7o lts effects were felt from "the
foothills to Fort MacMurray," where low water levels contributed to the deaths of
thousands of beavers, seriously eroding the already precarious economy of northern
Alberta.Tl

The susceptibility of the elders to infection contributed to a crisis in leadership in
many stricken communities. Chief Beardy was only one of "several deaths" on his
reserve during the epidemic.T2 Mosquito, the Stoney Chief, died in February 1890.73
Crowfoot, the Chief of the Blackfoot Confederacy, also died during the epidemic.ia
T0Conditions were so severe that the settlers were reported to be burning weeds

for fuel and that wood was "allowed to be taken from the reservation to alleviate
suffering." Saskafchewan Herald, 13 November 1889, 1. ln the new year, the number
of destitute farmers in northern Dakota was estimated at four thousand. Saskafchewan
Herald, 5 February 1 890, 3.
Saskatchewan Herald, 18 August 1888, 3-4; B September 1888, 2. The dead
beaver were reported to have died fat and had "diseased" hearts, invoking a
comparison to the beaver die-off associated with the drought cycle of the 1790s. (See
Chapter 3) The subsistence economy of northern Alberta was seriously undermined by
the extermination of the remaining northern bison herd led to a famine and the rise in
hunger related disease. Saskafchewan Henld, 20 March 1889, 4. William Homaday
remarked of the winter of 1886-87, "destitution and actual starvation prevailed to an
alarming extent among certain Indians in the Northwest Territory who once lived
bountifully on the buffalo. A terrible tale of suffering in the Athabasca and Peace River
country..." Roe, Ihe Noñh American Buffalo: A Critical Study of the Species in its Wild
71

State,484.
t2sliwa, Standing the Test of Time: A History of the Beardy's/Okemasis
Reserue, 1876-1951, 93. The relationship between the death of Beardy and the loss of
leadership in his community is underscored by the fact that the band had no Chief until
1936, over forty years later. SAB, Reel 2.75 School Histories of 35 lndian Reserues,
"Beardy's Reserve," 20.
T3Saskafchewan Henld,12 February 1890, 1.
TaCrowfoot may have died from complications of the influenza to a preexÍsting

case of tuberculosis. Hugh Dempsey noted that the Chief, "By the winter of 1887-88,...
was almost continuously sick, and even though he continued to work for his people's
rights, he knew he was losing the battle for his own life." Crowfoot: Chief of the
Blackfeet,208. Prior to his death, Crowfoot was bedridden for almost a year, suffered
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Leadership passed to his foster brother, Three Bulls, who "without the guidance of his
teader, proved to be incapable of handling the responsibilities of high office. In the

passing years other head Chiefs took his place including a grandson of Crowfoot, but
none was able to replace him in effective leadership."Ts
Infected and demoralized communities did what they could to cope with the
stresses resulting from the increasing onslaught of disease in their midst.76 Ebenezer
McColl reported a resurgence of Ojibwa spirituality on Lake Winnipeg:
Since the advent of the white man into this country many diseases unknown
before to the red man made their appearance and baffled the greatest skill of
their medicine men to grapple with them, and in despair they abandoned their
usual remedies and resorted to incantations to endeavour to break the evil spell
which troubled them...77
The frequency of other religious ceremonies rose during the late 1880s. At
Ahtahkakoop's reserve a number of ceremonies including the Sun Dance and the Give
Away Dance (matahitowin), "a sacred dance held for pahkahkos, the spirit of famine
were conducted."78 A Sun Dance was held at Fort Macleod in 1889, prompting an

from declining vision and near the end, slipped into a coma. lbid., 209-213.
tttb¡d., 215-216.
76lux, Medicine that Walks, 83-84.

CSP 1889, Report of the Manitoba Superintendency, E. McColl, Winnipeg, 14
November 1888,160. The Midewiwin was also reported as far west as Onion Lake
during this period. Chief Band Hand, at lsland Lake, a "Mediwiwin priest," refused the
overtures of Anglican missionaries but allowed Dr. Elizabeth Matheson to practice
medicine among his people. Ruth Matheson Buck, The Doctor Rode Srde-Sadd/e
(Toronto: McClelland and Stewart,1974),56-57. The Mediwiwin ceremony had
probably been an ongoing phenomenon in the northern parklands of Saskatchewan. In
1884, John Hines reported that "the heathen lndians are congregating around Pelican
Lake for their annual "Metahawin," it is at this festival that they practice all their
superstitious ceremonies." CMS, Microfilm, reelA-112, Assissippi Joumal, 6 June 1884.

"

tuPahkahkos was also known as Bony Spectre who was believed to have
"sacrificed itself so that others may live," and associated with starvation. Pettipas,
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official to remark, "it makes them unsettled and anxious to emulate the deeds of their
forefathers."Te Health concerns were the primary motivation for the sponsorshíp of Sun

Dances. According to Katherine Pettipas, the persistence of the ceremony, "stemmed
from the fact that its ideology of world and personal renewal and regeneration
continued to have relevance."so
The most widespread of the Indian revitalization movements of the influenza
period, the Ghost Dance, swept through the western United States from its origin in
Paiute territory in the Mason Valley

of Nevada.tt The founder

of the movement,

Wovoka, obtained his vision on the day of a solar eclipse, when he 'Was very ill with a
fever."82 His teaching stressed a gospel of peace and right living,83 based on the notion

that "dead Indians would return to life and prosperous aboriginal conditions if the Ghost
Dance rituals were performed."84 By performing the ceremony, adherents would be

Severing the Ties that Bind,55; Christensen, Ahtahkakoop, 649,651. According to the
author, Chief Ahtahkakoop requested that the Give Away Dance be suppressed on his
reserve in 1892 because of its increasing popularity among his ostensibly Christian
community.
TnHubner, "Horse Stealing and the Borderline The NWMP and the Control of

lndian Movement," 285; Pettipas, Severing the Ties that Bind,99.
80For a discussion of the curative aspect of the ceremony, and of its

suppression by Canadian authorities see Pettipas, Severing the Ties that Bind,183185.

stAl¡ce B. Kehoe, The Ghost Dance: Ethnohistory and Revitalization, Case
Studies in CulturalAnthropology (Fort Worth: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1989), 4-5.
See also Ronald Niezen, Spirit Wars: Native No¡th American Religion in the Age of
Nation Building (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 2000), 130-136.

utKehoe, The Ghost Dance: Ethnohistory and Revitalization,

S.

83lbid.
84The phenomenon '\ruas a response to a group trauma resulting from

the Pai's
demorafizing contact with Anglo-Americans." Henry Dobyns and Robert Euler, The
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"forever free from death, disease and misery."8s Although the movement took
numerous forms, James Mooney noted that they all shared the belief "that devout
attendance on the dance conduces to ward off disease and restore the sick to health,
this applying not only to the actual participants, but also to their children and friends."86
Those who accepted the new religion were undergoing severe privation. In their study

of the Ghost Dance among the Pai of Arizona, Dobyns and Euler quoted a newspaper
account of the movement which reported that "a number of deaths occurred from lack
of food" among the movement's adherents.sT When the ideology spread to the
neighbouring Havasupai, a leading evangelist "preached fervently that the recent
deaths from influenza were due to the Havasupai having "laughed too much, gone
hunting and visiting the white men's camps when they ought to have been dancing."tu

The most widely documented and tragic manífestation of the movement
occurred among the Dakota of the Standing Rock Agency in 1890. James Mooney, the
first serious investigator of the Ghost Dance, described the conditions among the
Dakota prior to the fluorescence of the movement:
In 1888 their cattle had been diminished by disease. In 1889 their crops were a
failure, owing to the fact that the lndians had been called into the agency in the

Ghosf Dance of 1889 among the Pai Indians of Northwestern Arizona (Prescott, Az.:
Prescott College Press, 1967), 1-2.

ttJames Mooney, The Ghost Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890
(Lincof n: University of Nebraska Press, 1991),777.
tulbid.. 786.
uTMohave Country Miner,lTAugust 1889, in Dobyns and Euler, The Ghost
Dance of 1889 among the Pai Indians of Notthwestem Arizona, S.ln a report on a

Ghost Dance held at Cora Springs a little more than a year later, the Minernoted that
"eleven Indians died from exhaustion." 29 November 1890 , in lbid., 24.

ttlbid., zB.
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middle of farming season ... going back to afterward to find their fields trampled
and torn up by stock during their absence. Then followed epidemics of
measles, gr¡ppe and whooping cough, in rapid succession and with terrible
results.... "The people said their children were all dying from the face of the
earth, and they might as well all be killed at once." Then came another entire
failure of crops in 1890, and an unexpected reduction of rations, and the lndians
were brought face to face with starvation.ss
Mooney described the particular nature of the movement at Standing Rock, "among the
powerful and warlike Sioux of the Dakotas, already restless under both old and recent
grievances, and more lately brought to the edge of starvation by a reduction of rations,
the doctrine speedity assumed a hostile meaning."eo The doctrine that marked the
Ghost Dance among the Dakota was the annihilation of the white men and the return to
Indian supremacy.nl Although the militancy among the Dakota was anathema to

Wovoka's original pacifist doctrine, the combined pressure of American policy,s2 the
drought, and the influenza epidemic, along with the myriad of other diseases
associated with malnutrition, created conditions similar to those discussed by Norman
Cohn in his classic study of millenarian movements in Middle Ages Europe.s3 In

seEarlier, Mooney noted that arídity was such that "the white farmers in that and

the adjoining state of Nebraska have several times been obliged to call for state or
federal assistance on account of failure of crops." The Ghost Dance Religion and the
Sioux Outbreak of 1890.826-827.
solb¡d., 7BZ.

sllbid.

shccording to Mooney, rations had been cut for the estimated 10,000 people at
the Pine Ridge and Standing Rock reservations from 8,125,000 pounds of beef in 1886
to 4,000,000 in 1889. When further cuts were ordered during the summer of 1890, the
lndians "made their first actual demonstration by refusing to accept the deficient issue
and making threats against the agent." Unable to remedy the situation, Agent
Gallagher resigned. lb¡d, 845-846.
s3Norman Cohn, The Pursuit of the Millennium: Revolutionary Millenarians and
Mystical Ana¡chists of the Middle Ages (New York Oxford University Press, 1972).
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Drsasfer and the Millennium, Michael Barkun noted that the apparent contradiction with

the Ghost Dance were "a set of tribal variations upon Wovoka's message" and "very
much a case of movements within a movement."s4 Fear of the Dakota prophecy was
such that Sitting Bull, the leader of Standing Rock, was killed in a botched arrest
attempt on December 15, 1890.ss Two weeks later, an attempt by the army to disarm a
large group of Dakota at Wounded Knee prior to their removal from the area resulted in
the killing of over two hundred men, women and children.nu Mooney's interpretation of
the events leading to the killings is generally sympathetic to the military but his account
acknowledges that atrocities were committed by the military

:

There can be no question that the pursuit was simply a massacre, where fleeing
women, with infants on their arms, were shot down after resistance had ceased
and when almost every warrior was stretched dead or dying on the ground. On
this point such a careful writer as Herbert Welsh says: "From the fact that so
many bodies were found far from the scene of action, as though they were shot

s4Michael Barkun, Disaster and the Millennium (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1974), 15. For a discussion of the Ghost Dance in the context of other
nineteenth century anti-colonial movements see, Frederic J. Baumgartner, Longing for
the End: A History of Millennialism in Western Civilization (New York: St. Martin's Press,
1999), 184-185. In her discussion of the Ghost Dance, Alice Kehoe, remarked that
Wovoka's "creed was distorted among the Lakota, becoming a millenarian movement
yearning for utopia instead of the Paiute prophet's sensible guide to life. Distorted, the
Ghost Dance seemed to fail the Lakotas." The Ghost Dance: Ethnohistory and
Revitilization, 39.
ssMooney, The Ghost Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890,857. A
different account of Sitting Bull's death appears in Dee Brown, Bury my Heart at
Wounded Knee: An Indian History of the American Wesf (New York: Bantam Books,
1970), 441.
soMooney, The Ghost Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890, 869.
Dee Brown's account of the attack noted, "(w)hen the madness ended, Big Foot and
more than half of his people were dead or seriously wounded; 153 were know dead,
but many of the wounded crawled away to die afterward. One estimate placed the final
total of dead at nearly three hundred of the original 350 men, women and children. The
soldiers lost twenty-five dead and thirty-nine wounded, most of them struck by their own
bullets or shrapnel." Bury my Heart at Wounded Knee,417-418.
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down while flying, it would look as though a blind rage were at work."sz
Although the tragedy at Wounded Knee abruptly ended the militant form of the Ghost
Dance, its benign form persisted in secret in both Canada and the United States until

the 1970s.nu The killings at Wounded Knee are widely acknowledged to be the low-ebb
of Indian conditions in the American context. In a consideration of the demographic
aspects of the Ghost Dance phenomenon, Russell Thornton noted that the movement:
(C)oincided almost exactly with the totalAmerican Indian population nadir,
further, actual participants in both movements (1870 and 1890) tended to live in
subareas with the greatest population losses. This all suggests a very close
linkage between American Indian losses and the social occurrence of the Ghost
Dance movements.ee
Thornton even argued that the movement succeeded in, "strengthening tribal ídentity
and distinctions between American Indian and European populations. These in turn
served to strengthen tribal boundaries, which restricted migrations out of the tribe
during population growth."loo
While the violence was limited to Standing Rock, reverberations of the incident
shocked the entire continent. Edgar Dewdney's opening statement of his report as
ntMooney, The Ghost Dance Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1890,869-870.
A contributing factor in the attack was that the leader of the Dakota, Big Foot, was
bedridden with pneumonia before the attack. He was killed "around his tent, where he
lay sick."
esThe dance continued in a revamped form among the Kiowas until 1917, and

into the 1960s and 1970s among the Caddo and Wichita of Oklahoma and the Dakota
of Saskatchewan. Raymond J. DeMallie, "lntroduction," in Mooney, The Ghost Dance
Religion and the Sioux Outbreak of 1 890, xxv, fn.1 . For a díscussion of the Canadian
manifestation, New Tidings, see Kehoe, The Ghost Dance: Ethnohistory and
Revitalization. 41-5O.

ssRussellThornton, We Shall Live Again:the 1870 and 1890 Ghost Dance
Movements as Demogrcphic Revitalization (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1986),46.
loolbid., 45.
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Superintendent General of Indian Affairs for 1891 acknowledged the significance of the
events in Dakota to the people under his charge:
The "Messiah Craze," which affected so many of the Indian tribes in the United
States, occasioned little or no excitement among our Indians: and the "Ghost
Dances," which were so freely indulged in by the Indians in the former country,
were not celebrated by any of the Indians of Canada, so far as the Department
has heard; nor was this because their sympathy was not sought by their
relatives and acquaintances on the other side of the line. On the contrary, there
is sufficient cause for believing that runners or messengers were sent from the
disaffected Indians of the United States to some of our Indians, in the hope that
they might be induced to lend their aid to the movement, but their overtures
were rejected and met with no purpose.101
Although the Ghost Dance did not spread north of the border to a significant degree,1o2
the fear of the spread of the movement provided the authorities with the further
motivation for the suppression of indigenous religious practices.103 Katherine Pettipas's
study of Canada's legislative attack on lndian religious practices noted that after the
uprising of 1885, popular opinion shifted of plains Indian societies from "nuisances,
"vagrants," and "members of a dying race" to " a threat to the property and lives of
White settlers."10a Because there was no law forbidding religious ceremonies on the
plains until the extension of Section 14 of the Indian Actin 1895, government officials

totCS¿ 1892, Report of the Superintendent General, Edgar Dewdney, January
1892, x.
tot The Lakota members of Sitting Bull's band residing at Wood Mountain were

reported to be practising the dance in 1895. Sometime during the late 1890s, the
Saskatchewan Dakota gave up the actual dance but incorporated the belief system into
existing religious practices, creating the New Tidings movement which persisted until
the 1960s on the Wahpeton reserve near Prince Albert. Kehoe, The Ghost Dance:
Eth n o hi sto ry a n d Revita I i zati o n, 44-46, 129-1 34.
r0tPettipas

, Seveing the Ties that Bind, 101-102; Ronald Niezen, Spirit Wars:
Native No¡th American Religions in the Age of Nation Building,136-140.
tooPettipas, Severing the Ties that Bind,1O2.
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strictly enforced the pass system to limit the number of people attending dances.105
During the turmoil of 1890, border patrols were increased and Indian purchases

of ammunition were closely monitored.lou Police officers were ordered to "disarm all
American Indians coming in and collect duty on their ponies, or tum them back.r107 ¡n
November, Superintendent Antrobus noted that the Battleford reserves were effectively
sealed off from outside influences as the Indians, "seldom leave their reserves, unless
on pass. Their success is in great measure, if not altogether, due to the ability of the
Indian Agents and Farm Instructors, whose exertions are highly commendable."1O8 On

December 19, 1890, lnspector G.E. Sander reported that over 20,000 people were "on
the large Sioux Reservation in southern Montana where the trouble was most likely to

be."

He warned of the possibility of trouble spreading north of the border, "[s]hould a

rupture occur between the troop and the fndians there is no doubt that great numbers
of the latter will make for British Territories in fact a small band was reported to have
started and been stopped by the troops..."10t Three days later, "lndians travelling in

1

osChr¡sten sen, Ahtha kako

o

p, 650.

106Beahen and
Horral, Red Coafs on

the Prairies,60.

loTTelegram from L.W. Herchmer to Superintendent Steele, 7 December 1890,

in Naylor, Index to Aboriginal /ssues Found in the Records of the No¡th West Mounted
Police, RG 18, National Archives of Canada, no. 152.
108SAB, Reel R-2.563, Alphonse Little Poplar, Miscellaneous Indian Policy

Documents Relating to the Sweef Grass Reserve, 4. For a further discussion of
confinement to mitigate the spread of the Ghost Dance and other outside religious
movements, see F. Laurie Banon, "The lndian Pass System in the Canadian West,
1892-1935," 31.
totNAC, RG 18, volume 46, file 15 Report of G.E. Sander, Inspector, to E.W.
Jarvis, Superintendent, 19 December 1890, in Naylor, Index to Aboriginal /ssues Found
in the Records of the No¡th West Mounted Police, , RG 18, NationalArchives of
Canada. no.151.
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armed bodies towards the reserves west of Qu'Appelle" were apprehended and
brought under escort to lndian Head."110 When reports circulated that the Indians of
Turtle Mountain, North Dakota, were holding war dances in January 1891, police were
despatched to Deloraine to prevent the spread of trouble to Canada.1l1 Further west,
reports of runners meeting with the Bloods in anticipation of an uprising south of the
border, was an "excuse for panic" among Dominion authorities.ll2

The control of Indian movement served not only to diminish the spread of

insurrection. The strict enforcement of the pass system was also a response to the
protests of ranchers who claimed that Indians who were away from their reserves to
hunt were killing cattle. A Calgary newspaper admonished the lndian department for
being too liberal in doling out passes for Indians to hunt, "as the only surviving game

was cattle."113 Confinement to reserves was further used to control the spread of

alcoholwhen liquor laws were eased in the Territories causing, "an increase in antilndian hysteria among the settlers."11a By 1892, the police acknowledged that the
enforcement of the pass law to control Indian movement was "on very insecure

lloLetterfrom L.W. Herchmer, Commissioner,22 December 1890, in Naylor,
lndex to Aboriginal /ssues Found in the Records of the North West Mounted Police, RG
lS,National Archives of Canada, no. 155.
11lBeahen and Horral
112F.

,

Red Coafs on the Pnaines, 60.

Laur¡e Barron, "The Indian Pass System in the Canadian West," 34.

11tlbid., 33.

'loJohn Jennings, "The North West Mounted Police and Indian Polícy after the
Rebellion," in 1885 and After: Native Society in Tnnsition, eds. F.L. Barron and James
Waldram (Regina: Canadian Plains Research Centre, 1985), 230. See also Barron,
"The fndian Pass System in the Canadian West," 32-33.
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ground."115 Further strictures on the Indian population were imposed by the Dominion

in 1892, when legislation was introduced to ban the trade between those on reserve
and white communities without the consent of departmental officials.

There was, of course, no great uprising of Canadian plains people in the
aftermath of the incident at Wounded Knee. The horrible conditions drove the Dakota
the millenarian form of the Ghost Dance were similar to those experienced by the
Canadian Indian population in 1890. Although R.G. Ferguson's study of the
tuberculosis was tainted by eugenics and flawed by his singular focus on tuberculosis
as the sole cause of Indian mortality during the late nineteenth century,116 his

description of overall mortality remains useful (see graph 3-over).117 As was in the case
with American Indian populations considered by Thornton,118 mortality peaked, for the
vast majority of Canadian Indians in 1890. There were exceptions to this trend. Among

the Blackfoot the nadir of the population did not occur until after the turn of the
century.11s There, the peak in mortality resulted from the synergy of a severe measles

epidemic and rampant infection with tuberculosis. Agent J.A. Markle noted the

,15SAB, Reel R-2.563, Alphonse Little Poplar, Miscellaneous lndian Policy

Documents Retating to the Sweef Grass Reserve, 4-5. See also, Barron, "The Indian
Pass System in the Canadian West, 1882-1935," 36.
116The

author made no mention of acute infectious diseases as a factor
contributing to mortality. Ferguson, Sfudres in Tuberculosis, 6.
117R.G.

Ferguson, Tuþerculosis among the lndians of the Great Canadian Plains
(London: Adlard & Son, 1929), 10.
118Thornton, We Shall Live Again: The 1870
as Demog rcphic Revitalization, 46.

and 1890 Gñosf Dance Movements

lltFerguson noted that while the rise in the general death rate began about the
same time as other population on the plains, the rise'\rvas more gradual and attained
its maximum about 1902, a decade later." Tuberculosis among the lndians of the Grcat
Canadian Plains,12.
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Fig. 7. General Death Rate Associated with Tuberculosis Epidemic Among Plains Indians. Source: R. G. Ferguson,
Tuberculosis Among the Indians of the Great Canadian Plains (London: Adlard & Son, 1929), 10.
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phenomenon in his annual report:
There were a number of deaths, and while measles may truthfully be assigned
as the direct cause, there is in my opinion an indirect reason for many of the
fatalities. Scrofula is lurking in the system of nearly every adult member of the
band, and when parents are afflicted with this insidious disease, it goes without
saying that the constitution of the children is weakened, and if attacked by
almost any of the ailments that children are heir to, the results are more likely to
be fatal than with children of strong constitutions.l20
The measles outbreak was also reported to have been "very malignanf' at Battleford
where "it carried off a large number of children."121 Though occurring more than a
decade later than the nadir of the Qu'Appelle people, the cause of the peak mortality
among the Blackfoot was acute infection coupled with tuberculosis.
The death toll among children rose in relation to the expansion of the of the
Indian residential school system.122 Once infected with tuberculosis, children died with
greater speed than adults.l23 The death toll at the schools was enormous. In 1892,
Father Hugonnard noted, with five deaths of an enrolment of less than one hundred
and seventy that "the general health of the children has been good... We had to record
five deaths."12a Included in the principal's report was a list of the children who had died

120CSP 1903, Blackfoot Agency, Gleichen, 7 August

1902,124.

121CSP

1903, J.P.G. Day, Battleford Agency, 20 August 1902, 118. The
severity of the mortality resulting from the outbreak is illustrated in Chart 3.
122For

a full discussion of health conditions at the Schools, see Milloy, "A
National Crime": The Canadian Government and the Residential School System, 1879
to 1986,77-108.

t"W¡ll¡am D. Johnston noted that the younger the individual, the more likely that
primary infection will become active disease and result in death."William D. Johnston,
"Tuberculosis," in The Cambidge Wortd History of Human Drseaseg ed. Kenneth Kiple
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1060.
l2aFour were from consumption and one resulted from pleurisy. CSP 1892, J.
Hugonnard, Principal, Qu'Appelle Industriaf School, Qu'Appelle, 1 October 1890,202.
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Fig. 8. Students who Died at the Qu'Appelle Indian Residential School, 1884-1892.
Source: CSP 1884, J. Hugonnard, Qu'Appelle lndustrial School, 22 August 1893, 206.

at the school since its establishment in 1884. John Milloy's account stressed that
Hugonnard considered his work to have been a success, as only 153 of a total of 795
children died under his care between 1884 and 1905.125 In reporting on the twelve
deaths at the school in 1893, the Principal remarked that consumption was, "hereditary

l2sMilloy, "A National Crime" : The Canadian Govemment and the Residential
Schoo/ System, 1879 to 1986,92.
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in the families of the deceased and the germs were brought from home."126

Hugonnard was not the first offícial to comment on the hereditary nature of the disease
among the Indians. ln 1886, Edgar Dewdney stated that increased mortality on the
reserves was a result of inheritance and improved accounting:
...directly due to hereditary disease, which had its origin at a time prior to that
which our responsibility began. In considering the death rate, it must be further
borne in mind that the far more complete arrangements which now exist for the
observation and record of the deaths which occur, result in givíng publicity to
numbers, which, in former times, would have gone unnoticed.l27
Discussions of the hereditary nature of tuberculosis appeared with increased frequency
toward the end of the 1890s.128 Medical practitioners also began to utilize inheritance
as a factor in the reporting of tuberculosis among children. ln his report documenting
the inadequate facilities at Indian schools, Dr. Martin Benson wrote, "without adequate
provision for the admission of fresh air and it is scarcely any wonder that our Indian
pupils have an hereditary tendency to phthisis, should develop alarming symptoms
after a short residence in our schools..."t" By the turn of the century, bands that were
comparatively healthy, such as the community at the Pas Mountain, were reported to
126CSP

1884, J. Hugonnard, Qu'Appelle lndustrialschool, 22 August 1893, 88.
The following year, he reported that consumption had claimed the lives of most of the
children who had died at the institution "though in nearly every case it has clearly been
hereditary." He added that "(p)ure blooded children appear to be more affected by it
than those with white þlood, and they rally much better after any sickness." CSP 1894,
J. Hugonnard, Qu'Appelle Industrial School, 4 August 1894,344.

t'7CSP 1887, Report of the Indian Commissioner,lT November 1886, 110.
12uSee

for example the report of John Carruthers for Touchwood in 1897 which
reported that scrofula and tuberculosis were "the bane of the Indians, are the diseases
which play on the adults-the latter is caused chiefly by their want of care in keeping
their clothes dry, and the former is hereditary." CSP 1898, Thomas Carruthers,
Touchwood Hills, 20 July 1897, 176.
l2sMilloy, "A National Crime" : The Canadian Govemment and the Residentiat
School System, 1879 to 1986,86.
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be "almost entirely free of any hereditary díseases."130
By the beginning of the First World War, physicians who opposed the notion of

the hereditary nature of tuberculosis, were in the minority. Dr. P.H. Bryce, emphatically
opposed the notion of heredity with regard to the disease in 1914:
The statistics illustrate a clinical fact which perhaps will not fully appeal to those
who are not physicians, viz.: That while every male death was, I believe, caused
by tuberculosis contracted as a child at school, the fact of the remarkable
immunity of the children owing, undoubtedly, to the fact that only two mothers
having died, and one of these certainly not from tuberculosis, will in future be
regarded as classical proof of what we now know to be true, that tuberculosis is
not hereditarv (emphasis Bryce's), and that born of a healthy mother the child
has a first-class guarantee with good environment of growing into a strong man
or woman.13t

Despite Bryce's assertions to the otherwise, the belief in the hereditary nature of the
disease persisted. ln a 1922 report to the government by the Anti-Tuberculosis
Commission, the authors stated as their first principle that "Tuberculosis is now to be
considered hereditary."132
One of the authors of the report, Dr. R.G. Ferguson, became the authority on
the treatment of tuberculosis among Canadian Indians.ls3 Using mortality data
130Meyer,

The Red Eafth Crees, 1860-1960,89.

r31P.H. Bryce, "The History of the American lndians in Relation to Health," 141.

tt2A.B. Cook, R.G. Ferguson, and J.F. Cairns, Report to the Government of
Saskafchewan by the Anti-Tuberculosis Commission (Regina: Sakatchewan Antituberculosis Commission, 1922), 15. For a further discussion of the belief in the racial
susceptibility of lndians to tuberculosis, see Maureen Lux, "Perfect Subjects: Race,
Tuberculosis, and the Qu'Appelle BCG Trial," Canadian Bulletin of Medical History 15
(1998): 277-295, and Lux, Medicine that Walks, 5-9.
l33Ferguson, Tuberculosis among the Indians of the Grcat Canadian Plains and
Sf¿¡dres in Tuberculosis. For accounts of his work see Lux, "Perfect Subjects: Race,
Tuberculosis, and the Qu'Appelle BCG Trial," 277-295 and C. Stuart Houston, R.G.
Ferguson: Crusader against Tube¡culosis (Toronto: Hannah Institute and Dundurn
Press, 1991),91-100.
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gathered from annuity lists,13a he estimated that the death rate among Qu'Appelle
f

ndians, "rose from 40 per 1 ,0OO in 1881 to 127 per 1 ,000 in 1886, an increase of 87

per 1,000 in only five years.'t1ss

T¡"

rise in the general death rate was attributed,

"almost entirely to the increase in the tuberculosis death rate."136 He noted the relative

absence of the disease prior to the reserve period.l3i Because he was unable to find
comparable death rates in European populations,l3s he concluded:
(T)his study of the prolonged tuberculosis epidemic among the Indians of the
Qu'Appelte Valley from 1874 to 1926 demonstrates the difference in the level of
susceptibility between primitive recently exposed and the white race exposed for
centuries.l3s

l34Although the paylists used by Ferguson are not available at this time, Annual
Reports for Treaty 4 make no reference to abandonment of the country or the taking of
scrip, a phenomenon that was widely noted in reports of more northerly districts and
are probably more reliabfe as a source of true mortality information.
13sFerguson, Sfudies

in Tuberculosls, 6.

1361b¡d.

ltTFerguson, Tuberculosrs among the lndians of the Great Canadian Plains, 4-8.
l3sBetween 1893 and 1904, the maximum death rate from tuberculosis in
European prisons was 1,910 per 100,000. In 1887, the maximum rate for asylums was
2,300 per 100,000. Ferguson added, "Even the tuberculosis death rate of 1,400 per
1O0,0OO during the first world war... did not approximate that of the Indian tuberculosis
epidemic." After four years imprisonment, the Apache at Mount Vernon experienced a
death rate of 142.8 per 1,000, almost half of the deaths were attributed to tuberculosis.
Ferguson, Sfødies in Tuberculosr's, 7-8.
13nlb¡d.,

6-9. The notion of racial susceptibility was accepted by Ferguson. For
an extensive discuSsion, see LuX, "PerfeCt SubjeCts: Race, TuberCUlosiS, and the
Qu'Appelle BCG Vaccine Trial," 277-295. There were dissenting opinions even in the
1920s. A report to the American Tuberculosis association noted, "[i]n the light of our
knowledge, gained by the foregoing historical review, there is no reason for assuming
that the red man is peculiarly predisposed to this disease." Committee of the National
Tubercutosis Association, Tuberculosrs Among the North American Indians: Report of a
Committee of the NationalTuberculosrs Assocrafion Appointed on October 28, 1921
(Washington: Government printing Bureau, 1923),16. For a further discussion of the
construction of the belief in racial predisposition to tuberculosis, see Michael Worboys,
"Tuberculosis and Race in Britain and lts Empire, 1900-50," in Race, Science, and
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Ferguson's erroneous conclusion regrading the racial susceptibility of Indianslo0 may
well have stemmed from the fact that his discussion was based on work published
before 1930.141 lf his estimate of the peak mortality at Qu'Appelle of 137 per 1,000 is
correct, a comparable rate of 142.3 per thousand would not be experienced by a
European population until 1942, when the Jews of the Warsaw Ghetto experienced a
mortafity rate from disease of 142.3 per 1,000.142

In 1929, Ferguson reported that the lndians of Qu'Appelle were "universally
tuberculized" and that mortality from the disease was twenty times greater than in the

surounding white population.l43 The sheer magnitude of infection led Ferguson to his

Medicine, 1700-1960, eds. Waltraus Ernst and Bernard Harris (London: Routledge,
1999):144-167.
laoRecent studies have shown that the rise in lndÍan tuberculosis was not

because of their genetic weakness but, "the result of enforced changes in ecological
factors rather than exposure to a new, introduced infectious disease." T.K. Young, Ihe
Health of Native Americans: Toward a Bioculturcl Epidemiology (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1994), 59. The author based his statement on a study which
concluded that the belief in 'innate' resistance to disease "overlook the important
ecological and environmental factors influencing transmission and immunity... they
divert attention from the broader issues of social and biological stress in the
management of mycobacterial disease in a community." G.A. Clark, Mark Kelly, John
Grange, and Cassandra Hill, "The Evolution of Mycobacterial Disease in Human
Populations," Cunent Anthropology 28 (1 987), 51.
lalFerguson, Tuberculosis Among lndians of the Great Canadian Plains:
Preliminary Repoñ of an Investigation Being Canied Out by the National Research
Council of Canada (1929), originally published in Tmnsactions of the Foufteenth
Annual Conference of the National Association for the P¡evention of Tuberculosis
(1s28).

tazl¡" estimated mortafity in the Warsaw ghetto

in April 1942 of 11 per one
thousand, if extended to a year, provides an annual mortality rate of 143.2 per one
thousand. Charles Roland, "Mortality Among Warsaw Jewry: Selected Months," in
Courage Under Siege; Staruation, Disease, and Death in the Warsaw Gheffo (New
York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 225.

totFerguson, Tuberculosis Among lndians of the Great Canadian Plains:
Prcliminary Report of an lnvestigation Being Canied Out by the National Research
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misguided conclusion that Indians were inherently susceptible to disease.laa
In his discussion of lndian policy in the post-rebellion period, Walter Hiderbrandt
used the tragic story of Almighty Voice to illustrate the predicament of the plains people

toward the turn of the century.1as The Cree from One Anow who was killed in a artillery
barrage for initially killing a govemment cow without the consent of the Indian Agent.
Perhaps a more fitting metaphor of their plight is the case of the Blood, Charcoal, who
"became the most wanted man on Canada's western frontier "for killing his unfaithful

wife's lover and the police officer who attempted to arrest

him.1a6

Council of Canada,45.
t44The experience of Indians in Canada leading to the construction of a belief in

the racial susceptibility of tribal people was minored in South Africa. See Randall
Packard, White Plague, Black Labor: The Political Economy of Health and Daease
South Africa, 10-31.
lasDuring his two year flight, Almighty Voice killed five police men while trying to
remain free. Hildebrandt, Views From Fort Battlefo¡d: Constructed Visions of an AngloCanadian West, 100-102.

touCharcoalwas convicted of Sergeant Wilde's death but not on the initial
charge as there was not enough evidence to prove his guilt. Adolph Hungry Wolf, Ihe
Blood People: A Division of the Blacl<foot Confedency (New York: Harper & Row,
1977),281.
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Fig. 9. Charcoal in Detention. Charcoal is pictured sitting because he could not stand
on his own. Source: Brock Silversides, The Face Pullers: Photographing Native
Canadians 1 871 -1 939 (Saskatoon: Fifth House, 1994), 77
.

Although the accused was riddled with tuberculosis, he managed to elude the
authorities for a year before his capture. When his sentence was canied out, Charcoal
was probably on the verge of death from disease. Hugh Dempsey described his
execution:
Unable to walk, the Indian was loaded onto a wagon, driven to the scatfold, and
canied up the last few steps to eternity. His body, having no will of its own, was
not even capable of standing, so a chair was pfaced over the trapdoor, a white
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cloth draped over his head, and the noose placed around his neck.la7
With the execution of a man who could no longer walk, Canadian justice was done.
The notion that Indians underwent severe hardship under the increasingly harsh
measures imposed by the Canadian government afterthe uprising of 1885 is widely

accepted. The population, already infected with tuberculosis resulting from a decade of
malnutrition, suffered a terrible burden of infectious disease which contributed to the
nadir of their health in the aftermath of the influenza epidemic of 1889-1890. The
interaction of Dominion policy and disease that came in its wake meant that Indians in
the post rebellion period were not only punished, but in many cases, they were
punished to death.

laTDempsey, Charcoal's Wold (Saskatoon: Western Producer Prairie Books,
1978), 155.

Chapter 11: Conclusion
The study has examined the interaction of economics and disease from the
arrival of Europeans in the northwest to the end of the nineteenth century. In doing so,
it has bridged the gap between scholarship centred on the fur trade and studies

focussed on relations between First Nations and the Canadian state after 1870. As a
result, it has considered the effects of introduced infectious disease as a primary factor
in the territorial distribution of indigenous people throughout the Canadian west,

supporting Alfred Crosby's claim that Old World pathogens were the chief determinants
in the demographic history of tribal people for up to one hundred and fifty years after

their full exposure to them.1 lt has shown that the emergence of tuberculosis coincided
with the protracted famine that resulted from the extermination of the bison and the
Dominion government's relief effort which was used as a tool of subjugation rather than
a response to a humanitarian crisis. This supports the conclusion of Clark and his

colleagues who stressed that social and economic dislocation are central to the
understanding of the spread of tuberculosis in communities.' ln addition to
tuberculosis, the decade of malnutrition experienced by the vast majority of plains
Indians during the early reserve period made them particularly susceptíble to the
onslaught of measles and influenza, resulting in their demographic nadir by the early

1Bggs. By that time, the foundation of current economic, social and health inequalities
in Canadian society were well established. The study has shown that the decline of
First Nations health in the late nineteenth century was largely the result of their

economic and physical dislocation resulting from the establishment of Canadian rule
lCrosby, "Virgin Soil Epidemics as a Factor in the Aboriginal Depopulation of
America," in Germs, Seeds & Animals (London: M.E. Sharpe, 1993), 99.
2G.4. Clark, Mark Kelly, John Grange, and Cassandra Hill, "The Evolution of
Mycobacterial Disease in Human Populations," 51.
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and agrarian capital¡sm.
Even before the middle of the eighteenth century, the interrelationship of biology
and economics had a profound impact on the aboriginal people of the northwest. The
first recorded epidemic of smallpox, during the 1730s, affected regional groups from
the Great Lakes to the Rocky Mountains, altering innumerable balances of power
among people who had yet to directly encounter Europeans. To some, such as the
Shoshone and the plains Kutenai, the effect was catastrophic. The epidemic marked
the beginning of the long decline for some groups which, to that time, had been almost

empires. The Assiniboine, whose presence was reported as far east as Lake Nipigon
before 1700, today account for a mere handful of reserves spread across
Saskatchewan and Alberta. The sedentary societies of the Missouri were obliterated
within a century of the outbreak described by the La Vérendryes through the
inextricable combination of disease and economic competition. Other groups,
particularly the Ojibwa who inherited the middleman trade from the Huron, benefited

from the immunity conferred by their previous experience with the disease to expand
both their territory and their economic influence. By the time Europeans began to
physicatly arrive on the western plains in the mid-eighteenth century, the societies they

encountered had been altered demographically and geographically by a pathogen that
had spread a generation earlier.

paul Hackett has shown that the English presence on Hudson's Bay had little
impact on the health of the people who endured the long journey to the coast through
the period of the middleman fur trade.3 During this period, the groups that procured

3Hackett, "A Very Remarkab/e Sickness": The Diffusion of Directly Tnnsmitted
Acute Infectious Drseases in the Petit No¡d, 1670-1846,99.

,
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furs from distant people who produced the resource undenruent severe, at times fatal,
hardship in order to conduct their business with Europeans, an undertaking for which
they profited greatly. The ongoing conflict between the Cree and the Chipewyan over
control of the bay trade is evidence of the lucrative nature of the endeavour. Among

the societies that actually procured the furs for the middleman trade, particularly those
in the far north whose lives hinged on their ability to follow the caribou, their economic

dependence on the trade, as well as their oppression by middlemen, came early.
Samuel Hearne's journey west from Churchill in the early 177Os merely provided the
first written account of the economic order resulting from the establishment of the fur
trade.a

The renewal of the Montreal trade after the Seven Years' War brought changes
to both the epidemiology and economics to societies in the western hinterland. By the
mid 1770s, the prairie fur trade was saturated by Canadian-based privateers, forcing
them into the untapped markets to the boreal forest of the Athabasca and beyond. To
counter the ever increasing threat to their own trade, the Hudson's Bay Company was
forced to abandon its century long strategy of waiting for furs to be delivered to the
coast and established its own posts in the interior. The biological impact of the
expanded trade was felt within years of Peter Pond's initial foray across Methy portage
which, to that time, had been a barrier to both trade and disease to the Mackenzie
basin. The smallpox epidemic that swept from Mexico to the Arctic between 1779 and
178g, changed the trajectory of western Canadian h¡story. Entire cultural entities, such

as the pegogamaw and Basquia Cree, ceased to exist. Others, such as the Atsina,

oHeame, A Journey From Prince of Wales Foñ in Hudson's Bay to the Noñhern
Ocean, 181,273.
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Assiniboine and Mandan, suffered terrible losses and resulted in their diminished
influence and loss of territory.
What was catastrophic for some, provided new opportunities for others. The
Cree took advantage

of the demographic losses on the plains and the new economic

opportunity afforded by the expanded northem fur trade to supply provisions to those
who pursued the quest for furs. Their occupation of this economic niche led to a
century long fluorescence that ended only with the extinction of the bison and the
imposition of Canadian hegemony in the late nineteenth century. Other groups,
particularly the Ojibwa and to a lesser extent the Ottawa and the lroquois, came west
as economic migrants who engaged in commercial trapping for their Canadian masters.

Although financially successful, their arrival in the west destabilized existing
relationships as the immigrants came into direct competition with local groups for

resources. The century old alliance between the Cree and the Blackfoot broke down,
initiating a century-long struggle over control of the bison economy. The arrival of
eastern commercial trappers into hunting grounds that were already occupied
dislocated many smaller groups from their territory. In addition to the many instances of
armed conflict, particularly in the Athabasca and the Mackenzie, the territorial
displacement of smaller Athapaskan nations forced many into environments that could
not sustain them. The paucity of their new territory, coupled with the deterioration of
climate in the early nineteenth century, forced many of those dislocated in the far north
to the most extreme of measures to merely survive. Compoundíng the environmental
pressure, the brutality of the Canadian trade brought unprecedented hardship to the
people of the northwest. Pond's statement that both the country and the lndians
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belonged to hims provides an insight into the management of the Canadian trade.
During the four decades of the fur trade war, large areas of the northwest were

denuded of game, resulting in famine, conflict, and exacerbating the effect of
contagious diseases.
When the Canadian enterprise buckled under the combined forces of climate,
game depletion, warfare, and disease, the country was in ruin. The HBC in monopoly
acted as a de facto government to stabilize the trade and the people who conducted it.
While its motives were self-serving, the Company introduced measures to conserve
animal populations and introduced a limited prohibition of the trade in alcohol. The
monopoly provided the northwest with an extended period of relative stability, though
the expansion of Red River augmented the frequency of contagious diseases
spreading through its trade network to the interior. To counter the threat of disease, the
HBC provided their clients with medicine as part of its "social safety net" that the
population came to count on in times of hardship.u The effectiveness of the Company
in treating disease was underscored by William Todd's vaccination program that halted

the deadly spread of smallpox from the Missouri in 1837-38- In the north, the
combination of epidemic disease and the Company's focus on economy served to
perpetuate the cycle of hunger and despair that fluctuated with the rabbit population.

Within a decade of Canada's acquisition of the northwest, the balance of power
þetween First Nations and Europeans was abruptly and permanently altered. The
plains Cree, who had suffered great losses during the smallpox epidemic that coincided

tsloan, "The Native Response to the Extension of the European Trade into the
Athabasca and Mackenzie Basin, 1770-1814," 291
uRuy, Miller and Tough, Bounty and Benevolence, 143'
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with the Métis resistance at Red River, were still a force to be reckoned with when they
negotiated Treaty

6. The inclusion of clauses

dealing with their transition to agriculture,

the guarantee of their material support in the case of famine and medical relief came
only after protracted bargaining with Canadian officials. Negotiators for the Dominion
accepted the new terms of the Treaty because the Cree, though dependent on an
economy that had all but run its course, were still in a position of power' The
extermination of the bison, the result of over hunting for subsistence, commerce and an
outright attack by the American military, changed that. The disappearance of the bison
coincided with the implementation of the National Policy, the development plan that
sought to populate the west with Europeans and establish agrarian capitalism. The
Indian population, who formalized relations with the state on a promise that they would
be assisted in times of crisis, were considered by the government to be a hindrance to
the successful development of the region.
The establishment of Canadian authority had immediate and profound
implications for the aboriginal people of the west. The state virtually eliminated the

threat of smallpox to the vast majority by 1880 but the success was a solitary one.
Rather than dealing with the widespread famine as a humanitarian disaster, the

Dominion government used food as a means of coercion to control a population that
was considered to be a vestige of a bygone era. Before the Treaties were signed,
tuberculosis was rare within Indian communities. Within a decade, it was the primary
cause of morbidity and mortality in the reserve population. The emergence of
tuberculosis was not the result of the introduction of the disease, as had so often been
the case during the fur trade era. lts explosion came as a consequence of a decade of
malnutrition overseen by officials of the Canadian government.
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The single focus of the lndian department on economy at the expense of all
other considerations, meant that, in many cases, rations rotted in government
storehouses while people starved. The consumption of rotten supplies among the
Blackfoot and the bands at Indian Head, the numerous reports of the hungry eating
animals which had died of disease, in addition to the reports of outright death by

starvation, provide ample evidence of the suffering that First Nations people endured in
the years after treaty. The frustration experienced by those who experienced the
official intransigence of Indian Department employees was augmented by the personal
relish some took in their role. The reports of sexual predation of Indian women by

employees of the Dominion government are evidence of the power that even the lowest
officials had over their charges.
The severity of the Dominion response to the uprising of 1885 worsened a
situation that was already a crisis. The population, weakened by years of hunger and
widely infected with tuberculosis, suffered terrible mortality from epidemics of
contagious diseases in the years after 1885. The combination of government
sanctioned malnutrition and repeated outbreaks of infectious disease contributed to the
demographic nadir of many plains communities in the early 1890s.
By that time, tuberculosis was so pervasive in reserve communities that it was

considered a hereditary characteristic of First Nations people. With the construction of

the belief, their marginalization from Canadian society was complete. Canadians could
accept tuberculosis infection rates among Indians as much as twenty times higher than

their European neighboursT because Indians were considered to be inherently
tFerguson

, Tuberculosis among Indians of the Great Canadian Plains:

Pretiminary Report of an lnvestigation Being Caníed Out by the National Research
Council of Canada,45.
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susceptibfe to the disease. Control of the tuberculosis epidemic among Indians was not
the result of improvement in their economic conditions, but the application of antibiotic
drugs after the Second World War. Gregory Campbell has shown that the
pharmaceutical victory over the disease was soon followed by the emergence of new
"unnatural" pathogens, resulting from the hegemony of European contact.s Aids,
diabetes, and suicides have all emerged from the social conditions that First Nations
communities continue to experience to the present.
The decline in the health status of lndian people was the direct result of their
economic and cultural suppression. The effects of the state sponsored attack on Indian
communities that began in the 1880s continue to haunt us. In a recent speech,
Matthew Coon Come stated, "[w]hat we have is a medical emergency that is sweeping
across First Nations...There is a direct link between the onslaught of diabetes in the
aboriginal communities and the sudden and forced elimination of our traditionat means
of subsistence."e The Cree negotiators at Treaty 6 recognized the need of their people
to adapt to a new economic paradigm and accepted the fact that the change would be
a difficult one. What they failed to plan for was the active intervention of the Canadian

government in preventing them from doing so-

sCampbell, "The Changing Dimension of Native American Health: A Critical
Understanding of Contemporary Native American Health lssues," 97.

tMatthew Coon Come. Speech to a National Health Conference, Fitst Nations
Health: Our Voice, Our Decisions, Our Responsibility, Ottawa February 25,2001(Ottawa: Assembly of First Nations, 2001), press release.
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